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ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CV01-18-13437
Ü
Ü
Ü
Ü
Ü

Gem State Roofing, Incorporated
Plaintiff,
vs.
United Components, Incorporated,
Defendant.

Location:
Judicial Officer:
Filed on:
Appellate Case Number:

Ada County District Court
Hoagland, Samuel
07/20/2018
47484-2019

CASE INFORMATION
Case Type:

AA- All Initial District Court
Filings (Not E, F, and H1)

Case 10/07/2019 Appealed Case Status: Supreme Court Appeal

DATE
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CV01-18-13437
Ada County District Court
07/20/2018
Hoagland, Samuel
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Gem State Roofing, Incorporated
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United Components, Incorporated,

DATE
New Case - District Civil
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07/20/2018
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07/20/2018

08/08/2018

Manweiler, Terri Pickens
Retained
208-954-5090(W)

EVENTS & ORDERS OF THE COURT

07/20/2018

07/20/2018

Lead Attorneys
McFarland, Ryan Thomas
Retained
208-895-1291(W)
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09/04/2018

Notice of Service of Discovery Requests
Notice of Service of Discovery

10/04/2018

Notice of Service
Notice of Service of Discovery

10/04/2018
10/05/2018

Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning
CANCELED Scheduling Conference (3:00 PM) (Judicial Officer: Hoagland, Samuel)
Vacated

10/08/2018

Notice of Service of Discovery Requests

10/12/2018

Scheduling Order

10/17/2018

Notice of Service of Discovery Requests

11/05/2018

Notice of Service
of Discovery

11/06/2018

Notice of Service
Notice of Service of Discovery

11/07/2018

Notice of Service of Discovery Requests

11/19/2018

Notice of Service
of Discovery

11/21/2018

Notice of Service

11/28/2018

Notice of Taking Deposition

12/06/2018

Notice of Service
12/4/18

12/11/2018

Notice of Taking Deposition

12/12/2018

Amended
Amended Notice of Deposition

01/28/2019

Motion to Compel

01/28/2019

Memorandum In Support of Motion

01/28/2019

Affidavit
of Ryan T. McFarland in Support of Motion

01/28/2019

Affidavit
of Lori A. Hickman in Support of Motion
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01/28/2019

Notice of Hearing
3/26/19 @ 4:00 PM

02/06/2019

Motion for Summary Judgment
Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment

02/06/2019

Memorandum In Support of Motion
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion

02/06/2019

Affidavit
Affidavit of Ryan T. McFarland in Support of Motion

02/06/2019

Affidavit
Affidavit of Rick Silvia in Support of Motion

02/12/2019

Amended
Amended Notice of Hearing

02/12/2019

Notice of Hearing
3/19/2019 @ 4:00 pm

02/13/2019

Motion for Summary Judgment

02/13/2019

Memorandum In Support of Motion
for Summary Judgment

02/13/2019

Declaration
of Jeffrey Flynn in Support of Defendant's Cross Motion for Summary Judgment

02/13/2019

Declaration
of Terri Pickens Manweiler in Support of Defendant's Cross Motion for Summary Judgment

02/13/2019

Notice of Hearing
Notice of Hearing Re: Defendant's Cross Motion for Summary Judgment 03.19.2019 @ 4:00
PM

02/28/2019

Memorandum
Memorandum in Opposition to Cross Motion

02/28/2019

Affidavit
Affidavit of Ryan T. McFarland in Support of Memorandum

02/28/2019

Affidavit
Affidavit of Rick Silvia in Support of Memorandum

03/04/2019

Notice of Service
of Discovery

03/05/2019

Objection
Defendant's Objection to Plaintiff's Motion to Compel
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03/05/2019

Declaration
of Terri Pickens Manweiler in Support of Defendant's Objection to Plaintiff's Motion to
Compel

03/05/2019

Opposition to
Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment

03/05/2019

Declaration
Supplemental Declaration of Jeffrey Flynn

03/05/2019

Declaration
Supplemental Declaration of Terri Pickens Manweiler

03/11/2019

Reply
in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment

03/11/2019

Affidavit
of Rick Silvia in Support of Reply

03/11/2019

Reply
in Further Support of Defendant's Cross Motion for Summary Judgment

03/12/2019

Motion
to Strike Affidavit of Rick Silvia in Support of Reply in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment

03/13/2019

Reply
Reply in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Compel

03/13/2019

Affidavit
Affidavit of Ryan T. McFarland in Support of Reply

03/19/2019
03/19/2019
03/25/2019

03/26/2019

Motion to Compel (4:00 PM) (Judicial Officer: Hoagland, Samuel)
Court Minutes
Order
Granting Plaintiff's on Motion to Compel
CANCELED Motion to Compel (4:00 PM) (Judicial Officer: Hoagland, Samuel)
Vacated

04/03/2019

Order
Amended Order Granting Plaintiff's Motion to Compel

04/05/2019

Witness Disclosure
Plaintiff's Lay Witness Disclosure

04/17/2019
04/26/2019

Notice of Service
Order
Memo and Decision & Order
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05/06/2019

Witness Disclosure
Defendant's Lay Witness Disclosure

05/30/2019

Motion
for Sanctions - Gem State

05/30/2019

Memorandum In Support of Motion
for Sanctions - Gem State

05/30/2019

Affidavit in Support of Motion
Ryan T. McFarland

05/30/2019

Affidavit in Support of Motion
Rick Silvia

05/31/2019

Notice of Hearing
6/19/2019 @ 4:00 pm

06/11/2019

Objection
Objection to Motion for Sanctions

06/11/2019

Declaration
Declaration of Terri Pickens Manweiler

06/17/2019

Reply
in Support of Motion for Sanctions

06/17/2019

Affidavit
Corrected Affidavit of Ryan T. McFarland

06/19/2019
06/19/2019

Motion for Sanctions (4:00 PM) (Judicial Officer: Hoagland, Samuel)
Court Minutes (Judicial Officer: Hoagland, Samuel )

06/20/2019

Stipulation
Stipulation to Continue Pre-Trial Status Conference

06/24/2019

Order
Granting Pltf's Motion for Sanctions

06/24/2019

Motion for Reconsideration
And Protective Order

06/24/2019

Memorandum In Support of Motion
For Reconsideration

06/24/2019

Declaration
Of Terri Pickens Manweiler in support of motion

06/24/2019

Declaration
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Of Kerrie Kuhn in support of motion
06/24/2019

06/25/2019

Notice of Hearing
On motion for reconsideration 7/10/19 @ 3:30 p.m.
Status Conference (3:00 PM) (Judicial Officer: Hoagland, Samuel)
Informal PTC

06/25/2019

Order
Denying Stipulated Motion to Continue PTC

07/01/2019

Order
Resetting Def's Motion for Reconsideration

07/02/2019

Opposition to
Plaintiff's Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Reconsider

07/02/2019

Affidavit
Affidavit of Ryan T. McFarland in Support of Opposition

07/03/2019

Motion
for Protective Order

07/03/2019

Memorandum In Support of Motion
for Protective Order

07/03/2019

Declaration
of Terri Pickens Manweiler in Support of Motion for Protective Order

07/03/2019

Motion
for Order Shortening Time

07/08/2019

Order
Shortening Time

07/08/2019

Opposition to
Plaintiff's Memorandum in Oppostion to Defendant's Motion for Protective Order Regarding
Third Party Subpoenas

07/08/2019

Affidavit
of Ryan T. McFarland in Support of Gem State Roofing, Incorporated's Opposition to
Defendant's Motion for Protective Order Regarding Third Party Subpoenas

07/09/2019

07/09/2019

Motion for Reconsideration (4:00 PM) (Judicial Officer: Hoagland, Samuel)
Mo for Protective Order Re: 3rd Party Subpoena
Court Minutes (Judicial Officer: Hoagland, Samuel )

07/11/2019

Order
Protective Order

07/11/2019

Order
on Motion for Reconsideration
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07/16/2019

Brief Filed
Plaintiff's Trial Brief

07/16/2019

Brief Filed
Defendant's Trial Brief

07/16/2019

Request
Request for Judicial Notice

07/19/2019

Stipulation
Re: Undisputed Facts

07/23/2019

Pre-trial Conference (3:00 PM) (Judicial Officer: Hoagland, Samuel)

07/23/2019

Court Minutes (Judicial Officer: Hoagland, Samuel )

07/23/2019

Pretrial Order (Judicial Officer: Hoagland, Samuel )
Pretrial Conference Checklist, Memo and Order

07/23/2019

Exhibit List/Log
Defendants Exhibit List

07/23/2019

Witness List
Defendant's Trial Witness List

07/23/2019

Proposed Findings of Facts
Proposed Findings of Fact Conclusions of Law

07/23/2019

Witness and Exhibit List
Plaintiff's Witness List and Exhibit List

08/05/2019

08/05/2019
08/05/2019

Court Trial - Civil (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Hoagland, Samuel)
3 days
Court Minutes (Judicial Officer: Hoagland, Samuel )
Exhibit List/Log
Court Trial

09/17/2019

Judgment

09/17/2019

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law

09/17/2019

Final Judgment (Judicial Officer: Hoagland, Samuel)

09/17/2019

Civil Disposition Entered

09/19/2019

09/19/2019

Motion
Motion for Costs and Attorneys' Fees
Memorandum of Costs & Attorney Fees
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09/19/2019

Affidavit in Support of Motion
Affidavit of Terri Pickens Manweiler

09/24/2019

Motion
for Attorneys' Fees and Costs

09/24/2019

Memorandum of Costs & Attorney Fees

09/24/2019

Affidavit
of Ryan T. McFarland in Support of Memorandum

09/24/2019

Opposition to
Plaintiff's Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Attorneys' Fees and Costs

09/26/2019

Opposition to
Defendant's Objection to Plaintiff's Motion for Attorneys' Fees and Costs

09/26/2019

Affidavit
Affidavit of Terri Pickens Manweiler re: Objection to Plaintiff's Motion for Attorneys' Fees
and Costs

09/26/2019

Reply
Reply in Further Support of Defendant's Motion for Costs and Attorneys' Fees

10/02/2019

Notice of Hearing
Notice of Hearing re Defendant's Motion for Costs and Attorneys Fees

10/02/2019

Reply
in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Attorneys' Fees

10/02/2019

Affidavit
of Ryan McFarland in Further Support of Memo

10/02/2019

Affidavit
of Lori Hickman in Support of Memo

10/02/2019

Notice of Hearing

10/07/2019

Notice of Appeal

10/07/2019
10/15/2019

11/12/2019

Appeal Filed in Supreme Court
Request for Additional Clerk's Record
Request to Include Additional Documents on Appeal
Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs (3:00 PM) (Judicial Officer: Hoagland, Samuel)

11/12/2019

Court Minutes (Judicial Officer: Hoagland, Samuel )

12/13/2019

Order
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Attorney Fees and Costs
12/17/2019

Amended Notice of Appeal
Amended Notice of Appeal

12/24/2019

Notice
of Cross-Appeal

01/06/2020

Reporter's Notice of Transcript(s) Lodged
- Supreme Court No. 47484

02/24/2020

Order
Granting Court Reporter's Motion for Extension of Time - Supreme Court No. 47484

04/06/2020

Reporter's Notice of Transcript(s) Lodged
- Supreme Court No. 47484

04/07/2020

Order
Granting Court Reporter's Second Motion for Extension of Time - Supreme Court No. 47484

05/04/2020

Reporter's Notice of Transcript(s) Lodged
- Supreme Court No. 47484

DATE

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Attorney of Record Manweiler, Terri Pickens
Total Charges
Total Payments and Credits
Balance Due as of 5/13/2020

229.00
229.00
0.00

Defendant United Components, Incorporated,
Total Charges
Total Payments and Credits
Balance Due as of 5/13/2020

136.00
136.00
0.00

Plaintiff Gem State Roofing, Incorporated
Total Charges
Total Payments and Credits
Balance Due as of 5/13/2020

450.00
450.00
0.00
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Electronically Filed
7/20/2018 4:23 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Laurie Johnson, Deputy Clerk

McFarland Ritter PLLC
Ryan T. McFarland, ISB No. 7347
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian, ID 83680
Telephone: 208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895.1270
Email: ryan@mcfarlandritter.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Hoagland, Samuel
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED, )
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
vs.
)
)
UNITED COMPONENTS,
)
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
)
ROOFING,
)
)
Defendant.
)
)

CV01-18-13437
Case No.
COMPLAINT

Gem State Roofing, Incorporated (herein, “Gem State”), by and through its attorneys of
record, McFarland Ritter PLLC, plead and complain as follows:
I. PARTIES
1.

Plaintiff Gem State is an Idaho corporation with its principal place of business in

Blaine County, Idaho.
2.

Defendant United Components, Incorporated, dba Gem State Roofing (herein,

“UCI”) is an Idaho corporation with its principal place of business in Ada County, Idaho.
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II. JURISDICTION AND VENUE
3.

Subject matter jurisdiction in this Court is proper under Idaho Code section 1-705.

4.

This Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendant because it is a resident of

Ada County, Idaho and has purposefully availed itself of the privilege of conducting activities
within Idaho by transacting business in Idaho, thus invoking the benefits and protections of the
laws of Idaho and subjecting themselves to the jurisdiction of Idaho courts.
5.

Venue is proper in Ada County under Idaho Code section 5-404.
III. GENERAL ALLEGATIONS

6.

On August 12, 1997, Richard Silvia (“Mr. Silvia”) filed a Certificate of Assumed

Business Name with the Idaho Secretary of State, publicly declaring that he was transacting
business under the name “Gem State Roofing.”
7.

On July 19, 1999, Gem State Roofing & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc. filed a

Certificate of Assumed Business Name with the Idaho Secretary of State, publicly declaring that
it was transacting business under the name “Gem State Roofing.” That Certificate was signed by
Michelle Flynn, Secretary.
8.

On December 18, 2000, Mr. Silvia filed Articles of Incorporation with the Idaho

Secretary of State, forming Gem State Roofing Incorporated (Gem State, Plaintiff herein).
9.

Mr. Silvia has, at all times since 2000, up to and including the present day, been

the President of Gem State.
10.

On December 29, 2004, Gem State Roofing & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc. filed an

application for Trademark Registration with the Idaho Secretary of State in a design which
incorporates the words “Gem State Roofing.” Jeffrey Flynn is listed as the Vice President of
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Gem State Roofing & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc. on the application. The Certificate of
Registration issued.
11.

In October 2005, Gem State and Gem State Roofing & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc.

settled a trademark dispute by entering into a Trademark Settlement Agreement (the “Settlement
Agreement”), a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A. Among the many
things the parties agreed to were:
a)

The parties are each conducting business under the name – “Gem State
Roofing” – and the simultaneous use of that name is likely to confuse
customers.

b)

Gem State Roofing & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc., is prohibited from
“advertis[ing] or solicit[ing] business in Blaine County;”

c)

Gem State Roofing & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc. is further prohibited from
“perform[ing] any services in Blaine County” except warranty or
maintenance work, repeat customer business, and work for public entities;

d)

Gem State Roofing & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc. is to direct all requests
for work in Blaine County to Gem State; and

e)

The terms of the Settlement Agreement “shall be binding upon and inure
to the benefit of the successors, assigns, personal representatives, heirs,
and legatees of the respective parties.”

12.

The Agreement was signed by Michelle Flynn, President of Gem State Roofing &

Asphalt Maintenance, Inc.
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13.

In Gem State Roofing & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc.’s 2011 annual report, filed

March 16, 2011 with the Idaho Secretary of State, Michelle Flynn was listed as “President” and
Jeff Flynn was listed as both “Director” and “Registered Agent.”
14.

On October 25, 2011, Jeff Flynn filed Articles of Incorporation with the Idaho

Secretary of State forming UCI.
15.

The next day, October 26, 2011, Jeff Flynn, acting as “President” of UCI, filed an

Amendment of Certificate of Assumed Business Name, removing Gem State Roofing & Asphalt
Maintenance, Inc. and adding UCI as the “true name[] . . . of the entity . . . doing business under
the assumed business name” “Gem State Roofing.” Importantly, Gem State Roofing & Asphalt
Maintenance, Inc. did not cancel the Certificate of Assumed Business Name, which it could have
done on the same form, which would have been notice that it “no longer claim[s] an interest in
the . . . assumed business name.”
16.

On October 7, 2012, Gem State Roofing & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc. was

administratively dissolved.
17.

On December 1, 2014, UCI filed, with the Idaho Secretary of State, an

Application of Registration of Assignment of the design mark containing the words “Gem State
Roofing” from Gem State Roofing & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc. to UCI. Jeff Flynn signed the
application as both assignor and assignee.
18.

UCI’s most recent annual filing with the Idaho Secretary of State, dated August

22, 2017, lists Jeff Flynn as “President” and “Registered Agent.”
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19.

UCI is the successor and assignee of Gem State Roofing & Asphalt Maintenance,

Inc., and as such is subject to all of Gem State Roofing & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc.’s rights and
obligations as set forth in the Settlement Agreement.
20.

Since at least 2016, UCI, acting under the name “Gem State Roofing” has bid on

and performed numerous roofing jobs in Blaine County.
21.

In or about June 2016, Mr. Silvia confronted a person (presumably a UCI

employee) at a UCI job site (under the name “Gem State Roofing”) in Blaine County. Rather
than explain UCI’s presence, that person tried to expose his genitals to Mr. Silvia.
22.

The work UCI has been doing in Blaine County is substandard, to the detriment

of Gem State’s reputation. Customers and building authorities have mistakenly contacted Gem
State with complaints about UCI’s (acting under the name Gem State Roofing) work and
requests for corrections of that substandard work.
IV. CLAIMS FOR RELIEF
Count I, Breach of Contract
23.

Gem State realleges paragraphs 1 through 22 above and incorporates the same by

reference herein as if set forth in full.
24.

Gem State has fulfilled all of its obligations under the Settlement Agreement.

25.

UCI breached the Settlement Agreement by advertising and soliciting roofing

work in Blaine County, Idaho.
26.

UCI breached the Settlement Agreement by bidding on and performing roofing

work in Blaine County.
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27.

UCI breached the Settlement Agreement by failing to refer requests for work in

Blaine County to Gem State.
28.

Gem State has been damaged by UCI’s breach of contract in an amount that

exceeds $10,000.00, the precise amount to be proven at trial.
Count II, Breach of Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
29.

Gem State realleges paragraphs 1 through 28 above and incorporates the same by

reference herein as if set forth in full.
30.

Implied in every contract as a matter of law is a covenant of good faith and fair

dealing.
31.

UCI has a duty to perform its obligations under the Settlement Agreement,

including refraining from advertising, soliciting, bidding on, and performing roofing services in
Blaine County.
32.

In failing to comply with their obligations under the Settlement Agreement, UCI

breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
33.

Gem State has been damaged by UCI’s breach of the implied covenant of good

faith and fair dealing in an amount that exceeds $10,000.00, the precise amount to be proven at
trial.
Count III, Trademark Infringement (15 U.S.C. §1125)
34.

Gem State realleges paragraphs 1 through 33 above and incorporates the same by

reference herein as if set forth in full.
35.

Gem State has a common law trademark in the mark GEM STATE ROOFING in

Blain County, Idaho.
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36.

In the last two years, UCI has conducted business in Blaine County, Idaho under

the name “Gem State Roofing.”
37.

UCI’s use of the “Gem State Roofing” name is likely to cause, and has caused,

confusion among consumers as to Gem State’s source, sponsorship, affiliation, or approval of
UCI’s conduct, and is a violation of 15 U.S.C. §1125.
38.

Gem State has been damaged and is currently being damaged by UCI’s

infringement of Gem State’s trademark rights.
39.

Gem State is entitled to recover the value of the services UCI has provided under

Gem State’s name, which amount is no less than $10,000.00, the precise amount to be proven at
trial.
Count IV, Unjust Enrichment
40.

Gem State realleges paragraphs 1 through 39 above and incorporates the same by

reference herein as if set forth in full.
41.

Gem State conferred a benefit on UCI by building a reputation for quality roofing

services in Blaine County under the name “Gem State Roofing.”
42.

UCI has appreciated, and currently is appreciating, the benefits of the reputation

of the name “Gem State Roofing” in Blaine County.
43.

It would be inequitable for UCI to retain the benefits of the reputation of the name

“Gem State Roofing” in Blaine County, without paying for those benefits.
44.

UCI has been unjustly enriched by Gem State, in an amount which exceeds

$10,000.00, the precise amount to be proven at trial.
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Count V, Preliminary Injunction
45.

Gem State realleges and incorporates paragraphs 1 through 44 above as if set

forth herein in full.
46.

UCI has been conducting business in Blaine County in violation of the Settlement

Agreement for at least two (2) years. Despite written demand that they cease, UCI has refused to
provide any assurance that they will stop their wrongful conduct, as alleged herein.
47.

UCI’s continued violation of the Settlement Agreement, unless and until enjoined

and restrained by order of this Court, will cause substantial and irreparable harm to Gem State.
Count VI Permanent Injunction
48.

Gem State realleges and incorporates paragraphs 1 through 47 above as if set

forth herein in full.
49.

UCI has been conducting business in Blaine County in violation of the Settlement

Agreement for at least two (2) years. Despite written demand that they cease, UCI has refused to
provide any assurance that they will stop their wrongful conduct, as alleged herein.
50.

UCI’s continued violation of the Settlement Agreement, unless and until enjoined

and restrained by order of this Court, will cause substantial and irreparable harm to Gem State.
V. ATTORNEYS FEES AND COSTS
51.

Gem State realleges paragraphs 1 through 50 above and incorporates the same by

reference herein as if set forth in full.
52.

Because of UCI’s wrongful conduct alleged herein, refusal to account for income

related thereto, and refusal to cease, Gem State has been required to file this Complaint. Under
the terms of the Settlement Agreement, and pursuant to 15 U.S.C. §1117, and Idaho Code
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sections 12-121, Gem State is entitled to recover its costs and reasonable attorneys’ fees incurred
for the prosecution of this action, which, in the event of default, will be no less than $5,000.00,
and in such additional amount as reasonably incurred if Defendants contest this action.
VI. PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Gem State prays for entry of judgment as follows:
As to Counts I, II, III, and IV:
1.

For a money judgment against UCI in an amount to be proven at trial, which in

any event exceeds $10,000.00;
As to Count V:
2.

For a preliminary injunction, restraining UCI from conducting business in Blaine

County, Idaho, until this Court reaches a resolution of this case on the merits;
As to Count VI:
3.

For a permanent injunction, permanently restraining UCI from conducting

business in Blaine County, Idaho;
As to all Counts:
4.

For an award of Gem State’s costs and expenses, including reasonable attorneys’

fees in the amount of $5,000.00, in the event that judgment is entered by default, and in such
greater sum as the Court may award if this action is contested;
5.

For post-judgment interest to accrue at the legal rate on the entire amount of the

judgment from the date judgment is entered herein;
6.

For Gem State’s costs and expenses, including reasonable attorneys’ fees,

incurred to pursue collection on the judgment; and
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7.

For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper.

DATED THIS 20th day of July 2018.

By /s/Ryan T. McFarland ____________________
Ryan T. McFarland, ISB No. 7347
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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is
0f
ﬁled
who
which
Silvia,
December
2000,
18,2000, which is the successor in interest of Richard Silvia, who filed aa
December 18,
“GemState
Rooﬁng”on
StateRoofing"
Nameasas"Gem
onAugust
August 12,
and
BusinessName
AssumedBusiness
ofAssumed
Certiﬁcateof
1997,and
12, 1997,
Certificate
in
the
Blaine
area.
services
primarily
rooﬁng
provides
County
which
which provides roofing services primarily in the Blaine County area.

C.
C.

parties”
t0each
eachother
similarto
otherand
andthe
theparties
partiesprovide
similar
areconfusingly
providesimilar
namesare
confusinglysimilar
Theparties
The
' names
to
of
as
0fthe
confusion
and
likelihood
sponsorship
the
to
a
source,
origin,
leading
services, leading to a likelihood of confusion as to source, origin, and sponsorship of
services,
services.
services.

D.
D.

E.E.

F.F.

representsthat
AsphaltMaintenance,
thatitithas
notperformed
performedany
Maintenance,Inc.,
hasnot
Rooﬁng&&Asphalt
StateRoofing
Inc.,represents
GemState
any
Gem
of
period
time
the
during
to
other
Blaine
in
2002,
work
26,
2005,
County
May
26,
May
work in Blaine County during the time period of May 26, 2002, to May 26, 2005, other
Afﬁdavitof
MichelleFlynn
inthe
ofMichelle
datedMay
theAffidavit
disclosedin
and
trueand
thejobs
jobsdisclosed
thanthe
Flynndated
2005,aatrue
27,2005,
May27,
than
exhibitsisisattached
attachedhereto
andaccompanying
asExhibit
Aand
heretoas
whichand
ExhibitA
and
accompanyingexhibits
ofwhich
correctcopy
copyof
correct
State
&
Gem
Rooﬁng
reference.
Asphalt
this
herein
Maintenance,
incorporated
Incl,
bythis reference. Gem State Roofing & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc.,
incorporated herein by
thedate
untilthe
dateof
ofexecution
executionof
June 1,1,2005,
thatfrom
fromJune
ofthis
thisAgreement,
representsthat
Agreement,itit
2005,until
furtherrepresents
further
other
in
than
work
Blaine
which
that
said
was
disclosed
performed
County
has
not
any
has not performed any work in Blaine County other than that which was disclosed ininsaid
t0
efforts
solicit
undertaken
not
that
directed
advertising
toward
it
has
and
Afﬁdavit,and that it has not undertaken any
anyefforts to solicit advertising directed toward
Affidavit,
tosoliciting
limitedto
but
notlimited
including
solicitingadvertising
advertisingin
inthe
theNames
Names
market,
Blaine
the
County
the Blaine County market, including but not
telephone
directories.
Sun
Directory
and
Numbers
Valley
and
and Numbers and Sun Valley Directory telephone directories .
Inc. represents
representsthat
AsphaltMaintenance,
Maintenance, Inc.
thatitithas
Rooﬁng&&Asphalt
StateRoofing
hasprovided
providedroofing
GemState
rooﬁng
Gem
for
Idaho
the
services
in
customers
asphaltservices in Valley
identiﬁedon
ExhibitBB
onExhibit
andasphalt
ValleyCounty,
County,Idaho for the customers identified
and
thisreference.
hereinby
reference.
incorporatedherein
andincorporated
heretoand
attachedhereto
bythis
attached

thatitithas
notperformed
hasnot
performedany
representsthat
workininany
those
ofthose
StateRoofing,
GemState
Inc.,represents
Rooﬁng,Inc.,
anywork
anyof
Gem
below
within
the
last
subparagraph
in
three
than
other
identiﬁed
counties
years
2(a)
(3)years other than
counties identified in subparagraph 2(a) below within the last three (3)
subparagraph
below. Gem
identiﬁedin
insubparagraph 4(a)
GemState
StateRoofing,
customersidentified
thosecustomers
forthose
Rooﬁng, Inc
Inc.,
4(a)below.
for
.,
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until the
the date
that from
2005 until
date of
June 1,1, 2005
execution of
from June
ofexecution
this Agreement,
represents that
ofthis
furtherrepresents
Agreement, itit
further
solicit
advertising
directed
efforts
to
toward
undertaken
not
of
counties
has
the counties
any
any
has not undertaken any efforts to solicit advertising directed toward any of the
subparagraph
in
listed
2(a).
listed in subparagraph 2(a).

G.
G.

this matter
matter without
litigation by
without litigation
to resolve
resolve this
parties wish
wish to
agreeing not
not to
to do
do business
or
The parties
business or
by agreeing
The
other’s
market.
the other's primary
in the
advertise in
primary market.
advertise

THE MUTUAL
MUTUAL COVENANTS
OF THE
IN CONSIDERATION OF
COVENANTS AND
AND
THEREFORE, INCONSIDERATION
THEREFORE,
THE
PARTIES
CONTAINED
AGREE
HEREIN,
AS
FOLLOWS:
PROMISES
PROMISES CONTAINED HEREIN, THE PARTIES AGREE AS FOLLOWS:
1.1.

2.
2.

this Agreement,
execution of
upon execution
ofthis
Gem State
Agreement, Gem
State Roofing
Commencing immediately
immediately upon
&
Rooﬁng &
Commencing
it will not advertise or solicit business in Blaine
agrees
that
Maintenance,
Asphalt
Inc.,
Asphalt Maintenance, Inc., agrees that it will not advertise or solicit business in Blaine
non-exhaustive list
to by,
as aa non-exhaustive
limited to
but not
not limited
list of
including but
ofexamples,
telephone
examples, telephone
County, including
by, as
County,
television
radio
or
advertising,
billboards,
or by
advertising,
directory
signs,
ﬂyers,
by
directory advertising, radio or television advertising, billboards, flyers, signs, or
that
it
performs
express
or
services
in
implied,
Blaine
indication,
making any
County.
any indication, express or implied, that it performs services in Blaine County.
making
advertising on
Falls station
Twin Falls
Boise or
station that
television advertising
that happens
on aaBoise
or Twin
ortelevision
t0 reach
happens to
Radio or
reach
Radio
it does not state 0r imply that Gem State Rooﬁng
long
permissible
is
so
as
Blaine
County
Blaine County is permissible so long as it does not state or imply that Gem State Roofing
services in
performs services
in Blaine
Blaine County.
Asphalt Maintenance,
Gem State
Maintenance, Inc.,
State Roofing
Rooﬁng &&
Inc., performs
County. Gem
&& Asphalt
advertise
in
Twin
Falls
telephone
Maintenance,
directories
Inc.,
which
Asphalt
may
may
Asphalt Maintenance, Inc., may advertise in Twin Falls telephone directories which may
so long
as itit is
listed under
not listed
Blaine County
in Blaine
long as
is not
under any
cities in
Blaine
in Blaine
distributed in
County so
be distributed
any cities
be
it performs services in Blaine County.
or
that
state
does
not
and
imply
County,
County, and does not state or imply that it performs services in Blaine County.

execution of
this Agreement,
upon execution
ofthis
Agreement, Gem
Commencing immediately
Gem State
State Roofing,
immediately upon
Inc.,
Rooﬁng, Inc.,
Commencing
or
advertise
solicit
will
business
in
the
that
counties
not
it
listed
in
agrees
subparagraph
agrees that it will not advertise or solicit business in the counties listed in subparagraph
non—exhaustive list
limited to
not limited
to by,
as aa non-exhaustive
list of
0fexamples,
but not
including but
telephone
examples, telephone
by, as
2(a), including
2(a),
or
television
radio
advertising,
advertising,
billboards,
or by
directory
signs,
ﬂyers,
by
directory advertising, radio or television advertising, billboards, flyers, signs, or
that
it
express
0r
performs
services
implied,
indication,
in
said
making
counties.
any indication, express or implied, that it performs services in said counties.
making any
station that
Blaine County
advertising on
that happens
on aa Blaine
television advertising
ortelevision
Radio or
to reach
happens to
reach said
County station
said
Radio
is
permissible
subparagraph
set
forth
in
so
long
it does not state or imply
as
counties
2(a)
counties set forth in subparagraph 2(a) is permissible so long as it does not state or imply
services in
performs services
in said
said counties.
counties. Gem
Gem State
State Roofing,
State Roofing,
that Gem
Inc., performs
Gem State
Rooﬁng, Inc.,
Rooﬁng,
that
Falls
Book
and
Yellow
Twin
the
advertise
the
in
Dex
Twin
Falls
Qwest
Inc.,
may
Inc., may advertise in the Twin Falls Yellow Book and the Qwest Dex Twin Falls
long
as
it is listed only under cities in Blaine County and does not state 0r
directories
so
directories so long as it is listed only under cities in Blaine County and does not state or
set forth
the counties
services in
forth in
performs services
counties set
in the
that itit performs
in subparagraph
subparagraph 2(a).
imply that
2(a).
imply

a.a.

3.3.

Boise County,
Ada County,
Elmore County,
Canyon County,
County, Canyon
Gem
County, Boise
County, Elmore
County, Gem
Ada
Gooding
Jerome
Twin
Falls
County,
County,
and Valley
County,
Valley
County,
County, Gooding County, Jerome County, Twin Falls County, and
County.
County.

Asphalt Maintenance,
& Asphalt
Rooﬁng &
shall not
Maintenance, Inc.,
State Roofing
Gem State
not perform
perform any
Inc., shall
services in
in Blaine
Blaine
any services
Gem
and maintenance
maintenance work
work and
andrepeat
except (i)
repeat customer
warranty and
customer business
business for
the
County except
forthe
(i) warranty
County
listed
paragraph
customers
in
and
work
a
for
public
former
in
Idaho
that
entity
(ii)
3(a),
former customers listed in paragraph 3(a), and (ii) work for a public entity in Idaho that isis
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doing work
contractors. When
work falling
qualiﬁed contractors.
When doing
put out
bid among
among qualified
falling under
these
out for
for bid
under these
put
Rooﬁng &
State Roofing
Asphalt Maintenance,
Maintenance, Inc.,
& Asphalt
shall not
0r
Gem State
not display
Inc., shall
signs or
exceptions, Gem
display signs
exceptions,
“Gem
Rooﬁng,”
or
State
the
phrase
that
is
otherwise
name,
confusingly
display the name, "Gem State Roofing," or any
any phrase that is confusingly
otherwise display
“Gem State
the name,
vehicle displaying
Rooﬁng,” so
it may
use aa vehicle
except that
that it
State Roofing,"
displaying the
so
name, "Gem
similar, except
may use
similar,
in
0r
more
not
is
brighter,
prominent
the
print
in
long
as
larger,
than
that
shown
way
any
long as the print is not larger, brighter, or in any way more prominent than that shown in
attached hereto
vehicles attached
service vehicles
the service
hereto as
as Exhibit
Exhibit C
and incorporated
0fthe
photographs of
the photographs
C and
incorporated
the
reference.
this
herein
by
herein by this reference.

a.a.
4.
4.

services in
not perform
perform any
shall not
in the
the counties
in
counties listed
State Roofing,
listed in
Gem State
Inc., shall
Rooﬁng, Inc.,
any services
Gem
and
maintenance
and
work
except
repeat
warranty
customer
business
paragraph
2(a)
(i) warranty and maintenance work and repeat customer business
paragraph 2(a) except (i)
paragraph 4(a),
listed in
in paragraph
and (ii)
work for
customers listed
former customers
the former
for aa public
public entity
for the
in
entity in
4(a), and
(ii) work
for
qualiﬁed contractors.
contractors. When
for bid
bid among
among qualified
When doing
out for
is put
that is
put out
doing work
work falling
falling under
Idaho that
under
Idaho
shall
not
Gem
State
signs
Rooﬁng,
these
Inc.,
otherwise
exceptions,
0r
display
display
these exceptions, Gem State Roofing, Inc. , shall not display signs or otherwise display
“Gem State
Rooﬁng,” or
is confusingly
phrase that
or any
that is
State Roofing,"
the name,
it
confusingly similar,
except that
similar, except
that it
name, "Gem
any phrase
the
“Gem
Rooﬁng,”
a
the
State
vehicle
use
so
name,
displaying
not
as
long
the
print
is
may
may use a vehicle displaying the name, "Gem State Roofing," so long as the print is not
prominent than
more prominent
in any
than that
that shown
shown in
or in
in the
the attached
brighter, or
attached Exhibit
D.
Exhibit D.
larger, brighter,
way more
any way
larger,
a.
a.

5.
5.

and Advanced
Advanced Maintenance
Mrs. Lipton,
Maintenance Services.
Lipton, and
Herara, Mrs.
Services.
Kelly Herara,
Kelly

Bank (in
Idaho only),
Wells Fargo
Fargo Bank
Shoshone, Idaho
White (Twin
Falls
(in Shoshone,
Tonya White
(Twin Falls
only), Tonya
Wells
Blank (Twin
Falls County),
Mike Blank
Mitch Matteson
Matteson (Twin
(Twin Falls
Falls
County), Mike
County), Mitch
(Twin Falls
County),
Ward
and
John
(Valley
County).
County),
County), and John Ward (Valley County).

that it
it is
work that
is prohibited
request for
for work
prohibited from
receives aa request
from performing
Ifeither
either party
performing under
this
under this
party receives
If

the person
or entity
will direct
requesting the
direct the
person or
the work
work to
the other
Agreement, itit will
entity requesting
to the
other party.
party.
Agreement,
6.
6.

parties’ respective
Agreement affects
and agreed
that this
this Agreement
agreed that
affects the
understood and
the parties'
respective rights
rights only
only
ItIt isis understood
listed in
and the
subparagraph 2(a).
counties listed
the counties
in subparagraph
in Blaine
Blaine County
No agreement
County and
agreement is
is reached
reached
2(a). No
in
parties’ respective
respective rights
outside these
rights outside
these counties.
the parties'
counties.
regarding the
regarding

7.
7.

party’s state
the other
state ofldaho
oppose the
other party's
shall oppose
Neither party
of Idaho trademark
trademark registrations
registrations dated
party shall
dated
Neither
State
in
the
case
of
Gem
and
2002
Rooﬁng,
dated
Inc.,
December
the
2004
in the
May 2,
2, 2002 in the case of Gem State Roofing, Inc., and dated December 29,
29, 2004 in
May
& Asphalt
Asphalt Maintenance,
Rooﬁng &
Inc. Gem
State Roofing
ofGem
Maintenance, Inc.
case of
Gem State
Gem State
State Roofing
Rooﬁng &
& Asphalt
Asphalt
case
Inc.’s
and
Gem
agrees
consents
to
State
Maintenance,
Inc.,
Rooﬁng,
concurrent
use and
and
Maintenance, Inc., agrees and consents to Gem State Roofing, Inc. 's concurrent use
“Gem
Rooﬁng”
State
mark
word mark " Gem State Roofing" effective
ofthe
the word
effective in
registration of
in Blaine
Blaine County;
Gem
County; Gem
registration
and consents
agrees and
consents to
Gem State
State Roofing,
to Gem
State Roofing
Inc., agrees
Rooﬁng &
Rooﬁng, Inc.,
& Asphalt
Asphalt Maintenance,
Maintenance,
State
“Gem State
Inc.’s
Rooﬁng” effective
use and
registration of
concurrent use
and registration
ofthe
the word
word mark
mark "Gem
State Roofing"
in
effective in
Inc.'
s concurrent
in subparagraph
subparagraph 2(a).
listed in
the counties
counties listed
2(a).
the

8.
8.

provided in
otherwise provided
in this
this Agreement,
this Agreement
Except as
Agreement, this
as otherwise
Agreement is
is solely
the benefit
for the
beneﬁt
solely for
Except
hereto and
and no
other person
person or
or entity
the parties
0fthe
parties hereto
no other
is entitled
entitled to
t0 rely
entity is
upon or
beneﬁt from
or benefit
from
rely upon
of
or
term
except
a
Agreement
this
writing
herein,
signed by
ofthe
any term herein, except by
all of
the parties
parties hereto,
by a writing signed
hereto,
by all
this Agreement or any
in paragraph
13.
paragraph 13
as stated
stated in
or as
.
or
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9.

provision of
enforce any
this Agreement
to enforce
0fthis
failure to
or failure
waiver or
Agreement shall
The waiver
shall not
not operate
operate as
any provision
as aa
The
provision or
breach of
ofany
such provision
or any
further breach
other provision
waiver of
0fany
provision herein.
herein.
any such
any other
any further
waiver

l10.
0.

the Recitals,
Exhibits attached
all Exhibits
Agreement (including
attached hereto,
Recitals, all
(including the
This Agreement
all of
ofwhich
which are
hereto, all
are
This
herein by
this reference)
incorporated herein
reference) constitutes
constitutes the
the entire
expressly incorporated
entire agreement
agreement
hereby expressly
by this
hereby
with respect
the subject
respect to
to the
subj ect matter
parties hereto
hereto with
the parties
matter hereof,
between the
and supersedes
all
hereof, and
supersedes all
between
respect hereto.
hereto.
With respect
ifany,
prior understandings,
understandings, if
any, with
prior

11.
11.

commenced between
proceeding is
is commenced
between or
or among
or proceeding
litigation or
Ifany
among the
the parties
parties or
or their
their
any litigation
If
this Agreement,
relating to,
or relating
out of,
arising out
Agreement, including,
representatives arising
including, without
without
to, this
of, or
representatives
01'
condition, representation,
covenant, condition,
ofany
representation, warranty,
breach of
limitation, aa breach
agreement, or
warranty, agreement,
any covenant,
limitation,
prevailing party
the prevailing
shall be
ofthis
be entitled,
this Agreement,
Agreement, the
provision of
in addition
addition to
to such
entitled, in
party shall
such
provision
have
and
from
recover
be
to
the
as
other
granted,
relief
other
reasonable
party
may
other relief as may be granted, to have and recover from the other party reasonable
action.
attorneys’ fees
all costs
ofsuch
such action.
costs of
and all
fees and
attorneys'

12.

not be
be modified,
Agreement may
ofthis
modiﬁed, amended,
0r otherwise
The terms
terms of
this Agreement
amended, or
otherwise changed
changed in
in any
may not
any
The
executed by
an instrument
in writing
writing executed
instrument in
each of
except by
ofthe
the parties.
parties.
manner, except
by each
by an
manner,

13.
13.

shall inure
binding upon
upon and
and shall
inure to
to the
shall be
be binding
Agreement shall
the benefit
beneﬁt of
0fthe
This Agreement
the successors,
successors,
This
and
legatees
of
representatives,
the
personal
heirs,
respective
parties.
assigns,
assigns, personal representatives, heirs, and legatees of the respective parties.

14.
14.

shall be
this Agreement
construed and
be construed
Agreement shall
provisions of
and enforced
enforced in
The provisions
ofthis
in accordance
accordance with
the
with the
The
breach
action
this
Idaho.
for
0f
State
0f
agreement
the
laws
0f
shall
brought
be
and
Any action for breach of this agreement shall be brought and
laws of the State ofldaho. Any
state of
the county
district court
ofthe
ofIdaho,
court of
the state
the district
in the
litigated in
in the
Idaho, in
in which
which the
the alleged
alleged
county in
litigated
Each
Time
of
the
essence.
occurred.
is
breach
hereby
party
acknowledges,
represents,
breach occurred. Time is of the essence. Each party hereby acknowledges, represents,
ofequal
equal bargaining
bargaining strength;
each party
is of
that (i)
warrants that
and warrants
strength; (ii)
each party
party is
has
party has
(i) each
(ii) each
and
participated in
in the
the drafting,
and negotiation
preparation, and
drafting, preparation,
negotiation of
this Agreement;
actively participated
ofthis
Agreement; (iii)
(iii)
actively
its
legal
represented
own
been
has
each
and
counsel;
rule of
of
party has been represented by
by its own legal counsel; and (iv)
any rule
(iv) any
each party
that ambiguities
ambiguities are
are to
effect that
to the
the effect
t0 be
be resolved
resolved against
construction to
against the
the drafting
drafting party
party
construction
the
of
interpretation
this
shall
not
in
or
Agreement,
portion
hereinl
apply
any
shall not apply in the interpretation of this Agreement, or any portion herein.

15.
15.

it had
that it
had independent
Agreement warrants
warrants that
to this
this Agreement
independent counsel
Each party
counsel review
review the
the terms
terms
party to
Each
and
into
enters
this
this
of
conditions
and
Agreement,
Agreement
the
based on
on the
knowingly based
and conditions of this Agreement, and enters into this Agreement knowingly
Each party
further acknowledges
independent counsel.
counsel. Each
advice of
acknowledges and
ofindependent
and represents
it
party further
represents that
that it
advice
the meaning
and ramifications
ramiﬁcations of
meaning and
this Agreement,
understands the
ofthis
Agreement, and
and no
fully understands
no implication
implication
fully
against any
the drafting
ofthe
virtue of
be drawn
drawn against
drafting of
shall be
ofthis
this Agreement,
party by
since this
any party
Agreement, since
this
by virtue
shall
With
drafted
parties.
both
Agreement
regard
was
to
the
drafting
of
this
Agreement,
by
Agreement was drafted by both parties. With regard to the drafting of this Agreement,
shall bear
its own
own attorney
each party
bear its
fees and
and costs.
costs.
attorney fees
party shall
each

16.
16.

the requisite
and authority
requisite power
Each party
has the
power and
enter into
to enter
authority to
into this
this Agreement,
party has
to perform
Agreement, to
perform
Each
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to consummate
the transactions
its
conswnmate the
transactions contemplated
contemplated herein.
herein. The
its obligations
obligations herein,
herein, and to
the
execution
the Agreement by
by the
parties and the
the consummation by
the parties
delivery of the
execution and delivery
by the
parties of
of the
the transactions
transactions contemplated
contemplated herein
herein have been
been duly
by each
parties
each pa11y.
party.
duly approved by
execution of
proceedings on the
each party
party are
the execution
the part
axe necessary
authorize the
part of each
t0 authorize
necessary to
No other
other proceedings
this Agreement and the
the transactions
transactions contemplated herein.
herein.
this

17.
17.

its successors,
legal representatives,
Each party
party hereto,
hereto, for
representatives, agents
successors, legal
for itself,
itself, its
agents and assigns,
assigns,
discharges the
the other
remises,
forever discharges
party hereto,
hereto, its
its successors,
successors,
releases, acquits,
acquits, and forever
other party
remises, releases,
any and
acting for,
by, with
with or
legal representatives,
representatives, agents
agents and assigns,
assigns, and
and any
legal
all persons
persons acting
and all
or
for, by,
or in
behalf of them,
an all
all costs,
through
in any
through or
them, of and from any
expenses, claims,
claims,
any way on behalf
costs, expenses,
any an
controversies, demands,
demands, damages,
damages, losses,
action of
liabilities, actions,
of action
controversies,
causes of
losses, liabilities,
of every
actions, and causes
every
or nature,
or unknown, either
in law
or-in equity,
either in
and whatever kind,
kind, name or
nature, known or
law or-in
equity, on
arising out
account of,
out of,
of, or
or in
in any
any way growing out of
of the
the infringing
use or
of
claim of
account
or claim
infringing use
of, arising
STATE
infringing use of the
the GEM ST
ATE name or
or maIk
mark in
any way prior
in any
prior to
to the
the date
this
infringing
date of this
Agreement.

18.
18.

in any
This
be executed in
of which shall
be
shall be
This Agreement may be
counterparts, each of
any number of cow1terparts,
together
but
shall
An
deemed an
an original,
but
together
which
shall
constitute
one
and
the
same
instrument.
constitute
the
instrument.
original,
has been signed
this Agreement which has
executed version
version of this
by facsimile
transmitted by
signed and transmitted
facsimile
electronic or
other electronic
or other
or mechanical
mechanical means shall
shall be deemed an
an original.
of
original. At the
or
the request
request of
conﬁrm aa facsimile
facsimile transmission
either
party, the
the parties
parties will
will confirm
transmission of an
either party,
an executed
executed document by
by
signing an
an original
original document.
signing

DATEthjs
DATED
th.is

___.tl=-=O
,2005 .
day of tfc~iobet::,_
g0__ day
dg/géaﬁ ,2005.

M~~

President
of Gem State
President of
State Roofing
Rooﬁng &
Asphalt Maintenance, Inc.
Inc.
DATEDthis
dayof
of _ _ _ _ __ , 2005
DATED
this _ _ __ _ day
2005..
,

Rick Silvia
Rick
Silvia
President of Gem State
Roofing, Inc.
President
Inc.
State Rooﬁng,
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the transactions
t0 consummate the
transactions contemplated herein.
its
obligations herein,
herein. The
herein, and to
its obligations
parties and the
the Agreement by
the parties
execution
the consummation by
execution and delivery
the
delivery of the
by the
by the
herein have been duly
parties of the
each
party.
transactions contemplated herein
the transactions
duly approved by
parties
party.
by
the part
are necessary
to authorize
part of each party
No other
authorize the
proceedings on the
party are
necessary to
the execution
of
execution of
other proceedings
herein.
transactions contemplated herein.
this Agreement and the
the transactions
this

17.
174

legal representatives,
its successors,
agents and assigns,
representatives, agents
successors, legal
Each party
for itself,
itself, its
assigns,
hereto, for
party hereto,
its
its successors,
successors,
all persons acting
or
agents and assigns,
acting for,
legal
assigns, and any
with or
legal representatives,
representatives, agents
any and all
for, by,
by, with
0f them,
behalf of
all costs,
through
any an all
them, of and from any
in any
costs, expenses,
claims,
through or
or in
expenses, claims,
any way on behalf
liabilities, actions,
controversies,
causes of action
losses, liabilities,
actions, and causes
action of
controversies, demands, damages, losses,
of every
every
or nature,
or unknown, either
either in
and
in law or
nature, known or
or in
in equity,
whatever kind,
and whatever
kind, name or
equity, on
0f the
or in
in any
out of
the infringing
infringing use
use or
out of,
claim of
account
or claim
arising out
account of,
of, or
any way growing out
of, arising
or mark in
in any
to the
STATE
infringing
A TE name or
prior to
the date
date of
the GEM ST
0f this
this
use of the
infringing use
any way prior
Agreement.

the other
forever discharges
discharges the
other party
remises, releases,
hereto,
acquits, and forever
releases, acquits,
party hereto,
remises,

18.
18.

in any
0f counterparts,
This
be executed in
counterparts, each of
shall be
of which shall
This Agreement may be
any number of
shall
constitute
which
together
the same instrument.
deemed an
shall constitute one and the
instrument. An
but together
an original,
original, but
transmitted by
executed
this Agreement which has been signed and transmitted
version of this
facsimile
executed version
by facsimile
shall be deemed an original.
original. At the
or
or mechanical means shall
electronic or
the request
of
request of
other electronic
0r other
facsimile transmission
conﬁrm a facsimile
transmission of an executed
either
the parties
parties will
will confirm
executed document by
either party,
party, the
by
signing
original document.
signing an original

DATED this
of _ _ __ __ , 2005.
2005.
this _ _ _ _ _ day
day of
,

DATED this
this

a
ﬂ

Michelle Flynn
Flynn
President of Gem State
President
State Roofing
Rooﬁng &
Asphalt Maintenance,
Inc.
Maintenance, Inc.
day
day of

Ck‘fober,
Ct101e
r, 2005.

2005.

~- /z

Silvia
Rick Silvia
President of Gem State
State Roofing,
President
Inc.
Rooﬁng, Inc.
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and says:
sworn deposes
deposcs and
been first
ﬁrst duly
having been
Michelle Flynn
says:
duly sworn
Flynn having
Michelle

LL

age of
of 18
18 and
the: following
and competent
over the
the age
competent to
am over
to testify
and make
make; the
following
testify and
II am

knowlcdgc.
personal knowledge.
own personal
on my
based on
statements based
my own
statements

2.

Maintenance,
Asphalt Maintenance,
State Roofing
the President
of Gem
and Asphalt
President of
Gem State
Roofing and
am the
II am
Corporation.
incoxporatcd Idaho
Idaho Corporation.
1nc., aa duly
duly incorporated
Inc.,

3.

and
Rmﬁng and
records for
for Gem
Gem State
State Roofing
business records
the business
of the
custodian of
the custodian
am the
1l am
Inc.
Maintenance, Inc.
Asphalt Maintenance,
Asphalt

4.

of the
review of
business records
records for
State
the business
for Gem
conducted aa review
Gem State
have conducted
II have
Inc. for
ascertaining
purpose of
for the
of ascertaining
Maintenance, Inc.
the purpose
Asphalt Mainteuance,
and Asphalt
Rooﬁng and
Roofing

and Asphalt.
Asphalt.
work undertaken
the work
undsnakcn by
extent of
of the
State Roofing
Gem State
Rooﬁng and
[he extent
by Gem
the
River Valley,
Wood River
Idaho during
Maintcnance, Inc.
three (3)
the Wood
Inc. in
during the
the three
in the
Valley, ldaho
(3}
Maintenance,
through May
2005.
2002 through
from May
period from
26, 2002
26, 2005.
May 26,
ycar period
May 26,
year

S.

are attached
which reflect
that are
attached hereto
documents that
reﬂect
hereto which
following documents
found the
the following
lI found

8mm. Roofing
Roofing and
in fac!
fact
Gem State
and Asphalt
that Gem
the jobs
jobs that
Asphalt Maintenance
Maintenance. in
t1le
period. Said
Said attached
aforesaid period.
records rctkct
the
reﬂect the
attached records
during the
the aforesaid
parfomcd during
performed
jobs.
from said
saidjobs.
were made
made from
that were
profits that
profits

6.

Tam
ofmy
records during
After aa search
business records
during this
this three
three year
search of
periocL Tam
year period,
my business
After
were no
no oilier
there were
other jobs
jobs performed
that there
performed by
Gem State
conﬁdent that
State
by Gem
confident
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Maintenance, Inc.
an. i.n
Roofing and Asphalt
in the
Asphalt Maintenance,
the Wood River Valley,
Valley,

Idaho.
{daho.

7.
7.

At present
one pending job in
Valley that
present II have one
in the
the Wood River V.\.lley
that has
has
anticipated profits
commcuCCd. The anticipated
been estimated
estimated but
proﬁts
but no work has commenced.

from
estimate is
is approx.iJriately
our 3 13,
3.000.
approxilnatcly $
from our$
13, 220 estimate
$ 3,000.

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT
APFIANT SATI'H
SAITH NOT.
2005.
this 4
of May,
DATED this
May, 2005.
day of
Q 2 day

~fit#~
xé'chellc Flynn,

Affiam

g

'otary
Public
Otary Public
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Electronically Filed
8/8/2018 2:58 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Katee Hysell, Deputy Clerk

Terri Pickens Manweiler, ISB No. 5828
Shannon Pearson, ISB No. 10027
PICKENS COZAKOS, P.A.
398 S. 9th Street, Suite 240
P.O. Box 915
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099
terri@pickenslawboise.com
shannon@pickenslawboise.com
Attorneys for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,
Plaintiff,
v.

Case No. CV01-18-13437
DEFENDANT’S ANSWER TO
PLAINTIFF’S COMPLAINT

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.
Defendant, United Components, Incorporated, dba Gem State Roofing (“Defendant”), by
and through its counsel of record, Pickens Cozakos, P.A., hereby answers Plaintiff’s Complaint
as follows:
FIRST DEFENSE
Defendant denies each and every allegation not specifically admitted in this Answer.
SECOND DEFENSE
Plaintiff’s Complaint fails to state a cause of action against Defendant in which relief can
be granted.

DEFENDANT’S ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF’S COMPLAINT - 1
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RESPONSE TO ALLEGATIONS
1.

In response to paragraph 1 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant admits the

allegations contained therein.
2.

In response to paragraph 2 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant admits the

allegations contained herein.
3.

In response to paragraph 3 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant admits the

allegations contained therein.
4.

In response to paragraph 4 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant admits the

allegations contained therein.
5.

In response to paragraph 5 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant admits the

allegations contained therein.
6.

In response to paragraph 6 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant admits the Idaho

Secretary of State has record of a Certificate of Assumed Business Name being filed on August
12, 1997, deny remainder of allegations because Defendant is without knowledge as to who filed
the Certificate of Assumed Business Name and the purpose for filing the Certificate of Assumed
Business Name.
7.

In response to paragraph 7 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant neither admit nor

denies, as the document speaks for itself.
8.

In response to paragraph 8 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant is without

sufficient knowledge to either admit or deny, thus denied.
9.

In response to paragraph 9 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant denies the

allegations contained therein.

DEFENDANT’S ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF’S COMPLAINT - 2
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10.

In response to paragraph 10 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant is without

sufficient knowledge to either admit or deny because it was not a party to the Settlement
Agreement, notwithstanding the forgoing, the document speaks for itself.
11.

In response to paragraph 11 of Plaintiff’s Complaint and paragraphs 11(a)-(e) of

Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant is without sufficient knowledge to either admit or deny because
it was not a party to the Settlement Agreement, notwithstanding the forgoing, the document
speaks for itself.
12.

In response to paragraph 12 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant is without

sufficient knowledge to either admit or deny because it was not a party to the Settlement
Agreement, notwithstanding the forgoing, the document speaks for itself.
13.

In response to paragraph 13 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant neither admits

nor denies, the document speaks for itself.
14.

In response to paragraph 14 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant neither admits

nor denies, the document speaks for itself.
15.

In response to paragraph 15 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant states the

Amendment of Certificate of Assumed Business Name speaks for itself, denies remainder of
allegations contained therein.
16.

In response to paragraph 16 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant denies the

allegations contained therein.
17.

In response to paragraph 17 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant neither admits

nor denies, the document speaks for itself.
18.

In response to paragraph 18 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant neither admits

nor denies, the document speaks for itself.

DEFENDANT’S ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF’S COMPLAINT - 3
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19.

In response to paragraph 19 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant denies the

allegations contained therein.
20.

In response to paragraph 20 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant denies the

allegations contained therein.
21.

In response to paragraph 21 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant denies the

allegations contained therein.
22.

In response to paragraph 22 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant denies allegations

contained therein.
23.

In response to paragraph 23 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant restates its

responses to paragraphs 1-22 as if fully set forth herein.
24.

In response to paragraph 24 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant is not a party to

the Settlement Agreement, thus deny the allegations.
25.

In response to paragraph 25 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant is not a party to

the Settlement Agreement, thus deny the allegations.
26.

In response to paragraph 26 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant is not a party to

the Settlement Agreement, thus deny the allegations.
27.

In response to paragraph 27 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant is not a party to

the Settlement Agreement, thus deny the allegations.
28.

In response to paragraph 28 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant is not a party to

the Settlement Agreement, thus deny the allegations.
29.

In response to paragraph 29 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant restates its

responses to paragraphs 1-28 as if fully set forth herein.
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30.

In response to paragraph 30 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant asserts that the

allegation calls for a legal conclusion, thus Defendant denies the allegations contained therein.
31.

In response to paragraph 31 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant is not a party to

the Settlement Agreement, thus deny the allegations.
32.

In response to paragraph 32 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant is not a party to

the Settlement Agreement, thus deny the allegations.
33.

In response to paragraph 33 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant is not a party to

the Settlement Agreement, thus deny the allegations.
34.

In response to paragraph 34 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant restates its

responses to paragraphs 1-33 as if fully set forth herein.
35.

In response to paragraph 35 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant denies the

allegations contained therein, Plaintiff’s common law trademark expired on May 2, 2012.
36.

In response to paragraph 36 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant denies the

allegations contained therein.
37.

In response to paragraph 37 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant denies the

allegations contained therein.
38.

In response to paragraph 38 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant denies the

allegations contained therein, Plaintiff’s trademark expired on May 2, 2012.
39.

In response to paragraph 39 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant denies the

allegations contained therein.
40.

In response to paragraph 40 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant restates its

responses to paragraphs 1-39 as if fully set forth herein.
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41.

In response to paragraph 41 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant denies the

allegations contained therein.
42.

In response to paragraph 42 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant denies the

allegations contained therein.
43.

In response to paragraph 43 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant denies the

allegations contained therein.
44.

In response to paragraph 44 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant denies the

allegations contained therein.
45.

In response to paragraph 45 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant restates its

responses to paragraphs 1-44 as if fully set forth herein.
46.

In response to paragraph 46 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant denies the

allegations contained therein.
47.

In response to paragraph 47 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant denies the

allegations contained therein.
48.

In response to paragraph 48 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant denies the

allegations contained therein.
49.

In response to paragraph 49 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant denies the

allegations contained therein.
50.

In response to paragraph 50 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant denies the

allegations contained therein.
51.

In response to paragraph 51 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant restates its

responses to paragraphs 1-50 as if fully set forth herein.
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52.

In response to paragraph 52 of Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant denies the

allegations contained therein.
53.

In response to the prayer for relief, to the extent that Plaintiff’s prayer attempts to

allege or state claims for relief against Defendant, Defendant denies the contents of the prayer in
its entirety.
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
As a first affirmative defense, Defendant alleges that Plaintiff’s claims are barred in
whole or in part, by the doctrines of laches, waiver, estoppel, and/or unclean hands.
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
As a second affirmative defense, Defendant alleges Plaintiff failed to mitigate its
damages, if any.
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
As a third affirmative defense, Defendant alleges Plaintiff’s damages, if any, were caused
by intervening, superseding, or other causes.
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
As a fourth affirmative defense, Defendant alleges it is not a party to the Settlement
Agreement, thus Counts I, II, V, and VI do not apply to Defendant because Plaintiff has failed to
name the real party in interest.
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
As a fifth affirmative defense, Defendant alleges Plaintiff’s trademark expired on May 2,
2012, thus Plaintiff does not have a valid trademark and Count III cannot be sustained.
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SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
As a sixth affirmative defense, Defendant alleges its “First Use” of the trademark is prior
to Plaintiff’s “First Use”, thus Defendant’s use of the trademark prevails.
SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
As a seventh affirmative defense, Defendant allege it has acted in good faith.
RESERVATION
Defendant reserves the right, after discovery, to amend its Answer to add additional
affirmative defenses supported by the facts, and a failure to include all such defenses in this
Answer shall not be deemed a waiver of any right to further amend this Answer.
REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY’S FEES
Defendant hereby requests that it be awarded attorney fees and costs incurred herein
pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 12-120, 12-121, and Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
WHEREFORE, having fully answered Plaintiff’s Complaint, Defendant prays as
follows:
1.

That the Complaint be dismissed with prejudice and Plaintiff takes nothing

thereunder;
2.

That Defendant be awarded its attorney fees and costs incurred herein; and

3.

For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and equitable.

DATED: August 8, 2018.
PICKENS COZAKOS, P.A.
By

/s/ Terri Pickens Manweiler
Terri Pickens Manweiler, Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendant
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on August 8, 2018, I electronically served the foregoing
document using the iCourt E-File system, which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following
persons:
Ryan T. McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian, ID 83680






First Class Mail
Facsimile – 208.895.1270
Hand Delivery
iCourts – ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

/s/ Terri Pickens Manweiler
Terri Pickens Manweiler
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Electronically Filed
1/28/2019 4:11 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Katee Hysell, Deputy Clerk

McFarland Ritter
Ritter PLLC
McFarland
Ryan
T. McFarland,
McFarland, ISB No. 7347
Ryan T.
P.O.
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian, ID 83680
Meridian,
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208.895.1291
Telephone: 208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895.1270
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ryan@mcfarlandritter.com
Email: ryan@mcfarlandritter.com
Attorneys for
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W
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;
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*ARE

'IDAHO
22 June 2018

VIA CERTIFIED U.S. MAIL, RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
VIA U.S. MAIL
VIA E-MAIL, gemslarerog(ingfangail.com
VIA FAX, 208.388.8461

UNITED COMPONENTS. INCORPORATED,

dba
Attn: Jeff Flynn, President and Registered Agent
417 Remington, Ste #2
Garden City, Idaho 83714
Re:

Gem State-I-Iailey

v.

Gem

Gem

Rooﬁng

State

State—Boise

Mr. Flynn,
This

ﬁrm

represents

Gem

State

Rooﬁng, Incorporated, an Idaho corporation having

principal place ofbusiness in Hailey, Idaho (referred to herein as

“Gem

State-Hailey”).

I

its

write in

Trademark Settlement Agreement (the “Settlement Agreement”) entered into
between your company, United Components, Incorporated, dba Gem State Rooﬁng (herein,
“Gem State-Boise”) and Gem State-Hailey, dated October 20, 2005.

reference to that

Pursuant to the Settlement Agreement, Gem State-Boise is prohibited from “advertis[ing]
or solicit[ing] business in Blaine County.” Gem State-Boise is further prohibited from
“perform[ing] any services in Blaine County” except warranty or maintenance work, repeat

customer business, and work for a public
request for

the

work

in Blaine

County

that

it

entity.

Gem

State-Boise also agreed that if it receives a

will direct the

work

t0

Gem

State-Hailey.

Gem State-Hailey has personal knowledge that Gem State-Boise has violated the terms of
Settlement Agreement, in that Gem State—Boise has bid on and performed numerous rooﬁng

jobs in Blaine County in recent months, including jobs that were almost immediately adjacent to
Gem State-Hailey’s ofﬁces. In or about June 2016, Mr. Silvia, President of Gem State-Hailcy

Gem State-Boise employee) at a Gem State-Boise job site in
Blaine County; rather than explain Gem State-Boise’s presence, that person tried to expose his
genitals to Mr. Silvia. The message was received: Gem State-Boise is not concerned about Gem
confronted a person (presumably a

State-Hailey’s rights under the Settlement Agreement.

Gem State-Boise been ﬂaunting (ﬁguratively and literally) its disregard of
Gem State-I—Iailey’s rights, but the work Gem State-Boise has been doing is substandard, t0 the
detriment of Gem State-Hailey’s reputation. Customers and building authorities have mistakenly
contacted Gem State—Hailey with complaints about Gem Statc—Boise’s work and requests for
Not only has

corrections of that substandard work.
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Demand

is

hereby made that

Gem

State-Boise cease violating the Settlement Agreement,

make
abide by the Settlement Agreement
Speciﬁcally, Gem State-Hailey demands the following:
temls, and agree to

1.

No

later

from

all

Gem

State-I-Iailey

whole.

than July 2, 201 8, Gem State-Boise cease, immediately and permanently,
work in Blaine County, and manifest that it has permanently stopped by

signing an afﬁdavit under oath to that effect.

No

later

than July 2, 2018,

Gem State-Boise provide Gem State-Hailey,

via the

Gem
any way
State-Boise in Blaine County, since October 20, 2005, regardless of whether Gem
State—Boise believes such work is authorized under the Settlement Agreement.

undersigned, a copy

to

of all invoices that relate in

work done by

Following review of this information, Gem State—Hailey will calculate its
damages from Gem State-Boise’s breach ofthe Settlement Agreement and from
injuries to Gem State-Hailey’s reputation, and will make further demand on Gem
State-Boise accordingly.
Please be advised that if I have not heard from Gem State-Boise by July 2, 2018, Gem
State-Hailey will assume that Gem State-Boise does not intend to comply and reserves the right
to seekjudicial assistance in this matter, without ﬁmher notice to you. This letter is sent in an
effort to resolve

a dispute short of litigation, but

Gem

State-Hailey does not waive any of its

rights hereby.

SiTerely.

dr—

1'

ﬁﬁMeFa/dénd
egal Counsel

MCFAnLANnnrrrm.com

PD. Box 1335

m

MERIDIAN,
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EXHIBIT B
000065

McFarland

Ritter

PLLC

Ryan T. McFarland, ISB N0. 7347
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian, ID 83680

Telephone: 208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895.1270

Email: ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

IN

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,)
)

Plaintiff,

)
)

vs.

)

)

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,

)
)

Case No. CV01-18-13437

GEM STATE ROOFING,
INCORPORATED'S FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS, AND
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION

PLAINTIFF

)
)

Defendant.

)
)

TO DEFENDANT UNITED COMPONENTS, INCORPORATED,

dba

GEM STATE

ROOFING:
Plaintiff

and through

its

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED ("Plaintiff" or "Gem State"), by

attorneys of record,

McFarland

Ritter

PLLC, hereby

require

You to answer and

respond t0 the following Interrogatories, Requests for Production of Documents and Requests for

Admission under oath within

thirty (30)

days after service hereof,

in the

manner prescribed by

Rules 33, 34 and 36 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.

PLAINTIFF
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requires that a party

may

not give lack of information or knowledge as a reason for failing t0

admit or deny except under certain limited and speciﬁed conditions. Further, pursuant t0 Rule
36, Requests for

deemed

Admission not answered under oath within

thirty (30)

days of service will be

admitted.

DEFINITIONS
As used throughout these Discovery
The term “documents”

1.

(a)

shall

Requests:

mean and

include any and

all:

Tangible things or items, whether handwritten, typed, printed, tape recorded,

or
electronically recorded, videotape recorded, Visually reproduced, stenographically reproduced

reproduced

in

any other manner;
(b) Originals

and

all

copies of any and

all

communications;

(c)

Writings of any kind 0r type whatsoever;

(d)

Books and pamphlets;

(e)

Microtape, microﬁlm, photographs, movies, records, recordings, tape

recordings, computer disks, and videotape recordings, stenographically or otherwise reproduced;

(f)

Diaries and appointment books;

(g) Cables, wires,

memoranda,

reports, notes, minutes, e-mail

and inter-ofﬁce

communications;
(h) Letters

(i)

Drawings, blueprints, sketches and charts;

(j)

Contracts or agreements;

(k)

(1)

PLAINTIFF

and correspondence;

Other legal instruments 0r ofﬁcial documents;
Published material of any kind;
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(m) Vouchers,

receipts, invoices, bills, orders, billings

and checks;

(n) Investigation 0r incident reports;

(o) Files

(p)

and records;

Notes or summaries 0f conferences, meetings, discussions, interviews or

telephone conversations or messages; and
(q) Drafts or draft copies

The term

2.

shall

mean to

“identify”

of any 0fthe above.

when

referring to an individual, corporation or other entity,

set forth:

(a)

The name;

(b) Present or last

known

address and telephone number; and

(c) If a corporation, the principal place

The term

3.

“identify”

when

0f business.

referring to a conversation

to that conversation the date, the participants, the place

The term

4.

enable

it

to

“identify”

when

referring t0 a

means

to state with respect

and the substance of the conversation.

document

shall

mean t0

(a)

The name of the document;

(b)

The contents ofthe document;

(c)

The author of the document;

(d)

The date of the document;

(e)

The document’s present

(f)

The nature and substance of the document with sufﬁcient

location and the

name of its

set forth:

custodian;

particularity to

be subpoenaed; and

(g)

PLAINTIFF

Whether

it

be voluntarily made available for inspection and copying.

will
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The term “Gem

5.

Incorporated, and

its

State”

means and

refers to Plaintiff herein,

Gem

State

Rooﬁng,

ofﬁcers, directors, agents, representatives, employees, attorneys, insurers

and every person acting or purporting to

act,

or

who

has ever acted or purported t0

act,

on

Gem

State’s behalf.

The term “You” means Defendant United Components, Incorporated ("UCI"),

6.

Your ofﬁcers,

directors, agents, representatives,

acting or purporting to act, or

who

employees, attorneys, insurers, and every person

has ever acted or purported to act on Your behalf (hereinafter,

“Defendant” or “UCI”). “You” means also the person or persons responding

“Your”

refers to the

to

which “You”

refers.

“Tangible things” means any obj ect, property or thing of a corporeal nature which

7.

is

same persons

to these requests.

not otherwise subsumed and included under the term “documents” as hereinabove deﬁned.

“Persons” means and includes any natural person, partnership, corporation, joint

8.

venture, unincorporated association, governmental entity (or agency or board thereof), quasi-

public entity or other form of entity, and any combinations thereof.

The term “Complaint” means

9.

the Complaint ﬁled

the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the

by

Plaintiff

on July 20, 2018,

in

County of Ada, Case No.

CV01-1 8-13437.
The term “Answer” means Defendant‘s Answer t0

10.

You on

Plaintiff‘s

Complaint ﬁled by

or about August 8, 2018, in the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for

the County of Ada, Case N0.

CV01-1 8-13437.

The term “Settlement Agreement” means

11.

entered into by and between

Gem

State and

Gem

State

the

Trademark Settlement Agreement

Rooﬁng

& Asphalt Maintenance, Inc. in

October 2005.

PLAINTIFF
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12.

mean

Masculine pronouns shall not connote any particular gender but

masculine, feminine or neutral gender, as the appropriate case

13.

may

shall

be.

All requests for documents assume that the documents are either in

possession or control as the term “You” and “Your”

is

be taken to

Your

deﬁned.

INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO.
in,

prepared any information

1:

Please identify each person

supplied any information

for,

for,

who

has assisted

in,

participated

0r has been relied upon in

preparing the responses given to these Discovery Requests.

INTERROGATORY NO.
has knowledge

of,

or

who

2: Please identify

each and every person known to

purports to have knowledge

facts related to the allegations

and claims

of,

set forth in the

You who

the facts in this case, including

all

Complaint and the answers and

defenses set forth in the Answer. In answering this Interrogatory, please set forth the names,
current employer(s), business and

as well as a detailed

home

address and telephone number of all persons identiﬁed,

account of what knowledge each such person has, or purports to have, with

regard to the facts of the case.

INTERROGATORY NO.

3:

Please identify any and

notes, journals, reports, records, statements, writings 0r

at

Your

direction,

which were made prior

t0,

all

documents,

diaries, calendars,

any other such items created by You or

contemporaneously with, or after the alleged events

which are the subject of the Complaint and Your Answer.

FNTERROGATORY NO. 4:
Your agents have ever had with

Please describe in detail any and

Gem

State,

was made, and

PLAINTIFF

communications You or

whether said communications were written or oral or

otherwise. For each communication, identify

or

all

its

date, all persons present at the

the identities of all persons with

time

it

occurred

knowledge or copies of such communications.
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.

6: Please

produce

all

correspondence or other

documents or tangible things exchanged between You and any customer You have ever had
Blaine County, Idaho, including any and
regarding any

work You performed

all

in

customer feedback, complaints or opinions

for them.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.

7:

Please produce

all

correspondence or other

—
documents or tangible things exchanged between You and any potential customer including
any person or entity
have ever had

in

You have

submitted a rooﬁng bid or rooﬁng services solicitation to

Blaine County, Idaho, including any and

opinions regarding any

work You performed

any manner to Your Response

any manner

to

Your Response

any manner

to

Your Response

any manner

to

Your Response

relate in

any manner to Your Response

l:

any manner

PLAINTIFF

to

Your Response

all

No.

12: Please

l3: Please

I4: Please

to Interrogatory

that support or

all

documents that support or

all

documents

that support 0r

all

documents

that support or

all

documents that support 0r

all

documents

6.

7.

produce
8.

produce

No.

documents

5.

produce

No.

that support or

4.

Please produce

to Interrogatory

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.
relate in

l

No.

documents

3.

produce

any manner to Your Response to Interrogatory No.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.
relate in

No.

10: Please

to Interrogatory

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.

No.

all

Please produce

to Interrogatory

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.
relate in

9:

to Interrogatory

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.
relate in

Please produce

8:

to Interrogatory

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.
relate in

customer feedback, complaints or

for them.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.
relate in

all

— You

that support 0r

9.
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.
President of UCI since October 201

State

Admit

10:

that

You

l:

l

State

Rooﬁng

the Idaho Secretary of

Admit that You ﬁled with

State an Application of Registration of Assignment of a design

Gem

are doing business under the

Rooﬁng."

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.

Rooﬁng", wherein

and has been the

is

1.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.
assumed business name "Gem

Admit that JeffFlynn

9:

mark with

the

words "Gem State

& Asphalt Maintenance, Inc. is the assignor and UCI is

the assignee.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.
solicited, bid on,

name "Gem

and performed rooﬁng work

State

confused Your rooﬁng work with

Gem

in Blaine

in Blaine

l3:

State's

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.
cease conducting

You

solicit,

cease conducting

advertised,

that

customers

Gem

in

Blaine County have

versa.

State has a reputation for quality

l4:

Admit that

15:

Admit that You have beneﬁted and

16:

name "Gem
Admit that

17:

work

in

in Blaine

Admit that

Your rooﬁng business

bid on, and perform rooﬁng

PLAINTIFF

Admit

Your rooﬁng business

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.
that

You have

County under the assumed business

rooﬁng work, and vice

continuing to beneﬁt from the reputation ofthe

You

since 2016,

County.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.

that

Admit that

Rooﬁng."

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.

rooﬁng services

l2:

in Blaine

State

Gem

Rooﬁng”

State has

are

in Blaine

demanded

County.
in writing

County.
despite

Gem

County,

You

State’s written

demands

continue to advertise,

Blaine County.
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REE QUEST

FOR ADMISSION N0.

and correct copy of Gem

State

Rooﬁng

24:

Admit that Exhibit

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION N0.

25:

1,

with Jeff Flynn identiﬁed as Director.

Admit

that Exhibit

I

the Idaho Secretary of State on October 26, 201

1,

which deletes

Gem

State

Maintenance, Inc. as the entity doing business under the assumed business
as the entity doing business under that

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.

27:

Admit

Name

ﬁled with

Rooﬁng

& Asphalt

name "Gem

State

as President, signed

(Amendment of Certiﬁcate of Assumed Business Name) on Your

I

a true and

assumed business name.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 26: Admit that JeffFlynn,
Exhibit

is

attached hereto

copy of Cancellation or Amendment of Certiﬁcate of Assumed Business

Rooﬁng" and adds You

a true

is

& Asphalt Maintenance Inc.'s Annual Report Form ﬁled

with the Idaho Secretary of State on March 16, 201

correct

H attached hereto

behalf.

that Exhibit J attached hereto

is

a true and

correct

copy of Your Articles of Incorporation ﬁled with the Idaho Secretary of State on October

25, 201

1.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION N0. 28: Admit that Exhibit K attached hereto
and correct copy of Idaho Secretary of State Business Entity

Rooﬁng

& Asphalt Maintenance, Inc, indicating that

it

status information for

is

Gem

a true

State

was administratively dissolved August

7,

2012.

DATED THIS

4th

day of September 2018.

By

/s/Rvan T. McFarland

Ryan

T. McFarland,

ISB No. 7347

Attorney for Plaintiffs

PLAINTIFF
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000074

ISB No. 5828
Shannon Pearson, ISB No. 10027

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

PICKENS COZAKOS, P.A.
398
P.O.

S. 9th Street, Suite

240

Box 915

Boise, Idaho 83701

Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099
te'

7i

ickenslawboi‘se.com

shannon@gi‘ckensiawboise.com
Attorneysfor Defendant

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING,

Case N0. CV01-18-13437

INCORPORATED,

DEFENDANT’S ANSWERS AND
RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF GEM
STATE ROOFING
INCORPORATED’S FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSION

Plaintiff,

V.

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

Defendant United Components, Incorporated, dba
attorney 0f record, Terri Pickens Manweiler of the

responds t0 PlaintiffGem State

Gem

ﬁrm

Rooﬁng Incorporated’s

State

Rooﬁng, by and through

its

Pickens Cozakos, P.A., answers and

First Set oflnterrogatories, Requestsfor

Production ofDocuments and Requestsfor Admission, dated September 4, 201 8, pursuant to Rules
26, 33,

34 and 36 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.

supplement each and every answer as discovery

is

Defendant reserves the right

to

undertaken during the course 0fthis case.

GENERAL OBJECTIONS
1.

Defendant objects to

Plaintiff‘s First Set

0f Interrogatories, Requests for Production

0f Documents and Requests for Admission (hereafter, the “Discovery Requests”), to the extent
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INTERROGATORY N0. 2:
has knowledge

of,

or

who

related to the allegations

forth in the

known

to

You who

purports to have knowledge of, the facts in this case, including

and claims

set forth in the

Answer. In answering

employer(s), business and

Please identify each and every person

home

Complaint and the answers and defenses

Interrogatory, please

this

all facts

address and telephone

set forth

number of all persons

set

the names, current

identiﬁed, as well as

a detailed account ofwhat knowledge each such person has, or purports to have, with regard to the
facts ofthe case.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY N0. 2:
1.

Kerri Kuhn, c/o Pickens Cozakos P.A.

such, has

2.

knowledge as

to the claims

Ms. Kuhn

is

and defenses

Jeff Flynn, c/o Pickens Cozakos, P.A. Mr. Flynn

the Secretary for Defendant and as

in this litigation.

is

the current registered agent for

Defendant and as such, has knowledge of the claims and defenses
3.

Robert Hayden, c/o Pickens Cozakos, P.A. Mr. Hayden

is

in this litigation.

the Vice President for

Defendant and as such, has knowledge as to the claims and defenses
4.

Richard

Gem

Silvia, c/o

State

McFarland

Ritter,

Rooﬁng, Incorporated and

in This litigation.

PLLC. Mr.

Silvia

is

the President for Plaintiff

as such,

likely to

have knowledge as to the

is

claims and defenses in this litigation.

INTERROGATORY NO.

3:

Please identify any and

all

documents,

diaries, calendars,

notes, journals, reports, records, statements, writings or any other such items created

Your
which

direction,

which were made prior

are the subject ofthe

to,

contemporaneously with, or

by You 0r

at

after the alleged events

Complaint and Your Answer.
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ANSWER T0 INTERROGATORY NO. 3:

These items do not

exist.

Defendant reserves

this
the right to supplement this response pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and

Court’s Scheduling Order.

INTERROGATORY
or

Your

NO.

agents have ever had with

4:

Please describe in detail any and

Gem

State,

date, all persons present at the time

its

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 4:
it is

You

it

occurred

the identities of all persons with knowledge or copies 0f such communications.

was made, and

grounds that

communications

whether said communications were written or oral

or otherwise. For each communication, identify

or

all

Defendant objects to

this Interrogatory

on the

overly broad in seeking every conversation between the patties. Defendant also

objects on the grounds that this Interrogatory seeks information already in possession of Plaintiff,
as Plaintiff would

have been present for any conversations between Defendant and

INTERROGATORY NO.

5:

Plaintiff.

Please identify every fact which forms the basis of

denial that Mr. Silvia has been President of

Gem

Your

State since 2000, as set forth in paragraph 9 of

Your Answer.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.
know

if Mr. Silvia

5:

Defendant

has been president of Gem State since 2000 as

does not attend any meetings of Gem State wherein a vote

INTERROGATORY

N0.

6:

responses in paragraphs 10—12 of Your
to either admit or

is

deny because

it

it

it is

not a

taken as to

member of Gem

who

will

State,

be president.

Please identify every fact which forms the basis of Your

Answer

that "Defendant

was not a patty

is

to the Settlement

AN SWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.
settlement agreement; thus,

is

without sufﬁcient knowledge t0

6:

Defendant

without sufﬁcient knowledge

Agreement."

is

not a

named

party to the

cannot admit nor deny.
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ESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0. 2:
herewith bates stamped as

DEFENDANT0001-0027.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.

Please produce

3:

documents or tangible things exchanged between You and

Gem

all

correspondence or other

State.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0. 3:
herewith bates stamped as

Please see documents produced

Please see documents produced

DEFENDANT0001-0027.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.

4:

Please produce

all

documents or tangible things executed or exchanged between You and
Asphalt Maintenance,

agreements or other

Gem

State

Rooﬁng

Inc.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.
and/or registrations of any and

all

5:

4:

No

Please produce

documents

all

exist.

applications, assignments,

trademarks owned or used by UCI.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.

5:

Please see documents produced

DEFENDANT0001-0027.

herewith bates stamped as

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.

6:

Please produce A11 correspondence or other

documents or tangible things exchanged between You and any customer You have ever had
Blaine County, Idaho, including any and

any work

&

You performed

all

in

customer feedback, complaints or opinions regarding

for them.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 6: No

documents

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.

all

‘7:

Please produce

exist.

correspondence or other

—
documents or tangible things exchanged between You and any potential customer including any
person or entity

You have

submitted a rooﬁng bid or rooﬁng services solicitation to

— You have
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ever had in Blaine County, Idaho, including any and

regarding any

work You performed

all

customer feedback, complaints or opinions

for them.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.
any manner to Your Response

relate in

8:

No.

any manner

t0

Your Response

No.

relate in

any manner

to

Your Response

to Interrogatory

No.

10:

N0

documents

that support or

documents

exist.

documents that suppoxt or

all

documents

that support 0r

N0

documents

exist.

13: Please produce all

documents

that support 0r

N0

documents

exist.

l4: Please produce all

documents

that support or

11:

Please produce

No.

7.

any manner to Your Response to Interrogatory No.

12:

8.

RESPONSE T0 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.

relate in

exist.

exist.

any manner to Your Response to Interrogatory No.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.

documents

6.

RESPONSE T0 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.

relate in

No

documents

to Interrogatory

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.

9:

No

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 12:
any manner to Your Response

exist.

documents that support 0r

all

11: Please produce all

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.

relate in

documents

5.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.

No

10: Please produce all

any manner to Your Response to Interrogatory No.

relate in

8:

4.

RESPONSE T0 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.

exist.

documents that support or

all

Please produce

to Interrogatory

documents

3.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.

relate in

No

Please produce

to Interrogatory

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0. 9:

7:

13:

9.
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RESPONSE T0 REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.
State

Rooﬁng

&

Asphalt Maintenance,

lnc.,

8:

Admit

Deny.

7:

that Jeff

Flynn was an ofﬁcer of

including as Vice President in 0r about

Gem

December

2004.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.
and does not have knowledge of Gem State Rooﬁng

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION N0.
President of UCI since October 201

9:

a corporation

Admit

that Jeff

Flynn

is

and has been the

1.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.
State

is

& Asphalt Maintenance, Inc.’s records.

RESPONSE T0 REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.

assumed business name "Gem

Deny. Defendant

8:

10:

Admit

Admit.

9:

You

that

are doing business under the

Rooﬁng."

RESPONSE T0 REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION N0.

11:

Admit

[0:

that

Deny.

You

ﬁled with the Idaho Secretary

of State an Application ofRegistration of Assignment of a design mark with the words

Rooﬁng", wherein

Gem

State

Rooﬁng & Asphalt Maintenance,

Inc. is the assignor

"Gem

and UCI

State

is

the

assignee.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION N0.

l

l:

Deny, Defendant

is

a corporation

and not capable of ﬁling documents.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION N0.
solicited, bid 0n,

"Gem

State

and performed rooﬁng work

12:

Admit

in Blaine

that since 2016,

You have

advertised,

County under the assumed business name

Rooﬁng."

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION N0.

12:

Deny.
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.
confused Your rooﬁng work with

Gem

Admit

13:

that customers in Blaine

rooﬁng work, and vice

State's

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.
quality

rooﬁng services

in Blaine

Admit

14:

County have

versa.

Deny.

I3:

Gem

that

State has a reputation for

County.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.

Deny, Defendant

l4:

sufﬁcient knowledge or ability to ask each resident of Blaine County what

is

without

Gem State’s reputation

is.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.
continuing to beneﬁt from the reputation of the

that

Admit

15:

name "Gem

State

15:

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.

Gem

You

cease conducting

Admit that

16:

Your rooﬁng business

in

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION N0.
You

solicit,

cease conducting

work

in

in

are

Blaine County.

Deny.
State has

demanded

in writing

Blaine County.

l6:

Deny.

Admit that despite

17:

Your rooﬁng business

bid on, and perform rooﬁng

You have beneﬁted and

Rooﬁng"

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.

RESPONSE T0 REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.

that

that

in

Gem State's written demands

Blaine County,

You

continue to advertise,

Blaine County.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION N0.

18:

Admit

l7:

Deny.

that Exhibit

B

attached hereto

is

a true

and correct copy of the Application for Registration of Assignment 0f Trademark—Service Mark
wherein

Gem State Rooﬁng & Asphalt Maintenance,

design mark that includes the words

"Gem

State

Inc.

is

assignor and

You

are assignee of the

Rooﬁng."

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION N0.

18:

Admit an Application

for
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DATED:

October

4,

2018.

PICKENS COZAKOS, P.A.

/s/ Terri Pickens

By

Manweiler

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

Of the Firm

Attorneys for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on October 4, 201 8, I electronically served the foregoing
document using the iCourt E-File system, which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following

persons:

McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC

Ryan
P.O.

T.

Box 1335
ID 83680

Meridian,

D
D
D
E

First Class

Facsimile

Mail

— 208.895.1270

Hand Delivery
iCourts — [yan@mcfarlandritter:com

Pickens Manweiler
Manweiler

/S/ Terri

Terri Pickens

DEFENDANT’S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE ROOFING INCORPORATED’S
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS

FOR ADMISSION, Page 21
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EXHIBIT D
000083

McFarland Ritter PLLC
Ryan T. McFarland, ISB No. 7347
P.O.

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

Telephone: 208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895. 1 270

Email: ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

IN

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED.)
)

Plaintiff,

)

)

vs.

)

)

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING

)

Case No. CV01 «1 8-13437

GEM STATE ROOFING,
INCORPORATED'S SECOND SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
PLAINTIFF

)
)

)

Defendant.

)

T0 DEFENDANT UNITED COMPONENTS, INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING:
Plaintiff

and through

its

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED ("Plaintiff' or "Gem State"), by

attorneys of record, McFarland Ritter

PLLC, hereby

require

You

to

answer and

respond to the following lnterrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents under oath
within thirty (30) days after service hereof, in the manner prescribed by Rules 33 and 34 of the

Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED'S SECOND SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
PLAINTIFF
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
When responding to

A.

of
the following Interrogatories and Requests for Production

Documents (“Discovery Requests”) You
You, including information
representatives, or

information as
B.

are requested to furnish

in the possession of

Your

all

information available to

attorneys, investigators, employees, agents,

such
any other person or persons acting on Your behalf, and not merely

is

known by You on

If

You

personal knowledge.

cannot answer Any of the following Discovery Requests in

full after

answer to the extent
exercising due diligence to secure the infomxation to do so, so state and
possible, specifying

Your

inability to

answer the remainder, and stating what'ever information or

knowledge You have concerning the unanswered

Each Discovery Request

C.

is

portions.

intended to and does request that each and every,

all

effect as
and singular, and the particulars and parts thereof, be answered with the same force and

if

Request.
each part and particular were the subject of and were asked by a separate Discovery

These Discovery Requests are deemed continuing and Your answers thereto are

D.

to

You.
be supplemented, as additional information and knowledge becomes available or known to
If Your response to

E.

any of the following Discovery Requests involves the claim

of privilege, please summarize Your response to the interrogatory or identify the document
entitled to the claim

of privilege

to the fullest extent possible

without violating said privilege,

including the nature of the claim ofprivilege and the nature 0fthe information

privilege

is

upon which

the

claimed.

DEFINITIONS
As used throughout these Discovery
l.

The term “documents”

shall

Requests:

mean and

include any and

all:

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED'S SECOND SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
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(a)

recorded,
Tangible things or items, whether handwritten, typed, printed, tape

reproduced, stenographically reproduced or
electronically recorded, videotape recorded, visually

reproduced in any other manner;
(b) Originals

and

all

copies of any and

all

communications;

(c)

Writings 0f any kind or type whatsoever;

(d)

Books and pamphlets;

(e)

Microtape, microﬁlm, photographs, movies, records, recordings, tape

or otherwise reproduced;
recordings, computer disks, and videotape recordings, stenographically

(f)

Diaries and appointment books;

(g) Cables, wires,

memoranda,

reports, notes, minutes, e-mail

and inter-ofﬁce

communications;
(h) Letters

and correspondence;

(i)

Drawings, blueprints, sketches and charts;

(i)

Contracts or agreements;

(k)

(l)

Other legal instruments or ofﬁcial documents;
Published material of any kind;

(m) Vouchers,

receipts, invoices, bills, orders, billings

and checks;

(n) Investigation or incident reports;

(o) Files

(p)

and records;

Notes or summaries of conferences, meetings, discussions, interviews or

telephone conversations or messages; and
(q) Drafts or draft copies of any

of the above.

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED'S SECOND SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
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The term

2.

shall

mean

“identify”

referring to an individual, corporation 0r other entity,

when

to set forth:

(a)

The name;

(b) Present or last

known

address and telephone number; and

(c) If a corporation, the principal place

The term

3.

“identify”

when referring to

of business.

a conversation

to that conversation the date, the participants, the place

The term “identify” when

4.

enable

it

to

(a)

The name 0f the document;

(b)

The contents 0f the document;

(c)

The author ofthe document;

(d)

The date of the document;

(e)

The document's

(f)

The

and the substance of the conversation.

document

present location and the

shall

name of its

mean

to set forth:

custodian;

nature and substance of the document with sufﬁcient particularity t0

Whether

it

will

be voluntarily made available for inspection and copying.

The term “You” means Defendant United Components, Incorporated ("UCI"),

5.

Your ofﬁcers,
01'

to state with respect

be subpoenaed; and

(g)

acting

referring to a

means

directors, agents, representatives, employees, attorneys, insurers,

purporting to act, or

who

has ever acted or purported to act on

and every person

Your behalf (hereinafter,

“Defendant” or “UCI”). “You” means also the person or persons responding to these requests.

“Your”

refers to the

6.

is

same persons

to

which “You”

refers.

“Tangible things” means any object, property or thing of a corporeal nature which

not otherwise subsumed and included under the term “documents” as hereinabove deﬁned.

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED'S SECOND SET OF
[NTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 0F DOCUMENTS
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7.

“Persons” means and includes any natural person, partnership, corporation, joint

or board thereof), quasiventure, unincorporated association, governmental entity (or agency
public entity or other form of entity, and any combinations thereof.

8.

Masculine pronouns

mean masculine, feminine
9.

shall not connote

any particular gender but

or neutral gender, as the appropriate case

may

shall

be.

All requests for documents assume that the documents are either in

possession or control as the term

“You” and “Your”

is

be taken to

Your

deﬁned.

INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO. 20:
bid on, solicited, or performed

Please identify each and every rooﬁng project

work on

in Blaine

You have

County between October 2005 and the date of

these Discovery Requests by stating:

a.

The address of the rooﬁng

b.

The customer(s) of each rooﬁng

c.

The

d.

All costs

e.

All revenue

date(s)

You made

You

project;

project;

such bid or

solicitation, or

performed such work;

incurred related to such project; and

You

generated from such project.

INTERROGATORY NO. 21:

Please identify each and every business and/or trade

under which Defendant has conducted business

in

name

Blaine County between October 2005 and the

date of these Discovery Requests.

REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 0F DOCUMENTS
REQUEST

FOR.

PRODUCTION NO.

support or relate in any mamler to

24: Please produce any

Your Response

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.

to Interrogatory

25: Please produce

and

all

documents

that

all

documents

that

No. 20.

any and

support or relate in any manner to Your Response to Interrogatory N0. 21.

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED'S SECOND SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS - 5
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t

”A

DATED THIS

'

-

Z

day of October 2018.

By
Ryan
A110

MA fcFarland.

ISB No. 7347

_

'ey for Plaintiff

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED'S SECOND SET OF
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EXHIBIT E
000090

ISB No. 5828
Shannon Pearson, ISB No. 10027
PICKENS COZAKos, P.A.
398 S. 9th Street, Suite 240
P.O. Box 915

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

Boise, Idaho 83701

Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099

terri@pickenslawhoise.com

shannon@pickenslawboise.com
Attorneys for Defendant

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING,

Case No. CV01—18-13437

INCORPORATED,
Plaintiff,

DEFENDANT’S FIRST

SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS AND

V.

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF GEM
STATE ROOFING
INCORPORATED’S FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSION

attorney of record, Terri Pickens Manweiler of the

ﬁrm

Gem

Rooﬁng, by and through

its

Pickens Cozakos, P.A., supplements

its

Defendant United Components, Incorporated, dba

State

's
answers and responses to PlaintiffGem State Rooﬁng Incorporated Firs! Set ofInterrogatories,

Requests for Production ofDocumem‘s and Requests for Admission, dated September

4,

2018,

pursuant to Rules 26, 33, 34 and 36 ofthe Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Defendant reserves the

right to

supplement each and every answer as discovery

is

undertaken during the course of this

case.

DEFENDANT’S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE
ROOFING INCORPORATED’S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION, Page
1
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GENERAL OBJECTIONS
Defendant objects to Plaintiffs

1.

First Set

of Interrogatories, Requests for Production

of Documents and Requests for Admission (hereafter, the “Discovery Requests”), to the extent
that they are inconsistent

with or purport to require obligations different from or in addition to

those imposed by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.

Defendant objects to the Discovery Requests (and each of them) to the extent

2.

that

they seek premature discovery of any information in contravention 0fthe Scheduling Order in this
case.

Defendant obj ects to the Discovery Requests (and each of them) to the extent that

3.

they seek information in the possession, custody, or control of Plaintiff.

Defendant objects to the Discovery Requests (and each of them)

4.

they seek or call for the disclosure or production of information that
disclosure

by

the attomey—client privilege, the attorney

is

to the extent that

privileged or protected from

work product

doctrine, or any other

cognizable privilege or protection.

5.

Defendant’s responses are provided prior to the completion of preparation for

of this matter. Defendant, therefore, reserves the right to rely on any
evidence which

may

hereafter develop or

come

responses are based upon information presently
reserves the right to supplement or

trial

facts,

to Defendant’s attention.

known to Defendant and

amend both the answers and

its

trial

documents, or other

These answers and
attomeys. Defendant

objections at any time prior t0 the

ofthis action.

SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS T0 INTERROGATORIES

INTERROGATORY N0. 3:

Please identify any and

all

documents,

diaries, calendars,

notes, journals, reports, records, statements, writings or any other such items created

by You or

DEFENDANT’S FIRST SUPPLEM ENTAL ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE
ROOFING INCORPORATED’S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION, Page 2
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Youx

direction,

which

which were made prior

are the subject of the

to,

contemporaneously with, or aﬁer the alleged events

Complaint and Your Answer.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 3:

These items do not

exist.

Defendant reserves

the right to supplement this response pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and this

Court’s Scheduling Order.

FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 3:

diaries, calendars, n0tes,joumals, reports or other writings regarding

Idaho.

UCI

kept

invoices

and

statements,

work it did

UCI

did not keep

in Blaine County,

which have been provided previously as

DEFENDANT00003—9.

INTERROGATORY NO. 4:
or

Your agents have ever had with

Please describe in detail any and

Gem

State,

was made, and

its

it is

You

date, all persons present at the

time

it

occurred

the identities of all persons with knowledge or copies of such communications.

ANSWER T0 WTERROGATORY N0. 4:
grounds that

communications

whether said communications were written or oral

or otherwise. For each communication, identify

or

all

Defendant objects

to this Interrogatory

on the

overly broad in seeking every conversation between the parties. Defendant also

objects on the grounds that this Interrogatory seeks information already in possession of Plaintiff,

as Plaintiff would have been present for any conversations between Defendant and Plaintiff.

FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY

NO.

4:

UCI was made

aware of allegations by Plaintiff that in June of 2016 there was a conﬁontation between employees
of UCI and

Gem

State

Rooﬁng Hailey. UCI adamantly

of any other interactions between

UCI and Gem

refutes the allegations.

State

Rooﬁng

UCI

is

not

aware

Hailey not already identiﬁed

through documents produced herewith.

DEFENDANT’S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS AND RESPONSES T0 PLAINTIFF GEM STATE
ROOFING INCORPORATED’S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION, Page 3
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INTERROGATORY NO.

Please identify every fact which forms the basis of Your

6:

responses in paragraphs 10-12 of Your
to either

admit or deny because

it

Answer that “Defendant

was not a party

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY
settlement agreement; thus,

it

t0 the Settlement

N0.

Defendant

6:

Agreement.”
is

not a named party to the

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.

6:

Maintenance, Inc. ﬁled the Certiﬁcate of Registration
for itself

and

is

Gem

Rooﬁng

State

for

itself.

UCI. Thus, UCI stands by

a public record, readily available to

The terms
its

are set forth therein

original response,

and

afﬁrm or deny the contents of the documents, as UCI

INTERROGATORY N0.
You are not the

Inc. as set forth in

a wholly

&

Asphalt

reiterates that the

is

Plaintiff.

In the

to the Agreement,

and need not be afﬁrmed 0r denied by

paragraphs 10—12 0f Plaintiffs Complaint speak for themselves and

denial that

is

omedemark with Idaho Secretary of State.

Trademark Settlement Agreement, UCI was not yet formed, thus not a party
which also speaks

UCI

Gem State Rooﬁng & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc. A review of the records

and documents attached hereto and previously establish that

The document speaks

without sufﬁcient knowledge

cannot admit nor deny.

FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL
separate legal entity from

is

documents referenced

UCI

is

in

not in a position to

not a party to them.

10: Please identify every fact

successor and assignee of Gem State

which forms the basis of Your

Rooﬁng & Asphalt Maintenance,

paragraph 19 of Your Answer.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY N0.

10:

Defendant

is

not a successor nor assignee of

Gem State Rooﬁng & Asphalt Maintenance because simply put, it is not a successor nor assignee.
FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER T0 INTERROGATORY NO.
as a separate

and

distinct

company, not under the umbrella of or

& Asphalt Maintenance, Inc.

10:

in relation to

UCI was formed

Gem State Rooﬁng

See the formation documents attached hereto. While the companies

DEFENDANT’S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE
ROOFING INCORPORATED’S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION, Page 4
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the Idaho Secretary of State’s

Admit that the documents ﬁled with

DATED: November 6,

Ofﬁce speak

for themselves.

20 1 8.

PICKENS COZAKOS,

By

?.A.

Manweiler
Ofthe Firm
Attorneys for Defendant
/s/ Terri Pickens

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

CERTIFICATE 0F SERVICE
I

HEREBY CERTIFY

that

on November

document using the iCourt E—File system, which

201 8,

I

electronically served the foregoing

sent a Notice

of Electronic Filing to the following

6,

persons:
T. McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC

Ryan
P.O.

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

U
U
U
E

First Class

Facsimile

Mail

— 208.895.1270

Hand Delivery
iCourts — [yan@mcfarlandritter.com

Manweiler
Manweiler

/s/ Terri Pickens

Terri Pickens

DEFENDANT’S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE
ROOFING INCORPORATED’S FIRST SET OF WTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION, Page 7
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EXHIBIT F
000096

ISB No. 5828
10027
No.
ISB
Shannon Pearson,

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

PICKENs COZAKos, P.A.
398

S. 9th Street, Suite

240

P.O. Box 915
Boise, Idaho 83701

Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099

terriﬁpic‘kenslawboi'se.com

shgnn0n@gi'ckenslawboise.com
Attorneysfor Defendant

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE 0F IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Case No. CV01-18-13437

GEM STATE ROOFING,
INCORPORATED,
Plaintiff,
V.

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,

DEFENDANT’S ANSWERS AND
RESPONSES T0 PLAINTIFF GEM
STATE ROOFING
INCORPORATED’S SECOND SET 0F
INTERROGATORIES AND
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 0F

DOCUMENTS

Defendant.

Defendant United Components, Incorporated, dba
attorney 0f record, Terri Pickens Manweiler of the

ﬁrm

Gem

State

Rooﬁng, by and through

its

Pickens Cozakos, P.A., answers and

’s
responds to PlaintiﬁGem State Rooﬁng Incorporated Second Set ofInterrogatories and Requests

34 of the
for Production ofDocuments, dated September 17, 2018, pursuant to Rules 26, 33 and
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Defendant reserves the right to supplement each and every answer
as discovery

is

undertaken during the course of this case.

GENERAL OBJECTIONS
1.

Defendant objects to

Plaintiff’s

Second Set 0f Interrogatories and Requests for

Production of Documents (hereafter, the “Discovery Requests”), t0 the extent that they are

DEFENDANT’S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES T0 PLAINTIFF GEM STATE ROOFING INCORPORATED’S
SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS, Page l
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inconsistent with or purport to require obligations different

from or

in addition to those

imposed

by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
2.

Defendant objects to the Discovery Requests (and each 0f them) to the extent that

this
they seek premature discovery of any information in contravention of the Scheduling Order in

case.

3.

Defendant objects to the Discovery Requests (and each of them) t0 the extent that

they seek information in the possession, custody, 0r control of Plaintiff.

4.

Defendant objects to the Discovery Requests (and each of them) to the extent that

they seek or call for the disclosure 0r production of information that
disclosure

by the

attorney-client privilege, the attorney

is

privileged or protected from

work product

any other

doctrine, or

cognizable privilege or protection.

5.

Defendant’s responses are provided prior to the completion 0f preparation for

of this matter. Defendant, therefore, reserves the right to rely on any
evidence which

may

hereaﬁer develop or come to Defendant’s attention.

known to Defendant and

responses are based upon information presently
reserves the right to supplement or

trial

facts,

amend both

its

trial

documents, or other

These answers and
attorneys.

Defendant

the answers and objections at any time prior to the

0f this action.

ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY N0. 20:
bid on, solicited, or performed

work on

Please identify each and every rooﬁng project

in Blaine

You have

County between October 2005 and the date of

these Discovery Requests by stating:

a.

The address ofthe rooﬁng

b.

The customer(s) of each rooﬁng

project;

project;

DEFENDANT’S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE ROOFING INCORPORATED’S
SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS, Page 2
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c.

The

d.

All costs

e.

All revenue

date(s)

You made

You

such bid or solicitation, or performed such work;

incurred related to such project; and

You

generated from such project.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY N0. 20:
Orders

from

September 2010

to

Please see the Invoices, Estimates, and

September 201 8 provided herewith bates

Work

stamped as

DEFENDANT000086 — 001 13.

INTERROGATORY NO. 21:

Please identify each and every business and/or trade

name

under which Defendant has conducted business in Blaine County between October 2005 and the
date of these Discovery Requests.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY N0. 2! Gem State Rooﬁng & Asphalt Maintenance,
:

Inc.

and United Components Incorporated, as identiﬁed on the documents provided herewith bates

stamped as DEFENDANT000086-001

13.

RESPONSES TO REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 0F DOCUMENTS

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.

24: Please produce any and

all

documents that

support or relate in any manner to Your Response to Interrogatory No. 20.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.
produced herewith bates stamped as

in

any manner

t0

25:

Your Response

Please produce any and

to Interrogatory

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTLON NO.
herewith bates stamped as

Please see the documents

DEFENDANT000086-001 13.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.
support or relate

24:

all

documents

that

No. 2 l.

25:

See documents produced

DEFENDANT000086-0001 13.

DEFENDANT’S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE ROOFING INCORPORATED’S
SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUIVEENTS, Page 3
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EXHIBIT

G
000100

Ryan

T. McFarland,

ISB No. 7347

MCFARLAND RITTER PLLC
P.O.

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

Telephone: 208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895.1270
Email:

rvan_@_

mc‘farlandrjtrgr.uom

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,

IN

AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,)
)

Plaintiff,

Case No. CV01-1 8-13437

)
)

vs.

)

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

)

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,

)
)
)
)

Defendant.

MCALVAIN COMPANIES,
appear in the Court

INC.

at the place, date

[

]

to

[

]

to appear at the place, date

YOU ARE COMMANDED:
and time speciﬁed below

and time speciﬁed below to

to testify in the

testify at the taking

above

case.

of a deposition in

the above case.

stored
[X] to produce or permit inspection and copying of the documents including electronically
on
Idaho,
Meridian,
Ave.,
Pine
E.
at
2901
Exhibit
attached
A,
information, set fonh in the

December

[

]

to

11, 201 8.

permit inspection of the following premises

at the date

and time speciﬁed below.

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM -

1

000101

and time speciﬁed above, or
that you may be held in contempt
to produce or permit copying or inspection as speciﬁed above
00 and all damages
0f court and that the aggrieved paxty may recover from you the sum of $1
which the party may sustain by your failure to comply with this subpoena.

You

By

are further notiﬁed that if you fail to appear at the place

order of the court.

DATEDTHIS

p
IE.

dayof'lﬂﬂg

,2018.
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WV wcFm-landglsa
No. 7347
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A

t

neys for Plaintiff
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Exhibit

A

All correspondence, including without limitation, emails, bids, proposals, invoices,
or received by
statements, payments or other documents or tangible things sent by you to,
d/b/a Gem
Incorporated,
you from, or exchanged between you and, United Components,

.

State

Rooﬁng

at

any time.

All correspondence, including without limitation, emails, bids, proposals, invoices,
statements, payments or other documents or tangible things sent by you to, or received by

.

you from, or exchanged between you and, United Components, Incorporated, d/b/a
Asphalt Maintenance & Paving at any time.
All correspondence, including without limitation, emails, bids, proposals, invoices,
statements, payments or other documents or tangible things sent by you to, or received by

you from, or exchanged between you and,
Inc. at any time.
.

Gem

State

Rooﬁng

& Asphalt Maintenance,

A11 correspondence, including without limitation emails, text messages, or other
documents or tangible things sent by you to, or received by you from, or exchanged

between you and, Jeffrey Flynn.

.

All correspondence, including without limitation emails, text messages, 0r other
documents or tangible things sent by you to, or received by you from, or exchanged

between you and, Michelle Flynn.

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

-

3
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EXHIBIT

H
000104

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,
Plaintiff,

)

)

vs.

)

UNITED COMPONENTS, INCORPORATED,

)

dba GEM STATE ROOFING:

)

Defendants

.

Case No. CV01-18—13437

)

DEPOSITION OF JEFFREY FLYNN
DECEMBER 20, 2018

REPORTED BY:

MONICA M. FUHS, CSR NO. 471
NOTARY PUBLIC

000105

Gem

State

Jeffrey Flynn

Rooﬁng v.

December 20, 2018

United Components

Page4

Page2
THE DEPOSITION OF JEFFREY FLYNN Was taken on

1
2

behalf of the Plaintiff at the offices of Scentsy, Inc.,

1
2

3

2901 E. Pine Avenue, Meridian, Idaho, commencing at

3

4

5:00 a.m. on December 20, 2018, before Monica M. pubs,

4

5

Certified shorthand Reporter and Notary Public within

5

6

and for the State of Idaho, in the above—entitled

6

7

matter.

7

APPEARANCES:

8

8

For the Plaintiff:
MCFARLAND RITTER, PLLC
MR. RYAN '1'. MCFARLAND
BY:
MS. LORI HICKMAN
2901 E. Pine Avenue
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian, Idaho 83680
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Exh 16
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Estimate
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Isham, Larry

B7
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Exh 17
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Estimate
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Shay Construction

89
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Exh 18
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Invoice

14

Exh 19

-

Minutes 0f Organizational Meeting

16

Shay Construction

-

90
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United Components, Incorporated
2x11 20

-

Articles of Incorporation

92

-

United Components, Incorporated

For the Defendants:
PICKENS COZAKOS, ?.A.
TERRI R. PICKENS MANWEILER
MS.
BY:
398 S. 9th Street, Suite 240
P.0. Box 915
Boise, Idaho 83701
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Bylaws of United Components, Inc.

93
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Exh 22
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ALSO PRESENT: Rick Silvia
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Exh 23
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Gem State Roofing - July 1999
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Rooﬁng v.

December

United Components

Q. Any other lines of business?
A. N0.

1

3

4
5
6
7

1
2

Q. When you formed Gem State Rooﬁng & Asphalt
Maintenance did you have employees?
A. I had a couple guys that worked for me off and

on throughout the years.
Q. Do you remember their names?

3

A. Jason Sanchez.

9

Q.
A.

Who else?

3

4
5

16
1'7

20

Perkins.

Do you

11
12
13

& Asphalt

I

ﬁrst

21
22

please?

(BY MR. MCFARLAND) Let‘s start with Gem State 23
Rooﬁng & Asphalt Maintenance. The last person I wrote 24
down was Tim Perkins. You mentioned somebody else that 25
Q.

I

He was

us.

believe
actually

Q. When is the last time he has worked for you?
A. Twenty-ﬁve years ago.

work

UCI?

Q. Did he ever d0

23

25

he started working for

A. No, never.
Q. How about Shane Brown?
A. That is my nephew.

22

24

Rooﬁng

me when

15

19

Deﬁne which company,

A. Yes. Jason worked for

15

20

MS. PICKENS MANWEILER:

21

State

Q. Same question regarding Dave Mayer?
A. Same deal. He was my nephew's buddy from
Colorado. He came out and worked for us for a summer.
I think he is in Nashville or something now.

18

worked for you.
A. Donnie Brubaker.

Gem

9

17

Q. Yes. Everyone you can remember that has

18
19

Tim

with both

one of my ﬁrst employees.

14

Q. Can you spell Mayer?
A. M-a—y-e—r. Shane Brown.
want the guys I got now even?

He was

Q.

Maintenance and with UCI?

8

A. Okay.

15

way?

in '87, '88

14

12

that

7

13

11

it

A. Yes.

originally started here in the Boise Valley.

10

I

refer to

6

had Dave Mayer.
Would
you spell Mayer, if you can?
Q.
A. I have a list of guys. How many do you want?
Q. I want everyone you can remember.

10

for

Q. Has he done work for you UCI?
A. No.
Q. And how long did he last work for you?
A. Probably '87, '88.
Q. How about Tim Perkins? When did he last work
for

you?

He worked

A.

for us

way back 25

And

years ago.

Page 25

Page 23
1

I

started to write.

A. Donnie Brubaker. Bob Hayden. Which

2

is

now my

1

then he worked for us again about 12 years.

2

his

4

business partner on United Components side. Kerrie
Kuhn. She was employed by us, as well. And she is a

5

business partner now.

was Stan

5

6

Hamby. [think he has passed 0n. His brother, Gary
Hamby. Several guys. I can‘t remember all oftheir
names. Do you want my whole crew I got now?

6

3

7
8
9

Q.

10

State

11

else

I

Tom

Wilder. There

Gem

will in a minute. Let‘s start with

Rooﬁng

& Asphalt Maintenance.

Is

3

4

7

a
9

there anyone

10

you can remember who was employed by that entity?
A. Offthe top 0f my head right now I can't

11
13

14

remember everybody. It has been years. You are talking
20, 25 years ago. I would have to go back and pull up a

15

ﬁle.

15

12
13

Q. Ifyou think of others while

16
17

just let

me know,

13

A. A11

19

Q. Does Jason Sanchez work
A. No, he does not.

20

21
22
23
24
25

‘<Ein-{

Q.
A.

we

are talking

right.

When is the

last

for

you

currently?

-.‘§L‘:'ipi

Would

Fi‘

that

14
16

time he worked for you?

have been UCI?

Is

it

okay

ifI

own company now

Q. Donnie Brubaker?
A. He has been with us about 13 years.

He was
Rooﬁng.
Q. Did he also work for UCI?
A. Yes. He currently works for us.
Q. And he has been with you you say about 12

with

Gem

State

years?

A. Roughly

12, 13 years.

24

25

Guzman was

Q.

And

that

was

-—

can Ijust

call

it

GSR

and

UCI?
Q. Carlos
A. Yes.

23

Carlos

another guy that worked for me.

A. That‘s ﬁne.

22

in the valley.

Q. Or was that before UCI?
A. That is before UCI.

19

21

And he owns

Q. Did he do work for UCI?
A. N0.

18

20

It has been several years. Actually, I think
he did some part-time for us about three years ago.
Maybe two-and-a—half years.

Q.

12

17

please.

2018

Page 24

Page 22

2

20,

Guzman?

Q. And he worked for GSR?
A. Yes. And United both.
Q.
A.

When did he last work for you?
Two years ago. He worked for us for about 20

years.

M & M Court Reporting Service

(6)

Pages 22

(208)345-9611(ph) (800)234-9611 (208)-345-8800(fax)
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United Components

Page 26
1

Q.

I

think you mentioned that

Bob Hayden was an

20,

2018

Page 28
1

A. No.

5

8

A. Sales. Sales and maintenance.
Q. And just to be clear. You are talking roof
maintenance? Not like shop maintenance?
A. He did everything. He kind of became a

3

Q. Let me ask the same question for each 0f them.
Did Bob have to do something different in order to
become a business partner? For example, did he have to
contribute money in order to become a business partner?
A. No. They contributed time. My daughter come
down very ill and I was traveling back and forth to
California quite a bit and needed somebody there that

9

general manager type guy.

9

could take care of things without running

employee

2

4

6
'7

GSR and is now with you at UCI?

2

A. Correct.

3

5

for

Q.

10

11
12
13

14
15
16
1'7

Q.
A.

3

What was

his role with

Is that his role

He

is

GSR?

4

6
7

today?

a business partner now.

Q. Does he still do sales today?
A. Yes, he does.
Q. Does he still d0 roof maintenance?

ground. So

11

Same question with Kerrie. Did
contribute money? Or just time?

12
13

14

He does
Q. Do you do any actual maintenance? Are you
climbing up on the roofs yourself?

15

A.

16

Q. Do you do any ofﬁce work?
A. Not much. I'm not in the ofﬁce much. I'm

20

23

24
25

19

Q. Are you doing estimates?
A. I do estimates, yes.
Q. Is there anybody else
A. Bob.

23

who does

24

estimates?

A. Just made him a partner.

years ago, maybe.

19

out in the ﬁeld.

A. Just basically time.
Q. But in that transition from GSR to UCI did
Bob‘s role change other than you made him a partner?

22

18

22

Kerrie have to

21

A. Yes.

21

Q.

Q. Same question with Kerrie? Did her role
change? Or did she just become a partner?
A. Same thing.
Q. Thomas Wilder. When did he last work for you?
A. It's probably been three-and-a—half, four

17

18
20

into the

brought them in as business panners.

10

I

it

25

Q. Did he do work for UCI at that time?
A. Yes, he did.
Q. And was he doing work for GSR before that?
Page 29

Page 27
1
2

Q. Anybody else?
A. Donnie does. We are getting him

3

estimating side now.

4

as well. That

is

And Andrew Hayden works

a

A.

9

lo
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19

20

21
22

WiQ.

WA.

He

I

Q. Stan Hamby.
A. '87, ‘88.

6
7

think you mentioned she

was

9

GSR?

10

Yes.

11

Q. And is now with UCI?
A. That's correct.

12
13

Q. What was her role with GSR?
A. She did ofﬁce/clerical.
Q. Is that her role today?
A. Yes.
Q. Has it changed?
A. She is a business partner.
Q. Has her role changed between GSR and UCI?
A. She pretty much does the same thing other than
she 13 a business partner

24

25

Q.

K Iin-l

3

3

Q. Was she a business partner in
A. No.

23

plus years, as well.

5

did.

Kerrie Kuhn.

us,

-Scrip|

Was Bob Hayden
If

GSR?

14
15

GSR?

When did

me
he

off and 0n for 20

last

work

Q. So Stan never did work for UCI;
A. No.
Q. And
A. Yes.

--

was

it

is

for

you?

that right?

Gary Hamby?

Q. Same question. When did he
A. Roughly the same time.

last

work

for

you?

Q. So he never did work for UCI?
A. No.

And you have already answered about
Guzman. He was with -A. For both, yes. And then there is Alex.
Q.

Carlos

I

15

I would have to get it
remember
for you. He worked for Gem State Rooﬁng; GSR. He
never worked for United.
Q. How long ago did he work for GSR, do you

20

recall?

21

A.

16
17
18

Alex‘s last name.

can't

It's

been probably 12 years, roughly. I'm

22

just guesstimating.

23

Q. Anybody else you can recall from either
company?
A. I got Tony Pineda. He is currently employed

24

a business partner in

A. Yeah, he has worked for

2

4

7

6

with

Bob's son.

Q. And he works for UCI now?
A. Yes.
Q. Did he ever do work for GSR?

5

1
in the

25

M & M Court Reporting Service
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Page 36

Page 34
1

McEwen. And I worked

2

junior high and high school days.

3

he told

4

them

5

didn't

6

7

independent guy and that was it. But that is the
gentleman who started the Gem State originally

8

Falls.

me

out.

to get

for

him

some business

in

Twin

do

to

that.

to

be a

And that was in probably ‘84.
And then when you moved t0 Nampa in

Q.

10

‘87 --

11

A.

‘83, ‘84.

12

Q.

When you moved Io Nampa in the early

14

15
16

to ask questions

3

5

your daughter‘s health condition the reason for the
separation? Or were there marital problems generally?
A. Just a separation. Just had differences of

6

opinions.

little

9

13

2

cards and Stan passing

He wanted

in

Twin

4

7
e

about

9

10

11

name Gem

started putting that

'80s

Rooﬁng on

State

you

business

cards?

on

it

a sensitive topic.

is

and

I

want

to

do

it

I

Was

respectfully.

A lot going 0n.
Q. When Michelle leﬁ GSR did she receive any
kind of severance or payment?
A. No.
Q. What happened to her stock in
assigned to you?

GSR? Was

it

A. That company was dissolved.
Q. Did you dissolve that company?
A. The IRS dissolved that company.Q. What did the IRS do to dissolve the company?

16

letterhead like for invoices

I

13

15

A. Yes.

Q.

12
14

Q. Did you put
and estimates?

do need

1

We started getting big right away. And he

want

know that

my

Boise

Falls through

When I moved to

A. They put maj or liens on

me that are

still

17

active.

A. Phone books.

18

20

Q. Trucks?
A. Yep.

19

20

21

Q. Anywhere else? Did you have other equipment

21

Q. Are you paying on those liens today?
A. Yes. We still are. We are actually in a
compromise right now. OIC. Offers in compromise.
Q. I‘m not familiar with that term.
A. It is called an OIC. Offers in compromise.

1'7

18
19

22
23

24
25

that

22

--

A.

We put them

on ﬂyers. Did a

lot

I

know you have had

at least

24

Q. So you have agreed to some kind ofpayment
A. We are in an offers in compromise now.

25

Q. Are you making payments currently?

23

of door

knocking.

Q.

a couple

3

A. Yes.

3

an offers in compromise. Everything is
at a standstill until there is some sort 0f agreement.
We are still waiting to hear back from them. They

4

Q. Is there any other name you operated under?
Asphalt Maintenance.
A. Just Gem State Rooﬁng
part
of
UCI?
a
ever
Michelle
Was
Q.

4

stopped everything. They won't take any money.

5
6

you are in an OIC they stop everything. They
They hold it. They don‘t take anything until we

'7

A. No.

7

through the offers in compromise.

8

Q. She was a

9

A. Correct.

2

5
6

10

11
12
13

14

GSR and UCI. You have consistently
operated under Gem State Rooﬁng throughout that time?

businesses.

&

Q.
A.

When

We

Q.
about

When you say

21
22
23

in the

company

split

up

10

And

she

since then.

You

are talking

still

A. No.
Q. Did the separation of your marriage happen
the same time as her separation from GSR?

at

A. Yes. Roughly around the same time.
Q. And that was ten years ago?
A. Yeah, roughly ten years ago. She was taking
care of my daughter in California. She

24

Q. Sorry to hear

25

A. She

\Ein-l -Svrip:=n‘

is

was

terminal.

that.

surviving now. She

is in

remission.

When

freeze

it.

get

Q. During this period are you negotiating with

them?
A.

As soon

We

as they get back, yeah, with us.

The

ball is in their court right

12

now.

13

Q. I‘m just not familiar with that process.
A. It was seven ﬁgures to start with. Now
six ﬁgures. In the $350,000 range.

it is

17

Q. Usually when a company is dissolved someone
needs to ﬁle Articles of Dissolution. Does that term

18

mean anything to

16

married today?

It is

are waiting for them.

15

had a separation.

A.

11

14

Q. Are you

19

ways with GSR?

--

A.

20

2

a

up roughly ten years ago.

been active

We

1

9

hasn't

16
18

of GSR?

did she part

split

15
17

part

--

Page 37

Page 35
1

2018

20,

19
20

21
22

A. Yeah,
Q.

it

you, sir?

does.

Do you recall

ﬁling those Articles of

Dissolution?

A.

I

do believe

my tax

lawyer

the accountant that

24

State

25

completely dissolved. That

Rooﬁng

--

I

that side

M & M Court Reporting Service

at that point,

and

Gem

had, took and handled that.

23

of the corporation
is

why

is

they told us

(9)

we

could
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2
3

4
5
6
'7

8

Q.

What

1

Q.

A.

It

2

you?

other equipment?
had trucks, an old paver, roller. And that
was part of the Asphalt Maintenance side. The two
companies pretty much were combined. They are under one
veil. We run the same crew. Some ofthe rooﬁng guys
worked on the paving side. Some of the paving guys
worked on the rooﬁng side. We had equipment. The IRS
made us buy the equipment back. And we had t0 pay

3

7
8

junk basically.

We had to purchase

11

12

business

Q. You purchased
A. That's correct.

13

14
15
16
17

back from the IRS?

Q. They took it and you purchased it back?
A. They never took it. But they liened it. We
purchased it back through the United Components

19
20

Q. So if I understand you right the IRS

21
22
23

24

it

side.

back?

25

down. And we

else did in the construction industry.

16

just

17

22
it

when

it

was

23

24
25

A. That‘s correct.

A. That's correct.

15

21

Q. Sorry. They put a lien on
under GSR's name?

since then. Just

14

2o

equipment from GSR -A. They never took it.

We have repainted them

13

19

took the

change those logos; did

Q. Did you notify any of your clients that GSR
was closing its door and that UCI was opening its doors?
A. N0. At that point the economy had turned

18

Q. UCI purchased
A. That‘s correct.

18

s

12
it

to

Q. At the time you opened UCI's doors you didn't
have to change the logos, though; right?
A. Not that I recall.
Q. At the time that GSR closed its doors I assume
you had a book of business? You had a list 0f clients?

6

11

at that point.

have

5

10

to stay in

didn‘t

cleaned them up.

10

it

A.

And you

4

roughly 40—some-thousand-dollars to buy our old
equipment back that was old and delipidated. It was

9

lost

a

lot

of our clientele

A

like

And

everybody

then

it

has

of customers I have
worked for for 25, 30 years they are all back onboard
with us. We still continue to do work for them today.

come back over time.

lot

Q. And I should have asked. And maybe you said
and I missed it. This closing of the GSR and opening of
UCI this all happened in ‘09?
A. Probably somewhere around ‘09, 2010.
Q. The heart of the recession?
A. Yeah. Right through it.
Q. So you lost clients like a lot of people?
Page 45

Page 43

2

Q. You closed GSR's doors. At the same time you
opened UCI doors. And you paid 40-some—thousand-

3

dollars

1

--

us purchase

3

A. We lost 90 percent of our clientele like
everybody else did. Trying to make ends meet.
Q. But it had nothing to do with the IRS problem;

4

right?

1
2

4

A. They

5

5

7

Q. And the lien was gone?
A. Yes.
Q. And you continued t0 use the same equipment?

8

A. Yes.

a

6

9

10

Q.

let

A. Roughly four or ﬁve trucks
Just guesstimating.

12

And just one

14

15

probably had two

17

'905.

Early

And

18

Q.

19

A. Yes.

21
22
23
24
25

\Eiuii

paver?

at that point.

They were

01d. ‘90s.

closed

the trucks

all

like

its

door?

we have today?

12

A. That

13

Q. Sure.
A. Pretty

21

much all ofour clientele is back. The
upswing 0f the economy has kind of kicked everything
back into gear.
Q. Would you say there was any break in
operations between GSR and UCI? You just kept working
under different corporate names?
A. Pounding doors. Pounding the pavement.
Keeping things alive. Can't sit in an ofﬁce and wait

22

for the

23

Q.
ofﬁcer manager?

15
16
17

had your logo on them?

18
13

Q. You didn't have to change the
opened UCI's doors; did you?
A. No.
Q. Did the paver or the rollers have the logo on
them?
A. Yes.

rz‘

11

7

14

We

logo when you

Am-ign

10

A. Well, we owed taxes at that point. You know,
everybody else most of it was the downturn 0f the
economy. My daughter got sick. I was going through a
divorce. I got sort ofthe tri-effect.
Q. What percentage of your book of business today
would you estimate were clients ofyours before GSR

6

9

at that point.

Q.
A. At that point] had just the one paver.
Q. And just one roller?
A. One roller. N0, I believe we had two.

16

20

back.

How many trucks did you have?

11
13

it

2018

Page 44
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1

20,

20

24

25

I

phone to ring in construction.
think you described Kerrie Kuhn‘s

role as

A. Yes.
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Q. Does she have any other

1
2

A. She

3

4

in charge.

is

She runs people

D0 you refer to her as vice-president or

Q.

corporate secretary, for example?

A. She's corporate secretary.
Q. How about Bob Hayden? Does he have any

9

A. He's Vice—president.

11
12
13

14
16

A. Oh, no.
Q. You have others?

17

A. Yes. Andrew Hayden. Justin Fruzziel.

18

Q. Can you

19

20

21
23
24
25

I

we have

I'll

Q.

Not

all

are.

We have

some

GSR to UCI?

trucks that transferred

over.

Q. You
A. Yes.
Q.

still

have some ofthe same?

How about the paver that you had that

transferred?

Do you still

have that paver today?

A. Yes.

15

Q. D0 you have additional pavers
A. Yes.
Q.
A.

now?

How many pavers total?
I

think

we have

got three

total.

That

is

on

19

the asphalt paving side.

20

Q. And the one or two rollers that you had at the
time 0f transition do you still have those rollers, too?

21
22

A. Yes.

23

Q. Do you have additional rollers today?
A. No. I mean, you can get a list ofthis from

24

25

the state.

Page 49

Page 47

2

now that -— he works 0n the
Q. What was his name?

3

A. Mark.

1

us

4

his last

5

got

6

that

7

8
9

name

Q.
A.

3

our current guys

5

don't

is

pretty

much

off the top of my head.

4

Q. At the time you were at the Remington
ofﬁce —- you were in the Remington ofﬁce at the time
of this transition from GSR to UCI; right?
A. That's correct.
Q. Did you have computers then?

How long has Justin been with you guys?

7

A. Yes.
Q. Miscellaneous ofﬁce equipment,

He

a

A. Yes.

9

Q. Did you have to turn that stuff over to the

can think of right

has been with us off and on for about

three, four years.

11

Q. So he was never with
A. No.

12

Q.

13

10

have
We have

I

off the top of my head, either.

now

1
2

We have another guy Jeff.

some‘new guys. That
I

asphalt paving side.

GSR?

we

or six trucks the same

trucks that transferred from

A. Yes.

A

brand new.

Any 0f those ﬁve

14

17

have to get you his last name. It is a
different last name. I have another Mark that works for

Bruce.

12

18

Q. How do you spell his last name?
A. K-u—c-u-r-a, I do believe. And then

22

8

13

d0 believe. We have Mark
Kucura that was working for us. He is not working for
us now. He is terminal with cancer.
A. F-r-u—z—z-i-e—l,

few of them

are running.

11

name?

that

5

16

spell the last

new trucks

ten-wheeler and probably ﬁve or six

10

list

have.

4

7
title?

of employees you identiﬁed all ofthe current UCI
employees you can think of; right?

15

Q. How many trucks do you have today?
A. Between trucks and dump trucks we have got a

9

Q. And you are the president; right?
A. Yes.
Q. Earlier when you were running through the

lo

A. Yes,

6

8

7

we

1
2
3

pretty

good.

5
6

besides business

title

partner?

6

10

I

guess?

IRS?

11

A. No.

Mark Kucura?

12
13

14

A. He worked for us probably 15 years ago.
Q. He was with both GSR and UCI?

Q. You kept using it for UCI?
A. Yes.
Q. You didn‘t have to get a new phone number when

15

A. Correct.

15

16
17

18
19
2o

21

How

about

How about Bruce?

16

Q.
A. Just United.

17

How about Mark?

Q.
A. The

And

new Mark

is

just United.

And

There

I'm sure there

ls

a ton

more guys

0f guys. In the rooﬁng
of guys over the years.

22

in there.

23

world you turn a lot
Q. In the roughly nine, ten years that UCI has
had its doors open have you acquired additional trucks?

24
25

“h; -l

-,‘%Ci'ipi ‘5

ls

a

list

you changed businesses;
Q.

We talked about Michelle's stock in GSR. Did
in GSR ever get transferred to anybody? Or

your stock

19

did

21
22

right?

A. No.

13

20

Jeff?

Q.
A. United.

14

it

disappear

when the company

dissolved?

was nothing there.
Q. Do you know whether UCI took on any debts

A.

It just

disappeared. There

23

A. Yeah, several.

24

Q. What debts? Do you recall?
A. Phone ads. Miscellaneous material accounts.

25

that

GSR had?
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1

behalf of your company, which

2

as

3

4
5
6

7

we have

referred to here

3

Q. I invite you to turn to page seven of that
document. There is a heading there that says First

Afﬁrmative Defense.
A. Yes, sir.
Q.

s

And

Do you

4
5
6

see that?

7

the ﬁrst part of that paragraph reads,

s

10

"As a ﬁrst afﬁrmative defense defendant alleges that
plaintiff‘s claims are barred in whole or in part, by

11

the doctrines of laches."

9

do see

Do you see that?

A.

I

13

Q.

Do you know what that means?

14

laches?

15

A.

12

that.

Doctrines 0f

assume.

2o
it.

22
23
24

25

THE WITNESS: I‘m not clear on
(BY MR. MCFARLAND) The next word is estoppel.

Q.

Do you know what that word means
document?
A. I do not.

in the context

of this

to

know ifyou

have an opinion as to what they mean.
you don't. That is all I need to know.

It

sounds

like

A. Yes,

19

21

foreign language to me.

simply want

I

Do you have

20

18

all

13

16

17

A. N0. This is
Q. That's ﬁne.

12

Q. The next word is waiver. Do you understand
what that word means in the context ofthis lawsuit?
A. I could assume.
MS. PICKENS MANWEILER: I ask you not to

16

other causes to plaintiff‘s damages?

11

15

not.

Q. Did 1 read that accurately?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you know of any intervening, superseding or

(Exhibit 2 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. MCFARLAND) You have been handed,
what has been marked as Exhibit 2 to this deposition.

9

10

14

do

I

1
2

UCI.
A. Okay.

Q.

that in front

ofyou?

Do you recall

seeing that document before

today?
A. I have not.

18

Q. I‘ll represent to you that those are written
discovery responses that your attorney provided to

19

your behalf.

17

2

And then the last words
hands. Do you see that?
Q.

MS. PICKENS MANWEILER:
to clear the record up.

Actually, I'm going

When

you need
behalf."

23

deposing United Components, Incorporated, which is the
party in this lawsuit. So you need to clarify when you
say "0n your behalf“ what you mean. This is not ﬁled

You

are deposing Jeff Flynn.

You are

not

Page 57

means

document?

do not

I

Q. The next heading is Second Afﬁrmative
Defense. Do you see that?

'7

8

A

9

11

Yes.

12

you see

l3

A

that?

Yes,

I

do.

16

D0 you have any Opinion, Sir, as t0 how the
plaintiff may have failed t0 mitigate its damages?
MS. PICKENS MANWEILER: Ifyou don't know, you

17

don't

l4

Q.

15

I

19

Q.
Third Afﬁrmative Defense.

20

Do you

see that?

23

Q. The Third Afﬁrmative, "Defense alleges
Plaintiff‘s damages, if any, were caused by intervening,

24

Sllperseding! 0r Other causes'"

22

A- Yes;

25

Hin-

i

Wwi‘ipi

'3

6

And you are the president of United Components,

7

In°°rP°rated “daY’

Sir-

_

I

1°

DO you see that?

And you were the president on October

Q.

Yes

A-

-

Q.

13

document.

14

it says Request for Admission No.

19
2o

22

25

And I'm citing to the middle of page 16 where

A.

10.

I

do

Do you see that,

.

you are
'Gem
name
doing business under the assumed business
The language there says,

Q.

state Roofing.
A.
Yes

I

II

"Admit: that

Do you see that?

.

And the answer below that is "Denied.

Q.

"

Do you

see that?
A.

23
24

I

sir?

16

18

2018;

would like you to turn page 16 of the

12

15

4,

“Ire“?

i5 that

11

“”6““?

Yes'

A‘

a

21

A. Yes.

21

defendant in this case, United Components, Incorporated.

17

know.

THE WITNESS: don't know.
(BY MR. MCFARLAND) The next section says,

18

5

9

Q. Second Afﬁrmative Defense, "Defendant alleges
plaintiff failed to mitigate its damages, if any." Do

10

4

That is a fax: po1nt.
These are dlscovery
(BY MR. MCFARLAND)
Q.
responses that your attorney filed. on behalf of the
MR. MCFARLAND:

I

Q D0 you know what the tem unclean hands
A.

on behalf of Jeff Flynn'

2
3

4

6

1

are and/or unclean

d0.

in the context Ofthis

--

you say "0n your

22

25

A. Yes,

5

me on

21

24

3

I

sir,

sir.

Page 55
1

20, 2018

Page 56

Q.

I

do see that

_

But your testimony, if

I

understand it today,

is that you, Jeff Flynn, had bean conducting business
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under the name

Gem

State

2

various other corporate

3

isn't

4

Rooﬁng

entities --

--

you along with

1
2

since the 19805;

3

that correct, sir?

4

A. Yes.

11

Q. On that same page, Request for Admission
No. 12, near the bottom of the page, do you see that?
A. Yes.
--" so in
Q. It states, "Admit that since 2016
"-you have advertised,
roughly the last three years
solicited, bid on, and performed rooﬁng work in Blaine
County under the assumed business name 'Gem State

12

Rooﬁng.” D0 you

5
6
7
B
9

10

13
14

A. Yes,
Q.

16

name Gem

17

A.

I

is

Have you
County since 201 6 under the

in Blaine

State

have not

Rooﬁng?
solicited work there.

We

do have

13

advertised ads in the phonebooks that run concurrent

7
s

no.

9

Q. Did you discuss any 0f the speciﬁc questions
with Kerrie Kuhn?

10
11

A. Speciﬁc questions as in?

12

Q. That are written here in this document?
A. I have not reviewed these.
Q. I didn‘t know if maybe she had, without

reviewing

16

questions or not?

17

I have no idea what is in here.
Q. I‘m going to direct you to the bottom of page
four. I'm looking at the last three words on page four.
It states "While the companies." Do you see that?

have not

19

with the Twin Falls phonebooks. But

20

solicited

20

21

in Blaine County since
2016?
A. Personally I have not.
Q. Has your company UCI, acting under the name of
Gem State Rooﬁng, bid on work in Blaine County?

21

22
23
24
25

I

had just spoken to you about the speciﬁc

15

18
19

work there.
Q. Have you bid on work

A. Yes, it does.
Q. But your testimony is you have not seen this
document before?
A. I have not.
Q. D0 you know whether Kerrie Kuhn ever talked
with you about discovery responses in this lawsuit?
A. Just in passing. Nothing to this magnitude,

6

14

that a correct statement?

work

solicited

5

13

do.

I

And

15

see that?

it,

A.

A. Yes.

23

--"
and
Q. So reading, "While the companies
"-share directors and
turning to the next page

24

shareholders."

25

some of the same

22

We are talking GSR and UCI.

They share

directors and shareholders; right?

Page

Page 59
1

A. Yes,

1

have.

I

2

3

Q. Have you, JeffFlynn, performed any rooﬁng
work in Blaine County under the name Gem State Rooﬁng

4

in the last three years?

4

2

5

A. Yes.

7

company UCI performed work
Blaine County under the name Gem State Rooﬁng in

8

last three

s

9

Q.

And

has your

6

the

7

a

years?

A. Yes.

9

10

(Exhibit 3 marked.)

10

3

5

in

2018

Page 60

Page 58
1

20,

A. Excuse me? Repeat that?
Q. No problem. The companies

GSR and UCI, as we
have referred t0 them in this deposition, they have some
0f the same shareholders; correct?
A. Yes, they d0.
Q. That would be you; correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Anyone else?
A. Bob Hayden and Kerrie Kuhn.
Q. But those guys weren't shareholders in

GSR;

Q. (BY MR. MCFARLAND) You have been handed what
has been marked as Exhibit 3 to this deposition, sir.

11

were they?

12

12

13

Have you seen this before?

13

You are talking old GSR? Or are you talking
United? You said UCI. So, yes, as far as UCI as Gem
State Rooﬁng, yes, we do share. Before, no.

11

14

A. No,

I

14

have not.

A.

Q. I think I understand
A. Present time, yes.

Q. I’ll represent to you that it is supplemental
answers to discovery questions that your attorney has
provided to me 0n behalf ofthe named defendant, United

15

18

We talked about that.

19

bank accounts?

21

Components, Incorporated. I would invite you to turn
the end of the document to page eight.
A. Okay.
Q. You‘ll see a signature for a Kerrie Kuhn on

22

there.

15
16
17
la
19

20

Do you see that?

23

A. Yes,

24

Q. Does

25

signature?

\Eil x-l ~Sgriizl

IF

I

17

20

21
22
23

do.

that appear to

to

16

you to be Kerrie Kuhn's

24
25

61

that.

Q. The two companies do not share bank accounts.
Right? GSR and UCI do not share

A. Yes, they do.

It's all

tied together.

MS. PICKENS MANWEILER: Gem State Rooﬁng &
Asphalt Maintenance, Inc. is dissolved. He is talking
about a different company than you are talking about.

THE WITNESS:
saying UCI. So

l

need you to clarify.
say UCI. UCI, and

when you

M & M Court Reporting Service
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2

and Asphalt Maintenance is all one account now. Before,
no, because UCI didn't exist then. Am I not catching

2

3

that?

3

1

(BY MR. MCFARLAND)

4

Q.

5

make

sure

we

think

6

I

7

refer to

you and

I want to
same language. And
clarify. So when I

You're ﬁne.

are speaking the

I

are not. Let

me try

to

GSR I'm talking about the corporate entity Gem

Rooﬁng

& Asphalt Maintenance that was dissolved

8

State

9

based on the IRS action.
A. Yes, That had nothing to d0 with UCI.

10
11

And UCI,

Q.

United Components,

Inc.,

4

Q. Done work for them?
A. No.

5

Q.

6
7
8
9

came

after

GSR?

13

A. Yes. Correct.
Q. And both companies operated under the name
State Rooﬁng or did business under --

11
12

Done

projects with

them?

A. No. Just acquaintances.
Q. Are they friends of yours? How did you meet?
A. I met Joe from the rooﬁng world. And just in
passing. I don't believe he is alive anymore. I'm not

conﬁrm that.
Q. But your Gem State Rooﬁng was never
associated with this Gem State Rooﬁng?
sure.

heard he passed.

I

can't

I

A. No, never.

13

Gem

2018

Q. Have you ever been employed by these guys?
A. Never.

1

10

12

20,

Page 64

16

(Exhibit 5 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. MCFARLAND) Sir, you have been handed
what has been marked as Exhibit 5 to this deposition.

17

clear?

17

Do you see that

18

18

A.

19

Q. Ithink so. 1'11 try to make clear in my
questions. Ithink you testiﬁed earlier that some of

19

20

the clients of UCI were clients at

Q. Have you seen
A. I don't recall.

21

before

22

A. Yes. Correct.
Q. And some ofthe employees of UCI were formerly
employees of GSR before it closed it doors?

14
15
16

23
24
25

A.

Now,

it

At the present time,

yes.

closed

its

yes.

Gem

Is that

State

Rooﬁng

14
15

2o

22

of you?

this

document before today,

sir?

Inc.?

23

A. Yes,

24

Q. Is that a company that you owned?
A. Yes.

25

A. That‘s correct.

in front

do.

Q. Are you familiar with that entity, Flynn,

21

doors; correct?

I

sir.

Page 65
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1
2

Q.

of the equipment that UCI owns was
before it closed its doors?

And some

owned by

GSR

3

A. That's correct.

4

Q.

5
6

that

9

10

11
12
13

14

has assumed
it

some of the

closed

its

liabilities

doors; conect?

A. Yes.
(Exhibit 4 marked.)

Q.

(BY MR. MCFARLAND)

Sir,

what has been marked as Exhibit 4
Do you see that in front of you?

you have been handed
to this deposition.

A.

I

Q.

Do you know what it is? Or have you

do.

seen

it

A.

I

don't recall.

16
17

the

ls

Michael

19

individuals?

20

21
22
23

24
25

of Gem State Rooﬁng, Inc.
Lenzi and Joe Coelho. Do you know those

initial directors

A.

I

S.

do know

Is

Joe the guy

And I met Michael

a couple

--

that

you

said

had the Twin

and
A. No. This was another Gem State Rooﬁng,
Incorporated, is what he was at that point.

Falls business

\lin-l Jicripl

15

a

Longmont

address.

Do you see

that?

6

A. Yes.

7
8

Q. Does that refer to you and your ex-wife?
A. Yes.

9

Q.

Do you recall

starting this

company?

10

A. Yes.

11

Q. Did Flynn, Inc. also operate under the

12

Gem

State

name

Rooﬁng?

14

A. Flynn Incorporated, doing business as; yes.
Q. Was it also doing rooﬁng and asphalt work?

15

A. Yes.

16
17

18
19

Joe.

times over the years.

Q.

5

13

before today?

Q. I‘m going to invite you to turn t0 the second
page ofthat document. It names a couple individuals as

15

4

2
3

GSR had before

'7

8

And UCI

Q. Is that a company that you founded?
A. Yes.
Q. If you turn to page two of that document
you‘ll see the names Jeff Flynn and Michelle Flynn with

1

2o

Q. Was there any other kind of work Flynn Inc.
was doing?
A. Insulation, rooﬁng, and asphalt maintenance.

Q. Essentially the same kind of work you are
doing today; right?

21

A. Correct.

22

Q. Is Flynn Inc.
A. No.

23

still

in operation

24

Q.

D0 you know why?

25

A.

We just changed the name.
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Page 96

Page 94
1

Do you recognize those?

2

A. Yes.

3

Q.

4

Do those

A. Yes.

6

Q.

signatures of Jeff Flynn, Robert

authentic t0 you?

On page four of Exhibit 21
"The business

7

document

8

corporation shall be

9

Do you see that?

it

states,

3

you

managed by

affairs
its

of the

Q. Does UCI have a board of directors?
A. We are the board. I'm the president.

our

s

11

Bob

12

is

my business partners.

2017?
A. As

15

corporation.

17
18

correct?

18

14

what

15
16

They

are

So

is

13

19

A. Yes.

19

20

Q. Do you also have a board of directors?
A. No.
Q. Under the heading "Annual Meetings," do you

20

21
22
23

21
22
23

see that?

24

A. Yes.

25

Q.

It

24

says, "The annual meeting of the board of

far as

Q. The

16
17

don't

know.

We have three business
We are on our own board. We run

meeting between the business partners? ls it that fall
meeting you referred to last fall?
A. We have meetings all ofthe time.
Q. The last annual meeting you said I think was
in the fall. Did you mean the fall of 2018 0r fall 0f

14

the vice-president.

it.

know, you

own stuff. Nobody comes in and mediates for us.
Q. When was the last time you had a formal

your question?
Q. I‘m asking whether -— so you have identiﬁed
your business partners as both business partners and
also as a vice—president and corporate secretary;

13

know.

partners. That's

10

A. Yes.

don't

6

9

11

I

5

7

board of directors."

to guess. If you don't

A.

4

near the top of the

10
12

Q. Is it your testimony that the ofﬁcers and
board of directors are the same persons? I'm not asking

1

Hayden and Kerrie Kuhn appear

5

2

minutes

is

whatI meant

fall

meeting you referenced a few minutes

ago -A. I don't recollect when we did
Q.
A.

You

for our

We have those regular. We have to by law.

don‘t

know

ifit

was

it.

'18 or '17?

We do it yearly. I know that. I don't know
what days.
Q. Do you have custody of those minutes?
A. Not on my person.
Q. But they are in your ofﬁce somewhere?
A. Yes.

25

Page 97

Page 95

may be held at such places and such time
may from time to time determine by
resolution." Do you see that?

1

directors

2

the board

3

4

A. Yes.

5

Q.

6
'7

8
9

10

11
12
13

2
3

4

When

is

the last time that there

was a board

5

0f directors meeting for UCI?

A. Last

fall

sometime.

We have

or day.

it

I

what time

documented.
where you met?

8

inhouse.

at that

We don't have

what has been marked

11

Do you

15

I

think there

is

a

22

in this deposition.

see that?

Q. The

last

page of that document contains

16

signature of Kerrie Kuhn, Jeff Flynn, and Robert Hayden.

17

Do you see that?

miscommunication here. He is identifying the president,
Vice—president, and secretary as the board of directors.

18

A. Yes.

19

MR. MCFARLAND: That is contrary to his
testimony. And am trying to understand.
Q. (BY MR. MCFARLAND) Your testimony a moment

20

Q. Do you recognize those signatures?
A. Yes.

ago is you don‘t have a board of directors.
A. N0. Other than us. We are the corporate

23

24
25

ofﬁcers. That's

25

18
19

20

21
22
23

I

‘ulin—i -:~icz*ipi

I6

it.

we

you have been handed

Q. Have you seen that document before?
A. I don‘t recall.

That's

MS. PICKENS MANWEILER:

Sir,

as Exhibit

A. Yes.

15
17

looks like

13

14

it.

It

12

a board. President, vice-president, and secretary.

Q. But you had a board of director's meeting?

MCFARLAND)

Q. (BY MR.

10

14

16

MS. PICKENS MANWEILER:
already have.

9

time?
it

(Exhibit 22 marked.)

7

all

We just handle

MR. MCFARLAND: And, Counsel, can you provide
those to me?
MS. PICKENS MANWEILER: I will take a look.

6

don't recall

Q. Do you recall
A. At our ofﬁce with our accountant.
Q. And did you have a board of directors
A. No.

Q. Can you provide those t0 your counsel?
A. Yes.

1

as

21
22
24

Q.
t0

Do those

appear accurate to you? Or authentic

you?
A. Yes.
Q. The ﬁrst page of that document references a

ﬁrst meeting of the board 0f directors at 10:50 o'clock
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Q.

Do you remember what years

2

A.

I

3

4
5
6

7
a
9

don't recall.

2

case?

4

Q.

D0 you know whether your ofﬁce provided any

he in the paving industry?
Q. My question is, do you know whether any 0f
your crew or anybody from your company sent work to him?

6

A.

Is

A. No.

5

7
a
s

you have been handed
a document which has been identiﬁed as Exhibit 32 to
this deposition. Do you have that in front of you?
Sir,

12

Trademark Settlement Agreement was produced. This does
not relate t0 that and would not have been produced.

13

Do you recall

ever seeing that document

15

Q.

16

17

A.

I

17

18

Q.

You

19

A. Yes.

24

25

recall, yes.

MR. MCFARLAND:

an e-mail that was

Well,

it

does relate t0

MS. PICKENS MANWEILER: We can discuss that at

22

applicable

23

discovery request.

20

is

not the trademark agreement.

It is

my

(Exhibit 33 marked.)

24

Q. (BY

MR. MCFARLAND)

Sir,

you have been handed
Page113

Page111
1
2
3

company?
A. To our company,
Q.

I

1
2

yes.

see in the "T0" line there

is

Gem

State

project,

8

does

a

MS. PICKENS MANWEILER:

9

Gem

The document speaks

11

Asphalt Maintenance and Paving.

12

Q. (BY MR. MCFARLAND)

for

itself.

I'm going to object.
State

Rooﬁng/

My question is in the "To"

11

I do believe.
Q. Are you familiar with the customer or
potential customer Pioneer West Property Management?
A. N0, I'm not familiar with them. But I think
they took over for the other company that used to run

12

the

9

10

Warm

13

Q.

14

project.

16

The last name on
there is Gem State Rooﬁng. Do you see that?
A. Gem State Rooﬁng. Asphalt projects.
Q. That is the subject line. The asphalt

17

projects part

17

13

14

15

18
19

20

line.

In the header of the e—mail.

A. Yes,

is.

Gem

State

Rooﬁng.
do you know what e-mail

Q. My question is,
address that Gem State

would say our

Rooﬁng

Gem

is

State

tied to?

Rooﬁng

e-mail.

16

Can you

Q.
A.

Was

this a

Springs

explain that?

we

did thejob up in

house?

I

do believe

it

Warm

has to d0

A business?

was condos. Multi-tenant facility. This
project we worked on years ago. And this is a new
It

20

is

21

company, I do believe.
Q. Under the description there is a reference to
an address at 125 Howard, Boise.
A. Excuse me?
Q. Under the word "Description."

22

24

Q. What is the e-mail address?
A. Gemstaterooﬁng@aol.com.
Q. Do you know whether you or anyone from your

25

ofﬁce searched your aol.com e—mail address for e-mails

25

Eéwl ALHEIH V

know what you mean by Warm

Sun Valley area.
with that same project.

19

A.

‘s

Springs project.

don‘t

Springs,

18

22
23

I

A. The one where

15

21

I

don‘t, no.

7

5

7

A. Yes. Gem State Rooﬁng/Asphalt Maintenance
and Paving.
Q. It doesn't say Asphalt Maintenance & Paving;

10

I

6

5

4

it?

A.

to this deposition.

Q. You don't recall ever seeing that before
today?
A. No. It is pertaining to the Warm Springs

Rooﬁng. Do you see

6

what has been marked as Exhibit 33
Do you recognize that document?

3

4

that?

my

the applicable question.

a later time.

25

received by your

is

21

19

Is this

discovery request which

I disagree. Unless you can point in the
Trademark Settlement Agreement where he is not allowed
to do asphaltjobs in Blaine County.
MR. MCFARLAND: We‘ll handle that in a meet
and confer and a motion to compel. Because what is

18

do recall?

Q. What is it?
A. It is a request of projects that we did for
Mr. Reese on our asphalt side. Once again, my question
is, what does my asphalt have anything to do with the
rooﬁng side? This is all done with my paving side.

Q.

MS. PICKENS MANWEILER: And I can assure you
Gem State Rooﬁng and the

14

A. Yes.

don‘t recall.

I

Q. Counsel, I‘m going to represent to you this is
a document that is not Bates numbered and was not
produced to me through your ofﬁce.
that anything that dealt with

before?

23

A.

11

16

22

e-mails to your attorney to produce in this case?

10

15

21

know.

I

Q. (BY MR. MCFARLAND)

20

don't

to discovery requests in this

A.

11

14

that

3

Do you know

(Exhibit 32 marked.)

13

would be responsive

1

whether anybody from your company
sent any Standard Plumbing Supply work over t0 my
client, Gem State, in Blaine County?
Q.

10

12

those were?

2018

Page 112

Page 110
1

20,

23

24

a
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for blacktop work.

1

A.

Q. How do you determine that?
A. Because it says repave at the bottom.

3

It is

1

Components.

responsive to discovery in this case?

A.

2
3

It is

I

haven‘t.

Q. Do you know whether you provided any e-mails
to your attorney to be turned over in this case?
A. N0, I have not.

4

sent from United

5

work.

5

6

Q. This e—mail appears to be an exchange between
UCI and standardplumbing.com. Did you do only asphalt

7

to be clear.

e

referring to --

7
8
9

It

work for Standard Plumbing?
A. Yeah. Wejust do asphalt

10
11
12
13
14

Q. And then below that block
an e-mail header.

21
22
23

another what

is

gemstaterooﬁng@aol.com.
A. Yes.

10

I'll

we

Kuhn the

Kerrie

Is

only one that monitors that

24

A. For the most pan.

25

Q. Are there other folks who monitor

that e-mail

me

ask a question then.

e-mails to the attorney for United Components, Inc., Ms.

15

Manweiler, t0 your right?
A. No.
Q.

Sir,

for just a

I'll ask you to turn back to Exhibit 37
moment. Do you have that in front of you?

A. Yes.

19

e-mail box?

Let

14

21

Q. At the very bottom ofthat document there is
an e-mail address that states gemstaterooﬁng@gmail.com.

22

Do you see that?

20

A. Yes.
Q.

MR. MCFARLAND:

17

talked

want the record

13

13

Q. Is that the same e-mail address
about earlier?

Ijust

say your attorney you are

Q. (BY MR. MCFARLAND) Did you personally search
any of your business e-mail addresses and turn over

15

see that?

When you

I represent United Components, Inc. Not
Mr. Flynn in his individual capacity. I want this
record to be clear.

11

Kuhn mailed to

Do you

MS. PICKENS MANWEILER:

6

9

call

Q. The "From" says Kerrie

19

for them.

4

12

16

20

asphalt

A. Yes.

A. Yes.

18

all

Q. At the top of the document there is the
"From," "Sent," "To" blocks. Do you see that?

15
17

looks like

23

A. Yes.

24

Q. Do you know
A. Yes. Kerrie.

25

who

monitors that e—mail box?

Page 121

Page119
1
2

box?
A. Bob and

3

there

4

ofﬁce/clerical.

5
6

7
a
9

lo

11
12
13

14
15

is

I

them once in a while
with us. But she handles the

look

interactions

at

Q. Would you say that

is

the primary business

e-mail address?

2

It

address?

A. I‘m set up as Asphalt Maintenance.
Q. You have an Asphalt Maintenance e-mail

5

in.

7

Q. Do you know whether Kerrie
business e-mail address?

Kuhn

has another

is

9

that in front

Paving.

13

22
23

24
25

‘e

Ein-E

Q.
your company searched those e-mail boxes for

Acripi

12‘

of the stuff that comes

to

proceed

project.
is

from Standard Plumbing; right?

Q. So this would have been an asphalt job; right?
A. Yes.
Q. Can you tell from this document whether this

24
25

in

21
22
23

from
documents

else

I

all

was an asphalt job in Blaine County or elsewhere?
A. Twin Falls store.
Q. Twin Falls and not in Blaine County; correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And do you recall doing work at a Twin
Falls -- this would have been a Standard Plumbing store

20

A. Yes.

ﬁeld

of you?

Q. Richard
A. Yes.

17

19

Q. So Gem State Rooﬁng is aol. And United
Components and Asphalt Paving are both Gmail?

Do you know whether you or anyone

on the

14

18

21

computer. But
in the

Q. What is it?
A. It is an e-mail from Richard for us

16

20

am

11

15

Q. Are those both .com e-mail addresses?
A. Gmail.

I

A. Yes.

A. We have United Components and Gem State
Rooﬁng. And then we have Asphalt Maintenance and

19

all

at the

10

17

16

all.

(Exhibit 39 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. MCFARLAND) You have been handed what
marked as Exhibit 39 to this deposition. Do you have

8

13

A. Yes.

look

4

don't really

12

address?

I

g0 through it
the
time.
She handles
of

3

6

one of the primaries, yes.
Q. Do you have your own separate business e-mail

A.

Q. Anybody else?
A. Once in a while

1
if

2018

Page 120

Page 118

2

20,

Twin

Falls?
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Page 132

Page 130
1

A. Yes.

1

2

Q. Have you seen that document before?

2

3

A.

have not.
Q. Is this a form that you recognize?
A. Yes. It is a work order.
Q. Is a work order different than an estimate?
A. Yes.

3

4
5
6

7

Q.
A.

8
s

11
13

A.

just tells

It

it is

Q. There

is

also a

name Ken'y Armstrong. Do you

Q.
A.

20

And do you know who Keny Armstrong

is?

don't.

I

Q. Do you recall that address?
A. No, I don't.

24
25

sideways. That

is

what they told

And

And

they went

me what was going on.

McAlvain folks? Do you know?

A. She runs the ofﬁce/clerical. Bob
actually dealt directly with

is

the one

McAlvain.

did you ever refer McAlvain to Gem
I'm going to refer to my client as Gem State

And

Q.

17

State

13

Hailey. Is that okay?

19

McCall.

in

this.

Why is it that Kerrie has the closest

Q.

relationship t0 the

who

merely

Or some

they ended up giving us thejob to d0.

16

2o

Q. Is there anything 011 this document that would
allow you to identify what job this relates to?
A. The address.

they had another contractor 0n

And

14

Is it

way?

We have done work for them

A.

11
13
billed

McAlvain?

A. Yes.

lo
12

see that?

A. Yes.

23

who

accurate to say that Kerrie has the

other

15

18

22

It is

a

that

it

7

9

15

Is

5

a

what we did on the job.

must be a customer.

It

19

21

the difference?

Q.

closest relationship to

Q. Do you know how that came about?
because of her role as the ofﬁce manager?

5

to.

16
1'7

is

Q. Is Jamie Briscoe an employee? Or
customer?

14
15

What

4

Q. Do you see the name Jamie Briscoe?
A. Yes.

10

12

I

A. Yes.

--

A. That's ﬁne.
Q. Did you ever refer any McAlvain work to
Hailey?

21

State

22

A.

23

D0 you know

24

Q.
A.

25

Q.

Same

I

I

Gem

have not.
if

anybody did

in

your company?

have no idea.
question regarding ESI?

Page 133

Page 131
(Exhibit 48 marked.)

1

3
4

1

Q. (BY MR. MCFARLAND)

2

what has been marked
Do you see that?

5

A. Yes.

6

Q.

7

Do you

It

Sir,

as Exhibit

you have been handed

48 to

this deposition.

11

Q.
A.

12

appears to be an e-mail from Tracey Felix.

5

see that?

7
8

Do you know who

it

is?

9

is?

A McAlvain employee.

Ithink

it is

a female.

15

have never dealt with her.
Q. There is a reference to Hailey, Idaho rooﬁng
work on a 25,000 square foot building. Do you know what

16

project that

13

14

3

5

Q. Do you know who Tracey Felix
A. Not personally, no.

9

10

2

4

A. Yes.

a

I

is in

reference to?

do believe

A.

I

Q.
A.

You

Q.

And you

front of you?

11

A. Yes.
Q. This
shelter.

14

clinic

21

that

Q. Did you personally do work on that job?
A. I did not.

22

of?

23

24
25

Q. This e-mail ls written t0 Kerrie.
that 1s Kerrie Kuhn?

‘slila-l -H(‘:'i[;-i

R‘

I

assume

is

19

is it?

Q. Have you seen this e-mail before today?
A. I have not.

Q. I invite you to turn to the second page of
document. Do you know what that 1s a photograph
looks like ajob

23

A.

24

Q. Can you

25

your

an e-mail referencing an animal

Q. It is not two different jobs;
A. No.

17

1n

Is that

A. Yes.

20

22

anybody

it?

16

Q. Did you bid that job?
A. I did not.

21

are not aware of

15

18

20

yourself?

the same thing as the veterinary
you mentioned a moment ago?

13

Q. Is that a project that your company worked on?
A. Yes.

19

the veterinarian clinic.

it

QA (BY MR. MCFARLAND) You have been handed what
has been marked as Exhibit 49. Do you have that in

10

12

do

(Exhibit 49 marked.)

18

is

didn't

did not.

A. No.

A.

it

I

don‘t recall.

company having done

17

I

-

It

veterinary

tell

site t0 me.
whether that is this

--
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Page 134
1

A.

2

idea.

have never been t0 the

I

project.

(Exhibit 50 marked.)

4

Q. (BY MR. MCFARLAND)

6

have n0

1
2

3

5

I

Page 136

what is marked
of you?

3

you have been handed

Sir,

Do you see that

as Exhibit 50.

in front

4

A. Yes.

e

Q. What is it?
A. It's a contract.

8

11

9

Q. Is this for the same animal shelter
been talking about?

seems to

12

A.

13

14

Q. Do you
A. Kerrie.

15

Q.

It

we have

11
12

know who

prepared the estimate?

generally

when

Kerrie prepares the

17

it all

Or is

done over the phone?
A. It is all done by phone and e-mail.

19

21

13

14

Do you know

estimates whether she goes out to the job site?

20

10

be.

16
18

MCFARLAND)

to this deposition.

Sir,

you have been handed

A. Yes.

19

Do you know why the amount has increased? I
want you to guess‘ I'm just asking if you know.
A. Well, it says on line one they wanted a
temporary synthetic installed. So that would change the

2o

pricing.

16
18

you have been handed

Sir,

what has been marked as Exhibit 51

(BY MR. MCFARLAND)

what has been marked as Exhibit 53 to this deposition.
I would like you to compare it to Exhibit 50, if you
would, please. Does Exhibit 50 and Exhibit 53 relate to
the same job? Can you tell?
A. Same address, yes.
Q. D0 you see that the amounts on 50 and 53 are
different? Exhibit 50 is for $250,000? And Exhibit 53
is for $256,000?

15
17

(Exhibit 51 marked.)

Q. (BY MR.

Q.

6
7

9

(Exhibit 53 marked.)

5

7

10

Agreement unsigned related to the same animal shelter we
have been talking about. Do you know whether this
document is within UCI‘s corporate records?
A. I would assume so.

Q.

don't

21

Q. Well,

am

I

reading this right? Both 50 and

22

A. Yes.

22

53, line one, refers t0 install synthetic underlay.

23

Q. What is it?
A. Subcontract Letter 0f Acknowledgment.
Q. Do you recall ever seeing this document before

23

I

24
25

24
25

Am

missing something?

A. This

is

where the emergency temporary

ice

Page 137

Page 135
1
2
3

4
5
6

today?

1

A. No.
Q.

2

Do you know whether that is

digital signature at the

Kerrie Kuhn‘s

bottom of that document?

A.

It

Q.

Do you know whether this document is

3

4

appears to be.

5

in

your

6

10

company records?
A. I would assume so.
Q. Do you know whether this document was produced
or was provided t0 UCI's counsel to be produced in this

10

11

litigation?

11

7
8
9

Was

13

14

Q. Do you know whether the document was provided
by your company to your company's attorney for it to be
produced in this case?
A. No, I don't know that.
(Exhibit 52 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. MCFARLAND) Sir, you have been handed
what has been marked as Exhibit 52 to this deposition.
Do you recognize that document?
A. No, I do not.

14

15
16
17

13
19
20

21
22
24

Q. Have you ever seen
A. No.

25

Q.

23

"Jiii-i

Scrip:

I‘ll

I?

represent t0

you

it

before?

that

it

is

a Subcontract

item?

Q.

I

line

12

Kuhn have
documents 0n behalf 0f UCI?

Q. Estimates?
A. Yes.
Q. That is something she routinely does as part
of her work?

A. Yes.
(Exhibit 54 marked.)

15

(BY MR. MCFARLAND)

16

Q.

17

what

18

see that?

is

marked

as Exhibit

19

A. Yes.

2o

Q. Have you ever seen
A. I have not.

21

bottom of Exhibit 53?

understand now. Does Kerrie

authority t0 sign

Q. Sign contracts?
A. Yes.

9

A.

right

Q. That $6,100
A. Yes.

A. Yes.

here.

It is

at the

8

13

provided to you guys?

Q. Are you looking
A. Correct.

7

12

it

and

water shields are supposed to be.

54 to

Sir,

you have been handed

this deposition.

this e—mail

D0 you

before?

23

Q. In your experience d0 Blaine County customers
ask for data regarding whether materials or work is

24

purchased elsewhere or purchased in Blaine County? Have

25

you ever seen something

22

M & M Court Reporting Service

like that before?

(34)
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CANCELEEONORAMENomé%T%ﬁW:i=?V
CERNFKAIEOFASSUMEDBU$NESSNRME§ﬂ
II

(Please type or print Iegibly. lnstm ctions are included on the back oftha

j

IE.

é‘g‘p}ﬁiat}/up.)_

4&5”0“
P

93

I“

T0

the

SECRETARY OF STATE, STATE OF IDAHO

(,2

.
'

q
[046,5

,

_

Pursuant to Section 53-507 and 53-508, Idaho Code. the undersigned gives notice
of the acﬁon(s) indicated below:

GEM STATE ROOF'NG

1.

The assumed business name

2.

The assumed business name was

4.

D
D

ﬁled with the Secretary of State's Ofﬁce

027679
as ﬁle number

0n 16 JUL 1999
3-

is:

The persons who ﬁled the certiﬁcate no longer claim an interest
the above assumed business name and cancel the certiﬁcate in its entirety.
Cancellation.

The assumed business name

is

in

amended to:

names and business addresses ofthe entity or individuals doing
business underthe assumed business name are amended as follow:

The

5.

Add:

true

Detete:

(

D
D

Comp

0 H0302.)

Gem State

of business

The name and address
changed

Garden

City. ID

S. Longmont, Boise. ID

83714

83706

to read:

Agriculture

D
D

Construction
to

#2.

Inc.

Manufacturing

Retail

is

2270

amended

Trade
D
D
Trade
Wholesale
D
D
Services
D
7_

417 Remington

ants. Incorporated

Roofing &

is

.

.

Asphalt Maintenance

The type

Mail;

Name:

M7459

D

5_

r

-

O.
,United

D

Transportation and Public

Utilities

Finance. Insurance. and Real Estate

Mining

which future correspondence should be addressed

to read:

United Components, Incorporated. 417 Remington Suite #2. Garden City! lD 83714
8.

Name and address forthis acknowledgment copy is:
United Components. Incorporated

417 Remington Suite #2

Garden

Q0

Signature:
.

Printed

Name:

K&QW

83714

W

03,2

Jeff Flynn

Secmlary of Slate use only

Q

President

Capacity:
'

City, ID

Printed

Name:

SECRETARY 0F STME

IDAHIJ

16/26/2611 65:95

-

Slgnatum'
1

Exh.

No.9

capacity.

awe
x) .T:\

V
nh

D
2

CK:

146%

E

19.3'

ET: 225815

N.IB

‘-'

BH: 1295725
RSSUN “HEN H 3

A767DEICjENDANToooos4
I
‘
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From:

Richard Reese <rreese@standardplumbing.com>

Sent:

Saturday. June 04, 2016 11:09

To:

bo.manager@standardplumbingmm; tf@standardplumbing.com;
Romney
sv@standardp§umbing.com; bu@standardplumbing.com; Gem State Rooﬁng

Subject:

Asphalt Projects to Begin per bid

PM

Miles;

Gem

State Roofing/Asphalt Maintenance and Paving:

Standard Plumbing Supply Locations:
Please begin on the followlng jobs per estimates 2817 at

Yes

145 North

-

Curtis. Boise, ID

Note: Please advise

if

this

69020 Square

feet.

includes the fenced tenant area

in

the 69,020 square feet

32,250 Square Feet
footage
Note: Please conﬁrm with Miles Romney that the square

Yes

167 Eastland Drive. Twin

-

Yes

—

4319 Glenbrook

Yes

-

336 Overland

Falls, ID.

is

for

our property.

Drive, Hailey, ID

Drive, Burley, lD

Completed projects

will

be paid with 10 business days.

Standard Plumbing Supply
P.O.

Box 708490

Sandy, Ut 84070
Mlles

Romney miles.romney@standardplumbing.com 801-233—2197 will

Thank you very much

for your quotes

and best wishes

in

assist in coordinating with the stores.

successfully completing the projects.

Kind Regards,

Richard N. Reese
President

Standard Plumbing Supply Company.

Sent from

my iPad
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Richard Reese <richard.reese@standardplumbing.com>

From:

Subject:

Wednesday, August 24, 2016 5:57 PM
‘Miles Romney'
FW: Estimate 2973 from United Components Incorporated

Attachments:

Drawing.pdf

Sent:

To:

From:

Kerrie

Kuhn [mailto:gemstaterooﬁng@aol.com]

Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2016 9:53 AM
To: rlchard.reese@standardplurnbingmm
Subject: Ra: Estimate 2973 from United Components Incorpomted

Thank you,
Kerrie

—-Original Message---—
From: Richard Reese <richard.reese@standardgiumbing.com>
To: 'Kerrie Kuhn' <gemstateroofin9®aoLcom>
Sent:

Wed. Aug

10,

2016 9:29 am
2973 from United Components Incorporated

Subject: RE: Estimate

Can you send

me

a

diagram of where the repair would be?

Richard

From: Kerrie Kuhn lmaiito:gemstaterooﬁnganf.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2016 9:25 AM
To: rreesngtandardglumbing.com
Subject: Re: Estimate 2973 from United Components Incorporated
I

2—1/
corrected the estimate and resent to you. installed at

Thank

"

and compacted

you,

Kerrie

—--Original

Messageﬂ

From: Richard Reese <rreese@standardplumbing.com>
TD:

GEMSTATEROOFING <GEMSTATEROOFING@AOLCQM>
Aug 9. 2016 5:45 pm

Sent: Tue,

Subject: Re: Estimate

What thickness on
Sent from

my

2973 from United Components Incorporated

the remove and repave?

iPhone

Richard Reese

801-209-2800 mobile
801-233-4090 ofﬁce direct

000123

ing.com>
Richard Reese <richard.reese@standardplumb
Thursday, August 25, 201 6 10:32 AM

From:
Sent:

Romney';

'TF Store'

To:

'Miles

Cc:

Subject:

gemstateroofing®gmaiLcom
FW: Estimate 2973 from United Components Incorporated

Attachments:

Est_2973_from_United_Components_lncorporated_4456

.pdf

Please proceed at the lower bid price.

Work

with the store with as

little

disruption as possible and advise

when

completed.

Thanks
Richard

From: United Components Incorporated

[mai|to:replyTo@intuit.com]

Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2016 8:29 AM
To: rreese@standardplumbing.com
rated
Subject: Estimate Z973 from United Components Incorpo

Dear Customer

:

contact us
Please review the attached estimate. Feel free to

We

if

you have any questions.

look forward to working with you.

Sincerely,

Components Incorporated
208-338-9318
United

To vlew your estimate
Open the attached PDF ﬁle. You must have

Acrobatgn Readerm instalied to view the attachment.
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Jayme Danner

To:

Lopez
Wednesday, November 9, 2016 7:19
gemstateroofing@aol.com

Cc:

Tracey

Subject:

WT

Julian

From:
Sent:

Felix;

AM

David Hurley

roofing

Bob
|

have reached out to you guys and have had no response.

We

have had great weather to do some Roofing but you guys

have not been around.
Tell

me what the

Julian

plan to get the rest of the metal that needs to be

done and of course the

Activities roof.

Thanks

Lopez

Superintendent
M(‘Alvain Group of Companies
5559 W. Gowen Road
Boise, ID 83709

208.362.2125
208.362.4356 fax

the person or entlty to which It Is addresed. Ifdle
may include conﬁdential and/cr proprietary Information, and may be used on|y by
e-mail
reader is hereby noﬂﬁed mat any dlsseminaﬁon, disuibutlon or copying of this
not the intended reclpient or hls or her authoﬂzed agent, the
ofthe
replylng to thls message by e-mall, or phone and destroy any and all copies
sender
the
by
please
notify
e-mail
error,
In
thls
received
prohibited. If you have
correspondence and attachments.
Thls Quail, including attachments,

reader of this e—mail

ls

000125
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Javme Danner

To:

Lopez
Monday, November 28, 2016 4:35
gemstateroofing@gmail.com

Cc:

Tracey

Subject:

WT Snow fence

—

Julian

From:

Sent:

Felix;

PM

David Hurley

Bob

We

need the snow fence

installed.

areas of potential leakage.
Julian

When

What

will

is

holding us up? The other thing

is

I

have a leak at the balcony and have some

you be back?

Lopez

Superintendent
McAlvain Group of Companies

5559 W. Gowen Road
Boise, ID 83709
208.362.2125
208.362.4356 fax

and may be used only by the person or entity to which It is addressed. If the
This e-mail, Includlng attachments, may Include conﬁdential and/or proprietary Informatlon,
notiﬁed that any dlssemlnatlon, dimibutjon or copying of thls e-mall
reader of mas e-mali is not the intended recipient or his or her authorized agent, the reader Is hereby
to thls message by e-mall, or phone and destroy any and all copies of the
prahlblted. If you have reoelved mis e-mall in error, please notify the sender by replying
correspondence and attachments.
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2:32

United Components. Incorporated

PM

& Loss

Profit

02/05/18

January through December 2017

Cash Basis

Jan-Dec17
Ordinary lncorne/Expense

Income
Early Payment Discount
Job Income

-87.50

2.0621 63‘68

Income

Total

2,062,081.18

Cost of Goods Sold
Cost of Goods Sold
Warranty
Total Cost of

Dump

5,514.24

Goods Sold

5,814.24

Fees

8.54228

Equipment Rental for Jobs
Job Damages
Job Materials Purchased
Permit Fees
Subcontractors Expense
Tools and Small Equlpment
Total

22,452.06

945.00
504.571 .55
4,000.64

270.396.09
625.38

COGS

817,347.24

Gross Proﬁt

1,244,733.94

Expense
Advertising and Promotion
Referral Fees

600.00

Advertising and Promotion

-

0t...

55,317.04

Total Advertising and Promotion

Auto and Truck Expenses
2017 Denali Duramax Lease
2018 Dodge Mega 3500 - Silver
2018 Dodge Ram 3500 -Whlte
Gas and oll
Towing
Vehicle Regislration
Vehicle Repairs
Total Auto

55,917.04

14.381 .76

20,000.00
20.000.00
47.081 .06

337.70

2.30529
67,368.84

and Truck Expenses

171 ,474.65

Bank Servlce charges
Credit Card “Ia of Sales
Credit Card Machine Lease

3.

890.28

Maintenace Charges
Money Order & Cashier Check
Stop Payment
Total

327.79
75.95
30‘00

Bank Sewice Charges

Business Licenses and Permits
Computer and Internet Expenses
Donation
Electronic Equipment Rental
Insurance Expense
Auto Llability Insurance
General Liability Insurance
Health Insurance
Jeff Flynn
Kerrie Kuhn
Total Health

41 8.43

4.74245
428.75
1.900.54

538.33
1.166.43

15,537.00
21,671.99

4.84864
4.666.04
________

ln surance

9,514.88
Exl).

Life Flight

825.00

Workman's Comp
Total Insurance

Liabilty

Expense

69559.00

Dam

N

us

117.107.87
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United Components, Incorporated

PM

Profit

02/05/13

& Loss

January through December 2017

Gash Basis

Jan

-

Dec 17

Expense
Finance Charges

Interest

731 .24
1.260.71

Interest

253.06

Late Fees
Total ln‘eresl

Expense

2,255.01

Expense
Lodging
Meals and Entertainment

1,266.85
7.400.65

Janitorial

3537.39

Entertainment

Meals

21.223.27

and Entertainment

Total Meals

Medical
Drug Testing
Medical - Other

24,750.66

75.00
6.196.39
6.271‘39

Total Medical

Ofﬁce Supplies
Arizona

28.45

DOT

5.00
864.00
1.855.00
954,67
1

Dues
Licenses
Safety (OSHA)
Ofﬁce Supplies
Total

-

Okher

Ofﬁce Supplies

.31

10.109.01

15.126.13

Parking
Payroll

112.50

Expenses

Bonus
Coionial Life

A (Co.

Fald)

Comission -Windows
Commission
Commission - Siding

Company SUI

Seal Coat D/T

3.416.00
1,039.50

55267.63
16.721 .08
29.81 0.42

235238.92
23.787.16
59.843.67
525.00
4.41 7.85
19.358.80

2.34000
1.706.00
3,964.79

Holiday Fay

3,872.00

Medicare Company
Officer Payroll

Social Security

Company Paid

Expenses

Postage and Delivery
Professional Fees
Accounting Fees
Total Professional

Rent Expense
Alarm System

8.544.89
135,121 .65

Workforce Developement
Total Payroll

70.00
732.50
1,560.00
12.589.01

ID

Employee Hourly Vacation
Employee Payroll - Doors
Employee Payroll Asphalt
Employee Payroll Estimator
Employee Payroll Office
Employee Payroll Rooﬁng
Employee Payroll Seal Coating
Employee Payroll Shop Clean Up
Employee Payroll Shop Mechan".
Employee payroll siding work
Employee Payroll Snow Removal
Employee Payroll Window

Emponae
FUTA Tax

610.01
815.00

Fees

36,536.71

421.64

658310.23
2,397.17
1.400.00
1,400.00

300.00

Page 2
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United Components, Incorporated
Profit & Loss
January through December 201 7

PM

mans
Cash Basis

Jan
Arizona Rental
Ofﬁce E Yard
Storage

Water Machine

Expense

Total Rent

Repairs and Malntenance
Equipment Repairs
Furance & Cooling

Ofﬁce Equipment

shop Supplies

-

Dec_17
556.67

12329.74
149.84
151.92

13.788.17

9.047.56

85.00
466.69
2.685.64

and Maintenance

12,284.89

Sales Tax Expense
Taxes - Arizona TPT
Taxes - Idaho State Tax Return
Telephone Expense

873.80

Total Repalrs

Cell

Phone
Phones

Total Telephone

20.00
11.316.55
691.59
3.512.06

lntemet
Office

61 0.30

Expense

15,520.20

Tools

Power Tools

5.375.21

Safety Equipment (OSHA)

5.048.913

Small Hand Tools

3.554.85

Total Tools

Travel

14,478.99

Expense

796.93

Utilities

Arizona

-

Electric

Electricity

Gas

182‘11

2.627.93

Trash

368,75
11.16

Water

615.40

Total Utilities
Total

Expense

Net Ordinary Income

other IncomelExpense
Other Income
Earned Interest
Finance Charge Income
Total Other

Income

3,805.37
1,134,755.36

109.978.58

3.19
1.205.40

1,211.59

omer Expense
Penamies
Total Other

1.129.48

Expense

Net Other Income
Net Income

1,129.43

——.~.—___—

82.11
.

110,060.69

Page

3
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Jayme Danner

Tracey

From:

Felix

Wednesday, January 17, 2018 4:55
gemstaterooﬁng@gmail.com
Hailey Idaho Rooﬁng Work?

Sent:

To:
Subject:

—

—
PM

Hi Kerrie,

lam

in

need of some help on

want to do

a

a project in Hailey.

It’s

too cold to

install

the roof on our 25,000 square foot building, sol

can’t find anyone to help
temporary synthetic underlayment but
I

me out.

Are you guys interested?

Tracey

000130

—

Jayme Danner

—

I

From:

Tracey

Felix

Sent:

Friday,

January

To:

Kerrie

Subject:

Animal Shelter

Attachments:

Animal Shelter Roof Plan.pdf; Exhibit A_2013 MCI

19,

2018 11:09

AM

Kuhn
Exhibit A—Subcontractorslnsurance

Requirements (8).pdf

Hi Kerrie,

hope you’re well and don't have this horrendous cold that‘s been going around. lapologize
yesterday. It was all could do to attend a meeting and leave forthe day.

for being non-responsive

l

I

of the
appreciate you taking a look at this for us. I’m attaching the roof plan for the project. The overall footprint
building is 27,900 square feet, broken up into four areas.
|

and sheathing, and then we have Structural Insulated Pa nels on top of that that installed.
We anticipate needing pretty much the whole building to have a temporary roof that can tolerate some
wind/snow/trafﬁc for a couple of months and came up with the synthetic underlayment as a cost-effective option.
We're open to other ideas as well. We have half of Area 4 ready, and the trusses are going up now in Area 3. Trusses

The framer

is

installing trusses

|

for

Area 1

Realizing

will

it

follow

will likely

in

two weeks, and then Area

take at least a

week to

2 will have trusses erected the first

get a Contract to you, we'd

like

week of

February.

to quickly get a quote from you and

Superintendent
hopefully start on this within the next couple of weeks. John Hanson (from our Whitetail project) is the
ifl can get
know
Bob.
Let
me
with
working
and he is thrilled that I’m talking to you guys about this. Ithink he enjoys

you any other information

in

order to provide an estimate.

Tha nks!
Tracey

‘

Each.

Dam
Name

No.

'

qq
000131
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Estimate

United Components. Incorporated

DBA: Gem Stale Rooﬁng
DBA: Asphalt Maintenance

&

Estimate

Date

Paving

m 754-50???

41 7 Remington Street #2

#

3703

Garden City Idaho S3714

Name {Address
Mc

Alvain Construclion. Inc

5559 W. Gowcn Road
Boise Idaho 83709

Phone Number

Total

Description
\Vc hereby propose to fumish all the materials and pcrfonn
Hailey Animal ShuIlur, 101 Cray Creek Road. l-Inilcy

all

lhc labur nccussary lbr

Illa

completion of

:

underlnymum
Water shield an caves. rakes 24" past imcrior wall ou sleep pitch
[cc and wnler shield m1 entire roof syslcm of 3/12 pilch
new drip edge and pipcjacks
Ice and Water shield 36“ wide lo lap over ridge
Ccnnimccd Landmark Limilcd Lifelimu Archilccluml Shingles (Wcmhcmd Wood)

lnslnLl synlhclic

lnsmll Ice nnd
Install
Install
rs9w#ww—

Install

lnslnll

double cap ridge
roof ﬂashing: only us per speciﬁcation

lnslnll

Install associalcd
9.

Install

10.lnsmll

snow
1

rctcnlion us pcr specs

layer 01‘3‘0 Poly Isa Insulation

Board mechanically fastened (Concrclc Ducks

to bu full_v

lu drains Illechanicully faslcncd

(Concrctu

Decks

Lo 17c fully

adhered)
l

Llnsmll taper package according

decks

to

Iu

plans

lo direct

water

bc fully adhered)

lZ.|nslall

1

layer 01'3‘0 Poly Isa Insulation

Board

111cchzmicnlly ihslunud (Coucrclc

adhered)

primed dense deck
N.Insmll 60 mil versigard non reinforced
13.[nstall 1/4"

EPDM

IS‘Sul drains

l6.Fu|ly adhere \mlls

and terminalc under new coping cup

17.[n5la|l \vnlkpad as per speciﬁcations

18.[nslull

coping cap according

19.’l‘erminalc

20AM

EPDM

debris Io b: hauled

Wc look

lo plans

nn parapcl walls on ﬂal decks
250.684.00

accu rding to nmnufacmrc.

mT by Gem

Stale

Rooﬁng‘

forward 10 doing business wiih you.

Contractor License

Total

Number RCE—32821

Signature

Phone #

Fax #

E—m ail

20533893 I 8

208688-84“

gcmslmumul‘mg@gnmil.com

Web

Sile

mm‘.gemsmlemoﬁng.ncl

Hag?!

000133

Estimate

United Components, Incorporated

DBA: Gem State Rooﬁng
DBA: Asphalt Maintenance &

Estimate #

Dale

Paving

417 Remington Street #2
Garden City Idaho 837 l4

V'l‘/24l2018

'

3708

Name Address
I

Mc

Alvain Construction. Inc

5559 W. Gowcn Road
Boise Idaho 83709

Phone Number

Total

Descriplion
21.20 year munul‘uclure NDI. warranty on ILI'DM
Nola:

EI’DM

All mmcrial

is

is

chemically wultlcd and

guaranteed

spcciﬁculions submitted

m

I‘or

TPO

is

hum wuldcd :md product

is

rcinlbrccd

he n5 spuciﬁcd and nbovu work lu be pcrlbnncd in accordance with the:
above work. Thu. work lu bc completed in n subslanlial workman like

manner.

Paymcnl l0 bu Imldu i5 h? down :md tlu: balance upon cnnlpmlinn unluss uLhum'isu slnlcd by UniLEd
Components. Inc. DBA: Gum Slate Rooﬁng. All dcpnsits an: non refundable. Once tho cs‘inmus is
An)- brcach al'lhc cuntruct will rcsuli in a minimum charge of25%
it hummus n binding. comma.
may he suhjccl 1n 100% 01'th lulal cnsl ol' lhc commul, n service charge 0F l-lJ‘l ”/0 per month will

signal

ind

bc charged on

nll

accounts past due. This

is

expressed as an annual percentage charge or 13%. ln the

placed wilh a third party collccliun, customer agrees lo pay
reasonable attorney fees. adminislraiivc lhcs. court cosls, and l'mnncc clmrgcs‘

event [hat any account

Any

is

alteration or deviation

upon written orders.

all

cost including

From above speciﬁculions Involving unforeseen costs, will bx: uxcculcd only
become an extra charge over and above Lhc estimnlc set forth herein. All

Lind will

agreements contingent upon God. accidents or delays beyond our comm]. Owner Io curry ﬁre and olhcr
necessary insurance upon nbuvc work. Our umploycc's nrc fully covcmd by Workmen's Compensation
and Public Liability Insurance. Engineer l‘cus and permit fees (il‘npplicublu) will bl: an addendum lo
contract or billed separately.

\Vc look forward

Iu

Contractor License

doing business with you.

Total

Number RCE—SZBZI

$250,684.00

Signature

Phone #
20833893

[8

Fax #

E-maﬂ

208-3 88-8—1“

gcmslmcmoﬁngrjljgmai].co m

Web

Site

\\’\m~'.gemslaleraoﬁng.nc1

Paw;
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Subcontract Letter of Acknowledgement
No.

S116016-40

Equal Opportunity Employer

February

14.

Gem

State

2270

S.

Garden

2018

Rooﬁng
Longmont
City, ID

Inc.

83706
Proiect:

Reference:

Animal Shelter ofthe

Wood

RiverValley

Wood

River Valley

116018.

Project No.2

Owner. Animal Shelter ofthe
Architect:

Congratuial‘rons, yau
is

Tracey

Felix.

have been selected

PJsase direct

all

to perform subcontract

work on

me above project. The

project

manager and your point of contact with our ofﬁce

questions and communicaiion lo the project manager.

Contract must be signed by an owner or
Please sign the Contract and Letter of Acknowledgement. Please initial all pages and all exhibits. The
contract and notify Paola Eldredge
the
decline
please
author'xzed
to
sign
foryour
company,
not
are
If
company.
the
you
corporate ofﬁcer of
concerning the contract, please call, or e-mail
(paolae@mcalvain.oom) of the name and email address ofthe proper signatory. If you have any questions

traceyf@mcalvain.oom.

E]

coverage as outlined in Exhibit A is required for you and any lower tier subcontractors you may have on this
received
have
your insurance certiﬁcates with your Subcontractor Prequaliﬁcation. we still require insurance certiﬁcates
While we should
allowed Io start aux work, norwil‘ you be Eid until all such insurance is on ﬁle in our giﬁce.
lower tier subcontractors. You wi‘l not

A certiﬁcate

project,

of insurance for

for

any

E

D

number. Your LowerTier
Ptaase comp1ele the Lower Tier Subcontractors and Suppliers attachment. including address and phone
Subcontractors are required to provide insurance as detailed

D

All

due within 15 days

submitlals are

in

Exhibit A,

of issuance of your contract. Eleclronic submiﬂals are preferred; please forward

traceyf@mcalvain.oom Please contact Tracey ifﬁle sizes are too large

D

Please submit a copy of
to using the product

MSDS sheets (OSHA

on the

project.

If

them

via e-mail to

hard copies are submitted, please provide 6 copies.

all products you may use at this project These sheets must be submitted prior
Program and Hazardous Communication Program must be submitted to us.

requirements) for

Also. a copy of your Safety

Schedule of Values has been provided; please

for e—mail.

notify

your project manager

if

there

is

a discrepancy.

DD
on the
Subcontractors Application for Payment: Please use theform available at the McAlvain website (www.mcalvain.com); click
SUBCONTRACTOR link in lhe upper right hand corner. Applications are due by the 20m of the month or as delaiied in Exhibil B. Applications

may be

emailed lo mciAP@mcaIvain‘com. Late applications

No change orders orjob

scheduling

will

will

not be paid until the next monlh‘

be acknouiledged unless approved

in

writing through our ofﬁce ﬁrst.

Change orders

will

not

be paid unless

approved by owners.

We look forward to working with

you on

this ptoject.

This letter

Sincerely,

Gem

is

hereby acknowledged

by:

State Rooﬁng Inc.

Damian“ w.-

WLLW

Signed:

Kerr'e
L RUhn
1
Paola Eldredge

Printed

ContractAdministration

Tine;

Name:

C0 rporate SGCVEtaFY
Dale:

2/16/2018

Initial

ID

RCE-1318

I

CM

157

5559 West Gowen Road,

Boise, Idaho

83709

(208) 362-2125

Lﬁ

FAX (208) 362-4356
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No. S1 1601 6-40

Equal Opportunity Employer

SUBCONTRACT AGREEMENT
No. 811601640 Roofing
DATE: February 14, 2018
PROJECT: Animal Shelter of the Wood
LOCATION: Hailey, ID

SUBCONTRACTOR:

Gem

State Roofing Inc.

OWNER: Animal

2270 S. Longmont
Garden City, ID 83706

1.

Wood

River Valley

ARCHITECT:

ADDENDA:

(208) 338-9318 (208) 388-8461

The panies agree

Shelter of the

River Valley

as follows:

Scoga of Subconuact Work.

Subconlractor agrees lo furnish

alt

necessary

labor. materials. suppiies. tools,

equipment including scaffolding and safely equipment.

services,

work
unless speciﬁcally slated otherwise. necessary or required for the completion of all
supervision, shop drawings. submirlals. samples. and sales [axes
Work“):
described below, reasonably inferable Ihereirorn and incidenial lharem (1he
following exhibits to the contract:
Furnish Rooﬁng scope ofwork per plans. speciﬁcations. and the
Exhibit

A~

Insurance Requirements

Exhibit

B - Technical Requirements
C — Project Document List
D — Project Schedule

Exhibit

E — Schedule

Exhibit
Exhibit

The McAlvain Group
jobsite

and

of Values

of Companies, Inc. Safety

and Accident Prevention Plan

is

incorporated into the contract by reference, Copies are available at the

upon request.
I

I

unﬂﬁme

,n-e-

"

'

i

rice,

-

i

I

'
7

T

07310. .0760

1O

2

99132.

3

07310. .0700

.01

Synthetic Undeﬂayment ( Temp Rooﬁng)
Closeout (1 % fo O&Ms, Warranty.

"$248,177.16

Ls

0.00006"

LS

0.00000

$6,100.00

LS

0.00000

$2506.84

Redlines)

$256,784.00

Subtotal:

me same extent as Cmtraclor has assumed lo the Owner by Prime Cuniraci. In the event of any
shall control. Submnlractshall indemnify and
and
this subcontract, the provisions ofthis Subcontracl
conflict between 1he terms of the Prime Contract
and \iabil‘m'es, indudlng altorney fees. incurred by or claimed against Contractor axising out of
hold Contractor harmless from any and ail costs. expenses
subcontramors and suppliers of materials and equipment including equipmenl rentals. having
or raating lo Work or any breach o! this Subcontract. All
with their current addresses in Lower Tier Submniraciors and Suppliers
agreements with Subconn'actnrfor any part of me Work shall be identiﬁed
Subcontractor agrea to be bound

10 Contraclur to

aﬂachmel’lt harem»

Initial

ID

RCE-1318

[

CM

157

5559 West Gowen Road,

Boise, Idaho

Page 2

83709

(208) 362-2125

C

FAX (208) 362-4356
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2. The Subcontract Documents.
The subcontract documents consist
(a) lhis
(b)
(c)

of

Subconuacl:

Contraclot and 1ha other Contract Documents enumerated therein;
the Prime Conlracl. cansisling of the Agreement between the Owner and
the Owner and Contracior‘ whether before or atterlheexecmion of
modiﬁcations issued subsequentto the execuiion or the Agreement between
Subcontract; and

this

this Submnlract, all of which are incorporaled herein.
supersedm prior negotiations, representations or
the entire and integrated agreement between the parties hereto and
represents
This Subcontract

(d)

modiﬁcations to

agreements, either written or

3.

oral.

Subcontract Prlca and Pament.

Subcontract, Contractor agrees to pay Subconiractor the total sum of Two Hundred
consideration ofSubGuntractui’s oompla1e performance of this
'Subconlract Price"), subjectto adjustments pursuanno
Doliars
OBHUII
And
Eighty-Four
(s 256,784.00) (the
Hundred
Seven
Fifty-Six Thousand
Submits its wriltm application in a form
Subcontractor
period
unless
payment
for
any
or ﬁnal paymanl shall be payabb
In

paragraph

B.

No progress

satisfactory lo Ccnlracior a1 Jeasl

ﬁve

working days

(5)

pn‘or to B19

dale required for Contraclurs application

for

payments to 1he Owner as ﬁxed in 1he
will continue with the Work without

its application for payment, Subcontractor
Prime Contract In the event Subcontraclar falls at any time to timely submil
period forwhich application is timely submitted.
interruption. without progress payment. until the next payment

applicable unit prices shall

Pn’ce or a portion ofthe Subcontract Price,
the event that unit prices are used for computation of the Subcontract
the actual quantity of Work performed as ﬁnally
be identiﬁed herein and actual Subconiract Price shall be the Iota: of unit prices multiplied by
used
for
the initial computaﬁon of the Subcontraci Price
quanlitias
unil
[hat
measured and amapIed by Owner. Subcontractor acknowledges
Work and actual quantiﬁes newssary farmpleﬁan of me Work may differ
are merely esﬁmalﬁ of the quantities nemsary for wmpletion of the
aclual quanﬁtiﬁ as compared lo wtimamd quantities. Subcontraclor shall nol
substantially from the estimates set forth herein. For anyvarialion in
same pmpom’on as Contractors un‘rl prim lherelore. ifany, shall
be entitled to any adjustment of Subcontracior's unil prices unias and only in the
Contract.
Prime
the
under
Owner
the
be adjusted by
In

for payman: of Work performed. Receipt of payment by Convector irom
it reﬁas on credit of Owner. not Conlraclor.
to payment by Contractor to Submntracturfor such Work; however. this
precedent
condition
an
exprass
is
Submntraclor
Ownerfor Work performed by
Work perlmmed. In lhe eveni Subcontractor maka-s any claim or asserts any cause of
condition precedent in nu way waives Subcontractoc‘s lien rights for
Submntraclor’s sole and exclusive remedy shail be against (ha payments Conkaclor actually
action against Conh'acmrfar paymenls due hereunder: (a)
no other real. personal or mixed property of Contractor.
receives from the Owner on account of the Prime Contract (“?rime Contracl Payments); (b)
against Conuacior. [c] if such ne! income is insufﬁcient to sailsfy anyjudgmeni,
wherever located. shall be subjsc: to levy on any judgmenl obtained
in equily. against Conlractor for or on lhe accoun: of such deﬁciency.
Subcontractor will not institute any further action. suit. claim or demand. in law or
and paid for by the Ownerfor lha Subcontractors Weak. fess
Progress payments shall be in lhe amount representing the valu- of Work ampled

Subcontractor acknowledges lhat

Pn‘rne Contract bul in no even! lass than Five Fewer“ (5%). Progress paymems. less retainage. shall
in me same psmenlage as ﬁxed by the
after receipt by Convector of payment from
became payable to Subcontractor for Work performed lo me satisfaoﬁon 01 Owner tan (10) banking days
the amounl of any deduction, offset or
Ownerforsuch Work All estimates by Ownerof the value of the Work performed for any payment period. orof

reiainage

payments by Suhcnnlractor shalt oonst‘rlme a reieasa 0f
counterclaim relaljng lo the Work. shall be binding on Subcontractor. Acceptance cf any program;
in writing. arising or incurred during the payment pen‘od.
Contractor from all liability, except retainage and those claims speciﬁcally reserved
ﬁﬂean (15} days aﬁer ﬁnal
be wilhheld. without intemt, by Contractor until ﬁnal payment Final payment shaﬂ become payable
an addilional condition ofﬁnal payment. Subcontraclor shall submit awn'uan
is received bylhe Contraclor. Prior In and as
Subconlraclor must also submil mitten reEeases and
release and a waiver ofclaims and liens against the Project. Owner. and Contractor.
and liens from all of Subcontractors suppliers and subcontradars. Acceptance nfﬁnal payment by Subcontramor constitutes
Retaiaage

shall

payment by Owner
waivers of claims
full

and ﬁnal release of Contractor and

its

surety. Retention as estabiished

by the Prime Contract

is:

5,00%

this Subcontract, either in whole or in pan, and no
including ﬁnal paymenl, shall be a waiver cf any performance required under
o'f dafecﬁve or Incompaele work. and Subconlractor shall remain responsible and liable for performance
Payment shall be construed as an acceptance
and the Prime Contract
aii Work in strict compliance wilh this Subcontract

No payment

of

amounts reasonably necessary to protect
Contractor shall be entitled lo withhold. without interest thereon, from progress andlorﬁnal payments
not
Iimited to:
bu1
including
Subcontracior.
of
the
responsibility
ar
the
from loss or damage caused by
(a)

repealad or ounﬁnued failure of performance o:

(b) loss or

damage

lo Conlractor.

Subconlracio:

(c) alleged failure of

(d) rejected. defective or
(e)

Owner or
la timely

this

Subcontract.

olhers caused by Subwnlractor

pay

for labor, materials.

equipment or supplies furnished

in

connection with the

Work

nonconforming Work

any delay in pen‘urmanoe of ihe Work;

Subcontramor‘s
(ﬂ evidence of

inability lo

andu'ur

complete the Work for the unpaid balance ofthe Subcontract Price

Time 91 Comgelian.
and shall complete
Tlme is of lhe asenca. Subcontractorshall begin the Work immediately aﬂer notice to proceed by Contracior
Contractorfor all work underthe Prime
the Work within 1he time set forth in the Project Schedule, as periodically revised and updated. prepared by
and Subcontractor shall perform the
Contract Subcontractor understands and acknowledges thatthe Project Schedule may change from time to lime
ﬂ.

Work, as changed.

{11:
|

Initial

ID RCE-1318
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(208) 362-2125

FAX (208) 3624356
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aoiuai or
or performanca of this Su bcontracl or the Project. or cause any deiay ur
Should Ihe Subwmracior delay or mrea1en to delay the progress
lﬁable for and indemnify and hold Contraclor
shall
be
Subcontractor
Subcontractor.
deray
by
damage or Iiabilily to Contraclor by reason ofany
Contractor by
costs andfnrfeas. including bul not :frnitad to aﬂomey fees. incurred by
han11|ess from any penalties, kiabilities‘ liquidated or other damages.
assent or acquiescence by Cuntractorto Subconkaclurs later pen'orrnance.
waived
any
by
deemed
n01
be
shall
liability
ream Ihereuf. Subcontractors

Work is datayed by Owner, the Subcontraciors time for performance shall be exlended only lo lhe
notice to
forsuch Workfrorn the Owner under Ihe Pn‘me Contract. Subcontractor agrees la provide
oftime
extent Cuntauturshall obtain an extension
agent or
andlor
Contracior
any
mused
for
delay
remedy
sole
by
Subconiraoiors
Contractor lo provide timely noﬁoa 1o Owner underthe Prime Contract.
incurred
to complete Subcontracﬂors Work for a period equal la me actual delay
time
of
1he
emension
an
shall
he
Contractor.
subcontractor of the
or damages relating thereto.
Subcontractor waives any claim or right to additional compensation
In

lhe evenl Suboontradon’s performanue oi

g.

Bgngs‘

No
(check one) Yasﬂ
amount oi lhe total
full and duly executed pedon‘nance and payman! bonds in the
Conuacior
If bonds
acceptable to
otherwise
or
Contram
me
Pﬂme
required
form
as
is
in
such
by
Subcontract Price issued by a sumiy company ameptable to Contraolor
material
wilhin Ian (1 U) days aﬂer the affective dale of the Subcontract may be deemed a
bonds
deliver
salisfactnry
to
failure
Subcontractors
Contractor.

ERFDRMANCE AND PAYMENT BONDS ARE REQUIRED:
are requ‘xred. Subcontractor snail furnish to

breach of this Subcontract.

Laws, Regulations Etc.
The Work shall slrictly compiy with
B.

all

fedeml. state, Iowl, municipal

and any and

all

other governing laws. rules. reg ulations. statutes. ordinances and

Work spadﬁcaily required by lhis Subcontrad or necasary Io fully wmply wilh such Laws shall be
Sumtramwithoul any additional oompmsaiion. In the event Submntracbornbserves any work an Ihe Project,

'Laws“). N1
other direclives (hereinafter referred lo as

Iurnlshed by
Including
in

Submniracioras pan of this

Work

writing of

of the Subcontractor.

which Subcontraclor beiieves

is

not

in

compliance

\m'th

any Laws. Submnlracmrshali immedialely

notify

Conlradnr

such noncompliance

Subcontraclorwarranls and represents thai

il

has obtained and

snail maintain

a1|

licenses

and

registrations required lo

pursue and perform the Work

in

the

employees, subcontractors. suppliers, design professionals, and any other person
appiicabbe iuﬁsdiuiiun and require the same of its represenlalives.
sums paid to it by Contractorto the extentthe Owner is not obligated lo payfor any
panicipaﬁng in the Work. Subcontractor agrees Ina! it shall return any
and registrations. The parUas agree the provisions of this sub-sectian are a
iinenses
such
all
maintain
failure
lo
of Submnlraclor's wnrk duem the
survive in the event the baSanoe ofthis Subcontract is deemed unenforceable due to
saparate undertaking Iran: the balance of this Subconlram and shall

me failure Io
T.

maintain

such licenses and

all

Assignmentmalggation ofthe

registralinns

Work

sub-subcontract any of the
Subconiractor shall not assign this Subcontract, delegate or

Changes in the Work.
may add. delale.

3.

Work described

herein without prior Mitten consent of Contractor.

writien direcﬁve In the
change the Work of the Subcomraclor wélh‘tn me general scope of lhis Subcontract by
\M'lhout the prior Milken consen: of Contractor. Any
in Ihe Work shall be performed by Subcontractor
Subconuactor.
foraddiiions, dalltions or olher changes be as agreed in writing and
adjustment in the Subcontrad Plioe or in [he time of performance of the Work
and Contractor shall have no other obligation, express or implied. If no such agreement
euthanized by Subcontract Change Ordersigned by Contractor.
Contractor and the Subcontract Price shall be equitably adjusted as follows:
can ba reached. Subcontractor shali pedunn the Work as dlrected by Ihe
thereof plus ten
ardifferentwurk performed or materials furnished by Suboonlractor in an amount equal to the actual cost
additional
for
increased
any
(a)
adminish‘aﬂve expanses, jobsile and home office overhead and proﬁt as supported by ﬁme
and
genera}
supervision.
cover
a1|
cost
to
ofsaid
percent (10%)
direct out—nf-pockal labor. equipment and maletial costs. plus the agreed percemage
records for labor and equipment and material invoices documenting
basis as such work is performed; and
shall be submitted to and approved by Contractor on a daily

Contractor

No extra

n: otherwisa

work.

changa

w deu‘ralions

mark-up.

(b)

If

of
reduced by the reasonable value afWork deleied or avoided by reason

the change, extra work or devialion

is

me change.

in the Work, Suboontractorshall be entitled to an adjustment
to an adjuslment under the Prime Contracl. minus Contractofs markup.

the result of an Owner—direcled change

Suboontraci Price only to the exientthat Contractor

is

entitled

in

the

Subconlractors cost of pedorming the Work will be performed wimoul any adjustment to
Ordinary ﬁeld modiﬁcalions which do not substantially increase
Conuamor agrw lo forward tn Owner any claims of Subwniraclur arising oul of changes affecting {he

the Subcontract Price or time of performance‘

Work which are

shall not be liable to Subcontractor for any
ordered, directly or indirectly. by Owner; provided however, Contractor

Subcontractors

Work except to

5.

Waiver of C

All

claims for

waived by

merefme
10.

change

to

the extent approved and paid by Owner.

ims.

adjusrnem of lhe Suboontraci Price or time

of

parlotmanoe

Subcontractor unless the Subcontractor shall provide written

arising out of or [dating to

noﬁw

of

any addition.

such claims within three

(3)

deletion or

change

in

the

Work are

days aﬂer receipt of Contractors directive

of claim to the Owner.
or such shorter time teqw‘red under the Prime Contract ior notice

Subcontractor Claims.

Unlws

expressly prohibited by the Prime Comracl.

‘rf

Subcontractor limeiy submits a daim that

is reiated. in

whole or

in part. lo

any decision,

directive‘ act

Contractor's option la prosecute such claim in Contractofs name in accordance with thedalms
orfaitureto act by lhe Owner. Subcontracmr agrees, at
amount that is collecled from Owneron any su ch claims. minus
procedure set forth in me Prime Connect. Subcontractor shall be entitled to {he
any
of
the
Subcontractor and Subconlraclur agrees to Indemnify
expense
sole
al
the
prosecuted
be
Contraclon’s markup. The claims shall

Contra???

Initial

ID

RCE71318
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Gonlraciof as a resull of Subcontractors pursuit of ifs daims. Subcontractor
and ail damages, including aﬂomsys' fees and costs. assessed against
19 and 20 and shall be enmled lo recover {mm Dontracior only whal
o1hemn‘sa sharl be bound by the dispute resoluﬁon provisions in Paragraphs
ciaims is an express condition preoedentof Conuactor's obligation lo
ofsum
Owner
paymentfrom
and
ciaims
such
Ownerfor
from
Contractor receives
Conlradon’s
submission of claims Io. or prosecution cf claims against Owner.
regarding
Contraclor
with
pay Subconiractor. Subconllaclor shaEI moperaze

11. Clea n-Llp,
Subcontraclor sh all continuously mainiain the projeci free from
of the Work. Su hcmtraclor shall remove

all

rubbish. stains,

alt

din} rubbish, debris.

and blemishes caussd by

ctean-up work reasonably directed by Conlracton’s ﬁeld superintendent.
Subcontraclors Work will be backoharged to Subcontractor.

Tunis and Eguigment.
all lools and equipment necessary

12. Material

Subcontraclnrshail provide

All

all

operations,

materials.

and

it

Upon completion

shall perform. al

of 1he various portions

no additional

costs including supervision incurred by Conlracior

to perform the

molecu'on. insurance and
deaivery. unioadfng, storage. warehousing.
it under lhis Subconlract.
provided
ta
have
or
provide
inslall,
furnish.

and other waste
iis

in

onsl‘ additional

the clean-up of

Work. Submnh'aclor agrees to assume sole responsibility for the receipt,
and all materials. tools. and equipment it is to

other risks of loss :eiaﬁng to any

13. lndernnly.

agrees lo relmburse. defend. hold harmless and indemnify Contractor, Owner and their
the fulles‘ extent permitted by Jaw. Subconlracior hereby
afﬁliates, ofﬁcers. directors employees. agents. and principals (coiledlvay.
subsidian'es,
respective insurers. undemn‘ters, surah‘es. assigns,
expenses, penallies. ﬁnes. injuries, liabilities, wsls. Toss, damage of any kind,
‘Indamnitees") from and against any and all claims. liens, causss of action.
performance. failure to perform or breach oi this Subcontract or any
Subconlraclor’s
relau'ng
Work.
the
lo
attomay fees, and expenses arising out of or
Subcontractor or any parson performing a portion of 1316 Wctk or alhemisa acting atthe
hereunder. or lhe alleged or actual negligence or fault of

Tu

warranty

insiance of Subcontractor including. but n01 limiled

to

Subcontractors represenlalives, employees subcontractors, suppllets. or design proiessionals.
economic losses and
iniury, injury l0 pmperly.

md

to daaih. bodily
Subcontraclor's abligaiions undarthis provision shall appiy wilhout Iimitaljan

consequential

compensation lam, similar
damagea Subwntraclor speciﬁcally and expressly waives any immu nily {hat may be granted under Wkers

under this
ils obligations under this provision. FutheI. Subcontractors obiigations
to nr by any 1hird party under
any way by any Limitalinn on the amuuni or {ype of damages. compensation. beneﬁts payabfe
beneﬁis acls‘ Finally, the obligations in this provision are not iirniled by the
Workers Compensation Acls, Disabih’ly Beneﬁ‘ Acts. or omer employee
Implied indemnity or contribullon rights or remadies available any cf the
amount of any auaiiabie insurance and are in addition in any express or
through counsel reasonab!e approved by such Indemnilee‘
Indemnimas at law or in equily. Su boontraclor will defend each Indemnites

ads and industriai

insurance. to the exient necessary. to give eﬂectto

provision shall nol be limited

mam
Subcontractor and

iis

in

subcontractors shall purchase and maintain

full

and complete insuranoe on tha Work

in

awardanoe with this

Subcontract.

If

me

its daign professional £0 purchase and maimain professional liability
Work requim Subcontractor lo provide design services. Subcontractor shall require
das‘lgn services reiated to the Work. If the Work or iis location ocmstiluta an exposure 1o ampioyees of
from
axising
claims
covet
any
insurance mat wﬂl
or under any other laws, regulation, or statutes applicable to
Suboontraunr under the U.S. Lungshuraman and Harbor Workers Ant, Ehe Jones Act.
coverage. If hauling ofhazardous waste is part of Ihe Work, Subcontractor shall procure
appiicable
maintain
and
procure
shall
Subcontrador
emphyees.
before commanmrnent Dfany
automobile liabirrly insurance for hazardous waste hauling vehicles‘ Subcontractor shall obiain,

and maintain applicable
as required of Contractor in [ha Prime Contract or
Work hareu nder, and maintain lha same insurance mveragas wilh no less lhan the limits of liability
All insurance shall include Conlracim and Owner as additional insureds and any other
greater.
are
whichever
Subcontract,
this
Exhibit
A
to
shown on
“Additional Insureds“), and shall not permit any change or cancellation
the Prime Contract lo be additional insureds (oollecﬁvely.
parﬁes required by

Subconh'actor shall make all deductible payments for claims made against any insurance policy
(15) days prior wr‘ttlen nolica to Cunlractor.
in
relating
any way lo any acts or omissions of Subcontractor or its representatives, employees,
Subconlracloror Additional Insureds

whhout ﬁﬂeen
provided by

parlécipating in the Work. Subcontractor shall ﬁle oartiﬁcales of insurance containing
subcontractors. suppiiels. design professionals. ar any other person
least one (1) day prior to scheduled commencement of the Work. Contracfor and
Conlrauinral
abovewim
stated
cancellation
or
the iirnitalion on change
exclusions thai are not acceptable to
Owner have lhe righl to receive copies of all insurance policies upon request. Policies shall not contain any
Conlractor
o: Ownet, all policies mus! be certiﬁed by the insurance can'ier as being true and complete.

Conliactafor Owner.

and Ownefs

right lo

Submnkact or
In

Ii

Commuter
apprwe ail insurance policies shall notmnstitute

requested by

reviaw and

the Prime

a waiver of any rights created by or provision contained

in

this

Comm! should they differfmm those oonta3ned in such policies.

no event shall Subcontractor maintain

less than the insurance coverages as detailed

in:

Exhibit A: Insurance Requlrements

shall be
and maintain complete insurance as required by this Subcontract, or to require the same of its subcontraciors,
n'ghts and remedies al law or in equity: (1) Contractor may
In such event. in addition to any and all other
Suboomractoﬁs sole expanse and withhold such expense 1mm payments
terminate mis Subcontract: (2) Contractor may procure such insurance a1
the attomay's few. expenses and liab‘sfity as a result
Additional Insureds may. a1 their mpective option. require Subconlractur lo pay for

Failure of Subconlractorto obtain

deemed a

maten'al breach ofthis Subcontract

hereunder; or (3)
of

any ciaim or

lawsuil

fm which coverage would have been provided ta

Addiiional Insureds under this Subcontract

ir

notfor Subcontractors breach.

and of any rightto assert any deduction oroffset against
Subcontraciors insurance policies shall Bach include a waiver of any right of subrogation
principals.
and their insurers. underwﬁlars. sureﬁos, assigns. subsidiaries, afﬁliates. ofﬁcers. directors employex. agents. and
If any of the Additional Insureds are partially orwholly seif
Subcontractor shall require similar waivers from its subcontractors and design proiessionals.

Additional Insureds

insured, the waivers of subrogation required

under

this

by

this

Subcontract shali apply as

if

they were

in

facmmrared by

their

own insurance

All policies

required

Subcontract shall contain a Waiver of Subrogaﬁon endorsement.
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Contractor neither represents nor

property insurance

and

contractors.

it

all

deems

insurance Io platen! the
responsibility for the adequacy of any Bulfdars Risk Insurance or any other property
equipment or any other property. Ii shall be the obligation ofSuhoontracmr lo purchase and maintain any
Indemnileas. Additional Insurads. ulnar
to protect said interests. Submnlractorwaives all rights malnsl
aﬂ'lcars. directors employees. agents. and principals
insurers, underwmars. sureﬁa, assigns, subsidiaria. afﬁliales.

assumes

Work.

interest of Subcontractors in the

its

nmary

ofthair respedivs

other losses within the amps of any
the Work, Subcontractors equipmenl or other properly from whatever cause, or any
its subcontractors and design professionals
require
shall
and
Subcontract
underthe
maintained
be
to
required
insurance maintained by Subcontractor or
to execute waivers of Their rights in this regard as well.
for loss of or

damage to

and Eucgmbrancas.

15. Liens

Ia‘ﬁe insureds)
lien righls lo the interest of Owner. Owne’s :andar for lhe Project
its lien :ighls la Owner. Owner's iandarfor
subordinate
lo
Subcontractor
egress
requesL
Contracloa’s
A1
for any ann for the Project. or other mird parties.
and further agrees lo execute any documents necessary lo raﬂecl such
the Prniect ﬁﬂe insureds) for any loan forihe Project. or oiher third parties
of any claims or mechanic‘s liens resulting from the performance
satisfaction
and
release
immediate
the
secure
lo
subordination. Subcontractor agrees
litigation of any such claims or liens and pay all atlomey fea. including paralega:
a1! expanse amai bd in the invest‘uaticn. settling nr

Suboonlracio: acknowiadges thatConlradur

may agree to subordi nate its

hereof. and bear

such claims or liens. The existence
amped and aousullantfees and any other costs incurred by Contractor in connection wilh and ramming
until such encumbrance has been satisﬁed and removed or Subcontractor
any encumbrance shall prectude Subcontractors ﬁght 10 receive payment

ol

services,

prouldes a bond acceptable to Contractor removing such encumbrance.

1E. Default

and

Subcontramor

Failure to Cure.

shall

be

in

default

the occurrence of any 0f the following conditions:

upon

Subcontractor ﬁles a petition

(a)

in

bankruptcy. or

makas a

geneial assignment forthe beneﬁt of creditors. or a receiver

is

appointed having

authority over Subcontractors business or assels;
(b) Subcontractorfalls Io

Subcanuacior fails

(c)

comply

with

any of

Subcomracl or any iaws applicable lo its Work;
wmkers, proper materials or aquipmenl or otherwise fails to maintain the progress

the provisions of this

lo supply sulﬁcienl skilled

accordance wiih the Project Schedule. as revised and updaied by Contractor, or
Submmrantorfails lo pay ils obligations for Work to workers. subconlracmrs or suppliers orolhers as they

become due

of

orfails {o

Work

in

remove any

(d)

propeny ofthe Owner

liens against Ihe

In the

any

even! Suhmntraciurfails to cure any such default

by Ihe Contradur

to

part ofthe

w‘rlhin

do so. Contrador may, without prejudice

Subconiractor. or any part thereof.

and lake possasion

compleﬁon of the Work and wilhhold the

for

relating to

of

anlire unpaid

all

Walk.

fony-eight {48) hours aher written notice given by facsimﬂe, earliﬁed mail or hand delivery
ulher rights or remedies and without liabililyta Subcontractor. take over ma Walk of the

Io

materials. appliances, plans. equipment}

and olher property

balance ofthl Suboonlract Prsoe. Subcontractor and

Its

0| Ihe

Subconkador necessary

surety shall be liable to Contractor for

ofﬁce overhead costs. plus praﬁlihereon of 10% and all fees
any or all costs and expensa incurred in oumpielion or the Work, Including jobsite and home
directly or indirecﬂy. lo
and costs of cunsultanis md aliorneys engaged in connedion lherawﬂh and al[ other losses or damages arising out cf or ralaling‘

Subcontractors default or threatened defaulL

17'.

Warranm

Suboonlractorwarrants
Contract bul

in

Work against all

all

no event

for

pen’od required by the Prime
defecls or deﬁciencies of materials, equipment or workmanship for lhewarranty

a period less than one

(1)

year from the date of completion and ﬁnal acceptance by Owner of all work underthe Prime
which any
its owu expense. any work, materials, and/or equipment furnished hereunder in

Contract. Subcontractor shall remove, replace andlor repair, al

faﬂura lodevelop ratings. capacities orcharamarislim required by

urdeﬁdency (induding

defect

Prime Contract.)

appear

shall

at

any lime within lhe applicable warranty

anyshop drawings

or submitlais. this Subcontract

any Such defects or deﬁciencies. The obligations oi Submntraclar hersunder are in
may demand assurance. by band or otherwise. 1mm Su becntraoior ma! itwiEI abiﬁe by
speciﬁed herein and as might otherwise be speciﬁed to a greater extent in the Prime Contract.
or

damages

law or

1his

crthe

and hold Contractor harmless from any loss
addiﬁon {u all ntherobligaﬁons imposed by

period. Subcontractor shall indemnify

arising [ram

Subconuacl. Contractor

ils

guarantee and wa'ranl as

18. Termination.

may ba terminated, in whale or in pan, by Contractor:
Contractors obiigalion to Subcontraclnrshall be
any reason. the Prime Cuntracl is suspended or :errninated. in whole or in pan, by Owner‘
perlormed and materials delivered by Subcontractor; ur
limited lo the amount aclually paid by Ownerfor any portion of the Work
Subcontractorshaﬂ immediately discontinue Work except as
at any timefnr Contractors convenience. wi1h orwilhoul cause} and in such event {1)

This Subcontract
(a)

if,

fur

(b)

may be necessary

lo

presarve and prolecl the Work. materials 0r equipment

al

Contractor's oplion. piace

no {unher orders

[or materials.

equipment.

make every reasonable eﬂon lo procure cancellab'ur: of all existing orders or contracts upon terms satisfacmry to
and (2)
the
to assume Subountraclor‘s rights and obﬁgalians under such order or contracts a! Contractor‘s oplion;
light
Contraclor
give
Contraclor,
and malen‘ais delivered; provided,
the Subcontract price shall be equitably adjusted to an amount equal to the value of {he Work actually perfumed
termination. In the
no event shall Contractor be liabie for other costs or damages, induding consequential damages or lost proﬁts rela1ing to such
services. facilitias

and

supplies,

event Conlractor terminates
for

breach or

for

cause

is

this

in

Subcontract or Subcontractors performance for alleged breach or other cause and il is delermined such termination
termination foroonvenience under lhis provision and
it is agreed that such termination shall be deemed

wrongful,

Subcontractors rights shall be determined accordingly.

Mulﬁgaﬂ Disgutes.
involve En whole or in pandisputes
Unless expressly prohibited by the Prime Contract, to the extent disputes between Contracmr and Subcontractor
same
between Comrade: and Owner, or any otherthird pany, ContranIor shall have the opuan 10: {1) requirethat sum disputes shall be decided by the
19.

tribunal

and

in

the

same forum

as disputes between Contractor and Owner, or any other

third

party

[2)

slay any acﬁon on the d'spula
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and Subcontractor

proceed with the dispute
the resolution of any such dispute between Contractor and the Owner. orother third party; or (3)

until

resolution process set forth

in

Paragraph 20.

Diswls Resoluﬁon.

20.

Unlass Contractor has exercised

its

right

under Paragraph

19.

all

disputes arising under or

in

connection with the Work.

this

Subcontract, or any matter

prior to Iha cummenoementof any legal action by
Ihe subjacl of this Subcontract not resolved by direct discussion shali be submitted to mediation
mediator and bear lhe cost of
Subcontractor against Contraclor. The mediaﬁon shall take place in Balsa. Idaho, The parties shall mutuaily agree upon a

which

is

untii
such mediator equaliy, Unless otherwise agreed in writing, Subcontractor agfees 10 conﬁnue lhe Work in amordance with this Subconbam
shall be subject to the
dispute
such
permitted
extent
law,
fullest
any
lhe
to
by
the
dispute.
resolve
not
If
does
mediation
conclusion cf the mediation.
shall be governed by Idaho law to the extent not
exclusivejurisdiction of the state andlorfederal courts located in Boise, Idaho, and all substantive issues

inconsistent with the Subcontract Documents.

21.

Atinmag Fees.
this Subcontracl. the prevailing party shall be entitled to recoverfrom the
event of any legal acﬁon between Contractor and Subcontractor relating to
anamey fees. including pararegal services. expert and consultant fees and any olhercosis reasonably incurred in any legal
to recover any such fees
meﬁiation. arbitration. trial and appeal. Notwimmanding me foregoing. Subcanlraclorshall not be snlﬂled

in the

ciher party reasonabfe

prowedings, including

or cost incurred prior lo the conclusion ofihe mediation required

In

Section 20.

22. Contract Modiﬁcation.
modiﬁed or amended except in writing executed by all
This Subcomrach together with attachments hereto, constitute agreement and cannot be changed,
except
as expressly stated herein. This Subcontract shall be
agreements
or
understandings
represenlations,
all
prior
parties This Subwntractsupersedes
binding on the hefrs, successors. administrators and assigns ofthe parties hereto.

23.

Countemartsﬁignaiures.
amendments

This SubcantracL and any

in any numberofcounterpans. and a famimile 0r eleclronic copy of an executed. or
purposes and shall he binding on the party subsu'ihing the same. Addiiionally. any
Subcontract, or any amendments thereto. shall conslilule original signalures and ala binding on me parties.

partly executed. counterpart shail

electronic signaturw to this

24. Severabil'
1f

any

thereto.

be deemed an

may beexeculed
original for

.

lerrn or provisinn of lhis

Submntracl

is

declared by a court of competent jun‘sdiction to be illegaf or in conﬂict with any law. lhe validity of the
the ﬁghts and obligations of the parties hereto shall be construed and enforwd as if Ihis

remaining terms and provisions shall not be affecied.

Subanmract

all

md

did not contain lhe parliaular term or provision heId invalid

25. Governing Law.

This Subcontracl shall be governed by Idaho law to the extent not inconsistent with the Subcontract Documents.

This Subcontract Agreement

is

effective this

date 02/14/2018, between McAlvain Construcﬁon,

Inc. (referred to

as "Contractoﬂ and

Gem Slate Rooﬁng

lnc. (referred to as "Subcontractor”). executing this agreement.

Subcontractor:

Contractor:

McAlvain Construction,

Inc.
Dmslgned by:

Signed:

hm?

WWW

Gem

Dowwd
L

Signed:

By:

Torry McAlvain

By;

Title:

CEO

Title:

2/16/20 18

State Roofing Inc.
l’

umm.“
Kerrie L Kuhn

corporate Secretary

2/16/2018

Dated:

Dated:

by:
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LOWER TIER SUBCONTRACTOR AND
LOWER TIER SUBCONTRACTORS:

SUPPLIERS, INCLUDING ADDRESS AND PHONE

Please include

all

NUMBER

lowertier subcontractors having agreements with your

companyto perform on

this project.

None

SUPPLIERS OF MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:
any

part of the

Work on

this

Please include

all

suppliers. including

equipment

rentals.

having agreements with your

company to be used

project

Rouﬂine Supply 2779 S. Liberty Street Boise Idaho 83709
Woody's Sheetmetal 6583 Supply Way Boise Idaho 83716
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for

No.

511601640

Equal Oppon‘unity Employer

SUBCONTRACT AGREEMENT
No. s11so1s-4o Roofing
DATE: February

SUBCONTRACTOR:

Gem State

Roofing

Inc.

OWNER: Animal

2270 S. Longmont
Garden City, ID 83706
(208) 338-9318 (208) 388-8461

The
1.

parties

agree as

14,

2018

PROJECT: Animal Shelter of the Wood
LOCATION: Hailey, ID
Shelter of the

Wood

River Valley

River Valley

ARCHITECT:

ADDENDA:

follows:

Scone of Subcontract Work.

Subconuaclor agrees

to furnish

necessary

ail

equipment including scaffolding and 531er equipment. services.

labor. maieriais, supplies, tools,

olhamise, necessary or required
su parvision, shop drawings. submittals. samples. and 53:95 taxes umass speciﬁcally ssaled

dmﬁbed
Furnish

for

the compleu'on of

all

work

‘Work'):
below: reasonably infalable therefrom and incidental hereto (the

Rooﬁng scope

of

work per plans, speciﬁcations. and the following exhibits

A — Insurance

Exhibit

to the contract:

Requiremenls

Exhin B — Technical Requirements
Exhibit

C — Project Document

Exhibit

D — Project Schedule

Exhibit

E -— Schedule

List

of Values

The McAlvain Group of Companies.
jobsite

and upon

Inc.

Safety and Accident Prevention Plan

is

incorporated into the contract by reference. Copies are available at the

request.

UM

Q&qﬂpﬁm‘

__

-

E

un'umcg

_

_

'

‘

07310.

1

moo

Synthetic Underlayment

Closeout (1% fo

07310. ‘0700

3

0.55660

"$248,177.16

0.000

Ls

o.coooo

$6,100.00

0.000

Ls

o.coooo

$2,506.84

0.000

Rooﬁng

99132. .0110

2

Ls"

( Temp Rooﬁng)

O&Ms, Warranty.

Redlines)
$256,794.00

Subtotal:

Subcontractor

agrea

conﬂict between

ta

be bound

hold Contractor harmless from any
or relating to

to Coniracior to the

Prime Contract and

lhe 1erms of the

Work or any bread!

and

all

costs,

same extent as

this

Conlractur has

expenses and

liabilities. inciudl'ng

of 1he

Work

to the

Owner by

shall

altorney fees, incurred by

Pn'rne Conlract. In lhe eueni of

control.

any

Subcontracl shall indemnify and

ordaimed against Conhaclorarising

uu! of

and equipment. including equipment renlafs, having
be identiﬁed with theircurrentaddresses in Lower Tier Subconlmclors 3nd Suppliers

of ibis Subcontract. All subcontractors

agreements with Subcontractorfor any pan

assumed

subcontract the provisions ofthis Subcontract shal!

and suppliers

of maten‘ais

attachment hereto.
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2. The Subcontract Documents.
The subcontract documents oonsistof

Subcontract:
and the other Cumracl Documents enumeraled therein;
the Prime Contram, consisting ofthe Agreement between [he Owner and Contraumr
Contractor. whether before or aﬂerthe execuﬁon of
Ownerand
the
between
Agreement
she
execution
to
of
the
modiﬁcations issued subsequent

(a) this
(b)
(c)

Subcontract; and

this

this Subcontract, all cfwhich are incorporaied herein.
hereto and supersedes prior negotiations. representations or
This Subconiract represents the enlire and inlegralad agreement between the panies

modiﬁcations to

{d}

agreements. either written or

3.

oral.

Subcontract Price and Payment.

ﬁn consideration a!

Fiﬂy-Six

Subconwactors complete performance of lh‘rs Submnlracl. Contractor agrees

Thousand Seven Hundred Eighty-Four And 001100

paragraph

a.

No progress

orﬁnai payment shall be payabie

satisfaclory lo Con1raclor at least

Prime Contract

1n the

interruption, without

ﬁve

working days

(5)

event Subconlracior

progress payment,

fails at

until

for

prior lo

anytime

lhe next

Doilars {S

to

pay Subcontractor the

258,734.00) (the "Subcontract

Price"),

any payment period unless Subcontraclorsubmlts

its

payment period

submit

[ts

application for payment, Subcontractor

which application

for

is

sum ofTwo Hundred

wn'lten application

the dale required for Cnnlractofs application for paymenls

la timely

total

subjectto adjustments pursuantto

lo

will

the

in

a form

Owner as ﬁxed

in

the

continue with the Work without

timely submitted.

Price or a ponion ofthe Subcontract Price. applicable unit prices shall
In the event that unit prices are used far computation of the Subcontract
of Work performed as ﬁnally
be identiﬁed herein and actual Subcontract Pdoe shall be the low of unit prices multiplied by the actual quantity
computation of the Subcontract Price
measured and accapiad by Owner. Subcontractor acknowledges that unil quantum used for Ihe inilial
actual quantiﬁes necessa'y far mmpietion of the Work maydiﬁer
are merely estimates oflhe quantities neoassaryformmplelion of the Work and
quantities as oomparsd 10 estimated quanliﬁes. Suboonlractor shaEI not
substantially from the estimates set forth heiein‘ Fur any varialion in actual

be entitled to any adjustment of Suboonlraclofs unit prices unless and only
be adjusted by the Owner under the Prime Contract.

in

the

same proportion as

Contraclor’s uni! prices therefore, jfany, shall

of Work performed Recefpt of payment by Contractor from
Subcontractor acknoMedges that il relies on credit of Owner. not Contractor. fur payment
Subconkactorfor such Work; huweveri this
Ownarfor Work performed by Subcontractor is an express condition precedent to paymem by Contrador tn
n‘ghls for Work performed. In the evenl Subcontracto: makes any claim orasserls any cause cf
lien
Subcontzacmfs
waives
no
way
condition prwedent in

aoﬁon against Cnmractor
receives from the

[or

payments due hexeundan

be subject

on any judgment obtained against Contractor, (c) i1 sum net income is Insufﬁcient lo satisfy anyjudgment‘
such deﬁciency.
acllron. suit, claim or demand, in law or in equity. against Connector for oron me amount of
amount representing lhe value ofWork accepted ané paid for by the mmerforthe Subcontracior‘s Work, less

shall

Subcontractor

not institute any further

will

Progress payments shall be
in

the

in

me

Subcontractors sole and exclusive remedyshall be against the payments Canuacknr actually
(b1 no other real. personal or mixed property of Conlraclor,

("Prime Contact Payments);

to levy

wherever Iocaled.

retainage

(a)

Owner on account of the Prime Conlrad

same perwnlage as ﬁxed by me Prime

Contract bul

in

no event

fess than Furs Percent (5%). Progress payments. lass retainage, shall

Rom

become payable lo Subcontranlorfor Work perlonned to the satisfacﬁon of Owneﬁen (10) banking days after receipt by Conkactor of payment
nﬁset or
Owner for such Work. All estimates by Owner of 1he value of 1he Work performed ior any payment period. or of the amomtof any deduction,
Subconlraclorshajl constitute a reiease of
counterclaim relaiing to the Work, shall be binding on Subconiractor. Acosplance of any progress payments by
in writing, arising or incurred during the payment psn‘od.
reserved
speciﬁmlly
claims
and
those
retainage
except
Contraclnrfrom all liability,

become payable ﬁfteen {15) days aﬂet ﬁnal
shall be will‘nheld. withoul interest, by Contractor until ﬁnal paymenL Final paymenlshall
wriltan
paymeni by Owner i5 received by the Contractor. Prior la and as an adcﬁlional wndilion oiﬁnal payment, Subcontraclor shall submit a
$50 submit Mitten releases and
release and a waiver of claims and {isns against 1he Project. Owner, and Connector. Subconh'ador must
Subcunlracior constitutes
waivers of claims and liens from all of Subcontractors suppliers and subcontraclurs. Acceptance of ﬁnal payment by
Retention as established by the Prime Contract is: 5.00%
full and ﬁnal release of Contrac‘or and its surety.
Retainage

no
ﬁnal paymenl. shall be a waiverof any performance required under 1his Subcontract. either in whole or in pan. and
and liabm for performance
Paymentsnall be construed as an acceplance of defective or incomplete work. and Subcontractor shall remain responsibie
Prime Connect.
all Wurk in strict compliance wilh this Subocmtracl and the

No payment including

of

to protect
Contractor shall be entitled to withhold, without interest thereon. from progress andlor ﬁnal payments amounls reasonably necessary
damage caused by or lhe responsibitity ofthe Subcontractor, including but not limited to:

from lass or

(a) repeated or
(h) toss
(c)

or

alleged ﬁaijura

(d) rejected.
(e)
(1‘)

g.

continued

failure of

perfonnanae of

this

Subcontract.

caused by Suboontactor
of Suboonlraclorlo timer pay for labor, maieriats. equipment or supplies furnished

damage

lo Contractor.

Owner

0t olhezs

in

connection with the

Work

deiauﬂve ur nonconforming Work

any delay in perfwmance of the Work; andfar
evidence of Subcontracloi’s inability to complete lhe Work for the unpaid balance of the Subcontract Price

Time of CQI'anaﬂon.

Time i5
the

of the essence. Subcontractor shall begin the

Work

Work immediately

Contract. Subcontractor understands

and acknowledges

proceed by Contractor and shall complete
and updated. prepared by Contractorfor all work under the Prime

after notice to

within the time set forlh in the Project Schedule, as periodically revised
that the Project

Schedule

may change from lime

to

time and Subcontractor shall perform the

Work, as changed.
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of this Subcontract or the Projecl. or cause any delay or auual or
Shouid the Subcontracmr delay or threaten lo deiay the progress or performance
Itacinr. Subcontractor shall be liable lor md indern nify and hoid Conlractor
Subcon
of
delay
reason
by
any
Contractor
to
by
damage or nabilily
costs andior fees. including huf not limited to attomey fees, incurred by Contractor by
harrntess from any penalties. liabﬂities, iiquidatad or other damages.
acquiescence by Contractor lo Subcontractors iaier permanence.
reason thereof. Subcontraciofs liabilily shall no! be deemed waived by any assent or
the Subcontractors lime for performance shall be extended oniy to the
the event Subcontractors performance of Work is delayed by Owner.
the
Owner under the Prime Connect. Subcomractor agrees provide notice to
from
Work
such
for
of
time
exlensiun
an
obtain
shall
extent Contractor
sale remedy for delay caused by Contractor andfor any agent or
Subcontractors
Comract.
Prime
Contractor to provide ﬁmaiy notice to Owner under the
aqua! to lhe actual delay Incurred
shall be an extension of the time lo complete Subcontractors Work for a period
In

m

subcantracloruf

me

Contractor.

Subcontractor waives any claim or

right to additional

compensation or damages

relating thereto.

Bonds.

5.

PERFORMANCE AND PAYMENT BONDS ARE REQUIRED:

(check one)

YesD

No
‘m

me amount oi the total
executed performance and payment bonds
bonds are required. Subcontractor shaﬂ furnish to Oantraclor full and duly
is required by lhe Prime Conlracl or olharwise acceptable to
in
such
farm
as
Conlracicr
lo
acceptable
Subcontraci Price issued by a surely company
effective date of lha Suhccntracl may be deemed a material
Subcontractors faiiure lo deEiver satisfaciory bonds within lan (1D) days aﬂer the
lf

Contraclor.

breach of

this

Subcontract.

Laws Regufatinns,

6.

The Work

Etc,

mmply with

shall slricﬁy

all

federal. slale. local, municipal

olher direciives {hereinaﬂer referred Ia as ‘Laws'J. All

and any and

Work speciﬁcaily

all

olhergoveming laws.

rules. regulations stalules.

ordnanoas and

comply with such Laws snarl be
lhe euenl Subcontractor observes any work an the Project.

required by lhis Subcontract or

neoasary

to fully

addiljona! compensation. In
furnished by Subcontractor as part ofthis Subcontract without any
not in compliance Mth any Laws, Suboonlradur shail immediately notify Contracior
including Work of 1he Subconlraclor, which Subcontractor believes is

such noncompliance‘

in writing of

all Licenses and registrations required to pursue and perform lha Work In lhe
Subcomractor warrants and represents that it has obtained and shall maimain
submnlradors, suppliers, design profasiunais. and any olhar person
employees.
reprasanlalives,
of
i1s
same
lha
applicable ju IisdicﬁOn and require
sums paid lo it by Contractor lathe exlenl the Owner is not obligated 1o pay for any
narlic’ipating in the Work. Subcontractor agrees lhal it shall return any
and regislraﬁons. The parlia agree the provisions of lhis sub-seciion are a
of Subcontractor‘s work due lo me failure to maintain alt such licenses
in the euanl the balance oflhis Subcanltact is deemad unenforceable due to
survive
shall
and
Subcontract
separate undertaking from the balance ofthis

the failure to mainiain

all

such Licenses and registrations

Asstgnmenﬂﬂelggation of the Work.

7.

Subconiraotor shall not assign

Changes

8.

in the

this

Subcontract. delegate orsub-suboonlract any of the

Work described

herein without prior written oonsentof Contractor.

Work.

may add, delete, or oihenm‘se ch ange the Work cf the Subcontractor within the general scope of
Subcontractor wilhoul
Subcontractor. No eera woxk. changes or deviations in the Work shall be pedomed by

this

Contraclor

adjustment

in

the Subcontract Price or

in

Work

the lime oi performance ofthe

far additions.

Subcontract by written directive lo the

the prior written consent of Conlractor.

deletions or other changes be as agreed

in

writing

Any

and

Change Order signed by Coniracior. and Contractor shall have no other obligation. express or implied. If no such agreement
Price shall be equitably adjusted as follows:
shall perform the Work as directed by the Contractor and Ihe Subcontract
Subcontractor
can be reached.
the actual oosl thereof plus ten
or different work performed or ma1eria|s ﬁJmished by Subcontractor in an amouni equa!
{a1 increased for any additional
home ofﬁce wethead and proﬁt as supponed by time
percent [10%) o! said cost to cover all supervision, generaT and administrative expenses. jobsile and
out—of—pocket labor, equipment and material costs. plus the agreed percentage
records for tabor and equipment and material invoices documenling direcl
and
maTk—up. shall be submitted lo and approved by Conlraclor on a daily basis as such work is peﬁormed;
aulhnrized by Subcontracl

m

{b}

If

change.
reduced by the reasonable value of Work deleted or avoided by reason of the

the change. extra work or devialion

Subconhacl Price only

lo

is

the

mutt

change in the Work, Subconh'aclor shall be entitled 1o an adjustment
an adiush'nenl underme Pn'ma Contract, minus Contractors markup.

of an Owner-diraclad

the exienl that Contractor

is

entitled to

in

the

of performing ihe Work will be performed without any adjuslment to
Ordinaryﬁeld modiﬁcaﬁons which do nol substantially increase Subwntraclor‘s cost
forward lo Owner any claims of Subcontractor arising out of changes aﬁecling the
the Submnlract Pn'ee 0r time of performance. Contractor agrees lo
Submnlracmr far any change to
Work which are ordered, directly or indirectly, by Owner; provided however. Conlracior shall n01 be liable lo

Subcontractor‘s

B.

Work except to

the extent approved and paid by Owner.

Waiver of Qaims.

addition. delazion or change in Ihe Work are
claims for adjustment of the Subcumraci Price or lime of padon'nanoe arising out of or re|a1ing to any
oi such claims wilhin three (3} days aﬂer reoeipl of Contractors directive
written
notice
provide
Subcontradcrshalt
unless
the
waived by Submntracior
theremre or such shorter time required under {he Prime Contract for notice of claim to the Owner.
Ail

10.

Subcontractor Claims.

in whole or in part, lo any decision. directive. act
if Subcunlraclor limely submits a claim lhal is related,
claim
in Contractors name in accordance Mth lhe claims
such
prosecute
Cunlractm’s
to
option
al
agreaﬁ.
Subcuntraclor
urlailure lo act by the Owner.
from Owner on any such claims, minus
wooed ure se1 [crib in the Prime CanlracL Subcontracto: shaH be entitled to lhe amount 1hat is coliecled
The claims shall be prosecuted at the sole expense oftha Subwnlractnr and Subcontractor agrees to indemnify Cnnlraclor from any

Unlas exprmly

prohibited by ﬁle Pn‘a‘le Cunlract

Contractor‘s markup.
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and

all

damages.

including altarnays‘ fees

and costs. assessed against Contraclor as a result of Subconu'adors pursuil of ils claims. Subcontractor
what
in Paragraphs 19 and 20 and shail be enlitled to reooverfrom Contaclor only

olherwise shall be bound by the dispute resolution provisions

claims is an express condition precedent of Contractor’s obaigaﬁon lo
Contractnr receives from Ownerforsuch daims and paymen! from Owner afsuch
Contractor‘s
submission of claims ta. or prosecution of claims against Owner.
regarding
Contractor
pay Subcontractor. Subcontractorshall cooperate with

11. Clean-UE.
debris, and olherwaste materials. Upon completion of the van'ous portions
Subcontractor shall continuously maintain the projeclfree from all din, rubbish,
caused
blemishes
and
by its operations, and it shall perform. at no additional cost additional
stains.
all
mbbish.
remove
shall
01 me Work. Subcontractor
including supendsion incurred by Conlractor in the clean-up of
clean—up work reasonably directed by Gontactofs ﬁeld superintendent. All costs

Subcontractors Work
12. Material. Tools

be badmharged

will

to Subcontractor.

sad Egulgmgnt
ail tools and equipment necessary

Subcontractor shall provide

delivery. unloading. storage.
furnish, install. provide or

13.

la perform the

warehousing, protection. insurance and
to

have provided

i1

under

this

all

Work. SJboonkamor agrees to assume sole responsibilityfor the receipt,
‘rs
to
all materials, tools, and equipment it

olhar risks of loss relating to any and

Subwniraci.

Indemnig.

reimburse. defend. hold harmless and indemnify Contraclor. Owner and their
the fullest extent permilted by law. Subcantraclorhereby agrees to
ofﬁcers. diredors employees, agents, and principals (collectively.
respective insurers. underwriters. sureiias. assigns. subsidian'es. afﬁliates.
damage cf any kind,
'lndemnilees')
and against any and all daims. liens, causes of action. expenses. penalties. ﬁnes. injuries. liabilities. costs, ﬂoss,

To

from

Subcomraclofs performance. failurelo perform or breach ofthis Subcontract or any
attorney Isa. and expenses arising out of or rela1irg to lha Work.
person performing a porlion oithe Work oroihemise acting at the
warranty hereunder. or me alisged o: aciual negiigence or fault of Subcontractoror any
subcontractors. supplfets. or design profusinnals.
emphyees.
representalives.
Subcontractors
not
limited
tn
but
insiance of Subcankador including,
and economic losses and
Subcontramors obligations under 1311‘s provision shalt apply without limitation to death. bodiiy injury. injury to property.
lhat may be granted under worker's oomplnsation iaws. similar
consequential damages. Subconiraclur speciﬁcally and expressly waiva any immunity
obligations under this provision. Further. Subcontractors obligations under this
acis and induslrial insurance, to lhe exlent necessaw, lo give effect lo its
of damages. compansalicn. beneﬁts payable lo or by any third party under
shall n01 be Iimiled in anyway by any ﬁmilaﬁon on the amount or type

provision

in this pruvision are not limited by [he
Workers Compensation Acts. Disability BeneﬁlAms, or other employee beneﬁts acts. ﬁnally. the obligations
rights or remedies available any ofthe
amount of any available insurance and are in addition In any express or impaled indemnity ormntribution

Indemnilees al law or

Subcontractor

equity.

in

will

defend each Indemnilee

Waugh

counsel reasonable approved by such Indemnilee.

14. Insurance.

Submnlraclorand

its

suboontractom shall purchase and maintain

full

and complete insurance on the Work

in

accordance with

this Subcontract. lfthe

lo purchase and maintain professional liability
Subcontraclor lo provide das ign services. Suboonlraclor shall require ils design proiessional
of
Work.
If me Work or its Incalion conslilutas an exposure to emﬂoyees
lhe
related
to
design
services
from
arising
insurance that will cover any claims
regulation. or statutes applicable lo
Subcontramar unﬁer the U.S. Longshoraman and Harbor Workers Am. lhe Jonas Am. or under any other laws,
is panaf lhe Work. Subconlractor shall procure
empbyees. Subcontractor shall procure and maintain applicable mrage. If hau‘ing of hazardous waste
obtain. bsfore commencement of any
and maintain applimbla automobile liability insurance for hazardous wasle hauling vehicles. Subconuaczor shall
Prime Contract or
Work hereunder, and mainlain the same insurance oomrages w'rth no Sass than the limits oi liability as required oi Contractor in the
additional insureds and any other
Owneras
Conuaciur
and
include
shall
All
insurance
greater.
are
whichever
shown on ExhibitA to this Subcontract,
“Additional Insurads”), and shall not permit any change or cancellation
parties required by me Prime Contract tn be additional insureds {oo‘fectivelg
shall make all deductible payments for claims made against any insurance policy
Suboontraclor
Conlrador.
notice
lo
written
prior
without ﬁﬂeen (15) days
Subcontractor or its representatives. employees.
provided by Subcontraclor nrAdditionaI Insureds relating in any wayto any acts or omissions of
Work. Subcontraclor shall ﬁle certiﬁcates of insurance containing
Subcontractors, suppliws. design profﬁsionais. or any other person panicipating in lhe
to scheduled commencement ofthe Work. Ooniraclor and
the Iimﬁation on change ormanoellation slated above with Contractor at least one (1) day prior
are not acceptable to
have 1he n'ght Ia receive mpies of all insurance policies upon requat Policies shall not contain any exclusions that

Work requires

Owner

Contractor or Owner.

and Owner's

right to

\f

requatad by Coniractoror Owner‘

review and approve

all

Subcontract or the Prime Contract should 1hey

In

no event

all

policies

must be

certiﬁed

by the insurance

carrier

as being hue and complete Contractor

insurance policies shall not constitute a waiver of any rights created by or provision contained
differ

1mm

shall Subcontractor maintain less than the

those contained

in

such

in this

policies.

insurance coverages as detailed

in:

Exhibit A: Insurance Requirements

and maintain complete insurance as required by this Subcontract, or to require the same of its subcontractors. shall be
In such event, in addition to any and all other rights and remedies at law or in equity: (1) Contractor may
Contracmr may procure such insurance at Subcontractors sole expense and withhold such expense from payments

Failure of Subcontractor lo obtain

deemed

a material breach of this Subcontract.

terminate

this

hereunder; or
of

Subcontract; (2)
(3) Addilional

as a result
Insureds may. at their raspective option. require Subcontractor to pay for the attorney‘s few. expensas and liability
to Addiﬁona] Insureds under this Subcontract if nut forSuboonIractor‘s breach.

any claim or lawsuitfor which coverage would have been provided

or cﬂael against
Subconlraclur‘s insurance policies shall each induda a waiver of any right cfsubmgation and of any rﬁght lo assert any deducliun
direciors emponeas. agents. and principals
Addiliunal Insureds and lheir insurers. undermilers, surelims. assigns. subsidiaries. afﬁliales. ofﬁcers.

Subcontracior shail require similarwaiusrs from

its

subcanﬂractors and design professionats.

insured. lhe waivers of subrogation required by this 511 bcontrad shalr apply as

under

this

if

they were

in

If

any oi lhe Additional Insureds are parﬁaiiy orwholly

fact

covered by

their

own

self

insurance. All policies required

Subcontraclshall contain a Waiver of Subrogation endorsement.
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Contractor neither represents nor
interest of Subcontractors

pruned};

in

suranoe

it

in

assumes

the Work.

its

deems necessary to

responsibility for the

adequacy

equipmentor any othel
protect said interests.

properly.

of
|1

any Buliders Risk Insurance or any oiher pmparty insurance to pmtecl the
shall be the obligall‘on of Subcuntraclor to purchase and maintain any

Suboonlracior waiva

all

rights against

Indemniwas. Addiﬁonal Insureds. olhar

and principals
undervm‘ters. suralies. assigns. subsidiaries. aiﬁliales. ofﬁcers. directors employees. agenfs.
contractors. and all of lhair respective insurers.
of any
or 01h er properly from whatever uuse, or any other losses within the scope
equipment
Submnlractofs
Work.
to
the
damage
far loss of or
the Subcontract. and shall require its subcontractors and design professionals

under
insurance maintained by Subcontractor or required lo be maintained
execute waivers oftheir rights in this regard as well.

to

15. Lieng

ang Encumbranws.

Subcontracmr acknow‘edga
for

that Contractor

may agree

for the Project. orotherlhird partias.

any Tuan

to subordinate

ils lien

rights lo the interest af

At Contractors raqueil. Subcontractor agrees

lo

Owner, Owneu’s lender

suborﬂnale

its

fur lhe Project. Elbe insurer(s)

lien rights {u

Owner, Owners ienderfor

parties and lurthar agrees lo execute any documents necessary lo reﬂect such
insureds) for any loan fnrlhe Project. orolher ihird
and satislacﬁon cf any claims or mechanic‘s liens resulling 1mm the pedomanca
reiease
immediate
the
agrees
lo
subordination Subcontradnr
or Iiligatian of any such claims o: liens and pay all aﬂomey fees. including petalegal
hereof. and bear aII expense emailed in the invatigaﬁon. settling
Connector in conneclion wilh and respecting such daims or liens. The existence 0|
services. axpen and consultant fees and any o1her costs incurred by
Subcontractor
until such encumbrance has been satisﬁed and removed or
payment
rigm
to
receive
any encumbrance shall preclude Suboonirsctor‘s

me

Project

title

32mm

provides a bond acceptable to Contractor removing such

16. Default

and Failure to Cure.
shall ha in default upon me occurrence

Subconh'ador
{a}

Subcontractor

flies

a petition

in

of

bankruptcy. or

encumbranm

any of 1113

following conditions:

makes a general assignment for the beneﬁt

of creditors, or a receiver

auth urity over Subcontractors business or assals;
Subcontract or any iaws applicable to
Subconlractor fa‘ds ta comply with any of the provisions of 1his

its

(c)

falls to

suppIy sufﬁcient

skilled

workers, proper malerials or equipment or olhelwise

Schad ute. as revised and updated by Contractor; or
awordanoe
or suppliers
to pay i5 obligations for Work lo worms. subcontractors
(d) Subconkacior falls
pan of me Work.
liens against the property of lhe Owner relating lo any

appointed having

Work;

{b}

Subcontractor

is

fails to

maintain the progress of Work

in

wiih the Projecl

or others as they

become due

or

fails

to

remove any

hours aﬂerwriﬂen notice given by facsimile, certiﬁed ma5| or hand deiivery
the event Subcontractorfails to cure any such default within forty-eight (4B)
remedies and without liability to Subcontractor. lake over ma Work of the
or
{igms
uthar
prejudice
lo
withoui
Conlracior
may.
by the Contractor 1n do so.
plans. equipment. and other property of Ina Subcontraclor necessary
appliancm,
materials.
Subcontractor. or any part mereof. and take mession n! dl
of the Subcontract Price. Subcontractor and its surety shaH be liable to Contractor for
balance
unpaid
entire
me
withhold
Work
and
lhe
oi
for compleﬁon
induding jobsite and home ofﬁce overhead costs, plus proﬁt thereon of 10% and all fees
any or aﬂ casts and expenses incurred in completion oi the Work.
or damages arising out of or relaling, directly or indirectly, to
and onsls ofconsullanls and altorneys engaged in connection therewilh and all other losses
In

Subcontractors default orthreatened default

17.

Wanam.

Subcontractor warrants

Ccnnacl bul

in

all

no event

Work against

for

all

period required by the Prime
defects or deﬁciencies of maierials, equipment or workmanship tor the warranly
yearfrom the dale afoompletion and ﬁnal acceptance by Owner ofall work under the Prime

a period less than one

(1)

hereunder in which any
its own expense, any work, materials, audio: equipmenl lurnished
or characieristics required by any shop drawings or submfrlais. {his Subcontract or the
defect or deﬁciency (including iaiiure Io develop ralings. capaciﬁes
Ins
period. Subconlraclor shall indemnify and hard Contractor harmless {ram any
Prime Contracl.) shail appear at any lime wilhin the applicabla warranty
all other obilgau'ons imposed by
addition
lo
are
in
hereunder
Subcontracior
of
obligations
The
ordarnaga arising from any such defects or deﬁciencies
orolharwise, from Subcontractor that it will abide by its guarantee and warrant as
law ur this Subcontract Contractor may demand assurance. by bond
Contract. Subcontractor shall remove, replace and/or repair. at

speciﬁed hetein and as might otherwise be speciﬁed to a greater extent

in

lhe Prime Contract.

18. Termination.

may he laminated. in whole or in part, by Contractor:
shall be
in whole or in part. by Owner, Contractors obligation to Subcontractor
any reason. the Pn'me Cunlracl is suspended or 1enhinaied.
or
Subcontraclor:
delivered
and
malarias
by
Work
performed
me
of
portion
limited lathe amount actually paid by Ownerfur any
Work except as
wilh orwiihuulcause‘ and in such event (1) Subcontractor shall immediately discontinue
(b) at any timefor Conlracim‘s convenience,
further orders for materials. equipment.
place
no
Contractor's
option.
at
maten‘ais
crequipment
Work.
lhe
pruiecl
may be nacessary lo pneserve and
cancellation of all existing orders or contracts upon terms satisfactory to
services. fadiities and suppaies. make every reasonable efforl to macure
a1 Coniramor's oplion: and (2)
the right to assume Subcontraotm's rights and obligations under such orderoroontracts

This Subcontract
(a)

if.

for

Contractor. give

Comrade:

the Suboonh'acl price sharl be equilany adjusted lo an

no

event shall Contraclor

be

event Contractor terminates
for

breach orfor cause

Subcontractors rights

19.

is

liable for other costs
this

amount aqua!

nrdamagas.

Subcontract or Subcontractor's perfonnanoe for

wrongful,

it

is

Work acluahy performed and materials delivered; provided. in
damages or lost proﬁis, retaling to such termination, In the
alleged bleach or other cause and it is datermined such iermination

to the value of the

inciuding consequential

agreed that such termination

shall

be deemed termination

for

convenience under

this provision

and

shall be determined accordingly.

Mulligam Disgutes.

Contractor and Subcontractor involve in whoEe or in part dispuies
Uniess exprwsly prohibited by the Prime Contract. to the extant disputes beMeen
shail have the option to: (1) require that such dispules shall be decided by the same
Contractor
Ihird
other
party.
or
any
Owner.
and
Contractor
between
Owner, or any ulnar third party; (2) slay any action on lhe dispule between Cnntraclor
tribunal and in the same forum as disputes between Contractor and
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the dispute
the resolution of any such dispute between Contractor and the Owner. or other third party; or (3) proceed with

and Subcontractor

until

resolution process

setfonh

in

Paragraph 20.

20. Disgute Resolution.

Unlﬁs Contractor has exercised

its right

under Paragraph

19.

all

disputes arising under or

in

connection with the Work. this Subcontract, or any matter

me commanoeme ni of any legal action by
the subject 01 this Subcontract not resolved by direct discussion shail be su bmilted ta mediaﬁon prior lo
agree
upon a madiatar and bear me cost of
shaII
The
parﬁes
mutually
Idaho.
in
place
shall
iake
Boise.
mediation
Subcomramn! against Contractor. The
which

ls

until
such mediator equally. Unless ulheMIse agreed in writing. Subcontracinragrees to continue Ihe Work in accordance wi1h this Subcontract
shall be subject to the
dispute
such
permiﬂad
law.
extent
any
quast
the
by
the
lo
dispula.
resolve
not
does
mediation
l!
conclusion of the mediation.
Idaho law (a lhe extent nol
exclusive jurisdiction of Ihe state andlorfederal courts located in Boise, Idaho, and all subslantive Issues shall begovemed by

inconsistent with the

Subcontram Documents.

21 . Attorney Fees.
the prevailing party shall be entitled to recaverfrom the
any legal acﬁon between Contractor and Subcontractor relating to lhis Subcontract‘
and any other costs reasonably incurred in any legal
pany reasonable attorney fees. including paralegal services. expert and mnsultantfees
Subcontractor shall not be entitled to recover any such fees
proceedings, including mediation. arbitralion. lriai and appeal. Notwithslanding the foregoing,
In

the event of

olher

or cost incurred prior lo

22.

me conclusion of the

mediation required

in

Seclion 20.

anlraui Modiﬁcalion.

This

Submnbacl. togalhar wilh attachments heme, mnsﬁlule agreementand cannot be changed, modiﬁed or amended except

parties. This Subcontract supersedes

all

prior representations,

in wriling

executed by

all

understandings or agreements except as expressly stated herein This Subcontracl shall be

binding on the heiIS. sumessors. administrators and assigns of

me

parties hereto.

Counremanslsmnatures.
and any amendments thereto, may be executed in any number ofmunlerparts. and a facsimileor electronic copy of an executed,
shaEI be deemed an originaW for all purposes and shall be binding an lhe pany subscn'bing lhe same. Additiondly. any
oounlerpan
partiy execuled.
elecmmic signatures to this Subcontracl, or any amendments lherem, shall mnstiiute original signalures and are bindfng on 1he parties.
23.

Thﬁs Subcontram,

or

24. Saverablim.

any term or provision cf this Suboontraclis deviated by a oourl of competent jurisdiction
remaining terms and provisions shalt n01 be affected. and me rights and obligations of the
If

Subannlracl did not contain the particular term or provision held

to

be

illegal or in

conﬂiclwith any law, the validity 0f the

parties hereto shall

be wnslrued and enforced as

if

this

invalid.

25. Governing Law,

This Subcontract shall be governed by Idaho law to the extent not inconsistent with the Subcontract Documents.

This Su bcontract Agreement
Inc. (referred to

is effective this

dale 02/14/2018, between McAlvain Construction.

as “Subcontractor"), executing

lhis

Inc. (referred to

as "Conlractor”) and

Gem State

Rooﬁng

agreement.

Subcontractor:

Contractor:

McAlvain Construction,

Gem

Inc.

State Roofing Inc.

Signed:

Signed:
By:

Torry McAlvain

By:

Title:

CEO

Title:

Dated:

Dated:

Initial

ID

RCE—1318

I

CM

157

5559 West Gowen Road,

Boise, Idaho

83709

(208) 362-2125

FAX (208) 362—4356

Page 7of8

000148

LOWER TIER SUBCONTRACTOR AND SUPPLIERS. INCLUDING ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER
LOWER TIER SUBCONTRACTORS:

Please include

SUPPLIERS OF MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:
any part of the Work on

this

all

lower

tier

Please include

subcontractors having agreements with your

all

suppliers, including

equipment

rentals.

company to perform on

this project.

having agreements with yourcompany to be used for

project

|nitia|

ID RCE-1318

|

CM

157

5559 West Gowen Road,

Boise, Idaho

83709

(208) 362-2125

FAX (208) 362-4356

Page 8 of 8
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Jayme Danner
From:

Gem

Sent:

Monday, March

To:

Tracey

Subject:

Re:

Attachments:

Copy

<gemstateroofing@gmail.com>

State Roofing
19,

PM

2018 2:55

Felix

Animal Shelter Subs

~

Blaine

County Economy: ACTION REQUIRED

of Blaine County.x|sx

Thank you,
Kerrie

On

Fri,

Mar

16,

2018

at 11:05

AM, <traceyj@mcalvain.com>

wrote:

Hi All,

The Animal Shelter has requested that we provide as much data as possible to the Sun Valley Economic Development
Realizing that this is shortfor them to develop a report of our construction project’s impact to the local economy.
the best of your ability. need this by
notice, don‘t expect 100% accuracy, but please provide your best guess input to
|

|

the end of the day Monday. Thank youll

Blaine

County Economy Development

Company Name

1

2

S

3

Labor Spent
5

in

in

Blaine County

Labor Spent Elsewhere

$ Materials Purchased in Blaine County
S Materials Purchased Elsewhere

4
5

$ Equipment Rented

6
7

in

SEquipment Rented or Brought

8

ln

in

Blaine County

From Elsewhere

Average No. of 0n

Site

Workers

9

Average No. of Local Workers

10

Average No. of Travellers

11

Comments?

12

Contract Value:

S

TraceylFelix

iZAWCiiﬁcéyniﬂiﬁfe's, Inc.

5559 W. Gowen Road
Boise, ID 83709

§§2’”°S |_\
Name

000150

Blaine County

Economy Development

Company Name

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9

10

S

in

Labor Spent

in

United Components Inc DBA:

Gem State

Roofing

0

Blaine County

Labor Spent Elsewhere

S

51,356.30

Blaine County

S

5,000.00

$ Materials Pu rchased Elsewhere

5

120,060.00

Blaine County

S

4,000.00

S

in

$ Materials Purchased
S Equipment Rented

in

In

From Elsewhere $
Average No. of On Site Workers
Average No. of Loca| Workers

S Equipment Rented or Brought

-

In

Average No. of Traveilers

11

Comments?

12

Contract Value: $

8.00
-

8.00

256,784.00

000151

—

—

Jayme Danner
From:

Gem

Sent:

Tuesday, April

To:

Tracey

Subject:

Re: S1

Attachments:

Signed Change Order #1 .pdf

State Roofing
3,

<gemstateroofing@gmail.com>

201 8

2:1

9

PM

Felix

16016-40 Change Order 01 ,pdf

Thank you,
Kerrie

On Mon, Apr 2, 2018
0k will do

at 3:05

PM,

Gem

State <gem5tateroofing@gmail.com> wrote:

Thanks
Kerrie

Kuhn

On Apr

2,

2018, at 2:13 PM, Tracey

Felix

<traceyf®mcaivain£om> wrote:

Kerrie,

Please sign and return the attached C.0. for the

snow removal.

I

knowJohn spoke with Bob about this,

but no additional work i5 to be performed without written approval.
and our budget for weather protection is gone. Thanks so much!

We don’t have

labor rates for you

Tracey

Tracey

Felix

Sr. Project

Manager

McAlvain Companies, Inc.

5559 W. Gowen Road
Boise, ID 83709
208.908.5990 ofﬁce
208.871.1569 mobile
208.362.4356 fax

E

uuuru

‘
5-

which it
This e-mail, including attachmens, may indude conﬁdential and/or proprietary information, and may be used only by the person or entity to
or her authorized agent, the reader is hereby notiﬁed that any
is addressed. If the reader of thls e—mall is not the intended recipient or his
this
dissemination, distribution ar copying of this e-mail is prohibited. If you have received this e-mall in error, please notlfy the sender by replying to

message by

e-ma‘l, or

phone and destroy any and

all

copies of the correspondence and attachments.

<5116016-40 Change Order 01.pdf>

Exh. No
Dun:

Sb
'

Name

000152

Equal Opportunity Employer

Change Order
116015.

Project;

Animal Sheiler of the

100

cmy

Wood

Subcontract #: S1 1601640

RiverValIey

creek Road

Hailey. ID

83333

Gem

Rooﬁng

Subcontract Change Order

Snow Removal 1mm Roof

Description:

Tu (Subcontractor):

State

St Suite

Garden

83714

Ynu are direct“ ta make tho followlng changas

In this

Subcl

C. O.

Contract

Item

Ham

Hem

Phase

D110

99132,

4

Inc.

417 Remington
Cily. ID

#2 1

Change Order

#02

Date: 4/2/18

SuhGontract:

0110

Dnscriptian

Units

UIM

SnowRerncvalfram Roof

0000

LS

Unit Price

Amount

0.00000

2.275.00

Total

2,275.00

valid until signed by bolh the Subcontractor and Contractor. Signature of Ihe Subcontractor indlcates (he
Subcontractors agreement herewith. including any adiustmant in the Subcontract Sum ur Time.

Not

The originalSubconlractSum was

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

........

.

.

The net change by previously authorized Change Orders was
The SubcontractSum priortothis change Orderwas

The SubcontractSum will belncreased by
The new Subcontract Sum willba .
.
.

.

this
.

.

.

.

.

.

Change Order
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

255173430

.

0.00

.

.

255,784.00

.

2,276.00

.

.

.

.

.

.

259,059.00

.

Accepted By Subcontractor:

Authorized By Contractor:
McAlvain Construction.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Gem

lnc.

5559 W‘ Gowen Road
Boise ID 83709

State

Rooﬁng

lnc.

417 Remington St Suite #02
Gardeq Cityr

By:
Date:

ate:

a5.

5

SS

E

‘

1D

REGISTRATION RCE-1 318

5559 W.

GOWEN RD

BOISE. ID 83709

(208) 362-2125

FAX

(208) 362-4356

000153

ﬂme Danner
From:

Gem

Sent:

Tuesday, June

To:

Tracey

Subject:

pump house

Bob was wondering

if

we had

State

Rooﬁng <gemstateroofing@gmail.com>
5,

2018 12:30

PM

Felix

approval on roof system for

pump house?

Thank you,
Ke rrie

000154

Equal Opportunity Empioyer

Change Order
Animal Shelter of the

116016.

Project:

Wood

subcontract #; 511601640

River Valley

100 croy creek R°ad
Hailey, ID

83333

Gem

Rooﬁng

Subcontract Change Order #: 4

Temp RoofArea 3

Description:

To (Subcontractor):

State

Change Order

417 Remington St Suite #02

Garden
You

are directed to

make the

Roof

Date: 6/25/18

83714

City, ID

following changes

in this

SubCuntract:

Subct

c. 0.

Contract

Item

Item

Item

Phase

Descripﬁon

0110

99132. .0110

Temp RaotAreas

a

Flat

Inc.

Roof

Flat

Units

UIM

0.000

Ls

UnitPrice

Amount

o.coooo

250m

250.00

Total

the
Not valid until signed by both the Subcontractor and Contractor, Signature of the Subcontractor indicates
Subcontractor's agreement herewith. including any adjustment in the Subcontract Sum or Time.

TheoriginalSubcontractSumwas

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The net change by previously authorized Change Orders was
The SubcontractSum priorto thls Change Order was . . .
.

The SubcontractSum will beincreased by
ThenewSubcontractSumwillbe . . . .

this
.

.

Change Order
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

256,734”

.

5,206.00

.

281,990.00

.

.

250.00
.

.

.

.

252,240,00

.

Gem State Rooﬁng Inc.
417 Remington St Suite #02
Garden City, ID 83714

Inc.

5559 W. Gowen Road
Boise ID 83709
By:

By:

Date:

Date:

ID

.

.

Accepted By Subcontmctor:

Authorized By Contractor:
McAlvain Construction,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

REGISTRATION RCE-1 318

5559 W.

GOWEN

RD.

BOISE. ID 83709

(208) 362-21 25

FAX

(208) 362—4356

000155

Jazme Danner

J

From:

Tracey

Sent:

To:

Monday, September
Kerrie Kuhn

Subject:

Roofing at Animal Shelter

Felix

10,

2018

2:1

8

PM

Kerrie/Bob,

Where

are your roofers?

000156

—

Jaxme Danner
From:

Tracey Felix

Sent:

Subject:

Monday, September
Kerrie Kuhn
FW: Roof

Attachments:

IMG_5967.JPG; IMG_5968.JPG

To:

10,

2018 2:35

PM

Kerrie,

See attached photos. Our Owner is coming back from vacation tomorrow and they haven't seen progress on
roof for a long time. It has been scheduled for two months. Please confirm you'll have this addressed ASAP.

this sloped

Thanks,
————— Original

Message-----

From: John Hanson
Sent:

Monday, September

10,

2018 2:30

PM

To: Tracey Felix <traceyf@mcalvain.com>
Cc:

John Hanson <johnh@mcalvain.com>

Subject: Roof

John Hanson
Sr.

Superintendent

Com panies,
5559 W. Gowen Road
McAlvain

Boise, ID

Inc.

83709

208.871.1179 ofﬁce

208.871.1179 mobile
208.362.4356 fax
[McAlvain Group of Companies] <http://www.mcalvain.com/wp-content/uploads/ZOlS/OZ/Group.jpg>

This e-mail, including attachments,

the person or entity to which

it is

may

include confidential and/or proprietary information, and

addressed.

If

the reader of this e-mail

is

may be used

not the intended recipient or

his

only by

or her

hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail is
prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender by replying to this message by e—mail, or
phone and destroy any and all copies of the correspondence and attachments.
authorized agent, the reader

is

000157

000158

Jayme Danner

Gem

From:

State Roofing <gemstateroofing©gmail.com>

Monday, September

Sent:

17,

2018

1:31

PM

rTracey Felix

To:

Re:

Subject:

Snow

Clips

Tracy,

Thought

this

was already done.

Iwill

have

this to

you tomorrow.

Than you,
Kerrie

On Mon, Sep

17,

2018 at 10:59

AM Tracey Felix <traceyf@mcalvain.com> wrote:

Kerrie,

What

is

the status of the submittals for the

snow clips?

an important item that the Owner is anxious about. He’s
ASAP. need to get these approved by the architect

This

and would like us to have this installed
though. Can you please send me product data on the snow
afraid of lawsuits

Tracey

is

l

clips?

Felix

Sr. Project

Manager

McAlvain Companies, Inc.

5559 W. Gowen Road
Boise, ID 83709
208.908.5990 ofﬁce
208.871.1569 mobile
208.362.4356 fax

and may be used only by me person or entlty to which it is addressed. [f me
Thls e—mall, Includlng auachments, may indude conﬁdential and/or proprietary infomatlon,
reader is hereby notiﬁed that any dissemination, distributlon or copying of this e—mail
reader of this e—mail is not the intended reclpient or his or her authorlzed agent, the
to thls massage by e-mail, or phone and destroy any and all copies of the
prohibited. If you have recelved thls e-mail in error, please notify the sender by replying
correspondence and auachments.

000159

Is

United Components, Incorporated

DBA: Gem State Rooﬁng
DBA: Asphalt Maintenance

In vo

& Paving

Data

41 7 Remington Street #2

9”-7

Garden City Idaho 33714

Bill

l-

Invoice

m”

ce
#

”7B
_

To

Mc Atvain

Conslmcliun. Inc

5559 W. Guwun Roll!
Boise lduhu 83709

PD. Number

Terms
Um: on

Descdptton

We

hereby propose

m furnish

all

rcccipl

Amounl

the materials and pcrlbmx nu the lubnr necessary far thc completion

oi“

Hailey Animal slicker. [0| Cray Crack Road, Hailey:

Pump House
I.

Instali

Grace Ultra

2.

lnsmll Drip edge

3.

Install

Ice

and Water shield over

entire

mof system

Timberline Nuluml Shadow Limited Lifetime Architectural Shingles (Weathered
be haulcd may by Gem Sum: Rooﬁng

Wood}

4V Ali debris lo

7450.00

Em.
Dal:

Wu: luak fomard lo doing busim with you.
Conu'acmr License Numbcr RCE-32821

Total

Nae

g
‘

g7, 1 50.00

DEFENDANT001 1 2

000160

Jayme Danner
From:

Tracey

Felix

Sent:

Friday,

October

To:

Kerrie

Subject:

RE:

Kerrie

— never mind

Rooﬁng of

some

2018 9:59

AM

Kuhn

116016 Payables

the Deuter Construction

Hailey so he bought

19,

flashing

lien

waiver Aja requested. Deuter thought

from them.

It

wasn’t you guys

we were

using

Gem State

©

000161

J_ayme Danner

—

From:

Tracey

Sent:

To:

Monday, November 12, 2018 12:39
'Gem State Roofing'; 'Kerrie Kuhn‘

Subject:

FW:

Attachments:

lMG_7464.mov

Felix

QC

PM

after roofers

From: Mike Walchli <mike@deuterconstruction.com>
November 9, 2018 2:14 PM

Sent: Friday,

To: Tracey Felix <traceyf@mcalvain.com>
Cc: John

Hanson <johnh@mcalvain.com>;

Subject:

QC after roofers

Brett Deuter <brett@deuterconstruction.com>

Tracey/John
Pls see attached video ->

after the 3rd-one that Justin touched today (and all where loose like in the video) he
roofer is, we haven’t seen him. But also told him probably 4-5times now that he has
the
where
sent me
looking for some help to get the roofers on the same page it’s been hard with
others.
fix
to change some and
them all along, but now we’re moving into these areas where Ijust can’t tell the guys to go to another location
and keep working and ﬁnish later.
this. Idk

Thank you
Deuter Construction llc
Mike Walchli
Design&Estimation
(208) 309-3822
mike@deuterconstrucﬁon.com

000162

—

Jayme Danner
From:

Tracey

Sent:

Monday, November

To:

Gem

Subject:

RE: Letter to

Attachments:

ASWRV—

Felix

12,

2018 3:33

PM

State Roofing

Gem

Letter to

State Roofing

Gem

State Roofing 201 8-1 1—12.pdf

Here you go.

From:

Gem

State Roofing <gemstateroofing@gmail.com>

2018 3:29 PM
To: Tracey Felix <traceyf@mcalvain.com>
Subject: Re: Letter to Gem State Rooﬁng
Sent: Monday,

November

12,

Can you please change to United Components, lnc DBA:
83714.

Gem

State Roofing,

417 Remington Street #2, Garden

City Idaho

Thank you,
Kerrie

On Mon, Nov

12,

2018 at 2:47

PM

Tracey

Felix

<traceyf@mca[vain.com> wrote:

Kerrie,

Please review the attachment and

let

me know

if

this addresses the situation

we

discussed via phone.

Thanks!

Tracey

Tracey

Felix

Sr. Project

Manager

McAlvain Companies, Inc.

5559 W. Gowen Road
Boise, ID 83709
208.908.5990 ofﬁce
208.871.1569 mobile
208.362.4356 fax

may include conﬁdential and/ur proprletary information, and may be used only by the person or entity to which it Is addressed. If the
not the Intended recipient or his or her authorized agent, the reader is hereby notiﬁed that any dissemination, dlstrlbution or copying of thls e—mall
you have recelved this e-mall In error, please notify the sender by replying to this message by e-mail, or phone and destroy any and all copies of the

This e-mall, including attachments,

reader of this e—mail
prohiblted. If

is

correspondence and attachmenﬁ.

000163
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Equal Opportunity Employer

November

Kerrie

12,

2018

Kuhn

United Components, Inc DBA:
417 Remington Street #2

Garden

City,

Rooﬁng

Wood

River Valley

Kerrie,

This letter
with

State

ID 83714

Re: Animal Shelter of the

Dear

Gem

Gem

being provided to explain to those whom it may concern of our relationship
State Rooﬁng and our position with their work in the Wood River Valley.
is

McAlvain Construction, Inc.

is

working with the Animal Shelter of the

Wood

River Valley

to build a 29,000 square foot new construction project in Hailey, Idaho. In May of
2017, McAlvain went out to bid and received bids from three bidders: 1) Dricon
Rooﬁng; 2) Signature Rooﬁng; and 3) Professional Rooﬁng. Our project budget was
based on the low bid from Dricon Rooﬁng in the amount of $247,000. We entered into
contract with Dricon Rooﬁng on November 7, 2017.
11, 2018, McAlvain held a preconstruction meeting at 8:30 AM with the
envelope consultant for the project, PIE Consulting, as well as applicable subcontractors
including Dricon Rooﬁng. The envelope consultant that was hired by the Owner

On January

reviewed the project expectations and reiterated the design speciﬁcations that require
installation per all manufacturer written instructions. On January 11, 2018 at 12:44 PM,
McAlvain received an email from the estimator at Dricon Rooﬁng expressing concerns
with the requirements of the project with regards to the means and methods for
installing Ice and Water shield (they wanted to use nails to install Ice and Water Shield
which is against the manufacturer's instructions) as well as their concern with the
schedule through the winter. In this email dated January 11, Dricon suggested that
McAlvain contract with a different Contractor for thls project. Aﬁer attempting to have

temporary protection only installed, it was apparent the best option was to cancel the
Subcontract with Dricon and enter into Contract with another rooﬁng company. The
véf'
other two bids that we received were not within our budget.
,-

ID REGISTRATION RCE-14471

5559 W.

GOWEN RD

BOISE, IDAHO 83709

(208) 362-2125

FAX (208) 362-4356

000164

As our Construction Schedule

was ready for temporary
2018. Gem State Rooﬁng of Boise, Idaho

states, the project

is a
rooﬁng/plastic as early as January 4,
Contractor that had recently completed a successful project for our Whitetail Clubhouse
project in McCall, Idaho. This Clubhouse project was managed by the same
Superintendent (John Hanson) and Project Manager (myself) as the team for the Animal

On January 18, 2018, Gem State Rooﬁng was
of receiving a bid that would work within our
hopes
contacted by McAlvain in the
budget. The Contract with Dricon was canceled on February 5, 20 18 and McAlvain
entered into Contract with Gem State Rooﬁng for the full scope of rooﬁng work on
Shelter of the

Wood

River Valley.

February 16, 2018.

Should you have any questions, please

feel free to contact

me at (208)

908-5990.

Sincerely,

L

=1— ;Am'asa:

s

“WW

.r,

:

_.

‘
f

Tracey

Felix

Project

Manager

ID REGISTRATION RCE-14471

5559 W.

GOWEN RD

BOISE, IDAHO 83709

(208) 362-2125

FAX

[208) 908-5793

000165

Equal Opportunity Employer

November

Kerrie

12,

2018

Kuhn

United Components, Inc DBA:
417 Remington Street #2

Garden

City,

Rooﬁng

Wood

River Valley

Kerrie,

This letter
with

State

ID 83714

Re: Animal Shelter of the

Dear

Gem

Gem

being provided to explain to those whom it may concern of our relationship
State Rooﬁng and our position with their work in the Wood River Valley.
is

McAlvain Construction, Inc. is working with the Animal Shelter of the Wood Rlver Valley
to build a 29,000 square foot new construction project In Hailey, Idaho. In May of
2017, McAlvain went out to bid and received bids from three bidders: 1) Dricon

Rooﬁng; 2) Signature Rooﬁng; and 3) Professional Rooﬁng. Our project budget was
based on the low bid from Dricon Rooﬁng in the amount of $247,000. We entered into
contract with Dricon Rooﬁng on November 7, 2017.
January 11, 2018, McAlvain held a preconstruction meeting at 8:30 AM with the
envelope consultant for the project, PIE Consulting, as well as applicable subcontractors
including Dricon Rooﬁng. The envelope consultant that was hired by the Owner
reviewed the project expectations and reiterated the design speciﬁcations that require
installation per all manufacturer written instructions. 0n January 11, 2018 at 12:44 PM,
McAlvaln received an email from the estimator at Dricon Rooﬁng expressing concerns

0n

with the requirements of the project with regards to the means and methods for
installing Ice and Water shield (they wanted to use nails to install Ice and Water Shield
which i5 against the manufacturer’s insuuctions) as well as their concern with the
schedule through the winter. In this email dated January 11, Dricon suggested that

McAlvain contract with a different Contractor for this project. After attempting to have
temporary protection only installed, it was apparent the best option was to cancel the
Subcontract with Dricon and enter into Contract with another rooﬁng company. The
other two bids that

we

ﬂ;

received were not within our budget.
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As our Consh’uction Schedule states, the project was ready for temporary
rooﬁng/plastic as early as January 4, 2018. Gem State Rooﬁng of Boise, Idaho is a
Contractor that had recently completed a successful project for our Whitetail Clubhouse
project in McCall, Idaho. This Clubhouse project was managed by the same
Superintendent (John Hanson) and Project Manager (myself) as the team for the Animal
Shelter of the Wood River Valley. On January 18, 2018, Gem State Rooﬁng was
contacted by McAlvain in the hopes of receiving a bid that would work within our
budget. The Contract with Dricon was canceled on February 5, 2018 and McAlvain
entered into Contract with Gem State Rooﬁng for the ful! scope of rooﬁng work on
February 16, 2018.

Should you have any questions, please

feel free to

contact

me

at (208) 908-5990.

Sincerely,

r.

\

59c 584657»

"'-“;"'F‘”'“

'

;

/

Tracey

Feli5<

Project

Manager
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Jayme Danner
From:

Tracey

Felix

_

Sent:

Wednesday, November

To:

“Kerrie

Subject:

RE: "Leak"

21,

2018 10:33

AM

Kuhn'

Have a great weekend! I’ll be at the site — trying to confirm quantities of the snow splitters.
Bob’s help Monday. did get this message from the architect so I’m going to finalize the decision.

Thanks

Kerrie.

l

might need

I

Personally,

I

think we’re ﬁne to omit the large exhaust fans with square curbs from this including EF 16, EF 5, EF7.

should include
Please

all

the smaller penetrations and the balance of the smaller exhaustfan outlets.

make that adjustment and provide to owner.

From: Kerrie Kuhn <gemstateroofing@aol.com>
Wednesday, Novem ber 21, 2018 10:24 AM

Sent:

To: Tracey Felix <traceyf@mcalvain.com>
Subject: Re: "Leak"

They

will

be there monday

to

ﬁx

this

and work on other

stuff.

Thank you,
Kerrie

----—Origina|

Message—---—

From: Tracey Felix <traceyf@mcalvain.com>
To: John

Hanson <'ohnh@mcalva[n.com>
aoLcom>

Cc: Kerrie Kuhn < emstaterooﬁn
Sent: Mon, Nov 19, 2018 4:08 pm
Subject: "Leak"

Kyle pointed out to me that on this far northeast corner, there was water coming out between the fascia and the
climbed onto the curb, saw that this isn’t fully roofed.
soffit. When
|

I
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We

Tracey

Felix

Sr. Project

Manager

McAlvain Companies, Inc.

5559 W. Gowen Road
Boise, ID 83709
208.908.5990 ofﬁce
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Jayme Danner
From:

Tracey

Sent:

Tuesday,

To:

'Kerrie

Cc:

John Hanson

Subject:

Roofing

Felix

November 27, 2018

8:48

AM

Kuhn“

Kerrie,

lapologize

if

either

already sent this or ifJohn did.

|

We’re updating our

site

observation log from the Architect's

Roof membrane

at coping:

lap over coping.

One

are noted

in

is

in

Two

area

A

visit

areas were noted where roofing
at mechanical roof.

The other

is

on 11/16.

membrane

did not adequately

near maintenance yard. Both

photos.
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One

other:
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Electronically Filed
2/13/2019 2:20 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Amy King, Deputy Clerk

Terri Pickens Manweiler, ISB No. 5828
Shannon Pearson, ISB No. 10027
PICKENS COZAKOS, P.A.
398 S. 9th Street, Suite 240
P.O. Box 915
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099
terri@pickenslawboise.com
shannon@pickenslawboise.com
Attorneys for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GEM STATE ROOFING,
INCORPORATED,
Plaintiff,
v.

Case No. CV01-18-13437
DEFENDANT’S CROSS MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.
Defendant United Components, Incorporated, dba Gem State Roofing, by and through its
counsel of record, Terri Pickens Manweiler of the firm Pickens Cozakos, P.A., hereby moves the
Court, pursuant to rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, for entry of summary judgment
in its favor with prejudice.
This Motion is based upon the records and files herein, the Memorandum in Support of
Defendant’s Cross Motion for Summary Judgment, Declaration of Terri Pickens Manweiler, and
Declaration of Jeffrey Flynn, each filed concurrently herewith.
Oral argument is requested.
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DATED: February 13, 2019.
PICKENS COZAKOS, P.A.
By

/s/ Terri Pickens Manweiler
Terri Pickens Manweiler, Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on February 13, 2019, I electronically served the foregoing
document using the iCourt E-File system, which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following
persons:
Ryan T. McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian, ID 83680






First Class Mail
Facsimile – 208.895.1270
Hand Delivery
iCourts – ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

/s/ Terri Pickens Manweiler
Terri Pickens Manweiler
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Electronically Filed
2/13/2019 2:20 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Amy King, Deputy Clerk

Terri Pickens Manweiler, ISB No. 5828
Shannon Pearson, ISB No. 10027
PICKENS COZAKOS, P.A.
398 S. 9th Street, Suite 240
P.O. Box 915
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099
terri@pickenslawboise.com
shannon@pickenslawboise.com
Attorneys for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GEM STATE ROOFING,
INCORPORATED,
Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

Case No. CV01-18-13437
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT’S CROSS MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendant United Components, Incorporated, dba Gem State Roofing, by and through its
counsel of record, Terri Pickens Manweiler of the firm Pickens Cozakos, P.A., submits this
Memorandum in Support of its Cross Motion for Summary Judgment. This Memorandum is
supported by the Declaration of Terri Pickens Manweiler in Support of Defendant’s Cross Motion
for Summary Judgment (“Manweiler Dec.”), and the Declaration of Jeffery Flynn in Support of
Defendant’s Cross Motion for Summary Judgment (“Flynn Dec.”), each filed concurrently
herewith.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Plaintiff Gem State Roofing Incorporated (“Plaintiff”) commenced this litigation against
Defendant United Components Incorporated, dba, Gem State Roofing (“UCI”) on July 20, 2018
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alleging the following causes of action against UCI: Count I: Breach of Contract, Count II: Breach
of Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing, Count III: Trademark Infringement, Count IV: Unjust
Enrichment, Count V: Preliminary Injunction, and Count VI: Permanent Injunction. UCI seeks an
entry of judgment dismissing each of these counts since no genuine issues of material fact exist.
II.

STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS

A. Plaintiff’s Formation.
Richard Silvia filed a Certificate of Assumed Business Name with the Idaho Secretary of
State on August 12, 1997 which provided that he would be doing business as Gem State Roofing.
Manweiler Dec., ¶ 4, Exhibit A. On December 19, 2000, Mr. Silvia filed the Articles of
Incorporation for Gem State Roofing Incorporated with the Idaho Secretary of State. Manweiler
Dec., ¶ 5, Exhibit B.
B. Defendant’s Formation.
Jeff Flynn started a roofing company in 1985 called Gem State Roofing in Nampa Idaho.
Flynn Dec., ¶ 2. Mr. Flynn began putting the name Gem State Roofing on business cards, invoices,
estimates, flyers, company vehicles, and phone book advertising. Flynn Dec., ¶ 3. Mr. Flynn began
to expand his business by adding asphalt maintenance to his roofing business when he moved to
Boise in 1987. Flynn Dec., ¶ 4. Mr. Flynn’s business was called Gem State Roofing and Asphalt
Maintenance (“GSRAM”). Flynn Dec., ¶ 5.
On May 30, 1995, Mr. Flynn filed with the Idaho Secretary of State the Certificate of
Incorporation of Flynn, Inc. Flynn Dec., ¶ 6, Exhibit A. On December 28, 1998, Mr. Flynn filed
the Articles of Amendment to change Flynn, Inc. to Gem State Roofing & Asphalt Maintenance.
Flynn Dec., ¶ 7, Exhibit B. On July 19, 1999, Michelle Flynn filed a Certificate of Assumed
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Business Name with the Idaho Secretary of State which provided that Gem State Roofing &
Asphalt Maintenance would be doing business as Gem State Roofing. Flynn Dec., ¶ 8, Exhibit C.
GSRAM had two officers initially, Mr. Flynn, and his wife Michelle Flynn. Flynn Dec., ¶
9. Michelle Flynn owned 51% of GSRAM and Mr. Flynn owned 49%. Flynn Dec., ¶ 10. GSRAM
was initially operated out of the Flynn’s home located at 2204 South Philippi, Boise Idaho and
then operated out of the Flynn’s home located at 2270 Longmont, Boise Idaho and was operated
from this location for ten years. Flynn Dec., ¶ 11. GSRAM then moved to an office space on
Chinden Boulevard where it was operated for eight years. Flynn Dec., ¶ 12.
GSRAM, throughout its pendency, accrued significant tax liability and in 2010 the IRS
liened all of GSRAM’s equipment, causing GSRAM to dissolve. Flynn Dec., ¶ 13. At this same
time, Michelle Flynn and Jeff Flynn filed for divorce. Flynn Dec., ¶ 14. Michelle Flynn left
GSRAM in 2010 and her stock dissolved along with Jeff’s stock because of GSRAM’s dissolution.
Flynn Dec., ¶ 15. The IRS and Michelle Flynn entered into an offer in compromise to settle her
portion of the liability, Mr. Flynn is still negotiating with the IRS regarding his portion of liability.
Flynn Dec., ¶¶ 16, 17. The IRS informed Mr. Flynn that he could start up a new company with a
different name, and so on October 25, 2011, Mr. Flynn filed with the Idaho Secretary of State the
Articles of Incorporation for United Components Inc. Flynn Dec., ¶ 18, Exhibit D. Mr. Flynn also
filed a Cancellation or Amendment of Certificate of Assumed Business Name deleting Gem State
Roofing & Asphalt Maintenance and amending it to United Components Inc. Flynn Dec., ¶ 19,
Exhibit E. On October 26, 2011, Mr. Flynn filed a Certificate of Assumed Business Name
identifying that Asphalt Maintenance and Paving would operate under United Components
Incorporated. Flynn Dec., ¶ 20, Exhibit F. The IRS allowed Mr. Flynn to keep the Gem State
brand and the Asphalt Maintenance brand, but he had to change the corporate veil to keep those
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two companies. Flynn Dec., ¶ 21. Once UCI was formed, the IRS made UCI buy back the
equipment they had liened in 2010, and so UCI paid the IRS around $40,000 for the equipment to
remove the lien. Flynn Dec., ¶ 22.
C. Trademark Dispute.
i.

Plaintiff’s Trademark
On April 8, 2002, Richard Silvia filed an Application for Registration of Trademark

Service Mark with the Idaho Secretary of State. Manweiler Dec., ¶ 8, Exhibit C. On May 2, 2002,
the State of Idaho issued a Certificate of Registration of Trademark-Service Mark to Gem State
Roofing, Inc. stating the first use was November 1997 and the expiration of the trademark was
May 2, 2012. Manweiler Dec.¶ 9, Exhibit D. The Certificate of Registration showed that the
trademark assigned to Plaintiff was the following:
g“

3 r4)-

%;‘“5‘~.$

Manweiler Dec., ¶ 10, Exhibit D.
No filings or renewal registrations have been filed by Plaintiff, and the trademark expired
on May 2, 2012. Manweiler Dec., ¶ 11.
ii.

GSRAM’s Trademark.
On December 29, 2004, Michelle Flynn filed with the Idaho Secretary of State an

Application for Registration of Trademark Service Mark for GSRAM. Manweiler Dec. ¶ 12,
Exhibit E. A Certificate of Registration of Trademark Service Mark was issued that same day by
the State of Idaho and provides that the first use of the trademark was in 1985 and that such
trademark would expire on December 29, 2014. Manweiler Dec. ¶ 13, Exhibit F. The Certificate
of Registration showed that the Trademark assigned to GSRAM was the following:
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GEM
STATE

ROOFING

Manweiler Dec., ¶ 14 Exhibit F.
After GSRAM dissolved, Jeff Flynn filed an Application for Registration for Assignment
of Trademark and an Application for Renewal Registration of Trademark on December 1, 2014.
Manweiler Dec., ¶ 15, Exhibit G. On that same date, a Certificate of Assignment Registration of
Trademark was issued by the State of Idaho, assigning the GSRAM trademark to UCI, again noting
that the first use was in 1985. Manweiler Dec., ¶ 16 Exhibit H. On December 1, 2014 the state of
Idaho also issued a Certificate Renewal Registration of Trademark noting that UCI had renewed
the GSRAM trademark, that its first use was in 1985 and that it would expire on December 29,
2024. Manweiler Dec., ¶¶ 17, 18, Exhibit I. The Trademark is still currently in place. Manweiler
Dec., ¶ 19.
In October 2005, Plaintiff and GSRAM entered into a Trademark Settlement Agreement
to determine which areas of Idaho each company could advertise and solicit in. Manweiler Dec.
¶ 20, Exhibit J. Michelle Flynn signed the Settlement Agreement on behalf of GSRAM.
Manweiler Dec. ¶ 21. Mr. Flynn did not review the settlement agreement and does not recall ever
reading through it. Flynn Dec., ¶ 23. United Components, Inc. is not a party to the Settlement
Agreement nor referenced anywhere in the Settlement Agreement. Manweiler Dec., ¶ 22. Michelle
Flynn has no interest in United Components Inc. as she has never been a shareholder, stakeholder,
or interest holder in United Components Inc. Manweiler Dec., ¶ 23, Flynn Dec., ¶ 24.
III.

STANDARD FOR CROSS SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Summary judgment is proper “if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file,
together with the affidavits, if any, show there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that
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the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law.” I.R.C.P. 56(c). Accordingly, the
movant must prove the absence of a genuine issue of material fact. E.G. Boise Mode, LLC v.
Donahoe Pace & Partners Ltd., 154 Idaho 99, 103-104, 294 P.3d 1111, 1115-16 (2013). If the
movant so proves, the burden shifts to the nonmovant to prove the opposite: the existence of a
genuine issue of material fact. Id. at 104, 294 P.3d at 1116.
To meet that ultimate burden, the nonmovant “may not rest upon mere allegations in the
pleadings but must set forth by affidavit specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial.”
Id. The record must be construed in the light most favorable to the nonmovant, with all reasonable
inferences drawn in the nonmovant’s favor. Id. A “material fact” for summary judgment purposes
is one upon which the outcome of the case may be different. Peterson v. Romine, 131 Idaho 537,
540, 960 P.2d 1266, 1269 (1998).
In determining whether or not to grant summary judgment, the court is to liberally construe
the facts and draw all reasonable inferences in favor of the nonmoving party. Garzee v. Barkley,
121 Idaho 771, 774, 828 P.2d 334, 337 (Ct. App. 1992). Nevertheless, “[a] mere scintilla of
evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts is not sufficient” to avoid summary judgment. AED,
Inc. v. KDC Invs., LLC, 155 Idaho 159 163, 307 P.3d 176, 180 (2013). The nonmovant’s failure
to prove the existence of a genuine issue of material fact “will result in an order granting summary
judgment.” Sprinkler Irrigation Co., v. John Deere Ins. Co., 139 Idaho 691, 698, 85 P.3d 667, 675
(2004).
As a general rule, the court must liberally construe the facts and inferences contained in
the existing record in favor of the nonmoving party. There is, however, a limited exception to the
application of this rule in cases, such as this one, where the matter is to be tried before the court
without a jury. In such cases, the judge is not constrained to draw inferences in favor of the party
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opposing a motion for summary judgment. Rather the judge is free to arrive at the most probable
inferences to be drawn from uncontroverted evidentiary facts. Riverside Development Co. v.
Richie, 103 Idaho 515, 519, 650 P.2d 657, 661 (1982).
Further, the legal standard by which this Court considers cross-motions for summary
judgment allows the Court to draw reasonable inferences from the record before it because the
parties have essentially agreed no factual issues exist. Where the parties have filed cross-motions
for summary judgment relying on the same facts, issues and theories, the parties effectively
stipulate that there is no genuine issue of material fact which would preclude the district court from
entering summary judgment. Davis v. Peacock, 133 Idaho 637, 640, 991 P.2d 362, 365 (1999)
(citing Brown v. Perkins, 129 Idaho 189, 191, 923 P.2d 434, 436 (1996); Morrissey v. Haley, 124
Idaho 870, 872, 865 P.2d 961, 963 (1993). Additionally, because both parties are moving the court
for an order on the same issue, this Court is free to draw all reasonable inferences from the record
in favor of either party. See, e.g., Bonz v. Sudweeks, 119 Idaho 539, 541, 808 P.2d 876, 878 (1991).
However, the mere fact that both parties move for summary judgment does not in and of
itself establish that there is no genuine issue of material fact. Kromrei v. AID Ins. Co., 110 Idaho
549, 551, 716 P.2d 1321 (1986) (citing Casey v. Highlands Ins. Co., 100 Idaho 505, 507, 600 P.2d
1387, 1389 (1979)). The fact that the parties have filed cross-motions for summary judgment does
not change the applicable standard of review, and this Court must evaluate each party’s motion on
its own merits. Stafford v. Klosterman, 134 Idaho 205, 207, 998 P.2d 1118, 1119 (2000); Bear
Island Water Ass’n, Inc., v. Brown, 125 Idaho 717, 721, 874 P.2d 528, 532 (1994); Intermountain
Forest Mgmt. v. Louisiana-Pacific Corp., 136 Idaho 233, 235, 31 P.3d 921, 923 (2001).
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IV.

LEGAL ARGUMENT

Plaintiff’s Complaint alleges five causes of action against UCI and there are no genuine
issues of material fact that would preclude this Court from entering judgment dismissing each
cause of action in favor of UCI. Each cause of action is addressed, in order as plead, as follows:
A.

UCI DID NOT BREACH THE CONTRACT

In order to prevail on a breach of contract cause of action, the following elements must be
proven:
1.
A Contract existed between the parties
2.
Defendant breached the contract
3.
Plaintiff has been damaged because of the breach
4.
Amount of damages
IDJI 6.10.1
1. A Contract Did Not Exist Between the Parties.
Plaintiff’s cause of action for Breach of Contract fails based upon this first element – there
is no contract that exists between the parties. The parties to the Trademark Settlement Agreement
are Gem State Roofing & Asphalt Maintenance Inc. and Gem State Roofing, Inc. UCI is not a
named party anywhere within the Trademark Settlement Agreement.
Plaintiff has no standing to sue UCI as it cannot demonstrate the requisite privity of contract
therewith. Under general contract law, it is axiomatic that a party must show privity to have
standing to sue for breach of contract. Campbell v. Parkway Surgery Center, LLC, 158 Idaho 957,
963, 354 P.3d 1171, 1178 (2015). Privity “refers to those who exchange the [contractual]
promissory words or those to whom the promissory words are directed.” DAFCO LLC v. Stewart
Title Guaranty Company, 156 Idaho 749, 754, 331 P.3d 491, 496 (2014) (quoting Wing v. Martin,
107 Idaho 267, 272, 688 P.2d 1171, 1177 (1984)). Accordingly, “[a] party must look to that person
with whom he is in a direct contractual relationship for relief, in the event that his expectations
under the contract were not met.” Wing v. Martin at 272, 688 P.2d 1171, 1177 (1984) (citing
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Pierson v. Sewell, 97 Idaho 38, 45, 539 P.2d 590, 597 (1975); Minidoka County v. Krieger, 88
Idaho 395, 399 P.2d 962 (1965)).
UCI was not even in existence when the Settlement Agreement was entered into in 2005,
UCI did not come into existence until October 2011, thus, there is no contractual obligation owed
to Plaintiff by UCI.
2. Remaining Breach of Contract Elements.
The three remaining elements required to prove a breach of contract has occurred cannot
be satisfied by Plaintiff because there is no contract in existence between UCI and Plaintiff. Thus,
Plaintiff’s cause of action for breach of contract should be dismissed.
B.

UCI HAS NOT BREACHED THE COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR
DEALING
An implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing is a covenant implied by law in every

contract that “requires ‘that the parties perform in good faith the obligations imposed in their
agreement.’” Idaho First Nat. Bank v. Bliss Valley Foods, Inc., 121 Idaho 266, 824 P.2d 841
(1991). “A violation of the covenant occurs only when ‘either party … violates, nullifies or
significantly impairs any benefit of the … contract….’” Id. (quoting Sorenson v. Comm Tek, Inc.,
118 Idaho 664, 669, 799 P.2d 70, 75 (1990); Metcalf v. Intermountain Gas Co., 116 Idaho 622,
778 P.2d 744 (1989)).
As stated in Section A above, UCI was not a party to the Settlement Agreement, thus the
covenant of good faith and fair dealing is not applicable to UCI. Because the covenant of good
faith and fair dealing is not applicable to UCI, there can be no breach of the covenant. Thus,
Plaintiff’s cause of action for breach of covenant of good faith and fair dealing should be
dismissed.
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C.

UCI HAS NOT INFRINGED ON PLAINTIFF’S TRADEMARK
Plaintiff alleges it has a common law trademark in the mark Gem State Roofing in Blaine

County Idaho (Complaint, ¶ 36) and that UCI has conducted business in Blaine County as “Gem
State Roofing” which constitutes a violation of 15 U.S.C. § 1125.
In order to prevail on a claim for trademark infringement under 15 U.S.C. § 1125, Plaintiff
must establish that: (1) it is the owner of a valid and protectable trademark; (2) the UCI used the
mark in commerce; (3) UCI’s use of the mark is likely to cause confusion; and (4) Plaintiff has
suffered damages. 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a); Adobe Sys. Inc. v. Christenson, 809 F.3d 1071, 1081 (9th
Cir. 2015) (citing Fortune Dynamic, Inc. v. Victoria's Secret Stores Brand Mgmt., Inc., 618 F.3d
1025, 1030 (9th Cir. 2010)).
Plaintiff cannot prevail under 15 U.S.C. § 1125 because it cannot meet the first element, it
is not the owner of a valid and protectable trademark. 15 U.S.C. § 1125 defines ‘trademark as’
The term “trademark” includes any word, name, symbol, or device, or any
combination thereof—
(1) used by a person, or
(2) which a person has a bona fide intention to use in commerce and
applies to register on the principal register established by this chapter,
to identify and distinguish his or her goods, including a unique product, from those
manufactured or sold by others and to indicate the source of the goods, even if
that source is unknown.
(Emphasis added). Plaintiff has not registered its trademark with the principal register, instead
Plaintiff only registered it with the Idaho Secretary of State and such registration has since expired.
Idaho Code § 48-512 governs trademark infringement at the state level and provides that common
law trademarks are analyzed under the federal system of trademark registration and protection
under the Trademark Act of 1946. Cohn v. Petsmart, Inc., 281 F.3d 837, 841 (9th Cir. 2002).
Thus, when analyzing Plaintiff’s claim under Idaho Law, it still fails because Plaintiff cannot meet
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the requirement that it has a valid and protectable trademark.
The Idaho Secretary of State shows that Mr. Silvia applied for a registration of trademark
on April 8, 2002 (Manweiler Dec. ¶ 8, Exhibit C) and a Certificate of Trademark was entered on
May 2, 2002 (Manweiler Dec., ¶ 9, Exhibit D). Per the Certificate, the trademark was first used
in November 1997 and expired May 2, 2012. There have been no renewal or application to
reinstate the trademark used by Plaintiff.
UCI first applied to register its Trademark on December 29, 2004, and on the same day, a
Certificate Registration of Trademark Service Mark was issued by the State of Idaho stating the
first use of the trademark was in 1985 and that such trademark expired on December 29, 2014.
UCI filed an Application for Renewal of Trademark on December 1, 2014 as well as an
Application for Registration of Assignment of Trademark on the same date. The State of Idaho
issued Certificates accepting the assignment and renewal and provided the new expiration date to
be December 29, 2024. Thus, any use of the trademark and trademark name Gem State Roofing
by Plaintiff expired on May 2, 2012. Plaintiff does not have a trademark that could have been
infringed upon by UCI, thus its claim for trademark infringement should be dismissed.
D.

UCI HAS NOT BEEN UNJUSTLY ENRICHED
Plaintiff has alleged that UCI has been unjustly enriched because Plaintiff built a reputation

for quality roofing services in Blaine County under the name “Gem State Roofing” and such
reputation constitutes a benefit to UCI to which UCI has not paid for. To prevail on its claim for
unjust enrichment, Plaintiff must show (1) a benefit was conferred upon UCI by Plaintiff, (2)
appreciation by UCI of such benefit; and (3) acceptance of the benefit under circumstances that
would be inequitable for UCI to retain the benefit without payment to Plaintiff for the value
thereof. Med. Recovery Servs., LLC v. Bonneville Billing and Collections, Inc., 157 Idaho 395,
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398, 336 P.3d 802, 805 (2014). “The substance of an action for unjust enrichment lies in a promise,
implied by law, that a party will render to the person entitled thereto that which in equity and good
conscience belongs to the latter.” Smith v. Smith, 95 Idaho 477, 484, 511 P.2d 294,301 (1973).
1. A Benefit was Not Conferred Upon UCI.
“To confer a benefit in the context of unjust enrichment, the plaintiff must give the
defendant an interest in money, land, or possessions, or perform services beneficial to, or at the
request of, the other.” Medical Recovery Services, LLC v. Bonneville Billing & Collections, Inc.,
157 Idaho 395, 336 P.3d 802, (2014). Here, no benefit was conferred upon UCI because Plaintiff
did not give UCI an interest in money, land, possessions, or perform services beneficial to or at
the request of UCI. The first element cannot be met by Plaintiff.
2. There is No Appreciation nor Acceptance of a Benefit by UCI.
As with the first element, the second and third elements cannot be met by Plaintiff because
there was no benefit conferred to UCI by Plaintiff. Without a benefit conferred by Plaintiff to
UCI, UCI cannot appreciate such benefit nor accept such benefit. thus, UCI no appreciation can
occur. Thus, Plaintiff’s claim for Unjust Enrichment should be dismissed.
E.

PRELIMINARY AND PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS ARE NOT APPROPRIATE
Plaintiff seeks preliminary and permanent injunctions prohibiting UCI from conducting

business in Blaine County, which as alleged by Plaintiff constitutes a violation of the Settlement
Agreement.
This Court has the authority to issue a preliminary injunction during the pendency of the
litigation as set out in Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 65(e) which provides in pertinent part as
follows:
(1) when it appears by the complaint that the plaintiff is entitled to the relief
demanded, and that relief, or any part of it, consists of restraining the
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commission or continuance of the acts complained of, either for a limited
period or perpetually;
(2) when it appears by the complaint or affidavit that the commission or
continuance of some act during the litigation would produce waste, or great
or irreparable injury to the plaintiff;
(3) when it appears during the litigation that the defendant is doing, threatening,
procuring or allowing to be done, or is about to do, some act in violation of
the plaintiff's rights, respecting the subject of the action, and the action may
make the requested judgment ineffectual;
(4) when it appears, by affidavit, that the defendant is about to remove or to
dispose of the defendant's property with intent to defraud the plaintiff;
(5) for the defendant upon filing of a counterclaim praying for affirmative relief
upon any of the grounds mentioned above in this section, subject to the same
rules and provisions provided for the issuance of injunctions on behalf of the
plaintiff.
The purpose of a preliminary injunction is to preserve the status quo between the parties
pending the resolution of a case on the merits. Wolford v. Montee, 161 Idaho 432, 442, 387 P.3d
100, 110 (2016). Additionally, preliminary injunctions may be granted to prevent defendants from
engaging in activities that would render the judgment ineffectual. Id. (citing I.R.C.P. 65(e)(3)).
The decision to grant injunctive relief rests with the sound discretion of the trial court. Savage
Lateral Ditch Water Users Ass’n v. Pulley, 125 Idaho 237, 242, 869 P.2d 554, 559 (1993) (citing
O'Boskey v. First Fed. Savs. & Loan Ass’n, 112 Idaho 1002, 1007, 739 P.2d 301, 305 (1987)).
In this case, Plaintiff does not meet any of the five requirements under IRCP 65(e) for the
issuance of a preliminary injunction. There is no status quo of the parties that needs to be preserved.
As already briefed, UCI is not a party to the Settlement Agreement and UCI has not committed
trademark infringement, thus there is no status quo between the parties that this Court should
attempt to preserve until this litigation is complete.
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As to a permanent injunction, such cause of action by Plaintiff should be dismissed because
there is no basis for the issuance of a permanent injunction. UCI is not a party to the Settlement
Agreement; thus, any alleged breach of the Settlement Agreement is inapplicable to UCI, therefore
it is inappropriate for this Court to enter a permanent injunction against UCI.
V.

CONCLUSION

Based on the forgoing, because no genuine issues of material fact exist, Defendant
respectfully requests this Court enter judgment dismissing each of Plaintiff’s causes of action.
DATED: February 13, 2019.
PICKENS COZAKOS, P.A.
By

/s/ Terri Pickens Manweiler
Terri Pickens Manweiler, Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on February 13, 2019, I electronically served the foregoing
document using the iCourt E-File system, which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following
persons:
Ryan T. McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian, ID 83680






First Class Mail
Facsimile – 208.895.1270
Hand Delivery
iCourts – ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

/s/ Terri Pickens Manweiler
Terri Pickens Manweiler
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State Roofing
and Asphalt
Asphalt Maintenance
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6.
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Idaho Secretary
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State the
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17.
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ARTICLE VII
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all other
lawﬁJl business for
corporations may be
incorporated
under
Idaho
Law.
incorporated under Idaho

ARTICLE VIII
VIII
The one class
authorized by
by these
these Articles
are intended
to be
be Section
class of common stock
stock authorized
Articles are
intended to
Section
1244 stock
stock and to
qualify
as
such
and
comply
with
Section
1244
of
the
Internal
Revenue
Code of
to qualify as such
ofthe Internal
with Section
the
the United
United States.
States.

ARTICLE IX
The transferability
the shares
of this
Corporation may be
be restricted
restricted as
as set
shares of stock
stock of
out
this Corporation
tansferability of the
set out
in the
stock and
in
the Bylaws of
of this
this Corporation
sale of stock
and the
the death
Cozporation regarding
regarding the
the sale
death of a Stockholder.
Stockholder.
the registered
Said
will be
be kept
kept at
at the
office of
the Corporation
or at
offices of
of
Said Bylaws will
of the
registered ofﬁce
at the
Corporation or
the ofﬁces
MARTELLE BRATTON & ASSOCIATES, P.A.
P.A.

ARTICLEX
ARTICLE X
the Corporation
The number of
of Directors
Directors of the
as specified
the Bylaws,
Bylaws,
shall be
Corporation shall
be as
speciﬁed in
in the
may from time
time to
be increased
or decreased
in such manner as
as may be
to time be
decreased in
increased or
prescribed
in the
the Bylaws,
provided that
that the
the number of Directors
the Corporation
not be
Directors of the
prescribed in
Corporaﬁon shall
shall not
Bylaws, provided
fewer than
by law.
In case
any increase
increase in
the
fewer
required by
the number required
the number of Directors,
than the
law. 1n
case of any
in the
Directors, the
additional Directors
elected by
by the
Directors then
then in
in office,
Directors may be elected
the Directors
so elected
elected
additional
Directors so
the Directors
ofﬁce, and the
shareholders and until
until their
successors are
are
shall
hold oﬁice
office until
next annual
meeting of
until the
shall hold
the next
their successors
annual meeting
the shareholders
of the
elected
elected and qualified.
qualiﬁed.

and such number
and

ARTICLE XI
The Stockholders
have pre-emptive
pre-emptive and preferential
Stockholders of
shall have
preferential rights
Corporation shall
of the
rights of
the Corporation
subscription to
the Corporation
whether now or
hereafter authorized,
to any
Shares of stock
stock with
or hereafter
subscription
or
with the
Corporation whether
authorized, or
any shares
to
to any
of the Corporation
Corporation convertible
stock.
obligations ofthe
convertible into
into stock.
any obligations

ARTICLE XII
No contract
contract or
or other
other transaction
transaction between
between the
the Corporation
and any
corporation and
N0
Corporation and
other corporation
any other
the
the Corporation
be affected
or invalidated
invalidated by
the fact
fact that
that any
no act
act of the
Corporation shall
shall in
affected or
in any
any way be
any of the
by the
interested in,
the Corporation
are pecuniarily
are Directors
Directors
otherwise interested
or otherwise
or
Directors or
Corporation are
or are
Directors of the
pecuniarily or
in, or
officers
other corporation;
Director
oﬂicers of,
such other
or any
ﬁrm of which any
Director, individually,
corporation; any
individually, or
of, such
any firm
any Director
any Director,
be aa party
to, or
or may be
be pecuniarily
pecuniarily or
in, any
may be aa member, may be
otherwise interested
interested in,
or otherwise
any
party to,
the Corporation,
Corporation, provided
provided that
that the
the fact
fact that
he or
is so
contract
transaction of the
or transaction
that he
such finn
ﬁrm is
so
contract or
or such
disclosed or
the Board of Directors
a majority
to the
majority
interested
shall be
interested shall
Directors or
shall have been
be disclosed
been known t0
or a
or shall
thereof, and
and any
the Corporation
is also
a Director
Director or
officer of
also a
other
Director of the
or ofﬁcer
Corporation who is
of such
such other
thereof,
any Director
in determining
interested may be
be counted in
the existence
corporation,
to be interested
or who is
is to
a quorum
existence of a
determining the
corporation, or

x:\business fonnotion
inc\gem state
mticlcs of incorporotion.docx
hzcorpomliondocx
foxms\gem state
slate contractors,
stale contractors,
inc. articles
fonmuion forms\gem
counselors. inc\gem
connectors, inc.
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at any
at
meeting of the
the Board of Directors
Directors of the
Corporation which shall
shall authorize
the Corporation
such
authorize any
any meeting
any such
oﬂ'lcer of
contract or
contract
transaction with
with like
were not
like force
force and effect
or transaction
effect as
as if
if he were
not such
such Director
Director or
or officer
such
of such
not so
other
or not
other corporation
corporation or
so interested.
interested.

ARTICLE XIII
ARTICLEXHI
The Coxporation
Corporation shall
be governed as
to its
its internal
the Bylaws
Bylaws of
the
affairs by
internal affairs
shall be
as to
of the
by the
Corporation
at the
the registered
office of
of the
Corporation or
the offices
of its
Attorney.
kept at
Corporation kept
registered ofﬁce
oﬁices 0f
the Corporation
or the
its Attorney.

W

set my hand this
'<.S"&y of
of October,
October, 2011.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, II have hereunto
this zs‘aay
hereunto set
2011.

k

Je

AO
(R

...........

\\

STATE OF IDAHO ))
: ss.
ss.
COUNTY OF ADA ))
:

ﬂay

On this
2011,
the undersigned
undersigned Notary
Notary Public
Public for
for said
this ~ a y of
before me,
said
October, 201
of October,
me, the
l, before
subscn'bed
State,
personally appeared
Jeff Flynn,
to
to
be
the
person
is
subscribed
to
whose
State, personally
appeared Jeff
to
me
to
be
the
person
known
name
is
to
Flynn,
the
the same.
the within
and acknowledged to
to me that
that he executed
executed the
instrument and
same.
within instrument
set my hand and affixed
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto
the
WI—IEREOF, II have
hereunto set
afﬁxed my official
seal the
oﬁicial seal
day
year in
in this
certificate first
ﬁrst above written.
this certiﬁcate
written.
day and year

Namudpm amid»
Publib’

rId

[gig
iing at
IS
My Commission Expires:

gm

l

£30

minis of
inc. articles
incorporaliondocx -~ 3
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FILED EFFECTnVE
EFFECTEVE
mCORI’ORATION
0F INCORPORATION
ARTICLES OF

IHams
I OCT 25 PM
J2: 4·1
szwl

OF

3mm

UNITED COMPONENTS, INCORPORATED

ur‘s'rw
:. ~;~H_ElARY
SlA1 ,.
RY OF
STAT Of
IDAHé“ STATE
0F IUAttO
L-

The undersigned,
undersigned, in
to form a Corporation
the provisions
provisions of Title
Corporation under the
Title 30,
in order to
Chapter
30, Chapter
am'cles of
1,
incorporation to
the following articles
to the
ofincorporation
1, Idaho Code, submits the
the Secretary
State.
Secretary of State.

ARTICLE II
ofthe
The name of
the Corporation is
is United
United Components, Incorporated
Incorporated
II
ARTICLE II
to issue
shall have the
issue 1,000
authority to
The Corporation shall
shares of one class
class of common
the authority
1,000 shares
stock. Each share shall
va]ue.
stock.
par value.
shall have no par

ARTICLE DI
III
street address
the Corporation is,
oﬁce of the
the registered
The street
address of Ute
registered office
the name of the
the
is, and the
registered agent at
registered
at that
is:
addless is:
that address

JeffFlynn
Jeff
Flynn
417 Remington Suite
Suite #2
Garden City,
1D 83714
Ciky, ID

ARTICLE IV
ofﬁce address of the
the incorporator
is as
as follows:
incorporator is
The name and post
post office
follows:
Jeﬁ‘Flynn
JeffFlynn

1502 Colorado Ave
Boise,
Boise, ID 83706

ARTICLE V
ARTICLEV
Suite #2 Garden City,
the Corporation
shall be:
be: 417 Remington Suite
The mailing
mailing address
Corporation shall
address of the
City,
Id 83714
83 7] 4
Id

ARTICLE VI
The Corporation
existence.
Corporation is
perpetual existence.
is to
to have perpetual
STATE
0F STAT£
IDl1!0
HMO SECRETIIRY
SECRETBRY OF
“5:8
10/25/2011
1II/85/811 05:00
1295552
BMI 1295552
CK2
CT: 172899
172899 9H1
CK: !16275
316275 CT:
= 100.BB
mp Il 22
188.35 CURP
11!~ l8B.00
IDLE =

EXPEI'IECIJ
EBJS== 28.88
1 ~ 21!.88
Ci 3
89.38 EXPEDI1E

smlc contrnclor1,
unicls ofincorpornlion.do<:ll
cannacm, inc.
w;\cJicnl
& nichcnuunlled
michclle\unilcd componcnl!l\gc:m
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ARTICLE
VH
ARTICLEVIl
is organized
the purpose
The Corporation
Corporation is
organized for
for the
purpose of eugag‘ng
engaging in
in the
business of
the business
of roofing,
rooﬁng,
paving,
paving, aSphnlt
asphalt maintenance
mruntenance and all
all other
other lawﬁxl
lawful business
for which
which corporaﬁons
corporations may be
be
business for
incorporated under
incorporated
under Idaho
Idaho Law.
Law.

ARTICLE
ARTICLEVIIl
VIII
The one class
class of common stock authorized
authorized by
by these
these Articles
Articles are
are intended
to be
be Section
Section
intended to
Section 1244 ofﬂie
1244 stock
stock and to
to qualify
qualify as such and comply with
with Section
of the Internal
Internal Revenue Code of
of
the
the United States.
States.

ARTICLE IX
shares of stock
transferability of the
the shares
The transferability
stock of this
this Corporation
restricted as
as set
Corporation may be
be restricted
set out
out
the sale
Bylaws of this
this Corporation regarding
regarding the
stock and the
the death
death of aa Stockholder.
Stockholder.
sale of stock
Said
at the
Said Bylaws will
will be kept
kept at
the registered
registered ofﬁce
office of the
the Corporation
or at
at the
offices of
of
Corpomﬁon or
the oﬁces
MARTELLE BRA'ITON
BRATION & ASSOCIATES,
ASSOCIATES. P.A.
P.A.

in
in the
the

ARTICLE
X
ARTICLEX
The number of Directors
Directors of the
the Corporation
Corporation shall
shall be as
as specified
in the
Bylaws,
speciﬁed in
the Bylaws,
and such
such number may ﬁ‘om
from time to
to time
time be increased
increased or
in such
be
0r decreased
decreased in
such manner as
as may be
prescribed
prescribed in
in the
the Bylaws,
provided that
that the
the number of Directors
Directors of the
the Corporation
Corporation shall
shall not
not be
be
Bylaws, provided
fewer than the
law. In
the number required
required by
by law.
In case
case of
of any
any increase
increase in
in the
the number of
of Directors,
Directors, the
the
additional Directors
additional
Directors may be
be elected
elected by
the Directors
Directors then
then in
in ofﬁce,
office, and the
the Directors
Directors so
so elected
elected
by the
shall hold oﬁce
shall
office until
until the
the next annual meeting of the
the shareholders
shareholders and until
until their
their successors
successors are
are
elected and qualiﬁed.
qualified.
elected

ARTICLE XI
ARTICLEXI
The Stockholders
Stockholders of the
the Corporation
Corporation shall
shall have
have pre-empu've
pre-emptive and preferential
preferential rights
rights of
of
any shares
shares of stock
the Corpomtion
Corporation whether
whether now or
or hereaﬁer
hereafter authorized,
or
stock with
with the
authorized, or
any
to
ofthe
to any
obligations of
the Corporation
Corporation convertible
convertible into
into stock.
stock.
any obligations

subscription to
to
subscription

ARTICLE XE
ARTICLEXU
conu‘act or
or other
other transaction
transaction between
between the
the Corporation
Corporation and any
any other
and
other corporation
No contract
corporation and
no act
that
act ofthe
of the Corporaﬁon
Corporation shall
shall in
in any
any way be aﬁ'ected
affected or
or invalidated
invalidated by
the
fact
that
any
the
the
fact
of
the
any
by
are Directors
Directors
Directors of the
the Corporation
Corporation are
are pecuniarily
or otherwise
otherwise interested
interested in,
in, or
or are
Directors or
or
pecuniarily or
officers
such other
other coxporaﬁon;
corporation; any
any Director,
Director, individually,
individually, or
any firm
firm of
of which any
any Director
Director
oﬂicers of,
or any
of, such
may be aa member, may be an party
party to,
to, or
be pecuniarﬂy
pecuniarily or
or otherwise
interested in,
in, any
any
otherwise interested
or may be
that
that
contract
or
transaction
the
Corporation,
provided
that
the
fact
that
he
or
such
finn
is
so
provided
the
fact
or
such
ﬁrm
is
or
of
transaction
the Comoraﬁon,
contract
so
or
have
been
lo
interested
shall
be
disclosed
or
shall
known
to
the
Board
of
Directors
or
a
majority
disclosed or shall
the
Directors
a majority
interested shall
ofﬁcer of
other
thereof, and any
any Director
Director of
of the
the Corporation
Corporation who is
is also
also aa Director
Director or
or officer
of such other
thereof,
is to
the existence
corporation, or
or who is
to be interested
existence of aa quorum
determining the
counted in
intereshd may be counted
in determining
corporation,

ofineorpamtiandm
inc. uniclu
x;\bll!liness
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W

at any
the Board of Directors
at
of the
Directors of the
the Corporation
any meeting 0f
Corporation which shall
shall authorize
authorize any
such
any such
oﬂ'ncer of such
contract or transaction
transaction with
with like
effect as
not such
if he were not
force and eﬂ‘ect
like force
Diractor or
as ffhe
such Director
or officer
such
other corporation
other
not so
interested.
or not
corporation or
so interested.

XIII
ARTICLEXID
ARTICLE

The Corporation
be governed as
affairs by
by the
the
Corporation shall
shall be
as to
lo its
its internal
internal affairs
the Bylaws
Bylaws of the
offices
Attorney.
oﬁces of its
its Attorney.

at the
Corporation kept
kept at
office of the
the
Corporation
the registered
the Corporation
Corporation or
registered ofﬁce
or the

hand this
this 25138}!
'2.5"~ay of
set my hand
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, II have hereunto
hereunto set
of October,
201 l.
October, 2011.

STATE OF IDAHO ))
: ss.
ss.
COUNTY OF ADA ))
:

<i:~y

On
October, 201
2011,
before me,
0n this
this ggwéay of
the undersigned
undersigned Notary
for said
Public for
of October,
me, the
said
Notary Public
1, before
State,
personally appeared
appeared Jeff
Flynn, known to
to me to
the person
to be the
subscribed to
is subscribed
person whose name is
to
Jeﬁ Flynn,
State, personally
”the same.
executed the
the
and acknowledged lo
to me that
that he executed
the within
instrument and
within instrument

m

set my hand and affixed
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, II have hereunto
hereunto set
officiaJ seal
seal the
afﬁxed my oﬁcial
the

day and year
written.
certiﬁcate first
in this
this certificate
ﬁrst above written.
day
year in

MM)»
Norqu/m
~ati~lu~
~t](!0//;},
My
No
Publ1
Puth—Err Id
Ideal)
Resi'
ng at
Re::gat
Expires:
My Commission Expires:

·
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’
1
CANCELLATION ORAMENDME
Nllj'7:t~~;;·ccY~~:2
OR AMENDMENT
6F
OFASSUMED
CERTIFICATE OF
ASSUMED BLJSINES§.NAMB
BUSINESS NAME qg11':A 11rr,p
-

,

(Please
type or print
are included on the
the back ofthe
of the apt)!t1,itj9p.),
applic'atign. 1
print legibly.
Instructions are
(Please type
legibly. Instructions

/"

.../-'

,) l A .,.., tr '"'
V

H.rtr/-- U1-

03
Q3

,.

IDA/ft·,,.

To the
r
the SECRETARY OF STATE, STATE OF IDAHO
notice
Pursuant to
the undersigned gives
gives notice
to Section
Section 53-507
53—507 and 53-508,
53608, Idaho Code, the
of the
of
the action(s)
indicated below:
action(s) indicated

GEM STATE ROOFING_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1.
1. The
assumed business
The assumed
is: _G_E_M_S_T_AT_E_R_o_o_F_IN_G
business name
name is:

w...

2.
filed with
with the
State's Office
2. The assumed business
the Secretary
of State's
Ofﬁce
business name was ﬁled
Secretary of
on
on 16 JUL 1999
33.

D

4.
4.

D
D

5.
5.

[2J

in
Cancellation. The persons who filed
claim an interest
the certificate
interest in
certiﬁcate no longer claim
ﬁled the
Cancellation.
the
the certificate
certiﬁcate in
in its
its entirety.
entirety.
business name and cancel the
the above assumed business
to: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
The assumed business
business name is
is amended to:

individuals doing
The true
entity or
or individuals
the entity
of the
true names and business addresses of
business under the
as follow:
follow:
the assumed business name are amended as

Add:
——

7.

7_

[Z]

[Z]

D

0

D
D

0

mg
Address:

11mg:
~Name:

Delete:

D
D

6.
5»

027679_ _ _ _ _ __
as
file number
number_D_2_76_7_9
as ﬁle

c.. 1
qz..to3G:,
Wzbﬁe
Q

417
417 Remington
Garden
Remington #2,
#2, Garden
.

Incorporated
~nited
nents, Incorporated
nited Comp nents,

( C!.t1ogo2
drtuZoz )

City,
83714
ID 83714
City, ID
.

2270 SS.. Longmont,
83706
2270
Longmont, Boise,
ID 83706
Boise, ID

(Gem
State) Roofing
Rooﬁng &
Gem State
Inc.
Maintenance Inc.
Asphalt Maintenance
Asphalt

read:
type of
of business is
to read:
is amended to
The type

D Retail
Retail Trade
Trade
D
D Wholesale Trade D

Agriculture
Agriculture

[Z]

Construction
Construction

Services
Services

D

Manufacturing

D
D

D

Utilities
Transportation and Public
Public Utilities

Insurance, and Real Estate
Finance, Insurance,
Mining

The name and address to
should be addressed
future correspondence should
to which future
to read:
is
is changed to
read:
United
Components,
Garden City,
Suite #2,
Remingmn Suite
ID 83714
83714
United Components, Incorporated,
Incorporated, 417 Remington
#2. Garden
City, ID

is:
8. Name and address forthis
for this acknowledgment copy is:

8.

United
Incorporated
Components, Incorporated
United Components,
Suite #2
Remington Suite
417 Remington
ID 83714
Garden
83714
Garden City,
City, ID

Signature:
Signature:

Secretary
of State
State use only
Secretary of
only

%

%QMM./~—\
U2, ~QG--------~-~j-0
0U
Q

Jeff Flynn
Printed
Jeff
Printed Name: -Flynn
-----------

Capacity: ___President
P_r_es_id_e_n_t_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Capacity:

SW

STRTE
0F STATE
IDAHO
SECRETARY OF
IMHO SECRETARY

Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
‘

‘

1 0 /26./2011 0 5: 00
CK:
CT: 225015 BH: 12957255
1B
CK. 14096
QWEN
11 ~g 10.
= 10.00
ASSUF! A
MEN # 33
1g gm SASSUﬁ
13 00 =

Printed
Printed Name:
Name. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
‘

-

p33

:3

Capacity:
Capacity:

Reum

abn_anend.pm~ Rev.07f.!01D
abn_an5ndpﬂkl

DI

·1
1)

A1,} 6,7
J,1G79
7Q
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CERTIFICATE OF
ASSUMED BUSINESS NAME

_ __ _,

HOST
Ii
OCT 25
26 éf'iii}:
f1M /0: 83
03

Pursuant to
to Section
the undersigned
53-504, Idaho Code,
Section 53-504,
Code. the
for filing
Assumed Business Name.
submits for
certiﬁcate of
ofAssumed
ﬁling a certificate

_

‘7

n

__

t

"i:

~-

'I

b

Please gge
type or print
grint legibly.
legibly.
Instructions
Instructions are included on back of
of application.
application.

TE

bi
r

IDAHO

1. The assumed business name which
which the
the transaction
undersigned use(s)
the undersigned
in the
transaction of
of
use(s) in
business
is:
business is:
.

& PAVING
ASPHALT MAINTENANCE a

2. The true
true name{s)
address(es) of
the entity
entity or
ofthe
or individual(s)
doing
individual(s) doing
name(s) and business address(es)
.

business
the assumed business
business name:
business under the
Name
UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCoR,Poie.A-T£D
COMPONENTS. INCompom'rEb

0)

(/ C__
Z-& 3 (0}
a I/ C/(ZLQ-a
’\

Complete Address
Address
Comglete

417 REMINGTON SUITE #2

GARDEN CITY,
33714
ID 83714
CITY, ID

3. The general
general type
transacted under the
the assumed business
business name is:
is:
business transacted
of business
type of
.

D

Retail
Retail Trade
Trade

D

Wholesale Trade
Wholesale
Trade

D

D

Construction
Agriculture
Agriculture

0
D

Manufacturing
Manufacturing

D

Finance,
Estate
Insurance, and Real Estate
Finance, Insurance,

Services
Services

D
D

Utilities
Transportation and Public Utilities

Mining
Mining

4. The name and address to
to which
future
which future
correspondence should be addressed:
addressed:
.

UNITED COMPONENTS, INC.
417 REMINGTON SUITE #2

Submit cemﬁ‘fate
Certificate of
Sme‘t
0f

Assumed Business
Busmess
Name and
and $25.00
fee t0:
to:
$2500 fee
Secretary
of State
State
Secretary of
450 North 4th
4th Street
Street
PO Box 83720
Boise ID 83720—0080
83720-0080
3344301
208 334-2301

GARDEN CITY,
CITY, ID
ID 83714

5. Name and address for
for this
this acknowledgment
.

i8
copy
COpy is

{if
than# 4 above):
other lhan
above):
(if other

Q

i‘r‘

Secretary of
of Stata
Stale use only
Secretary
only

QvﬁF/Quia/‘H—
~
'--1--Ycf''"

Signature:
Signature:~
'Su
JEFQQNN
Printed
:JEFF"'~t~NN
Printed Name:
Name: ------------

Capacity/Title:_PR_E_S_I_D_E_N_T
Capacity/Title; PRESIDENT _ _ _ _ _ _ __

IDAHO SECRETARY OF STATE

IDAHO SECRETARY UF STATE

Signature:
S
ignature:--------------

Printed
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Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Amy King, Deputy Clerk

Te1Ti
Telri Pickens
Pickens Manweiler,
Manweiler, ISB No. 5828
Shannon Pearson,
Pearson, ISB No.
No. 10027
PICKENS COZAKOS, P.A.

398 S.
S. 9th
9th Street,
Suite 240
Street, Suite
Box 915
915
Boise, Idaho
Idaho 83701
Boise,
Telephone: 208.954.5090
Telephone:
Facsimile: 208.954.5099
208.954.5099
Facsimile:
teITi@pickenslawboise.com
terri
ickenslawboise.com
shannon@pickenslawboise.com
shannonQDpickenslawboise.com
P.O.
P.O.

Attorneys for Defendant
Defendant
Attorneysfor
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING,
IN CORPORATED,
INCORPORATED,
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff,
V.
V.

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.
Defendant.

CV01-18-13437
Case No.
No. CVOl-18-13437

DECLARATION OF TERRI PICKENS
MANWEILER IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT’S
DEFENDANT'S CROSS MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

the following
t0 Idaho
Idaho
pursuant to
I,
declaration pursuant
following declaration
I, TERRI PICKENS MANWEILER make the

Code§§ 9-1406:
9-1406:
Code
1.
1.
of the
the
of

I am the
attorney of
as such,
the attorney
of record
record for
for Defendant,
and as
personal knowledge
Defendant, and
such, II have personal

I

facts
facts herein.
herein.
2.
2.

a record
all business
business filings
record of
ﬁlings..
website contains
0f State
of all
contains a
The Idaho
Idaho Secretary
State website
Secretary of

3.
3.

II accessed
Secretary of
of State
website during
during the
pendency of
litigation
the litigation
the pendency
0f the
accessed the
the Idaho
Idaho Secretary
State website

and
items and
and records.
the following
records.
following items
and found
found the
4.

4.

Richard Silvia
ﬁled a
a Certificate
0f Assumed Business
Business
Ceﬁiﬁcate of
Silvia filed
Richard

with the
the Idaho
Idaho
Name with

Secretary
which provided
provided that
he would be
be doing
business as
that he
doing business
0n August 12,
as Gem
1997 which
State on
of State
Secretary of
12, 1997

DEFENDANT'S CROSS MOTION
DECLARATION OF TERRI PICKENS MANWEILER IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S
Page I
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, Page
1
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State Roofing.
Rooﬁng. A true
true and accurate copy of
0f the Ce1iificate
Certiﬁcate of Assumed Business Name is
attached
is attached
State

hereto as Exhibit A.
5.
5.

Silvia filed
ﬁled the
the Atiicles
Articles oflncorporation
State
of Incorporation for
for Gem State
On December 19,
19, 2000, Mr. Silvia

Rooﬁng Incorporated with the Idaho Secretary of State.
State. A true
true and accurate copy
Articles
the Articles
Roofing
copy of the

of Incorporation are attached hereto as Exhibit B.
6.
6.

State website also
also contains a record of all
all trademark
The Idaho Secretary of State

registrations and renewals.
registrations
7.
7.

Idaho Secretary of State
the Idaho
accessed the
website during the
State website
the pendency of
litigation
ofthis
II accessed
this litigation

records.
found the
the following items and records.
and found
8.
8.

ﬁled an Application for
for Registration
Registration of
0f Trademark
On April 8,
8, 2002, Richard Silvia filed

true and accurate copy
State. A true
is
the Application is
Service Mark with the Idaho Secretary of State.
copy of the

as Exhibit C.
attached hereto as
9.
9.

State of Idaho issued a Certificate
Ceﬂiﬁcate of Registration
Registration of
On May 2,
2, 2002, the State

t0 Gem State
State Roofing,
Inc. stating
stating the first
ﬁrst use was November 1997 and
Rooﬁng, Inc.
Trademark-Service Mark to

true and accurate copy of the
the Certificate
Certiﬁcate is
is
the expiration of the trademark was May 2,
2, 2012. A true

as Exhibit D.
attached hereto as
10.
10.

Exhibit D attached hereto,
in Exhibit
Ceﬂiﬁcate of Registration shows the
the
hereto, the Certificate
As shown in

trademark assigned
Plaintiff is
is as
as follows:
assigned to
follows:
to Plaintiff
trademark

11.
11.

0n the Idaho Secretary
0f State
State website,
or applications
applications
website, no renewals or
Secretary of
Per my search on

the trademark
trademark expired
have been filed
Plaintiff and the
expired on
0n May 2,
ﬁled by
2, 2012.
by Plaintiff

DEFENDANT’S CROSS MOTION
DECLARATION OF TERRI PICKENS MANWEILER IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, Page 2
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12.
12.

an
State an
with the
December 29,
Michelle Flynn
ﬁled with
the Idaho
Idaho Secretary
of State
On December
2004, Michelle
Secretary of
Flynn filed
29, 2004,
On

Asphalt
Registration of
0f Trademark
Trademark Service
Service Mark
Mark for
for Gem
and Asphalt
State Roofing
Application for
for Registration
Gem State
Rooﬁng and
Application
is attached
Maintenance. A
A true
true and
and accurate
accurate copy
0f the
the Application
Application is
attached hereto
hereto as
Exhibit E.
E.
as Exhibit
copy of
Maintenance.

13.
13.

Trademark Service
Service Mark
same day
Registration of
was issued
Mark was
that same
Certiﬁcate of
A Certificate
of Registration
ofTrademark
issued that
day
A

such
trademark was
and provides
provides that
that the
the first
ﬁrst use
use of
of the
the trademark
was in
in 1985
and that
that such
1985 and
Idaho and
of Idaho
State of
the State
by
by the
is
A true
and accurate
2014. A
Certiﬁcate is
December 29,
true and
accurate copy
the Certificate
trademark would
expire on
0n December
of the
would expire
29, 2014.
copy of
trademark

Exhibit F.
hereto as
as Exhibit
F.
attached hereto
attached
14.
14.

State
F attached
the trademark
trademark assigned
attached hereto,
assigned to
Gem State
shown in
Exhibit F
in Exhibit
to Gem
As shown
hereto, the
As

the following:
following:
is the
Maintenance is
Asphalt Maintenance
and Asphalt
Rooﬁng and
Roofing

GEM
EM
STATE
STATE
ROOFING
ROOFING
15.
15.

0f
Registration for
Application for
for Registration
Assignment of
for Assignment
December 1,
an Application
On December
2014, an
1, 2014,
On

Registration of
of Trademark
Trademark was
ﬁled by
Jeff Flynn.
Renewal Registration
was filed
for Renewal
Application for
Trademark and
and an
an Application
Flynn.
by Jeff
Trademark

Exhibit G.
are attached
attached hereto
hereto as
as Exhibit
Applications are
these Applications
copies of
G.
True and
and accurate
accurate copies
of these
True
16.
16.

0f
the State
State of
of Idaho
Idaho issued
issued aa Ce1iificate
Ceﬂiﬁcate of
Assignment of
of Assignment
December 1,
On December
2014, the
1, 2014,
On

A true
and accurate
accurate
United Components
Components Inc.
Inc. A
the trademark
trademark to
to United
true and
assigning the
Trademark assigning
Registration of
ofTrademark
Registration
Exhibit H.
hereto as
as Exhibit
H.
attached hereto
Ceﬂiﬁcate is
is attached
of this
this Ce1iificate
copy of
copy
17.
17.

Renewal
State of
Idaho also
also issued
Certiﬁcate Renewal
the State
issued aa Ce1iificate
of Idaho
December 1,
On December
2014, the
1, 2014,
On

State
renewed the
Gem State
Inc. had
Components Inc.
had renewed
the Gem
United Components
Trademark noting
that United
noting that
Registration of
of Trademark
Registration
is
and accurate
Certiﬁcate is
Trademark. A
A true
true and
accurate copy
of the
the Certificate
Maintenance Trademark.
Asphalt Maintenance
and Asphalt
Rooﬁng and
copy of
Roofing

Exhibit I.
I.
hereto as
attached hereto
as Exhibit
attached
18.
18.

the first
ﬁrst use
the trademark
in 1985
1985
trademark was
Exhibit I,
use of
was in
of the
the Ce1iificate
attached as
as Exhibit
Certiﬁcate attached
Per the
I, the
Per

2024.
December 29,
until December
and it
not expire
expire until
did not
it did
29, 2024.
and

DEFENDANT’S CROSS
IN SUPPORT
OF DEFENDANT'S
MOTION
SUPPORT OF
MANWEILER IN
CROSS MOTION
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DECLARATION OF
OF TERRI
DECLARATION
Page 33
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FOR
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19.
19.

Inc. is
for United Components Inc.
still in
is still
in place.
place.
The trademark for

20.
20.

entered
Plaintiff and Gem State
Rooﬁng and Asphalt Maintenance entered
In
October 2005,
In October
State Roofing
2005, Plaintiff

accurate copy
Settlement Agreement. A true
true and accurate
into
into a
a Trademark Settlement
attached to
to the
the Complaint
copy was attached
is also
also attached
attached hereto
hereto as
as Exhibit J.
J.
filed
ﬁled on June
June 20,
20, 2018 and is

21.
21.

Rooﬁng
Settlement Agreement on behalf
signed the
the Settlement
behalf of Gem State
State Roofing
Michelle Flynn
Flynn signed

I.
Exhibit I.
and Asphalt Maintenance. See Exhibit

22.
22.

not a
a party
the Settlement
Settlement Agreement nor
referenced
United Components was not
to the
nor referenced
party to

anywhere in
Agreement.
Settlement Agreement.
in the
the Settlement
23.
23.

interest in
Michelle Flynn
Michelle
has no interest
in United Components.
Flynn has

CERTIFICATION
the law of the
the State
the
pursuant to
that the
II declare
to the
State of Idaho
Idaho that
declare under penalty
perjury pursuant
penalty of pe1jury

foregoing
correct.
foregoing is
is true
true and correct.
DATED: February
February 13,
2019.
13, 2019.

Terri Pickens
Pickens Manweiler
Isl
/S/ Terri
TERRI PICKENS MANWEILER

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
the foregoing
that on February
foregoing
served the
II HEREBY CERTIFY that
electronically served
February 13,
2019, II electronically
13, 2019,
E—File system,
sent a
aNotice
Electronic Filing
Filing to
document using
Notice of Electronic
following
the following
to the
iCouIT E-File
using the
the iCourt
system, which sent
persons:
persons:

Ryan T.
T. McFarland
Ritter PLLC
McFarland Ritter
P.O.
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian,
Meridian, ID 83680

D First
First Class
Class Mail
D Facsimile
Facsimile -— 208.895.1270
D Hand Delivery
Delivery
— gan@mcfarlandritter.com
~
E iComis
iCourts -1yan@mcfarlandritter.com

/s/ Terri
Terri Pickens
Isl
Pickens Manweiler
Terri Pickens Manweiler
Ten-i

DEFENDANT’S CROSS MOTION
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CERTIFICATE OF ASSUMED
AS$UME1:>. ·BUSINESS
BUSINESS NAME
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I
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•
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•
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•

OF' STATE; STATE OF IDAHO
To
SECRETARY OF'$.TATEi:8'rATE·OF
To the
the SEC~ETARY
IDAHC!>
Pursuant to
53-504.- lclaho
to Section
Purswant
Section 53-504,·
notice Qf
gives notice
Idaho Code,
underalgned gfves
Code. the
the undersigned
Q!
aooption of
adoption
of an Assumed Bualneas
~c
Business Name.
(ﬁr

,.,

,.

V:
~

1~
Ea

"
=:y;
//
1.
, . The assumed buslne&1
which the
the transectlot,',()f
business name which
the undersigned
transacﬂOﬁ '0! (·.)
undersigned uae(a)
mom InIn the
busineﬁs

ls.

buslneis Is:
.

·

n
r
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~oot:~

C
er ~
Gem
~
r \ Sim
c-2_~:tf-z
‘

'

~ - -:(:

1:;,_ ~

.

“o

1.

\

enﬁtyw
The true
doing
2. The
true name(s)
addreaa(ea) of
of mo
the entity
or
name(s) and b.uatnu,
business: addms(oa)
lndivlduaKs) doing
o: lndivldual(a)
ousiness
the assumed
under the
ousiness under
business-name ls/are:
assumed bJJslnen·name
Islam:

fu

I

'7:

93x

Pt..c:.b1 ~'s,:,v'.,·c,, ea M't!uo11s11e,~,u.
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33;s
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333$;
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3‘
Is:
of buslneaa
bualnoas name la:
general type
3.
The general
type of
tranaacteQ under tho
the assumed bualnesa
business transacted
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ALE;—
Signed
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By
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Submit Certificate
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State
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ARTICLES OFINCORPORATION
OF INCORPORATION

_Q

w
U.

~

ORIGINAL
IN RED
ORIGINALINRED

·:-:o

:3:
-::c

''<i
)3

~

~
-"
’m
P1..,

•_,J

C
C

0F
OF
INCORPORATED
GEM STATE ROOF1NG,
ROOFINGJNCORPORATED

E
of the
the corporation
State Roofing,
corporation is Gem State
1. Name. The name of
1.
Incorporated.
Roofing, Incorporated.
1's

shares. The aggregate
2.
Authorized shares.
the corporation
aggregate number of
2. Authorized
shares the
of shares
corporation is
is
all‘
shall be
authorized to
to issue
issue shall
be One Thousand (1000)
shares, all of
of which shall
be common voting
authorized
shall be
voting
(1000) shares,
stock with
par value
value of
Five Dollars
($5.00) per
per share.
share.
Dollars ($5.00)
of Five
with a
stock
a par

agent. The registered
registered office
office and agent.
3.
Registered office
of the
the corporation
office of
located
3. Registered
corporation is
is located
al
registered agent
address is
its registered
agent at
at that
is Richard
that address
Idaho, and its
G.
Richard G.
Drive, Hailey,
Glenbrook Drive,
at 3171
3171 Glenbrook
Hailey, Idaho,
Silvia.
Silvia.

4. Incorporator.
the
4.
of the
the incorporator
is Richard
incorporator is
Incomorator. The name of
Richard G.
and the
G. Silvia,
Silvia, and
incorporator's
Post Office
Idaho (83333).
incorporator’s address
Office Box 3171,
is Post
address is
3171, Hailey,
Hailey, Idaho
(83333).
the initial
is: Richard
5.
Initial director.
director. The name and address
Richard G.
of the
director is:
initial director
address of
G.
5. Initial
Silvia,
Post Office
Office Box 3171,
Idaho (83333).
3171, Hailey,
Hailey, Idaho
Silvia, Post
(83333).

6.
purpose. The purpose
purpose for
this corporation
corporation is
organized is
for which this
is organized
is the
the
6. Corporate
Comorate pumose.
corporations may be
incorporated under
which corporations
be incorporated
the
under the
Act.
Corporation Act.
Idaho
Business Corporation
Idaho Business
for
transaction of
and all
all lawful
business for
lawful business
of any
transaction
any and

In witness
witness whereof,
In
whereof,
December, 2000.
2000.
December,

11
15'“
of Incorporation
subscribed these
II have
have subscribed
these Articles
Incorporation this
day
Articles of
this 15'
of
day of

c/hs= ~
Richard G.
Incorporator
Riéhard
G. Silvia,
Silvia, Incorporator

Rooﬁng\aniclcs.inc
State Roofing\articles.inc
G:\WPDATA\CORP\Gem State
November 28,
28, 2000
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EXHIBIT C
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~~ 3)f4~
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Singla.l!I~
:nM—a

New Roofs

V
p
~

elal Raofs
Melal
Hmls

Composition
eomnoemon

Shakes
snakes

Nzw-Zoof

Re-Roofs
e oo s

W WW5

mm •PLICATION
'PLICATION FOR
Residential
F
TRADEMARK_SERVWERW§ 32
F TRADEMARK-SERV~AFR~~
?:lol'/Nb,~
oof'NG‘\% .
Commercial
32
0F
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OF
IDAHO
;:;t..,... i_;·,-,r.,y . . ,. . .
Q“
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0F
208.578.0212

Snow Removal
Removal

Repairs

nessuenuar

commercial

RICK SILVIA
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208.578.0212
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using in
in the
the State
State of
ofldaho
the trademark-servkze mark
.md
Idaho lh;·trademark•servloe
ls now usi~g
5nd is
mark lIdd ~ d
d

corporation association,
partnership. corporation,
association. union,
below,
believes that
that no
other individual,
firm, partnership.
the
individual, ﬁrm,
or other
other organization
union, or
organization has the
no other
below and beiieves
below"in
In connection with
wllh the
simllar goods or
or similar
services identified
right
ua!'suctulademark-servlce mark In
the same or
or services
identified below
In U,is
right to
to uwsuchnademark-servica
this

t5i

in such near resemblance thereto
o: in
thereto as might be calculated
State,
ei~r in
i!;!!Jntlcal form thereof
thereof or
to deceive
or to be
calculated to
deceive orto
m tEQnﬂcal
State, either
be
rnistaken~erefc5f.J
~
mistakenﬁerefdf? 2E
mus: be signed by
Com~te
the application
applicalion. Th9
The application must
by an individual,
individual general
general partner
or officer
officer of
of a
padner or
Comﬂate alt
all if,smS on the
[Sling fee.
fee.
of lhe mark and a $30.
corporatiQQ.i Enolpégzme
Enel~OS!'."Jme specimen of
$30: filing
corporaﬁqq,

M

bow

Ma

Union &bel.
Check bo!,-? if ~ a Union
Check
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if
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1.
1.
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Namwapphe

2.
2.

Busmﬁs addﬁss
Busin~a~:

3.
3.

genera! panners: _ _ __ _/A
applicantis
partnership. name the general
If applicant
If
is a partnership,
,_tJ~+-+-------------

4.

state of
partnership. give
limited liability
If
or partnership,
give state
of domestication:
IIability company or
corporation, limited
is a corporation,
If applicant
applicant is

5.
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Describe
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fall: - - - ' - " " - + - - - - - - - - - - - - or services
particular goods or
o! class
Number of
in which above partlculargoods
services fall:
Classe.·
lis1ed 0n
on bazkride
back.side
C105”! lirfed
($30.00
filing fee per c/asi
class code)
code)
($30.00ﬂllngfu

7.
7.

or services in
Describe
kind(s) of
in the
the above claés which the
trademark—service mark Is
the kind(s)
ol goods or
the trademark-service
ls used to
Describe 1he
to identify:
identify:

class
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anywhere: _ _ _MAJ PA Lr r
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Date of
first use of
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01 first
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USE PRIOR
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Date
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of first
first use of
of trademark-service
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rn.

manner in
in which the
wm be used (Le.
(i.e. on the
the foods.
foods. on labels
or tags.
tags, on displays.
signs, on
the mark will
iabels or
displays, on signs,
letteron letter-

the
10. State
Stale the

heads,
cards, etc.):
business cards.
in advertising
910.):
advertising materials,
materials, on business
heads, in

11.
if different from above:
above:
address ifdlﬂerantfrom
mailing address
11. Person
Person and mailing

3m e Ham,
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Vo {':,,,, ~
- 1:i")
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- - - Phone(::/DY)
Phone gov)
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Filing Office
Ofﬁce Use Only
F~ing
Only

-
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ﬁling fee
fee to:
to:
Submit Application;
Application; Specimen and $30.00
$30.00 filing

SECRETARY OF STATE
Trademark Division
Division
700 West Jefferson.
Jefferson, Room 203
P.O.
PAC). Box 83720
Boise ID
ID 83720-0080
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ADDENDUM TO QUESTION LINE
LD‘IE 5
5
APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION OF
TRADEMAKRK-SERVICE MARK
STATE
ST
ATE OF
0F IDAHO

BH2457666
FOR: GEM STATE ROOFING,
ROOFING. CT: 159330,
[59330, BH:457666

'llr 1 El
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7
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7
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W

W
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H‘J DETAIL THE EXACT MARK TO BE REGISTERED"
“DESCRIBE IN
"DESCRIBE

FM“,

‘m'

State of
2.
Profile
with aa diamond overlayed
of Idaho
the State
Profile of the
2. The mark:
over the
Idaho with
the south
south
overlayed over
the state,
central
state. with rays
central portion
0f the
the diamond. A line
rays emanating from the
portion of
the
behind the
line behind
the l'state
The State
State of Idaho interests
interests the
.itate profile,
profile
proﬁle of the
proﬁle, and pitches
in the
pitches up in
the middle
middle like
like a
a
profile and the
roof—line. Arching over the
roof-line.
the state
state profile
the roof
pitch are
roof line
line pitch
arc the
the words "Gem
Inc.” The arching
are the
“Rooﬁng,
the words ..
proﬁle are
the state
state profile
State" Curving under the
Roofing, Tnc."
arching and
and
line (where the
the roof line
curving
words
al a
curving words meet at
a-circle of
a center
center line
Lo form a-circle
line starts)
of words
starts) to
stale of Idaho profile.
the state
profile.
the roof
An example of
around
of the
roof line
line and the
around the
the mark is
is attached
attached
on aa business
business card
card submitted
with the
the application.
application.
submitted with

DEFENDANT0023

000220

EXHIBIT D
EXHIBITD

000221

State
State of
of Idaho
r

Office-~f
the s·ecretary
of Stater—-Office of the
Secretary ~f-State-

~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ····~-- CERTIFICATE
REGISTRATION OF TRADEMARK-SERVICE MARK
STATE OF IOAHO
IDAHO
of the records of
of TrademarKs
Trademarks
custodian of
I, Pete
of Idaho and custodian
of State
State of
T. Canarrusa,
Pete T.
Csnarrusa, Secretary
Secretary of
ﬂied on
to the
Registration filed
TrademarkIServica Mark Registration
and
the follov.iing
following Trademark/Service
certify to
Service Marks,
hereby certify
Marks, do hereby
and Service
l,

05/02/2002.
05/02/2002.
Name of
of Registrant:
Registrant:
Business
Address:
Business Address:

No: 17232
File
File No:

GEM STATE ROOFING
ROOFING,, INC.
Box 3916
PO Sox
83333
Hailey
ID B3333
Halley ID

Class:
Class: 37

First
Idaho: 11/1997
First Use in
in Idaho:

of Incorporation:
State
Idaho
Incorporation: Idaho
State of

First
Anyvn‘oere: 11/1997
First Use Anywhere:

Date: 5/2/2012
5/2/2012
Expiration
Expiration Date:

Goods or
wth which
is used:
used: ROOFING MATERIALS AND SERVICES
which mark is
Services with
or Services

"PROFILE OF THE STATE OF
0F IDAHO WITH A DIAMOND
Registered
Mark: ™PROFILE
Trademark—Servics Mark:
Registered Trademark-Service
OVERLAYED OVER THE SOUTH CENTRAL PORTION OF THE STATE, WITH RAYS EMANATING
IDAHO INTERESTS THE
0F THE STATE OF IOAHO
FROM THE DIAMOND. A LINE BEHIND THE PROFILE OF
ROOF-LINE. ARCHING OVER THE
STATE PROFILE,
IN THE MIDDLE LIKE A ROOF-LINE.
PROFILE, AND PITCHES UP IN
STATE'. CURVING UNDER
STATE PROFILE AND THE ROOF LINE PITCH ARE THE WORDS "GEM STATE".
INC." THE ARCHING AND CURVING WORDS
THE STATE PROFILE ARE THE WORDS "ROOFING. INC."
0F WORDS
MEET AT A CENTER LINE (WHERE THE ROOF LINE STARTS) TO FORM A CIRCLE OF
AROUND THE ROOF LINE AND THE STATE OF IDAHO PROFILE.
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EXHIBIT E
EXHIBITE

000223

71/ ii
7”“

APPLICATION FOR
REGISTRATION OF TRADEMARK-SERVICE MARK
COLLECTIVE OR CERTIFICATION MARK .
STATE OF IDAHO

.

I

‘

‘

'

‘

_

. . i'

~

V

The applicant
applicant swears that
that he has adopted and is
is now using
in the
the State
State of
Idaho lhe
the lrademark—service
trademark-service mark
identified
using in
of Idaho
mark ide'nlified
be|ow‘ and believes
other individual
individual., (Irm,
or other
other organization
organization has (he
the
below,
believes that
that no other
firm , partnership.
partnership. corporation.
corporation, association.
association , union,
union , or
right lo
in connection
right
lo use such lrademark-servxce
trademark-service mark in
connect ion with
with the
the same or
or similar
similar goods or
services identified
identified below
in
this
or services
in
this
below
Stale.
Stale. either
either in
in the
the identical
identical form thereofor
thereof or in
thereto as might
be calculated
calculated lo
to deceive
deceive or
or to
to be
in such near resemblance (hereto
m:ght be
mistaken therefor.
therefor.
the application.
application. The application
application must be signed
signed by
individual, general
general partner
or officer
officer of
of aa
Complete all
all items
items on the
partner or
by an individual.

corporation.
corporation. Enclose

one specimen of
of the
the mark as
as actually
actually used in
in commerce and aa $30.
$30. filing
filing fee.
fee.

ﬂ
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Check box J;& ifif this
this 1
sa
Certification Mark or
or Coilective
Collective Mark.
Mark.
is
a Certification
.
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1.
1.

Neme- of (egxsiranl‘ __,
Narneofreg1strnnt·
_ __ G_t.rY\.
__
Bf: [\‘Z\,.__.§?ké3kkge“MMILSXJTLC?

2.

2.

Business address.
address __-_QQ_‘
___ _d,d_-J.i.)_
_____
(.\..~(t.1_.Q
L0 ~;__ --~
dLaii’i':_;/$C
~__(D_;___.L£3r_\
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3.

applicant is
If applicant
If
is a
a parlnership.
partnership. name the
the general
general parlners.
partners

3.

4.
4.
5.
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If applicant
a corporation.
corporation , limited liability company or partnership, give
___ _Jj)______ . ____
applicant is a
give state of domestication:
. domestication:
,, ___ 4mm ”n ____
limited liability

is

lf

0r partnership,

;W’s-Jz

stale 0f

''2:~

mark to
registered:: ~~~ ":\\T-§=g
Describe in
in detail the
the exact ~ark
to be registered
":,
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$2). _EE>&39§:1\L.A_____
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l ________________ . __ -------..
Ejmﬂ

in which
Number of
class in
which above particular
goods or
services fall
particulargoods
of class
or services
fall:: .. -~

(S3llJJ().fi/i11g.f'ee
p1•1· clms
c/11.n cmlc}
code)
($30.00ﬁliu‘gfce par

7.

7.

r

Alum

Describe the
the kind(s)
kind(s) ofgoods
of goods or
or services
in the
the above class
class which the
the trademark-service mark is
is used to
to identify:
identify:
services in

_J
.
,&)
. . ,· . •
-- ----~.fil:tLfr:\..~"'°- ..~-u:11.~
___=\i:...__ ~ ~~,)_ic~J.,l ~i...cc.VL _ __ .. _____ __ .. ___________
...7._:E_cn§m.:v.mm.mw:t:f_Qohﬁuidggpicgm___. .. _______
-___ .
~

8.

8.

___“

._

9.

.

7£5 _________ .. -·--·{wok
___ ·--- ____
···---·-----------·- ______
RU:/ ~TR.-1

Dale offirst
in Idaho:
Date
of first use oftrademark-service
of trademark-service mark in
Idaho: ___ ______[_(]:&5,_-___
_/
.wa'xr
.\-i/.'ST Hr:
Rf,' r.:

__-.

________._.,__ ,‘__-~__.___..____, “___.”

m
(5‘5 _________________________
Date
of ﬁrs!
first use
of trademark-service
mark anywhere:_~
_· · _ 3B
\ ~ 't[S
_
trademark-service mark
Date of
use of
anywherez_#
__ .._
.:.\

9,

____ -··-- __ ·--..
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in which the
10. Slate
10.
State the
the manner in
the mark
wiil be used (Le.
(i. e. on the
the foods,
foods . on labels
labels or
or lags.
tags . on
on displays,
displays, on
on signs
on lettermar wiil
lettersigns.. on

materials on business ca_rds
advertising material~
heads,
cards.. eta):
heads. in
in adv~rtis~g
etc.)_:

_____ _
_Q.fu.
',l_.._) _QQLLILK,
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11.

Personand
mailingaddressifdiﬁerentfromabove:
Person and mailing
address if different from above : -_,_4___‘__________,.
-------·--- --------- ·--···
·----··· --· ___.. ___.___,_,_
___ ________ ··,,____-__.__
- -· --------·___“ --________,____V___,
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Application, Specimen and $30.00
filing fee
Submit Application.
to:
$30.00 ﬁling
fee to:
SECRETARY OF STATE
Trademark
Division
Trademarlevision
West Jefferson. Room203
Room 203
700 WestJeﬁerson,
P.O. Box 83720
P.o.
Boise ID
83720-0080
IDBSTZO-OOBO
Boise

\
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QMLW

IMHO
IDAHO SECRETARY
SECRETGRY

OF STATE

0F STATE

12/29/2004
05:00
c1K_EE/E%962133I34a 3572369689
CK:
2275 CT: 132330 BH: 783969
'ama
=
'3e.aa
l a~ 30.00 = 30.00 TRADE
NARK#u 33
IRADE HARK
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Make Checks payable to:
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000224

EM

:Ii~~
F45

STATE

ROOFING

. £3”;
;s-J}"i
7333,
~,.~.s:,

Rooﬁng
All
Types of Roofing
AllTypes
HOMES RESIDENTIAL•
RESIDENTIAL COMMERCIAL
MOBILE HOMES•
'

'

Composib'on 1c
BuIIt-up •- Composition
Built-up
Shahs
& Shakes
'
in linseed
Specializing in
Specializing
Modified
Linseed Oiling
Modiﬁed Coatings
Coaﬁngs
Olling •
JEFF FLYNN
338-93“
Boise
Boise (208)
208; 338-9318
136-9431
2210 S.
S.Longmont
103 736-9437
2270
Longmont
Twin
Falls (208}
Twin Falls
ID 83706
383-846!
Boise,
Fax
53106
Boise. ID
Fax (208)
(208) 388-3461

DEFENDANT0020
DEFENDANTOOZO

000225

EXHIBIT F
EXHIBITF

000226

State of Idaho
CERTIFICATE
REGISTRATION OF TRADEMARK-SERVICE MARK
STATE OF IDAHO
DENNEY, Secretary
of State
State of
of Idaho and custodian
custodian of
I, LAWERENCE DENNEY,
the records
Secretary of
records of
ofthe
of
to the
the following
Marks, do hereby
Trademarks and Service
Service Marks,
following Trademark/Service Mark
certify to
hereby certify
Registration ﬁled
Registration
filed on December 29,
2004.
29, 2004.
I,

Name of
of Registrant:
Registrant: UNITED COMPONENTS INCORPORATED
BUSineSS Address:
Business
417 REMINGTON ST #2
BOISE, ID 83714
File Number:
Number: 018267
File

Domestication: IDAHO
State of
of Domestication:
State

Class: International
International 37
Class:
First Use in
in Idaho:
Idaho: 01/01/1985
01/01/1 985
First

First Use Anywhere:
01I01/1 985
First
Anywhere: 01/01/1985

Expiration:: 12/29/2024
Expiration

with which mark is
is used:
used:
Goods or
or Services with
ROOFING MATERIALS AND INSTALLATION

Trademark—Service Mark:
Registered Trademark-Service
Mark:
DIAMOND SHAPE WITH RAYS OF LIGHT COMING OFF THE DIAMOND WITH AN UPSIDE DOWN V WITH
T0 THE SIDE
THE WORDS "GEM STATE ROOFING" TO

Reproduction of
the mark:
of the
mark:

GEM
EM

STATE
ROOFING

a/M
c(~~
~;~'tV
Lawerence Denney

Secretary of
of State

Processed by:
Division
by: Business Division

000227

EXHIBIT G
EXHIBITG
000228

- - -- - - ·-

- -·- -

APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION 2g;
~
0F ASSIGNMENT OF
0F TRADEMARK-SERVI~
OF
~RK
TRADEMARK-SERwog, mARK
‘/
STATE OF
&X(
0F IDAHO
;..z,x...:,., '/
<9»

A
"Y/.,

' ,.,...,, ,

The assignor
assignor named herein
The
herein states
states that
that he has heretofore
heretofore registered
the State
State of
the·
registered in
in the
of Idaho
Idaho the'
trademark-service
trademark-service mark identiﬁed
identified below. The assignor
assignor further
further states
states that
has transferred
transferred all
all right
that he
he has
right
and
interest in
in the
and interest
the trademark-service mark to
to the
the assignee.
assignee. The
The assignee
assignee states
states that
that he
he has
has
adopted
is now using
adopted and
and is
using in
in the
the State
State of
of Idaho
the trademark—service
trademark-service mark
mark identified
Idaho the
identiﬁed below.
below.
Pursuant
48-507. Idaho Code,
Pursuant to
to Section 48-507,
the undersigned
applies
for the
the assignment
Code. the
undersigned hereby
hereby applies for
assignment
registration of
of its
trademark/service mark.
registration
its trademark/service
mark.

Rooﬁng & Asphalt
1.
of assignor;
assignor: Gem State
State Roofing
Asphalt Maintenance,
INC.
Maintenance. lNC.
1, Name of

2.
2,

Incorporated
Name of
of assignee;
assignee: United
United Components Incorporated

ID 83714
Boise ID
3. Business
of assignee;
assignee: 417
417 Remington Streei
Street #1
#1 Boise
83714
Business address
address of

3,

4. If
assignee is
is a partnership,
the general
general partners:
If assignee
partnership, name me
partners:

4.

N/A_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_Nt_A

Idaho_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
5. IfIf assignee
assignee is
corporation, give
give state
state of
of incorporation:
incorporation: _l_da_h_o
a corporation,
is a

5.

6. The exact
exact registered
registered trademark-service
trademark-service mark assigned
assigned is
described in
as follows:
follows: _ __
is described
detail as
in detail

6.

Diamond shape with
with rays
rays of
of light
light coming off
inside triangle
triangle diamond with
with an upside
upside down V with
with words
words “Gem
"Gem
off inside

State
State

Roofing "" to
to the
the side
side
Rooﬁng

7. The registration‘number
registration number and date
the registered
trademark'-service mark assigned
assigned are:
are:
date of
of the
registered trademark-service
7.

,a-NQ
·No.

Date._ __;_1;_212_.:.9_12_0_04
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1229/2004
Date

18267

37
8. Number of
of class
which above
goods or
or services
services fall:
fall: _ _ _ _ _ _
37_ _ _ __
above particular
particular goods
class in
in which

8.

““2012 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
9.
Date of
of assignment:_
-_1:..:..,1:.:..:,2=0~1.::.2
9. Date
assignment:
-

10. Person and mailing
above:
10.
mailing address if
if different
different from a
bove:----------------

Phone~
338-9318
Phone( 208 338-9318

@LAQQsLA
QR) \J
AssQL-njr

G

-

2;
£f~sa8

I

~

)

Flling
Only
Ofﬁw Use mly
Filing Office

Application and $30.00 ﬁling
filing fee
fee
Submit Application

IDAHO SECRETARY
SECRETARY OF
0E
IDAHO

to:
to:

STATE
STATE:

12/01./2014
12/81/2014 05:00
SECRETARY OF
STATE
.05

D‘V'sm
Trademark Division
4th Street
Street
450 N 4th
PO
P0 Box83720
Box 83720
Boise ID
ID 83720-0080
Boise

~

CK:3999
CT:303663 BH:1451137
3H21451137
cmasag c'rzauseaa
00 T.M
TM ASSIGN #3
1@
= 30.
30.00
30. no =
#3
1e 30.00

Fann
Web Form

ICITIMRKSIASSIGNMT.Pt.16
nwmaksmssmmyus

TM#OTHER####
TMMOTHEW

DEFENDANT000075
DEFENDANTooows
000229

. .... .

702
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APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL
REGISTRATION
REGISTRATION 0F
OF TRADEMARK-SERVICE MARI@L'
MARKii
COLLECTIVE OR CERTIFICATION MARK &~ /
COLLECTIVE
~~
6x Q‘L‘n
STATE OF
0F IDAHO
STATE
~y
'

J~~
63% - '/
·1;:-~1{)

-fA.

4/0/81
(' ,,.rJﬂ 4%
~.7
'f
A
registration is
re qwre d if
th e mark
mar k is
A new
new registration
is required
the
is changed
changed or
or if
the kind
of ggoods
is ex
expanded
from th~~rth '
if the
kind of
oods is
a ndEd from
p
thsggbwg’ﬁh
registration
renewed.
registration being renewed.
·
~ &~ ’82;
"tf"
»
is zorrect sign the application
c'hyh ~
If everything is correct sign the application and return
with the
filing fee.
fee. 1f
If you
you need
make c
return it
it with
a:lfdeverythf?g
the ﬁling
need to
to make
t0 the
re55 or: you aVe ug; alrgggy
to the address
or if you have not already mggg
made the shange
change from the
the us
Class
Codes
the Internatlonal
International Class
Class cades
Codes
US Cl
ass C
Odes to
to the
‘

I

I

f·~e
'

_

'

I

_

Indicate the
indicate
the necessary changes in
the appropriate
appropriate box.
in the
box.

Name
Name and
and Business
Business Address
Address of
of registrant:
registrant:

USE ONLY IF
USE
IF ADDRESS HAS
HAS CHANGED:
CHANGED:

GEM STATE ROOFING ASPHALT MAINTENANCE,
GEM
MAINTENANCE, INC.
INC.
2270 S
S LONGMONT
BOISE, ID
BOISE,
83706 1D 83706-

SkRem
\ﬂ
2—
Km'I~
'3t-,11_z_
qa'fcie.Y\
~3,14
ID 887W
(garden

L‘ ‘1
'-\\"I

-

'

Description of
ofTrademark-Service
Description
Trademark-Service Mark
Mark being
being renewed:
renewed:

:3

is a
If the
the registrant
registrant is
a partnership,
name the
the general
general partners:
partnership, name
partners:
If

DIAMOND SHAPE WITH RAYS OF LIGHT
UGHT COMINé
COMING OFF
OFF TEE
THE

DIAMOND WITH AN UPSIDE DOWN V WITH THE WORDS "GEM
ROOFING" TO
SIDE
T0 THE SIDE

Sl'ATE
STATE

INTERNATIONAL
CLASS CODE:
CODE: 37
INTERNATIONAL CLASS
37
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File
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Number:
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Check'box
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O if this
a Certiﬁcation
Certification Mark or
or Collective
Collective Mark.
this is a
D
if

Is

be signed
an Individual
partner of
partnership applicant,
an ofﬁce
The application
application must
signed by
by an
applicant, by
~ general
general p~rtn~r
of aa partnership
applicant, or
or by
by .an
office
individual applicant,
must be
The
by a
heretofore
State of
The registrant
swears that
that he
1s now using in
m the
the State
of Idaho
Idaho and
and has
herein swears
has heretofore
he is
The
registrant named herein
below.
registered the
the trademark—service
identiﬁed below.
registered
trademc!rk-service mark identified
.
.
.
.
for the
its
Pursuant
to Section
Section 48-506,
48-506, Idaho
Code, the
the undersigned
undersigned hereby
hereby applies
applies for
the renewal
renewal registration
reg1strat1on of
of its
Pursuant to
Idaho Code,

of
of a
corporate applicant.
applicant.
a corporate

trademark-service mark.
mark.
trademark-service
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Trademark Division
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Jefferson, Room 203
203
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West Jefferson,
P.O. BOX
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83720-0080 .
Boise,
ID 83720-0080
Boise, ID
of State
Make
to: Secretary
Secretary of
State
checks payable
Make checks
payable to:
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State of Idaho
CERTIFICATE

ASSIGNMENT REGISTRATION OF TRADEMARK-SERVICE MARK
STATE OF IDAHO
of State of
of Idaho and custodian
of
I, BEN YSURSA
custodian of
of the
the records
YSUHSA,, Secretary
records of
Secretary of
do
to
the
Assignment
of
Service
and
Trademarks
Service Marks,
hereby certify
of the
the following
following
Marks,
certify to the
Trademark/Service Mark Registration
filed on 12/01/2014.
Registration filed
12/01/2014.
l,

INC.
Name of
of Assignor:
Assignor: GEM STATE ROOFING ASPHALT MAINTENANCE, INC.

Name of
Assignee: UNITED COMPONENTS INCORPORATED
of Assignee:
Business
Address: 417 REMINGTON ST #_1
#1
Business Address:
ID 83714
BOISE, ID
State of
of Domestication:
ID
State
Domesticalion: ID

File
No: 18267
File No:
Class:
International 37
Class: International
in Idaho:
Idaho: 1985
First
First Use in

First
Anywhere: 1985
First Use
Us_e Anywhere:

Expiration:
Expiration: 12/29/2014
12/29/201 4

used:
is used:
Goods or
Services with
with which mark is
or Services

ROOFING MATERIALS AND INSTALLATION
Registered
Registered Trademark-Service Mark:
DIAMOND SHAPE WITH RAYS OF LIGHT COMING OFF THE DIAMOND WITH AN
UPSIDE DOWN V WlTH
WITH THE WORDS "GEM STATE ROOFING" TO THE SIDE
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CERTIFICATE
RENEWAL REGISTRATION OF TRADEMARK-SERVICE MARK
STATE OF IDAHO
of
of the
the records
records of
of Idaho and custodian
I, BEN YSURSA, Secretary
custodian of
of State
State of
Secretary of
following
the renewal of
to the
Trademarks
hereby certify
of the
the following
certify to
Service Marks,
Marks, do hereby
and Service
Trademarks and
filed on 12/01/2014.
Trademark/Service Mark Registration
Registration filed
Trademark/Service
I,

Name of
of Registrant:
Registrant: UNITED COMPONENTS INCORPORATED
Business
Address:
Business Address:

417 REMINGTON ST #2
BOISE,
ID 83714
BOISE, ID
State
Domestication: ID
State of
of Domestication:
ID

18267
File
No:
File No:
Class:
37
International 87
Class: International
in Idaho:
Idaho: 1985
First
First Use in

First
Anywhere: 1985
First Use Anywhere:

12/29/2024
Expiration:
Expiration: 12/29/2024

Services with
with which
which mark is
is used:
used:
or Services
Goods or
ROOFING MATERIALS AND INSTALLATION
Registered
Trademark-Service Mark:
Registered Trademark-Service

DIAMOND SHAPE WITH RAYS OF LIGHT COMING OFF THE DIAMOND WITH AN
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000235

TRADEMARK SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT
this
executes this
effective as
hereto executes
as of the
date the
the last
the parties
parties hereto
last of the
the date
THIS AGREEMENT, effective
entered into
Maintenance,
State Roofing
into by
Agreement below,
is entered
Rooﬁng & Asphalt Maintenance,
below, is
by and between Gem State
State Roofing,
Inc.,
Inc.
Rooﬁng, Inc.
Inc., and Gem State

RECITALS
A.

in good
Inc. is
Gem State
Maintenance, Inc.
State Roofing
Idaho Corporation
Corporation in
Rooﬁng & Asphalt Maintenance,
is an
an Idaho
as Flynn,
to
its name to
standing
standing duly
duly organized on May 30,
30, 1995 as
Inc., having amended its
Flynn, Inc.,
State Roofing and Asphalt Maintenance,
having
Gem State
Maintenance, Inc.,
1998, and having
Inc., on December 28,
28, 1998,
“Gem State
Rooﬁng” on July
a Ceniﬁcate
as "Gem
State Roofing"
filed
Certificate of
of Assumed Business Name as
1999,
ﬁled a
July 19,
19, 1999,
asphalt
Falls
primarily
in
the
Boise
and
Twin
Falls
and
which
provides
roofing
and
asphalt
services
services
the
provides
rooﬁng
Boise
and
primarily in
areas.
areas.

B..
B

State Roofing,
Inc. is
Gem State
Corporation in
is an Idaho Corporation
on
organized on
standing duly
Rooﬁng, Inc.
in good standing
duly organized
ﬁled a
the successor
December 18,
Richard Silvia,
is the
successor in
a
interest of
ofRichard
in interest
2000, which is
Silvia, who filed
l8, 2000,
“Gem State
Rooﬁng” on August 12,
and
as "Gem
State Roofing"
Certiﬁcate of
Ce1tificate
of Assumed Business Name as
1997, and
12, 1997,
sewices primarily
area.
which provides
provides roofing
in
the
Blaine
County
area.
rooﬁng services
in
Blaine
the
primarily

C.
C.

parties’ names are
similar
provide similar
parties provide
similar to
arc confusingly
to each other
The parties'
the parties
other and the
confusingly similar
services,
leading to
likelihood of confusion
to a
a likelihood
as to
to source,
sponsorship ofthe
confusion as
ofthe
services, leading
source, origin,
origin, and sponsorship
services.
services.

D.

not performed any
Gem State
Maintenance, Inc.,
State Roofing
Rooﬁng & Asphalt Maintenance,
that it
has not
represents that
it has
Inc., represents
any
the time
during the
work in
time period
in Blaine
period of
other
Blaine County during
to May 26,
of May 26,
2005, other
2002, to
26, 2005,
26, 2002,
the Affidavit
disclosed in
in the
Afﬁdavit of Michelle
than
jobs disclosed
dated May 27,
the jobs
Michelle Flym1
a true
true and
than the
and
2005, a
Flynn dated
27, 2005,
correct
Exhibit A and
and
exhibits is
attached hereto
correct copy
is attached
as Exhibit
hereto as
copy of which and accompanying exhibits
reference. Gem State
incorporated herein
this reference.
State Roofing
herein by
incorporated
Maintenance, Inc.,
Asphalt Maintenance,
Rooﬁng & Asphalt
Inc.,
by this
further
June 1,
execution of this
that from June
this Agreement,
it
represents that
ofexecution
until the
date of
the date
ﬁlrther represents
Agreement, it
2005, until
1, 2005,
that
Blaine
in
has not performed any
in
than
that
which
was
disclosed
in
said
has
work
in
Blaine
County
other
disclosed
said
other
County
than
any
undertakcn any
Affidavit,
that it
not undertaken
dircctgd toward
has not
toward
it has
to solicit
solicit adve1tising
Afﬁdavit, and that
advertising directed
eﬁorts to
any efforts
including but
but not
Blaine County market,
the
market, including
the Names
not limited
the Blaine
in the
limited to
advertising in
to soliciting
soliciting advertising
and Numbers and Sun Valley
Directo,y telephone
telephone directories.
Valley Directory
directories.

E.
E.

State Roofing
Gem State
Asphalt Maintenance,
Maintenance, Inc.
provided roofing
Rooﬁng & Asphalt
Inc. represents
represents that
it has
that it
has provided
rooﬁng
services in
Idaho
for
the
customers
identified
on
Exhibit
B
and asphalt
asphalt services
in Valley
Idaho
Valley County,
for
identiﬁed
the
Exhibit
customers
B
County,
herein by
attached hereto
hereto and incorporated
attached
incomorated herein
this reference.
reference.
by this

F.
F.

that it
it has
represents that
has not
Gem State
State Roofing,
those
not performed any
1110., represents
in any
of those
Rooﬁng, Inc.,
any of
any work in
subpamgraph 2(a)
identiﬁed in
counties
in subparagraph
counties identified
three (3)
other than
the last
than
within the
last three
years other
2(a) below within
(3) years
in subparagraph 4(a)
identiﬁed in
those customers identified
for those
for
below.
Gem
State
Roofing,
Inc.,
below.
State
Inc.,
Rooﬁng,
4(a)
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it
Agreement, it
further represents
represents that
that from June 1,
of this
this Agreement,
execution of
the date
until the
date of
of execution
further
1, 2005 until
coumies
to solicit
the counties
has
of the
efforts to
solicit advertising
directed toward any
not undertaken
undertaken any
advertising directed
has not
any of
any efforts
listed
listed in
subbaragraph 2(a).
in subparagraph
2(a).

G.
G.

or
business or
to resolve
matter without
to do business
this matter
resolve this
not to
The parties
without litigation
litigation by
agreeing not
parties wish to
by agreeing
other’s primary
advertise
market.
advertise in
the other's
in the
primary mark.et.

THEREFORE, IN CONSIDERATION OF THE MUTUAL COVENANTS AND
PROMISES CONTAINED HEREIN, THE PARTIES AGREE AS FOLLOWS:
1.
1.

of this
State Roofing
Rooﬁng &
Commencing immediately
this Agreement,
immediately upon execution of
Agreement, Gem State
Blaine
agrees that
that it
it will
in Blaine
Asphalt
will not
not advertise
or solicit
solicit business
business in
Asphalt Maintenance,
Maintenance, Inc.,
advertise or
1110., agrees
including but
limited to
but not limited
to by,
County,
as
a
non-exhaustive
list
of
examples,
telephone
non—exhaustive
telephone
as
a
list
examples,
County, including
by,
or by
directory
radio or
television advertising,
or television
advertising, radio
advertising, billboards,
billboards, flyers,
directory advertising,
signs, or
ﬂyers, signs,
by
express
or
it
indication,
that it performs
making any
sewices in
performs services
Blaine County.
implied, that
in Blaine
County.
any indication, express or implied,
television advertising
advertising on a Boise or
Radio or
reach
or television
to reach
station that
that happens to
Falls station
or Twin Falls
Rooﬁng
Blaine County is
Blaine
permissible so
is permissible
so long as
as it
it does
does not
that Gem State
State Roofing
not state
state or
or imply
imply that
& Asphalt
Rooﬁng &
State Roofing
sewices in
Asphalt Maintenance,
Maintenance, Inc.,
Blaine County.
Inc., performs services
in Blaine
County. Gem State
advertise in
directories which may
Asphalt
in Twin Falls
Asphalt Maintenance,
Maintenance, Inc.,
telephone directories
Falls telephone
Inc., may advertise
Blaine County so
be
in Blaine
so long
it is
be distributed
Blaine
distributed in
long as
as it
is not
not listed
under any
cities in
in Blaine
listed under
any cities
or
County,
and
does
not
state
or
imply
that
it
performs
services
in
Blaine
County.
state
does not
imply that it performs sewices in Blaine County.
County,

2.
2.

Commencing immediately
execution of
State Roofing,
immediately upon execution
this Agreement,
of this
Agreement, Gem State
Inc.,
Rooﬁng, Inc.,
not advertise
that it
agrees that
it will
advertise or
will not
agrees
business in
solicit business
or solicit
in the
subparagraph
the counties
listed in
in subparagraph
counties listed
including but
t0 by,
limited to
but not
2(a),
non—exhaustive list
not lin1ited
as a
a non-exhaustive
telephone
list of
of examples,
examples, telephone
2(a), including
by, as
radio or
directory
signs,
or
television advertising,
or by
or television
directmy advertising,
advertising, radio
advertising, billboards,
billboards, flyers,
signs,
flyers,
by
01'
making any
indication,
express
or
implied,
that
it
performs
services
in
said
counties.
implied, that it performs services in said counties.
any indication, express
television advertising
advertising on a
Radio or
or television
a Blaine
Blaine County
to reach
said
station that
reach said
that happens
happens to
County station
counties
counties set
sct forth
forth in
in subparagraph 2(a)
is permissible
state or
or imply
as it
does not
not state
permissible so
so long
long as
it does
imply
2(a) is
that Gem State
State Roofing,
services in
Inc., performs services
that
State Roofing,
said counties.
counties. Gem State
Rooﬁng, Inc.,
in said
Rooﬁng,
Inc.,
Falls Yellow Book and
advertise in
the Twin Falls
in the
Inc., may advertise
and the
the Qwest Dex Twin Falls
Falls
as it
directories so
it is
is listed
listed only
directories
and
does
not
state
so long
long as
cities in
state or
Blaine County
not
in Blaine
0r
and
does
only under cities
County
that
it
the
performs
services
in
imply
counties set
set forth
forth in
in subparagraph
subpamgraph 2(a)
imply that it performs services in the counties
2(a)..
a.
a.

3.
3.

Ada County,
County, Boise County,
County, Elmore County,
County, Gem
County, Canyon County,
County,
County, Gooding County,
and Valley
County, Jerome County,
Falls County,
Valley
County, Twin Falls
County, and
County.
County.

State Roofing
Rooﬁng & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc.,
Gem State
not perform
shall not
services in
perform any
in Blaine
Blaine
Inc., shall
any services
County except (i)
warranty and maintenance
maintenance work and repeat
repeat customer
for the
business for
customer business
the
(i) warranty
in paragraph 3(a),
listed in
former customers listed
in Idaho
Idaho that
that is
public entity
for a
a public
is
entity in
(ii) work for
3(a), and (ii)
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put out
for bid
bid
put
out for

qualified contractors.
contractors. When doing
doing work falling
under these
these
among qualiﬁed
falling under
or
Asphalt Maintenance,
shall not
not display
display signs
signs or
exceptions, Gem State
Roofing & Asphalt
State Rooﬁng
Maintenance, Inc.,
exceptions,
hm, shall

“Gem
"Gem State
State Rooﬁng,”
Roofing," 0r
or any
any phrase
phrase that
that is
confusingly
is confusingly
“Gem State
so
State Rooﬁng,”
vehicle displaying
similar, except
except that
that it
it may use aa vehicle
Roofing," so
the name,
displaying the
name, "Gem
similar,
in
that shown in
long as
the print
print is
is not
not larger,
larger, brighter,
brighter, or
or in
any way more prominent
than that
in any
as the
prominent than
long
attached hereto
the
photographs of
of the
the service
service vehicles
vehicles attached
hereto as
as Exhibit
and incorporated
incorporated
the photographs
Exhibit C and
herein by
reference.
by this
this reference.
herein

otherwise display
display the
the name,
name,
otherwise

a.
a.

4.

4.

Services.
Kelly Herara,
Mrs. Lipton,
and Advanced Maintenance Services.
Herara, Mrs.
Lipton, and
Kelly

Gem State
State Rooﬁng,
Roofing, Inc.,
shall not
not perform
perform any
any services
services in
in the
the counties
counties listed
listed in
in
Inc., shall
business
paragraph
2(a)
except
(i)
wan-anty
and
maintenance
work
and
repeat
customer
business
and repeat
paragraph 2(a) except (i) warranty
for
the former
former customers
in paragraph
paragraph 4(a),
4(a), and
(ii) work
work for
for aa public
public entity
entity in
in
listed in
customers listed
for the
and (ii)
qualiﬁed contractors.
falling under
Idaho
that is
put out
out for
bid among qualified
contractors. When doing
doing work falling
Idaho that
is put
for bid
State Rooﬁng,
these exceptions,
exceptions, Gem State
Roofing, 1110.,
Inc., shall
not display
display signs
or otherwise
display
otherwise display
shall not
these
signs or
“Gem State
Rooﬁng,” or
State Roofing,"
the
the name,
name, "Gem
or any
any phrase
phrase that
that is
is confusingly
except that
that it
similar, except
confusingly similar,
“Gem State
use aa vehicle
vehicle displaying
displaying the
the name,
name, "Gem
Roofing," so
so long
long as
as the
the print
is not
not
print is
State Rooﬁng,”
may use
larger,
brighter,
or
in
any
way
more
prominent
than
that
shown
in
the
attached
Exhibit
D.
attached
or
in
prominent
Exhibit
than
that
D.
the
larger, brighter,
in
any
it

a.

a.

Falls
Wells Fargo
Shoshone, Idaho
only), Tonya
Tonya White
White (Twin
Fargo Bank (in
Idaho only),
(Twin Falls
(in Shoshone,
County), Mike Blank ('I-‘win
(Twin Falls
Falls County),
County), Mitch
lvlitch Matteson (Twin
(Twin Falls
Falls
County),
County),
John Ward (Valley
(Valley County).
County).
County), and John

5.

If
either party
party receives
receives aa request
request for
that it
it is
prohibited ﬁ'om
from perfo1ming
under this
If either
for work that
this
is prohibited
perfmming under
Agreement,
it
will
direct
the
person
or
entity
requesting
the
work
to
the
other
party.
direct
person
the
Will
other
or
it
Agreement,
to the
entity requesting the
party.

6.

It is
It
understood and
and agreed that
that this
this Agreement affects
the parties’
parties' respective
respective rights
rights only
only
is understood
affects the
in Blaine
Blaine County
County and
and the
the counties
listed in
in subparagraph
2(a). No agreement
agreement is
counties listed
in
subparagraph 2(a).
is reached
reached
regarding the
the parties’
parties' respective
respective rights
rights outside
outside these
these counties.
counties.
regarding

7.

paity's state
ofldaho
trademark registrations
registrations dated
dated
Neither party
party shall
the other
other party’s
Neither
shall oppose the
state of
Idaho trademark

5.

6.

7.

in the
the case
case of Gem State
Roofing, Inc.,
and dated
dated December 29,
29, 2004
2004 in
in the
State Rooﬁng,
the
May 2,
Inc., and
2, 2002 in
case of
case
of Gem State
State Rooﬁng
Roofing & Asphalt
Asphalt Maintenance,
Maintenance, Inc.
Inc. Gem State
Roofing & Asphalt
Asphalt
State Rooﬁng
and
Maintenance, Inc.,
and consents
consents to
to Gem State
Roofing, Inc.’s
Inc.'s concurrent
concurrent use
use and
agrees and
Maintenance,
State Rooﬁng,
Inc., agrees
Rooﬁng” eﬁ’ectivc
thc word mark “Gem
registration
registration of the
"Gem State
effective in
Blaine County;
County; Gem
State Roofing"
in Blaine
State Roofing,
State
Inc., agrees
agrees and
and consents
consents to
to Gem State
State Rooﬁng
Roofing & Asphalt
Asphalt Maintenance,
Maintenance,
Rooﬁng, Inc.,
Inc.’s
“Gem
Rooﬁng”
Inc.'
s concurrent
concurrent use
use and registration
registration of
the
word
mark
"Gem
State
Roofing"
effective in
in
of the
State
effective
the counties
listed in
in subparagraph
2(a).
the
counties listed
subparagraph 2(a).
8.
8.

Except as
as otherwise
otherwise provided
provided in
in this
this Agreement,
Agreement, this
this Agreement
Agreement is
is solely
for the
the beneﬁt
benefit
solely for
of
the parties
hereto and
other person
of the
parties hereto
and no other
person or
or entity
entitled to
to rely
upon or
or beneﬁt
benefit from
is entitled
entity is
from
rely upon
this
or any
this Agreement or
any term herein,
herein, except
except by
by aa writing
writing Signed
signed by
by all
all of
of the
pmties
hereto,
the parties hereto,
or as
as stated
in paragraph
paragraph 13.
stated in
or
13.
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9.
9.

as a
a
shall not operate as
this Agreement shall
The waiver
to enforce any
provision of this
failure t0
waiver or
0r failure
any provision
herein.
waiver
other provision herein.
provision or
or any
waiver of
further breach of any
of any
any other
any such provision
any further

10.
10.

are
all of which are
attached hereto,
the Recitals,
all Exhibits
This
Exhibits attached
Recitals, all
hereto, all
(including the
This Agreement (including
the
entire
this
hereby
expressly
incorporated
herein
by
this
reference)
consthutes
the
entire
agreement
herein
incorporated
reference) constitutes
hereby expressly
by
all
respect to
between the
hereto with respect
to the
the subject
parties hereto
matter hereof,
subj ect matter
the parties
hereof, and supersedes all
respect hereto.
if any,
prior
understandings, if
hereto.
prior understandings,
any, with respect

11.
l.

their
parties or their
the parties
commenced between or
or proceeding is
is conunenced
or among the
If
litigation or
If any
any litigation
without
relating
representatives
or relating to,
this Agreement, including,
out of,
including, without
representatives arising
arising out
of, or
to, this
or
agreement, or
limitation,
breach of any
covenant, condition,
condition, representation,
representation, warranty,
warranty, agreement,
a breach
limitation, a
any covenant,
such
to such
addition to
provision
prevailing paity
the prevailing
in addition
shall be entitled,
entitled, in
of this
this Agreement, the
provision of
party shall
to have and recover from the
the other
other
granted, to
relief as
other party
as may be granted,
other relief
paﬁy reasonable
action.
attorneys'
attorneys’ fees
all costs
costs of such action.
fees and all

12.
12.

in any
The terms of this
this Agreement may not be modified,
or otherwise changed in
modiﬁed, amended, or
any
parties.
by each of the
manner,
instrument in
wriIing executed by
the parties.
except by
in writing
manner, except
by an instrnment

13.
13.

the successors,
beneﬁt of the
This Agreement shall
shall be binding upon and shall
shall inure
successors,
inure to
the benefit
to the
assigns,
the respective
parties.
ofthc
legatecs of
respective parties.
representatives, heirs,
personal representatives,
heirs, and legatees
assigns, personal

14.
14.

shall be construed
with the
the
The provisions
this Agreement shall
construed and enforced in
ofthis
provisions of
in accordance with
laws
the State
and
Idaho. Any action
brought and
State of
laws of the
action for
shall be brought
of Idaho.
for breach of
0f this
this agreement shall
alleged
state ofldaho,
the state
the county
the alleged
litigated
the dist1i.ct
court of
district court
in the
0f the
of Idaho, in
in the
in which the
litigated in
county in
breach occurred.
the essence.
is of the
essence. Each party
occurred. Time is
represents,
breach
acknowledges, represents,
hereby acknowledges,
party hereby
that (i)
is of equal
and warrants
paity is
bargaining stTength;
warrants that
equal bargaining
strength; (ii)
party has
(ii) each party
(i) each party
the drafting,
actively
participated in
in the
this Agreement; (iii)
negotiation of this
drafting, preparation,
actively participated
preparation, and negotiation
(iii)
has
been
represented
by
its
own
legal
counsel;
and.
(iv)
any
each
has
represented
rule of
each paity
its
legal
and
counsel;
party
by
(iv) any rule
effect that
that ambiguities
construction
the effect
are to
ambiguities are
construction to
to the
t0 be resolved
drafting party
against the
the drafting
resolved against
party
shall
in the
interpretation of
herein.
shall not
of this
not apply
the interpretation
portion herein.
this Agreement, or
or any
apply in
any portion

15.
15.

to this
tho terms
this Agreement wanants that
terms
Each party
party to
that it
it had independent counsel
counsel review the
conditions of this
this Agreement, and enters
on the
and conditions
into this
enters into
the
this Agreement knowingly based on
counsel. Each party
advice of independent counsel.
party further
further acknowledges and represents
represents that
that it
fully
ramifications of
the meaning and ramiﬁcations
understands the
implication
0f this
this Agreement, and no implication
fully understands
shall
against any
virtue of
shall be drawn against
of the
the drafting
since this
draﬁing of
this Agreement,
this
of this
Agreement, since
party by
any party
by virtue
Agreement was drafted
both parties.
drafted by
parties. With regard
regard to
to the
this Agreement,
the drafting
drafting of
Agreement,
of this
by both
its own attorney
fees and
each party
shall bear its
and costs.
costs.
attorney fees
party shall

1

it

16.
16.

requisite power and authority
Each party
has the
the requisite
to enter
to perform
authority to
enter into
party has
into this
this Agreement,
perform
Agreement, to
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herein. The
its
obligations herein,
herein, and to
the transactions
to consummate the
transactions contemplated herein.
its obligations
the
execution
delivery of the
the Agreement by
by the
the parties
the consummation
consununation by
parties and ﬂue
execution and delivery
by the
pany.
approved
parties
the transactions
contemplated herein
herein have been
been duly
by
each
party.
transactions contemplated
of the
panics of
duly
by
of
the execution
authorize the
are necessary
proceedings on the
the p211
part of each
each pany
pruty are
execution of
to authorize
necessary to
other proceedings
No other
this
transactions contemplated herein.
the transactions
herein.
this Agreement and the

17.
17.

assigns,
Each party
party hereto,
for itself,
itself, its
representatives, agents and assigns,
legal representatives,
its successors,
successors, legal
hereto, for
successors,
its successors,
the other
party hereto,
hereto, its
remises, releases,
discharges the
forever discharges
other party
acquils, and forever
releases, acquits,
remises,
or
legal
representatives, agents
all persons
persons acting
acting for,
by, with
with or
agents and assigns,
for, by,
legal representatives,
assigns, and any
any and all
01' in
ﬁ‘om any
claims,
through or
behalf of
of them,
of and
and from
any an
costs, expenses,
expenses, claims,
all costs,
through
in any
an all
them, of
any way on behalf
ofevery
action of
controversies, demands,
demands, damages, losses,
every
actions, and causes of action
liabilities, actions,
losses, liabilities,
controversies,
natLu‘e, known or unknown, either
kind, name or
or nature,
in law 012m
or. in equity,
equity, on
and whatever kind,
either in
in any
or claim of
account of,
of, arising
out of,
of, 0r
or in
any way growing out
of
account
out of the
the infringing
arising out
inﬁinging use or
date
this
the
infringing
use
of
the
GEM
ST
ATE
name
or
in
any
way
prior
to
the
date
of
this
in
to
mark
prior
or
the
STATE
infringing use
any
Agreement.

18.
18.

shall be
This Agreement may be executed in
in any
of counterparts,
counterparts, each of which shall
any number of
instrument An
deemed an original,
original, but
but together
the same instrument.
constitute one and the
shall constitute
together which shall
executed version
version of this
this Agreement which has
signed and transmitted
has been signed
transmitted by
facsimile
by facsimile
on'ginal. At the
of
thc request
or
electronic or
be deemed an original.
request of
or mechanical means shall
shall be
other electronic
or other
either
party, the
parties will
will confirm
facsimile transmission
of
an
executed
document
by
either party,
the parties
conﬁrm aa facsimile
transmission
by
signing
original document.
signing an original

g0

DATED this
___,b{C4-=Q_ _ day
day of
mis_

{fe,,,/()}Jf:',,,C_,
2005 .
40742554: ,2005,
-.£.~=~'t,4...-1--..£-...==<.,..~c...L..::.-~/J
1611c: Flynn
M
Mli 1elle
President
President of
Roofing &
State Rooﬁng
0f Gem State
Asphalt Maintenance,
Maintenance, Inc.
Inc.

DATED this
this _ _ _ _ _ clay
of _ _ _ _ _ _ , 2005.
2005.
day of
,

Rick Silvia
Silvia
President
President of Gem State
Roofing, Inc.
State Rooﬁng,
Inc.
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to consummate the
its obligations
obligations herein,
herein, and to
transactions contemplated herein.
herein. The
the transactions
the
execution and delivery
delivery of the Agreement by
by the
the paidcs
parties and the
the consummation
co11sununation by
the
execution
by the
parties ofthe
of the transactions
transactions contemplated
contemplated herein
herein have been duly
duly approved by
by each
each party.
party.
parties
No other
execuﬁon of
the execution
other proceedings on the
the part
part of each paxty
party are
are necessary
to authorize
authorize the
of
necessary to
this Agreement and the
the transactions
transactions contemplated herein.
herein.
this
its

17.
l7.

party hereto,
hereto, for
itself, its
its successors,
Each party
for itself,
successors,

legal representatives,
representatives, agents
agents
legal

and assigns,
assigns,

its successors,
successors,
its
or
and assigns,
assigns, .and
any
and
all
persons
acting
for,
by, with
with or
.and any
all persons acting for, by,
through
or in
through or
in any
any way on behalf
behalf ofthem,
of them, of and from
frpm any an all
all costs,
costs, expenses,
claims,
expenses, claims,
controversies,
damages, losses,
losses, liabilities,
causes of
of action
controversies, demands, damages,
of every
liabilities, actions,
action of
every
actions, and causes
and whatever kind.
or nature,
or unknown, either
either in
in law or
or in
in equity,
equity, on
on
nature, known or
kind, name or
account of,
of, arising
of, or
or in
any way growing out
out ofthe
of the infringing
infringing use
use or
claim of
of
arising out
in any
out of,
or claim
inﬁ-inging
infringing use
use of the
the GEM STATE
STATE name or
in any
prior to
to the
the date
date of
of this
this
or mark in
any way prior
Agreement.
Agreement.
remises, releases,
releases, acquits,
acquits, and forever
forever discharges
the other
other party
party hereto,
hereto,
remiscs,
discharges the
legal representatives,
representatives, agents
legal

'

18.
1 8.

any number of
of counterparts,
counterparts, each
each of
of which shall
shall be
This Agreement may be executed in
This
in any
deemed an original,
original, but together
together which shall
constitute one and the
the same instrument.
instrument. An
shall constitute
executed version
version of
of this
this Agreement which has
has been signed
signed and transmitted
transmitted by
by facsimile
facsimile
electronic or
or
or other electronic
or mechanical means shall
shall be deemed an
an original.
the request
request of
of
original. At the
either pany,
party, the
parties will
will conﬁrm
confirm a
a facsimile
facsimile transmission
transmission of
of an
au executed
executed document
docwnent by
by
either
the parties
signing
original document.
signing an original
DATED this
day of
2005.
this _ _ _ _ _ day
of _ _ _ _ ___.. 2005.
,

Michelle Flynn
President of Gem State

fA
DAIBD this
DATEDthis

Z

E

Rooﬁng &

Asphalt Maintenance, Inc.

dayof

wbeszoos.

mac Silvia
President of Gem State
President
State

Roofing, Inc.
Inc.
Rooﬁng,
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1vlichelle
ba,•ing bccn
been first
deposes and says:
Michelle Fl.ynn
ﬁrst duly
says:
Flynn having
duly sworn deposcs

l.

1.

the age.
and competent
II am over
over the
age. of
of 18
testify ,md
mJtkc the
the following
18 and
following
ccmpetam to
to testify
and make.

statements
bflsed on
on my own persona]
personal l,.110\ylcdge.
knowkdgc.
Stawments based
50
2.

the President
Pxesidem of
II am the
of Gem State
State Roofing
Asphalt Maintenance.xfaintemmce;
Roofing and
and Asphalt
Inc.,
foe
., an duly
incorporated khtlto
Corporation.
Idaho Corporation.
duly incorporated

3.
b)

l am the
custodian 01"
of the
the businesshnsincs$ rccords
records for
for Gem Sratc
Roofing and
an(l
State Rooﬁng
(he. custodian
I

1\:;pfo,It
Maintc;n.mce, Inc.
Inc.
Asphalt Maimcnancc,

4.

Sxatu
of rhe
Gem State
review of
lI have conducted aa review
rhe business
records for
for Gero
business records
Inc. fol"
Escermiumg
Roofing and Asphall
Asphalt Maintenanc,\
the purpose of nscerraiuing
for the.
Rooﬁng
Maintenance, In,~.

the extem
of
the
Extent of

21nd Asphall
the work undertaken
undertaken by
Roofing and
Asptrn11
State Roofing
by Gem State

Elle

AIIainmnancs,
in the
lVfainlcn,~nct, Inc.
the Wood
\Vocid River
River Valley,
Inc. in
the
ldaho d\11-ing
during the
Valley, Idaho

year period
period from
year

5.

three.
three- (~
(3)j

Mav 26,
.May
2002. through
M.ay 2.6,
through May
26, 2005.
26, 2002

lI found the
thul n.te
reOecL
auuched herero
following documents that
the following
axe alta.ched
hereto which reﬂect
thf', jobs
jobs that
that
the

1":ch
State Roofing
Gem
and Asphalt:
lvfoiutcnance. in
in i'acr
Gcm State
Rooﬁng 21nd
Asphalt h-Iﬂintcnancc

pc,r fmmed timing
during (h:
the aforesaid
aforesaid period.
period. .Sa.id
records rc!kct
reﬂux: thv
lhc
performed
Said al:iacbcd
attached records
were made from saidjobs.
profits
said jobs.
that ,vere
proﬁts that
px

6.

After a
u se:trcb
search of
of my business
records during,
during this
three year
year pctiod,
business records
period.
this three

1I am

that there
conﬁdent
oLhe: jobs
confident Lhat
tlmre were no
uo oLhcr
jobs performed
performed by
by Gem Srnre.
Skate.

AFFLDAVH‘
A.FflDAVJT OF NHCH'BLLE
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Rooﬁng zmd Asphalt Maintenance. an. in the Wood Riven: Valley.
Roofing
,wd Asphalt Jvfaintcnance, lnc. iu tl1e;: Vlood River Valicy,
Idaho.
Idaho.
7.

7.

At present I have one pending job in the Wood Rival- Vallcy lhzu. has
At present I have one pcllding
job in the Wood River Valley tliat. h<1$
been

esﬂmated but no work has connncnccd. The
been estimated
but no work has commenced. Th~: antici-pattd profits

anticipated profits

estimate is approxirriatcsly 33 3.000.
from
13,
from
our$ 313,
'2.20 estimate is approxiniatdy
$3,000 .

our

2’30

FURTHER YOUR .AFFIANT SAITHNOT
NOT.
FURTHER YOUR AFFLANT SAD'H
.

4

DA‘I‘ED this
day of May, 2005.
DATED th.is 22,2day
of May, 2005.
,

,ﬂ/gQZ/ﬁ:

7‘43, m/iézr)

M/ichclle Flynn, Afﬁanr

Sworn

tn

and subsumed before mc 1111523

w

y 0f

/

_

.

2005.

‘otary Public.

Residing At:

KEV“.

My Commission

DATED

Expires:

ofﬁng vo‘)

Y—gm

thisZpZday of_

,2005.

‘

.r

—

)HN

19mg2.
MEIR:
OI? MLCHELIJZ
,'\ffl.Or\VIT
Of
MKHBLJ.E FLYN!'i - PAGE
VD."

f-‘JLXNN
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plywood IL'1IIOVC
Arxy

cs
Md.rc::pll1C(l $50.00
& 3~.S
sr.en.'\rio,
J\C\I'
a1) new
andmplnw
$5000 ~
sheet ;ll
313
Shea: W(ln;\
wars: C1'f"
per s]1ect
made, ;ill

I

Presuxc
Pre;, m‘zrhun
s,_,kri\im mun!
mctn! on
wa.115. Pro-.su.cc
on 1~·u:apcJ
Pm}:
)mrapcl walls.

“um
\\,t.Sh n1ctal,
r.co·lic stain! and
,wi !)fun!
metal, µr.mcr
préznc Seal
ml Ecqﬁc
[mini

elD!itoml<fic
p:unL Twelve
Tw~h'C Imus
hour; i:.llo:.
mm;
closiomnric [an

Pl~, paint.
p.u11!. No1
Nol
Plus

L.

----

900.1.lO
900.00

l'/5.iJO
75.90

to cxa.'¢J.

lo exceed.

_______ __ _J
l

Wc!~ol:"
f~\':trrl w
t(> <.\1ir.z
"1th ya“.
you .
Wc look Ibmard
bushzcss uith
thing, bll.$ll:~=~
[

~,,JI

llﬂlﬁﬂ‘ 1
12,6110.ot,

·- ---

TOTAL ----·-· _]
_\_ _J-~oTA~
I
I
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SIGlr.TlJRE
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NAME II ADDRESS
NPME
Adrnnc..:dMain~mcc
Servios
Admnwd Maimumaca Services
Allt:otion:
Sho,k
Seoﬂ Shad:
A(lmlion: Scoll
?.O.
'?
.0. .Bo.-:.
3722
Box 3722
Kctcl11r.t1
Id %3340
23340
Ketcmrm Id
720-4773
'J'.!t)..1773

783-2242
78S-2142 Fax
Fa."

Lg

l

DESCRIPTION
DE6CRlPTION
1---~~-------------PI= J~'j> in tuind
th.qt
tbis
projtcl
is
a
comp!el.C
{oof rcbaild
mind
mi:
pmjrzi is
(rm;.~
da:.l::ing fo
cxtw. C,r.l:;l ova:
O'!!U C/ll'IU>:,:I.
bc cxm
central.
tn ~
trusses dmking

Blast: hazy in

TOTFd.
TOTAL

_

-~

t,.

banna- :t0d
un(h:~C"(I da!fSt
.1 complete xoofmbnild ;uiy
and
damage to b..~1~
any unfozcma

lhnl

am

•

«an

E.,cl11Sic!{l~:
De,:k damage,
d:nn3,'.;c, !lls1;ia
<l,lllrtf:c, :lnta:urt: damage,
nnd. )Xt!;lpi:l~.
Bdusirms Deck
suscix (muse.
siding. undpmapcls.
dm-ge. i;iding,

I·

~

tmm- u! ·~tppl_i:'1
v.1! Yum
Wattles: Ground !nmtiW
manila: safely
ufwark. ~lwoL
for dchd:
Gan
supplied 1r} G=
Shoal for
13:urici:.,k::;:
ma.rt a1
Ill cll
tin~ ot:worlc
cl.--hl-iis recuJ'tll
afar man
sue lob¢
~ .R1,oling. Jab
Job stlc,
u.o4 ~uwA·q1t
nil tunes.
All ~b.·msc
ordtcn, in
n\ wnl:in::
oy Gerri
SuccRnoﬁug.
lo be kt:,Jf.
chmge «dim
times. All
argument all
alum and
“siting by
k2,; Gk::ul
I'nc the
S1a1cl'1..,.-,fuig
(tnd lkr1re;:,11t11tiv~
the:, Si:,ri11gs
e;idily :ivai!abih,
A.ll nmnufa,;ture:.
mnnm'smmcu1
Stale Roai‘mg md
avaﬂnbx, A11
bc -rmdily
should ~
Regemmivc for
00me slwuld
Swings ('.on(ics
Slam ﬂoating,
wmyinlbmuliou
Gum SL.,t¢.R~UJ~
supplied lav G.:m
"n·=.niy.
1nlbrru:t,iou supplied~·

Gm

J

wad,

to I~
All
is smn'umecd
gu.~a!lte.cd 1n
to be
'()¢ us
115 sp::ciGr;d, Md
u11<.>Y:!a. work
p.:rlimneil iin accordance
m;corchu1ce with
whh the
lhe
Al! uµitzjru
umltrial j:
imperﬁmw‘
end the
mark to
m: above.
spq:ifiC11lions
,1.1bmitt1;! Io:
kr ab-Jre-,'iwl:
wo,1:uum\il±: =uicr.
swiﬁcalions submitted
ab: s'e \‘rvﬂ: tUld
mbslanum \mztnunlik
a r-ubs!anti;!l
and C'OIUpfo(edin
conmlclcd. in n
mugicr.

=tJ~.

Paymrm ln
ofmmm'm a. Check
l'i\yrn.-:it
lu he
l>e made:
Jlllld¢ 1a
I12 npon.1\cct:p~~
'1rikl: of
C~cck to
w
of ,;.onlr.!cl
dm: to
mntmcx due
to .-pc-cm..l
npcnwczptaua: 1>1"
:pccin! 0rd:
(o be
rdmx‘e: 10
and Gum
State Rmﬁng. Lion
m ~pro,'idccl
b; provided fur
wr..tit'::1 swim
~upplt.:r at1d
Gcll1 StoteR"'---fmtLien rclet1.""
furl!l!ltcx:ij
:tt·tbat
lhaL time.
ttmc.
ummiulf at
ql‘pmjrnt. Lien
ﬂu: upoa
completion c:ifp'1:>jr.ci.
3:13am: ,he
Ealar.c~
Llen relecse
.full project
proj<:et m
to be.
be signed
e.1met
tllet lliue.
relasc for
upon completion
fcrﬁn]
011cc
Um: Once
sigmda.
s‘gual h
in signe,J
csﬁxzul: h
i1 !J=mcs
ran“. n n
ofcamaﬁ
will rc-ullr
becomm t\n binding.
crum.'tl<:
binOU\& CQIIU.1cl
breuh of
co11tra~ Will
II mini.!Xl\llll
~h:l.l!,'C
nxinimtuv. charge
conlmci. Any breach
ofJ.5%
and tn:S-/
to 100%
I 00:Y. of
o{ mo
ll\c lol-'\l
c;onirnci.
be sullicci
afﬁne mmma.
035% and
subject (o
lmal eo:,--t
cost oftli1>
may be
\vr-Lbim (o
fo

'mutcd Qnl}'
Any alt=lion
dcvialicn from
invol·111)$ mam
¢".ctm casts,
=ts, will
ur,m
alteration or
or devialicu
will b:;
above ::pecifi<:a\iom<
{mm 11bvvc
b: ·=rtcd
:pcﬁﬁcaﬁcn: involving
Any
only ufnm
and will
,,,:it'J:n
urde.rs, nuc;I
wiU became
become. !ill.
und abs“:
nl;>J\-C Um
~ estim:,tc-.
ug.romen~~ conlingcJ.11
an e:,,.1m
mimic. All
mimm urdets,
mt: and
charge O'\'Cr
aim ch:u-i;c
A1! woman:
contingml
upon
dclnys bm'und
~~·oncl our
our mlml.
crolrol. Owr,¢r
lo c:aqy
olher ner-=art' iummucc
ll!S>.TI:;\UCC upon
UpOll
or dam):
and other
widens or
ugou =itkl1t,;
Oxmcr lo
ﬁre uad
cmy fire
· a\xivc
Wof.a=1'il Companion
Compcusa!ion :md
Linbility!nsurc:nce on
on 1>\i,)\•e
~1rlz to
ra be
above wock.
“ark. Wodanm‘a
above ..
mu:
mxI by
Public Linlzﬂib'lnsunmee
taken mil
and Public
be tilkc11
by

wm

'

Gem
Sate Rool.iDg.
Gun &ate
Rooﬁng,

~--- -·----------t-~----'--------_J
-~:_-_____[_T_Q-~
A-L-·
TOTAL
1

to doing business wit!) wu.
We [nok fom-‘xrri to
i:~f-:or\\mrl
doin:~ l~Jsim:s-; ,~ith )\~~-

I

ﬂ

$1 03,1374):
$JO,l,137.0,J

stcil-!ATURE
SIC NATURE
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Page 'J
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EXHIBIT B -— GEM STATE ROOFING & ASPHALT MAINTENANCE, INC. VALLEY
COUNTY JOBS

SETI'LEMENT AGREEMENT -< 77
TRADEMARK SETTLEMENT
M:\Clicnls\Gcm Stnl~
Slalc Roofing
{h Asphalt Maintcnnncc
Rooﬁng &
Mninlcnnncc -~ 36211\3621
362] H3621 !LOGOS
M:\Clicnts\Gcm
.0003 -- Trademark lnfringcmcnl\Agrccmcnt
1705.doc
IDI'IOS‘doc
InfringemnnuAgrccmcm Finu
Finall IO

000253

1
”1’28/04
Invoice
Realm. 118
1 18 N.
Brundage Real"'·
N. Main,
Mean, DormeIIy,
Donnelly, Id
Jdbho
~ 28/04 Invoice
ho 83638 ./1

i/.1738
738
)‘f-I

'-

i

Robert Halimy.
Haltday, 180 Shadow Tailor
Tailo: Between Cascade and
Norm & Robert
Donnelly,
Id 09/10/04
Invoic #3956 &1606
09/10/04 and 10/27103
1 0/2 7/03 Invoice
Donnelly, Id
'

Knights Rd, McCall,
McCall, Id
Ii 09/30/02
Estimate #3558 ·
Carl
Carl Thompson 365 Knights
09/30/02 Estimate

Jeﬂ’erson Rd.
Craig
Mozkis 14135 Jefferson
CraigMozkis
Rd. McCall

#3874

#3874

Estimate
06/29/04 &timate
83638 06/29/04
H 83638

J

IV4

DickDarmody.
DickDannody, Forest
Forest HayesMcCall,09/28
Ifayes McCal(,0912 04 Invoice #1774
ftl774

Ell.swerth Constro.oti,on
·/03 Invoice
Invoice
Ellsworth
Construction 254 McCall Id 10/J
IO/Z '/03

it 1122
if.1.122

Dale Bergeson
Bcrgeson 1211
12.! 1 Bore
#1 693
Baro ~s
MearJow , Id
Id 05/17/04
Invoice #1693
05/1 7/04 Invoice
Cs New Meadow”

Alike
Mike Churchill 300 Mission
Mission St.
SI.

9/30/02 Estimate
Estimate #3557
#355 7
McCall Id
Id 09/30/02

#3712
Rt
chard Harvey 255 Brook Dr.
Dr. McCall Id 1.
Estim.a te #3
712
10 15/03 Estimate
Richardewy

OﬁplansEstimate
Pen:eption Construction,
Ridk Winkeller,
plans Estimate
Winkeller, 02 11/05 Off
Construction, Rick
Perception

#4050
fi4050
1 740
State
Brian Warner,
Invoice## 1740
State Wide Construction,
3704 Invoice
Construction, Brian
7/2 .104
Warner, 712

Scot! McDaniels, LarM’ac,
07/01/6 4 Repeat Customer, Invice
LarMac, McCall Id
Id 07IOJ/i]4
Invice
Scott
#3885

ﬂ
Extinate #
Scot!
Scott Jones,
Jones, .4902
4902 Blue Grass 04/30/05 Estin[te

4.1 30
4130

Invoice 3562
10/21/02 Invoice
Rd 10/21102
Rocky Mountain CTR, 3580 Warren Wagon 'Rd
World Marc out
Bid work in
cCall 05/01/02
05101/02 Eslimale
Estimate#ﬂ
out of
Washingwn Bid
in LlcCalI
0f Washingt.on
3
477
3477

John Dahl 2450
2450 Sheri
LaneMcCall,
Longtinefriendwe
Sheri Lane
Ii wefriend we have workedfor
McCall, Long
John
in 03 and 04.
in
04.
in 1998 under E‘llmvorllz
Beriy
Brmy Bloom Meadow Creed in
above.
different
invofoe thm1
than above.
diﬁ’ercm invoice

Forrester's,
Forrester's,

Construction

lime fi'iend Lﬁ’and
and on in
Mitchell, long Iimeﬁ'icnd
in 03 and 04
Lynn Mitchell,

000254

EXIUBIT C -— PHOTOGRAPH OF GEM STATE ROOFING & ASPHALT LOGO ON
EXHIBIT
SERVICE VEHICLES

TRADEMARK SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT -- 8
8
Stan: Rooﬁng
£1 1\sphalt
M:\Clicnls\Gcm State
Asphalt Maintenance
M:\Clicnts\Gcm
Roofing &
Maintenance -- 36211
IJ6211[‘0003
.0003 -- Trademark lnfringcmcnt\Agr~cmcnt
IO 1705.doc
InfringcmculMgrucmcnt Final
3621 1‘3621
Final IOI7OS.duc

000255
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EXHIBIT DD —— PHOTOGRAPH OF GEM STATE ROOFING, INC. LOGO ON SERVICE
VEHICLE

TRADEMARK SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT- 99
-

M:IClic111s\Gc111 State
M:\Clicnls\Gcm
Slmc Roofing
Rooﬁng

é‘L Asphalt
&
Asphalt Maintenance
Maintenance -- 36211\.,67.
.0003 -- Trademark
Trademark lnfringcmcntv\grccmc111
362] H161]I I[.0003
lnfringemcm\l\grccmcm Final
Final IO
IO]1705.doc
70iduc
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Electronically Filed
2/28/2019 1:50 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Katee Hysell, Deputy Clerk

McFarland
McFarland Ritter
Ritter PLLC
Ryan T.
McFarland, ISB
ISB No.
T. McFarland,
N0. 7347
Ryan
P.O.
1335
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian,
Meridian, ID 83680
Telephone:
129 1
208.895.1291
Telephone: 208.895.
Facsimile:
I 270
208.895.1270
Facsimile: 208.895.
Email:
landritter.com
Email: ryan@mcfar
ryan@mcfarlandritter.com
Attorneys
for Plaintiff
Plaintiff
Attorneys for

RT OF THE FOURTH JUDI
CIAL DISTRICT
IN
JUDICIAL
COURT
IN THE DISTRICT COU
OF TH
E COUNTY OF ADA
IN AND FOR TH
THE
THEE STATE OF IDAHO, IN

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff,
vs.
vs.
UN
ITED COM
PONENTS, INC.
INC. dba GEM
COMPONENTS,
UNITED
STATE ROOFING,
Defendant.
Defendant.

Rick
Rick

))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))
))

CV01-18-l3437
Case
1-18-1 3437
No. CV0
Case No.

IT OF RICK SILVIA IN SUPPORT
AFFIDAV
AFFIDAVIT
OF PLAINTIFF’S
PLAINTI FF'S MEMORANDUM IN
DEFENDANT’S CROSS
ITION TO DEFENDANT'S
OPPOS
OPPOSITION
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Silvia,
being ﬁrst
first duly
and says:
says:
deposes and
sworn upon
upon oath,
oath, deposes
duly sworn
Silvia, being

I.

1.

State Rooﬁng,
Your
Plaintiff corporation
Roofing,
corporation Gem State
the Plaintiff
owner of
of the
and owner
President and
is the
the President
afﬁant is
Your affiant

Afﬁdavit
this Affidav
Incorporated
it based upon my own
above-captioned action.
action. I make this
(“Gem State")
State”) in
in the
the above-captioned
Incorporated ("Gem
l

herein
personal knowledge
in
contained here
matters contained
the truth
truth o
off the
the matters
can testify
as to
t0 the
and can
knowledge and
testify as
personal

as a
called upon as
if called
if

witness
l.
at tria
trial.
witness at
2.
2.

the Idaho
In
ed aa Certificate
Business Name with the
0f Assumed Business
Certiﬁcate of
ﬁled
about August
August 1997,
or about
In or
1997, I fil
I

“Gem State
Rooﬁng.”
Secretary
State Roofing."
business name "Gem
the business
under the
was operating
Operating under
State was
that Gem State
declaring that
of State
State declaring
Secretary of
hereto as
as Exhibit
Exhibit A.
A true
is attached
attached hereto
Business Name is
Assumed Business
of Assumed
off the
the Certificate
Certiﬁcate of
true and
and correct
correct copy
copy o

3.
3.

Roofing”
State Roofing"
Gem State
Blaine County
Gem State
the "“Gem
under the
County under
its business
business in
in Blaine
operated its
State has
has operated

trademark
1997.
since 1997.
interruption, since
without interruption,
continuously, without
trademark continuously,
1N OPPOSITION
AFFIDAVIT OF RICK SILVI
A IN
INTI FF' S MEMORANDUM IN
PLAINTIFF°S
SILVIA
IN SUPPORT OF PLA
JUDGMENT -- I
TO
DEFENDANT'S
CROSS
MOTION
FOR
SUMMARY
T0 DEFENDANT’S
l

000262

Further your afﬁant sayeth naught.

Riéﬁ Silvia

STATE OF IDAHO
"

County
County
I

.ﬁ/Jl-chl
~
<35 .f3/a l/'LU

)
)) ss
ss
)

))

3-)
LLA/bgn/“Zﬁ(-(JL-Caé} 3)
r,L
Kt2rlt:<. /.<,..)[;{._,)/

, aa Notaiy
ify that
d0 hereby
Public, do
hereby cert
Notary Public,
that on
on
certify
personally appeared
lvia, who,
this
this ,;)
appeared before
before me Rick
Rick Si
February 2019,
2019, personally
Silvia,
being by
,g ;?·YL day
day bf February
ﬁrst
who, being
by me first
declared that
he is
that he
duly
is the
the President
President and
sworn, declared
and owner of
of Plaintiff
Plaintiff corporation
in the
corporation in
foregoing action,
the foregoing
duly sworn,
action.
that he
he signed
foregoing document,
signed the
the foregoing
that
and that
that the
document and
the statements
statements therein
therein contained
contained are
are true.
true.
.S‘f’L

of

,

IN WITNESS WHE
hereunto set
fN
REOF, I have hereunto
WHEREOF,
set my hand
hand and
and affixed
afﬁxed my
ofﬁcial seal
seal the
and
the day
day and
my official
in th
this
certiﬁcate first
ﬁrst above written.
year in
year
is certificate
wrinen.

l.

I

_

-

f{-y_1,,l 0-

i

.

KARLA WICKS
COMMISSION NO. 64477
NOTARY PUBLIC
Puauc
STATE OF
0F IDAHO

Momw

~

Notary
Id;iho ﬁl/L./fjp lu){.
Public for
L441)
Notary Public
Caz -e.-4
f(ZIdahB
{"0111
¢
Residing
23x
f!
Residing a_r:
./3/a'-~<'cru ✓t o/
ati‘, _
‘7 · -:ro
30 .)0
My comm1ss1on
/D
commission expires:
expireE:
QC)
jg) ·hm? 7
.

.

~<

-

i

AFFIDAVIT
AFFIDAV
IT OF RICK SILV
IA fN
PPORT OF PLAINTIFF'
S MEMORANDUM
SILVIA
IN SU
SUPPORT
PLAINTIFF’S
MEMORAN DUM fN
TN OPPOSITION
OPPOSITION
DEFENDANT’S CROSS MOTlON
TO DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENTJUDGMENT - 22

000263

CERTIFICATE OF SERV
ICE
SERVICE

m

r

II HEREBY CERTIFY that
that on
on this
this j j (day
served a
0f February
20]19,
caused to
to be
be served
a true
true copy
February 20
day of
9, I caused
copy
PLAINTIFF’S
AFFIDAVIT
foregoing AFFIDAV
of
the foregoing
IT OF RICK SILV
IA IN
PPORT OF
S MEMORANDUM IN
ofthe
SILVIA
IN SU
0F PLAINTIFF'
IN
SUPPORT
DEFENDANT’S CROSS MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGM
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S
ENT
by
the
method
JUDGMENT by the method
indicated
llowing:
indicated below,
and addressed
addressed to
t0 each
each of
of the
the fo
following:
below, and
l

PI
CKENS COZAKOS, P.A.
PICKENS
PA.
Terri
Pickens
Manweiler
Terri Pickens
Shannon Pearson
Pearson
1h
9‘"
398
S. 9 Street,
Suite 240
Street, Suite
398 S.
Boise,
ID 8370
837011
Boise, ID
Terri@pickenslawboise.com
Terri@pickenslawb0ise.com
shannon@
pickenslawboise.com
shann0n@pickenslawboise.c0m

iCourt
iCourt electronic
electronic filing
ﬁling

T.

McFarland

RT;

AFF
IDAV IT OF RICK SILV
IA IN
IN SU
PPORT OF PLAINTIFF'
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Terri Pickens Manweiler, ISB No. 5828
Shannon Pearson, ISB No. 10027
PICKENS COZAKOS, P.A.
398 S. 9th Street, Suite 240
P.O. Box 915
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099
terri@pickenslawboise.com
shannon@pickenslawboise.com
Attorneys for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GEM STATE ROOFING,
INCORPORATED,
Plaintiff,
v.

Case No. CV01-18-13437
DEFENDANT’S OBJECTION TO
PLAINTIFF’S MOTION TO COMPEL

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.
Defendant United Components, Incorporated, dba Gem State Roofing, by and through its
counsel of record, Terri Pickens Manweiler of the firm Pickens Cozakos, P.A., submits this
Objection to Plaintiff’s Motion to Compel dated January 28, 2019. This Objection is supported by
the Declaration of Terri Pickens Manweiler, filed concurrently herewith.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Plaintiffs are seeking to compel responses for Interrogatory No. 3 and 20, Requests for
Production No. 6, 7, and 24, and Requests for Admission No. 10, 12, and 17. Plaintiff’s Motion to
Compel should be denied because it has failed to adequately meet and confer with Defendant and
some of the information or documentation requested simply does not exist.
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II.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

The following chart provides a timeline of the discovery requests and responses served in
this case along with all meet and confer attempts by Plaintiff.
DATE
09/4/18

10/4/18

10/17/18
10/17/18
10/24/18
11/6/18

11/19/18

11/19/18

ITEM
Plaintiff’s First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for
Production, and Requests for Admission
(Interrogatories 1 – 19, Requests for Production 1 - 23,
Requests for Admission 1 – 28)
Defendant’s Answers to Plaintiff’s First Set of
Interrogatories, Requests for Production, and Requests for
Admission.
(Produced bates stamped documents DEFENDANT000127)
Plaintiff’s Second Set of Interrogatories and Requests for
Production of Documents.
(Interrogatories 20, 21, Requests for Production 24, 25)
Meet and Confer Letter from Lori Hickman as to
Interrogatories 3, 4, 6, 10, 11, Requests for Production 4, 6,
7, 9, and Requests for Admission 11, 22, 24.
Phone conversation between Lori Hickman and Terri
Pickens Manweiler
Defendant’s First Supplemental Answers to Plaintiff’s First
Interrogatories, Requests for Production, and Requests for
Admission.
(Supplemented Interrogatories 3, 4, 6, 10, 11, Request for
Production 4, Requests for Admission 11, 22, 24 and bates
stamped documents DEFENDANT00028-85)
Defendant’s Answers to Plaintiff’s Second Set of
Interrogatories and Requests for Production
(Produced bates stamped documents DEFENDANT00086113).
Meet and Confer Letter as to Interrogatory No. 2.

11/21/18

Defendant’s Second Supplemental Answers to Plaintiff’s
First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Production, and
Requests for Admission.
(Supplemented Interrogatories 2, 11, and 12, Requests for
Production No.’s 16 and 23, and bates stamped documents
DEFENDANT000114-117).

03/04/19

Defendant’s Third Supplemental Answers to Plaintiff’s
First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Production, and
Requests for Admission.
(Supplemented Requests for Production No. 6 & 7 with
bates stamped documents DEFENDANT000118-1148.)

CITATION
Manweiler Dec., ¶ 2

Manweiler Dec., ¶ 3

Manweiler Dec., ¶ 4,
Manweiler Dec., ¶¶ 5,6
Exhibit A
Manweiler Dec., ¶ 7
Manweiler Dec., ¶ 10

Manweiler Dec., ¶ 13

Manweiler Dec., ¶ 14,
Exhibit B
Manweiler Dec., ¶¶ 15,
16

Manweiler Dec., ¶¶ 17,
18
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As identified above, Plaintiff sent two meet and confer letters, both of which were complied
with in a timely manner. After the first meet and confer letter dated October 17, 2018, counsel for
Defendant set up a conference call which took place on October 24, 2018. Manweiler Dec., ¶ 7.
During this telephone conference, Ms. Hickman and the undersigned discussed the discovery
deficiencies and agreed that Defendant would provide supplemental responses by November 6,
2018. Manweiler Dec., ¶ 8. As to Interrogatory No. 3, Ms. Hickman was informed that Defendant
did not keep any diaries, calendars, notes, or journals.

Manweiler Dec., ¶ 9.

Defendant

supplemented its responses on November 6, 2018 and produced DEFENDANT00028-85 pursuant
to the conversation between counsel. Manweiler Dec., ¶ 10, 11. Plaintiff did not inform Defendant
that the First Supplemental Responses dated November 6, 2018 were still insufficient or deficient
in any way before filing its Motion to Compel. Manweiler Dec., ¶ 12. As such, Defendant
assumed the supplemental responses were sufficient, especially in light of the fact that Plaintiff
submitted a second meet and confer letter on November 19, 2018 and made no mention of the
supplemental responses or any insufficiencies, instead, Plaintiff only requested that Interrogatory
No. 2 (which is not subject to this Motion to Compel) be supplemented. Manweiler Dec., ¶ 14.
Defendant provided its Second Supplemental Responses on November 21, 2018 and did
not receive another meet and confer from counsel regarding Defendant’s Second Supplemental
Responses, nor was Defendant made aware that any of Defendant’s Second Supplemental
Responses were deficient until Plaintiff filed its Motion to Compel. Manweiler Dec., ¶ 15, 16.
Defendant provided its Third Supplemental Responses on March 4, 2019 which supplemented its
responses to Requests for Production No. 6 and 7 by producing documents bates stamped as
DEFENDANT000118-1148. Manweiler Dec., ¶ 17, 18.
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Defendant did not have an opportunity to amend or supplement its responses because it
was not aware of any deficiencies in its discovery responses until this Motion to Compel was filed.
Manweiler Dec., ¶¶ 19, 20. Plaintiff has failed to adequately meet and confer, and Defendant has
been truthful in its responses that certain items requested simply do not exist, thus, Plaintiff’s
Motion to Compel should be denied. Manweiler Dec., ¶¶ 21, 22.
III.

LEGAL STANDARD

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37(a) requires a motion to compel contain “a certification
that the movant has in good faith conferred or attempted to confer with the person or party failing
to make disclosure or discovery in an effort to obtain the information without court action.” Confer
is defined as “to speak directly with opposing counsel or a self-represented litigant in person or by
telephone, to identify and discuss disputed issues and to make a reasonable effort to resolve the
disputed issues. The sending of an electronic or voice-mail communication does not satisfy the
requirement to “confer.”” Dist. Idaho. Loc. Civ. R. 37.1.
IV.

LEGAL ARGUMENT

Plaintiff seeks an order from this Court compelling Defendant to answer Interrogatory No.
3 and 20, Requests for Production No. 6, 7, and 24, and Requests for Admission No. 10, 12, and
17.
A.

Interrogatories.
Plaintiff requests a motion to compel answers to Interrogatories No. 3 and 20. Plaintiff did

not comply with the meet and confer requirement as to these Interrogatories and Defendant has
already provided all information it has available.
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i.

Interrogatory No. 3

Plaintiff seeks a motion to compel from this Court with regard to Interrogatory No. 3. The
interrogatory, response, and supplemental response are as follows:
INTERROGATORY NO. 3: Please identify any and all documents, diaries,
calendars, notes, journals, reports, records, statements, writings or any other such
items created by You or at Your direction, which were made prior to,
contemporaneously with, or after the alleged events which are the subject of the
Complaint and Your Answer.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 3: These items do not exist. Defendant
reserves the right to supplement this response pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure and this Court’s Scheduling Order.
FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 3: UCI did
not keep diaries, calendars, notes, journals, reports or other writings regarding
work it did in Blaine County, Idaho. UCI kept invoices and statements, which
have been provided previously as DEFENDANT00003-9.
After Defendant submitted its Supplemental Response to Interrogatory No. 3, Plaintiff did
not contact nor communicate with Defendant regarding the response or any remaining deficiency.
It was not until Plaintiff’s Motion to Compel was filed with this Court and served on Defendant
that Defendant as aware any deficiency still existed, therefore, Plaintiff has not met the requirement
to meet and confer prior to filing a motion to compel.
Additionally, the documents and information Plaintiff seeks in Interrogatory No. 3 simply
does not exist. After Defendant received the Meet and Confer letter on October 17, 2018, a phone
conference was held between the undersigned and Lori Hickman for Plaintiff. During this
conversation, the undersigned informed Ms. Hickman that Defendant did not keep any diaries,
calendars, notes or journals and it was agreed that Defendant would supplement its response with
that information, which Defendant did on November 6, 2018. Defendant has been truthful in its
response that the items requested simply do not exist. Just because Plaintiff believes they exist
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and is hopeful they exist, does not mean that they do. Defendant stands by its response and
supplemental response to Interrogatory No. 3 and again reiterates that the items sought do not
exist.
Plaintiff’s motion to compel Interrogatory No. 3 should be denied because Plaintiff failed
to make adequate meet and confer attempts before filing the Motion to Compel and because the
documents and information sought by Plaintiff does not exist and this Court cannot compel
information that does not exist.
ii.

Interrogatory No. 20.
Plaintiff seeks a motion to compel from this Court with regard to Interrogatory No. 20.

The interrogatory, response, and supplemental response are as follows:
INTERROGATORY NO. 20: Please identify each and every roofing project
You have bid on, solicited, or performed work on in Blaine County between
October 2005 and the date of these Discovery Requests by stating:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

The address of the roofing project;
The customer(s) of each roofing project;
The date(s) You made such bid or solicitation, or performed such work;
All costs You incurred related to such project; and
All revenue You generated from such project.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 20: Please see the Invoices,
Estimates, and Work Orders from September 2010 to September 2018 provided
herewith bates stamped as DEFENDANT000086 – 00113.
Plaintiff seeks a motion to compel a response to Interrogatory No. 20, however Plaintiff
has not adequately met and confer with Defendant regarding any deficiency in Defendant’s answer
to Interrogatory No. 20. As identified in the Statement of Facts of this Opposition, no meet and
confer letter was sent, nor discussions had, regarding Interrogatory No. 20.
Further, Defendant has produced everything and provided all information it has to
adequately respond to Interrogatory No. 20. Thus, because Plaintiff did not properly meet and
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confer with Defendant regarding Interrogatory No. 20, and because Defendant has already
provided all information and documentation requested by Interrogatory No. 20, this Court should
deny Plaintiff’s motion to compel the response to Interrogatory No. 20.
B.

Requests for Production.
Plaintiff seeks an order from this Court compelling Defendant to provide additional

responses to Request for Production No. 6, 7, and 24.
i.

Requests for Production No. 6 & No. 7
Defendant provided its Third Supplemental Responses to Plaintiff’s First Set of

Interrogatories, Requests for Production of Documents, and Requests for Admission on March 4,
2019. Defendant supplemented its response to Requests for Production No. 6 & 7 by producing
DEFENDANT000118-1148. These requests have been complied with.
ii.

Request for Production No. 24
Plaintiff seeks to compel an additional response to Request for Production No. 24, alleging

that Defendant’s response is deficient.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 24: Please produce any and all
documents that support or relate in any manner to Your Response to Interrogatory
No. 20.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 24: Please see the
documents produced herewith bates stamped as DEFENDANT000086-00113.
Defendant sent its response to Request for Production No. 24 on November 19, 2018 and
did not receive a meet and confer letter, conversation, or any communication regarding its alleged
deficiency. Defendant provided the documents requested, thus fully complying with the Request.
Because Plaintiff failed to adequately meet and confer with Defendant regarding the response, this
Court should deny Plaintiff’s Motion to Compel Request for Production No. 24.
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C.

Requests for Admission.
Plaintiff seeks an order requiring Defendant to modify and submit different answers to

Requests for Admission No. 10, 12, and 17. Plaintiff failed to meet and confer with Defendant for
each of the Requests for Admission contained in its Motion to Compel. For this reason alone,
Plaintiff’s Motion to Compel as to the Requests for Admission should be denied.
i.

Request for Admission No. 10
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 10: Admit that You are doing
business under the assumed business name “Gem State Roofing.”
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 10: Deny.

Plaintiff did not meet and confer with Defendant regarding its response to Request for
Admission No. 10. As stated above, the meet and confer letter from Plaintiff was only for Requests
for Admission No. 11, 22, and 24, to which Defendant timely supplemented its responses.
Defendant answered this Request for Admission truthfully and simply because Plaintiff
does not agree with the response does not mean the Court should be requested to compel Defendant
to respond differently. Defendant is not doing business as Gem State Roofing, and as such, this
request for admission was denied.
ii.

Request for Admission No. 12
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 12: Admit that since 2016, You have
advertised, solicited, bid on, and performed roofing work in Blaine County
under the assumed business name “Gem State Roofing.”
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 12: Deny.

Plaintiff did not meet and confer with Defendant regarding its response to Request for
Admission No. 12. As stated above, the meet and confer letter from Plaintiff was only for Requests
for Admission No. 11, 22, and 24, to which Defendant timely supplemented its responses.
Defendant answered this Request for Admission truthfully and simply because Plaintiff
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does not agree with the response does not mean the Court should be requested to compel Defendant
to respond differently. Defendant is not doing business as Gem State Roofing, and as such, this
request for admission was denied.
iii.

Request for Admission No. 17
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 17: Admit that despite Gem State's
written demands that You cease conducting Your roofing business in Blaine
County, You continue to advertise, solicit, bid on, and perform roofing work
in Blaine County.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 17: Deny.

Plaintiff did not meet and confer with Defendant regarding its response to Request for
Admission No. 17. As stated above, the meet and confer letter from Plaintiff was only for Requests
for Admission No. 11, 22, and 24, to which Defendant timely supplemented its responses.
Defendant answered this Request for Admission truthfully and simply because Plaintiff
does not agree with the response does not mean the Court should be requested to compel Defendant
to respond differently. Defendant is not doing business as Gem State Roofing, and as such, this
request for admission was denied.
V.

ATTORNEY FEES

Plaintiff seeks an award of attorney fees in having to file its Motion to Compel, however
under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, such an award is not appropriate if:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

the movant filed the motion before attempting in good faith to obtain the
disclosure or discovery without court action;
the opposing party's nondisclosure, response, or objection was substantially
justified; or
other circumstances make an award of expenses unjust.

IRCP 37(a)(5).
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An award of attorney fees to Plaintiff would be inappropriate because Plaintiff did not
attempt in good faith to meet and confer, and because any objection and responses by Defendant
were substantially justified.
Plaintiff, in bringing the Motion to Compel, has unnecessarily and unjustifiably caused
Defendant to incur attorney fees in the filing and preparation of its Opposition, and as a result,
Defendant seeks reimbursement of these expenses incurred in opposing Plaintiff’s Motion to
Compel.
VI.

CONCLUSION

Based on the forgoing, Defendant respectfully requests this Court enter an order denying
Plaintiff’s Motion to Compel.
DATED: March 5, 2019.
PICKENS COZAKOS, P.A.
By

/s/ Terri Pickens Manweiler
Terri Pickens Manweiler, Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on March 5, 2019, I electronically served the foregoing
document using the iCourt E-File system, which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following
persons:
Ryan T. McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian, ID 83680






First Class Mail
Facsimile – 208.895.1270
Hand Delivery
iCourts – ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

/s/ Terri Pickens Manweiler
Terri Pickens Manweiler
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Plaintiff, serving
InteITogatories

bates stamped documents marked as
DEFENDANT00086—1 13.
as DEFENDANT00086-113.
bates
14.
14.

That same day,
received a
a second
and confer
second meet and
confer letter
letter from
from Ms. Hickman
day, II received

true and accurate copy
the second meet and confer
2. A true
Interrogatory No. 2.
confer letter
letter is
is
regarding Interrogatory
copy of the

as Exhibit B.
B.
attached hereto as
15..
15

Defendant’s
2018, II caused Defendant'
to
21,, 2018,
On November 21
s Second Supplemental Responses to

Plaintiff’s First
First Set oflnteITogatories,
of Interrogatories, Requests for
for Production,
for Admission to
Production, and Requests for
to be
Plaintiffs
Plaintiff.
served upon Plaintiff.

16.
16.

Defendant’s Second Supplemental Responses provided supplemental responses
responses to
to
Defendant's

N0.’s
No.’s
for Production No.
16 and 23
Interrogatory No.
bates stamped
InteITogatory
' s 2,
' s 16
12, Requests for
11,, and 12,
23,, and bates
2, 11
14-1 17.
documents marked as
DEFENDANTOOOI 14-117.
as DEFENDANTOOOl
17.
17.

Defendant’s Third
On March 4,
caused Defendant's
Third Supplemental
Supplemental Responses
Responses to
to
2019, II caused
4, 2019,

Plaintiff s First
First Set oflnterrogatories,
for Production,
of Inten‘ogatories, Requests for
for Admission, to
Production, and Requests for
to be
Plaintiffs
Plaintiff.
served upon Plaintiff.

18.
18.

Defendant’s
supplemental responses
responses to
to
Defendant'
s Third Supplemental Responses provided supplemental

for Production No. 6 and 7 by
bates stamped as
as
Requests for
by producing documents bates

18-1 148.
DEFENDANTOOOI 18-1148.
DEFENDANTOOOl
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19.
19.

II did
did not
not receive
receive another
and confer
from counsel
Defendant' s
another meet and
confer from
counsel regarding
regarding Defendant’s

Defendant’s Second
nor was II made aware that
Second Supplemental
Supplemental Responses,
that any
of Defendant's
Responses, nor
any of

Supplemental
until Plaintiff
deﬁcient until
Supplemental Responses were deficient
Plaintiff filed
its Motion to
ﬁled its
to Compel.
20.
20.
because
because

Defendant did
not have an opportunity
its responses
did not
to amend or
or supplement its
responses
opportunity to

in its
deﬁciencies in
it
aware of
responses until
this Motion to
to Compel
it was not
not aware
of any
its discovery
until this
discovery responses
any deficiencies

was filed.
ﬁled.
21.
21.

Defendant has
has been
been truthful
the items
truthful in
in its
its response
that the
not
requested simply
response that
items requested
simply do not

22.
22.

Plaintiff has
As such,
has failed
failed to
to adequately
confer and its
its Motion to
to
adequately meet and confer
such, Plaintiff

exist.
exist.

be denied.
denied.
Compel should
should be

CERTIFICATION
II declare
penalty of
pe1jury pursuant
pursuant to
the law of
the
of perjury
that the
declare under
under penalty
to the
of the
the State
State of
of Idaho
Idaho that
foregoing
foregoing

is true
correct.
true and correct.

is

DATED: March 5,
2019.
5, 2019.

Isl Terri
Terri
/s/

Pickens
Manweiler
Pickens Manweiler
TERRI PICKENS MANWEILER

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
II HEREBY CERTIFY that
that on March 5,
the foregoing
20 1 9, II electronically
served the
foregoing
electronically served
5, 2019,
E—File system,
document using
using the
the iCourt
iCourt E-File
Notice of Electronic
the following
Electronic Filing
Filing to
following
sent a
to the
a Notice
document
system, which sent
persons:
persons:
Ryan T.
McFarland
T. McFarland
McFarland Ritter
McFarland
Ritter PLLC
P.O.
P.O. Box 1335
1335
Meridian, ID 83680
Meridian,

D
U First
First Class
Class Mail
D
Facsimile -— 208.895.1270
U Facsimile
208.895.1270
U Hand Delivery
D
Delivery
— rvan@mcfarlandritter.com
E
iCourts -ryan@mcfarlandritter.com
~ iComis

Isl Terri
Pickens Manweiler
Manweiler
Terri Pickens
/s/
Terri
Terri Pickens
Pickens Manweiler
DEFENDANT’S OBJECTION TO
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
DECLARATION OF TERRI PICKENS MANWEILER IN
PLAINTIFF’S
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO COMPEL -- Page
Page 4
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17
201 8
October 2018
17 October

VIA U.S.
U.S. MAIL
Terri
Terri Pickens
Pickens

Manweiler

Pickens Cozakos,
P.A.
Pickens
Cozakos, P.A.
398 S.
Ste. 240
S. 9th
9th Street,
Street, Ste.
Boise,
Boise, ID 83701
Re:
Re:

Gem State
State Rooﬁng,
Roofing, Incorporated
Incorporated v.
v. United
Components, Incorporated,
Incorporated,
United Components,
Roofing-— CVOJ-18-13437
dba Gem State
State Rooﬁng
CV01 -18—]343 7

Dear Ms. Manweiler,
Manweiler,
This
This

letter is sent pursuant
pursuant to
Idaho Rule
Rule of Civil
a follow-up
follow-up
to Idaho
Civil Procedure
Procedure 37(a)(l),
and as
as a
37(a)(1), and
dated October 15,
2018. Request is
is hereby
you dated
in-person or
for an
an in-person
or
hereby made for
15, 2018.
you
telephone
telephone conference
to meet and confer,
preparatory to
a Motion to
Compel.
conference to
to Mr. Silvia
Silvia filing
confer, preparatory
ﬁling a
to Compel.
letter is sent

to
the letterI
sent
to the
letter I sent

Rooﬁng's First
On September 4,
2018,
I served
Plaintiff Gem State
State Roofing's
First Set
Set of
of
with Plaintiff
served you
you with
4, 201
8, I
and Requests
Interrogatories,
for Production
Production of
Requests for
0f Documents, and
Interrogatories, Requests
Requests for
for Admission
("Discovery
Admission ("Discovery
Requests"). On October
Requests").
October 4,
20188 you
you served
served me with
Defendant's Responses
Responses thereto
thereto (the
with Defendant's
(the
4, 201
“Discovery Responses”).
"Discovery
Responses"). Those Discovery
Discovery Responses are
are materially
deﬁcient for
materially deficient
following
for the
the following
reasons:
reasons:

• Interrogatory
No. 33 requires
requires your
identify all
client to
to identify
Interrogatory No.
all documents
documents and
and other
other writings
writings
your client
made prior
the events
Complaint.
prior to,
or after
after the
events alleged
alleged in
in the
the Complaint.
with, or
to, contemporaneous with,
You responded that
that these
these documents
documents do not
not exist,
that
exist, which seems improbable,
given that
improbable, given
you have produced
produced some invoices
your client
performed roofing
invoices showing that
that your
client has
has performed
rooﬁng
you
“Gem State
under the
the business
business name "Gem
Roofing." Demand is
is
in Blaine
Blaine County under
work in
State Rooﬁng.”
to this
made that
that you
you make aa full
full and
and complete
complete response
response to
this Interrogatory,
Interrogatory, as
required
by
as required by
Idaho
Civil Procedure
Procedure 33(b)(3).
33(b )(3).
Idaho Rule
Rule of
of Civil
client's objection
is twofold:
twofold: 1)
that it
broad; and
• Your client's
Intenogatory No.
No. 4 is
objection to
t0 Interrogatory
it is
and
is overly
overly broad;
1) that
is already
already in
possession of
Plaintiff because
because it
party
2) the
requested is
the information
information requested
in possession
of Plaintiff
it was a
a party
2)
the communications.
communications. These
to
objections are
to the
These objections
are not
not valid,
because: 1)
valid, however,
however, because:
1)
client and Plaintiff
communications
communications between
between your
in scope
Plaintiff are
are likely
limited in
scope and
and
likely limited
your client
number; and 2)
Plaintiffs possession
possession of
information or
of tangible
tangible information
number;
recollections regarding
or recollections
regarding
2) Plaintiffs
client's
such communications does
client's
duty
to
respond
to
this
such
obviate your
does not
not obviate
your
duty to respond to this
with its
its information
and/or recollection
of such
such communications.
Interrogatory with
information and/or
recollection of
Interrogatory
communications.
fact" which
11 require
require your
• Interrogatory
Nos. 6,
"identify every
10 and 11
client to
Interrogatory Nos.
t0 "identify
which
your client
every fact"
6, 10
the basis
forms
for its
continuing assertions
assertions that
its continuing
forms the
basis for
that it
it is
is not
not aa party
party to
the Settlement
to the
Settlement
client's responses
Agreement nor
nor is
it GSR&AM's successor
or assignee.
is it
assignee. Your client's
simply
successor or
responses simply
restate
assertions without
restate these
these assertions
without providing
providing any
basis for
for them.
them.
supporting facts
facts or
or basis
any supporting
-
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•-

•

-

•-

•°

•o

client cite
cite every
fact that
that supports
supports these
these assertions
Demand is
is made that
that your
assertions as
as
every fact
your client
Civil Procedure 33(b)(3),
including facts
Mr.
required
required by
by Idaho Rule of Civil
regarding Mr.
facts regarding
33(b)(3), including
Flynn's
the
and
the
as
execution of the Settlement
negotiation and execution
Settlement Agreement as
in the negotiation
Flynn's involvement in
the subsequent
subsequent assignment
Vice President
assignment of the
President of GSR&AM, and the
the "Gem State
State
Rooﬁng" trademark from GSR&AM to
to UCI authorized
authorized by
MI. Flynn
both
Roofing"
by Mr.
as both
Flynn as
"Assignee" (Def.
"Assignor" and "Assignee"
"Assignor"
0017).
(Def. 0017).
"all agreements
requires production
production of "all
Request
No. 4 requires
Production No.
agreements or
Request for
for Production
or other
other
client's
or tangible
tangible things" executed between GSR&AM and UCL
documents or
UCI. Your client's
"
"no documents exist"
credible given
response that
the
exis is
is simply
not credible
given that
ofthe
that "no
that at
least one
response
at least
one of
simply not
—
client
for
Registration
by your
client
"Application
for
Registration
of
Assignment
of
documents produced by
Assignment
your
responsive to
is responsive
to this
this request.
request. Given this
Trademark-Service Mark" (Def.
this
(Def. 0017)
0017) -- is
Flynn's continuous
continuous ownership and operation
Mr. Flynn's
trademark
operation of
assignment and Mr.
both
trademark assignment
of both
is
that
client
produce
all
GSR&AM and UCI,
demand
is
made
that
your
client
produce
all
documents,
documents,
UCI,
your
or tangible
things related
related to
to this
request as
as required
required by
agreements,
tangible things
this request
Civil
Idaho Rule
Rule of
of Civil
agreements, or
by Idaho
Procedure
)(2)(E)(i).
Procedure 34(b
34(b)(2)(E)(i).
"all correspondence
require production
for Production Nos.
production of "all
Requests for
Nos. 6 and 7 require
correspondence or
Requests
or
tangible things" exchanged between
or
or tangible
client
other
between your
client
and
any
former
other documents or
or
former
your
any
"no
exist"
client's response
Blaine County.
in Blaine
response that
that "no documents
potential customers
customers in
potential
County. Your client's
documents exist"
for
jobs for
in light
light of the
the four
four roofing
disingenuous in
is disingenuous
requests is
these requests
rooﬁng jobs
for these
for which UCI has
has
already
produced invoices.
All documents and correspondence
invoices. All
correspondence related
related to
four
these four
to these
already produced
well as
as documents related
as well
roofing
jobs must be
be produced,
related to
to any
rooﬁng jobs
produced, as
other Blaine
Blaine
any other
disclosed or
or bids
or identified.
identiﬁed.
County
jobs or
bids not
not yet
rooﬁng jobs
yet disclosed
County roofing
client's response
to Request for
for Production
Production No.
No. 99 is
response to
Your client's
is another
another outright
outright denial
denial that
that
which
exist. However, because
documents exist.
because this
Request relates
this Request
relates to
to Interrogatory
which
Interrogatory No.
No. 4,
4,
is
forth above,
the reasons
reasons set
for the
set forth
deﬁcient for
is made that
that any
documents
all documents
is deficient
above, demand is
and all
any and
client's information
information and/or
and/or recollection
recollection of the
regarding your
the subject
regarding
subject communications
communications
your client's
be produced.
produced.
be
denied Request for
for Admission No. 11
11 regarding
Your client
regarding UCI's filing
client denied
ﬁling of an
an
Rooﬁng" design
the "Gem State
Registration of Assignment of the
Application
Application of Registration
State Roofing"
mark
design mark
State because
with the
of State
because "Defendant is
with
the Secretary
is a
a corporation
corporation and
and not
not capable
capable of
of
Secretary of
"You" which term
the capitalized
capitalized pronoun "You"
filing
used the
This Request used
ﬁling documents." This
term is
is
broadly defined
in the
the Discovery
Requests as:
as: "Defendant United
deﬁned in
United Components,
Discovery Requests
broadly
Components,
Incorporated
directors, agents,
Incorporated ("UCI"), Your officers,
ofﬁcers, directors,
representatives, employees,
agents, representatives,
employees,
acting or
attorneys,
person acting
purporting to
or purporting
insurers, and every
to act,
or who has
has ever
ever acted
every person
acted
attorneys, insurers,
act, or
“UCI”)". Clearly
“Defendant” or
or
purported to
behalf (hereinafter,
or purported
to act
act on Your behalf
(hereinafter, "Defendant"
or "UCI")".
the
Clearly the
"You"
term "You" means more than
just the
itself, and
term
than just
the corporate
corporate entity
and includes
includes whoever
entity itself,
client's flippant
acted on UCI's behalf
behalf and filed
the Application.
ﬁled the
Application. Moreover,
acted
Moreover, your
ﬂippant denial
denial
your client's
"fairly respond to
the substance
the matter" as
substance of
Idaho
Rule
of
does
to the
of the
does not
not "fairly
as required
required by
Idaho
Rule
of
by
Civil
hereby made that
your client
is hereby
Procedure 36(a)(5).
that your
Civil Procedure
client amend its
its response
response
36(a)(5). Demand is
also file
or we will
to satisfy
satisfy Rule 36(a)(5),
will also
motion regarding
regarding the
to
ﬁle a
a motion
the sufficiency
of your
sufﬁciency of
youx
36(a)(5), or
client's answer
client's
answer pursuant
pursuant to
to Rule 36(a)(7).
36(a)(7).
Your client
denied Request for
for Admission Nos.
client denied
Nos. 22
22 and
and 24 regarding
regarding annual
annual reports
reports
State's office
"unableto
to file
the Secretary
ofﬁce on the
the bases
filed
with the
ﬁled with
bases that:
that: 1)
Secretary of State's
is "unable.
ﬁle
1) UCI is
documents" because
because it
it is
is a
a corporation;
corporation; and 2)
highlighter marks
marks on
on the
the copies
copies of
of
2) some highlighter
incorrect." Once again,
the two reports
render them "untrue and
the
reports render
and incorrect."
these denials
denials do
do not
not
again, these
"denial must fairly
Civil Procedure 36(a)(5)
Idaho Rule of Civil
satisfy
states that
that a
a "denial
satisfy Idaho
fairly
36(a)(5) which states
respond
of the
... the
the matter
matter and
substance of
the substance
respond to
to the
and...
the answer
answer must specify
the part
part admitted
admitted
specify the
rest." Accordingly,
and qualify
qualify or
or deny
deny the
the rest."
is made that
Accordingly, demand is
that your
client amend its
its
your client
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wholesale denials
denials and provide
provide aa response
that complies
with the
broad definition
of
response that
deﬁnition of
the broad
complies with
wholesale
"You"
"You" and
and "Your" in
Discovery Requests,
36(a)(5).
in the
the Discovery
Rule 36(a)(5).
Requests, and Rule
•- You have
have failed
have your
your client
its responses
responses to
client verify
failed to
to the
Interrogatories "under
the Interrogatories
to have
verify its
oath" as
as required
by Rule 33(b)(5).
33(b)(5).
required by
Please advise
advise of your
to meet
meet and
confer regarding
these matters
by October
and confer
October
regarding these
Please
matters by
availability to
your availability
25, 2018.
201 8.
25,
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
SENT WITHOUT SIGNATURE
AVOID DELAY
TO AVOID
Lori Hickman
Lori
Legal
Legal Counsel
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November 20 1I 88

VIA U.S.
U.S. MAIL
208—954—5099
VIA FACSIMILE, 208-954-5099
terri@pickenslawboise.com
VIA EMAIL: terri@pickenslawboise.com
Terri
Terri Pickens
Pickens

Manweiler

Pickens Cozakos,
P.A.
Pickens
Cozakos, P.A.
398 S.
S. 9th
9th Street,
Ste. 240
Street, Ste.
Boise,
Boise, ID 83701
Re:
Re:

Gem State
Roofing, Incorporated
Jnc01porated v.
v. United
Jnc01porated,
State Rooﬁng,
United Components,
Components, Incorporated,
CV01-18-1343
Roofing-- CVOl
-18-134377
dba Gem State
State Rooﬁng

Dear Terry,
Terry,

This letter
letter is
is sent
regarding the
in the
the above-referenced
matter and
and pursuant
pursuant to
sent regarding
the ongoing discovery
above-referenced matter
discovery in
to
Idaho Rule
Rule of Civil
Procedure 37(a)(1).
37(a)( I). On September 4,
I 8, II served
with Plaintiff
Plaintiff Gem State
Idaho
Civil Procedure
served you
2018,
State
4, 20
you with
Rooﬁng‘s
Interrogatories, Requests
Requests for
Production of Documents, and Requests
Requests for
Admission
Set of Interrogatories,
for Production
Roofing's First
First Set
for Admission
Defendant's Responses
("Discovery Requests").
Requests"). On October
I 8 you
you served
with Defendant's
Responses thereto
thereto (the
("Discovery
2018
October 4,
served me with
4, 20
(the
"Discovery
Responses").
“Discovery Responses”).

“each and every
Interrogatory No. 22 requires
requires your
your client
to identify
person" who has
has knowledge
knowledge
client to
Interrogatory
identify "each
every person”
all
facts
including
related
to
the
allegations
set
in
of this
this case,
including
all
facts
related
to
the
allegations
and
claims
set
forth
in
the
Complaint.
Your
claims
foﬁh
the
Complaint.
case,
client’s answer to
to Interrogatmy
fails to
include Michelle
client's
Interrogatory No.
No. 22 fails
Michelle Flynn,
Flynn, who was the
the president
president of
to include
of Gem
State
Rooﬁng
&
Asphalt
Inc.
and
the
Maintenance, Inc. and who signed
State Roofing Asphalt Maintenance,
signed the Trademark Settlement
Settlement Agreement
referenced
in paragraphs
paragraphs 11
I I and 12
12 of
Ms. Flynn
Flynn clearly
has knowledge
knowledge of
the facts
referenced in
of the
Complaint. Ms.
the Complaint.
ofthe
facts
clearly has
related to
case and the
claims set
set f01th
forth in
in the
related
to this
this case
the claims
the Complaint.
Also, your
your responses
responses do not
provide the
the
Complaint. Also,
not provide
names and contact
information of
any other
other officer,
0f any
contact information
or employee
shareholder, member, or
of either
ofﬁcer, shareholder,
either Gem
employee of
State
or United
Maintenance, Inc.
Inc. or
Inc. who may have
have had
had knowledge
knowledge of
State Rooﬁng
Roofing & Asphalt Maintenance,
United Components, Inc.
of
the Settlement
Agreement. Accordingly,
Accordingly, please
please provide
provide me the
business and
the
Settlement Agreement.
current employer,
the current
and home
employer, business
address and telephone
address
telephone number as
by Interrogatory
Interrogatory No.
No. 22 for
Michelle Flynn
Flynn and
as required
required by
for Michelle
and any
other
any other
officer,
of either
Roofing & Asphalt
Maintenance, Inc.
Inc. or
either Gem State
or employee
State Rooﬁng
Asphalt Maintenance,
ofﬁcer, shareholder,
shareholder, member, or
employee 0f
or
United
Inc.
United Components,
Components, Inc.

If you
not able
to provide
provide this
this information
information
able to
1f
are not
you are
please
please contact
contact

on or
before Wednesday,
I, 2018,
20 I 8,
0r before
Wednesday, November 2
21,

me to
to arrange
arrange for
for aa telephone
telephone conference
to further
fu1ther meet
meet and
this issue.
issue.
conference to
and confer
confer on this
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
SENT WITHOUT SIGNATURE
TO AVOID
A VOID DELAY
Lori
Hickman ·
Lori Hickman'
Legal Counsel
Counsel
Legal
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Electronically Filed
3/5/2019 1:51 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Amy King, Deputy Clerk

Terri Pickens Manweiler, ISB No. 5828
Shannon Pearson, ISB No. 10027
PICKENS COZAKOS, P.A.
398 S. 9th Street, Suite 240
P.O. Box 915
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099
terri@pickenslawboise.com
shannon@pickenslawboise.com
Attorneys for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GEM STATE ROOFING,
INCORPORATED,
Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

Case No. CV01-18-13437
DEFENDANT’S OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendant United Components, Incorporated, dba Gem State Roofing, by and through its
counsel of record, Terri Pickens Manweiler of the firm Pickens Cozakos, P.A., submits this
Opposition to Plaintiff’s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. This Memorandum is supported
by the Declaration of Terri Pickens Manweiler in Support of Defendant’s Cross Motion for
Summary Judgment (“Manweiler Supp. Dec.”), and the Declaration of Jeffery Flynn in Support
of Defendant’s Cross Motion for Summary Judgment (“Flynn Dec.”), each filed previously with
this Court.
I.

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF FACTS

For purposes of brevity, Defendant United Components, Inc. (“UCI”) adopts its
Introduction and Statement of Undisputed Facts from its underlying Memorandum in Support of

DEFENDANT’S OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT, Page 1
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Cross Motion for Summary Judgment as if fully set forth herein. UCI provides the following
statement of facts in response to Plaintiff’s Undisputed Statement of Facts included in its
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff’s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment (“Plaintiff’s
Memorandum”).
Jeffery Flynn was a 49% stockholder of Gem State Roofing & Asphalt Maintenance Inc.
(“GSRAM”) while it was in existence. Flynn Supp. Dec., ¶ 2. Flynn’s then wife, Michelle Flynn
was the other 51% shareholder. During its existence, GSRAM became delinquent on payment of
its employment taxes, that, coupled with the downturn in the economy rendered it unable at the
time to fully repay the tax debt. Flynn Supp. Dec., ¶ 3. Because of the tax debt, the IRS liened all
of GSRAM’s equipment and Mr. Flynn was instructed he could dissolve GSRAM and start a new
entity that could purchase the equipment to pay off the IRS debt. Flynn Supp. Dec., ¶ 4. And Mr.
Flynn did just that; in October 2011, UCI was formed and GSRAM was dissolved. Flynn Supp.
Dec., ¶ 5. During that time, the Flynns were divorced, and Michelle Flynn took no ownership
interest in UCI.

Michelle Flynn settled her obligations with the IRS through an offer of

compromise. Mr. Flynn did not have the cash flow available to settle with the IRS and he is still
currently working with the IRS to resolve the tax debt. Mr. Flynn did not try to evade or escape
the IRS debt. Flynn Supp. Dec., ¶ 6. Mr. Flynn was instructed that the new company, UCI, would
not be responsible for the obligations of GSRAM. Manweiler Supp. Dec., ¶ 4, Exhibit A.
The Trademark Settlement Agreement provides that GSRAM will not advertise or solicit
business in Blaine County. Manweiler Supp. Dec., ¶ 5, Exhibit B. The Trademark Settlement
Agreement also provides that GSRAM “may advertise in the Twin Falls telephone directories
which may be distributed in Blaine County, so long as it is not listed under any cities in Blaine
County, and does not state or imply it performs services in Blaine County.” Manweiler Supp. Dec.,
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¶ 6. The Trademark Settlement Agreement was strictly between Gem State and GSRAM, signed
by Michelle Flynn, not Jeffery Flynn. Manweiler Supp. Dec., Exhibit B. UCI was never a party to
the Trademark Settlement Agreement, nevertheless, neither GSRAM nor UCI advertised or
solicited business in Blaine County and the advertisements in the Twin Falls telephone directory
does not state or imply it performs services in Blaine County. Flynn Supp. Dec., ¶ 8.
If a company or individual reaches out to UCI or GSRAM and that company or individual
happens to have a project in Blaine County or requests an estimate for a project in Blaine County,
Mr. Flynn did not consider that to be soliciting, because UCI is not a party to the Trademark
Settlement Agreement, and even if it were, UCI and GSRAM were not soliciting the business or
advertising to solicit business. Manweiler Supp. Dec., ¶ 7. Plaintiff alleges GSRAM (and
incorrectly UCI) violated the Trademark Settlement Agreement in the dealings with the following:
Standard Plumbing Supply (Deposition Exhibit 31 and 35),
Kerry Armstrong, (Deposition Exhibit 44, 47),
Pioneer West Property Management (Deposition Exhibit 33 and 34),
Bruce Bothwell, (Deposition Exhibit 59),
ESI Construction (Deposition Exhibit 42),
Snow Mountain Apartments (Deposition Exhibit 36, 37),
McAlvain Construction (Deposition Exhibits 50, 55, 56, 57, 61, 65),
Larry Isham (Deposition Exhibit 16),
Shay Construction (Deposition Exhibits 17 and 18),
Brashears & Sons (Deposition Exhibit 14).
Plaintiff’s Memorandum, pg. 16. None of these companies or customers were solicited by GSRAM
or UCI nor do they constitute a breach of the Trademark Settlement Agreement. Flynn Supp. Dec.,
¶ 24.
As to Standard Plumbing Supply, UCI provided a seal coat job, not a roofing job; the
Trademark Settlement Agreement does not prohibit seal coat jobs and further, UCI was under no
obligation to refer business to Plaintiff because it was not a party to the Trademark Settlement
Agreement, but even if it were, UCI could not refer this job to Plaintiff because Plaintiff does not
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do seal coat jobs. Flynn Supp. Dec., ¶ 11. As to Kerry Armstrong, Ms. Armstrong called UCI for
an emergency repair the day after thanksgiving, UCI did not solicit work from Ms. Armstrong.
Flynn Supp. Dec., ¶ 12. As to Pioneer West Property Management, UCI did not solicit any work
from Pioneer West, in fact Pioneer West took over for Advanced Maintenance Services who is
named in the Trademark Settlement Agreement as a customer that GSRAM could continue doing
work for. Flynn Supp. Dec., ¶ 13. UCI handled the roof repair for Advanced Maintenance because
GSRAM originally did the roof and it was believed to be a warranty job. Flynn Supp. Dec., ¶ 14.
Bruce Bothwell contacted UCI for an estimate in May 2018, no services were rendered to
Mr. Bothwell from UCI. Flynn Supp. Dec. ¶ 15. Mr. Bothwell found UCI through the phonebook
which showed Twin Falls Idaho as the business location and per the Trademark Settlement
Agreement, any advertisements must not show that GSRAM (not UCI) was conducting business
in Blaine County. Manweiler Supp. Dec., ¶ 9, Exhibit D. ESI Construction reached out to UCI for
an estimate in February 2017, UCI did not provide any services to ESI, only the estimate. Flynn
Supp. Dec., ¶ 16. UCI has done work for ESI throughout all of Idaho and was a long-time customer
of GSRAM and now UCI. Flynn Supp. Dec., ¶ 17.
Snow Mountain Apartments received an estimate from UCI in August 2016, however no
services were performed, and UCI certainly did not solicit or reach out to Snow Mountain
Apartments. Flynn Supp. Dec., ¶ 18. Snow Mountain Apartments initially called for an asphalt
estimate, and then sought out a roofing estimate. Flynn Supp. Dec., ¶ 19. Plaintiff also provided
an estimate to Snow Mountain Apartments, so any damages claimed to be suffered by Plaintiff as
a result of UCI submitting an estimate are moot. Manweiler Supp. Dec., ¶ 10, Exhibit E.
McAlvain Construction is a longtime customer of UCI and UCI has done projects for
McAlvain Construction throughout all of Idaho. Flynn Supp. Dec., ¶ 20. McAlvain Construction
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reached out to UCI because of a prior job UCI completed in Valley County, Idaho. Flynn Supp.
Dec., ¶ 21, Exhibit A. UCI did not solicit work from McAlvain, they contacted UCI for work on
the Animal Shelter in Blaine County. Flynn Supp. Dec., ¶ 22. UCI had no restrictions for working
in Blaine County, so it did the job.
As to Larry Isham, Shay Construction, and Brashears & Sons, UCI did not solicit its
services because UCI was not yet incorporated at the time of the estimates and invoices 1. Flynn
Supp. Dec., ¶ 23. Thus, any breach of the Trademark Settlement Agreement as to Mr. Isham, Shay
Construction, and Brashears & Sons should have been filed against GSRAM, not UCI.
Plaintiff also contends UCI dramatically increased its presence in Blaine County in 2016
and began to “openly and aggressively violate the terms of the Settlement Agreement”
(Memorandum, page 6, ¶ 17). First and foremost, UCI is not a party to the Trademark Settlement
Agreement. Second, Plaintiff fails to provide any factual evidence that UCI did increase its
presence in Blaine County, the blanket assertion is not supported by actual data. Finally, UCI has
not dramatically increased its presence in Blaine County, nor did it ever openly or aggressively
violate the terms of the Settlement Agreement. Flynn Supp. Dec., ¶ 25.
The Trademark Settlement agreement provides that the parties (Plaintiff and GSRAM) will
direct the customer to the other party if such service would violate the terms of the Trademark
Settlement Agreement. Plaintiff incorrectly contends that UCI failed to do this. Despite having
no requirement to do so, Mr. Flynn testified in his deposition that UCI has in fact referred
customers to Plaintiff. Manweiler Supp. Dec., ¶ 12, Exhibit F. Some of the projects, such as the
Standard Plumbing Supply project could not be referred to Plaintiff because it was for an asphalt
seal coat job and Plaintiff does not do asphalt seal coats. Flynn Dec., ¶ 10. UCI did not solicit
UCI was incorporated on October 25, 2011; GSRAM provided Mr. Isham an estimate on June 20, 2011, provided
Brashears & Sons an estimate on September 30, 2010, and Shay Construction and estimate and invoice in July 2011.

1
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business in violation of the Trademark Settlement Agreement, nor was UCI even a party to the
Trademark Settlement Agreement.
II.

LEGAL STANDARD FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

UCI adopts its Standard of Review from the previously filed Memorandum in Support of
Cross Motion for Summary Judgment.
III.

LEGAL ARGUMENT

Plaintiff seeks partial summary judgment on its causes of action for 1) breach of contract,
2) breach of covenant of good faith and fair dealing, and 3) unjust enrichment. Plaintiff claims that
UCI was a successor corporation to GSRAM and as such is bound by the terms of the Trademark
Settlement Agreement, and such successor liability is the basis for which Plaintiff seeks partial
summary judgment. UCI is not a successor to GSRAM, which means UCI cannot be liable for
breach of contract, breach of covenant of good faith and fair dealing, or unjust enrichment.
1. UCI is Not a Successor Corporation to GSRAM.
Although there is no Idaho law directly on point regarding liability of a successor
corporation liability, the general rule under Idaho law is that, “[a]n assignee’s assumption of an
assignor’s liabilities is never presumed, and the burden of proof is upon the party who asserts that
there has been an assumption. Murr v. Selag Corporation, 113 Idaho 773, 7809, 747 P.2d 1302,
1309 (Ct. App. 1987). The well-settled general rule of successor liability is that where one
company sells or otherwise transfers all or substantially all of its assets to another company, the
latter is not liable for the debts and liabilities of the transferor. 15 Fletcher’s Cyclopedia on
Corporations § 7122 (2017 update). There are four generally recognized exceptions to a
successor’s non-liability:
(1)

the buyer expressly or impliedly agrees to assume such
liability;
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(2)
(3)
(4)

the transaction amounts to a de facto consolidation or merger;
the buyer corporation is merely a continuation of the seller
corporation; or
the transaction is entered into fraudulently for the purpose of
escaping liability.

Welco Indus., Inc. v. Applied Cos., 1993-Ohio-191, 67 Ohio St. 3d 344, 346-47, 617 N.E.2d 1129,
1132.
Each of these four exceptions require a transfer of assets in order to hold the acquiring
company liable. Bud Antle, Inc. v. Eastern Foods, Inc., 758 F.2d 1451, 1457 (Cir. 1985). Thus,
the first issue to determine before any of the four exceptions are addressed is if a transfer of assets
between UCI and GSRAM occurred. GSRAM’s assets were liened by the IRS, which meant
GSRAM did not have any assets that could be sold to another company. Upon its incorporation,
UCI purchased the assets from the IRS and by that time, GSRAM was already dissolved. GSRAM
did not sell or transfer its assets to UCI, thus, UCI is not a successor to GSRAM.
If this Court is not persuaded by this argument, the exceptions to successor non-liability
are addressed as follows. Plaintiff argues that the third exception (the buyer corporation is merely
a continuation of the seller corporation) applies to UCI. Plaintiff combines the second and third
exceptions by arguing that if UCI is a mere continuation of GSRAM, then a de facto merger has
taken place.

The de facto merger doctrine and the mere continuation doctrine are separate

doctrines and although courts have previously analyzed the two as a single doctrine because of
their similarities 2, each will be addressed as a separate doctrine as follows.
A.

No De Facto Merger Took Place.

The de facto merger doctrine is an equitable doctrine that recognizes successor liability
may attach where one corporation is absorbed by another, but without compliance with statutory

2

Cargo Partner AG v. Albatrans, Inc., 352 F.3d 41, 45 atfn.3 (2d Cir.2003).
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requirements for a merger. United States v. Sterling Centrecorp Inc., 960 F.Supp.2d 1025, 1041
(E.D. Cal.2013). When a de facto merger is alleged, the court must determine “the substance of
the agreement [regardless of] the title put on it by the parties.” In re Acushnet River & New Bedford
Harbor Proceedings re Alleged PCB Pollution, 712 F.Supp. 1010 (D. Mass. 1989). In this case,
there is no agreement between UCI and GSRAM for this Court to analyze, thus, the Court can look
to the following factors to determine if a de facto merger has occurred:
(1) There is a continuation of the enterprise of the seller corporation, so that there
is continuity of management, personnel, physical location, assets, and general
business operations.
(2) There is a continuity of shareholders which results from the purchasing
corporation paying for the acquired assets with shares of its own stock, this stock
ultimately coming to be held by the shareholders of the seller corporation so that
they become a constituent part of the purchasing corporation.
(3) The seller corporation ceases its ordinary business operations, liquidates, and
dissolves as soon as legally and practically possible.
(4) The purchasing corporation assumes those obligations of the seller ordinarily
necessary for the uninterrupted continuation of normal business operations of the
seller corporation.
United States v. Sterling Centrecorp, Inc., 960 F.Supp.2d 1025, 1042 (2013).
As to the first element, UCI is not disputing that it is operating out of the same location as
GSRAM. That is where Mr. Flynn was already operating. Mr. Flynn further admitted that he kept
much of the personnel of GSRAM, with the exception of ownership and management of UCI.
Finally, while GSRAM and UCI both businesses provide roofing and asphalt maintenance, the
continuity of the enterprise changed slightly with the change in management and ownership.
The second element requires the stockholders to purchase the acquired corporation with
shares of stock – this did not take place. Several courts have held that “[a] consolidation or merger
always involves a transfer of the assets and business of one corporation to another in exchange
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for its securities.” Bud Antle, Inc. v. Eastern Foods, Inc., 758 F.2d 1451, (Cir. 1985) (emphasis
added).

UCI did not buy GSRAM’s assets for stock, thus, this element is not satisfied.

Furthermore, the two companies do not have the same ownership, GSRAM was Michelle and Jeff
Flynn. UCI is Jeffery Flynn and two other shareholders unrelated to Michelle Flynn, further
establishing that this element has not been met.
As to the third element, while it is undisputed that GSRAM dissolved in 2011, there is a
dispute as to the cessation of its ordinary business operations. GSRAM did not go through a formal
winding up process after the IRS liened all of its assets and the two shareholders were divorced.
GSRAM did not operate as UCI, but part of the business operation included satisfying the IRS
debts, something that has still arguably yet to been done. Thus, this element is not satisfied.
As to the fourth element, UCI, the purchasing company of GSRAM assets from the IRS,
did not assume the liabilities of GSRAM. There was no contract or purchase agreement between
UCI and GSRAM where such assumption of liabilities was agreed to. UCI did continue to use and
pay for the same services GSRAM had used and paid for, but there was no express assumption of
liabilities. Refusing to reinvent the wheel for the roofing and asphalt company does not mean that
UCI assumed all of the liabilities of GSRAM when it started operating. Without some written
agreement or uncontroverted assumption, the fourth element is not satisfied.
A de facto merger did not take place because each of the four elements listed above cannot
be satisfied. “Even if the corporation sells to another corporation its entire business operation and
all its assets, in exchange for some consideration other than stock, the two corporate entities
remain distinct and intact.” Bud Antle, Inc. v. Eastern Foods, Inc., 758 F.2d 1451, 1458 (Cir.
1985) (emphasis added). GSRAM and UCI are distinct and separate because no exchange of stock
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or shares took place as consideration between the entities and no consideration was given to
Michelle Flynn by UCI or Jeff Flynn to dissolve GSRAM.
B.

UCI is Not a Mere Continuation of GSRAM.

The mere continuation doctrine applies when a purchasing corporation is merely a
continuation or reincarnation of the selling corporation. Id. “The gravamen of the traditional mere
continuation exception is the continuation of the corporate entity rather than the continuation of
the business operation.” Martin v. TWP Enters., 227 Md. App. 33, 57, 132 A.3d 361, 375 (2016).
The key element of a mere continuation is a common identity of the officers, directors and
stockholders in the selling and purchasing corporations.” Bud Antle, at 1459.
Jeff Flynn and Michelle Flynn were the owners and stockholders of GSRAM prior to its
dissolution. UCI’s stockholders are Jeff Flynn, Kerrie Kuhn, and Robert Hayden; Jeff Flynn is the
only common shareholder between the two entities. Although Kerrie Kuhn and Robert Hayden
were employees of GSRAM, and are now stockholders of UCI, mere employment is insufficient
to warrant the application of the continuation exception. Id. Because Jeff Flynn is the only
continuation of GSRAM, and because his continuation from GSRAM to UCI was not resultant
from the paying for GSRAM assets with shares of his stock, the common identities of GSRAM
and UCI are different and as such, UCI is not a mere continuation of GSRAM.
2. UCI Has Not Breached the Trademark Settlement Agreement.
As argued above, UCI is not a successor to GSRAM, thus it is not a party to the Trademark
Settlement Agreement. UCI argued in its Memorandum in Support of Cross Motion for Summary
Judgment the elements necessary to prove breach of contract, and for the sake of brevity, will not
repeat that argument here, but adopts that argument as if restated fully herein. Because UCI is not
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a party to the Trademark Settlement Agreement, Plaintiff’s breach of contract claim cannot
succeed.
Additionally, if this Court determines UCI to be a party to the Trademark Settlement
Agreement, UCI did not breach the Trademark Settlement Agreement, because as testified by Jeff
Flynn, accepting estimates from customers that reach out to GSRAM does not constitute soliciting
so long as he, or the company, did not advertise to, or solicit those customers. Each of the
customers that Plaintiff claims constitute a breach of contract (Standard Plumbing Supply, Kerry
Armstrong, Pioneer West Property Management, Bruce Bothwell, ESI Construction, Snow
Mountain Apartments, McAlvain Construction, Larry Isham, Shay Construction, Brashears &
Sons) were either existing customers of GSRAM or reached out on their own to GSRAM or UCI
for an estimate (See Flynn Supp. Dec., ¶¶ 11-24). Thus, there has not been a breach of contract,
and Plaintiff’s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment should be denied.
3. UCI Has Not Breached the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing.
As with the breach of contract, UCI fully briefed and argued this in its Memorandum in
Support of Cross Motion for Summary Judgment and adopts that argument as if restated fully
herein. UCI owes no covenant of good faith and fair dealing to Plaintiff because it is not a party
to the Trademark Settlement Agreement.
And as stated in Section 2 above, GSRAM and UCI acted within the understanding of the
Trademark Settlement Agreement, and Mr. Flynn’s understanding of the agreement was that it is
not considered soliciting if the customer first contacts UCI or GSRAM. Thus, Plaintiff’s breach
of covenant of good faith and fair dealing cannot succeed, and Plaintiff’s Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment should be denied.
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4. UCI Has Not Been Unjustly Enriched.
UCI also briefed its argument for this cause of action in its Memorandum in Support of
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment and adopts that argument as if stated in full herein. Plaintiff
cannot meet the elements of an unjust enrichment claim because no benefit was conferred upon
UCI by Plaintiff, thus, this cause of action cannot succeed, and Plaintiff’s Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment should be denied.
V.

CONCLUSION

Based on the forgoing, genuine issues of material fact exist, and Defendant respectfully
requests this Court deny Plaintiff’s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment.
DATED: March 5, 2019.
PICKENS COZAKOS, P.A.
By

/s/ Terri Pickens Manweiler
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in Blaine
Blaine County
is attached
hereto as
as Exhibit
A.
work in
Construction regarding
regarding UCI's
County is
Construction
22.
22.

UCI for
work on
the
contacted UCI
work from
for work
on the
from McAlvain,
did not
not solicit
solicit work
McAlvain, they
UCI did
they contacted
UCI

Blaine County.
Shelter in
Animal Shelter
in Blaine
County.
Animal
23..
23

Brashears &
and Brashears
& Sons,
UCI did
did not
not solicit
solicit
Construction, and
As to
to Lany
Sons, UCI
Isham, Shay
Larry Isham,
Shay Construction,
As

at the
the time
the estimates
and invoices.
estimates and
invoices.
time of
incorporated at
0fthe
UCI was
was not
not yet
because UCI
services because
its services
yet incorporated
its
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24.
24.

these companies
were solicited
by GSRAM or
or customers
solicited by
nor do
do
customers were
companies or
of these
or UCI nor
None of

they constitute
constitute aa breach
breach of the
the Trademark Settlement
Settlement Agreement.
Agreement.
they
25.
25.

UCI has
never dramatically
presence in
ever
has never
increased its
in Blaine
did it
it ever
Blaine County,
its presence
nor did
dramatically increased
County, nor

openly or
aggressively violate
the terms
Settlement Agreement.
Violate the
terms of
of the
the Settlement
Agreement.
or aggressively
openly
CERTIFICATION
II declare
declare under
penalty of
of perjury
pe1jury pursuant
pursuant to
the
that the
under penalty
the law of
of the
the State
State of
of Idaho
Idaho that
to the
foregoing
foregoing

is true
correct.
true and
and correct.

is

2019.
DATED: March 5,
5, 2019.

Isl Jeffery
Jeffery
/s/

Flynn
Flynn
JEFFERY FLYNN

CERTIFICATE OF
0F SERVICE
II HEREBY CERTIFY that
foregoing
that on March 5,
served the
the foregoing
electronically served
2019, II electronically
5, 2019,
sent a
Filing to
following
document using
iCourt E-File
E-File system,
Notice of Electronic
Electronic Filing
the following
using the
the iCourt
a Notice
to the
system, which sent
persons:
persons:
Ryan T.
T. McFarland
Ryan

D First
First Class
Class Mail

McFarland Ritter
Ritter PLLC
McFarland

D Facsimile
Facsimile -— 208.895.1270
208.895. 1270
D Hand Delivery
Delivery
~ iCourts
E
iCourts -— ryan@mcfarlandritter.com
rvan@mcfarlandritter.com

P.O.
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian,
Meridian, ID 83680

Isl Terri
Pickens Manweiler
Manweiler
/s/
Terri Pickens
TeITi
Pickens Manweiler
Terri Pickens
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McALVAIN

CONSTRUCTION IMC.
Equal Opportunity
Opportunity Employer

November
2018
November 12,
12, 2018
Kerrie
Kerrie Kuhn
Kuhn
United
State Roofing
Inc DBA:
Rooﬁng
DBA: Gem State
United Components,
Components, Inc
417
Street #2
Remington Street
417 Remington
Garden
ID
83714
ID
Garden City,
City,
Re:
Animal Shelter
Shelter of
Valley
of the
the Wood River
River Valley
Re: AnimaI
Dear
Dear Kerrie,
Kerrie,
This letter
This
letter

is being
it may
concern of
explain to
to those
those whom it
of our
our relationship
to explain
relationship
provided to
being provided
may concern
with
in the
work in
River Valley.
the Wood River
their work
position with
with their
Rooﬁng and
our position
State Roofing
and our
Valley.
with Gem State
is

McAlvain
Animal Shelter
Shelter of
of the
the Wood River
is working
working with
with the
the Animal
River Valley
Inc. is
Construction, Inc.
McAlvain Construction,
Valley
to
build a
in Hailey,
construction project
Idaho. In
In May
project in
square foot
of
foot new construction
a 29,000
to build
Hailey, Idaho.
29,000 square
May of
2017, McAlvain
three bidders:
bidders: 1)
from three
Dricon
went out
bids from
received bids
out to
to bid
bid and
and received
McAlvain went
2017,
1) Dricon
Roofing;
project budget
Rooﬁng. Our project
Professional Roofing.
budget was
Signature Roofing;
and 3)
Rooﬁng; and
Rooﬁng; 2)
3) Professional
2) Signature
in
of
the
based
on
the
low
bid
from
Dricon
Roofing
in
the
amount
of
$247,000.
We
entered
Rooﬁng
from
entered into
bid
into
Dricon
the
low
$247,000.
based on
contract with
Rooﬁng on
2017.
on November 7,
Dricon Roofing
with Dricon
contract
7, 2017.
On
meeting at
at 8:30
with the
8:30 AM with
preconstruction meeting
the
McAlvain held
held a
a preconstruction
0n January
2018, McAlvain
January 11,
11, 2018,
well as
applicable subcontractors
envelope
PIE Consulting,
as well
as applicable
for the
the project,
Consulting, as
subcontractors
consultant for
envelope consultant
project, PIE
hired by
the Owner
including
that was hired
consultant that
Rooﬁng. The envelope
Dricon Roofing.
envelope consultant
including Dricon
by the
speciﬁcations that
the design
reviewed the
design specifications
reiterated the
that require
require
and reiterated
expectations and
project expectations
the project
reviewed
installation per
2018 at
instructions. On
0n January
at 12:44
written instructions.
manufacturer written
all manufacturer
12:44 PM,
January 11,
per all
installation
11, 2018
PM,
McAlvain
expressing concerns
Dricon Roofing
Rooﬁng expressing
estimator at
email from
from the
the estimator
at Dricon
concerns
received an
an email
McAlvain received
methods for
and methods
for
the means and
project with
regards to
with
the requirements
to the
the project
with regards
requirements of
of the
with the
Ice and
install Ice
installing
to install
and Water
nails to
Water Shield
use nails
wanted to
Shield
Ice and
Water shield
to use
shield (they
and Water
installing Ice
(they wanted
manufacturer’s instructions)
which is
well as
as their
concern with
their concern
with the
the
as well
against the
the manufacturer's
instructions) as
which
is against
Dricon suggested
schedule through
dated January
winter. In
this email
that
suggested that
the winter.
In this
email dated
through the
January 11,
schedule
11, Dricon
attempting to
project. Aﬁzer
McAlvain
After attempting
for this
this project.
have
different Contractor
to have
Contractor for
with a
contract with
a different
McAlvain contract
best option
the best
option was to
to cancel
temporary
was apparent
apparent the
it was
cancel the
the
protection only
installed, it
only installed,
temporary protection
rooﬁng company.
another roofing
Subcontract with
Lf_
Contract with
enter into
with another
The
with Dricon
into Contract
Dricon and
and enter
company. The
Subcontract
budget.
not within
within our
that we received
other two
two bids
~
were not
our budget.
bids that
received were
other

ﬁ'
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As our
for temporary
the project
was ready
Schedule states,
project was
Construction Schedule
our Construction
states, the
ready for
temporary
As
of Boise,
Rooﬁng
Gem
is a
2018.
State
as
Idaho is
as
a
rooﬁng/plastic
Boise, Idaho
January 4,
early as January
4, 2018. Gem State Roofing of
roofing/plastic as early
project for
for our
our Whitetail
a successful
successful project
Whitetail Clubhouse
completed a
had recently
Contractor that
Clubhouse
recently completed
that had
Contractor
project
was
the
Idaho.
This
managed
in
same
Clubhouse
project
McCall,
by the same
project in McCall, Idaho. This Clubhouse project was managed by
team for
the team
and Project
Manager (myself)
as the
Animal
Project Manager
Superintendent (John
for the
the Animal
Hanson) and
(John Hanson)
(myself) as
Superintendent
River
State
Gem
Rooﬁng
On
was
Shelter
the
of
Wood
Valley.
2018,
January
18,
Shelter of the Wood River Valley. On January 18, 2018, Gem State Roofing was
that would
receiving a
work within
would work
of receiving
within our
McAlvain in
bid that
hopes of
in the
the hopes
a bid
contacted by
our
contacted
by McAlvain
was
Dricon
canceled
on
20
Contract
McAlvain
and
with
18
The
budget.
February
budget. The Contract with Dricon was canceled on February 5,
5, 2018 and McAlvain
full scope
for the
scope of
rooﬁng work
with Gem
Rooﬁng for
the full
of roofing
work on
State Roofing
Gem State
Contract with
on
entered into
into Contract
entered
2018.
February 16,
16, 2018.
February
908-5990.
feel free
me at
at (208)
please feel
free to
contact me
have any
to contact
Should you
questions, please
any questions,
you have
(208) 908-5990.
Should
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
3’

h
&:.s7
.

'

‘7

~
d,,,
Lvycddc'7é’gq
Felix
Tracey Felix
Tracey
Manager
Project
Project Manager
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Electronically Filed
3/5/2019 1:51 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Amy King, Deputy Clerk

TeITi
No. 5828
Terri Pickens
Pickens Manweiler,
Manweiler, ISB No.
Pearson, ISB No.
No. 10027
Shannon Pearson,
PICKENS COZAKOS,
COZAKos, P.A.
398 S.
Street, Suite
398
Suite 240
9th Street,
S. 9th

P.O.
P.O.

Box 915
915
Boise, Idaho
83701
Idaho 83701
Boise,
Telephone: 208.954.5090
Telephone:
208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099
Facsimile:
208.954.5099
te1Ti@pickenslawboise.com
terri(a)pickenslawboise.com
shannon@pickenslawboise.com

Attorneys for Defendant
Defendant
Attorneysfor

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
ST
ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE

GEM STATE ROOFING,

CV01-1 8—13437
Case No.
No. CVOl-18-13437

IN CORPORATED,
INCORPORATED,
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff,
V.
V.

SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION
OF TERRI PICKENS MANWEILER

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.
Defendant.

I,
pursuant to
following declaration
declaration pursuant
the following
to Idaho
Idaho
I, TERRI PICKENS MANWEILER make the
Code§§ 9-1406:
9-1406:
Code
1.
1.

I am the
personal knowledge
as such,
record for
for Defendant,
the attorney
0f record
Defendant, and as
such, II have personal
attorney of

I

of
herein.
of the
the facts
facts herein.
2.
2.

On December 20,
the deposition
attended the
deposition of
0f Jeffrey
2018, II attended
Jeffrey Flynn.
Flynn.
20, 2018,

3.
3.

true and accurate
copies of
of the
the relevant
Attached
hereto are
accurate copies
relevant p01iions
are true
the
portions of the
Attached hereto

deposition
of Jeffrey
Jeffrey Flynn.
Flynn.
transcript of
deposition transcript

SUPPLEMENT
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4.
4.

testiﬁed in his deposition that
that he was instructed
instructed by
the IRS that
the new
that the
Mr. Flynn testified
by the

set up was the separate and distinct,
different corporate veil
distinct, a different
veil of GS
GSRAM.
company he set
RAM. See Exhibit

38:3-7.
A attached
attached hereto,
hereto, page 38:3-7.
5.
5.

that GSRAM will
will not
advertise or
or
not adve1tise
The Trademark Settlement Agreement provides that

solicit business in
in Blaine County.
solicit

0f the
the Trademark Settlement
Settlement
A true and accurate copy of

is attached hereto as
as Exhibit B.
Agreement is

6.
6.

“may advertise
also provides that
that GSRAM "may
advertise
The Trademark Settlement Agreement also

in the Twin Falls
Falls telephone directories
directories which may be distributed
distributed in
in Blaine County,
it is
is
long as
so long
as it
in
County, so
in Blaine County, and does not state
listed under any cities
cities in
state or imply it
it perfmms
in
services in
performs services
not listed

County.”
Blaine County."
7.
7.

in his
his deposition that
testiﬁed in
that if
if a company or
or individual
individual reaches
reaches out
out to
to
Mr. Flynn testified

UCI or
or GSRAM and that
that company or
or individual
individual happens to
to have a
a project
project in
in Blaine
Blaine County or
or
in Blaine County,
proj ect in
for a project
did not consider that
that to
to be soliciting,
soliciting,
requests an estimate for
County, Mr. Flynn did
soliciting the
advertising to
the business or adve1tising
solicit business.
to solicit
business. See
because UCI and GSRAM were not soliciting

7728-15.
attached hereto,
hereto, page 77:8-15.
Exhibit C attached
8.
8.

20 1 9, my office
ofﬁce received
received a copy of
0fthe
Plaintiffreceived
On January 15,
the documents Plaintiff
received
15, 2019,

in response to
the third-patty
to the
third-party subpoenas.
in
9.
9.

third-party subpoena production was an email and
One of the documents within the third-party

found GSRAM to
to request
request an estimate.
estimate. A
A true
true
photograph from Bruce Bothwell regarding how he found
the email and photograph is
is attached
attached hereto
hereto as
accurate copy of the
as Exhibit D.
and accurate
10.
10.

in the third-party
third-party subpoena document production was a copy
estimates
Also, in
Also,
copy of estimates

Plaintiff to
Apartments. True and accurate
to Snow Mountain Apaitments.
accurate copies of these
from Plaintiff
these estimates
are
estimates are
from

attached hereto
hereto as
as Exhibit E.
E.
attached

TERRI PICKENS MANWEILER, Page 2
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11.
11.
one job,
job, the
one
the

Plaintiff
Plaintiff claims
claims

it suffered
because of UCI,
at least
least
suffered damages because
on at
appears on
it appears
UCI, however it

it

Snow Mountain Apartments,
Plaintiff had
equal oppo1iunity
so
had equal
Apartments, Plaintiff
to submit
submit an
an estimate,
opportunity to
estimate, so

claimed to
any damages claimed
to be
be suffered
suffered by
by Plaintiff
Plaintiff as
as a
a result
UCI submitting
submitting an
moot.
ofUCI
are moot.
result of
estimate are
an estimate
any
12.
12.

The Trademark Settlement
provides that
Settlement agreement provides
that the
the parties
will direct
direct the
the
parties will

customer
party if
the terms
the other
other party
if such
service would violate
terms of
such service
the Trademark Settlement
customer to
to the
of the
Settlement
violate the
Plaintiff contends
contends UCI
Agreement; Plaintiff
Agreement;

failed to
to do this,
in his
failed
testiﬁed in
deposition
his deposition
this, however Mr. Flynn
Flynn testified

fact refe1Ted
Plaintiff. See Exhibit F attached
that
in fact
to Plaintiff.
page 78:22that they
referred customers
customers to
attached hereto,
hereto, page
they have in

25 , 79:1.
79: 1.
25,
CERTIFICATION

II declare
declare under
under penalty
penalty of
pe1jury pursuant
the law of
the
pursuant to
of perjury
to the
of the
that the
the State
Idaho that
State of
of Idaho
foregoing is
is true
true and
and correct.
correct.
foregoing

DATED: March 5,
2019.
5, 2019.

Isl Terri
Pickens
/s/
Terri Pickens

Manweiler
Manweiler
TeITi
Terri Pickens
Pickens Manweiler

CERTIFICATE OF
0F SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that
the foregoing
I
that on March 5,
foregoing
served the
electronically served
2019, II electronically
5, 2019,
E-File system,
document using
the iCourt
iCourt E-File
Notice of
a Notice
sent a
of Electronic
following
Electronic Filing
using the
Filing to
to the
the following
system, which sent
persons:
persons:
Ryan
T. McFarland
Ryan T.
McFarland Ritter
Ritter PLLC
P.O.
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian,
Meridian, ID 83680

D
U First
First Class
Mail
Class Mail
D
U Facsimile
Facsimile -— 208.895.1270
208.895.1270
U Hand Delivery
D
Delivery
E
~ iCourts
ryan@mcfarlandritter.com
iCourts -—rvan@mcfarlandritter.com

Isl Terri
Pickens
Terri Pickens
/s/

Manweiler
Terri
Terri Pickens
Pickens Manweiler
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EXHIBIT A
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Jeffrey
Jeffrey Flynn
Flynn
December 20,
20, 2018

Roofing v.
v.
State Rooﬁng
Gem State
United Components

Page 40

Page 38
1
22
3
3
4
55
66
77
88
99
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21

22
23
24
25

the name. So
said change the
start
start up aa new company. They said
we went with United
United Components. That is
is how UCI
let us
surfaced.
brand. And
us keep the
the Gem State
State brand.
surfaced. They let
they let
let us
us keep the
brand. We had
the Asphalt Maintenance brand.
they
veil to
to
corporate veil
to keep those
companies.
those companies.
the corporate
to change the
-Q.
you
say
"they"
-When
you say
Q.
A. The IRS.
in writing
writing from the
the IRS
Q.
anything in
you have anything
Q. Did you
the
name?
State
that
saying
that
you
could
keep
the
Gem
State
saying
you
I'm sure
all
got something.
A.
It went all
A. I'm
sure we have got
something. It
litigation with the
the IRS.
IRS. They controlled
controlled the
the
through
through litigation
at
that
whole destiny
of
the
whole
process
at
that
point.
point.
the
process
destiny of
I'll represent
t0 you,
that nothing in
in
Q.
represent to
sir, that
Q. I'll
you, sir,
the IRS related
this
been produced
produced from the
related
litigation has
this litigation
has been
the name. II would ask
to keep the
to
ask you,
to them allowing
allowing you
you to
you,
if you
that
ask your
for that
and II would ask
look for
counsel, if
your counsel,
you would look
it to
to your
she can
documentation,
provide it
counsel, and she
documentation, provide
your counsel,
provide it
sir?
provide
it to
to me. Would you
that, sir?
you do that,
That's fine
A
A.. That's
ﬁne..
MS
We'll certainly
MANWEILER: We'll
look.
MS.. PICKENS MANWEILER:
certainly look.
the IRS has
has to
to do that.
that.
II don't
don't know what authority
authority the
I'm relying
I. I'm
MR. MCFARLAND
Neither do I.
MCFARLAND:: Neither
relying on
client's testimony.
your client's
testimony.
your
tell the
the IRS
THE WITNESS: You don't really
really tell
to do
tell us
do..
what to
to do
us what to
do.. They tell

1
22
33
44
55
66
7
88
99
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

-Q.
point II assume -Q. At some point
I'm telling
didn't.
A
no,
because
II didn't.
A.. I'm
telling you
because
no,
you
at
will be
be a
Iassume
Q.
I
assume
at
some
point
there
will
point
there
Q.
resolution
the IRS and you?
resolution with the
you?
point. One year,
3O years.
A. At some point.
years.
years, 30
year, 20 years,
idea.
II have no idea.
-Q.
that -been made on that
any payments been
Q. Have any
A.
A. Yes.
the last
Q.
last time
time any
any payment was made on
Q. When was the
that debt?
debt?
that
the
A.. II just
just made aa payment this
A
this summer towards the
there.
OIC. And that
August.
Somewhere
in
there
.
that was July,
in
July, August.
Q.
you know whether you
you wrote aa check
Q. Do you
personally?
personally?
check.
A. II wrote aa check.
Q.
a check?
check?
Q. Or whether UCI wrote a
check.
A. II wrote aa check.
Q.
personal check?
a personal
Q. You wrote a
A. Yes.
Q.
Is the
the tax
tax issue
the IRS and
and you
issue between the
you
Q. Is
personally?
personally?
the
It was against
the corporation.
against the
ButII was the
A. It
corporation. But
head of the
the corporation.
attached me.
corporation. So they
they attached
Q.
being GSR?
the corporation,
of course,
corporation, of
course, being
Q. And the
A. That's correct.
correct.

Page 41
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Page 39
1
2
2
33
44
5
5
66
77
88
99
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

Q
If you
in
MR. MCFARLAND) If
you have something in
Q.. (BY MR.
telling you
writing about
that you
or
writing
about them telling
dissolve, or
you can dissolve,
you that
that you
company, or
use
that you
or that
can start
that
start a
a new company,
you can use
you can
like to
that
to see
the Gem State
Rooﬁng name, II would like
see that
State Roofing
the
paper if
it?
paper
if you
you have it?
A
couldn't tell
if there
that
tell you
there is
is something that
A.. II couldn't
you if
to do that.
they
just told
if they
us to
that.
told us
or if
they just
they wrote down or
They just
just told
told us
us to
You are
this
to do this
to do it.
it.
are going to
that's it.
and that's
it.
Q
your tax
tax lawyer
tax
Will you
ask your
lawyer and tax
you ask
Q.. Will
accountant about that?
that?
accountant
A
Yes, II will.
A.. Yes,
will.
Q.
So,
to
your
nothing ever happened
to
knowledge, nothing
your knowledge,
Q. So,
Michelle's stock?
with
just dissolved?
dissolved?
with Michelle's
stock? The company just
A.
just dissolved.
in
through offers
offers in
dissolved. She went tlu-ough
A. It
It just
settled
out
on
her
side.
We
her
side.
out
settled
hers and they
compromise on hers
they
divorced.
were separated
at
that
point.
We
were
divorced.
that
point.
separated at
Q.
paid that
liability, do you
that tax
she paid
tax liability,
you know?
Q. Has she
A
did.
A.. Yes,
she did.
Yes, she
Q.
her with that?
help her
that?
you help
Q. Did you
A. No.
No.
that?
Q
State Roofing
her with
with that?
Rooﬁng help
help her
Q.. Did Gem State
A
No.
A.. No.
Q
her with that?
help her
that?
Q.. Did UCI help
A. No.
A.

\-.‘s‘cripttﬁ‘
i\l
in-U-Scrip
t'ii',
Mil»!

'

1
22
33
44
55
66
77
8a
99
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

-Q.
ﬁght between UCI -is no fight
Q. There is
A.
No.
A. No.
-- and the
Q.
the IRS?
Q. -A. None whatsoever.
whatsoever.
ﬁrst? The closing
closing of GSR? Or
Q
Q.. What happened first?
the
the opening ofUCI?
the same
of UCI? Or did
at the
did they
they happen at
time?
time?
A
pretty much sequential.
A.. It
It was pretty
sequential.
Q.
the
at the
sequential you
they happened at
you mean they
Q. By sequential
same time?
time?
other.
A.. Yes.
Yes. You got
the other.
A
close one and open the
got to
to close
Q
.
You
closed
one
door
and
you
opened
the
other?
other?
the
closed
door
opened
you
Q.
A. Correct.
Correct.
off during
during that
that
Q.
to lay
anybody off
you have to
lay anybody
Q. Did you
time?
time?
A
Just in
off.
A.. Just
in the
the wintertime
wintertime we always
always lay
lay guys
guys off.
-But
that
was
due
to
the
season
-that
Q.
to
the
season
Q.
A. Yes.
Yes.
Q.
-not due to
door and
closing of
to the
the closing
of one
one door
Q. -- and not
opening of another?
another?
A. No.
have trucks?
Q.
it have
trucks?
did it
it doors
doors did
closed it
Q. Before GSR closed
A. Yes.
Yes.
Q.
it have other
other equipment?
Q. Did it
A. Yes.
Yes.

M & M Court Reporting Service
Service
(208)345-961
l(ph) (800)234-961
(208)-345-ssoo(rax)
(800)234-9611I (208)-345-8800(fax)
(208)345-9611(ph)

(10)
(10) Pages 38 -- 41
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SETTLEhﬂENT AGREEMENT
TRADEMARK SETTtEMENT
effective as
as of the
executes this
this
the date the last
last of the parties
paﬁies hereto executes
THIS AGREEMENT, effective
and
entered
is entered into by and between Gem State Roofing
Rooﬁng & Asphalt Maintenance,
Agreement below, is
Inc.
Rooﬁng, Inc.
Inc., and Gem State Roofing,
Inc.,

\

RECITALS

A.

Inc. is
Rooﬁng &.
is an Idaho Corporation in good
Gem State Roofing
& Asphalt Maintenance, Inc.
to
1995 as Flynn,
its name to
30, 1995
standing duly organized on May 30,
Inc., having amended its
Flynn, Inc.,
State Roofing
Rooﬁng and Asphalt Maintenance, Inc.,
Inc., on December 28,
Gem State
1998, and having
28, 1998,
Rooﬁng” on July
Ceﬁiﬁcate of Assumed Business Name as "“Gem
ﬁled aa Ce1tificate
1999,
July 19,
19, 1999,
Gem State Roofing"
filed
rooﬁng and asphalt services primarily
Falls
Twin Falls
in the Boise and Twin
primarily in
and which provides roofing
areas.
areas.

B..
B

is an Idaho Corporation in good standing duly
Stale Roofing,
Inc. is
Rooﬁng, Inc.
Gem State
duly organized on
is the successor in
ﬁled a
interest of
ofRichard
in interest
Silvia, who filed
Richard Silvia,
December 18,
18, 2000, which is
“Gem State Roofing"
Rooﬁng” on August 12,
Ceﬂiﬁcate of Assumed Business Name as "Gem
1997, and
Ce1tificate
12, 1997,
sewices primarily in
rooﬁng services
area.
in the Blaine County area.
which provides roofing

C..
C

parties’ names are
similar
arc confusingly similar to each other and the parties
parties provide similar
The parties'
a likelihood of confusion as
as to
to source,
the
source, origin,
services, leading to a
origin, and sponsorship of lhe
services,
services.
services.

D.

& Asphalt Maintenance, Inc.,
perfumed any
State Roofing
Rooﬁng &
that it
it has not performed
Inc., represents that
Gem State
any
other
to
work in Blaine County during the time period of May 26,
2002,
to
May
26,
26, 2005, other
26,
the Affidavit
in the
Afﬁdavit of
dated May 27,
disclosed in
ofMichclle
than the jobs disclosed
true and
and
Flynn dated
Michelle Flym1
than
27, 2005, aa true
and
exhibits
accompanying
is
attached
which
correct
hereto
Exhibit
as
A
and
of
correct copy
exhibits is attached hereto as Exhibit and
this reference.
reference. Gem State
incorporated herein
herein by this
State Roofing
Rooﬁng & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc.,
incorporated
Inc.,
June
that
ﬁom June 1,
ofexecution
until the date of
this Agreement, it
it
further represents that from
execution of this
further
1, 2005, until
in Blaine County other
in said
other ¢an
said
has not performed any work in
than that which was disclosed in
eﬁ‘orts to solicit
it has not undertaken any efforts
solicit adve1tising
Afﬁdavit, and that it
advertising directed
directed toward
Affidavit,
limited to
soliciting advertising
the Names
advertising in
to soliciting
in the
the Blaine County market, including but not limited
Szm Valley Directo1J'
Directory telephone directories.
directories.
Numbers and Sun
and Numbers

E.

Inc. represents thal
Rooﬁng & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc.
that it
it has provided roofing
rooﬁng
Gem State Roofing
for the
the customers identified
identiﬁed on Exhibit
Exhibit B
and asphalt services in Valley County, Idaho for
B
incomorated herein by
this reference.
attached hereto and incorporated
by this

F.
F.

it has not performed any work in any of those
those
Inc., represents that it
Rooﬁng, Inc.,
Gem State Roofing,
identiﬁed in subparagraph 2(a)
last three (3)
Lhan
years other than
counties identified
2(a) below within the last
(3) years
identiﬁed in subparagraph 4(a)
for those customers identified
State Roofing,
for
Inc.,
Rooﬁng, Inc.,
4(a) below. Gem State

TRADEMARK SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT -- I
362! l\367.l 1.0003
Maintenance -- 36211\362!
& Asphalt
Smlc Roofing
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ﬁ'om June 1,
it
this Agreement, it
that from
until the date of execution of this
represents that
further represents
further
1, 2005 until
”advertising directed
to solicit
directed toward any of the counties
solicit advertising
efforts to
not undertaken any
has not
any efforts
listed in
subbaragraph 2(a).
in subparagraph
2(a).
listed

G.

to do business or
to resolve this
this matter without litigation
litigation by agreeing not to
parties wish to
The parties
other’s primary market.
adveﬂisc in
in the other's
adve1tise

THEREFORE, IN CONSIDERATION OF THE MUTUAL COVENANTS AND
PARTIES AGREE AS FOLLOWS:
PROMISES CONTAINED HEREIN, THE PARTIBS
1.
1.

Rooﬁng &
this Agreement, Gem State Roofing
Commencing immediately upon execution of this
solicit business in Blaine
it will
will not advertise or solicit
1110., agrees that it
Asphalt Maintenance, Inc.,
to by,
non—exhausﬁve list
as a
a non-exhaustive
list of examples, telephone
County,
County, including but not limited to
by, as
television advertising,
advertising, billboards,
billboards, flyers,
sigls, or by
advertising, radio or television
ﬂycrs, signs,
directory
directory advertising,
it performs services
sewices in Blaine County.
that it
indication, express or implied, that
making any
any indication,
a Boise or Twin Falls
station that
television advertising on a
that happens to
t0 reach
Falls station
or television
Radio or
Rooﬁng
it does not state
state or imply that Gem State Roofing
is permissible so long as it
Blaine County is
Rooﬁng &
services in
in Blaine County. Gem State Roofing
Inc., performs services
& Asphalt Maintenance, Inc.,
in Twin Falls
Falls telephone directories which may
1110., may advertise in
Asphalt Maintenance, Inc.,
as it
it is
listed under any cities
in Blaine
cities in
in Blaine County so long as
is not listed
distributed in
be distributed
that it
sewices in
state or imply that
it performs services
in Blaine County.
County,
County, and does not state

2.
2.

ﬂJis Agreement, Gem State Roofing,
immediately upon execution of this
Inc.,
Rooﬁng, Inc.,
Commencing in1mediately
it will
solicit business in the counties listed
listed in
will not advertise or solicit
in subparagraph
agrees that it
to by,
non—exhaustive list
as a non-exhaustive
list of examples, telephone
2(a),
by, as
2(a), including but not limited to
advertising, billboards,
advertising, radio or television advertising,
billboards, flyers,
signs, or by
directory advertising,
directory
ﬂyers, signs,
in said
said counties.
counties.
that it
it performs services in
indication, express or implied,
implied, that
making any indication,
television advertising on a Blaine County station
station that
said
that happens to
to reach said
or television
Radio or
state or imply
in subparagraph 2(a)
it does not state
forth in
sct forth
is permissible so long as it
imply
counties set
2(a) is
Inc., performs services in said counties. Gem State Roofing,
Rooﬁng, Inc.,
Rooﬁng,
that Gem State Roofing,
the Twin Falls
in the
Falls Yellow Book and the Qwest Dex Twin Falls
Falls
Inc., may advertise in
Inc.,
it is
is listed
listed only
state or
cities in
directories so long as it
in Blaine County and does not state
or
directories
only under cities
i1 performs services in the counties set
set forth
forth in
in subparagraph 2(a).
imply that it
2(a).
a.
a.

3.
3.

Ada County, Boise Counjy,
County, Elmore County,
County, Gem
County, Canyon County,
Gooding
Falls County,
County,
County, Jerome County,
Valley
County, Twin Falls
County, and Valley
County.

A3phalt Maintenance, Inc.,
Rooﬁng & Asphalt
shall not perform any services
services in
in Blaine
Blaine
Gem State Roofing
Inc., shall
for the
the
County except (i)
(i) warranty and maintenance work and repeat customer business for
in paragraph 3(a),
that is
listed in
in Idaho that
former customers listed
is
for a public entity
entity in
former
3(a), and (ii)
(ii) work for
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these
under these
falling under
Work falling
contractors. When
qualiﬁed contractors.
among qualified
When doing
doing work
put out
out for
bid among
for bid
put
or
signs or
not display
& Asphalt
shall not
display signs
Asphalt Maintenance,
Rooﬁng &
Gem State
Maintenance, Inc.,
State Roofing
exceptions, Gem
Ina, shall
exceptions,
“Gem State
confusingly
State Roofing,"
Rooﬁng?” or
is confusingly
that is
phrase that
the name,
or any
otherwise display
name, "Gem
display the
any phrase
otherwise
“Gem State
so
Rooﬁng," so
State Roofing,"
use aa vehicle
vehicle displaying
except that
that it
it may
the name,
displaying the
name, "Gem
similar, except
may use
similar,
in
that
shown
than
in
more
prominent
or
print
brighter,
is
not
larger,
as
long
the
way
any
long as the print is not larger, brighter, or in any way more prominent than that shown in
incorporated
and
attached
service
Exhibit
the
of
the
vehicles
as
C
hereto
photographs
the photographs of the service vehicles attached hereto as Exhibit C and incorporated
reference.
this reference.
herein by
by this
herein
a.
a.

4.
4.

and Advanced
Services.
Mrs. Lipton,
Advanced Maintenance
Maintenance Services.
Herara, Mrs.
Lipton, and
Kelly Herara,
Kelly

not perform
listed in
shall not
counﬁes listed
the counties
in
State Roofing,
services in
perform any
Gem State
in the
Inc., shall
Rooﬁng, Inc.,
any services
Gem
business
repeat customer
and maintenance
customer business
except (i)
maintenance work
work and
and repeat
warranty and
paragraph 2(a)
2(a) except
paragraph
(i) warranty
listed in
in
public entity
former customers
the former
customers listed
and (ii)
in paragraph
for aa public
paragraph 4(a),
entity in
for the
work for
4(a), and
(ii) work
for
under
bid among
among qualified
falling under
work falling
qualiﬁed contractors.
contractors. When
out for
for bid
doing work
Idaho that
that is
is put
put out
When doing
Idaho
01' otherwise display
State Roofing,
shall not
not display
Gem State
Rooﬁng, Inc.,
signs or
these exceptions.
exceptions, Gem
Inc., shall
display signs
these
otherwise display
“Gem State
Rooﬁng," or
that it
it
except that
that is
State Roofing,"
phrase that
the name,
or any
is confusingly
similar, except
confusingly similar,
name, "Gem
any phrase
the
“Gem State
not
Rooﬁng,” so
the name,
as the
print is
is not
the print
State Roofing,"
vehicle displaying
use aa vehicle
so long
long as
displaying the
name, "Gem
may use
may
more prominent
attached Exhibit
or in
prominent than
than that
that shown
Exhibit D.
D.
in any
shown in
in the
the attached
larger, brighter,
brighter, or
any way
way more
larger,
a.
a.

Falls
White (Twin
Bank (in
Wells Fargo
Fargo Bank
Idaho only),
Shoshone, Idaho
(Twin Falls
Tonya White
(in Shoshone,
only), Tonya
Wells
Falls
Matteson (Twin
Blank (Twin
Falls County),
Mike Blank
Mitch Matteson
(Twin Falls
(Twin Falls
County), lvlitch
County), Mike
County),
and John
John Ward
Ward (Valley
(Valley County).
County).
County), and
County),

5.
5.

ﬁ'om perfmming
that it
request for
it is
work that
receives aa request
for work
under this
Ifeither
either party
this
is prohibited
prohibited from
perfonning under
paﬂy receives
If
the person
person or
or entity
other party.
direct lhe
the other
it will
will direct
to the
requesting the
the work
work to
Agreement, it
party.
entity requesting
Agreement,

6.
6.

parties‘ respective
agreed that
that this
this Agreement
Agreement affects
affects the
It is
understood and
respective rights
rights only
and agreed
the parties'
is understood
only
It
counties listed
listed in
subparagraph 2(a).
and the
reached
the counties
Blaine County
in subparagraph
is reached
in Blaine
agreement is
No agreement
County and
2(a). No
in
partics’ respective
respective rights
rights outside
outside these
the parties'
these counties.
counties.
regarding the
regarding

7.
7.

party’s state
the other
oppose the
other pmty's
state ofldaho
shall oppose
dated
Neither party
trademark registrations
of Idaho trademark
registrations dated
party shall
Neither
Gem
of
the
case
dated
2002
State
2004
December
in the
and
the
in
Rooﬁng,
Inc.,
May
2,
29,
May 2, 2002 in the case of Gem State Roofing, Inc., and dated December 29, 2004 in
&
case
State
Asphalt
Gem
Rooﬁng
Inc.
of
State
&
Rooﬁng
Gem
Maintenance,
Asphalt
case of Gem State Roofing & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc. Gem State Roofing & Asphalt
Inc.’s
and consents
t0 Gem
consents to
agrees and
Gcm State
State Roofing,
Maintenance, Inc.,
concurrent use
use and
and
1110., agrees
Rooﬁng, Inc.'
s concurrent
Maintenance,
“Gem
Rooﬁng”
mark
word
State
the
of
registration
effective
Blaine
in
Gem
County; Gem
registration of the word mark "Gem State Roofing'' effective in Blaine County;
and consents
agrees and
State Roofing,
Gem State
consents to
State Roofing
to Gem
& Asphalt
Asphalt Maintenance,
Inc., agrees
Rooﬁng &
Maintenance,
Rooﬁng, Inc.,
State
“Gem State
Inc.’s
Rooﬁng” effective
use and
and registration
eﬁ’cclivc in
registmtion of
concurrent use
of the
the word
word mark
mark "Gem
State Roofing"
in
Inc.'
s concurrent
the counties
counties listed
subparagraph 2(a).
listed in
in subparagraph
2(a).
the

8.
8.

provided in
in this
this Agreement,
otherwise provided
Except as
as otherwise
this Agreement
Agreement, this
Agreement is
is solely
the benefit
beneﬁt
for the
solely for
Except
no other
parties hereto
the parties
other person
or entity
person or
hereto and
and no
ofthe
is entitled
entitled to
to rely
upon or
entity is
or benefit
beneﬁt from
ﬁom
rely upon
of
term herein,
Agreement or
or any
this Agreement
except by
herein, except
writing signed
signed by
the patties
any term
all of
ofthe
parties hereto,
hereto,
by aa writing
by all
this
13.
paragraph 13.
or as
as stated
stated in
in paragraph
or
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9.
9.

a
as a
Operate as
shall not operate
to enforce any
this Agreement shall
failure to
or failure
The waiver or
any provision of this
further breach of any such provision or any
waiver of any
any other provision herein.
any further

l10.
0.

are
all of which are
Recitals, all
all Exhibits attached hereto,
hereto, all
This Agreement (including the Recitals,
entire agreement
this reference)
constitutes the entire
reference) constitutes
expressly incorporated herein by this
hereby expressly
all
to the
parties hereto with respect to
the subject
subj ect matter hereof,
hereof, and supersedes all
between the parties
if any,
hereto.
prior understandings, if
any, with respect hereto.

1 1.
11.

01' their
their
litigation or proceeding is
is c01mnenced
commenced between or among the parties
parties or
If any litigation
If
without
relating to,
this Agreement, including,
representatives arising
including, vvithout
arising out of,
representatives
of, or relating
to, this
or
condition, representation,
representation, warranty,
limitation, a breach of any covenant, condition,
warranty, agreement, or
limitation,
this Agreement, the prevailing party
in addition to
Lo such
entitled, in
shall be entitled,
provision of this
party shall
to have and recover from the other party
relief as
as may be granted, to
other relief
pany reasonable
attorneys’ fees
all costs of such action.
action.
fees and all
attorneys'

12.
12.

in any
this Agreement may not be modified,
or otherwise changed in
modiﬁed, amended, or
The terms of this
any
an
instmment
executed
parties.
except
the
writing
in
of
each
manner,
manner, except by
instrument in writing executed by
by each of the parties.

13.
13.

shall be binding upon and
and shall
the successors,
This Agreement shall
beneﬁt of the
shall inure
the benefit
inure to
to the
successors,
This
representatives,
ofthe
legatees
personal
and
parties.
respective
heirs,
assigns,
assigns, personal representatives, heirs, and legatees of the respective parties.

14.
14.

shall be construed
this Agreement shall
the
of this
with the
The provisions
accordance with
enforced in
provisions of
construed and enforced
in accordance
laws of the
the State
Idaho. Any action
State of
of Idaho.
be
action for
and
breach
shall
for breach of this
ﬂlis agreement shall
brought and
disln'ct court
court of the
alleged
the dist1ict.
the county
in the
the state
state ofldaho,
in the
liﬁgated in
the alleged
in which the
ofIdaho, in
county in
litigated
is
the
Time
occurred.
represents,
party hereby acknowledges, represents,
is of the essence. Each party
breach occurred.
that (i)
is of equal bargaining stTength;
strength; (ii)
and warrants that
party has
(ii) each party
(i) each party is
in the drafting,
drafting, preparation,
actively participated in
ofthis
preparation, and negotiation of
this Agreement; (iii)
actively
(iii)
its own legal
legal counsel;
and. (iv)
rule of
counsel; and
each pa1ty
party has been represented by
any rule
by its
(iv) any
to the effect that
that ambiguities are
are to
to be resolved against
against the
the drafting
drafting party
party
construction to
shall not apply
in the interpretation of this
this Agreement, or
herein.
or any portion herein.
apply in
shall

15.
15.

wan'ants that
to this
this Agreement wannnts
that il
it had independent counsel review the
the terms
terms
party to
Each party
ofthis
enters into
into this
this Agreement knowingly based on the
the
and conditions of
this Agreement, and enters
further acknowledges and represents
represents that
that it
advice of independent counsel. Each party
parry further
ramiﬁcations ofthis
implication
0f this Agreement, and no implication
fully understands the meaning and ramifications
fully
shall be drawn against any party
virtue of the drafting
drafting of
since this
ofthis
this
party by
this Agreement, since
shall
by virtue
parties. With regard to
to the
drafting of this
the drafting
this Agreement,
Agreement was drafted by both parties.
fees and costs.
its own attorney
shall bear its
attorney fees
costs.
party shall
each party
it

16.
16.

requisite power and
has the
the requisite
Each pal'ty
and authority
10 enter
enter into
authority to
party has
into this
this Agreement, to
to perform
perform
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Thc
herein. The
the transactions
consummate the
its obligations
herein, and to
to consmmnate
transactions contemplated herein.
obligations herein,
its
thc
the consummation by
the Agreement by
the parties
execution
by the
parties and the
by the
execution and
delivery of the
and delivery
parties of
of the
paity.
transactions contemplated herein
herein have been
the transactions
been duly
panics
duly approved by
by each party.
execution of
the execution
proceedings on the
part of
the palt
are necessary
each paity
authorize the
of each
to authorize
other proceedings
necessaly to
No other
party are
this
transactions contemplated herein.
the transactions
this Agreement and the
herein.

17.
17.

assigns,
agents and assigns,
Each party
party hereto,
legal representatives,
its successors,
successors, legal
for itself,
representatives, agents
hereto, for
itself, its
successms,
the
discharges
its
remises,
releases,
acquits,
and
forever
discharges
the
other
party
hereto,
its
successors,
forever
other
remises, releases, acquits,
party hereto,
or
with or
acting for,
agents and assigns,
all persons
persons acting
by, with
legal
representatives, agents
legal representatives,
assigns, and any
for, by,
any and all
01'
ﬁ'om
claims,
through
behalf of them,
expenses, claims,
all costs,
of and from any
costs, expenses,
in any
through or in
an all
them, of
any an
any way on behalf
ofevery
action of
controversies,
every
actions, and causes of action
losses, liabilities,
liabilities, actions,
controversies, demands, damages, losses,
or- in
on
known or
and
or nature,
or unknown, either
either in
and whatever kind,
in law or.
in equity,
kind, name or
equity, on
nature, !mown
of
account
of, arising
arising out
out of,
or in
in any
use or
or claim of
account of,
out of
the infringing
of the
infringing use
of, or
any way growing out
this
date of this
the date
ATE name or
prior to
infringing
use of the
to the
in any
the GEM ST
or mark in
STATE
infringing use
any way prior
Agreement.

18.
18.

shall be
This
which shall
be
ofwhich
in any
This Agreement may be executed in
counterpaﬂs, each of
of counterparts,
any number of
Au
instrument. An
but together
shall constitute
together which shall
constitute one and
an original,
the same instrument.
and the
original, but
deemed an
facsimile
executed version
transmitted by
executed
this Agreement which has
by facsimile
has been signed
signed and transmitted
version of this
01' other
of
request of
an-original.
or
or mechanical means shall
be deemed an
original. At
shall be
the request
electronic or
A1 the
other electronic
docmnent by
either
parties will
will confirm
the parties
either party,
executed doctm1ent
conﬁrm a facsimile
facsimile transmission
an executed
transmission of
of an
party, the
by
signing
document.
original document.
an original
signing an

g0

this
,2oos.
DATED
DATEDthis--Q---=O
__ d
y4022555
of~,200
5.
dayaof

~

-~==q,..a:,......i._-k-~

Mi 1el!e
1611c Flynn
Flynn
President
President of Gem State
State Roofing
Rooﬁng &
Asphalt
Inc.
Asphalt Maintenance,
Maintenance, Inc.
DATED this
this _ _ _ _ _ day
day of
of _ _ _ _ _ _ , 2005.
2005.
,

Rick
Rick Silvia
Silvia
President
President of Gem State
State Roofing,
Inc.
Rooﬁng, Inc.
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ns—aulcua

L_du’

UTTlCE

[CUUJ

ddb—U‘ful

p.c
Pod

nu

n

'l'hc
its
to consummate the
its obligations
obligations herein,
herein. The
the transactions
contemplated herein.
transactions contenq:ilated
herein, and to
execution
of
the
Agreement
by
the
parties
and
the
consummation
by
the
the
the
the
execution and delivery
parties
delivery
by
by the
parties of
the transactions
approved
by
each
party.
herein have been duly
transactions contemplated herein
panics
ofthe
party.
duly
by
are necessary
of
proceedings on the
part of each party
the execution
execution of
No other
other proceedings
the part
authorize the
necessary to
to authorize
party are
transactions contemplated herein.
this
this Agreement and the transactions
herein.

17.
17-

Each
party hereto,
legal representatives,
agents and assigns,
its successors,
for itself,
assigns,
successors, legal
Each party
representatives, agents
hereto, for
itself, its
its
successors,
its successors,
or
and assigns,
.and
a11y
and
all
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electronic or
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original. At the
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VALLEY
INC. VALLEY
ASPHALT M...o..INTENANCE,
ROOFING &
& ASPHALT
MAINTENANCE, INC.
STATE ROOFING
B - GEM
GEM STATE
EXHIBIT BEXHIBIT
JOBS
COUNTY JOBS
COUNTY

TRADEMARK SETTLEMENT
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT·
AGREEMENT - 77
TRADEMARK
M:\Clicnls\0um State
H3621 !.0003
Asphalt Maintc11ancc-J621
S(alc Roofing&.
Maintenance - 3621 l\3621
Rooﬁng & Asphalt
LOGOS -Trntlemark
Trademark lnfringcmcnt\A
lOl'IOS.doc
lnfringcmcnuAgrenmun:
Finnl 101'/05.do
lvl:\Clic111s\Gcm
grci:mcm Finni
c
-

000329

VI"-"’28/04
Brundage Realm.
Real'''· 118
1 J8 N.
N Ji.,fcan,
Donnelly, Id
Jdbho
~ 128/04 Invoice
ho 83638 _11
Main, Donnelly,
i/.1738
i
#1 738
"

Norm & Robert Haliday,
Haliday, 180
Between Cascade and
Tailor Betwaen
18.0 Shadow Tailor
09/10/04 and 10/27103
Donnelly, Id
Id 09/10/04
Invoic iJ.3956
I 0/2 7/03 Invoice
&I606
#3956 &1606
Dormeﬂy,
'

Carl ??tompson
Thompson 365 Exights
Knights Rd,
Rd., McCall,
McCall, IiId 09/30/02
Estimate #3558 ·
09/30/02 Estimate

Eslimate
14135
CraigMozkis
Craig Mozkis 1413
5 Jeﬁ‘erson
Jefferson Rd.
Rd. McCall I s! 83 638
638 06/29/01
06/29/04 &timate
#3874

J

#3874

I'(J4

Dick Darmody.
ll] 774
Damwdy, Forest
Forest Haas
Ifayes McCall,09/28
McCal(,09/2 (04 Invoice
Inv~ice ft1774

Eti.sworth Co~~tn~ctipn
Ellmmrlh
Invoice if.
/03 Invoice
# 1122
1.122
Coystmction 254 McCall Id IOI],
fall!·/03

D'alc
Dale

:s

Bergesan
Bergeson 1211 Bare
Bora {s New Meadow:
Mea([m~ , Id
Id 05/17/04
Invoice 111693
#1693
05/17/04 Invoice

.Mike
Mike Churchill
Churchill 300 Minion
Mission St.
SI.

,

Id 09/30/02
9130/02 Evfimate
Estimate i/3557
#3557
McCall Id

#3 712
10/15/03
RtchardHarvey 255 Brook
BrookD~·15/03 Estimate
Estimate (13712
Richm'de’vey
DI; McCall Id 10

Pert:eption Constr-uction,
E.idk Winkeller,
PerL-eptian
Winkeller.
Constmction, Rick

Oﬁplans02
'1-1 /05 Off
plans Estimate
Estimate
02 41/05

fi.4050
#4050

State
Brian Warner,
104 Invoice
Invoice## 1740
State Wide Construction,
Consultation, Brian
J 740
7/2 ?/04
Warner, 712
Scan McDaniels, LarM’ac,
07/01/L 4 Repeat Customer,
Customer. Invica
Scotl
LcnM¢c, McCall
McCafl Id 07101/i]4
Invice
fi.3885
#3885

41-30
Scott Jones, 4902
.4902 Blue Grass 04/30/05 EsliirJFte
ScotfJones,
Estiii[te # 4130

Rocky Mountain
Racial

CTR,
Jr,voice 3562
Warren Wagon 'Rd
10/21/02 Invoice
Rd 10/21102
CIR 3580 Wairen

lcCall

World M.arc
In bLIcCalI 05/0
J/02 Estimate IIﬂ
out of
Marc out
05/01/02
Bid work z‘n
of Washington Bid
3477
3 4 77

Joi111 Dahl 2450 Sheri
McCall, Long tine
friend we have worked
for
workedfar
Sheri Lane McCall,
John
nefriend
in
04.
in 03 and 04.
11'

in 1998
Beriy Bloom Meadow Creed in
Ellsworth Constmction
I998 under Ellsworth
Construction
Berzy

different
than above.
above.
invoice than
diﬁ'ereni invoice
's, Lynn Mitchell,
Mitchell, long timeﬁ'fend¢
time fi'iend ﬁand
ff and on
Forrester
Forrester's,
an

in
in 03 and 04

000330

Sc ASPHALT LOGO ON
C -— PHOTOGRAPH OF GEM STATE ROOFING
R0 OFING &
EXHJBIT CEXIIlBIT
SERVICE VEHICLES

AGREEMENT -- 88
SEITLEMBNT AGREEMENT
TRADEMARK SETTLEl'v!ENT
- Trademark InfriuguncnlMgrccmcnl Final IOI 705mm
Slalc Roofing
£1 1\splrnh
Maintenance -- 3621
Asphalt Maintenance
Rnoﬁng &
M:\Clicnls\Gcm Stale
“362! [.0003
362 IIJ6211
M:\Clicnts\Gcm
.0003 -Trndcmmk
lnfringcmcnt\Agrccmcn! Final JOI 705 .doc
l
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PHOTO GRAPH OF GEM STATE ROOFING, INC. LOGO ON SERVICE
EXHIBIT D -- PHOTOGRAPH
VEHICLE

SET'I‘LEM ENT AGREEMENT -— 9
TRADEMA RK SETTLEMENT
TRADEMARK

& Asphalt
Maintenance - 362! “362] [.0003 - Trademark lnfringcmcnt\J\;irccmcnl
M:\Clicnls\Gcm Stntc
Slalc Roofing
Rooﬁng &
Asphalt Maintcnancc-362111367.11.0003-Trndcmnrk
InfringemcnlMgrccmcm Final
Final IOl70j
[m 70idnc
M:IClicnts\Gcm
.doc
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EXHIBIT C
EXHIBITC

000338

Gem State
State Roofing
v.
Rooﬁng v.
United Components

Jeffrey
Jeffrey Flynn
Flynn
December 20,
20, 2018

Page 74
1
2

33
4

5
6
7
7

8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
1'7
11

1s
18

19
20

21
22
23

24
25

Page 76
76

document. So about
about aa third
the way down. Your name
1
third of the
is
vice-president.
listed
as vice-president. Do you
that?
is listed as
2
see that?
you see
A.
A. Yes.
Yes.
33
that your
accurate title
title as
Q.
4
as of2004?
of 2004?
your accurate
Q. Was that
far as
as II can recall,
A. As far
55
recall, yes.
yes.
recall applying
Q.
trademark
6
for a
a state
state trademark
applying for
Q. Do you recall
in Gem State
in
77
Rooﬁng?
State Roofing?
A. Yeah,
Yeah, II remember aa conversation;
8
conversation; yes.
yes.
attention to
Q
your attention
to page two of Exhibit
99
Direct your
Exhibit
Q.. Direct
No. 11.
11. What is
that?
is that?
10
It's a
A. It's
business card
11
card with a
a business
a letterhead
letterhead logo.
logo.
accurate copy
Q.
is an accurate
your
12
that is
copy of what your
Q. And that
business
business card
in 2004?
13
like in
card looked like
A. As far
14
far as
as II can recall,
recall, yes.
yes.
(Exhibit
15
12 marked.)
(Exhibit 12
marked.)
I'll hand you
Q. (BY MR. MCFARLAND) Sir,
you what 16
Sir, I'll
Q.
as Exhibit
12 to
to this
Exhibit 12
has been marked as
11
this deposition.
deposition. Do
17
you have that
18
that in
in front
front of you?
A. Yes.
Yes.
19
A.
Q.
you recall
recall ever
ever seeing
seeing that
that document
20
Q. Do you
before?
before?
21
don't.
A. II don't.
22
that the
the State
of Idaho issued
Q.
recall that
issued
23
State ofldaho
Q. Do you recall
Trademark—Service Mark for
you aa Registration
24
Registration of Trademark-Service
for the
the
diamond shape,
including the
State Roofing?
the words Gem State
Rooﬁng? 25
shape, including

all of the
the time you
need.
Q. Take all
Q.
you need.
don't recall
recall seeing
this. It
It says
it
A. Yeah, II don't
seeing this.
says it
is a
a trade
trade agreement. II have never
it.
is
been through
through it.
never been
I'm going to
to draw your
Q.
to page one,
attention to
one,
your attention
Q. I'm
Paragraph A
A.. It
It starts
starts with
State
with the
the words "Gem State
Rooﬁng & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc.
an Idaho
Roofing
Inc. is
is an
in good standing
corporation in
corporation
standing duly
organized on May 30,
30,
duly organized
Inc." Do you
as Flynn,
1995 as
that?
see that?
Flynn, Inc."
you see
A. Yes.
Yes.
Q.
Is that
that accurate
accurate that
that Gem State
Rooﬁng &
State Roofing
Q. Is
Asphalt Maintenance was aa continuation
Inc.?
of Flynn,
continuation of
Flynn, Inc.?
A. Yes.
I'm going to
Q.
to invite
invite you
to tum
to page
page two
turn to
you to
Q. I'm
that document. There is
is a
a Paragraph No. 1.
1. Do you
of that
you
that?
see that?
see
A. Yes.
Q.
line states,
ﬁrst line
immediately
states, "Commencing immediately
Q. The first
Rooﬁng &
execution of this
this agreement,
upon execution
State Roofing
agreement, Gem State
Asphalt Maintenance Inc.,
advertise
it will
agrees it
not advertise
will not
Inc., agrees
or
business in
that?
solicit business
or solicit
Blaine County." Do you
in Blaine
see that?
you see
A. Yes.
the execution
recall after
after the
ofthat
execution of
Q.
that
Q. Do you recall
agreement whether Gem State
Rooﬁng & Asphalt
Asphalt
State Roofing
business in
Maintenance, Inc.
Inc. advertised
or solicited
in
advertised or
solicited business
Blaine
Blaine County?
County?

Page 75
1
2

33
4

5
6
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23

24
25

A.. Yes.
A
Q.
to doubt the
the
reason to
you have any
any reason
Q. Do you
authenticity
that document?
authenticity of that
A. No.
(Exhibit 13
13 marked.)
(Exhibit
marked.)
Q.
(BY
MR.
MCFARLAND)
Sir,
you have been
been handed
handed
Sir, you
Q.
what has been marked as
this deposition.
Exhibit 13
13 to
to this
deposition.
as Exhibit
that in
you?
Do you
in front
front of
ofyou?
you have that
A. Yes.
Yes.
A.
Q.
is?
that is?
you know what that
Q. Do you
A. Trademark Settlement
Settlement Agreement.
before
ever seeing
that document before
Q
recall ever
seeing that
you recall
Q.. Do you
today,
sir?
today, sir?
don't recall
A. Yeah,
Yeah, but
but II don't
in it.
it. ButI
But I
A.
recall what is
is in
do recall
recall seeing
seeing it.
it.
Q.
before the
the break
break we talked
talked about
Just before
about a
a
Q. Just
-- I
settlement
I think
think you
it a
a noncalled it
settlement agreement -you called
that your
compete that
signed related
related
your then-wife Michelle had signed
to
Roofing in
in Blaine
State Rooﬁng
to Gem State
Blaine County.
County.
Do you
you recall
you
recall that
that conversation
conversation between you
and II aa few minutes
minutes ago?
A. Yes.
Yes.
Q. Is
you were
this that
that you
that agreement that
Is this
Q.
referencing?
referencing?
A.
look at
at it.
it.
to look
A. II need to

iu—l ‘—Scripl iv
\I in-LI-Script"

.\l

Page 77
77
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8a
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A. We did
business in
not solicit
did not
solicit business
in that
that county.
county.
advertisements are
are reciprocal
reciprocal from the
the Twin Falls
The adve11isements
Falls
the Hailey
area.
phonebooks to
to the
Hailey area.
Q.
using the
the same language.
Just so
so we are
are using
language. What
Q. Just
the term solicit
do you
business to
understand the
solicit business
to mean?
you understand
A.. Going after
A
after customers,
reaching out,
faxing
customers, reaching
out, faxing
and e-mailing for
for more business
business in
in that
that area.
area.
Q.
Would
providing
an
estimate
or
a
bid
providing
estimate
an
or
a
bid
Q.
constitute
business?
constitute soliciting
soliciting business?
-— no, not
A. If
If somebody had called
called us
us -no, not
somebody
contacting
us. A
soliciting
business. That is
soliciting business.
is
contacting us.
previous
previous customer possibly.
possibly. Clientele
here. That
Clientele from
from here.
is
us to
soliciting when somebody reaches
is no soliciting
to us
to give
give
reaches out
out to
far as
aa bid.
bid. That is
not soliciting
as II know the
is not
soliciting as
the law.
law.
as far
don't know I100
00 percent.
percent.
II don't
Q.
to understand
understand your
testimony. Your
your testimony.
Q. II want to
testimony
is if
if a
a person
person in
in Blaine
Blaine County
reached out
testimony is
out to
to
County reached
you
be soliciting
for work that
that would in
in your
soliciting
not be
you for
your mind not
business.
business. Is
Is that
that what you
are saying?
saying?
you are
A. II haven't given
given any
there. II personally
bids there.
personally
any bids
myself haven't been
been soliciting
business there.
If that
soliciting business
that
there. If
is
is what you
are asking
asking me.
you are
I'm asking
Q.
asking you
question. If
If a
a
hypothetical question.
Q. I'm
you aa hypothetical
customer called
business, whether Flynn,
called your
Inc., Gem
your business,
Flynn, Inc.,
State,
business you
if a
a customer called
called whatever business
State, UCI, if
you

M & M Court Reporting
Service
Reporting Service
(208)345-9611(ph)
(800)234-9611 (208)-345-8800(fax)
(208)-345-ssooaax)
(208)345-9611(ph) (800)234-9611

(19)
77
(19) Pages 74 -- 77
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EXHIBIT D
EXHIBITD

000340

From:

To:
To:
Date:
Date:
Attachments:

Here’s
Here' s where

B
hwell
Bru
Bruce
Bothwell
rlnrir.m
ryan@mcfarlandritter.com
Tuesday,
December 11,
2018 5:35:26
5:35:26 PM
Tuesday, December
11, 2018
047.‘
IMG
3047.jpg
IM
il
ach
n 00434.txt
4 4.
Untitled
attachment

nm

we found
found them
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Locate Flve-emr

www.HmoAdvnsomom
Rand Rooting Ptos. Read Reviews Mom Ym

Gem State
tate Roofing
Roofing
Roofing
l~oofing

Contractor
on tractor
0
o mvlaws
rovfows on
on Yahoo
Yahoo

‘

G is this your
your business?
buslnoss? Verity your
your listing
la

thla

Verity

listing

‘Mln
lwln Falls,
Falls, ID
83301
ID 83301
(’308)3
:2 08) 736~9437
9437

Directions

Reviews
Reviews
Momma!»
We cOrrentty don't havoany
have any reviews
for Gem State Roofing
Roofing
mvtewslorGomStnh

Idaho Roofing Contractors - Roofers - We Po tt An

idahomoﬁngcontractors. com
lda.horoollngcon~ors.com
Your
Local Roalets.
Your Local
Roofers. Installation,
Repairs. We Do
AIII
Installation. Leaks
Lease; & Repairs.
Do Ittt Am
Scw’tocs
Hemohng Services
Rerooflng
Roof Inspections
Inspections
ﬁooi
Roof
lnslallahons
Roof lnstenat,ons

Roofing Contractors I homeadyisor;com
D‘icmeAdvisoncom
www HomeAdvisor.com
w.vw

.-; a; ;.
... ~ ,.. 18062
18062 revlews
reviews
FDveStar
Locate Five-S
Hated Roofing Pros.
Locate
tar Rated
Pros. Read Reviews
Reviews Before
Before You
You Hire!
Him!
Rooting Contrat:lors
Contracims
Roofing
Shingle
Shingle Roof
Root Repairs
Repairs
Shingle Aoofcrs
Asphall Sh,ngfe
Roofers
Asphall
Rool Replacement
Root
Replacemenl
Fla! Roof E.xperis
Flat
Winier
Winter Projects
Expens
Projects

Gem State Roofing - Search for Gem State Roofing, I GoLocaJ.gun.t.
w.w,.Golocal.guru/Gem
State Roofing
www GoLocaI gum/Gem State
Rooﬁng
Find Services
Comparn
Area &
Businesses. Flnd
Servlcw in
in Your
Your Area
Get Results
Locall Businesses.
Compare Top Rated Loca
8. Get
Rwults Now
$3

Local Roofing Contractors -- Find 2010 Peafs I modernize.com
LasaLBmﬂng

80mm

moderntze.com/l ocaJ/Aoofing
_.;3.~';-:-.:"
;: .. 'to ,.r 80 reviews
modernae.conVLocal/Rooﬁng
In Your
Contractors In
Free & Easy
Avallable From Top Contractors
Your Area
Area ·- Act
Act Now &
Savel
a Save!
Quotes Available
Free
Easy Quotes

Roofers
Near You
Hookers Near
Cheap
Local Roofing
Cheap Local
Rooﬁng
Free
Guarantee
Flee $10,000
$10,000 Guarantee

-
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Local Rooting
Affordable Local
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Free Quotes
Free
Quotes From Top Pros
Pros
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Find Local
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Categories: Roofing
Roofing Contractor
Categories:
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catdsAcceoted:Discover.Amex. MastammdNisa_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....
GardsAacooted: Dlscover.J~mox...Master:can:L\li5a

EXHIBIT E
EXHIBITE

000343

State Roofing Inc
Gem State
Inc

Proposal
Prdposal

3916'
PO Box 3916
_

Hailey,
ID 83333-3916
Hailey, ID
208-578-0212

Proposal Date: 10/26/2018
10/26/2018
Proposal#: 2871
2871 '. •·
Project:
Project:
Bill To:
Bill

Apartments
Snow Mountain Apartments

E—m ail gemroofl@qwe.
gemroofl @qwgs'tofficemet
E-mail
sfoffice.net

P.O.
P.O.

Box 1566
ID 83333
Hailey,
Hailey, ID

I

FAX# 1-208-575-0234
1-208-578~0234

Description
Description

Quantity
Quantity

Rate

the existing
We hereby
with the
of all
existing roofs
the ·
off of
to remove the
all buildings
buildings with
hereby propose to
roofs off
"B“ building
exception
already been re-roofed.
re-roofed . We will
will apply
building which has already
the "B"
of the
exception of
a new
apply a
Year- Landmark Architecturai
30 Year·
Architectural composition shingle
shingle with
with new 24 gauge Dark Bronze
30
applicable. Includes
Includes applying
Shield
Kynar
ﬁashings where applicable.
meta! flashings
Ice & Water Shield
Kynar metal
applying Grace Ice
to all
of 6 feet
to
all roof
pipe jacks.
jacks. and a minimum of
roof to
to walls,
feet up all
all eves of
the buildings.
buildings.
of the
walls, pipe
Profile“ Mountain Ridge option.
Bid
includes a "High Profile"
option. Bid
includes all
Bid includes
Bid includes
all dump fees
fees and
permits.
building
building permits.

I

Total
Total

-

Architectural Composition shingle.
shingle. (per
sq.)
Landmark 30 Year Architectural
(per sq.)
Landmark 116 Starter
( per bndl.)
bndl.)
Strip. (per
Starter Strip.
Cap. (per
Landmark 30 Ridge Cap.
bndl.)
(per bndl.)
Grace Ice
Shield. (per
box)
8. Water Shield.
Ice &
(per 2sq.
qu. boX)
“D"— metal.
Style "D"(per ft)
metal. (perft)
Style
6" Kynar
6"x 6"
24 gauge 6"x
flashing.
step flashing.
Kynar step
Kynar"L"24
gauge
Kynar
"L"metal.
(per ft.)
metal.
ft.)
(per
24
#30 GMX synthetic
synthetic roof
roll)
felt. (per
roof felt.
roll)
(per
Diverters.
24 gauge Kynar
Stucco Diverters.
Kynar Stucco
"V"- valley
2424 gauge Kynar
metal. (per
coated "V'valley metal.
Kynar coated
ft.)
(per ft.)
1.25"
Coil
(per box)
Coil nails.
nails. 1.25" (per
box)
slap
staples
slap staples
1" Plasticaps.
1"
box)
Plasticaps. (per
(per box)
Vulkem, Geocell
Vulkem,Geocell
Universal
jack.
Universal pipe
pipe jack.
Dump Fee.
Fee. (per
(per 12 yds.)
yds.)
Labor
4" J-vent.
4"
J-vent.
'3
"J"- Vent.
Vent. (6")
(
Building Permit.
Building
Permit.
TERMS:

!

283
283
16
l6
26
48
2,730
2,730
428
90
19
19
35
55
17
17
26
26
77

'

44
44
53
53
33
33

I

l

36
5s
l1

""-J

State Rooﬁng,
estimate
Thank you
you for
for choosing
Roofing, Inc.
Inc. for
this estimate
for this
choosing Gem State

10441-6
104;16
55.00
55.00
56.0'0
56.0'0
227.0'0
227.00
0.5.8
0.58
2.S2
2.92
2.92
2.92
155.00
155.0fo
15.00
1 5.09
5.~4
5.84

,

36.58
36.53
5.QO
5.00
26.QO
26.00
77.50
.50
7.38
7.38
190.00
190.00
63,452.00
63,452.90
9.31
9.31
13.0ci
13.00
78.QO
78.00

I

29;477.28
29,477.28
880.00

. 1,456.00
1,456.00
10,896.00
10,896.00
.
1,583.40
1,583.40
1,249.76
1,249.76
262.80
2,945.00
2,945.00
525.00
525.00
.
29.20
29.20
621
.86
621.86
130.00
130.00
182,00
182.00 .
330.00
330.00
391
391 .14
.14
6,270.00
6,270.00
63,452.00
63,452.00
335:1'6 ·
335:16
65.00
65.00
78.00
78.00
.

'

v-

Total
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'

.-

Rooﬁng Inc
Gem State
State Roofing
Inc
PO Box 3916

Proposal

Hailey,
ID 83333-3916
Hailey, ID
208-578—021
2
208-578-0212

Proposal Date: 10/26/i2018
10/261201 8
Proposal #1 2871
Proposal#:
2871
Project:
Project:

,

Bill
To:
Bill To:
Snow Mountain Apartments
Apartments
P.O.
P.0. Box 1566
Hailey, ID
ID 83333
83333
Hailey.

E—mail
E-mail gemroofl
gemroof1@qwest'
o ffice.net
@qwesquﬁcenet

1—208—s7sgoz34
FAX# 1-208-57870234

Description
Description

Quantity
Quantity

Rate
Rate

Total
Total
i

*

start up of
* 50% upon start
job, 20% upon delivery
of shingles
shingles to
ofjob,
to all
all buildings,
delivery of
buildings, and 30%

upon completion
job.
of the
the job.
completion of
*
* Any bad decking
existing roof
roof will
will be replaced
and
during removal of
of existing
decking found during
replaced @ Time and
Materials
price. This
is per
proposal price.
This stipulation
stipulation is
existing proposal
per building
Materials above existing
building code and
cannot be estimated
until existing
estimated until
existing roof
roof is
is removed.
Bid does not
** Bid
include snow removal.
not include
removal.

@

'
0.00
0.00 .

0.00
0.00

:

0.00
0.00

.

0.00
0.00

-

;

o.oq

0.00
0.00

0.0g

:
;

!

'

’

this estimate
Thank you
Roofing,
Inc. for
for this
estimate
State Roofin
for choosing
choosin 9 Gem State
9 Inc.
you for
.

Total
Total

$121,159.60
,159.6o
$121
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2
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Gem State
State Roofing
v.
Rooﬁng v.
United
United Components

Jeffrey
Jeffrey Flynn
Flynn
December 20,
20, 2018
Page 78

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

are
are operating
operating

and said
like you
said II would like
to come out
out and
you to
do work,
work, or
give aa bid,
bid,
or II would like
like you to
to come out
out and give
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1
2

is that
soliciting business?
is
that soliciting
business?
3
A.
A . That is
is not
not soliciting
soliciting to
to me,
no.
4
me, no.
Q.
business name you
If you,
are
5
you are
Q. If
you, under whatever business
at the
the time,
operating under at
if you or
or someone from your
6
time, if
your
company traveled
traveled to
provided aa written
written
to Blaine
Blaine County and provided
7
estimate,
bid to
potential customer,
estimate, or
or a
a written
written bid
to a
a potential
8
customer,
business under your
would that
that constitute
soliciting business
constitute soliciting
9
your
understanding?
10
A.. No.
A
11
Q. II would like
12
like you
turn to
sir.
to tum
to page three,
three, sir.
you to
Q.
"If either
5 on page three.
It states,
three. It
Paragraph No. 5
13
either
states, "If
party receives
prohibited
14
receives a
a request
for work that
that is
is prohibited
request for
party
from performing
performing under
under this
it will
this agreement,
the
will direct
direct the
15
agreement, it
person or
to the
16
the work to
the other
person
or entity
requesting the
other
entity requesting
party."
17
party." Do you see
see this?
this?
A. Yes,
18
that.
see that.
Yes, II do see
19
Q
to your
or any
your companies, to
your
any of your
you, or
Q.. Did you,
knowledge, ever
ever direct
direct aa potential
potential customer
customer to
to my
20
client, Gem State
21
in Blaine
Blaine County?
State Roofing,
client,
Rooﬁng, in
A. Did we direct
potential customer to
22
direct a
a potential
to him?
Q.
23
question.
sir. That is
is my question.
Yes, sir.
Q. Yes,
A
calls for
to do work up
24
A.. We have had calls
for wanting us
us to
couldn't work in
there before
before and we told
25
there
in that
that
told them we couldn't

ﬁve?
document. Do you
see Michelle's signature
signature on page five?
you see
A
A.. Yes.
that appear to
Q.
to be an accurate
her
accurate copy
copy of her
Q. Does that
signature?
signature?
A. Yes.
believe she did
Q.
did not
not
reason to
to believe
any reason
Q. Do you have any
sign
sign that
that document?
A. No.
A.
-- the
get
Starting on page -the page numbering get
Q.
Q. Starting
Sylvia's signature
is
kind of crazy.
after Mr. Sylvia's
signature page is
crazy. But after
Flynn's affidavit.
the
beginning of
Michelle Flynn's
the beginning
ofMichelle
see
afﬁdavit. Do you
you see
that?
that?
A. Yes.
Q.
ﬁrst page of her
her affidavit,
Paragraph 5,
afﬁdavit, Paragraph
5,
Q. The first
"I found the
that are
are
the following documents that
states,
states, "I
attached
jobs that
State
attached hereto,
reﬂect the
the jobs
that Gem State
hereto, which reflect
Roofing
perfonned during
Rooﬁng and Asphalt
Asphalt Maintenance in
in fact
during
fact performed
the
period, said
the aforesaid
aforesaid period,
the
said attached
attached records
reﬂect the
records reflect
proﬁts
jobs." Do you
profits made from said
said jobs."
that?
see that?
you see
A. What page?
Michelle's affidavit.
Q.
page of Michelle's
First page
afﬁdavit.
Q. First
A. II got
got it.
it.
Q.
that Paragraph No. 6.
see
6. Do you
you see
Q. And below that
that?
that?
A. Yes.
Yes.
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to him. Yes,
And we refeITed
have.
referred stuff
stuff back to
Yes, we have.
Q.
Can
you
identify
any
particular
customer?
particular
you identify any
Q.
3
can't. That is
just through the
A. II can't.
the office.
ofﬁce.
is just
4 What they
have
told
me.
Hey,
we
have
had calls.
calls. And we
told me. Hey,
they
haven't
weren't
5
weren't doing anything
there. II haven't done
anything up there.
6
anything
business partners
partners that
that
6
there. II have new business
anything up there.
weren't clear
77
weren't
the whole process.
process.
clear on the
8
Q.
personally ever
a
a customer,
told a
ever told
or a
8
customer, or
you personally
Q. Have you
potential customer,
9
9
referred Gem State
State Roofing
Rooﬁng in
in
potential
or referred
customer, or
10
Blaine
personally?
Blaine County.
County. You personally?
11
A. II have not.
not.
12
Q.
last time
the last
recall approximately
approximately when the
Q. Do you recall
-13
was that
that someone from your
refeITed -your company referred
14
A . II don't recall.
recall.
A.
Q.
15
Let me finish
ﬁnish my question.
question. Do you
you know
Q. Let
16 approximately
referred a
a
approximately when someone from your
your company referred
-—
17
customer or
potential customer -or a
a potential
customer
18
A . No.
No.
A.
19
Q.
just finish
the record
is clear.
clear. I
I
record is
ﬁnish so
so the
Q. Can II just
2 o will
approximately you
or
20
will start
again. Do you
start again.
you or
you know when approximately
a customer or
or a
a
21 someone from your
referred a
your company referred
potential customer to
Blaine
22
Rooﬁng in
in Blaine
State Roofing
to Gem State
potential
County?
23
County?
A.
No.
24
A. No.
Q.
page five
of that
invite you
that
ﬁve of
25
to tum
turn to
to page
you to
Q. II invite
1

area.
area.

2
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1
2

3

4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11

12

Q.
business records
search ofmy
during
of my business
records during
Q. "After search
this
period
I
am
confident
there
were
no
three year
I
this three
period
conﬁdent
there
year
jobs performed by
by Gem State
and
Asphalt
other
other jobs
State Roofing
Asphalt
Rooﬁng
Maintenance, Inc.
Valley,
Idaho."
in the
the Wood River
Inc. in
River Valley,
Do you
see that?
that?
you see
A. Yes,
do.
Yes, II do.
Q.
there follows
follows a
a number of documents.
documents. Most
Q. And there
of which are
are estimates.
estimates. And II want to
to ask
ask you
about
you about
each one of those.
those.
A. Okay.
Okay.
I'm looking
Q.
the first
ﬁrst estimate
estimate I'm
looking at
at it looks
looks
Q. So the
like
it is
is for
like it
for maybe a
a Kelly
Herara for
for $640.
$640. Am II
Kelly Herara
reading
reading that
that coITectly?
correctly?
A. II have no idea.
idea. This
the first
This is
ﬁrst time
time II have
is the
seen
seen this.
this.
Q.
that is
an estimate
estimate from
is an
you know whether that
Q. Do you
one of your
your companies?
A. It
It doesn't have a
a letterhead
it. It
It looks
letterhead on it.
looks
like
font and the
our font
like our
the layout.
layout.
Q.
recall a
Herara in
in Ketchum,
a Kelly
Kelly Herara
you recall
Q. Do you
Idaho?
A. II don't recall.
recall.
Q.
think that
not an
that is
reason to
to think
is not
an
you have any
any reason
Q. Do you
estimate
estimate from your
your company?
A. It
be one.
It looks
looks to
to be
there is
one. Like II said,
is no
said, there
it

'
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o
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Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Lori Ferguson, Deputy Clerk

Terri Pickens Manweiler, ISB No. 5828
Shannon Pearson, ISB No. 10027
PICKENS COZAKOS, P.A.
398 S. 9th Street, Suite 240
P.O. Box 915
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099
terri@pickenslawboise.com
shannon@pickenslawboise.com
Attorneys for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GEM STATE ROOFING,
INCORPORATED,
Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

Case No. CV01-18-13437
REPLY IN FURTHER SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT’S CROSS MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendant United Components, Incorporated, dba Gem State Roofing, by and through its
counsel of record, Terri Pickens Manweiler of the firm Pickens Cozakos, P.A., submits this Reply
in Further Support of Defendant’s Cross Motion for Summary Judgment.
I.

RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF’S ARGUMENT

Both Plaintiff Gem State Roofing, Inc. (“Plaintiff”) and Defendant United Components
Incorporated (“UCI”) filed motions for summary judgment, contending that they were respectively
entitled to judgment as a matter of law. As set forth in UCI’s underlying motion and opposition
to Plaintiff’s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment (“Plaintiff’s Motion”), UCI alleges that it was
not a party to the Trademark Settlement Agreement, thus, Plaintiff’s causes of action against UCI
fail as a matter of law. UCI further contends there are no genuine issues of material fact that would
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preclude entry of judgment against Plaintiff and in favor of UCI because 1) UCI is not a successor
corporation to Gem State Roofing and Asphalt Maintenance (“GSRAM”), and 2) Plaintiff cannot
establish the necessary elements of claims for breach of contract, breach of covenant of good faith
and fair dealing, trademark infringement, unjust enrichment, and preliminary or permanent
injunction.
After considering all of the pleadings, declarations, and affidavits, UCI respectfully
requests this Court enter summary judgment in favor of UCI because Plaintiff has failed to raise
any genuine issues of material fact as to UCI’s cross motion for summary judgment and UCI is
entitled to judgment as a matter of law dismissing Plaintiff’s causes of action.
A.

Defendant Has Complied with IRCP 56(c)
Plaintiff argues in its Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant’s Cross Motion for Summary

Judgment (“Plaintiff’s Memorandum”) that UCI has failed to meet the rigorous standard for summary
judgment set forth in IRCP 56(c). Plaintiff’s Memorandum, page 2. IRCP 56(c)(1) provides:
Supporting Factual Positions. A party asserting that a fact cannot be or is genuinely
disputed must support the assertion by:
A. citing to particular parts of materials in the record, including
depositions, documents, electronically stored information, affidavits
or declarations, stipulations (including those made for purposes of
the motion only), admissions, interrogatory answers, or other
materials; or
B. showing that the materials cited do not establish the absence or
presence of a genuine dispute, or that an adverse party cannot produce
admissible evidence to support the fact.
(emphasis added).
Plaintiff’s Memorandum repeatedly states that the statements contained in Mr. Flynn’s
declaration and deposition transcript are UCI’s “sole support” for the facts which UCI alleges as true.
The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure do not require multiple sources of support for a factual statement,
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nor do the rules provide that a sworn statement in a declaration or deposition is insufficient for
purposes of a motion for summary judgment. Additionally, IRCP 56 provides:
Affidavits. An affidavit used to support or oppose a motion must be made on
personal knowledge, set out facts that would be admissible in evidence, and show
that the affiant or declarant is competent to testify on the matters stated. Sworn
or certified copies of all papers or parts of papers referred to in an affidavit must
be attached to or served with the affidavit. The court may permit affidavits to be
supplemented or opposed by depositions, answers to interrogatories, or further
affidavits.
Mr. Flynn’s declaration filed in support of UCI’s Cross Motion for Summary Judgment
complies with the above cited standard. Mr. Flynn’s declaration contains statements based on his
personal knowledge and statements that are admissible in evidence. Mr. Flynn’s statements in his
declaration and deposition were sworn statements, made under penalty of perjury; such statements
are sufficient for UCI’s Cross Motion for Summary Judgment and fully comply with IRCP 56.
B.

Plaintiff Has Not Proven UCI is a Party to the Trademark Settlement Agreement.
The issue central to this litigation is whether or not UCI is a party to the Trademark Settlement

Agreement; UCI is not a party to the Trademark Settlement Agreement, thus, there is no way it can
be found to have breached the Trademark Settlement Agreement. Simply put, because it is not a party
to the Trademark Settlement Agreement, Plaintiff’s causes of action for Breach of Contract, Breach
of Duty of Good Faith and Fair Dealing, and Unjust Enrichment must be dismissed.
C.

Plaintiff Has Not Proven UCI Breached the Trademark Settlement Agreement.
Even if this Court determines that UCI is a party to the Trademark Settlement Agreement by

way of successor liability, there has not been a breach of the Trademark Settlement Agreement by
UCI. Plaintiff’s allegations of UCI’s breach of the Trademark Settlement Agreement are not breaches
because UCI did not solicit business in Blaine County. Blacks Law dictionary defines solicit as: “To
seek or to plead, to entreat and ask. 2. To lure or tempt a person.” Mr. Flynn testified in his deposition
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that if a customer or potential customer contacts UCI, that does not constitute solicitation because
UCI did not ‘seek out’ the customer.
Plaintiff’s argument that UCI’s breach of the Trademark Settlement Agreement is largely
based upon UCI’s acceptance of a project in Blaine County for the animal shelter. As stated in the
Supplemental Declaration of Jeffery Flynn, ¶ 22 filed March 5, 2019, UCI did not seek out the project
or customer; McAlvain Construction reached out to UCI because of a prior project UCI completed
for McAlvain in Valley County. Additionally, Plaintiff has not shown that it suffered any damages
as a result of any breach or actions by UCI, thus it cannot prevail on its claim for Breach of Contract.
D.

Plaintiff Cannot Prove Trademark Infringement.
Plaintiff claims UCI infringed upon its trademark, however, there has been no trademark

infringement. Mr. Flynn stated in his deposition that he started using the name Gem State Roofing
in or around 1985 – and although Plaintiff seems to think this sworn statement is insufficient and
that Mr. Flynn must provide alternate proof, this statement is in fact enough to prove that Mr.
Flynn was first in use with regard to the trademark.
Further, the name “Gem State” cannot be trademarked, it is a common title of Idaho, which
is the Gem State. Trademarks cover the logo or symbol of a company, and the logo of Plaintiff
versus the logo of UCI are not similar in nature to cause any confusion. The Certificate of
Registration showed that the trademark assigned to Plaintiff was the following:

g 5r

é h”;
Declaration of Terri Pickens Manweiler, ¶ 10, Exhibit D, filed February 13, 2019.
The Certificate of Registration showed that the Trademark assigned to Gem State Roofing
and Asphalt Maintenance (which was later assigned to UCI) was the following:
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Mm
GEM

ROOFING

Declaration of Terri Pickens Manweiler., ¶ 14 Exhibit F, filed February 13, 2019.
The two are not similar in any manner except for the name, which again, the name cannot
be trademarked because it is a common title in the State of Idaho.
Lastly, to prevail on its claim for trademark infringement, Plaintiff must have suffered
damages, and Plaintiff has yet to show that it suffered any damages. Thus, because there not been
an infringement of Plaintiff’s trademark and because Plaintiff has not suffered any damages,
Plaintiff’s claim for trademark infringement should be dismissed.
V.

CONCLUSION

Based on the forgoing, because UCI is not a party to the Trademark Settlement Agreement
and because no genuine issues of material fact exist, Defendant respectfully requests this Court
enter judgment dismissing each of Plaintiff’s causes of action.
DATED: March 11, 2019.
PICKENS COZAKOS, P.A.
By

/s/ Terri Pickens Manweiler
Terri Pickens Manweiler, Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendant
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on March 11, 2019, I electronically served the foregoing
document using the iCourt E-File system, which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following
persons:
Ryan T. McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian, ID 83680






First Class Mail
Facsimile – 208.895.1270
Hand Delivery
iCourts – ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

/s/ Terri Pickens Manweiler
Terri Pickens Manweiler
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GEM STATE ROOFING,
INCORPORATED,
Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

Case No. CV01-18-13437
DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO STRIKE
AFFIDAVIT OF RICK SILVIA IN
SUPPORT OF REPLY IN SUPPORT
OF PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendant United Components, Incorporated, dba Gem State Roofing, by and through its
counsel of record, Terri Pickens Manweiler of the firm Pickens Cozakos, P.A., pursuant to Idaho
Rule of Civil Procedure 56, hereby moves this Court for an Order striking the March 11, 2019
Affidavit of Rick Silvia in Support of Reply in Support of Plaintiff’s Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment (“Affidavit”). This Motion is supported by the papers and pleadings on file herein. This
Motion is made on the grounds and for the reasons that it is untimely filed. This Affidavit was
filed only 7 days prior to the time set for hearing and does not afford the opposing party an
opportunity to respond. Accordingly, the Affidavit should be stricken.
Oral argument is requested.
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DATED: March 12, 2019.
PICKENS COZAKOS, P.A.
By

/s/ Terri Pickens Manweiler
Terri Pickens Manweiler, Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on March 12, 2019, I electronically served the foregoing
document using the iCourt E-File system, which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following
persons:
Ryan T. McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian, ID 83680
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Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED, )
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
vs.
)
)
UNITED COMPONENTS,
)
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
)
ROOFING,
)
)
Defendant.
)
)

Case No. CV01-18-13437
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF’S
MOTION TO COMPEL

Following oral argument and a review of the matters on file herein,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that Plaintiff’s Motion to
Compel is GRANTED. Defendants must provide a full and complete response to Plaintiff’s
Interrogatory Nos. 3 and 20 and Requests for Production No. 6, 7, and 24 no later than March 29,
2019. Plaintiff’s request for an award of costs and attorneys’ fees incurred in connection with the
Motion to Compel under Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 37(a)(5)(A), and with respect to
Request for Admission Nos. 10, 12, and 17 under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37(c)(2), is
taken under
deferred
untiladvisement.
the conclusion of the matter.
#######
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DATED THIS

day of March 2019.

Signed: 3/25/2019 09:38 AM

By ______________________________________
The Honorable Samuel A. Hoagland
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
Signed: 3/25/2019 10:09 AM

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ___ day of March 2019, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF’S MOTION TO COMPEL by the
method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
MCFARLAND RITTER PLLC
Ryan McFarland
PO Box 1335
Meridian, Idaho 83680

 U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
 Hand Delivered
 Overnight Mail
 E-mail:
ryan@mcfarlandritter.com
paralegal@mcfarlandritter.com
 iCourt
 Telecopy:

PICKENS COZAKOS, P.A.
Terri Pickens Manweiler
Shannon Pearson
398 S. 9th Street, Suite 240
Boise, ID 83701

 U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
 Hand Delivered
 Overnight Mail
 E-mail:
terri@pickenslawboise.com
shannon@pickenslawboise.com
 iCourt
 Telecopy:

PHIL MCGRANE
Clerk of the District Court

Deputy Court Clerk
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Filed: 04/03/2019 14:37:50
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Hoskins, Janet
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and complete responses

t0

fees.

Defendants must provide

full

Nos. 3 and 20 and Requests for Production

18, 2019.

SO ORDERED.

Signed: 4/3/2019 02:15 PM
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District
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Judge
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Phil
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Clerk 0f the District Court
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Filed: 04/26/2019 13:50:04
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Hoskins, Janet
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,
Case N0. CV01-18-13437

Plaintiff,

VS.

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER
UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

THIS
6,

MATTER comes before the Court on Plaintiff” s Motion for Summary Judgment (ﬁled Feb.

2019) and Defendant’s Motion for Summary Judgment (ﬁled Feb. 13, 2019).

held on

March

19, 2019.1

The matter was taken under advisement 0n March

reasons set forth herein the parties’ Motions are

A hearing was

26, 2019.2 For the

GRANTED in part and DENIED in part.

UNDISPUTED FACTS

This case primarily concerns the binding effect of a settlement agreement entered into between

two companies

that operate

under the same name.

In 2005, following the realization that their

rooﬁng companies were operating under the same name, the owners of
Incorporated

State

(“Gem

State Blaine”)

and

Gem

State

Rooﬁng

Gem

State

& Asphalt Maintenance,

Rooﬁng

Inc.

(“Gem

Boise”) entered into a Trademark Settlement Agreement (“Settlement Agreement”)

1

Compel (ﬁled Jan. 28, 2019) was also addressed at the hearing; however, the Court ruled 0n
was entered with respect t0 that Motion. See Amended Order Granting P1.’s Mot. to
Compel (ﬁled April 3, 2019). In addition, Defendant’s Motion t0 Strike (ﬁled March 12, 2019) Rick Silvia’s
Afﬁdavit (ﬁled March 11, 2019) for untimeliness was addressed at the hearing. The Court DENIED the Motion t0
Strike and gave Defendant an additional seven days (0r until March 26, 2019) t0 respond to the untimely Afﬁdavit.
Nothing further has been ﬁled by the Defendant.
Plaintiff’s

Motion

to

the record and a separate order

2

See supra note

1.

Memorandum Decision and Order
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delineating boundaries for

where each company could

was eventually dissolved and

is

a successor t0

UCI

the Agreement.

Gem

and d0 business.

Gem

State Boise

owner created United Components Incorporated (“UCI”), which

its

continued to operate under the business name,

UCI

solicit

State Boise, is

asserts that

it is

“Gem

bound by

Gem

State.”

State Blaine contends that

the Settlement Agreement, and has violated

not a successor t0

Gem

State Boise,

and even

if

it

were,

it

has not violated the Settlement Agreement.

(1)

Gem State Boise

Jeffrey Flynn (“Flynn”) started a

called

Gem

State

estimates, ﬂyers,

Rooﬁng.

company vehicles, and phone book

State

Rooﬁng

t0 his

&

rooﬁng business.

Asphalt Maintenance.

(“Michelle”), ﬁled a Certiﬁcate 0f

he and his wife were the sole ofﬁcers,

Idaho, which he

initially,

Flynn moved

to

Boise in 1987

Amendment

to

change Flynn,

In 1999, Flynn’s wife, Michelle Flynn

stating that

name Gem

State

Gem

State

Rooﬁng

Rooﬁng. Flynn testiﬁed

with Michelle owning

51% and

&

that

Flynn owning

0f Gem State Boise. Flynn testiﬁed that Michelle was designated as the president 0f Flynn,

Inc. in order t0 take

In 2010, Flynn

advantage 0f the “women-owned business.”3

and Michelle’s marriage dissolved, and

incurred signiﬁcant tax
3

Nampa,

In 1995, Flynn ﬁled a Certiﬁcate 0f

Assumed Business Name

Asphalt Maintenance would do business under the

49%

advertising.

In 1998, Flynn ﬁled an Articles 0f

Incorporation for Flynn, Inc.

Gem

in the early 19805 in

Flynn put the name 0f the company 0n business cards, invoices,

and added asphalt maintenance

Inc. t0

rooﬁng company

liability.

at the

Flynn testiﬁed that the

RS

same

time,

Gem

placed liens 0n

State Boise

all

0f

Gem

had

State

Flynn Dep. 69: 16—22.

Memorandum Decision and Order
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Boise’s equipment. In order t0 resolve the tax liability with the IRS, Flynn testiﬁed that the IRS
directed

him

Gem

t0 dissolve

testiﬁed that the

IRS

let

State Boise

him keep

the

and

Gem

start

State

up a new company With a new name. Flynn

and Asphalt Maintenance brand, but

“t0 change the corporate veils t0 keep those companies.”4

Michelle’s stock dissolved with

Kerrie

Gem

he had

Michelle and Flynn divorced and

Gem State B0ise.5

Almost immediately upon the dissolution of Gem
former employees 0f

that

State Boise,

State Boise ownership interests in

Flynn created

UCI and gave two

UCI — Bob Hayden owns 20% and

Kuhn owns 10%.6
What happened ﬁrst? The closing of [Gem
UCI? Or did they happen at the same time?
A. It was pretty much sequential.
Q.

State Boise]?

Or

the opening 0f

Q. By sequential you meant they happened at the same time?
A. Yes. You got t0 close one and open the other.
Q. You closed one door and you opened the other?
A. C0rrect.7

Flynn testiﬁed that he did not have
the winter,

Which

is

when he always had

keep the same equipment
Q. Before
A. Yes.

t0 lay

[Gem

any workers off due

to lay people off.8

to the transition, but rather

Flynn testiﬁed

that

UCI was

due to
able to

Gem State Boise utilized by paying the IRS:

State Boise] closed

its

doors did

it

have trucks?

Q. Did it have other equipment?
A. Yes.
Q.
A.

What

other equipment?

It had trucks, an old paver, roller. And that was part of the Asphalt
Maintenance side. The two companies were pretty much combined. They are
under one veil. We run the same crew. Some 0f the rooﬁng guys work on the
paving side. Some 0f the paving guys worked on the rooﬁng side. We had

4
5

1d. at 37:25, 38:1—7.
1d. at 39:13—17.

61d. at 98:11—21; 61:9.
71d. at41;5—13.
81d. at41;14—18.
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made

equipment. The IRS

us buy the equipment back.

And we had to pay roughly

40-some-thousand-dollars t0 buy our old equipment back that was old and
dilapidated.

It

was junk

basically.

We had t0 purchase

it

t0 stay in business at that

point.

Q. You purchased
A. That’s correct.

back from the IRS?

it

Q. They took it and you purchased it back?
A. They never took it. But they liened it. We purchased

Components

it

back through the United

side.

UCI purchased it back?

Q.
A. That’s correct.
Q. So
Boise]

if I

understand you right the IRS took the equipment from

[Gem

State

—

A. They never took it.
Q. Sorry. They put a lien 0n

it

when

it

was under [Gem

State Boise’s]

name?

A. That’s correct.

You closed [Gem State Boise’s] doors. At the same
doors. And you paid 40-some-th0usand-dollars —
Q.

A. They

let

us purchase

it

time you opened

UCI

back.

Q. And the lien was gone?
A. Yes.
Q. And you continued t0 use the same equipment?
A. Yes.9

The

Gem

State logo

remained on the trucks

did not notify his clients that

Flynn testiﬁed that
he

lost a lot

0f

at the

Gem

Gem

1d. at

UCI opened

its

doors.

clients “like

everybody else did in the construction industry?“ However, since

have come back, and he continues to d0 work for

worked

for

Gem

UCI. Most of the same employees continued
State Boise.

UCI used

the

to

work

for

UCI

same ofﬁce space, ofﬁce equipment,

41:22—25, 42:1—25, 43:1—8.

Id. at

1d.

doors and that

time of the transition, his business was impacted by the recession and

State Boise transitioned t0

1°
11

its

he has worked with for 25 or 30 years.” There was no real break in operations When

that previously

9

were subsequently purchased by UCLIO Flynn

State Boise closed

then, a lot 0f Flynn’s previous customers

clients that

that

43:18—22.

at44;11—15.

121d. at 44:15—18.
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and kept the same phone number

that

was used by

Gem

State Boise.”

UCI took 0n

several debts

0f Gem State Boise, including phone ads, “miscellaneous material accounts, [and] the business in
general to keep rolling from one business t0 the 0ther.”14

(2)

Gem State Blaine

In 1997, Rick Silvia (“Silvia”), the president and

0f Assumed Business

company was

Name

for his

operating under the

of Incorporation for

Gem

State Blaine, ﬁled a Certiﬁcate

rooﬁng construction business, which declared

name “Gem

State Blaine.

owner 0f Gem

Gem

State

Rooﬁng.”

that his

In 2000, Silvia ﬁled an Articles

State Blaine has primarily

done business

in Blaine

County, Idaho.

(3)

Trademarks

On May

2,

Mark

Gem

t0

2002, the State 0f Idaho issued a Certiﬁcate 0f Registration 0f Trademark Service

trademark was
2012.

State Blaine stating the ﬁrst use

May

2,

There

2012.

is

was November 1997 and

no evidence

The Certiﬁcate of Registration shows

that the

the expiration 0f the

trademark has been renewed since

the trademark assigned t0

Gem

State Blaine

is

as

follows:

3f

13

1d. at49;1—16.

141d. at 49:21—25, 50:1—2.
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In 2004, a Certificate of Registration of Trademark Service Mark was issued to Gem State Boise
stating that the first use of the trademark was in 1985 and that the trademark would expire on
December 29, 2014. The Certificate of Registration showed that the Trademark assigned to Gem
State Boise is as follows:
GEM.

$5“

ROOFING

On December 1, 2014, the above trademark was assigned to UCI and renewed until December
29, 2024.

(4) Trademark Settlement Agreement

After discovering that Gem State Blaine and Gem State Boise operated under the same name, on
October 20, 2005, the parties entered into a “Trademark Settlement Agreement.” The first
paragraph of the Agreement states that it was entered into between Gem State Boise and Gem
State Blaine and is signed by Michelle as president of Gem State Boise and by Silvia as president
of Gem State Blaine.

The Recitals of the Agreement state that the “parties’ names are

confusingly similar to each other and the parties provide similar services, leading to a likelihood
of confusion as to source, origin, and sponsorship of the services” and that the parties “wish to
resolve this matter without litigation by agreeing not to do business or advertise in the other's
primary market.”
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The Agreement provides in relevant part as follows:
1. Commencing immediately upon execution of this Agreement, Gem State
Roofing & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc., agrees that it will not advertise or solicit
business in Blaine County, including but not limited to by, as a non-exhaustive
list of examples, telephone directory advertising, radio or television advertising,
billboards, flyers, signs, or by making any indication, express or implied, that it
performs services in Blaine County. Radio or television advertising on a Boise or
Twin Falls station that happens to reach Blaine County is permissible so long as it
does not state or imply that Gem State Roofing & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc.,
performs services in Blaine County. Gem State Roofing & Asphalt Maintenance,
Inc., may advertise in Twin Falls telephone directories which may be distributed
in Blaine County so long as it is not listed under any cities in Blaine County, and
does not state or imply that it performs services in Blaine County.
2. Commencing immediately upon execution of this Agreement, Gem State
Roofing, Inc., agrees that it will not advertise or solicit business in the counties
listed in subparagraph 2(a), including but not limited to by, as a non-exhaustive
list of examples, telephone directory advertising, radio or television advertising,
billboards, flyers, signs, or by making any indication, express or implied, that it
performs services in said counties. Radio or television advertising on a Blaine
County station that happens to reach said counties set forth in subparagraph 2(a)
is permissible so long as it does not state or imply that Gem State Roofing, Inc.,
performs services in said counties. Gem State Roofing, Inc., may advertise in the
Twin Falls Yellow Book and the Qwest Dex Twin Falls directories so long as it is
listed only under cities in Blaine County and does not state or imply that it
performs services in the counties set forth in subparagraph 2(a).
a. Ada County, Boise County, Canyon County, Elmore County, Gem
County, Gooding County, Jerome County, Twin Falls County, and Valley
County.
3. Gem State Roofing & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc., shall not perform any
services in Blaine County except (i) warranty and maintenance work and repeat
customer business for the former customers listed in paragraph 3(a), and (ii) work
for a public entity in Idaho that is put out for bid among qualified contractors.
When doing work falling under these exceptions, Gem State Roofing & Asphalt
Maintenance, Inc., shall not display signs or otherwise display the name, "Gem
State Roofing," or any phrase that is confusingly similar, except that it may use a
vehicle displaying the name, "Gem State Roofing," so long as the print is not
larger, brighter, or in any way more prominent than that shown in the photographs
of the service vehicles attached hereto as Exhibit C and incorporated herein by
this reference.
a. Kelly Herara, Mrs. Lipton, and Advanced Maintenance Services.
4. Gem State Roofing, Inc., shall not perform any services in the counties listed in
paragraph 2(a) except (i) warranty and maintenance work and repeat customer
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business for the former customers listed in paragraph 4(a), and (ii) work for a
public entity in Idaho that is put out for bid among qualiﬁed contractors. When

doing work falling under these exceptions,

Gem

State

Rooﬁng,

Inc.

,

shall not

display signs 0r otherwise display the name, "Gem State Rooﬁng," 0r any phrase
that is confusingly similar, except that it may use a vehicle displaying the name,
"Gem State Rooﬁng," so long as the print is not larger, brighter, 0r in any way

more prominent than

that

shown

in the attached Exhibit D.

Wells Fargo Bank

(in Shoshone, Idaho only), Tonya White (Twin Falls
County), Mike Blank (Twin Falls County), Mitch Matteson (Twin Falls
County), and John Ward (Valley County).
a.

5. If either

under

this

party receives a request for

Agreement,

it

work

that

it is

prohibited from performing

will direct the person or entity requesting the

work to

the

other party.

oppose the other party's state 0f Idaho trademark
registrations dated May 2, 2002 in the case 0f Gem State Rooﬁng, Inc., and dated
December 29, 2004 in the case of Gem State Rooﬁng & Asphalt Maintenance,
Inc. Gem State Rooﬁng & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc., agrees and consents to Gem
State Rooﬁng, Inc. 's concurrent use and registration 0f the word mark "Gem State
Rooﬁng" effective in Blaine County; Gem State Rooﬁng, Inc., agrees and
consents t0 Gem State Rooﬁng & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc.‘ s concurrent use and
registration 0f the word mark "Gem State Rooﬁng" effective in the counties listed
in subparagraph 2(a).
Neither party

7.

13.

shall

This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the beneﬁt 0f the

successors, assigns, personal representatives, heirs, and legatees of the respective
parties.

(5)

Instant Dispute

Silvia testiﬁed that in June

parked

at

a job

site in

2016 he noticed some UCI trucks with the

Hailey, Idaho.

He

“stopped t0

tell

the

Gem

UCI employees

State

Rooﬁng

logo

that they could not

be working in Blaine County, and in response the employee attempted t0 expose his genitals t0

me.” 15

15

Silvia Aff.

11

5 (ﬁled Feb. 6, 2019).
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Flynn testiﬁed that

UCI, operating under the name

in the last three years,

UCI

has bid 0n and performed work in Blaine County.” Flynn testiﬁed

performed rooﬁng work for various new

clients that

-

On

1

were not included

in the

Wood

Settlement

River Valley’s

7

Gem

State Blaine, through

UCI, Via counsel, responded a few days
in Blaine County, but that

Settlement Agreement

On

Rooﬁng,

shelter.

June 22, 2018,

Rooﬁng”

State

has submitted bids and

Agreement, including accepting an over $200,000 rooﬁng project for the

new anlmal

Gem

July 20, 2018,

is

Gem

contract, (2) breach

its

attorney, sent a cease

later stating that

UCI

is

it

and

will not use

desist letter t0

UCI.

“Gem

State

its

dba

not a party t0 the Settlement Agreement and the

not enforceable against UCI.

State Blaine ﬁled the instant action against

of covenant 0f good

faith

and

fair dealing, (3)

UCI

alleging (1) breach of

trademark infringement, (4)

unjust enrichment, (5) preliminary injunction, and (6) permanent injunction.

LEGAL STANDARD

Summary judgment may be
to

any material

The Court

fact

entered only “if the

and the movant

is

“liberally construes the facts

making such determination. Hall

v.

movant shows

entitled to

judgment

and existing record

that there is

n0 genuine dispute as

as a matter 0f law.”

in favor

Forsloﬁ’, 124 Idaho 771, 773,

I.R.C.P. 56(a).

0f the non-moving party” in

864 P.2d 609, 611 (1993). “If

reasonable people could reach different conclusions 0r inferences from the evidence, the motion

16

Flynn Dep. 58:24—25, 59:1—9.
”1d. at 112:25—115:15, 116:6—18, 125:6—25, 127:9—24, 12923—13025,

134:4—18, 135:19—136;4, 137:1—14, 139:2—13,

139:15—24, 140:6—17, 142:11—23, 145:6—16, 141:1—20.
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must be denied.” Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233, 238, 108 P.3d 380, 385
(2005). Moreover, “[a] mere scintilla of evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts is not
sufficient to create a genuine issue for purposes of summary judgment.” Stafford v. Weaver, 136
Idaho 223, 225, 31 P.3d 245, 247 (2001) (citations omitted).

The moving party bears the initial burden of proving the absence of a genuine issue of material
fact, and then the burden shifts to the nonmoving party to come forward with sufficient evidence
to create a genuine issue of material fact. See Sanders v. Kuna Joint School Dist., 125 Idaho
872, 874, 876 P.2d 154, 156 (1994). When the nonmoving party bears the burden of proving an
element at trial, the moving party may establish a lack of genuine issue of material fact by
establishing the lack of evidence supporting the element. Dunnick v. Elder, 126 Idaho 308, 311,
882 P.2d 475, 478 (Ct. App. 1994).

A party opposing a motion for summary judgment “may not rest upon mere allegations in the
pleadings, but must set forth by affidavit specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial.”
Gagnon v. W. Bldg. Maint., Inc., 155 Idaho 112, 114, 306 P.3d 197, 199 (2013). Such evidence
may consist of affidavits or depositions, but “the Court will consider only that material . . .
which is based upon personal knowledge and which would be admissible at trial.” Harris v.
State, Dep’t of Health & Welfare, 123 Idaho 295, 298, 847 P.2d 1156, 1159 (1992). If the
evidence reveals no disputed issues of material fact, then only a question of law remains on
which the court may then enter summary judgment as a matter of law. Purdy v. Farmers Ins. Co.
of Idaho, 138 Idaho 443, 445, 65 P.3d 184, 186 (2003).
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The mere

necessitate a

parties

have ﬁled cross motions for summary judgment does not

fact that the parties

ﬁnding

n0 genuine issues 0f material

that there are

however, “[w]here the

have ﬁled cross-motions for summary judgment relying on the same

theories, the parties effectively stipulate that there is

preclude the district court from entering

v.

fact;

and

facts, issues

n0 genuine issue of material

fact that

would

summary judgment.” Intermountain Forest Mgmt.,

Inc.

Louisiana Pac. Corp, 136 Idaho 233, 235, 31 P.3d 921, 923 (2001). “The fact that the parties

have ﬁled cross—motions for summary judgment does not change the applicable standard of
review, and this Court must evaluate each party's motion 0n
action will be tried before the

judgment despite the
facts.

This

is

own

merits.”

court without a jury, the court can rule

trial

possibility

its

“[W]hen an

upon summary

0f conﬂicting inferences arising from undisputed evidentiary

permissible because under such circumstances the court

resolving the conﬂict between those inferences at

conﬂicting evidentiary facts must

Id.

still

trial.

Even with

would be responsible

this permission,

for

however,

be Viewed in favor of the nonmoving party.” Nettleton

Canyon Outdoor Media, LLC, 163 Idaho

70,

v.

408 P.3d 68, 71 (2017).

ANALYSIS

Gem

State Blaine

moved

for partial

summary judgment 0n

of contract, breach of covenant 0f good

moved

for

summary judgment 0n

presented by both Motions

is

Memorandum Decision and Order

all

faith

and

its

ﬁrst three claims for relief: breach

fair dealing,

and unjust enrichment.

0f Gem State Blaine’s claims for

Whether the Settlement Agreement

-

is

relief.

UCI

The primary

has

issue

enforceable against UCI.

11
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a.

The Settlement Agreement

is

enforceable against UCI.

Gem

State Blaine contends that the Settlement

Gem

State Boise’s successor,

merger took place.

UCI

UCI

is

contends that

a

Agreement

is

enforceable against

mere continuation of

it is

Gem

State Boise,

UCI

as

UCI

is

and a de facto

not a continuation 0f Gem State Boise and a de facto

merger did not take place.

Idaho has not addressed the

is

liability

0f a successor corporation where the successor corporation

a mere continuation 0f the predecessor.

same

However, both

parties analyze the issue

under the

rules.

Other

states

recognize that generally

corporation the purchaser

Labs., Ina,

is

“when one corporation

not liable for the debts 0f the seller.”

C0,,

Vill.

0f

its

assets t0 another

Builders 96, L.P.

&

112 P.3d 1082, 1087 (Nev. 2005) (citing West Texas Reﬁning

Commissioner 0f Int. Rev., 68 F.2d 77 (10th

Mach.

sells all

284

F. 161 (D. Del. 1922)).

Cir.

1933);

However, there

Ozan Lumber C0.

v.

D.

v.

US.

C0.

v.

Davis Sewing

are four “well recognized exceptions” t0

the general rule:

(1)
(2)
(3)

where the purchaser expressly 0r impliedly agrees to assume such
where the transaction is really a consolidation or a merger;

When

the purchasing corporation

is

debts;

merely a continuation 0f the selling

corporation; and
(4)

where the transaction was fraudulently made

in order t0 escape liability for

such debts.
Id.
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UCI

contends that none 0f the exceptions apply because they

here, the

IRS placed a

lien

0n

Gem

State Boise’s assets

and

all

UCI

require a transfer of assets, and

then purchased the assets from

the IRS.

UCI’S argument makes a
assets

distinction without a difference.

by way of purchasing them from

the IRS.

UCI

obtained

Flynn testiﬁed that

with the IRS, he was ordered t0 create a different company

Gem

State Boise’s

in order to satisfy his debts

UCI

veil.

cites

n0 authority

specifying that a transfer 0f assets Via a third party does not in fact constitute a transfer 0f assets

from one

What

entity t0 another.

in fact occurred

was a

transfer 0f

Gem

UCI. The transfer just occurred through the IRS. Thus, the Court ﬁnds

State Boise’s assets t0

that a transfer

of assets

occurred.

The

issues then are Whether a de facto

merger occurred 0r whether

of Gem State Boise. The Court ﬁnds both exceptions are met in

T0 determine Whether

UCI

is

merely a continuation

this case.

there has been a de facto merger, courts apply a four-factor test and

consider:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

whether
whether
whether
whether

See United States

v.

there

is

a continuation 0f the enterprise,

there

is

a continuity 0f shareholders,

the seller corporation ceased
the purchasing corporation

Cir.1983); Atlas Tool C0., Inc.

v.

ordinary business operations, and

assumed the

Sterling Centrecorp Ina, 960 F. Supp.

Builders 96, L.P., 112 P.3d at 1087; Keller

Dev. C0.

its

v.

C.I.R.,

v.

seller's obligations.

2d 1025, 1042 (E.D.

Cal. 2013);

Vill.

Clark Equipment C0., 715 F.2d 1280, 1291 (8th

614 F.2d 860, 870—71 (3d Cir.1980); Sylvester Bros.

Burlington Northern, 772 F.Supp. 443, 447—48 (D.Minn.1990); Kleen Laundry
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Dry Cleaning

v.

Total Waste Mgt., 817 F.Supp. 225, 230 (D.N.H.1993); Ulanet

v.

D'Artagnan,

Ina, 170 F.Supp.2d 356, 358 (E.D.N.Y.2001).

we note that courts take varying approaches to weighing the four
For
factors.
instance, some courts give great weight t0 the question 0f whether the
consideration given by the seller consists 0f shares 0f the seller's own stock.
These courts emphasize this requirement because When two companies merge, the
shareholders 0f the seller become shareholders of the buyer. As a result, these

At the

outset,

individuals share in the successor corporation's proﬁts
seller's

liabilities

to the

making

it

just t0 attach the

buyer to avoid any inequity that might result from

allowing a shareholder t0 shed

but retain proﬁt. However,

liability

factor is not present these courts

support imposing the predecessor's

When

this

have concluded that sound policy does not
“
‘when it has
liabilities upon the successor

already paid a substantial price for the assets 0f the predecessor.’

”

In contrast, other courts have determined that the factors should be weighed
“
‘either necessary 0r sufﬁcient t0
equally, and therefore n0 single factor is
”
This approach is more reasonable because it
establish a de facto merger.’

properly balances the successor corporation's rights t0 be free from
incurred

by

its

liabilities

predecessor, with the important interest involved in ensuring that

ongoing businesses are not able to avoid

liability

by

transferring their assets t0

another corporation that continues to operate proﬁtably as Virtually the same
entity.

We conclude that this approach is

the de facto merger exception,

The

equitable principles.”

noted

New

which

York

consistent With the principles underlying

“is

a judge-made rule that rests 0n general

appellate court in Sweatland V. Park Corp.

that:

Public policy considerations dictate that, at least in the context 0f
tort

courts have ﬂexibility in determining whether a

liability,

transaction constitutes a de facto merger.

shareholder and
facto

merger

management
has

While

factors such as

continuity Will be evidence that a de

occurred

(see,

Ladjevardian

v.

Laidlaw—

Coggeshall, Ina, 431 F.Supp. 834), those factors alone should not
be determinative.

This rationale

is

Vill.

we Will weigh equally all 0f the factors
prima facie case for de facto merger.

persuasive, and therefore

t0 determine if a plaintiff established a

Builders 96, L.P., 112 P.3d at 1087—88 (citations omitted).

Courts have held that “[n]0 one 0f these factors
establish a de facto merger.”

is

either necessary 0r sufﬁcient t0

Acushnet River, 712 F.Supp. at 1015 (citations
v. Commissioner oflnternal Revenue, 614

omitted). See also Atlas Tool C0., Inc.

F.2d 860, 870 (3d Cir.1980) (“[E]Very factor is not essential for applying the [de
facto merger] doctrine.”); Menacho v. Adamson United C0., 420 F.Supp. 128, 133
(D.N.J.1976) (“Not all 0f these factors are needed t0 demonstrate a merger; rather,
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show a de

these factors are only indicators that tend t0
V.

Maglia,

Inc.,

621 F.Supp. 1529, 1535 (S.D.N.Y.1985).

Sterling Centrecorp Ina, 960 F. Supp.

As

t0 the ﬁrst factor, courts 100k t0

corporation, so that there

is

2d

at

1042.

Whether there

is

a continuation 0f the enterprise of the seller

continuity of management, personnel, physical location, assets, and

general business operations. Sterling Centrecorp Ina, 960 F. Supp.

UCI

not dispute the ﬁrst factor has been met.

Gem

State Boise

operated

its

2d

at

1043. Here,

Flynn testiﬁed that there was n0

factor looks t0

Gem

real

State Boise.

business out 0f the same location as

The general business operations

whether there

UCI

is

a continuity 0f shareholders.

consists of Flynn and

Gem

and are minority shareholders

in

UCI.

continuity 0f shareholders in Flynn.

both

Gem State Boise

The

third factor looks to

18

and

are similar.

Gem

that

It is

d0

State Boise

Although the shareholders are not the same, there
also clear that Flynn considered himself the

UCI and that he ran both

whether the

State Boise

two other shareholders

not include Michelle. However, the two other shareholders were employees of

that

does

break in operations from one company t0 the other.

consisted of Michelle and Flynn, while

liquidates,

UCI

and had the same ofﬁce equipment and phone number. Flynn admitted he kept

most of the same personnel from

The second

Lumbard

facto merger.”);

is

a

owner of

as “his” companies.”

seller corporation ceases its ordinary business operations,

and dissolves as soon as legally and practically possible.

Id.

Here,

it is

undisputed

Gem State Boise is dissolved.

See generally Flynn Dep.
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The

fourth factor

is

whether the purchasing corporation assumes those obligations 0f the

seller

ordinarily necessary for the uninterrupted continuation of normal business operations 0f the

seller corporation.

Flynn testiﬁed that

Id.

UCI

took on several debts 0f

Gem

State Boise,

including phone ads, “miscellaneous material accounts, [and] the business in general t0 keep
rolling

On

from one business

t0 the 0ther.”19

balance, the above factors weigh in favor 0f ﬁnding that a de facto merger occurred.

Cases

“either necessary 0r sufﬁcient t0 establish a de facto merger.”

Here,

direct that

n0 one factor

is

the undisputed facts indicate that

UCI

testiﬁed as much.

UCI purchased Gem

and owner of both

entities, the

State Boise’s trademark

was

is

mere continuation 0f

a

Gem

State Boise’s assets (Via the IRS), Flynn

transferred t0

the founder

Gem

UCI, UCI retained the same ofﬁce, phone number,

Gem

Gem

new company, and UCI

was dissolved and UCI was

the

were not notiﬁed

State Boise, clients

Gem State Rooﬁng in Blaine County until it received a cease

For the same reasons that the Court ﬁnds a de facto merger
is

was

and Flynn

same type 0f work was conducted through both businesses,

equipment, and most of the same employees as
State Boise

State Boise,

a desist

that

operated under the dba

letter.

exists, the

Court also ﬁnds that

UCI

a “mere continuation” 0f Gem State Boise.

The “mere continuation” exception applies t0 hold liable “the purchasing
corporation [that] maintains the same or similar management and ownership but
”
The exception permits recovery against the successor
wears a ‘new hat.’
corporation Where the successor is essentially the same corporate entity as the
predecessor corporation. The exception is “designed t0 prevent a situation
whereby the speciﬁc purpose of acquiring assets is to place those assets out of
reach 0f the predecessor's creditors.”

Martin

v.

TWP Enterprises Ina,

132 A.3d 361, 373 (Md. App. 2016).

191d. at 49:21—25, 50:1—2.
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Accordingly, the Court ﬁnds that

liability

and

that the Settlement

The next

State Boise.

issue

is

two exceptions are met with respect

Agreement

Whether

UCI breached the

b.

at least

is

enforceable against

UCI breached the

UCI

as

UCI’S successor

a successor to

it is

Gem

Settlement Agreement.

Settlement Agreement.

Gem State Blaine asserts that UCI breached the

following portions 0f the Settlement Agreement:

Commencing immediately upon execution 0f this Agreement, [Gem
agrees that

t0

State Boise]

will not advertise 0r solicit business in Blaine County, including but

it

not limited to by, as a non-exhaustive list of examples, telephone directory
advertising, radio 0r television advertising, billboards, ﬂyers, signs, 0r by making

any indication, express 0r implied,
3.

[Gem

that

it

performs services in Blaine County

State-Boise] shall not perform any services in Blaine

.

.

and

.

among qualiﬁed
5. If either

under

this

commenced

for a public entity in Idaho that

Agreement,
.

.

is

.

.

.

.

.

(i)

former

put out for bid

contractors.

it

work

that

it is

prohibited from performing

will direct the person 0r entity requesting the

work

Gem

in

to the

.

State Blaine contends that

three estimates

State Boise

began Violating these terms

and an invoice for three different rooﬁng jobs

soliciting

State Blaine contends

for

work

party receives a request for

other party.

Gem

(ii)

.

County except

warranty and maintenance work and repeat customer business for
customers

.

in Blaine

and performing various rooﬁng and asphalt jobs

2010 by issuing

County.

In 2016,

in Blaine County.

UCI

Gem

none of the jobs were considered warranty and maintenance work, work

former customers, or work for a public entity and that no referrals were made t0

Gem

State

Blaine. Flynn also testiﬁed as follows:

Q. Has your company UCI, acting under the

work

name 0f Gem

State

Rooﬁng, bid 0n

in

Blaine County?

A. Yes,

I

have.
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Q. Have you, Jeff Flynn, performed any rooﬁng work in Blaine County under the

name

Gem State Rooﬁng in the

last three

years?

A. Yes.
Q.

And has

your company

UCI performed work

in Blaine

County under the name

Gem
State

Rooﬁng

in the last three years?

A. Yes.”

Flynn also testiﬁed that
Shelter,

UCI

UCI

bid 0n and has done work on the

Which was not a preexisting customer.

asserts

did not breach the Settlement Agreement, because accepting estimates from

it

customers that reach out t0
not advertise

to,

does not constitute soliciting s0 long as Flynn, 0r the company, did

it

UCI

0r solicit those customers.

were preexisting 0r reached out

UCI

new Wood River Valley Animal

t0

contends that the customers

it

did business with

UCI.

has failed t0 establish a genuine issue of material fact that

it

did not breach the Settlement

Agreement. The evidence shows numerous instances of work performed in Blaine County that

was not warranty, maintenance, 0r work

evidence shows that Flynn did not direct work to
for work. Accordingly, the Court

c.

Although

UCI breached the

Gem

State Blaine

covenant of good
20

faith

and

ﬁnds

that

Gem

UCI has

State Blaine

for

fair dealing,

it

when he

received requests

breached the Settlement Agreement.

covenant 0f good faith and

moved

In addition, the unrebutted

for returning customers.

fair dealing.

summary judgment 0n

its

claim for breach 0f the

did not provide any legal authority 0r argument as t0

Flynn Dep. 58:21-59:10.
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how UCI breached

the covenant 0f

summary judgment on
covenant of good

faith

this

faith

claim asserting that

and

Settlement Agreement.

good

dealing

fair

Settlement Agreement and (2)

notiﬁed

it

it

However, UCI moved

fair dealing.

UCI

should be dismissed.

not applicable because

is

Gem

In response,

and

it

UCI twice

that

it

was

argued that the

was not bound by

UCI

State Blaine argued that (1)

v.

the

breached the

Violating the Agreement.

“Idaho law recognizes a cause 0f action for breach 0f an implied covenant 0f good faith and
dealing.” Jenkins

for

fair

Boise Cascade Corp, 141 Idaho 233, 242, 108 P.3d 380, 389 (2005)

(internal citation omitted).

N0

covenant will be implied Which

negotiated and executed

by

is

contrary t0 the terms of the contract

the parties. First Security

Bank ofldaho

Gaige, 115

v.

Idaho 172, 765 P.2d 683 (1988); Clement v. Farmers Ins. Exchange, 115 Idaho
298, 766 P.2d 768 (1988) (an implied covenant 0f good faith and fair dealing
cannot override an express provision in a contract). The covenant requires “that
the parties perform in

Badgett

v.

good

imposed by their agreement,”
Wash.2d 563, 807 P.2d 356, 356 (1991), and

faith the obligations

Security State Bank, 116

a Violation 0f the covenant occurs only

when

signiﬁcantly impairs any beneﬁt of the

“either party

violates, nulliﬁes 0r

contract...” Sorensen

v.

Comm

Tek,

Ina, 118 Idaho 664, 669, 799 P.2d 70, 75 (1990); Metcalfv. Intermountain Gas
C0., 116 Idaho 622, 778 P.2d 744 (1989).
Thurston Enterprises, Inc.

(citing

v.

Safeguard Bus.

Idaho First Nat’l Bank

v.

Sys.,

Ina, 164 Idaho 709, 435 P.3d 489, 503 (2019)

Bliss Valley Foods, Ina, 121 Idaho 266, 288,

824 P.2d 841, 863

(1991)).

Here,

Gem

State Boise’s breach 0f contract claim is based

Settlement Agreement.

UCI

asserted

as set forth previously, the Court
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UCI’S Violations 0f the Settlement Agreement, the Court ﬁnds
covenant of good

faith

Again, although

enriched.

it

Gem

UCI

it

beneﬁtted from working under

(3) acceptance

t0 retain the

summary judgment on

for

summary judgment 0n

this

UCI by Gem

good

by

claim for unjust

how UCI was

State Blaine.

did not intend t0 confer a beneﬁt 0n UCI,

Gem State Rooﬁng’s

its

claim asserting that

it

it

unjustly

should be

Gem State

did so in that

UCI

reputation.

0f unjust enrichment consists 0f three elements:

conferred upon the defendant

and

for

contends that n0 beneﬁt was conferred 0n

facie case

has also violated the

apply.

did not provide any legal authority 0r argument as t0

Blaine asserts that although

“A prima

moved

State Blaine

However, UCI moved

dismissed.

UCI

fair dealing.

The doctrine 0f unjust enrichment does not

d.

enrichment,

and

that

the plaintiff; (2) appreciation

by

(1) there

was a beneﬁt

the defendant of such beneﬁt;

of the beneﬁt under circumstances that would be inequitable for the defendant

beneﬁt without payment

t0 the plaintiff for the value thereof.”

Vanderford C0.

v.

Knudson, 144 Idaho 547, 558, 165 P.3d 261, 272 (2007). “The substance 0f an action for unjust
enrichment

lies in

thereto that

which

a promise, implied by law, that a party will render to the person entitled
in equity

and good conscience belongs

t0 the latter.”

Smith

v.

Smith, 95 Idaho

477, 484, 511 P.2d 294, 301 (1973).

Unjust enrichment

is

an equitable remedy. Stevenson

Ina, 152 Idaho 824, 829, 275 P.3d 839, 844

n.

v.

Windermere Real Estate/Capital Grp.,

4 (2012).

“It is well-established that equitable
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remedies will not be allowed
Eng'g, B.

V.,

if

adequate remedies are available

at

law.”

Vreeken

Lockwood

v.

148 Idaho 89, 105, 218 P.3d 1150, 1166 (2009) (ﬁnding an award based 0n

Where the party had an adequate remedy available

equitable indemnity improper

to

them under

the contract for breach of the implied covenant 0f good faith and fair dealing).

Here, the Court ﬁnds

Gem

State Blaine has an adequate

remedy

at

law available

UCI’S breach 0f the Settlement Agreement and the implied covenant 0f good
dealing. Accordingly, the claim for unjust enrichment

e.

UCI

Trademark

Registration 0f a

argued that

Gem State Blaine
and

registration expired in 2012,

is

trademark

is

rather only with the Idaho Secretary of State.

judgment

is

based on

and

faith

fair

hereby DISMISSED.

is

its

trademark infringement claim because

its

not registered with the “principal register,” but

Gem

State Blaine contends that

summary

not proper because the law does not require registration t0 possess a valid trademark.

Trademarks are “any word, name, symbol, or device
distinguish his 0r her goods

The Lanham Act provides a

commerce When such use
U.S.C.

it

not required.

cannot prevail 0n

its

to

.

.

.

.

.

.

used by a person

.

.

.

t0 identify

from those manufactured 0r sold by others.” 15 U.S.C.

civil

§

1127.

cause of action against anyone employing an imitation of

“is likely t0

and

cause confusion, 0r t0 cause mistake, 0r t0 deceive.”

it

in

15

§ 1125(a)(1).
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Under

Lanham

the

register,” that

Act, trademarks that are “used in

they

is,

of a trademark

is

may be

n_0t

Inc.

PWD Sys.,

v.

registration

required in order to have a valid and enforceable trademark, and an

common

Mata]

under that State’s registration system.

ZW USA,

the “principal

However,

federally registered. 15 U.S.C. § 105 1(a)(1).

unregistered trademark can be enforced under state

State,

commerce” may be placed 0n

LLC, 889 F.3d 441, 449

v.

law, 0r if it has been registered in a

Tam, 137

S. Ct.

1744, 1752—53 (2017);

Lanham Act

(8th Cir. 2018) (“The

protects

both registered and unregistered trademarks”).

Accordingly, under the

Lanham

Act, and case law interpreting the

UCI

not required in order t0 have a valid and enforceable trademark.

judgment 0n the narrow basis

Whether

Gem

that the

was unregistered does not

contends there

because

it

and enforceable trademark

at this time, that the fact that

(alone) render

it

is

is

Act, registration

moved

for

summary

thus, unenforceable.21

yet t0 be determined.

Gem

is

The

State Blaine’s trademark

invalid.

Inj unctive Relief.

f.

UCI

only

trademark was not registered, and

State Blaine has a valid

Court will g0 no further than t0 ﬁnd,

Lanham

is

n0 basis

was not a party

t0 issue a

permanent 0r preliminary injunction under Rule 56(6),

to the Settlement

Agreement and

it

has not infringed on

Gem

State

Blaine’s trademark.

21

In response,

Gem

State Blaine argued that registration is not required

has been using

Blaine County) as

it

Gem

began using

State Boise

trademark

fails for

its

and

that

it

has a protectable trademark (in

trademark continuously in Blaine County since 1997. There is evidence that
trademark as early as 1985 in the Boise area. In reply, UCI argued that the
its

various other reasons, not raised in

its initial

Motion

for

Summary Judgment. The Court ﬁnds

of the trademarks have not been adequately raised, argued, and
briefed. Again, UCI’s sole basis for dismissing the trademark claim was based on the fact that it was not registered
that the other issues regarding the validity 0r priority

on the
as

federal register.

The Court

will decline to address the additional

Gem State Blaine has not had an adequate

arguments raised by

UCI

in

its

Reply

brief,

opportunity to respond.
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Gem State Blaine contends

dismissal

is

premature as

it

has not yet

moved

for injunctive relief.

There are ﬁve grounds for issuing a preliminary injunction, the ﬁrst 0f which

“when

is

it

appears

by

the complaint that the plaintiff is entitled to the relief demanded, and that relief, 0r any part 0f

it,

consists of restraining the

commission or continuance of the

limited period 0r perpetually.”

UCI

is

bound by

the Settlement

breached the Agreement.

As

I.R.C.P. 65(e)(1).

Agreement

acts

complained

set forth previously, the

as a successor t0

The nature and extent 0f that breach

Gem

fully t0

a

Court ﬁnds that

State Boise

is still

of, either for

and

that

it

has

be determined as

well as the remedy for that breach.

Accordingly, the Court ﬁnds UCI’S Motion t0 dismiss
relief as premature,

and they Will not be dismissed

Gem

State Blaine’s claims for injunctive

at this time.

CONCLUSION

Gem

State Blaine’s

The Court ﬁnds
Agreement
Agreement.
fair

is

Motion

that

UCI

for

is

Summary Judgment

a successor t0

State Blaine’s

Motion

GRANTED

State Boise,

The Court ﬁnds

enforceable against UCI.

Gem

Gem

is

is

that

in part

and

DENIED

in part.

and therefore, the Settlement

UCI

breached the Settlement

denied as t0 the breach 0f covenant 0f good faith and

dealing and unjust enrichment claims, because

Gem

State Blaine did not provide

argument

0r evidence 0n these claims.
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UCI’s Motion for Summary Judgment is GRANTED in part and DENIED in part. It is granted
only with respect to Gem State Blaine’s claim for unjust enrichment and denied as to the
remaining claims. The Court finds that UCI breached the covenant of good faith and fair dealing
by breaching the terms of the Settlement Agreement.

Finally, there are genuine issues of

material fact regarding the claims for trademark infringement and injunctive relief.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

_______________________________________________________________________________
SAMUEL A. HOAGLAND
Date
District Judge
Signed: 4/26/2019 01:07 PM
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CERTIFICATE 0F MAILING

Signed: 4/26/2019 01:50 PM
I

hereby certify that on

instrument

,

I

served a true and correct copy of the within

to:

Mr. Ryan McFarland, Esq.
rvan@mcfarlandritter.com

Ms. Terri Pickens Manweiler, Esq.
Ms. Shannon Pearson, Esq.
terri@pickenslawboise.com

shannonébpickenslawboise.com

Phil

McGrane

Clerk of the District Court

By
Deputy Court Clerk
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Electronically Filed

5/30/2019 3:41

PM

Ada County
McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Eric Rowell, Deputy Clerk
Fourth Judicial

District,

Phil

McFarland

Ritter

PLLC

Ryan T. McFarland, ISB N0. 7347
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian, ID 83680

Telephone: 208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895.1270

Email: ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,

)

Case No. CV01-18—13437

)

Plaintiff,

)

MOTION FOR SANCTIONS UNDER
IDAHO RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE
RULE 37(b)

)

vs.

)
)

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,

)
)
)
)

Defendant.

)
)
)

Plaintiff

Gem

attorneys of record,

State

Rooﬁng, Incorporated (“Gem

McFarland

Ritter

PLLC, moves

State-Blaine”),

this Court,

by and through

its

under Idaho Rule of Civil

Procedure 37(b), for sanctions against Defendant United Components, Incorporated (“UCI”) for
failing t0

comply with

This Motion

McFarland and Rick

is

this

Court’s Order Granting Motion t0 Compel, ﬁled

supported by the

Memorandum

in Support

March

25, 2019.

and the Afﬁdavits 0f Ryan

T.

Silvia ﬁled concurrently herewith.

DATED THIS

30th

day of May 2019.

By /s/Rvan T. McFarland
Ryan

T. McFarland,

ISB N0. 7347

Attorney for Plaintiffs

MOTION FOR SANCTIONS UNDER IDAHO RULE 0F CIVIL PROCEDURE
37(b)

— 1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 30th day of May 2019, I caused to be served a true
copy 0f the foregoing MOTION FOR SANCTIONS UNDER RULE 37(b) by the method
I

indicated below, and addressed t0 each 0f the following:

PICKENS COZAKOS,
Terri Pickens

P.A.

Manweiler
iCourt electronic ﬁling

Shannon Pearson
398

s. 9th Street, Suite

240

Boise, ID 83701

terri@pickenslawboise.com

shannon@pickenslawboise.com

/s/Rvan T. McFarland

Ryan

T.

McFarland

MOTION FOR SANCTIONS UNDER IDAHO RULE 0F CIVIL PROCEDURE
37(b)

—
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Electronically Filed

5/30/2019 3:41

PM

Ada County
McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Eric Rowell, Deputy Clerk
Fourth Judicial

District,

Phil

McFarland

Ritter

PLLC

Ryan T. McFarland, ISB N0. 7347
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian, ID 83680

Telephone: 208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895.1270

Email: ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,)
Case No. CV01-18-13437

)

Plaintiff,

)

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF

)

vs.

)

MOTION FOR SANCTIONS UNDER
IDAHO RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

)

37(b)

)

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE

)

ROOFING,

)
)

Defendant.

)
)

Plaintiff

Gem State Rooﬁng,

attorneys of record,

McFarland

Incorporated

PLLC,

Ritter

(“Gem

ﬁles this

State-Blaine”),

Memorandum in

by and through

its

Support 0f Motion for

Sanctions under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37(b).

I.

INTRODUCTION

After Defendant United Components, Incorporated (“UCI”) refused t0 answer certain
written discovery requests propounded

Compel. UCI steadfastly opposed
this

this

by

Gem State-Blaine, Gem State-Blaine ﬁled a Motion to

motion — including

Court rejected UCI’S objections and 0n April

complete responses” t0

3,

its

oral

argument

2019, ordered

UCI t0

at the

hearing

— but

provide “full and

Gem State-Blaine’s written discovery 011 or before April

18,

2019

(the

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SANCTIONS UNDER
IDAHO RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

37(b)
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“Order”). Despite this Court’s Order, UCI has provided no additional substantive response to
Gem State-Blaine’s discovery requests. On April 17, 2019, UCI produced its Fourth
Supplemental Answers to Gem State-Blaine’s first set of discovery, and UCI’s First
Supplemental Answers to Gem State-Blaine’s second set of discovery; in both documents, UCI
referred Gem State-Blaine to document previously produced and stated that “UCI does not have
an electronic record keeping system in place to maintain . . . emails. . . . UCI conducted a diligent
search for any electronic records that may have existed related to Blaine County projects, but no
additional documents exist . . .” In short, UCI did not produce any additional documents (beyond
what had been produced prior to the hearing), and a number of estimates and invoices and emails
produced by third parties have never been produced by UCI. Because UCI has clearly not
performed a thorough search of its emails, there may be customers which Gem State-Blaine has
not been able to discover.
On April 26, 2019, this Court issued its Memorandum Decision and Order on Gem StateBlaine’s Motion for Summary Judgment, finding that UCI is liable for breaching the Trademark
Settlement Agreement. The only thing left to prove at trial, then, is damages – which are
measured by UCI’s gains from violating the trademark settlement agreement. Records
establishing those gains are in possession of Defendant, who refuses to produce them. While
Gem State-Blaine can prove some damages based on what third parties have produced, it is
impossible for Gem State-Blaine to prove all of its damages. This Court should sanction
Defendant by refusing to allow it to produce evidence on the issue of damages, and ordering that
the jury should take as established the following fact: that, had UCI (or its predecessor Gem
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State-Boise) not violated the Trademark Settlement Agreement by working in Blaine County,
Gem State-Blaine would have obtained the Blaine County jobs that UCI obtained.
II. BACKGROUND
This Court’s Amended Order Granting Plaintiff’s Motion to Compel (the “Order to
Compel”) ordered UCI to “provide full and complete responses” to Interrogatories 3 and 20, and
Requests for Production 6, 7, and 24, which state as follows:
Interrogatory 3: Please identify any and all documents, diaries,
calendars, notes, journals, reports, records, statements,
writings or any other such items created by You or at Your
direction, which were made prior to, contemporaneously with,
or after the alleged events which are the subject of the
Complaint and Your Answer.
See Affidavit of Ryan T. McFarland in Support of Motion to Compel, filed January 28, 2019
(“Compel Aff.”), ¶ 3, Exh. B.
Interrogatory 20: Please identify each and every roofing
project You have bid on, solicited, or performed work on in
Blaine County between October 2005 and the date of these
Discovery Requests by stating:
a. The address of the roofing project;
b. The customer(s) of each roofing project;
c. The date(s) You made such bid or solicitation, or
performed such work;
d. All costs You incurred related to such project; and
e. All revenue You generated from such project.
Id., at ¶ 5, Exh. D.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 6: Please produce all
correspondence or other documents or tangible things
exchanged between You and any customer You have ever had
in Blaine County, Idaho, including any and all customer
feedback, complaints or opinions regarding any work You
performed for them.
Id., at ¶ 3, Exh. B.
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 7:

Please produce

all

correspondence 0r other documents 0r tangible things
exchanged between You and any potential customer —
including any person 0r entity You have submitted a rooﬁng
bid 0r rooﬁng services solicitation t0 — You have ever had in
Blaine County, Idaho, including any and all customer
feedback, complaints 0r opinions regarding any work You
performed for them.
Id.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 24:
and

all

documents that support 0r

Your Response

Please produce any

relate in

any manner

to

N0. 20 [each and every rooﬁng
project You have bid 0n, solicited, 0r performed work 0n in
Blaine County between October 2005 and the date of these
Discovery Requests].
Id., at

5,

1]

t0 Interrogatory

Exh. D.

Each 0f these discovery requests was designed
including revenue and costs (so as to evaluate proﬁt).

Compel

as t0 these discovery requests because

response,

(or

(ii)

documents evidencing UCI’S work
full

(iii)

Gem State-Blaine’s

damages,

Gem State-Blaine ﬁled its Motion to

UCI had produced very few documents

Gem State-Blaine had been forced to

presumed customers) 0f UCI, and

not given a

(i)

t0 get at

serve 11 third-party subpoenas on customers

the subpoenas resulted in the production of multiple

in Blaine

County

that

UCI had not produced — thus

response to Interrogatories 3 and 20, or Requests for Production

6, 7,

Date
12/4/2009
12/4/2009

it)

work

having

and 24.

Gem State-Blaine is in possession 0f the following documents related t0 UCI’S
State-Boise before

in

(and

Gem

in Blaine County:

cusmmer

Amount

.

(Locatlon)

(Invoice/Estimate)

Snow Mountain Apartments

$2 1 7.35

(Hailey)

(Invoice 9223*)

Snow Mountain Apartments

$208.85

(Hailey)

(Invoice 9225*)

Produced by
Customer

Produced
by UCI

Yes

N0

Yes

N0
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()
()

)

)

6/20/2011

18312313?

Standard

5/5/2016

No

sul’ply
(Inizgfcgeliggo)

“weevlzzafgsgzﬁywm
Standard

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

(matiiﬁzn)

supply
(Inizgigeliggl)

5:33;?

8/1 7/20 1 6

Snow M01(1ﬁt;i11;3partments

8/1 7/20 1 6

Snow M01£IritsiilréSpartments

(Eiﬁgggggﬁ)
(Eféﬁjfeozggg

ESIsgzsgcﬁm
12/5/2017

N0

(Esfilrgiggggm)

fﬁgﬁgf

8/1 7/2016

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

NO

Yes

Yes

No

(E33233

KegftCﬁﬁfng

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

(13323824)
$279,540.09

.

.

McAlva(1Ir;a(i31:r;§tructlon

3/7/20 1 8

(Vaagzuéﬁgzgéces
Orders)

5/25/18
*

BTEZEJ’JESKC”

Documents attached

as Exhibit

(Eftiift‘iog‘é‘ig)

A to the Afﬁdavit of Ryan T. McFarland ﬁled concurrently

herewith (the “McFarland Aff.”).

On April

17,

2019, and in response t0

this Court’s

Order

t0

Defendant’s Fourth Supplemental Answers t0 Plaintiff Gem State

Compel,

Rooﬁng

UCI

served

Incorporated’s First

Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Production 0f Documents, and Requests for Admission

(McFarland
Plaintiff

Aff.,

1]

3,

EXh. B) and Defendant’s First Supplemental Answers and Responses to

Gem State Rooﬁng Incorporated’s

Second Set 0f Interrogatories and Requests

for
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Production of Documents (McFarland Aff,

documents, and

1]

Exh. C). Defendants produced no

4,

Second Supplemental Answer

its

UCI

to Interrogatory

N0. 3

is

new

typical:

does not have an electronic record keeping system in place to

maintain electronic communications (emails) With vendors,
suppliers, customers,

and

UCI conducted a diligent search
may have existed related to Blaine

clients.

electronic records that

any
County projects, but no additional documents exist that have not
already been produced 0r obtained through subpoena.
for

McFarland Afﬁ, ﬂ

3,

EXh. B.
III.

A.

UCI Has Yet t0
Motion

to

In the roughly

ARGUMENT

Provide a Complete Response to the Court’s Order Granting

Compel.
two months

after

Gem State-Blaine issued its discovery requests, UCI

produced 117 pages of documents. Four months

Motion

t0

later,

and just days before the hearing 0n the

Compel, UCI produced over 1,000 pages — almost

County project: the animal

shelter.

UCI even

all

related t0

its

work 0n one Blaine

included a few emails about that proj ect (no emails

had been produced previously). What was most notable about those late-served responses was

What

it

failed t0 include.

the “alleged events

There are n0 other

which

are the subj ect 0f the

Interrogatory N0. 3, nor are there any other

every” Blaine County job
required

by

UCI

it

solicited or

emails, documents 0r other writings for any 0f

Complaint and Your Answer” as required by

UCI

emails, documents other writings for “each and

performed between October 2005 and November 2018 as

Interrogatory No. 20 and the related Requests for Production.

Gem State-Blaine’s
bids and actual

discovery requests seek relevant information regarding

work performed

in Blaine County. Just because

begrudgingly complied with these Discovery Requests for

McAlvain Construction/Animal

Shelter project

w

it

appears

a_ll

of UCI’s

UCI may have

of its Blaine County jobs — the

— that compliance does not

satisfy the terms

0f
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this Court’s Order.

Jeffery Flynn, in

For example,

December 2018. Exhibit Nos.

consist of emails sent or received

UCI’S work

Gem State-Blaine

in Blaine County.

were produced by Standard Plumbing
has yet to produce

it_s

32, 38

and 39

McFarland Aff. ﬂ

in response t0 a third party

copies of these emails or any other emails

it

2016 regarding

Exh. D. These emails

sent to or received

its

UCI

from

other Blaine County

West Property Management, Snow Mountain Apartments, ESI,

Kerry Armstrong, and Bruce Bothwell
t0 third party subpoenas).

5,

in

subpoena duces tecum.

Standard Plumbing, 0r any emails, documents 0r other writings With
customers, including Pioneer

0f Jeffery Flynn

t0 the Deposition

by and between UCI and Standard Plumbing

Plumbing

for Standard

deposed the President and owner 0f UCI,

It is

(all

0f Whom produced estimates 0r invoices in response

Violative of the Court Order for

UCI t0

maintain that a thorough

review and production 0f all of its email accounts and other customer records resulted in n0
emails from or to any Blaine County customer other than McAlvain.

UCI’S argument

that

it

“does not have an electronic record keeping system in place to

maintain electronic communications (emails) with vendors, suppliers, customers, and clients”
nonsensical.

It

has an email address; therefore,

it

merely has

t0 search its sent

emails for communications regarding Blaine County projects. The only
absent

is if

UCI

actively deleted them.

UCI has

not

made

a

good

is

and received

way the

faith effort to

emails would be

produce

all

responsive documents.

B. Rule 37(b) Authorizes the Levy 0f Sanctions for Failing t0

Comply With

a Court

Order.
Idaho Rule 0f Civil Procedure 37(b)(2)(A) states in relevant part as follows:

obey an order t0 provide 0r permit discovery,
including an order under Rule 35, 0r 37(a), the court Where the
If a party

.

.

.

fails t0
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action

is

may issue

pending

further just orders.

They may include

the following:
(i)

embraced

directing that the matters

in the order or other

designated facts be taken as established for purposes of the action,
as the prevailing party claims;
(ii)

prohibiting the disobedient party from supporting or

opposing designated claims 0r defenses, or from introducing
designated matters in evidence;
(iii)

Whole 0r

striking pleadings in

(iV) staying further

proceedings until the order

(V) dismissing the action 0r
(Vi)

in part;
is

obeyed;

proceeding in Whole 0r in part;

rendering a default judgment against the disobedient

party; or
(Vii) treating as

contempt 0f court the

failure t0

obey any

order except an order t0 submit t0 a physical or mental

examination and
i.

initiating

Sanctions are Necessary.

This Court’s April 26, 2019
established

UCI’S

contempt proceedings.

liability;

now,

Memorandum Decision and Order on Summary Judgment

all that is left t0

prove

damages. Under Idaho law, damages

is

from the Violation 0f a non-competition agreement (which the Trademark Settlement Agreement
fundamentally

is) is

arrived at

by showing two

things:

(i)

the plaintiffs lost proﬁts, and

(ii)

the

defendant’s corresponding gains:

The measure of damages

for loss

0f proﬁts

is

rarely susceptible 0f

accurate proof. Therefore, the law does not require accurate proof

With any degree 0f mathematical certainty. Any claim 0f damages
for prospective loss contains an element of uncertainty, but that

The most elementary conceptions of
justice and public policy require that the wrongdoer shall bear the
risk 0f the uncertainty which his own wrong has created. The party
fact is not fatal to recovery.

seeking t0 recover lost proﬁts

is

not required t0 obtain the

testimony 0f the customers allegedly lost as a result of the
wrongdoer’s conduct. There only need be sufﬁcient evidence in the
record to allow the jury to conclude that the inference linking the
wrongdoer’s conduct t0 the claimant’s damages is more probable
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than the inference connecting such loss to other factors. Factors
that the jury

may consider include the

claimant's proﬁts for a

reasonable period prior to the breach 0f the covenant not t0

compete, leaving

it

show
would have been

for the other party t0

in trade 0r other causes, they

that,

by depression

less, the

relationship between the increase in proﬁts by the party breaching
the covenant

and the

losses sustained by the claimant during the

period 0fthe breach, and

all

of the surrounding

facts

and

circumstances.
Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc.

v.

MRIAssocs., LLP, 334 P.3d 780, 790 (Idaho 2014)

(emphasis added; internal citation and quotations omitted).

Gem State-Blaine can show its 10st proﬁts — see the Afﬁdavit 0f Rick Silvia ﬁled
concurrently herewith; however,

UCI has

withheld documents, and thereby taken away

UCI’S

State-Blaine’s ability to correspond those losses t0

Blaine

is

unfair,

and

is

eleven

its

customers. While

(1 1) third

Gem Stateits

Gem State-Blaine needs is exclusively in the possession

Gem State-Blaine has gone to extraordinary lengths — serving

party subpoenas to get

withholding information. For
emails that

That prejudice to

chargeable entirely t0 UCI’S unjustiﬁed failure t0 comply with

discovery obligations. The information

of UCI and

gains.

starters,

some of that information —

UCI has

it is

obvious that

UCI is

not even produced the invoices and estimates and

some of its customers have produced. Beyond that,

Gem State-Blaine does not know

What other Blaine County customers UCI has not disclosed, 0r What additional invoices
have issued that third parties have not produced. Given
Blaine to present

ii.

The
.

its

Gem

this, it is

impossible for

Gem

it

may

State-

case 0n damages.

The Least Oppressive

Sanctions.

least oppressive, appropriate sanction,

0r from introducing

.

.

.

in evidence”

would be

t0 prohibit

UCI “from

0n the issue 0f damages, and simply allow

supporting

.

.

Gem State-
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Blaine to produce such invoices as it has possession of. Also, UCI should be prohibited from
entering evidence of work done in Blaine County (other than those documents it already
produced) in an effort to establish its trademark priority date. Presumably, this will not be
unfairly prejudicial to UCI: if UCI is to be believed, it is not in possession of any additional
evidence relative to work in Blaine County, anyway. It would be surprising indeed if UCI was
suddenly able, at trial to produce additional evidence relative to damages or work done in Blaine
County.
Relatedly, this Court should also instruct the jury to take it as established that, but for
UCI’s (and its predecessor Gem State-Boise’s) violation of the Trademark Settlement
Agreement, Gem State-Blaine would have obtained the Blaine County jobs that UCI and Gem
State-Boise obtained. That instruction is critical in light of UCI’s refusal to produce any (nonMcAlvain) emails. Those emails might have disclosed why UCI (or Gem State-Boise) was
contacted in the first place – was the customer looking for Gem State-Blaine, for example?
There is a reasonable chance that the communication between the various Blaine County
customers and UCI (and Gem State-Boise) could have yielded important information to help
Gem State-Blaine establish its damages; UCI should not be permitted to benefit from failing to
produce that information.
The Idaho Supreme Court has sustained such sanctions in a similar case:
To sustain the imposition of sanctions, the trial court must make
specific findings to support the award. It is evident from the
magistrate's findings that there is a clear pattern of delay on the
part of the plaintiff. The magistrate had previously sanctioned the
plaintiff by awarding attorneys fees against him to encourage
compliance with discovery, all to no avail. Further, the delay was
caused by the plaintiff's intentional and deliberate failure to
produce the answers and documents requested. No adequate
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SANCTIONS UNDER
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excuse was ever given to the magistrate court, the district court, or
this Court explaining the reason for the delay. Therefore, we affirm
the dismissal of the plaintiff's complaint and the striking of his
response to the counterclaim.
Blaser v. Riceci, 810 P.2d 1120, 1122 (Idaho 1991) (internal citation omitted). The Court is
authorized to take this step because the Court has tried lesser sanctions, which have not worked:
“These lesser sanctions were patently inadequate, as appellants subsequently failed to file
responsive Answers. An award of costs and explicit warnings are among the appropriate
preliminary measures which a trial court may take to force compliance with procedural rules
before taking the drastic measure of dismissal with prejudice.” Ashby v. W. Council, Lumber
Prod. & Indus. Workers, 791 P.2d 434, 437 (Idaho 1990). The Court’s exercise of its discretion
will not be overturned on appeal, absent abuse:
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37(b) lists the types of sanctions
available for failure to comply with discovery orders, including
dismissal of the action. The imposition of sanctions under that rule
is committed to the discretion of the trial court, and that ruling will
not be overturned on appeal absent a manifest abuse of discretion.
Id. at 436.
This Court should also award Gem State-Blaine its costs and attorneys fees incurred
herein, including those incurred on discovery, third-party discovery, and discovery motions. Rule
37(b)(2)(C) provides:
Instead of or in addition to the orders above, the court must order the
disobedient party, the attorney advising that party, or both to pay the
reasonable expenses, including attorney’s fees, caused by the failure,
unless the failure was substantially justified or other circumstances make
an award of expenses unjust.
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UCI nor its

Neither

recalcitrance

counsel have provided any justiﬁcation whatsoever for UCI’S

and disobedience. Accordingly, the Court should order

UCI t0 pay Gem

State-Blaine’s reasonable expenses and attorneys’ fees.

IV.

For the reasons

set forth herein,

CONCLUSION

Gem State-Blaine requests that the

under Rule 37(b) by entering an Order prohibiting
the

trial

fees

UCI from presenting

of this matter. This Court should also award

0n discovery,

third party discovery,

DATED THIS

30th

Court sanction

UCI

evidence on damages

Gem State-Blaine its

costs

at

and attorneys’

and the discovery motions.

day of May 2019.

By /s/RVan T. McFarland
Ryan

T. McFarland,

ISB No. 7347

Attorney for Plaintiff
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Terri Pickens
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'

Gem State Rooﬁng Inc
‘4;
Po Box 3916

ST
9'.‘
“’

DEC]

Invo|ce

0 2009

_
-

.%

*9

Hailey,

1D 83333-3916

rms.‘

mic”

Date

.

12/4/2009

_

Bill

9223

'To

S“°W M°““‘a‘“ Apmmems
P.0. Box 1566
Ha'ley’

'

Phone # 1-208-578-0212
-

ID 83333

-

Fax# 1-208-578-0234

.

P.O. No.

Terms

1685

Net 15

i_Qty

Descripﬁon

Project

Rate

Amen“:

This is an invoice fo'r repairing the East building wit?! the damaged
dripeedge that the 3m: branch fell on. Repair wiil 00mg: ufapplymg
a new piece ofdrIp-ﬂashing and applying ngw S-Eab shingles to
match the existing shingles as chse as possxple.

30 year 3-;tab composition shingle. (per sqz-Deliyered)
Grace Ice & Water shield.
$4l'.00/hr.
Journeyman roofs:
Custom 26 ga. Browri Metal drip-edge. (per foot)

@

‘

.

75.00,

0.33’

_24.-75

136.00

13.60.

.4

41 .00

164-.00

lO'

1.50

15.00

0.1

ENTERED

Thank you

for'

your business.

Total

$21735

000413

"‘ S T

%

4’}.

Gem State Rooﬁng Inc
PO Box 39 1 6

$.-

Hailey,

DEC‘I 0 2009
.

Inv0|ce

1D 83333-3916

Date

Invoice#

12/4/2009

9225

[N(h

Bill

To

Snow Mountain Apartments
Box 1566

‘
.

Phone #

P_O.

Ha‘ley’

1_

208 _ 578 _ 021?

[D 83333

Fax # 1-208-578-0234

Description

This is an invoice for repairing'the second building (west)‘that
looked at on 29 October 2009. Repair c'onsists of ﬁxing the

P.O. No.

Terms

1686

Net 15

Amodn't

Rate

Qty

we

Project

'

Northeast bottom comer ofthe building where shingles are missing.

30 year 3-tab composition shingle. (per sq.-Delivered)
Grace Ice & Water shield.
Journeyman roofer
$41.00/hr.
Vulkem,Geocell

@

0.33

75.00

0.1

136.00

13.60

4

41.00

164.00

6.50

6.50

l

24.75

ENTERED
Thank you

for your business.

Total

$208.85

000414

United Components, Incorporated

DBA: Gem State Rooﬁng
DBA: Asphalt Maintenance

Eétimate

& Paving

Date

'
-

-

ESﬁmale #

4 1 7 Remington Street #2

.

8/17/2016

_

Garden Clty Idaho 83714

2982

;

Q

Name I Address
Snow Mountain Apartments
2011 Woodside Blvd

-

-

-‘

‘

Hailey Idaho 83333

-

-

iPhone

Number

208-405-9371

Description

Total

We hereby propose to furnish all the materials and perfoxm all the labor necessary for the completion of
2011 Woodhide Bivd. Hailey:
Building I
.

.

.

.

.

Tear off existing 2~layer roof system
Install Ice and Water shield on all valleys, rakes and eaves
Install synthétic underlayment
Install new drip edge, pipe jacks and vents
Install

2'

ﬁom exterior wall

up

Limited Lifetime Architectural shingles

Ant dmged plywood removed and replaced at $50.00 per sheet
A11 debris to be hauled off by Gem State Rooﬁng.
10 Ypar workmanship warranty

l

18,000.00

'

wuilding I
.

hPWH

.

.

.
OOQONUI

.

Tear off existing 2-layer roof system
Install Ice and Water shield on all valleys, rakes and eaves
Install synthetic underlayment
Install new drip edge, pipe jacks and vents
Install Limited Lifetime Architectural shingles

2.

up

ﬁom exterior wall

Ant damaged plywood removed and replaced at $50.00 per sheet
A11 debris to be hauled oﬁ'hy Ga- Stale Rooﬁng.
10 Year workmanship warranty

Building
1.

2'

_

18,000.00

H

Tear off existing 2-layer roof system
Install Ice

and Water shield on

all valleys,

rakes and eaves

2‘

up ﬁ'om

exterior wall

We look forward to doing business with you.
Contractor License

T Ota

Number RCE-32821

I

Signature

Phone #

Fax #

E-mail

2083389318

208—388-8461

gemstaterooﬁng@gmail.com

Web

Site

www.gemstaterooﬁng.net

P3957—
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United Components, Incorporated

Eétimate

DBA: Gem State Rooﬁng
DBA: Asphalt Maintenance & Paving
'

Date

417 Remington Street #2
Garden City Idaho 837 14

Estimate #

_

2982

8/17/2016

Name / Address
Snow Mountain Apamnents
2011 Woodside Blvd
Hailey Idaho 83333

iPhone

Number

208-405-9871
‘

J

Description

thal

ssilnstallsynthetigundmayment
4.

Install

new dn'p edge, pipe jacks and vents

5.

Install

Limited Lifetime Architectural shingles

Ant damaged plywood removed and replaced at $50.00 per sheet
7 A11 debris to be hauled offby Gem State Rooﬁng.
8. 10 Year workmanship warranty
6.

All material

is

18,000.00

guaranteed to be as speciﬁed and above wot]? to be performed in accordance with the

speciﬁcations submitted for above work,

manner.

'

The work to be completed in a substantial workman

like

.

Payment to be made is 1/2 down and the balance upon compietion unless otherwise stated by United
Components, Inc. DBA: Gem State Rooﬁng. A11 deposits are non refundable. Once the estimates is
signed it becomes a binding contract. Any breach ofthe contract will result in a minimum charge of25%
and may be subject to 100% of the total cost ofthe contact. A service charge of 1-1/2 % per month will
be charged on all accounts past due. This is expressed as an annual percentage charge of 18%. In the
to pay all cost including
event that any account is placed with a third party collection, customer
reasonable attorney few, adminisu-ative fees, court costs, and ﬁnance charges.

ms

Any alteration or deviation ﬁom above speciﬁcations involving unforeseen costs, will be executed only
upon written orders, and will become an extra charge over and above the estimate set forth herein. All
agreements contingent upon God, accidents or delays beyond our control. Owner to carry ﬁre and other
necessary insurance upon above work. Our employee‘s are fully covered by Workmen's Compensation
and Public Liability Insurance. Engineer fees and permit fees (if applicable) will be an addendum to
contract or billed separately.

We look forward to doing business with you.
Contractor License

T Ota

Number RCE-32821

Z

I

l

Signature

Phone #

Fax #

E-mail

20833893 18

208-388-8461

gemstaterooﬁng@gmail.com

Web

Site

www.gemstaterooﬁngmet
j

P5934
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United Components, Incorporated

Estimate

DBA: Gem State Rooﬁng
DBA: Asphalt Maintenance & Paving
~

Estimate #

Date

417 Remington Street #2
Garden City Idaho 83714

8/]

2982

7/2016

Name l Address
Snow Mountain Apartments
201

1

Woodside Blvd

Hailey Idaho 83333

Phone Number
208-405-9871
;

Description

Toia‘l

Nate: Estimate iavalidfor ﬁﬁemdayadue mmateﬁnl price changes.

We look forward to doing business with you.

Total

Contactor License Number RCE-32821

$54,000.00

Signature

Phone #

Fax #

E-mail

2083389318

208-388-8461

gemstaterooﬁng@gmail.com

#595.)

Web

Site

www.gemstaterooﬁng.net

I
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EXHIBIT B
000418

ISB No. 5828
Shannon N. Pearson, ISB No. 10027

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

PICKENS COZAKos, P.A.
398

S. 9th Street, Suite

P.O.

240

Box 915

Boise, Idaho 83701

Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099

ten‘i@9ickenslawboi5acom
511annon@pickens_lgwboise.com

Attorneysfor Defendant

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO,

IN

AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Case N0. CV01-1 8-13437

GEM STATE ROOFING,
INCORPORATED,
Plaintiff,

v.

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,

DEFENDANTS FOURTH
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS TO
PLAINTIFF GEM STATE ROOFING
INCORPORATED’S FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSION

Defendant.

attorney of record, Terri Pickens Manweiler of the

ﬁrm

Gem

Rooﬁng, by and through

its

Pickens Cozakos, P.A., supplements

its

Defendant United Components, Incorporated, dba

State

answers and responses to PlaintiffGem State Rooﬁng Incorporated ’s First Set ofInterrogatories,
Requests for Production 0f Documents and Requests for Admission, dated September

4,

2018,

pursuant to Rules 26, 33, 34 and 36 ofthe Idaho Rules 0f Civil Procedure. Defendant reserves the
right to

supplement each and every answer as discovery

is

undertaken during the course 0f this

case.

DEFENDANT’S FOURTH SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE ROOFING
INCORPORATED’S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION, Page
1

000419

GENERAL OBJECTIONS
1.

Defendant objects to

Plaintiff” s First Set

of Interrogatories, Requests for Production

of Documents and Requests for Admission (hereafter, the “Discovery Requests”), to the extent
that they are inconsistent with 0r purport to require obligations different

from or

in addition t0

those imposed by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.

2.

Defendant objects to the Discovery Requests (and each of them) t0 the extent that

they seek premature discovery of any information in contravention of the Scheduling Order in this
case.

3.

Defendant objects to the Discovery Requests (and each of them) to the extent that

they seek information in the possession, custody, or control of Plaintiff.

7

7

4.

Defendant

objmithe

Discovery£qgstis®7nqreach of them)

they seek or call for the disclosure or production of information that
disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney

is

t0 the extent that

privileged or protected from

work product

doctrine, or

any other

cognizable privilege or protection.

5.

Defendant’s responses are provided prior

to the

completion of preparation for

of this matter. Defendant, therefore, reserves the right to rely on any
evidence which

may

hereafter develop or

come

responses are based upon information presently
reserves the right to supplement or

trial

facts,

to Defendant’s attention.

known

to

Defendant and

amend both the answers and

its

trial

documents, or other

These answers and
attorneys.

Defendant

objections at any time prior to the

of this action.

DEFENDANT’S FOURTH SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE ROOFING
INCORPORATED’S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION, Page 2
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SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES

INTERROGATORY NO.

Please identify any and

3:

notes, journals, reports, records, statements, writings 0r

Your

direction,

which

which were made

are the subject of the

prior to,

all

documents,

diaries, calendars,

any other such items created by You or

at

contemporaneously with, 0r aﬁer the alleged events

Complaint and Your Answer.

ANSWER T0 INTERROGATORY NO.

3:

These items do not

exist.

Defendant reserves

the right to supplement this response pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and this

Court’s Scheduling Order.

FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY N0. 3:

diaries, calendars, notes, journals, reports or other writings regarding

Idaho.

UCI kept

invoices

and

statements,

which

work

it

UCI

did not keep

did in Blaine County,

havieibeiprovidcd pgngtgly

as

DEFENDANTOOOO3-9.

SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.
have an electronic record keeping system

in

that

may have existed related to

UCI does

not

place to maintain electronic communications (emails)

with vendors, suppliers, customers, and clients.
records that

3:

UCI conducted

a diligent search for any electronic

Blaine County projects, but no additional documents exist

have not already been produced or obtained through subpoena. UCI did not maintain or keep

many of the

records that were provided through subpoena, and

UCI does

not have a method of

recovery for deleted electronic ﬁles. All documents that could be recovered have

produced as

now been

DEFENDANTOOOI 14-01 148.

DEFENDANT’S FOURTH SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE ROOFING
INCORPORATED’S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION, Page 3
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SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 0F
DOCUMENTS
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.

6:

Please produce All correspondence or other

documents or tangible things exchanged between You and any customer You have ever had
Blaine County, Idaho, including any and

any work

You performed

all

customer feedback, complaints or opinions regarding

for them.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.

6:

N0 documents

exist.

FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE T0 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.
Please see the documents bates stamped as

7:

correspondence or other

potential

customer — including any

submitted a rooﬁng bid or rooﬁng services solicitation to

ever had in Blaine County, Idaho, including any and
regarding any

all

Please produce

documents or tangible things exchanged between You and any

You have

work You performed

all

— You have

customer feedback, complaints 0r opinions

for them.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.

7:

No documents

exist.

FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NQ.
Please see the documents bates stamped as

DATED:

6:

DEFENDANTOOO] 14-01 148.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.

person or entity

in

7:

DEFENDANTOOOI 14-01 148.

April 17, 2019.

PICKENs COZAKos,

By

/s/ Terri

P.A.

Pickens Manweiler

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

Of the Firm

Attorneys for Defendant

DEFENDANT’S FOURTH SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE ROOFING
INCORPORATED’S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION, Page 4
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

HEREBY CERTIFY

on April l7, 2019, I electronically served the foregoing
document using the iCourt E-File system, which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following
I

that

persons:
T. McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC

Ryan
P.O.

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

D
D
U
E

First Class

Facsimile

Mail

— 208.895.1270

Hand Delivery
iCourts — gan@mcfarlandritter.com

Pickens Manweiler
Manweiler

/s/ Terri

Terri Pickens

DEFENDANT’S FOURTH SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE ROOFING
INCORPORATED’S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION, Page 5
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EXHIBIT C
000424

ISB No. 5828
Shannon Pearson, ISB No. 10027

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

PICKENS COZAKOS, P.A.
398
P.O.

S. 9th Street, Suite

Box

240

91 5

Boise, Idaho 83701

Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099

terri@pickenslawboise.com

shannonﬁlpickenglawboise.com
Attorneysfor Defendant

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING,

Case No. CV01-1 8-13437

INCORPORATED,

DEFENDANT’S FIRST

Plaintiff,

SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS AND
RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF GEM
STATE ROOFING
INCORPORATED’S SECOND SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF

v.

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

DOCUMENTS
Defendant United Components, Incorporated, dba
attorney 0f record, Terri Pickens Manweiler 0f the

Gem

State

Rooﬁng, by and through

ﬁrm Pickens Cozakos,

P.A., supplements

its

its

answers and responses t0 PlaintiffGem State Rooﬁng Incorporated ’s Second Set oflnterrogatories

and Requestsfor Production ofDocuments, dated September

17,

2018, pursuant to Rules 26, 33

and 34 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Defendant reserves the right to supplement each
and every answer as discovery

is

undertaken during the course 0f this case.

GENERAL OBJECTIONS
1.

Defendant objects t0

Plaintiff’s

Second Set of Interrogatories and Requests

for

Production 0f Documents (hereafter, the “Discovery Requests”), to the extent that they are

DEFENDANT’S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE
ROOFING INCORPORATED’S SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS, Page
1

000425

inconsistent with or purport to require obligations different from or in addition t0 those imposed

by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
2.

Defendant objects to the Discovery Requests (and each 0f them)

to the extent that

they seek premature discovery of any information in contravention 0f the Scheduling Order in this
case.

3.

Defendant objects t0 the Discovery Requests (and each of them)

t0 the extent that

they seek information in the possession, custody, or control of Plaintiff.

4.

Defendant objects

to the

Discovery Requests (and each of them) to the extent that

they seek or call for the disclosure or production of information that
disclosure

by the

attorney-client privilege, the attorney

is

privileged or protected from

work product

doctrine, or

any other

gognizablq privilegggr protection.
5.

Defendant’s responses are provided prior to the completion of preparation for

of this matter. Defendant, therefore, reserves the right t0 rely on any
evidence which

may

hereaﬁer develop or come to Defendant’s attention.

responses are based upon information presently
reserves the right to supplement 0r

trial

facts,

amend both

known

t0

Defendant and

its

trial

documents, or other

These answers and
attorneys.

Defendant

the answers and objections at any time prior to the

0f this action.

SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES

INTERROGATORY NO. 20:
bid on, solicited, or performed

work on

Please identify each and every rooﬁng project
in Blaine

You have

County between October 2005 and the date of

these Discovery Requests by stating:

a.

The address 0f the rooﬁng

b.

The customer(s) 0f each rooﬁng

project;

project;

DEFENDANT’S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE
ROOFING INCORPORATED’S SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS, Page 2
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c.

The

d.

All costs

e.

All revenue

date(s)

You made

You

such bid 0r solicitation, or performed such work;

incurred related to such project; and

You

generated from such project.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 20:
Orders

from September 2010

t0

Please see the Invoices, Estimates, and

September 2018

provided

herewith

bates

Work

stamped

as

DEFENDANT000086 — 001 13.
FIRST

SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.

the business 0f providing

rooﬁng services

in

2005.

from the date of its formation, October 25, 201
it

provided estimates for or completed

Trademark Settlement

in

solicited

UCI was

not in

did not solicit business in Blaine County

to present.

UCI has already identiﬁed the projects

Blaine County, none of the projects were subject to the

Agggm} as ﬂgﬂyﬁﬁm

warranty work or existing customers 0f

work was

1,

UCI

20:

UCI

State

Rooﬁng

Hailey.

The work was

seeking additional services from UCI.

either

None of the

by UCI and none of the work violated the Trademark Settlement Agreement.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 2_4:

Please produce any and

all

documents

that

support or relate in any manner to Your Response to Interrogatory No. 20.

RESPONSE T0 REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.
produced herewith bates stamped as

FIRST

DEFENDANTOOOO86-001

24:

Please see the documents

13.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.

Please see the documents produced herewith bates stamped as

24:

DEFENDANTOOOI 14-01 148.

DEFENDANT’S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE
ROOFING INCORPORATED’S SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS, Page 3
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DATED:

April 17, 2019.

PICKENs COZAKOS,

By

/s/ Terri

P.A.

Pickens Manweiler

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

Of the Firm

Attorneys for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

HEREBY CERTIFY

on April 17, 201 9, I electronically served the foregoing
document using the iCourt E-File system, which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following
I

that

persons:

Ryan T. McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC
P.O.

Box 1335

_M_e_ri_di_an,,I,Q

8,376,807

D
D
D
E

First Class

Facsimile

Mail

— 208.895.1270

Hand Delivery
iCourts — rvan@mcfarlandritter.com

Pickens Manweiler
Manweiler

/s/ Terri

Terri Pickens

DEFENDANT’S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE
ROOFING INCORPORATED’S SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS, Page 4
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EXHIBIT D
000429

From:

Richard Reese <rreese@standardplumbing.com>

Sent:

Saturday, June 04, 2016 11:09

Romney

To:

Miles;

PM

bo.manager@standardplumbing.com; tf@standardplumbing.com;

sv@standardp|umbing.com; bu@standardplumbing.com;

Gem

State Roofing

Asphalt Projects to Begin per bid

Subject:

State Roofing/Asphalt Maintenance and Paving:

Gem

Please begin on the followingjobs per estimates 2817 at Standard Plumbing Supply Locations:

Yes

145 North

-

Yes

167 Eastland

-

Boise, ID

Curtis.

Note: Please advise

if

Drive.

Twin

Falls, ID.

Note: Please confirm with Miles

Yes

-

4319 Glenbrook

Yes

-

336 Overland

69020 Square

this includes the

feet.

fenced tenant area

in

the 69,020 square feet

32,250 Square Feet

Romney that the square footage

is

for

our property.

Drive, Hailey, ID

Drive, Burley, ID

Completed projects

will

be paid with 10 business days.

Standard Plumbing Supply
P.O. Box

708490

Sandy, Ut 84070
Mlles

Romney miles.romney@standardplumbing.com 801-233—2197

Thank you very much for your quotes and best wishes

in

will assist in

coordinating with the stores.

successfully completing the projects.

Kind Regards,

Richard N. Reese
President

Standard Plumbing Supply Company.

Sent from

my

iPad

000430

Richard Reese <richard.reese@standardplumbing.com>

From:

Subject:

Wednesday, August 24, 2016 5:57 PM
'Miles Romney'
FW: Estimate 2973 from United Components Incorporated

Attachments:

Drawing.pdf

Sent:

To:

From:

Kerrie

Kuhn [mailto:gemstateroofing@aol.com]

Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2016 9:53 AM
To: richard.reese@standardplumbing.com
Subject: Re: Estimate 2973 from United Components Incorporated

Thank you,
Kerrie

—---Original

Message -----

From: Richard Reese <richard.reese@standardglumhing.com>
To: 'Kerrie Kuhn' <gemstaterooﬁng®aoLcom>
*Séntz’We’deu’gﬂ 0f2016 9:29 am
Subject: RE: Estimate 2973 from United Components Incorporated

Can you send

me a

diagram of where the repair would be?

Richard

From: Kerrie Kuhn [mailto:gemgggtarooﬁngngl.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2016 9:25 AM
To: rrggngtandai-dgiumbingégm
Subject: Re: Estimate 2973 from United Components Incorporated
I

corrected the estimate and resent to you. installed at 2—1/2" and compacted

Thank you,
Kerrie

----- Original

Message----—

From: Richard Reese <rreese@5tandardglumbigg.com>
To: GEMSTATEROOFING
Sent: Tue, Aug 9. 2016 5:45 pm
Subject: Re: Estimate 2973 from United Components Incorporated

<GEMSTATEROOFImeOLQOMb

What thickness on
Sent from

my

the remove and repave?

iPhone

Richard Reese

801-209-2800 mobile
801-233-4090 office direct

000431

Richard Reese <richard.reese@standardplumbing.com>
Thursday, August 25, 201 6 10:32 AM

From:
Sent:

To:

'Miles Romney'; 'TF Store'

Cc:

Subject:

gemstateroofing@gmail.com
FW: Estimate 2973 from United Components Incorporated

Attachments:

Est_2973_from_United_Components_|ncorporated_4456.pdf

Please proceed at the lower bid price.

Work with

the store with as

little

disruption as possible and advise

when

completed.

Thanks
Richard

From:l United Components Incorporated [mai|to:replyTo@intuit.com]

Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2016 8:29 AM
To: rreese@standardplumbing.com
Subject: Estimate 2973 from United Components Incorporated
ﬂ

,DeaLCustomer

:

Please review the attached estimate. Feel free to contact us

We

if

you have any questions.

look forward to working with you.

Sincerely,

United Components Incorporated

208-338-9318

To view your estimate
Open the attached PDF

file.

You must have

Wm

installed to

view the attachment.

000432

Electronically Filed

5/30/2019 3:41

PM

Ada County
McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Eric Rowell, Deputy Clerk
Fourth Judicial

District,

Phil

McFarland Rittcr PLLC
Ryan T. McFarland, ISB No. 7347
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian, ID 83680
Telephone: 208.895.] 291
Facsimile: 208.895.1270

Email: ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO.

IN

AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,)
Case No. CVOI-I 8-13437

)

Plaintiff,

)

AFFIDAVIT OF RICK SILVIA IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF’S MOTION

)

vs.

)

UNITED COMPONENTS.
STATE ROOFING,

INC. dba

FOR SANCTIONS UNDER IDAHO
RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 37(b)

)

GEM

‘)

)

)

Defendant.

)

)

Rick
1.

Silvia,

being ﬁrst duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:

Your afﬁant

is

the President

and owner ofthe Plaintiffc‘olporation

Rooﬁng, Incorporated (“Gem State-Blaine”)
based upon

my own personal

knowledge and can

herein if called upon as a witness at

2.

in the abovc-captioned action.

testify as to the

I

Gem

make this

State

afﬁdavit

tmth of the matters contained

trial.

Attached hereto as Exhibit

A

is

a true and correct table

showing

Gem State-

Blaine’s gross revenue and proﬁts for theyears 2000—201 8 'n both table form and graph form.
Further your

afﬁam sayeth naught.
l.

Ir
If

I

Rick/Silvia

AFFIDAVIT OF RICK SILVIA IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS

UNDER IDAHO RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 37(b)

- 1

000433

STATE OF IDAHO

)
)

County ofAda

ss

)

[i/t’t’i 3*
a Notary Public, do hereby certify
9““
that 0n this g
day 0F May 201 9, personally appeared before me Rick Silvia, who, being by
me ﬁrst duly sworn, declared that he is the President and owner of Plaintiff corporation in the
foregoing action, that he signed the foregoing document, and that the statements therein
/<[5Z. 1"" /§Cz

1,

,

contained are true.

IN

WITNESS WHEREOF,

day and year

in this certiﬁcate ﬁrst

I have hereunto
above written.

r

KARL». WICKS
COMMISSION NO. 64477

set

k
7

my

hand and afﬁxed

AVA

,.

(,4

24651)

(4%?

Mu ﬂfu fat?“-

NOTARY PUBLIC

Residing

My commlssion expires: xv

IN

ofﬁcial seal the
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

HEREBY CERTIFY

Ly

caused to be served a true
day of May 20 9
AFFIDAVIT OF RICK SILVIA IN SUPPORT 0F PLAINTIFF’ S
MOTION FOR SANCTIONS UNDER IDAHO RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 37(b) by the
l

that

0n

this

l

I

copy ofthe foregoing

method indicated below, and addressed

t0

each of the following:

PICKENS COZAKOS, PA.
Terri Pickens

Manweiler
iCourt electronic ﬁling

Shannon Pearson
398

S. 9th Street, Suite

240

Boise, ID 8370]

terri@pickenslawboise.com

shannon@pickenslawhoise.com

3Ryan

T.

McFarland

\

AFFIDAVIT OF RICK SILVIA [N SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS'

UNDER IDAHO RULE OF

CIVIL

PROCEDURE 37(b) - 3
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Year

Gross Revenue

Proﬁt

Margin

2000

691,091.84

242,198.41

35.05%

2001

481,587.21

188,255.42

39.09%

2002

594,441.84

233,662.21

39.31%

2003

546,293.49

211,653.48

38.74%

2004

659,238.10

285,721.87

43.34%

2005

859,188.61

256,454.73

29.85%

2006

853,699.79

298,526.68

34.97%

2007

917,559.70

425,276.13

46.35%

264,161.93

42.06%

154,608.98

51.25%

2008
2009

628,122.69
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

301,667.73

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

2010

164,701.24

84,391.99

51.24%

2011

205,607.67

109,424.06

53.22%

2012

134,284.01

78,577.07

58.52%

2013

239,279.58

110,245.83

46.07%

2014

154,811.43

87,781.34

56.70%

2015

312,175.98

140,733.36

45.08%

2016

333,160.75

153,517.63

46.08%

2017

393,802.43

215,910.69

54.83%

2018

302,073.54

171,813.47

56.88%
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Electronically Filed

1/2019 10:04 AM
Fourth Judicial District,

6/1

Phil

McGrane, Clerk

By: Laurie Johnson,

Ada County

of the Court

Deputy Clerk

Terri Pickens Manweiler, ISB No. 5828

Shannon Pearson, ISB N0. 10027
PICKENS LAW, P.A.
398
P.O.

S.

9th Street, Suite 240

Box 915

Boise, Idaho 83701

Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099

terri@pickenslawboise.com

shannon@pickenslawboise.com
Attorneysfor Defendant

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING,

Case No. CVOI-l 8-13437

INCORPORATED,

DEFENDANT’S OBJECTION T0
MOTION FOR SANCTIONS UNDER
IDAHO RULE 0F CIVIL

Plaintiﬁf
V.

PROCEDURE RULE 37(b)

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

Gem

Defendant United Components, Incorporated, dba
through

its

counsel 0f record, Terri Pickens Manweiler ofthe

Objection to Plaintiff s Motion for Sanctions dated

May 20,

State

Rooﬁng (“UCI”) by and

ﬁrm Pickens Law,

P.A., submits this

2019. This Obj ection

is

supported by

the Declaration 0f Terri Pickens Manweiler, ﬁled concurrently herewith.

I.

Plaintiff

Gem

State

Rooﬁng

INTRODUCTION

Incorporated ﬁled

its

Motion

of Civil Procedure 37(b) (“Motion for Sanctions”) alleging

Amended Order

for Sanctions

UCI failed to comply with this

Granting Plaintiff’s Motion t0 Compel dated April

Plaintiff is attempting to re-litigate the

Motion

to

under Idaho Rule

3,

Court’s

2019 (“Court’s Order”).

Compel which was already argued and

decided.

DEFENDANT’S OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR SANCTIONS UNDER IDAHO RULE OF CIVIL
PROCEDURE RULE 37(b), Page 1
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Simply

put, Plaintiff’s

Motion

for Sanctions is a waste of judicial resources

following reasons, each of Which

UCI complied With the

1.

argument,

it

is

more thoroughly argued

The

relief

its

does not have additional documents 0r discoverable items in

that are entirely untrue

3.

II:

Court’s Order and as stated numerous times in

The Afﬁdavit of Ryan McFarland

2.

in Section

and time for the

and made

in Support

in

and form 0f sanctions

bad

brieﬁng and oral
its

possession;

0f Motion for Sanctions contains statements

faith;

that Plaintiff seeks is non-sensical

and moot, largely in
and (b)

part because (a) Plaintiff misconstrues the burden 0f proof regarding damages,
Plaintiff

seems

to think this matter will

be decided by a jury; and

UCI has

Attorney fees should not be awarded because

4.

ﬁllly

and completely complied with

this Court’s Order.

LEGAL ARGUMENT

II.

UCI Complied with

1.

UCI
in

its

the Court’s Order.

has fully complied with the Court’s Order because

it

has produced everything

documents intended for use

at trial

UCI’s counsel

is

well aware of the requirement that

must have been produced

t0

opposing counsel before the date

0f trial. Perhaps counsel was too busy With his power point presentation t0 hear

UCI

cannot produce documents

stated over

and over

produced everything

Motion
2.

that

it

it

t0 Plaintiff.

for Sanctions should

this

does not have knowledge 0f or possession

has gone through

Thus,

it

all

of

its

has

them

possession. There are n0 documents being withheld from Plaintiff in an attempt t0 use

as a surprise at the trial in this matter.

that

it

ﬁles, hard

copy and

Court

of.

electronic,

state

UCI
and

it

has
has

has fully complied With the Court’s Order and the

be denied.

The McFarland Afﬁdavit Contains False Statements.
Plaintiff’s counsel

minimum were made
McFarland

in Support

ﬁled an Afﬁdavit containing statements that are either a

lie

or at a

Without proper due diligence. Paragraph 2 0f the Afﬁdavit 0f Ryan

of Motion for Sanctions

states

DEFENDANT’S OBJECTION T0 MOTION FOR SANCTIONS UNDER IDAHO RULE 0F CIVIL
PROCEDURE RULE 37(b), Page 2
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A

and correct copies 0f estimates and
invoices produced in response t0 third party subpoenas, Which documents were
not produced by UCI.
Attached hereto as Exhibit

The
to

ﬁrst

two documents attached

Snow Mountain

UCI — there
The
UCI.

UCI

Plaintiff 0n

is

are true

as Exhibit

A are invoices from Gem State Rooﬁng, Inc.

Apartments. These are Plaintiff’s

own

invoices and have nothing to d0 with

no reason UCI should have or would have produced

third, fourth,

and ﬁfth documents attached as Exhibit A have

bates stamped these documents as

November

Plaintiff’ s invoices.

19,

2018

in its

When

states in his

UCI produced

in fact

been produced by

DEFENDANTOOO98-100 and produced them

Answers and Responses

sworn afﬁdavit

that

UCI

11

to

Second Interrogatories

t0 Plaintiff’ s

and Requests for Production (Declaration 0f Terri Pickens Manweiler,
Mr. McFarland

in fact

3,

Exhibit A).

has not produced these documents

these documents seven months ago and the documents

it

did not

produce were Plaintiff s invoices. Paragraph 2 and Exhibit A 0f McFarland’s Afﬁdavit should not

be considered for purposes of the Motion for Sanctions.
3.

The

Relief Requested Is Inappropriate

Plaintiff would like this

[r]efusing to allow

it

and Non-Sensical.

Court t0 sanction

to

UCI by:

produce evidence 0n the issue 0f damages, and ordering

had UCI (0r its
predecessor Gem State-Boise) not violated the Trademark Settlement
Agreement by working in Blaine County, Gem State-Blaine would have
obtained the Blaine County jobs that UCI obtained.
that the jury should take as established the following fact: that,

Memorandum
First,

of damages,
the

in

Support ofMotionfor Sanctions,

regarding the issue 0f damages,
this is Plaintiff‘s case

and

UCI

p. 2.

does not have the burden to produce evidence

Plaintiff has the

burden

to

show

it

has been damaged and

amount of such damages.

DEFENDANT’S OBJECTION T0 MOTION FOR SANCTIONS UNDER IDAHO RULE 0F CIVIL
PROCEDURE RULE 37(b), Page 3
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Second,

this is

not a case being heard by a jury. Plaintiff did not request a jury

Complaint and the parties stipulated to a court
4,

20 1 8. Additionally,

would have gotten

all

Plaintiff is asking the

trial in

make

this

Blaine County jobs if UCI had not breached the Agreement.

determination prior to the

Third,

t0

trial

UCI agrees with Plaintiff s

produce such invoices as

it

produced (Memorandum
is

after all,

taking place.

statement that

it

should “simply allow

damages or work done

in Blaine

County

p. 9-10,

What the Idaho Rules 0f Civil Procedure

Motion

for Sanctions because the relief it

the rules 0f law and procedure that the parties and Court are

Gem State-Blaine

that

Section

it

ii).

has not already

UCI

n0 basis

is

for the sanctions

and

wants

bound by. The

relief requested

by

could not

require. Plaintiff could

is

have

already written into

rules also provide for

something called a Motion in Limine that could be ﬁled to again achieve the exact same
There

n0

is

inappropriate for Plaintiff to request the Court

Support ofMotion for Sanctions,

in

actually avoided the entire

it is

There

has possession 0f” and that UCI should be prohibited from producing

additional evidence relative to

agree more! This

the Stipulation for Scheduling dated October

Court to make a pretty wild presumption that Plaintiff

causal connection between those two items, and

t0

trial in its

Plaintiff, thus, the

result.

Motion

for

Sanctions should be denied.

4.

There

is

UCI
to

no Basis for Attorney Fees.
is at

a loss as t0

produce documents —

it

how

t0

convince Plaintiff that

it is

not hiding documents or refusing

simply does not have additional documents and has produced

EVERYTHING it has to Plaintiff. No amount 0f incessant motions for sanctions Will change this.
Because 0f

this,

attorney fees should not be awarded t0 Plaintiff.

The Idaho Rules of

Procedure require a disobedient party t0 pay reasonable expenses including attorney
the failure

was

substantially justiﬁed, 0r other expenses

make

the

award

unjust.

Civil

fees, unless

IRCP

37(b)(C).

DEFENDANT’S OBJECTION T0 MOTION FOR SANCTIONS UNDER IDAHO RULE 0F CIVIL
PROCEDURE RULE 37(b), Page 4
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UCI did not disobey the

Court’s Order —

to Plaintiff on 0r before April 18, 2019,

that there are

no additional documents

UCI was

which
to

Compel;

did,

and complete responses

and those responses contain the absolute truth

CONCLUSION

has fully complied With the Court’s

thus,

full

produce nor information to be provided.

III.

UCI

it

ordered to provide

Amended Order

Granting Plaintiff’s Motion to

no sanctions should be issued against UCI nor should UCI be ordered

attorney fees as requested

by Plaintiff. For

the forgoing reasons, Plaintiff s

Motion

to

pay any

for Sanctions

should be denied.

DATED:

June

11,

2019.

PICKENS LAW, P.A.

By

/s/ Terri

Pickens Manweiler

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

Of the Firm

Attorneysfor Defendant

CERTIFICATE 0F SERVICE

HEREBY CERTIFY

on June 11, 2019, I electronically served the foregoing
document using the iCourt E-File system, which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following
I

that

persons:

McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC

Ryan
P.O.

T.

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

U
U
D
E

First Class

Mail

Facsimile — 208.895. 1270
Hand Delivery
iCourts — ryan(d>mcfarlandritter.com

Pickens Manweiler
Manweiler

/s/ Terri

Terri Pickens

DEFENDANT’S OBJECTION T0 MOTION FOR SANCTIONS UNDER IDAHO RULE 0F CIVIL
PROCEDURE RULE 37(b), Page 5
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Electronically Filed

6/17/2019 3:34

PM

Ada County
McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Amy King, Deputy Clerk
Fourth Judicial

District,

Phil

McFarland

Ritter

PLLC

Ryan T. McFarland, ISB N0. 7347
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian, ID 83680

Telephone: 208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895.1270

Email: ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,)
Case No. CV01-18-13437

)

Plaintiff,

)

)

REPLY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF’S
MOTION FOR SANCTIONS UNDER
IDAHO RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

)

37(b)

)

vs.

)

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE

)

ROOFING,

)
)

Defendant.

)
)

Plaintiff

Gem State Rooﬁng,

attorneys of record,

McFarland

Incorporated

Ritter

Under Idaho Rule 0f Civil Procedure

PLLC,

State-Blaine”),

by and through

its

ﬁles this Reply in Support 0f Motion for Sanctions

37(b).

I.

At

(“Gem

INTRODUCTION

the outset, Plaintiff’s attorney acknowledges the inadvertent error he

made

in the

previously ﬁled Afﬁdavit of Ryan T. McFarland in Support of Motion for Sanctions Under Idaho

Rule of Civil Procedure 37(b)

(the “Afﬁdavit”).

corresponding documents attached as Exhibit

Paragraph 2 of the Afﬁdavit — and the

A — mistakenly included two 0f Gem State-

Blaine’s invoices; also, UCI’S Estimate #2982 (three pages total) were produced both in response

REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SANCTIONS UNDER IDAHO RULE
OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 37(b) - 1
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to a third party

subpoena

ﬂl by Defendant United Components, Incorporated (“UCI”). Gem
McFarland

State-Blaine submits the concurrently-ﬁled Corrected Afﬁdavit 0f Ryan T.

of Motion for Sanctions in an

effort to correct the record.

the invoices and estimates that

were produced by

This error, however, does not nullify

Gem

It

appears that

State-Blaine’s

Gem State-Blaine does not know what other customers,

Motion

2019

for Sanctions.

and complete responses”
(the “Order”).

t0

UCI’S claim

UCI

Who

it

emails related to prospective or actual

of

received subpoenas.

0r prospective customers

UCI had
as

did not comply with this Court’s order to provide

Gem State-Blaine’s written discovery on or before April
that

all

Gem

— principally, because UCI has produced no email communications, except

concerning the Animal Shelter proj ect.
“full

UCI has produced

third parties in response t0 subpoenas.

State-Blaine only received documents from six (6) of the third parties

contact With

in Support

18,

cannot perform a basic search 0f its email accounts for

work

in Blaine

County

major hindrance in determining the amount 0f damages

violates the Order,

Gem State-Blaine

and poses a

suffered

breach of the Trademark Settlement Agreement (“Settlement Agreement”).

It is

by UCI’S

also

unacceptable in the current era of e-discovery. Sanctions are therefore appropriate, including an
order prohibiting

that

UCI from

introducing any additional evidence on the issue 0f damages, ﬁnding

Gem State-Blaine would have obtained UCI’S Blaine County jobs but for Gem State-Boise

and UCI’S Violation 0f the Settlement Agreement, and awarding

Gem State-Blaine its costs and

attorneys’ fees.

REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SANCTIONS UNDER IDAHO RULE
OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 37(b) - 2
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II.

A.

UCI Did Not Complywith

UCI’S

latest

ARGUMENT

the Court’s

Order Granting Motion

discovery responses failed to include a single

include the implausible assertion that

UCI

place to store emails. McFarland Aff., ﬂ

3,

new document;

belatedly produced over 1,000 pages of

it

t0

Compel

hearing,

Gem State-Blaine’s multiple requests for
its

instead, they

EXh. B. Except for the McAlvain

documents 0n the eve 0f Gem State-Blaine’s Motion

and emails regarding UCI’S (and

Compel.

does not have an electronic record keeping system in

Construction/Animal Shelter Proj ect for which

117 documents in response t0

t0

predecessor

potential) during a thirteen year period 0f time.

UCI has

a_ll

only produced

documents, writings

Gem State—Boise) Blaine County jobs (actual or

And none

0f those documents included

m

emails sent 0r received by UCI.
In the last quarter century, email has

communication

for businesses both large

keeping system” to store emails
folders built in. Other Courts

precisely the sanctions

instruction,

is

become one 0f the most common forms 0f

and small.

And maintaining

neither complicated nor costly:

have found that the

email accounts have “sent”

failure t0 prerserve email evidence warrants

Gem State-Blaine has asked for:

and attorneys’

all

an “electronic record

preclusion, an adverse inference

fees:

Hummer deleted emails which it had a duty t0 preserve

and
These emails related to the merits of the
action, and plaintiffs have been prejudiced by their destruction.
However, Hummer has shown that they took steps t0 preserve

produce to

plaintiffs.

[L]esser sanctions will adequately

preserve and produce.

.

.

remedy Hummer’s

.

.

.

failure t0

.

B. Evidentiary Sanctions
Plaintiffs
plaintiffs

have requested two forms 0f evidentiary sanctions.
request that Hummer be precluded from contesting

First,
all

0r

REPLY IN SUPPORT 0F MOTION FOR SANCTIONS UNDER IDAHO RULE
0F CIVIL PROCEDURE 37(b) - 3
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some of a number of issues related to the parties’ claims and
defenses. Second, plaintiffs request that the jury be given an
adverse inference instruction.
1. Preclusion
The court’s inherent authority to impose sanctions for the wrongful
destruction of evidence includes the power to exclude evidence
that, given the spoliation, would “unfairly prejudice an opposing
party.” The propriety of preclusion sanctions, therefore, depends
on the extent to which plaintiffs were prejudiced by Hummer’s
deletion of its Napster-related emails. This analysis must be made
in light of the requirement to impose the “least onerous sanction”
given the extent of the offending party’s fault and the prejudice to
the opposing party.
As discussed above, the full extent of prejudice is unclear based on
the record before the court for the purposes of this motion.
However, plaintiffs have shown sufficient prejudice to warrant
some degree of preclusion sanctions. . . .
2. Adverse Inference Instruction
. . . . As discussed above, Hummer deleted Napster-related
communications which it had a duty to preserve, knowing that
such a duty existed. Hummer’s conduct amounts to gross
negligence, if not willfulness, which is sufficient culpability to
justify an adverse inference. In addition, the deleted emails were
relevant to the action as discussed above. Therefore, plaintiffs are
entitled to an adverse inference instruction. The precise wording of
the instruction will be determined at trial.
C. Monetary Sanctions
Monetary sanctions may be imposed where one party has
wrongfully destroyed evidence. Plaintiffs claim that they are
entitled to their attorneys’ fees associated with bringing this
motion, and with the meet and confer process involved in
determining the availability of Hummer’s Napster-related emails.
The court finds that monetary sanctions are warranted here.
Hummer could have forestalled a great deal of time and effort by
simply acknowledging early on that it was not preserving its
internally generated Napster-related communications.

REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SANCTIONS UNDER IDAHO RULE
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In re Napster, Inc. Copyright Litigation, 462 F.Supp.2d 1060, 1077-78 (N.D. Cal. 2006) (internal
citations omitted).

While we do not know Whether UCI destroyed emails, the

them has

effect.

the

It is

same

simply not credible for

UCI t0

claim that

is

has no responsive emails. At a minimum,

one of UCI’s customers, Standard Plumbing Supply, produced emails with
Blaine in response to a third party subpoena. Also,

it

seems improbable

would have email records on one, but only one, Blaine County proj ect
Shelter proj ect).

As

is

evident from the emails between

refusal to produce

UCI and

UCI t0 Gem

in the

(the

State-

extreme that

UCI

McAlvain/Animal

Standard Plumbing, attached as

Exhibit

D t0 the Corrected Afﬁdavit 0f Ryan T.

at least

two email addresses: gemstaterooﬁng@gmail.com and gemstaterooﬁng@aol.com. UCI

clearly uses email.

The

failure to

McFarland ﬁled concurrently herewith, UCI has

produce emails in

incentive to not produce emails. Without

this case

only beneﬁts

knowing who UCI has contacted

UCI — it has
in Blaine

every

County Via

email (or any other writing) as an actual or prospective customer between October 2005 and

November 201 8,

or what

prejudiced in presenting

UCI

its

(0r

its

predecessor communicated)

Gem State-Blaine is unfairly

case 0n damages.

B. Sanctions are Appropriate

and Necessary.

This Court can and should impose a variety 0f sanctions because of UCI’s continued
evasion of its discovery obligations, and t0 ensure that

is

Gem

State-Blaine’s recovery of damages

not adversely affected by UCI’s noncompliance. In particular, and as outlined in

Blaine’s

Memorandum

in Support of Motion for Sanctions,

sanctions include prohibiting

UCI from

Gem State-Blaine’s claim for damages.

introducing any

Gem

more

Gem State-

State-Blaine requests that such

materials into evidence to

QM

See I.R.C.P 37(b)(2)(A)(ii).

REPLY IN SUPPORT 0F MOTION FOR SANCTIONS UNDER IDAHO RULE
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UCI seems

t0 agree that

UCI has

the invoices

it

will not produce evidence in opposition to damages,

The

already produced.

beyond

parties are thus agreed.

Gem State-Blaine has also requested a jury instruction that it be established that Gem
State-Blaine

would have obtained

the Blaine

State-Boise) obtained. That instruction

wrongfully withheld,

it is

County jobs

is fair

impossible for

that

UCI

(and

its

predecessor

Gem

because, Where email communication has been

Gem

State-Blaine to

know What UCI

(or

its

predecessor) might have communicated t0 customers and potential customers, particularly here

Where the names 0f the

parties

the ﬁnder of fact here (as

sanction

— more

And though the

Virtually identical.

correctly pointed out in

Obj ection

its

to

accurately termed an inference than a jury instruction

When an action is
between

UCI

were

tried before the court

inferences

is

within the responsibilities 0f the

non-moving

trial

1162 (2009)

(citing

v.

trial

party, but rather the

Lockwood Eng'g,

Chapin, 162 P.3d

at 775);

Lawrence, 375 P.3d 282, 294 (Idaho 2016)

judge

judge

(it is

the

— remains

appropriate.

B.

V.,

free to arrive at the

148 Idaho 89, 101, 218 P.3d 1150,

within the province of the

trial court's

most

facts, despite the possibility

see also Capstar Radio Operating C0.

(it is

v.

not constrained t0 draw

is

is

determine the inferences t0 be drawn from the evidence); Thomas

P.3d 1241, 1246 (Idaho 2002)

for Sanctions), the

court as fact ﬁnder.” Chapin

probable inferences to be drawn from the uncontroverted evidentiary

of conﬂicting inferences. Vreeken

Motion

without a jury, “resolution 0f the possible conﬂict

Linden, 162 P.3d 772, 775 (Idaho 2007). Indeed, “[t]he
inferences in favor of the

Court, not a jury, will be

v.

trial

v.

court to

Arkoosh Produce, Ina, 48

responsibility t0 determine credibility of

witnesses and inferences t0 be drawn from evidence) (citation omitted).
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Gem State-Blaine has already provided the Court with the data setting forth its lost proﬁts
When

for the relevant time period. Thus,

it

comes time

for the Court t0 ascertain

Gem State-

Blaine’s total damages as a result 0f UCI’S breach 0f the Settlement Agreement, the Court can

and should conclude

more probable than

that the inference linking

the inference connecting

Alphonsus Diversiﬁed Care,

Inc.

v.

UCI’S conduct

Gem

t0

Gem State-Blaine’s

MRIAssocs., LLP, 334 P.3d 780, 790 (Idaho 2014).

UCI’S (and

its

further evidence

predecessor

minimum Gem

on the issue 0f damages; and 2)

Gem State Boise) Violation of the

State-Blaine

would have obtained

the Blaine

State-Boise obtained. See I.R.C.P. 37(b)(2)(A)(i) and
Alternatively, the Court could permit

for

documents relevant

particular

t0

remedy because

Blaine has asked

for,

but

its

it is

it is

t0: 1)

County jobs

It is

well

prohibit

infer that but for

Settlement Agreement,
that

at

a

UCI and Gem

(ii).

Gem State-Blaine t0

discovery requests;

is

State-Blaine’s loss t0 other factors. See Saint

within the Court’s province 0f imposing sanctions and acting as the ﬁnder 0f fact

UCI from producing any

damages

search UCI’S email accounts

Gem State-Blaine has not asked for this

more expensive and more oppressive than

a Viable alternative to the remedies

the options

Gem State-

Gem State-Blaine has

requested.

III.

For the foregoing reasons,

CONCLUSION

Gem State-Blaine requests that this

Court sanction

UCI

pursuant t0 Rule 37(b).

DATED THIS

17th

day of June 2019.

By /s/Rvan T. McFarland
Ryan

T. McFarland,

ISB N0. 7347

Attorney for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I

HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

17th

day of June 2019,

I

caused to be served a true

copy 0f the foregoing REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SANCTIONS
37(b) by the method indicated below, and addressed t0 each 0f the following:

PICKENS COZAKOS,
Terri Pickens

P.A.

Manweiler
iCourt electronic ﬁling

Shannon Pearson
398

UNDER RULE

s. 9th Street, Suite

240

Boise, ID 83701

terri@pickenslawboise.com

shannon@pickenslawboise.com

/s/RVan T. McFarland

Ryan

T.

McFarland
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6/17/2019 3:34 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Amy King, Deputy Clerk

McFarland Ritter
Ritter PLLC
Ryan T.
McFarland,
7
T. McFarland, ISB No.
7347
N0. 734
P.O.
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian,
Meridian, ID 83680
Telephone:
Telephone: 208.895.1291
208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895.1270
Facsimile:
Email:
mcfarlandritter.com
Email: ryan@
ryan@mcfarlandritter.com
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Attorneys for
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Attached hereto as Exhibit

4.

Supplemental Answers and Responses

C

is

a true and correct copy of Defendant’s First

to Plaintiff

Gem

State

Rooﬁng

Incorporated’s Second Set

of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents, served on
Attached hereto as Exhibit

5.

me on

April 17, 2019.

D are true and correct copies of Exhibits from the

Deposition of Jeffery Flynn taken in this case in December 2018.

/

Further your afﬁant sayeth naught.
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RTnVT. McFarland
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

HEREBY CERTIFY that 0n this 17‘“ day 0f June 2019, caused to be served a true
copy 0f the foregoing CORRECTED AFFIDAVIT OF RYAN T. MCFARLAND IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR SANCTIONS UNDER IDAHO RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 37(b) by
I

the

I

method indicated below, and addressed

PICKENS COZAKOS,
Terri Pickens

t0

each 0f the following:

P.A.

Manweiler
iCourt electronic ﬁling

Shannon Pearson
398

S. 9‘“ Street, Suite

Boise,

240

ID 83701

terri@pickenslawb0ise.com

shannon@pickenslawboise.com

/s/Rvan T. McFarland

Ryan

T.

McFarland

CORRECRED AFFIDAVIT 0F RYAN T. MCFARLAND IN SUPPORT 0F
MOTION FOR SANCTIONS UNDER IDAHO RULE 0F CIVIL PROCEDURE
37(b)

—

3
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EXHIBIT B
000455

[SB No. 5828
Shannon N. Pearson, lSB No. 10027

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

PICKENS COZAKOS, P.A.
398 S. 9th Street, Suite 240
P.O. Box 9| 5
Boise, Idaho 8370]

Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099

terri@gickenslawboise.com

shannon@gickenslawboise.com
Attorneysfor Defendant

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO,

IN

AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Case No. CVOI-l 8-]3437

GEM STATE ROOFING,
DEFENDANT’S FOURTH

INCORPORATED,
Plaintiff,

v.

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,

SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS T0
PLAINTIFF GEM STATE ROOFING
INCORPORATED’S FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION 0F
DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSION

Defendant.

Defendant United Components, Incorporated, dba
attorney of record, Terri Pickens Manweiler of the

Gem

State

Rooﬁng, by and through

ﬁrm Pickens Cozakos,

P.A., supplements

its

its

answers and responses to PlaintiffGem State Rooﬁng Incorporated ’s First Set ofInterrogatories,
Requests for Production of Documents and Requests for Admission, dated September

4,

2018,

pursuant to Rules 26, 33, 34 and 36 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Defendant reserves the
right to

supplement each and every answer as discovery

is

undertaken during the course of this

case.

DEFENDANT'S FOUBI ﬂ SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE ROOFING
INCORPORATED’S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION, Page
l
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GENERAL OBJECTIONS
1.

Defendant objects to

Plaintiff‘s

F irst Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Production

of Documents and Requests for Admission (hereaﬁer, the “Discovery Requests”), to the extent
that they are inconsistent with or purport to require obligations different

from or

in addition to

those imposed by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
2.

Defendant objects to the Discovery Requests (and each of them) to the extent that

they seek premature discovery of any information in contravention of the Scheduling Order in this
case.

3.

Defendant objects to the Discovery Requests (and each of them) to the extent that

they seek information in the possession, custody, or control of Plaintiff.

4.

Defendant objggtgjgthe Discoveryﬁqgggggjajqeach of them) to the extent that

they seek or call for the disclosure or production of information that
disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney

is

privileged or protected ﬁ'om

work product

doctrine, or

any other

cognizable privilege or protection.

5.

Defendant’s responses are provided prior

to the

completion of preparation for

of this matter. Defendant, therefore, reserves the right to rely on any
evidence which

may

hereaﬁer develop or come to Defendant’s attention.

responses are based upon information presently
reserves the right to supplement or

trial

facts,

known to Defendant and

amend both the answers and

its

trial

documents, or other

These answers and
attorneys.

Defendant

objections at any time prior to the

ofthis action.

DEFENDANT’S FOURTH SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE ROOFING
INCORPORATED'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION, Page 2
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SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES

INTERROGATORY

NO.

Please identify any and

3:

notes, journals, reports, records, statements, writings or

Your

direction,

which were made

all

documents,

diaries, calendars,

any other such items created by You or

prior to, contemporaneously with, or

at

aﬁer the alleged events

which are the subject of the Complaint and Your Answer.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.

These items do not

3:

exist.

Defendant reserves

the right to supplement this response pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and this

Court’s Scheduling Order.

FIRST

SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.

diaries, calendars, notes, journals, reports or other writings regarding

Idaho.

UCl kept

invoices

and

statements,

which

work

hav_e_ been

it

3:

UCI

did not keep

did in Blaine County,

provided

pEviguilx as

DEFENDANT00003-9.

SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.
have an electronic record keeping system

in place to

with vendors, suppliers, customers, and clients.
records that

that

may have existed related to

UCI does not

maintain electronic communications (emails)

UCI conducted a diligent

search for any electronic

Blaine County projects, but no additional documents exist

have not already been produced or obtained through subpoena.

many of the

3:

records that were provided through subpoena, and

UCl

did not maintain or keep

UCl does

not have a method of

recovery for deleted electronic ﬁles. All documents that could be recovered have

produced as

DEFENDANTOOOI 14-0]

now been

I48.

DEFENDANT'S FOURTH SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE ROOFING
INCORPORATED’S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION, Page 3
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SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION

N0.

6:

Please produce All correspondence or other

documents or tangible things exchanged between You and any customer You have ever had
Blaine County, Idaho, including any and

all

in

customer feedback, complaints or opinions regarding

any work You performed for them.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.
FIRST

6:

No documents exist.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.

Please see the documents bates stamped as

DEFENDANTObO]

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.

7:

6:

14-01 148.

Please produce

all

correspondence or other

documents or tangible things exchanged between You and any potential customer — including any
person or entity
ever had

in

You have

submitted a rooﬁng bid or rooﬁng services solicitation to

Blaine County, Idaho, including any and

regarding any

work You performed

all

customer feedback, complaints or opinions

for them.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.
FIRST

— You have

7:

No documents

exist.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.

Please see the documents bates stamped as

DATED:

DEFENDANTOOOI

7:

14-01 148.

April 17, 2019.

PICKENS COZAKos,

By

/s/ Terri

?.A.

Pickens Manweiler

Terri Pickcns Manweiler,

Ofthe Firm

Attorneys for Defendant

DEFENDANT’S FOURTH SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE ROOFING
INCORPORATED’S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 0F
DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION, Page 4
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I

HEREBY CERTIFY

that

on April

document using the iCourt E-Filc system, which

17,

2019,

I

electronically served the foregoing

sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following

persons:
T. McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC

Ryan
P.O.

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

D
U
U
E

First Class

Facsimile

Mail

— 208.895.1270

Hand Delivery
iCourts

— xan®mcfarlandrittencom

Pickens Manweiler
Manweiler

/s/ Terri

Terri Pickens

DEFENDANT’S FOURTH SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE ROOFING
INCORPORATED’S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION, Page 5
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EXHIBIT C
000461

[SB No. 5828
No.
10027
lSB
Shannon Pearson,

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

PICKENS COZAKos, P.A.
398 S. 9th Street, Suite 240
P.O. Box 91 5
Boise, Idaho 83701

Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099

terriﬁigickens|awboise.com

shannon@pickenslawboise.com
Attorneysfor Defendant

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING,

Case No. CVOI-l 8-]3437

INCORPORATED,
Plaintiff,

DEFENDANT’S FIRST

SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS AND

v.

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF GEM
STATE ROOFING
INCORPORATED’S SECOND SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF

DOCUMENTS
Defendant United Components, Incorporated, dba
attorney of record, Terri Pickens Manweiler of the

Gem

and through

its

P.A., supplements

its

State Roofing, by

ﬁrm Pickens Cozakos,

answers and responses to PlaintiﬂGem State Rooﬁng Incorporated ’s Second Set ofInterrogatories

and Requestsfor Production ofDocuments, dated September

l7,

201 8, pursuant to Rules 26, 33

and 34 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Defendant reserves the right to supplement each

and every answer as discovery

is

undertaken during the course of this case.

GENERAL OBJECTIONS
l.

Defendant objects to Plaintiﬁ‘s Second Set of Interrogatories and Requests for

Production of Documents (hereaﬁer, the “Discovery Requests”), to the extent that they are

DEFENDANT’S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE
ROOFING INCORPORATED’S SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION 0F DOCUMENTS, Page
1
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inconsistent with or purport to require obligations different

from or

in addition to those

imposed

by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
2.

Defendant objects to the Discovery Requests (and each of them)

to the extent that

they seek premature discovery of any information in contravention of the Scheduling Order in this
case.

3.

Defendant objects

to the

Discovery Requests (and each of them) to the extent that

they seek information in the possession, custody, or control of Plaintiff.

4.

Defendant objects

to the

Discovery Requests (and each of them) to the extent that

they seek or call for the disclosure or production of information that
disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney

is

privileged or protected from

work product

doctrine, or

any other

cggnizable privilegggy protection.

5.

Defendant’s responses are provided prior to the completion of preparation for

of this matter. Defendant, therefore, reserves the
evidence which

may

hereafter develop or

come

responses are based upon information presently
reserves the right to supplement or

trial

amend both

right to rely

on any

facts,

to Defendant’s attention.

known to Defendant and

its

trial

documents, or other

These answers and
attorneys.

Defendant

the answers and objections at any time prior to the

of this action.

SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS T0 INTERROGATORIES

INTERROGATORY NO. 20:
bid on, solicited, or performed

work on

Please identify each and every

in

rooﬁng project You have

Blaine County between October 2005 and the date of

these Discovery Requests by stating:

a.

The address of the rooﬁng

b.

The customer(s) of each rooﬁng

project;

project;

DEFENDANT‘S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS AND RESPONSES T0 PLAINTIFF GEM STATE
ROOFING INCORPORATED’S SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS, Page 2
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c.

The

d.

All costs

e.

All revenue

date(s)

You made

You

such bid or solicitation, or performed such work;

incurred related to such project; and

You

generated from such project.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 20:
Orders

from

l3.

SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY N0.

the business of providing

rooﬁng

services in 2005.

from the date of its formation, October 25, 201
it

provided estimates for or completed

Trademark Settlement

A_g_r@m_en_t as

in

1,

UCI

20:

UCI was

solicited

not in

did not solicit business in Blaine County

to present.

UCI

has already identiﬁed the projects

Blaine County, none of the projects were subject to the

ﬂgngx G_em State Rooﬁng Hailey. The work was either

warranty work or existing customers of UCI seeking additional services from UCI.

work was

Work

September 2010 to September 2018 provided herewith bates stamped as

DEFENDANT000086 — 00]
FIRST

Please see the Invoices, Estimates, and

None of the

by UCI and none ofthe work violated the Trademark Settlement Agreement.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION
support or relate

in

any manner

to

N0.

24:

Your Response

Please produce any and

to lnterrogatory

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.
produced herewith bates stamped as

FIRST

DEFENDANT000086-001

all

documents

No. 20.

24:

Please see the documents

13.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.

Please see the documents produced herewith bates stamped as

that

DEFENDANTOOO!

24:

14-01 148.

DEFENDANT’S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE
ROOFING INCORPORATED’S SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS, Page 3
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DATED:

April l7, 2019.

PICKENS COZAKos,

By

?.A.

Pickens Manweiler
Manweiler, Ofthe Firm
Attorneys for Defendant
/s/ Terri

Terri Pickens

CERTIFICATE 0F SERVICE
l

HEREBY CERTIFY

that

on April

document using the iCourt E-File system, which

17,

20]

9,

l

electronically served the foregoing

sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following

persons:
T. McFarland
McFarland Rittcr PLLC

Ryan
P.O.

Box 1335

Meridian,_I_D_

8_3__6_80_

U
D
U
E

First Class

Facsimile

Mail

— 208.895.1270

Hand Delivery
iCourts

/s/ Terri

Terri Pickens

— gan@mcfarlandritter.com

Pickens Manweiler

Manweiler

DEFENDANT’S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE
ROOFING INCORPORATED’S SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS, Page 4
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EXHIBIT D
000466

From:

Richard Reese <rreese@standardplumbing.com>

Sent:

Saturday, June 04, 2016 11:09

To:

bomanager@standardplumbing.com; tf@standardplumbing.com:
sv@standardp|umbing.com; bu@standardplumbing.com; Gem State Rooﬁng

Subject:

Asphalt Projects to Begin per bid

Romney

Gem

PM

Miles;

State Rooﬁng/Asphalt Maintenance and Paving:

Locations:
Please begin on the following jobs per estimates 2817 at Standard Plumbing Supply

-

Yes

145 North

Curtis. Boise, ID

Note: Please advise

if

69020 Square feet.

this includes the

fenced tenant area

in

the 69,020 square feet

32,250 Square Feet
Note: Please confirm wlth Miles Romney that the square footage

167 Eastland Drive. Twin

-

Yes

Yes

-

4319 Glenbrook

Yes

-

336 Overland

Falls, ID.

is

for

our property.

Drive, Hailey, ID

Drive, Burley, ID

Completed projects

will

be paid with 10 business days.

Standard Plumbing Supply
P.o.

Box 708490

Sandy, Ut 84070
Mlles

Romney miles.romney@standardplumbing.com 801-233-2197

Thank you very much for your quotes and best wishes

in successfully

will assist in

coordinating with the stores.

completing the projects.

Kind Regards,

Richard N. Reese
President

Standard Plumbing Supply Company.

Sent from

my iPad

000467

From:

Richard Reese <richard.reese@standardplumbing.com>

Sent:

To:

Wednesday. August
‘Miles Romney'

Subject:

FW: Estimate 2973 from United Components Incorporated

Attachments:

Drawing.pdf

From:

Kerrie

24,

2016 5:57

PM

Kuhn [mallto:gemstaterooﬂng@aol.com]

Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2016 9:53 AM
To: rlchard.reese@standardplumbing.com
Subject: Re: Estimate 2973 from United Components Incorporated

Thank you,
Kerrie

———Original

Message—-—

From: Richard Reese <richard.reese standard lumbin .com>
To: 'Kerrie Kuhn' <gemstaterooﬁng@aol.com>
—Se'nt:'WediAug’10T2016 9:29 am
Subject: RE: Estimate 2973 from United Components Incorporated

Can you send

me a

diagram of where the repair would be?

Richard

From: Kerrie Kuhn [mailgo:gemstaterooﬁngQagl.ggm|
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2016 9:25 AM
To: rreeseggtandardplumbingcom
Subject: Re: Estimate 2973 from United Components Incorporated
l

corrected the estimate

and resent to you.

installed at 2-1/2"

and compacted

Thank you.
Kerrie

----Origina|

Messageu-n

From: Richard Reese <rreese@stand§rdglumbigg,com>
To:

GEMSTATEROOFING <GEMSTATEROOF G AOL.COM>
9. 2016 5:45 pm

Sent Tue, Aug

Subject: Re: Estimate

2973 from United Components

Incorporated

What thickness on the remove and repave?
Sent from

my iPhone

Richard Reese

801-209-2800 mobile
801-233-4090 ofﬁce direct

000468

L
Richard Reese <richard.reese@standardplumbing.com>
Thursday, August 25, 201 6 10:32 AM

From:
Sent:

To:

‘Miles Romney'; 'TF Store'

Cc:

Subject:

gemstateroofing@gmail.com
FW: Estimate 2973 from United Components Incorporated

Attachments:

Est_2973_from_United_Components_lncorporated__4456.pdf

Please proceed at the lower bid price.

Work with

the store with as

little

disruption as possible and advise

when

completed.

Thanks
Richard

‘

w

From: Unlted Components Intoﬁwrated [mailto:rebly'fo@intult.com]
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2016 8:29 AM
To: rreese@standardplumbing.com
Subject: Estimate 2973 from United Components Incorporated

.

DeanCustomer

:

Please review the attached estlmate. Feel free to contact us

We

if

you have any questions.

look forward to working with you.

Sincerely,

Components Incorporated
208-338-9318
United

To view your estimate
Open the attached PDF

file.

You must have

Acmbam

geaderg

installed to

view the attachment.
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Filed: 06/24/2019 09:11:53
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Hoskins, Janet

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,
Plaintiff’

Case No, CV01—18-13437

ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF’S
MOTION FOR SANCTIONS

VS.

UNITED COMPONENTS, INCORPORATED,
dba GEM STATE ROOFING
Defendant.

Following oral argument and a review 0f the matters on ﬁle herein,
IT IS

HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that Plaintiff’s Motion for

Sanctions

1.

to

is

GRANTED in part as follows:
Defendant

is

prohibited from introducing any evidence, including but not limited

any written or electronic communications, other than such evidence as Defendant has

produced
2.

make

t0 the Plaintiff prior to the date

Within

thirty (30)

0f this Order.

days of the entry 0f this Order, Defendant must produce 0r

available t0 Plaintiff, or authorized representatives, for the purpose of allowing Plaintiff to

inspect,

copy or make mirror image copies

of,

any and

by any 0f defendant’s personal 0r business-related

all

communication data stored or accesses

electronic devices capable of creating 0r

receiving electronic mail 0r text messages, including but not limited t0 computers (desktop,
laptops and/or tablets), mobile 0r handheld devices such as cell phones, smartphones, personal

digital assistants

(PDA), smartwatches, or electronic notebooks

employees use 0r have used (“Electronic Devices”), any and

all

ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS

that

Defendant 0r any 0f its

hard drives used in connection

- 1
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with the Electronic Devices, and all login and password information necessary for Plaintiff to
access Defendant’s email accounts and text messaging applications. Defendant shall provide
Plaintiff or its authorized representative(s) immediate access, during Defendant’s normal
business hours, to any and all such Electronic Devices and hard drives, as well as the necessary
information to successfully login to Defendant’s email accounts and its employees’ text
messaging applications.
3.

Plaintiff may issue third party subpoenas to relevant Email Service Providers

(ESP), or Internet Service Providers (ISP) as needed.
4.

Plaintiff and/or its authorized representatives shall hold all information obtained

in its review of Defendant’s Electronic Devices and hard drives in strictest confidence, and
Plaintiff may only use materials or communications that are relevant to the issue of Plaintiff’s
damages in this matter. Any and all mirror images of Defendant’s hard drives shall be returned
to Defendant at the conclusion of this matter.
5.

The Court reserves its ruling on additional sanctions, including fees, costs and the

requested inference that Plaintiff would have obtained the Blaine County jobs that Defendant
(and its predecessor entity) obtained, until further proceedings or trial.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Signed: 6/24/2019 09:08 AM
______________________________________________________________________________
SAMUEL A. HOAGLAND
Date
District Judge

ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
Signed: 6/24/2019 09:12 AM

_

HEREBY CERTIFY that 0n this
day 0f June 2019, I caused to be served a true
PLAINTIFF’S
MOTION FOR SANCTIONS by the
copy of the foregoing ORDER GRANTING
I

method indicated below, and addressed

MCFARLAND RITTER PLLC
Ryan McFarland
PO Box 1335
Meridian, Idaho 83680

t0

each 0f the following:

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
D E-mail: ryan@mcfarlandritter.com
paralegal@mcfarlandritter.com

D iCourt
D Telecopy

PICKENS COZAKOS,
Terri Pickens

P.A.

Manweiler

Shannon Pearson
398 S. 9th Street, Suite 240
Boise, ID 83701

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
D E-mail: terri@pickenslawboise.com
shann0n@pickenslawboise.com

D iCourt
D Telecopy

PHIL MCGRANE
Clerk 0f the District Court

ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS

-

3
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Electronically Filed

6/24/2019 2:43

PM

Ada County
McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Nichole Snell, Deputy Clerk
Fourth Judicial

District,

Phil

ISB N0. 5828
Shannon Pearson, ISB No. 10027

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

PICKENS LAW, P.A.
398
P.O.

S.

9th Street, Suite 240

Box 915

Boise, Idaho 83701

Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099

terri@pickenslawboise.com

shannon@pickenslawboise.com
Attorneysfor Defendant

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING,

Case No. CVOI-l 8—13437

INCORPORATED,

DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION AND MOTION
FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER

Plaintiff,
V.

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

Defendant United Components, Incorporated, dba
counsel ofrecord, Terri Pickens Manweiler ofthe

under I.R.C.P.

Motion

1

1.2(b)

Gem

State

Rooﬁng, by and through

its

ﬁrm Pickens Law, P.A., hereby moves this Court

and 26(0) for reconsideration of its June 24, 2019 Order Granting Plaintiff s

for Sanctions.

This Motion

is

supported by the

Memorandum

in

Support 0f Defendant’s Motion for

Reconsideration and Motion for Protective Order, Declaration 0f Terri Pickens Manweiler in

Support ofDefendant’s Motion for Reconsideration and Motion for Protective Order, and the
Declaration ofKerrie Kuhn

in

Support ofDefendant ’s Motionfor Reconsideration and Motionfor

Protective Order, each concurrently ﬁled herewith.

DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER,

Page

1

000473

Oral argument

DATED:

is

requested.

June 24, 2019.

PICKENS LAW, P.A.

By

/s/ Terri

Pickens Manweiler

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

Of the Firm

Attorneys for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on June 24, 2019, I electronically served the foregoing
document using the iCourt E-File system, which sent a Notice 0f Electronic Filing t0 the following

persons:

Ryan T. McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC
P.O.

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

U
U
D

First Class

Facsimile

Mail

— 208.895. 1270

Hand Delivery
iCourts — ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

/s/ Terri

Terri Pickens

Pickens Manweiler

Manweiler

DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER,

Page 2

000474

Electronically Filed

6/24/2019 2:43

PM

Ada County
McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Nichole Snell, Deputy Clerk
Fourth Judicial

District,

Phil

ISB N0. 5828
Shannon Pearson, ISB No. 10027
PICKENS LAW, P.A.
398 S. 9th Street, Suite 240
Terri Pickens Manweiler,

P.O.

Box 915

Boise, Idaho 83701

Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099

teni@pickenslawboise.com
shannon@pickenslawboise.com
Attorneysfor Defendant

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING,

Case No. CV01-1 8-13437

INCORPORATED,

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF

Plaintiff,

VS.

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE

DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION AND MOTION
FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER

ROOFING,
Defendant.

Defendant United Components Incorporated, dba

Gem

through

its

attorney of record, Terri Pickens Manweiler of the

submits

its

memorandum

Protective Order. This

in

in support

State

ﬁrm

Rooﬁng (“UCI”) by and

Pickens Law, P.A., hereby

of Defendant’s Motion for Reconsideration and Motion for

Memorandum is

supported by the Declaration 0f Terri Pickens Manweiler

Support 0f Defendant’s Motion for Reconsideration and Motion for Protective Order

(“Manweiler Dec”) and the Declaration ofKerrz'e Kuhn

in

Support ofDefendant’s Motion for

Reconsideration and Motionfor Protective Order (“Kuhn Dec.”).

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND MOTION
FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER, Page

1
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I.

Plaintiff

Gem

State

Rooﬁng,

INTRODUCTION

Inc. (“Plaintiff”)

ﬁled

its

Motion

2019, oral argument was heard 0n June 19, 2019, Plaintiff issued

UCI

Motion

for Sanctions

and

Motion

for Sanctions

(Manweiler Dec,

Plaintiff s proposed order.

submitted

1]

its

3,

its

for Sanctions

0n

May

30,

Proposed Order Granting

redlined version 0f the Proposed Order Granting

Exhibit A).

On

June 24, 2019,

this

Court signed

UCI seeks reconsideration of the Order Granting Plaintiff s Motion for

Sanctions (“Order”) and additionally seeks the issuance of a protective order as argued below.

II.

1.

LEGAL AUTHORITY AND ARGUMENT

MOTIONS FOR RECONSIDERATION.

A party may make motion for reconsideration of any interlocutory orders 0f the trial court
at

any time before the entry of ﬁnal judgment. The Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
In General.

A motion to reconsider any order 0f the trial

ﬁnal judgment

may

be made

entry of a ﬁnal judgment.

at

any time prior

court entered before

t0 0r Within 14 days after the

A motion to reconsider an order entered after the entry

of ﬁnal judgment must be made Within 14 days
I.R.C.P. 11.2(b)(1).

states:

after entry

of the order.

Such reconsideration “usually involves new or additional

comprehensive presentation of both law and

fact.”

Coeur d ’Alene Mining C0.

v.

facts,

and a more

First Nat ’l Bank,

118 Idaho 812, 822, 800 P.2d 1026, 1036 (1990). However, “[a] motion for reconsideration need
not be supported by any

new

evidence or authority.” Fragnella

281 P.3d 103, 113 (2012); see also Johnson

v.

v.

Petrovich, 153 Idaho 266, 276,

N. Idaho College, 153 Idaho 58, 62, 278 P.3d 928,

932 (2012)(noting, Rule 11(a)(2)(B) [now 11.2(b)(1)] does not contain a new evidence
requirement).

When deciding a motion for reconsideration, “the district court must apply the same

standard of review that the court applied

When

deciding the original order that

is

being

reconsidered.” Id.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND MOTION
FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER, Page 2
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The Order
Plaintiff t0 access

requires

UCI

t0

submit

UCI’s email accounts and

“provide Plaintiff or

its

and password information necessary for

“all login

text

messaging applications” (Order,

authorized representatives immediate access.

.

.to

1]

any and

2)

and

all

t0

such

Electronic Devices and hard drives as well as the necessary information to successfully login t0

UCI’s email accounts and

employees” text messaging applications” (Order, ﬂ

its

violates Idaho Rules 0f Civil Procedure 26(b)(1)(A), 34(b)(E), 37(6), Idaho Rules

and Idaho Rule of Professional Conduct

2).

The Order

ofEVidence 502,

1.6, as follows.

A. The Order Violates the Idaho Rules 0f Civil Procedure.
This Court’s Order Violates Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 26(b)(1)(A), 34(b)(E), and
37(6) and should be reconsidered t0

i.

comply with

the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.

IRCP 26gbgglggA1.

The Order

Violates Idaho

to obtain discovery regarding

Rule 0f Civil Procedure 26(b)(1)(A) Which provides for parties

any “nonprivileged matter

that is relevant to

defense” (emphasis added). The information Plaintiff will have access t0

communications because

Manweiler Dec,

1]

6)

UCI communicates

With

its

is

any party’s claim 0r

UCI’s attorney

attorneys Via e-mail.

client

(Kuhn Dec., ﬂ

9,

Such communications are privileged under the Idaho Rules 0f Evidence 502

and Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct

1.6

and

Plaintiff is not privy to

review 0f such

information Without proper protection 0f the communications.

ii.

IRCP 34gblgE).

The Order

also Violates Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 34(b)(E)

party need not produce the

same

Order provides Plaintiff access
Will

electronically stored information in

t0 at least eight devices

Which provides

that

“A

more than one form”. The

of UCI and UCI’S employees, such devices

have duplicative information and need not be subj ect

t0 this Order.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND MOTION
FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER, Page

3
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iii.

IRCP 37

e

.

The Order violates Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37(6) which provides:
Failure t0 Provide Electronically Stored Information. Absent exceptional
circumstances, a court

may not impose

sanctions under these rules 0n a party

for failing to provide electronically stored information lost as a result 0f

routine, good-faith operation of an electronic information system.

(Emphasis added.)

As was

stated

numerous times

email records once a project
proj ect has

because
letter

in

brieﬁng and on the record in court,

complete.

is

It is

UCI’s routine operation

UCI

does not keep

t0 delete emails

once a

been completed and the reason so many emails regarding McAlvain were provided

this is

an ongoing project for UCI. Kuhn Dec,

W

3-4. Further, Plaintiff’ s initial

is

demand

dated June 22, 2018 did not provide that electronic communications needed t0 be preserved.

Kuhn Dea, 1N

7,8, Exhibit

A.

It

has also been stated on the record numerous times that

hiding emails 0r refusing t0 produce such emails,

looking

for.

Kuhn Dec,

W

UCI

UCI is not

simply does not have the emails Plaintiff is

5-6.

Thus, sanctions should not be entered against

UCI

for

its

failure to

keep electronic

communications. Additionally, until a mirror imaging search has been completed, there
evidence that

UCI was

intentionally withholding emails

from

Plaintiff, so

is

n0

such sanctions are

premature.

B.

The Order Violates Idaho Rules 0f Evidence
Idaho Rule 0f Evidence 502 provides:

A client has a privilege t0 refuse t0 disclose and to prevent any other person from
disclosing conﬁdential communications

made

for the purpose

rendition ofprofessional legal services to the client

of

facilitating the

which were made

(1)

between

the client or the client’s representative and the client's lawyer or the lawyer's
representative, (2)

between the

among

their

clients,

representatives, in

client’s

lawyer and the lawyer's representative, (3)

representatives,

their

lawyers,

0r

their

any combination, concerning a matter of common

lawyers'

interest,

but

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND MOTION
FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER, Page 4
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not including communications solely

among

clients 0r their representatives

when

n0 lawyer is a party to the communication, (4) between representatives 0f the
client or between the client and a representative 0f the client, or (5) among lawyers
and their representatives representing the same client.

IRE 502(0) goes 0n

t0 also provide that this privilege

the client through the client’s lawyer.

privilege,

IRE 502 provides

however none of the exceptions

are applicable t0 this situation.

hard-drives, cell phones, text messages, and so

0n

privilege since the email communications with

C.

1]

9,

Manweiler Dec, ﬂ

is

t0

UCI’s email accounts, computers,

a complete Violation of UCI’S attorney client

UCI’S attorney are contained

in those accounts

6.

The Order Violates the Idaho Rules 0f Professional Conduct.
The Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct provide

efforts t0 prevent the inadvertent disclosure 0r

t0,

claimed by the client or for

certain exceptions to the attorney client

Allowing Plaintiffunsupervised and unfettered access

Kuhn Dec,

may be

privilege.

by

lawyer shall make reasonable

unauthorized disclosure

information relating t0 the representations of a

to prevent unauthorized access

that a

client.

Plaintiff into

IRPC

0f,

or unauthorized access

1.6(c). It is the

undersigned’s duty

UCI’S emails which contain attorney

client

This Court’s Order attempts t0 circumvent the attorney-client privilege and should be

reconsidered and redrafted to protect such information.

2.

MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER.
Idaho Rule 0f Civil Procedure 26(0) governs the granting of protective orders.

The

rule

states in relevant part:

(1)

In General.

A party or any person from whom discovery is

sought

may move

where the action is pending, 0r as an
0n matters relating t0 a deposition, in the court Where the deposition
will be taken. The motion must include a certiﬁcation that the movant has in
good faith conferred 0r attempted to confer with other affected parties in an
effort to resolve the dispute Without court action. The court mav, for 200d
cause, issue an order t0 protect a partv 0r person from annovance,
for a protective order in the court
alternative

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND MOTION
FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER, Page
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embarrassment, oppression, 0r undue burden 0r expense, including one
0r

more of the

following:

(A)

forbidding the disclosure or discovery;

(B)

specifying terms, including time

and

place, for the disclosure 0r

discovery;

(C)

prescribing a discoverv method other than the one selected bv the
partv seeking discoverv;

(D)

forbidding inquirv into certain matters, 0r limiting the scope 0f
disclosure 0r discoverv t0 certain matters;

(E)

designating the persons

Who may be

present While the discovery

is

conducted;

(F)

requiring that a deposition be sealed and opened only 0n court order;

(G)

requiring

that

a

trade

secret

0r

other

conﬁdential

research,

development, or commercial information not be revealed or be
revealed only in a speciﬁed way; and

(H)

requiring that the parties simultaneously ﬁle speciﬁed documents 0r

information in sealed envelopes, to be opened as the court directs.
I.R.C.P. 26(0) (emphasis added).

Good
privilege

cause exists for this Court t0 issue a protective order because UCI’s attorney client

will

be destroyed

if Plaintiff is

allowed unfettered access to UCI’S electronic

communications Without proper steps being taken to protect the privileged information.

UCI will comply With the
exists,

for

UCI

UCI

electronic search ordered

seeks a protective order which requires

(i)

by this Court, but because good cause

24 hour advanced written notice

to counsel

before the mirror imaging Will take place t0 allow UCI’s counsel t0 be present for any

mirror-imaging or access by Plaintiff to UCI’s electronic communications and

UCI’s counsel

to ensure that all attorney—client

from View 0f Plaintiff. Manweiler Dec,

1]

8.

(ii)

the ability 0f

communications remain privileged and exempt

Alternatively,

UCI

requests a special master t0 be

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND MOTION
FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER, Page
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appointed to review any communications on UCI’s electronic devices for attorney client privilege
information and remove each such communication from the disclosure 0f information provided t0

Plaintiff.

Manweiler Dec,

1]

9.

III.CONCLUSION
Based 0n the foregoing, UCI respectfully request
Plaintiffs

Motion

for Sanctions

Court reconsider

this

and issue a Protective Order

its

Order 0n

to ensure all attorney client

communications will remain privilege and exempt from View of Plaintiff.

DATED:

June 24, 2019.

PICKENS LAW, P.A.

By

Pickens Manweiler
Terri Pickens Manweiler, Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendant
/s/ Terri

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

HEREBY CERTIFY

on June 24, 2019, I electronically served the foregoing
document using the iCourt E-File system, which sent a Notice 0f Electronic Filing t0 the following
I

that

persons:

Ryan T. McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC
P.O.

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

U
U
D
E

First Class

Facsimile

Mail

— 208.895. 1270

Hand Delivery
iCourts — ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Pickens Manweiler
Manweiler

/s/ Terri

Terri Pickens

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND MOTION
FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER, Page 7
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Electronically Filed

6/24/2019 2:43

PM

Ada County
McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Nichole Snell, Deputy Clerk
Fourth Judicial

District,

Phil

ISB N0. 5828
Shannon Pearson, ISB No. 10027

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

PICKENS LAW, P.A.
398
P.O.

S.

9th Street, Suite 240

Box 915

Boise, Idaho 83701

Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099

terri@pickenslawboise.com

shannon@pickenslawboise.com
Attorneysfor Defendant

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING,

Case No. CVOI-l 8-13437

INCORPORATED,

DECLARATION OF TERRI PICKENS
MANWEILER IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION AND MOTION
FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER

Plaintiff,
V.

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

I,

Code

the following declaration pursuant to Idaho

§ 9-1406:

1.

of the

TERRI PICKENS MANWEILER make

I

am the

attorney of record for Defendant, and as such,

I

have personal knowledge

facts herein.

2.

Plaintiffs

3.

On June
Motion

20, 2019, Ireceived a

copy of Mr. McFarland’s proposed Order Granting

for Sanctions.

Upon

receipt, I redlined the

proposed Order and the redlined proposed order was

submitted Via iCourts and email to Janet Hoskins.

proposed order

is

A

true

and accurate copy of the redlined

attached hereto as Exhibit A.

DECLARATION OF TERRI PICKENS MANWEILER IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION AND MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER, Page 1
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4.

This Court entered Mr. McFarland’s order as drafted on June 24, 2019.

5.

The Order allows

information for

all

for Plaintiff or Plaintiff’s agents to obtain login

of UCI’s email accounts, text messages, phones, hard drives,

frequently email Kerrie Kuhn, ofﬁce

manager

for

UCI,

at

and password

etc.

UCI’s email address.

6.

I

7.

Thus, the order allows for Plaintiff to access such accounts that contain attorney

client information.

UCI

8.

will

comply with

the mirror

image search but require the undersigned

to

be

present for any mirror imaging and require attorney client information to be exempt from review

by

Plaintiff.

Alternatively,

9.

UCI

requests a special master t0 be appointed t0 review

all

information prior t0 Plaintiff reviewing the information and to remove attorney client privileged

documentation from the documentation provided to

Plaintiff.

CERTIFICATION
I

declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law 0f the State of Idaho that the

foregoing

is

true

DATED:

and

correct.

June 24, 2019.
/s/ Terri

Pickens Manweiler

TERRI PICKENS MANWEILER

DECLARATION OF TERRI PICKENS MANWEILER IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION AND MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER, Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I

HEREBY CERTIFY

that

on June 24, 2019,

I

electronically served the foregoing

document using the iCourt E—File system, which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following
persons:

Ryan T. McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC
P.O.

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

D
U
U
E

First Class

Facsimile

Mail

— 208.895. 1270

Hand Delivery
iCourts — wan@mcfarlandritter.com

Pickens Manweiler
Manweiler

/s/ Terri

Terri Pickens

DECLARATION OF TERRI PICKENS MANWEILER IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION AND MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER, Page 3
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EXHIBIT A

000485

McFarland

Ritter

PLLC

Ryan T. McFarland, ISB No. 7347
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian, ID 83680

Telephone: 208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895.1270

Email: ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,)
)

Plaintiff,

Case No. CV01-18-13437

)
)

VS.

)

ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF’S
MOTION FOR SANCTIONS

)

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING

)
)
)
)

Defendant.

)

Following oral argument and a review of the matters on ﬁle herein,
IT IS
Sanctions

1.

to

is

HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that Plaintiff’s Motion for

GRANTED in part as follows:
Defendant

is

prohibited from introducing any evidence, including but not limited

any written or electronic communications, other than such evidence has Defendant has

produced

t0 the Plaintiff prior to the date

of this Order, 0n the issue 0f damages

at trial in this

matter.

2.

make

Within

thirty (30)

days of the entry of this Order, Defendant must produce or

available t0 Plaintiff, for the purpose 0f allowing Plaintiff t0

ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS

make mirror image

copies 0f,

— 1
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any and

all

electronic devices capable of creating or receiving electronic mail or text messages,

including but not limited t0 computers (desktop, laptops and/or tablets), mobile 0r handheld

devices such as cell phones, smartphones, personal digital assistants (PDA), smartwatches, or
electronic notebooks that Defendant or

Devices”), any and

all

any 0f its employees use or have used (“Electronic

hard drives used in connection with the Electronic Devicesraﬁd—aﬂ—legin

messagmg—appl—ieaﬁens. During Defendant’s normal business hours, and upon twentv-four (24)

hour notice t0 counsel for Defendant, Defendant
representative(s)

Waccess

t0

any and

emplaWeH—mesW.

such Electronic Devices and hard drivesras

Counsel for Defendant

shall

be present during the

provide proper login and access to the Electronic Devices, and further in order to

review

t0

protect

all

protected

all

shall provide Plaintiff or its authorized

attornev/client privileged information, as well as other privileged information as

by

law.

3.

Plaintiff may issue third party

4.

Plaintiff and/or

subpoenas t0 relevant Email Service Providers

(ESP).

in

its

its

authorized representatives shall hold

review of Defendant’s Electronic Devices and hard drives in

may not reproduce,

all

strict

information obtained

conﬁdence.

Plaintiffs

copv, or use anv information without ﬁrst identifying which documents.

believes falls within the Order t0 Compel, and after notifying counsel for

emails, etc.

it

Defendants

if its intent to

do

so.

If

any attornev/client privileged communications are obtained

during the review, counsel for Plaintiff shall immediately notify counsel for Defendant, then
protect that information in accordance with Idaho Rules and statute. Additionally, Plaintiff may

ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS

—
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only use materials 0r communications that are relevant to the issue 0f Plaintiff’s damages in
matter.

Any and all

Defendant

at the

5.

this

mirror images of Defendant’s hard drives shall be returned t0 counsel for

conclusion of this matter.

The Court

reserves

its

ruling

on additional sanctions, including the requested

inference that Plaintiff would have obtained the Blaine County jobs that Defendant (and

predecessor entity) obtained, until Plaintiff completes

its

its

review of Defendant’s Electronic

Devices, hard drives, and email accounts.

6.

The Court

further reserves

its

ruling

on

Plaintiff’ s request for attorneys” fees

and

costs until the conclusion of the matter.

DATED THIS

day of June 2019.

By
The Honorable Samuel A. Hoagland
District

Judge

ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS

—
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

_

HEREBY CERTIFY that 0n this
day of June 2019, I caused to be served a true
PLAINTIFF’S
MOTION FOR SANCTIONS by the
copy of the foregoing ORDER GRANTING
I

method indicated below, and addressed

t0

each 0f the following:

MCFARLAND RITTER PLLC

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
D E-mail: ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Ryan McFarland
PO Box 1335
Meridian, Idaho 83680

paralegal@mcfarlandritter.com

D iCourt
D Telecopy

PICKENS COZAKOS,
Terri Pickens

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
D E-mail: terri@pickenslawboise.com

P.A.

Manweiler

Shannon Pearson
398

S. 9th Street, Suite

240

Boise, ID 83701

shannon@pickenslawboise.com

D iCourt
D Telecopy

PHIL

MCGRANE

Clerk of the District Court

ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS

—
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Filed: 07/01/2019 14:45:45
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Hoskins, Janet

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, [N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING,
INCORPORATED,
Case No. CV01-18-13437

Plaintiff,

ORDER RESETTING HEARING

vs.

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED,
Defendant.

Due

t0 the Court’s schedule

and for good cause shown,

it is

hereby

ORDERED that

Defendant’s Motion for Reconsideration and Motion for Protective Order hearing in

is

hereby rescheduled t0 Tuesdav, Julv

9,

this case

2019 at 4:00 pm.

Signed: 7/1/2019 01:54 PM

SAMUEL A. HOAGLAND
District

Date

Judge

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
Signed: 7/1/2019 02:45 PM
I

hereby certify that 0n

instrument

I

served a true and correct copy of the within

to:

Ryan McFarland

Terri Pickens

Manweiler

terri@pickenslawboise.com

ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

PHIL MCGRANE
Clerk of the District Court

By:

Deputy Court Clerk

ORDER RESETTING HEARING PAGE
-
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Electronically Filed

7/2/2019 1:05 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Lusina Heiskari, Deputy Clerk

McFarland

Ritter

PLLC

Ryan T. McFarland, ISB No. 7347
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian, ID 83680

Telephone: 208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895.1270

Email: ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,

)

Case No. CV01—18—13437

)

Plaintiff,

)

vs.

PLAINTIFF’S

)

OPPOSITION To DEFENDANT’S

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION

)

UNITED COMPONENTS, INCORPORATED,
dba GEM STATE ROOFING,

MEMORANDUM 1N

)

)

AND MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE

)

ORDER

)

Defendant.

)
)

Plaintiff

Gem State Rooﬁng,

attorneys of record,

McFarland

Incorporated

Ritter

PLLC,

(“Gem

ﬁles this

State-Blaine”),

Memorandum

by and through

its

in Opposition t0

Defendant’s Motion for Reconsideration and Motion for Protective Order.

I.

On the very same day this

INTRODUCTION

Court entered

its

Order Granting

Plaintiff” s

Motion

Sanctions (“Order”), Defendant United Components, Incorporated (“UCI”) ﬁled

its

for

Motion

for

Reconsideration and Motion for Protective Order (“Motion t0 Reconsider”) t0 re-argue the same
facts this

to

Court has already considered and ruled on. This Court should not grant UCI’S Motion

Reconsider because

PLAINTIFF’S

UCI has

provided

this

Court With n0

new

factual 0r legal basis t0

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE
ORDER - 1
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reconsider

its

Order.

The Motion

Reconsider

t0

is

yet another effort

State-Blaine from completing discovery and preparing for

II.

A.

for reconsideration

applied to previously presented facts,

any combination thereof —

is

(and the Court
Sanctions.

rej ected) in

When new

Sims

v.

Ellis,

183 B.R. 195, 197 (B.A.P.

same

issues already ruled

otherwise available

when

UCI’S disagreement with

972

UCI has

UCI has presented n0 new

9th Cir.

only regurgitated the arguments

1,

affords

it

N.

and n0
raised

n0 basis for a revision 0f the

1213 (D. Idaho 2013); see also In re Negrete,

1995) (“Motions for reconsideration which merely revisit the

upon by the
the issues

trial court,

0r which advance supporting facts that were

were originally

this Court’s

briefed, will generally not

be granted”)

Orders t0 compel discovery and then impose sanctions

does not provide a valid basis for reconsideration. Accordingly,

Motion

facts

v.

Gem State-Blaine’s Motion t0 Compel and Motion for

Supp.2d 121

F.

is

0f an interlocutory order.” Johnson

“A rehash 0f arguments previously presented

court’s order.”

— when new law

facts are applied t0 previously presented law, 0r

t0 reconsider the correctness

opposing

t0 Reconsider.

a motion which allows the court

for this Court to consider. Rather,

Gem

ARGUMENT

Idaho College, 278 P.3d 928, 932 (Idaho 2012). Here,

new law

t0 prevent

trial.

UCI Has Provided N0 Valid Basis For its Motion

“A motion

by UCI

this

Court should deny the

to Reconsider.

B.

The Motion t0 Reconsider is Both Excessive and an Unnecessary
the Remaining Issues in This Case.

UCI maintains
prevent the Court and

PLAINTIFF’S

that

it

has n0 documents.

Gem State-Blaine

It is

curious that

from verifying

Distraction t0

UCI would work

this claim: if there are

so hard to

n0 documents,

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE
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then there

full

is

nothing t0 hide. This Court’s Order requires

UCI t0

provide

Gem State-Blaine with

access t0 UCI’S electronic devices and email accounts so as t0 verify UCI’S full and

complete responses to

Gem State-Blaine’s

discovery requests. Rather than promptly complying

with the Order so that discovery can ﬁnally be completed and both parties can prepare for
less than

ﬁve weeks, UCI has chosen

new motion.

t0 ﬁle a

This

new

attempt to obstruct

is

trial in

a

continuation of a pattern:

(i)

Gem State-Blaine served its

(ii)

When UCI refused to produce
Motion

t0

ﬁrst set of discovery requests in September 2018;
all

responsive documents,

Gem State-Blaine

ﬁled a

Compel;

Motion to Compel, UCI produced an
additional 1,000+ pages 0f discovery (having produced only about 100 pages

Only a few days before the hearing 0n

(iii)

the

before then);

Gem

This Court granted

(iV)

Motion

In response t0 the

(V)

responsive, stating that

place t0 maintain

State-Blaine’s

.

.

.

it

Motion

t0

Compel 0n April

3,

2019.

t0 Compel, UCI produced responses that were non“does not have an electronic record keeping system in

emails.

.

.

.

[N]0 additional documents exist

...”;

Gem State-Blaine ﬁled its Motion for Sanctions, which was heard by the Court,

(vi)

and granted from the bench, 0n June
Thereafter,

(vii)

19,

2019;

Gem State-Blaine and UCI submitted proposed orders t0 the

The Court rej ected UCI’S proposed
State-Blaine’s proposed Order; and

order,

and granted substantially

Rather than comply with the entered Order,

(viii)

UCI has

ﬁled

this

all

Motion

Court.

0f Gem

for

Reconsideration.

C.

The Order Does Not Violate any Idaho Rules

0f Procedure, Evidence 0r

Professional Conduct.

UCI

claims that the Court Order violates the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Evidence

and Professional Conduct. None of these
1.

rules,

however, are violated:

Idaho Rule 0f Civil Procedure 26(b)( INA) — This Rule permits discovery of any

“nonprivileged matter that

is

relevant t0 any party’s claim 0r defense

.”
.

.

None 0f Gem

Blaine’s discovery requests seek discovery of privileged communications.

PLAINTIFF’S

State-

The Order merely

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S
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provides a

way for Gem

State-Blaine to review emails and text messages that

continuously refused to produce

UCI has

— emails and text messages regarding UCI’s work

in Blaine

County.

On June

25, 2019, counsel for both parties attended the Pretrial Status Conference.

Court asked counsel t0 work together t0 provide
devices and

privilege.

all

electronic

emails and text messages thereon, while protecting UCI’S attorney-client

Counsel for

company t0 conduct
protect

Gem State-Blaine access to the

The

Gem State-Blaine immediately contacted a third party digital imaging

the search 0f the electronic devices and perform a “privilege

UCI’S attorney—client communications. UCI’S counsel appears

t0

wash”

have agreed

t0

to this

protocol in principal, but as 0f the ﬁling 0f this Opposition, n0 documents have been produced.

Afﬁdavit 0f Ryan T. McFarland,
2.

at 1H} 2-3,

Exh. A.

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 34(b)(2)(E)(iii) —

subsection

(iii)

UCI

claims the Order violates

0f this Rule which provides that “a party need not produce the same

electronically stored information in

more than one form.” This subsection

is

one of four

procedures that apply t0 producing electronically stored information; however, these procedures
are all contingent

by the Court.

.

..”

0n the following introductory

clause: “Unless otherwise stipulated 0r ordered

I.R.C.P. 34(b)(2)(E) (emphasis added).

The Order supersedes

the rule, as the

rule allows.

3.

Idaho Rule 0f Civil Procedure 37(6) — This Rule states that a court

may not impose

sanctions for failing t0 provide electronically stored information “lost as a result 0f the routine,

good
here

faith operation

—

at this point,

PLAINTIFF’S

0f any electronic information system.”

Gem

No

real sanctions

have been entered

State-Blaine has been granted access t0 UCI’S emails t0 verify whether

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S
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emails have been withheld, intentionally, deleted, 0r lost in the good faith operation 0f UCI’S
business.

UCI

suggests that

had no duty

it

make such

State-Blaine did not speciﬁcally

2018. That argument
arises

is

contrary t0 law.

litigation.”

McCabe

v.

its initial

demand

letter

Gem

dated June 22,

A duty t0 preserve electronically stored information

Gonzales, No. 1:13-CV-00435-CWD, 2015

(D. Idaho Sept. 25, 2015) (citing

see also

Harmon

BLW, 2017

And

a request in

communications because

once one “knew 0r should have known that they were in possession 0f evidence relevant t0

pending

party

t0 preserve electronic

knows

v.

Leon

v.

WL 5679735, at *12

IDXSystems Corp, 464 F.3d 951, 956

(9th Cir. 2006));

& through Bureau oflndian Affairs, N0. 4: 15-CV-00173-

United States by

WL 1115158, at *2 (D. Idaho 2017) (the obligation t0 preserve attaches when a
0r should reasonably

as further explained in

Voom

know that the

evidence

HD Holdings LLC

v.

is

potentially relevant to litigation).

EchoStar

Satellite

LLC:

In Zubulake, the court stated that “[0]nce a party reasonably
anticipates litigation,

it

must suspend

its

document

routine

retention/destruction policy and put in place a ‘litigation hold’ t0

As has been

ensure the preservation 0f relevant documents.”
stated, “[I]n the

obligation

is

world 0f electronic

data, the preservation

not limited simply t0 avoiding afﬁrmative acts of

destruction. Since

computer systems generally have automatic

deletion features that periodically purge electronic documents such
as e-mail,

it is

necessary for a party facing litigation to take active

steps t0 halt that process.” (Convolve, Inc.

v.

Compaq Computer

Corp, 223 F.R.D. 162, 175—76 (S.D.N.Y.2004)). Once a party
reasonably anticipates

litigation,

it

must, at a minimum, institute an

appropriate litigation hold t0 prevent the routine destruction 0f
electronic data.

Voom HD Holdings LLC v. EchoStar Satellite L.L.C., 93 A.D.3d
(N.Y.

App

Div. 2012) (internal citations omitted).

UCI had

which occurred when

PLAINTIFF’S

it

received

Gem

939 N.Y.S.2d 321, 328

a duty t0 preserve electronically

stored information and put in place a litigation hold as soon as

litigation,

33, 41,

it

State-Blaine’s

reasonably anticipated

demand

letter.

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S
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4.

Idaho Rule of Evidence 502 —

UCI next

afforded attorney-client communications.
privileged communications.

Gem State-Blaine is not seeking the disclosure

Not only did UCI make

version of the Order which the Court previously

now

claims that the Order violates the protections

this

rej ected

same argument

— but

in

its

0f

proposed redlined

as stated above, the parties

have

agreed t0 a third-party imaging company performing a privilege wash t0 protect any

attorney-client

communications from being inadvertently disclosed

Accordingly, this obj ection

5.

Violation

is

t0

Gem State-Blaine.

moot, and UCI’S Motion t0 Reconsider should be denied.

Idaho Rules 0f Professional Conduct 1.6(c) — UCI’S ﬁfth and ﬁnal claim 0f a rules
is

Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct 1.6(c) which provides that a lawyer shall

reasonable efforts t0 prevent the inadvertent
access t0 information relating t0

its

01"

unauthorized disclosure

0f, 0r

representation 0f a client. I.R.P.C. 1.6(c).

make

unauthorized

UCI

claims the

Order circumvents the attorney-client privilege and should be reconsidered and redrafted.
Neither the Order, nor
client

Gem State-Blaine,

are seeking the production

and review 0f attorney-

communications. Furthermore, as previously stated the parties’ agreement t0 have the third

party imaging

company perform

a privilege

wash ensures

that there will

be n0 inadvertent or

unauthorized disclosure 0f such privileged communications.
III.

For the foregoing reasons,

CONCLUSION

Gem State-Blaine requests that this

Court deny UCI’S Motion

t0 Reconsider.

DATED THIS 2nd day of July 2019.
By /s/ Ryan T. McFarland
Ryan

T. McFarland,

ISB No. 7347

Attorneys for Plaintiff

PLAINTIFF’S
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I

HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2nd day of July 2019,

0f the foregoing PLAINTIFF’S

I

caused to be served a true copy

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER by the
method indicated below, and addressed t0 each of the following:

PICKENS COZAKOS,
Terri Pickens

P.A.
iCOUYt CleCtroniC ﬁling

Manweiler

Shannon Pearson
398

s. 9th Street, Suite

240

Boise, ID 83701

terri@pickenslawboise.com

shannon@pickenslawboise.com
/s/RVan T. McFarland

Ryan

PLAINTIFF’S

T.

McFarland
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Electronically Filed

7/2/2019 1:05 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Lusina Heiskari, Deputy Clerk

McFarland

Ritter

PLLC

Ryan T. McFarland, ISB No. 7347
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian, ID 83680

Telephone: 208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895.1270

Email: ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,)
)

Plaintiff,

)
)

vs.

)

UNITED COMPONENTS,
STATE ROOFING,

INC. dba

RYAN T.
MCFARLAND IN SUPPORT OF GEM
AFFIDAVIT OF

)

STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED’S
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S

)

MOTION TO RECONSIDER

)

GEM

Case N0. CV01-18-13437

)

Defendant.

)
)

Ryan

T. McFarland, being ﬁrst duly

I

1.

for Plaintiff

matter.

I

between

Gem State Rooﬁng,

make

2.

me

am an attorney with the

this

sworn upon

and

says:

law ﬁrm 0f McFarland Ritter PLLC, counsel 0f record

Incorporated

Afﬁdavit based upon

oath, deposes

(“Gem

State-Blaine”) in the above referenced

my own personal knowledge.

Attached hereto as Exhibit

A is a true and correct copy 0f an email exchange

and counsel for Defendant, dated June 27, 2019, regarding a proposed protocol for

copying Defendant’s email accounts.
3.

As of the

signing of this Afﬁdavit, Ihave not received any emails.

AFFIDAVIT OF RYAN T. MCFARLAND IN SUPPORT OF GEM STATE
ROOFING, INCORPORATED’S OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S MOTION

TO RECONSIDER

- 1
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Further your afﬁant sayeth naught.

/
‘

1

x

R
STATE 0F IDAHO

1

“f.

McFarland

)
)

ss

County of Ada

that

0n

M
(

I

this

)QM ma Dam VleV

a Notary Public, do hereby certify

me Ryan

day oﬁMay—2019, personally appeared before

T. McFarland,

who,

being by me ﬁrst duly swor‘nwa'éclared that he ls an attorney 0f record for Gem State Rooﬁng,
Incorporated 1n the foregoing action that he signed the foregoing document, and that the
statements therein contained are true.

IN

WITNESS WHEREOF,

day and year in

this certiﬁcate ﬁrst

w“

JAYME BANNER
NOTARY Puauc STATE 0F IDAHO
COMMISSION NUMBER 55229
__MY COMMISSION EXPIRES 7 26-202_3__

I

have hereunto

set

my

hand and afﬁxed

my ofﬁcial

above wri

ﬂLﬂMs/va
ny
My
R

Public for Idaho

d mg

at
.

j LO

r
.

comm1551on explres:

’7
I

gala}
I

AFFIDAVIT OF RYAN T. MCFARLAND IN SUPPORT OF GEM STATE
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

HEREBY CERTIFY that 0n this 2nd day of July 2019, I caused to be served a true copy
of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF RYAN T. MCFARLAND IN SUPPORT OF GEM STATE
ROOFING, INCORPORATED’S OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO
I

RECONSIDER by the method indicated below,
PICKENS COZAKOS,
Terri Pickens

and addressed

each of the following:

P.A.

Manweiler
iCourt electronic ﬁling

Shannon Pearson
398

to

S. 9th Street, Suite

240

Boise, ID 83701

terri@pickenslawboise.com

shannon@pickenslawboise.com

/s/RVan T. McFarland

Ryan

T.

McFarland

AFFIDAVIT OF RYAN T. MCFARLAND IN SUPPORT OF GEM STATE
ROOFING, INCORPORATED’S OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S MOTION

TO RECONSIDER -

3
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EXHIBIT A
000501

Rzan McFarland
Manweiler <Terri@pickenslawboise.com>

From:

Terri Pickens

Sent:

Thursday, June 27, 2019 11:50

To:

Ryan McFarland; Shannon Pearson

Cc:

'Lori

Subject:

RE:

AM

Hickman'; 'Shane Sawyer'

Gem

State Roofing

v.

UCI

CV01 18 13437

Ryan and Shane,

lf

|

can work directly with Shane, lwill accommodate the email review.

Shannon and
1.

Ijust

met with our

clients.

Here

is

There are three computers at UCI main

Windows 10 PC used by

the information you have requested.

office, only

2.

new computer

in

used for company business.

after 2013, but are

owner. The other two

It is

a

2018

are previous

no longer being used for the business since

2018.

There are four telephones that are used for UCI as follows:
a.

Kerrie,

208-941-4579, iPhone 85

208-941-7456, Android Samsung $10

b

Jeff,

c.

Bob, 208-941-8317, iPhone 65

d

Andrew Hayden (employee), 208-901-0039, Android Duraforce PRO
Facebook page:

Gem State

@GemStateRoofingUS

3.

The business has

4.

The company has zero laptops, tablets, iPads, smart watches, or any other electronic devices capable of
sending/receiving text messages or emails.

5.

The company has four email accounts:
gemstateroofina@aol.com
a.
gemstateroofing@gmail.com
b.
asghaultmaintenancegavingngail.com
c.
unitedcomponentsinc@gmai|.com
d

a

For physical inspection of the phones and computers,
is

is

Kerrie Kuhn, the Office Administrator/Minority

computers she used from 2011 and sometime
she got the

one of which

sufﬁcient, please advise

and Shane and

I

Roofing,

we

propose either July

1, 2,

8 or

9.

If

the email search with Shane

can start that process immediately.

Thank you,
Te rri
Terri Pickens

Manweiler, Esq.

Pickens Law, P.A.
398 S. 9‘“ Street, Ste. 240
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 954-5090 (office)
(208) 954-5099 (fax)
www.gickenslawboise.com
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message from Pickens Law, P.A., and is intended only for the named
confidential, privileged, attorney work product, or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law.

named

It

contains information that

may be

you have received this message in error, are not
named recipient, be advised that any review, disclosure, use,
lf

a

employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to a
or reproduction of this message or its contents is strictly prohibited.

recipient, or are not the

dissemination, distribution,

recipients.

From: Ryan McFarland <ryan@mcfarlandritter.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 25, 2019 5:11

PM

To: Terri Pickens Manweiler <Terri@pickenslawboise.com>;

Shannon Pearson <shannon@pickenslawboise.com>
<Ssawyer@Stream|ineimaging.com>

Cc: 'Lori Hickman' <lori@mcfarlandritter.com>; 'Shane Sawyer'

Subject: RE:

Gem

State Roofing

v.

UCI CV01 18 13437

Terri,

we are in a position to do that yet because you have not yet told me how many computers/phones/other
what kind they are. That matters in terms of costs and in terms of equipment/personnel my guy will need to
Here's whatI propose:

I’m not sure
devices, or
bring.

We

-

have retained Streamline Imaging (httD://www.streamlineimaqinq.com/) to assist us in getting the mirror
image copies. Streamline is a highly regarded imaging company and I believe will serve effectively and ethically

as a neutral here.
-

If

you

will

provide

all

of the email addresses and passwords, Shane from Streamline (cc’d here) can go

take mirror images of the email accounts.
just

If

you

will

further provide

Shane a

list

in

and

of email addresses (presumably

from your ﬁrm) that would denote attorney-client privileged communications, Shane can redact

all

such

emails from the eventual production before they ever get to me. Shane can ultimately produce a redacted set of
emails, and can also create a privilege log. Shane will produce copies of the emails (redacted), and the privilege
I will also agree to the claw back provisions of 26(b)(5)(B), in case something is missed. Under
arrangement, I would not receive any attorney-client privileged communications.
If you agree to this approach, we may be able to get most of the discovery completed without additional cost or
time to either of us. There may not be a need to image computers - or, if there is, we can agree on that in due
course after the emails are reviewed.
The big outstanding thing I will certainly still need is copies of text messages. For that, I need to know how many
phones, and what make/models they are. I can get that information to Shane and we can schedule with you time
to make those images.

log to both of us.

this

-

-

Please

conﬁrm whether you

will

agree to an

initially

providing email account log

in info

to Shane.

Thanks,

Ryan
Ryan McFarland
Legal Counsel
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian, ID
p.
c.
f.

83642

208.895.1291
208.789.1643
208.895.1270

mcfarlandritter.com

f1,

McFARLANDORITTER

'

Imm’w

message is intended only for named recipients. It contains information that may be confidential, privileged,
work product, or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this message in
error, are not a named recipient, or are not the employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to a named
recipient, be advised that any review, disclosure, use, dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this message or its

This e-mail
attorney

000503

contents

is

strictly prohibited.

Please notify

me

immediately

if

you have received

this

message

in error,

and delete the

message.

From: Terri Pickens Manweiler [mailto:Terri@pickenslawboise.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 25, 2019 4:42

PM

To: Ryan McFarland <man@mcfar|andritter.com>;

Shannon Pearson <shannon

ickenslawboise.com>

Cc: 'Lori Hickman' <Iori@mcfarlandritter.com>

Subject: RE:

Gem State Rooﬁng v.

UCI CV01 18 13437

Dear Ryan,
Per your request,

l

am

responding to your correspondence regarding the electronic discovery search.

Is

there a day next

would provide
computer analyst can meet me
passwords and logins at that time to him or her only. lwould be there to safeguard any information that deem to be
privileged. You are obviously welcome to be present as well, but will not give you access to the electronic information

week

at the UCI office for the inspection/copying?

that your third party

|

|

I

without a third party providing a layer of protection for privileged information. Given the Court’s
afternoon, this

is

a very reasonable solution.

information, you can take

Tell

it

If

up with the Judge

me what day works for your analyst and

I

you

feel like

I

comments this

have not given you enough access to the electronic

at the hearing scheduled for July 10.

will

get you a

list

of

all

devices.

Thank you,
Terri

Terri Pickens

Manweiler, Esq.

Pickens Law, P.A.
398 S. 9‘“ Street, Ste. 240
83702
954-5090 (office)

Boise, Idaho

(208)

(208) 954-5099 (fax)

www.gickenslawboise.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message from Pickens Law, P.A., and is intended only for the named
conﬁdential, privileged, attorney work product, or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law.

named

employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to a named
or reproduction of this message or its contents is strictly prohibited.

recipient, or are not the

dissemination, distribution,

recipients.
If

It

contains information that

you have received

recipient,

this

message

may be

in error,

are not a

be advised that any review, disclosure, use,

000504

Electronically Filed

7/3/201 9 4:33

PM

District, Ada County
McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Amy King, Deputy Clerk

Fourth Judicial
Phil

ISB N0. 5828
Shannon Pearson, ISB No. 10027
PICKENS LAW, P.A.
398 S. 9th Street, Suite 240
Terri Pickens Manweiler,

P.O.

Box

915

Boise, Idaho 83701

Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099

terri@pickenslawboise.com

shannon@pickenslawboise.com
Attorneysfor Defendant

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING,

Case No. CVOI-l 8—13437

INCORPORATED,

DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER REGARDING
THIRD PARTY SUBPOENAS

Plaintiff,
V.

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

Defendant United Components, Incorporated, dba
counsel of record, Terri Pickens Manweiler of the
pursuant to

IRCP 26

Defendant by

Gem

State

Rooﬁng, by and through

ﬁrm Pickens Law, P.A., hereby move this

its

Court

for the entry 0f a protective order regarding the three subpoenas issued to

Plaintiff.

This Motion

is

supported by the

Memorandum

in

Support 0f Defendant’s Motion for

Protective Order Regarding Third Party Subpoenas and the Declaration 0f Terri Pickens

Manweiler

in

Support 0f Defendant’s Motion for Protective Order Regarding Third Party

Subpoenas, each concurrently ﬁled herewith.
Oral argument

is

requested.

DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER REGARDING THIRD PARTY SUBPOENAS,

Page

1

000505

DATED;

July

3,

2019.

PICKENS LAW, P.A.

By

/s/ Terri

Pickens Manweiler

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

Of the Firm

Attorneys for Defendant

CERTIFICATE 0F SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on July 3, 20 1 9, I electronically served the foregoing document
using the iCourt E-File system, which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to tha following persons:

McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC

Ryan
P.O.

T.

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

U
D
U
E

First Class

Mail

Facsimile — 208.895. 1270
Hand Delivery
iCourts — ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Pickens Manweiler
Manweiler

/s/ Terri

Terri Pickens

DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER REGARDING THIRD PARTY SUBPOENAS,

Page 2
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Electronically Filed

7/3/201 9 4:33

PM

District, Ada County
McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Amy King, Deputy Clerk

Fourth Judicial
Phil

ISB N0. 5828
Shannon Pearson, ISB No. 10027

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

PICKENS LAW, P.A.
398
P.O.

S.

9th Street, Suite 240

Box 915

Boise, Idaho 83701

Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099

terri@pickenslawb0ise.com

shannon@pickenslawboise.com
Attorneysfor Defendant

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING,

Case No. CV01-1 8-13437

INCORPORATED,

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF

Plaintiff,

vs.

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE

DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER REGARDING
THIRD PARTY SUBPOENAS

ROOFING,
Defendant.

Defendant United Components Incorporated, dba
through

its

submits

its

attorney of record, Terri Pickens Manweiler of the

memorandum

Party Subpoenas. This
z'n

Gem

in support

State

ﬁrm

Rooﬁng (“UCI”) by and

Pickens Law, P.A., hereby

of Defendant’s Motion for Protective Order Regarding Third

Memorandum

is

supported by the Declaration 0f Terri Pickens Manwez'ler

Support 0f Defendant’s Motion for Protective Order Regarding Third Party Subpoenas

(“Manweiler Dec.”).
I.

Plaintiff

which
is

Will

Gem State Rooﬁng,

INTRODUCTION

Inc. (“Plaintiff”)

be served Within seven days of today’s

attempting to subpoena Google,

LLC

and Oath,

submitted t0

date.

Inc.

UCI a copy 0f three

Manweiler Dec.,

(AOL)

1]

2,

subpoenas

Exhibit A. Plaintiff

to provide all emails deleted

from

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER REGARDING
THIRD PARTY SUBPOENAS, Page

1

000507

UCI’s email accounts between October
subpoena Verizon for

all text

1,

2005 and June 30, 2019.

messages sent 0r received between

Plaintiff also is attempting t0

UCI employees from October

1,

2005 through June 30, 2019.

Each subpoena seeks the discovery of attorney

client privileged information, information

Which Plaintiff is not entitled. UCI has already complied with this Court’s order regarding a mirror
image search and
seeking by

Plaintiff is in possession

way of the Order

for Sanctions.

of all non—privilege emails and communications

Manweiler Dec.,

it

was

W 4-5, Exhibits B & C. These three

subpoenas should be quashed, 0r in the alternative, a protective order be entered t0 once again,
protect against any attorney client information

Which may be uncovered and given

t0 Plaintiff as

a result of these subpoenas.

LEGAL AUTHORITY AND ARGUMENT

II.

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 26(0) governs the granting 0f protective orders.

The

rule

states in relevant part:

(1)

In General.

A party or any person from Whom discovery is

for a protective order in the court

Where the action

is

sought

may move

pending, 0r as an

on matters relating to a deposition, in the court where the deposition
Will be taken. The motion must include a certiﬁcation that the movant has in
good faith conferred 0r attempted t0 confer With other affected parties in an
effort to resolve the dispute without court action. The court mav, for 200d
cause, issue an order t0 protect a partv or person from annovance,
embarrassment, oppression, or undue burden 0r expense, including one
alternative

01'

more 0f the

following:

(A)

forbidding the disclosure or discovery;

(B)

specifying terms, including time

and

place, for the disclosure or

discovery;

(C)

prescribing a discoverv method other than the one selected bv the
partv seeking discoverv;

(D)

forbidding inquirv into certain matters, or limiting the scope of
disclosure 0r discoverv t0 certain matters;

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER REGARDING
THIRD PARTY SUBPOENAS,

Page 2
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designating the persons

(E)

Who may be

present While the discovery

is

conducted;

(F)

requiring that a deposition be sealed and opened only on court order;

(G)

requiring

a

that

development,

trade

secret

or

other

conﬁdential

research,

0r commercial information not be revealed 0r be

revealed only in a speciﬁed way; and
requiring that the parties simultaneously ﬁle speciﬁed documents or

(H)

information in sealed envelopes, to be opened as the court directs.
I.R.C.P. 26(c) (emphasis added).

Good

cause exists for this Court to issue a protective order because UCI’s attorney client

privilege Will be destroyed if Plaintiff is allowed t0 serve the

Verizon

if the

Subpoenas upon Google,

AOL, and

proper steps are not taken to protect the privileged information.

A. The Subpoenas Violate the Idaho Rules 0f Civil Procedure.

The

three subpoenas Violate Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 26(b)(1)(A), 34(b)(E), and

37(6) and should be reconsidered to

i.

IRCP

comply With

the Idaho Rules 0f Civil Procedure.

The Subpoenas

26(b)(1)(A).

Violate

Idaho Rule 0f Civil Procedure

26(b)(1)(A) Which provides for parties t0 obtain discovery regarding any “nonprivileged matter
that is relevant t0

have access to

is

any party’s claim or defense” (emphasis added). The information

UCI’S attorney

attorneys Via e-mail.

client

communications because

Such communications

Plaintiff Will

UCI communicates

with

are privileged under the Idaho Rules of Evidence

and Idaho Rules 0f Professional Conduct

1.6

and

Plaintiff is not privy to

its

502

review of such

information without proper protection of the communications.

ii.

IRCP 34ngE). The

34(b)(E) Which provides that
in

more than one form”.

Subpoenas also Violate Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure

“A party need not produce the same electronically stored information

Plaintiff already has the non—privileged emails

and communications which

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER REGARDING
THIRD PARTY SUBPOENAS,

Page
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were ordered

to

be turned over. The Subpoenas are duplicative and will provide Plaintiff access

t0 attorney client privileged information.

B.

The Subpoenas

Violate Idaho Rules of Evidence

Idaho Rule of Evidence 502 provides:

A client has a privilege t0 refuse t0 disclose and to prevent any other person from
disclosing conﬁdential communications

made

for the purpose

rendition ofprofessional legal services t0 the client

0f

facilitating the

which were made

(1)

between

the client or the client’s representative and the client's lawyer or the lawyer's
representative, (2)

between the

among

their

clients,

representatives, in

client’s

lawyer and the lawyer's representative, (3)

representatives,

their

lawyers,

or

their

any combination, concerning a matter of common

not including communications solely

among

lawyers'

interest,

clients 0r their representatives

but

when

n0 lawyer is a party to the communication, (4) between representatives 0f the
client or between the client and a representative 0f the client, or (5) among lawyers
and their representatives representing the same client.

IRE 502(0) goes 0n

t0 also provide that this privilege

the client through the client’s lawyer.

privilege,

IRE 502 provides

however none of the exceptions

Allowing

may be

claimed by the client or for

certain exceptions to the attorney client

are applicable t0 this situation.

Plaintiff t0 obtain access t0 the information sought in the

Plaintiff access attorney client privilege information

Which

is

Subpoenas will allow

a complete Violation 0f UCI’S

attorney client privilege since the email communications with UCI’S attorney are contained in

those accounts.

C.

The Subpoenas

Violate the Idaho Rules 0f Professional Conduct.

The Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct provide
efforts t0 prevent the inadvertent disclosure 0r

t0,

privilege. Plaintiff’ s

by

client.

Plaintiff into

Subpoenas attempt

t0

lawyer shall make reasonable

unauthorized disclosure

information relating t0 the representations of a

to prevent unauthorized access

that a

IRPC

0f,

or unauthorized access

1.6(c). It is the

undersigned’s duty

UCI’S emails which contain attorney

client

circumvent the attorney-client privilege and should not

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER REGARDING
THIRD PARTY SUBPOENAS,

Page 4
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be allowed to be served. There
get email communications

party specialist

is

is

simply no other explanation for

beyond What has now already been provided

holding back

all

duplicative and the subpoenas are

determine what

its

true intent

now

was when

by

The

third

it

moot.

If that is not the case, then the request

Either way, this Court must intervene and

signed the Order for Sanctions, because if it was t0 get

the unprivileged emails, that has already been accomplished.

privileges cited hereinabove apply

voluntarily.

attorney/client privileged communications, thus counsel for

Plaintiffs are seeking to obtain those emails Via subpoena.

is

Plaintiff’s vigilant attempts to

Otherwise,

all

0f the rules and

and this Court is ordering Defendants to do more than is allowed

law.

III.

Plaintiff is abusing

CONCLUSION

subpoena power and circumventing the rules 0f civil procedure and

its

evidence by attempting t0 recover emails and communications Which contain attorney client
privilege information. Plaintiff already has the information

Motion
spite

for Sanctions because

UCI

it

sought in

its

Motion

to

Compel and

has ﬁllly complied with the Court’s Order for Sanctions. In

of this, Plaintiff is yet again trying to get access to UCI’s privileged communications. Thus,

UCI respectfully request this

Court enter a protective order with regard t0 the three subpoenas and

quash the subpoenas in their

entirety.

DATED:

July

3,

2019.

PICKENS LAW,

P.A.

By

Pickens Manweiler

/s/ Terri

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

Of the Firm

Attorneys for Defendant

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER REGARDING
THIRD PARTY SUBPOENAS,

Page
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I

HEREBY CERTIFY that on July 3, 20

1

9, I electronically

served the foregoing document

using the iCourt E-File system, which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following persons:

U
U
U
E

T. McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC

Ryan
P.O.

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

First Class

Facsimile

Mail

— 208.895.1270

Hand Delivery
iCoutts — ryan@rncfarlandritter.c0m
/s/ Terri

Terri Pickens

Pickens Manweiler

Manweiler

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER REGARDING
THIRD PARTY SUBPOENAS, Page

6
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Electronically Filed

7/3/201 9 4:33

PM

District, Ada County
McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Amy King, Deputy Clerk

Fourth Judicial
Phil

ISB N0. 5828
Shannon Pearson, ISB No. 10027
PICKENS LAW, P.A.
398 S. 9th Street, Suite 240
Terri Pickens Manweiler,

P.O.

Box 915

Boise, Idaho 83701

Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099

terri@pickenslawb0ise.com

shann0n@pickenslawboise.com
Attorneysfor Defendant

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING,

Case N0. CV01-1 8-13437

INCORPORATED,

DECLARATION OF TERRI PICKENS
MANWEILER IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER REGARDING
THIRD PARTY SUBPOENAS

Plaintiff,
V.

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

I,

Code

the following declaration pursuant to Idaho

§ 9-1406:

1.

of the

TERRI PICKENS MANWEILER make

I

am the

attorney of record for Defendant, and as such, Ihave personal knowledge

facts herein.

2.

On

July

3,

2019

I

received a copy of three subpoenas Plaintiff intends to serve

within seven days of today’s date. True and accurate copies of the three subpoenas are attached
hereto as Exhibit A.

3.

Plaintiff has already

communications, as ordered in

been given access

this Court’s

to

Defendant’s emails, text messages, and

Order Granting Motion for Sanctions.

DECLARATION OF TERRI PICKENS MANWEILER IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER REGARDING THIRD PARTY SUBPOENAS, Page
1
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Plaintiff” s

4.

0f those search

results.

agent has conducted the mirror image search and Plaintiff is in the receipt

True and accurate copies 0f the emails t0

Plaintiff’s agent regarding the

mirror image search are attached hereto as Exhibit B.

As 0f today’s

5.

date, Plaintiff’s agent has successfully

downloaded

all

0f the emails

as set forth in this Court’s initial Order. See Exhibit C.

Plaintiff is in custody

6.

0f

all

non-privileged communications, yet

recovery of emails containing attorney client privilege information by

it

way 0f the three

seeks the

subpoenas.

This request can only be interpreted as a blatant disregard for the attorney/client

7.

privilege and Plaintiff’s attempt t0 circumvent the already approved and successfully completed

email download because the privileged emails were being protected.

The undersigned does not believe

8.

now

arising with protected

that this Court’s

and privileged communications, thus

Order contemplated the issues

this

Court should reconsider

its

Order and grant the protection orders accordingly.

These three subpoenas should be quashed, or a protective order should be entered

9.

t0 protect Defendant’s attorney client privilege information.

CERTIFICATION
I

declare under penalty of perjury pursuant t0 the law 0f the State of Idaho that the

foregoing

is

true

DATED:

and

correct.

July 3, 2019.
/s/ Terri

Pickens Manweiler

TERRI PICKENS MANWEILER

DECLARATION OF TERRI PICKENS MANWEILER IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER REGARDING THIRD PARTY SUBPOENAS, Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

IHEREBY CERTIFY that 0n July 3, 2019, I electronically served the foregoing document
using the iCourt E-File system, which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing t0 the following persons:

McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC

Ryan
P.O.

T.

BOX 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

D
U
U
E

First Class

Mail

Facsimile — 208.895. 1270
Hand Delivery
iCourts — ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

/s/ Terri

Terri Pickens

Pickens Manweiler

Manweiler

DECLARATION OF TERRI PICKENS MANWEILER IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER REGARDING THIRD PARTY SUBPOENAS, Page 3
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EXHIBIT A
000516

McFARLANDORITTER
L...“

..

—

:—'.—2

3 July

2019

VIA ICOURT
Terri Pickens

Manweiler

Shannon N. Pearson
Pickens Cozakos,

398

S.

PA.

9th Street, Ste. 240

Boise, ID 83701

Re:

Gem State Rooﬁng, Incorporated v. United Components,
dba Gem Stare Rooﬁng - CV01-18—13437

Incorporated,

Ms. Manweiler and Ms. Pearson,
Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Pracedure 45(c)(2)(A), please see the enclosed
subpoenas, which will be served seven (7) days from today.

W

incerely,

yme

”QM

anner

Paralegal

Enclosures

MCFARmNDRmER£0M

P.0.

Box 1335

MERIDIAN, IDAHO 83680

PARALEGAL®MCFARLANDRHT£RLOM

P.

208.472.0953

208.895.1270
000517
F.

McFarland Ritter PLLC
Ryan T. McFarland, ISB No. 7347
P.O.

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

Telephone: 208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895.1270

Email: ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,)
)

Plaintiff,

Case No. CV01—1 8—1343?

)
)

vs.

SUBPOENA

)
)

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,

)
)
)
)

Defendant.

)
)

The

State 0f Idaho to:

Google

LLC

YOU ARE COMMANDED to produce or permit inspection and copying of the following
documents or

objects, including electronically stored information, at the place, date

speciﬁed below:

all

and time

emails deleted from the following Gmail accounts between October

and June 30, 2019, and the date(s) such emails were deleted:

1)

1,

2005

gemstaterooﬁngéi)gmail.com; 2)

asphaltmaintenancenaving@gmail.com; 3) unitedcomponentsinc@gmai1.com.

PLACE, DATE, TIME: On

or before the later of July 3

1,

2019, or 15 days after service

hereof, produce electronic 0r hard copies of the above-requested information to Plaintiff’s

counsel at the email or mailing address set forth above.

SUBPOENA -

1

000518

You are

further notiﬁed that if you fail to produce or permit

speciﬁed above, you

may

you the sum of $100 and
this

copying or inspection as

be held in contempt of court and the aggrieved party

all

damages which the party may

sustain

by your

may

failure to

recover from

comply with

subpoena.

gal
Dated

this

By Order of the

day of July, 2019.

Court.

‘

'an

McFarland, ISB No. 7347

ttomeys for Plaintiff

SUBPOENA - 2
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McFarland Ritter PLLC
Ryan T. McFarland, ISB No. 7347
P.O.

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

Telephone: 208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895.1270

Email: ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,

IN

AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,)
)

Plaintiff,

Case No. CV01-18-13437

)
)

vs.

SUBPOENA

)
)

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,

)

)
)
)

Defendant.

)
)

The

State

of Idaho

to:

Oath

Inc.

YOU ARE COMMANDED to produce or permit inspection and copying of the following
documents or objects, including electronically stored information,
speciﬁed below:

all

emails deleted from the following

AOL email

at the place, date

and time

account between October

1,

2005 and June 30, 2019, and the date(s) such emails were deleted: gemstaterooﬁng@aol.com.

PLACE, DATE, TIME: On

or before July 31, 2019, produce electronic or hard copies of

the above-requested information to Plaintiff‘s counsel at the email or mailing address set forth

above.

SUBPOENA -

1

000520

You are
are further
that if
if you
produce or
permit copying
ﬁlrther notified
notiﬁed that
fail to
to produce
or permit
or inspection
inspection as
you fail
as
copying or
speciﬁed above,
specified
be held
in contempt
above, you
held in
contempt of
of court
court and
and the
the aggrieved
you may be
aggrieved party
recover from
from
party may
may recover
the sum of $
you
100 and all
by yowall damages which the
$100
the party
you the
sustain by
failure to
to comply
with
party may sustain
comply with
your failure
this subpoena.
subpoena.
this

·.

,l

1-

Dated
Dated this
this g

day
19.
of July,
2019.
day of
July, 20

By Order
Order of
of the
the Court.
Court.

By:

f7
~ t-17"---=-----:--:--::-:-::=a-;;;;.a;;;~~ -ISB’No.
R
McFarland, ISB
No. 734
7
7347
McFarland,

- --

$46
Aj orneys
Plaintiff
for Plaintiff
omeys for

SUBPOENA -- 22
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McFarland Ritter PLLC
Ryan T. McFarland, ISB No. 7347
P.O.

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

Telephone: 208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895.1270

Email: ryan@mcfar1andn'tter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,

IN

AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATEDJ
Case No. CV01 48—13437

)

Plaintiff,

)

SUBPOENA

)

vs.

)
)

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,

)
)
)
)

Defendant.

)

)

The

State

of Idaho

to:

Verizon

YOU ARE COMMANDED to produce or permit inspection and copying of the following
documents or

objects, including electronically stored information, at the place, date

Speciﬁed below:

all text

and time

messages sent or received from the following persons’ mobile telephone

numbers between October

1,

2005 and June 30, 2019: Kerrie Kuhn: 208-941-4579; Jeffery Flynn

208-941-7456; Robert Hayden 208-941—8317; Andrew Hayden 208-901 —0039.

PLACE, DATE, TIME: On

or before

SUM 3

‘

Ehkaproduce electronic or hard copies of

the above-requested information to Plaintiffs counsel at the email or mailing address set forth

above.

SUBPOENA

- 1

000522

to produce
inspection as
You are
are fwther
ﬁmher notified
notiﬁed that
that if
if you
fail to
produce or
or permit
permit copying
or inspection
as
you fail
copying or
specified
be held
the aggrieved
speciﬁed above,
above, you
held in
in contempt
contempt of
of court
court and
and the
aggrieved party
recover from
you may be
from
party may
may recover
the sum of $100 and all
party may
by your
to comply
you the
all damages which
which the
you
the party
sustain by
failure to
with
your failure
comply with
may sustain

this subpoena.
subpoena.

this

Dated
Dated this
this

3d.
3 day of July, 2019.
day of July, 2019.

By Order
Order of
of the
the Comt.
Court.
By

,41/

By:

J;

"

7/

7

w,”

McFarland,
ISB No.
No. 7347
7347
McFarland, ISB

for Plaintiff
Plaintiff
ttomeys for
)'ttomeys
I]

SUBPOENA -- 22
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EXHIBIT B
000524

Terri Pickens

Manweiler

From:

Terri Pickens

Sent:

To:

Monday, July 1, 2019
Shane Sawyer

Subject:

RE:

Gem

Manweiler
3:41

State Roofing

v.

PM
UCI

CV01 18 13437

Shane,

Thank you.

The other two accounts

are:

gemstateroofing@aol.com (username gemstateroofing), Kerrie Kuhn

gemstateroofing@gmail.com Kerrie Kuhn

is

is

-

the account owner, 208-941-4579, pw:

the account owner, 208—941—4579,

Thank you,
Terri

Terri Pickens Manweiler, Esq.

Pickens Law, P.A.
398 S. 9t“ Street, Ste. 240
83702
(208) 954-5090 (office)
(208) 954-5099 (fax)
Boise, Idaho

www.pickenslawboise.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message from Pickens Law, P.A., and is intended only for the named recipients. lt contains information that may be
conﬁdential, privileged, attorney work product, or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this message in error, are not
named recipient, or are not the employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to a named recipient, be advised that any review, disclosure, use,
dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this message or

its

contents

is strictly

a

prohibited.

From: Shane Sawyer <Ssawyer@Streamlineimaging.com>

Monday,

Sent:

July 1,

2019 3:38

PM

To: Terri Pickens Manweiler <Terri@pickenslawboise.com>
Subject: RE:

Gem

State Roofing

v.

UCI CV01 18 13437

Hi Terri,

To confirm, no one outside of myself and Paul Wiley or Cameron Lee

in

our Portland office

will

have access to

this

data

set.

|

will

forward the passwords below to Paul to begin the collection process.

Thankg
Shane

000525

From: Terri Pickens Manweiler <Terri@pickenslawboise.com>

Monday,

Sent:

July 1,

PM

2019 3:18

To: Shane Sawyer <Ssawver@Streamlineimaging.com>
Subject: RE:

Gem

State Roofing

v.

UCI

CV01 18 13437

Hi Shane,

Please confirm that this information will not be conveyed to Mr. McFarland or anyone outside vour company.

lam

still

working on getting

a couple of passwords, but

you can

start

asphaltmaintenancepaving@gmail.com Kerrie Kuhn owns account,

unitedcomponentsinc@gmail.com Kerrie Kuhn owns account,
lwill let

her

know you may be

on these:

208-941-4579-

208—941—4579,-

calling her.

Thank you,
Terri

Terri Pickens Manweiler, Esq.

Pickens Law, P.A.
398 S. 9t“ Street, Ste. 240
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 954-5090 (office)
(208) 954—5099 (fax)

www.pickenslawboise.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message from Pickens Law, P.A., and is intended only for the named
conﬁdential, privileged, attorney work product, or othenNise exempt from disclosure under applicable law.

named

recipient, or are not the

employee or agent responsible for delivering

dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this message or

its

contents

this

message to

is strictly

a

recipients.

lt

contains information that

may be

you have received this message in error, are not a
named recipient, be advised that any review, disclosure, use,
If

prohibited.

From: Shane Sawyer <Ssawver@Streamlineimaging.com>
Sent:

Monday,

July 1,

2019 9:52

AM

To: Terri Pickens Manweiler <Terri@pickenslawboise.com>
Subject: RE:

Gem

Good morning

State Roofing v. UCI

Terri,

We are set to move forward with
collecting,

l

CV01 18 13437

you could send me the info listed below for each account that we are
As mentioned in my previous email, our forensic specialist Paul Wiley, may

collection.

would greatly appreciate

it.

If

|

need to reach out to your clients so it may be worth giving them
coming their way to complete the collection process.

Name

a

heads up that a

call

from

a (503)

number may be

of account holder

Email address
PENN!“

Email password

Mobile phone number for account holder
Please don’t hesitate to give

me

a call or email

if

you have any questions or concerns.

Many thanks,

000526

Shane

Shane Sawyer
Streamline Imaging LLC
223 N. 6th St. Suite 45
Boise, ID 83702
208-424-3355 Main Office
208-850-4400 Direct
866-893—3335 Fax

www.streamlineimaging.com
.

.9

I.

K

7",,—

_‘

,

w”

x”.

CERTlFiED ADMINlSTRATOR
‘
J
’
’
'
" are ' ‘ J 4 far the
The
of this
Plan that may be conﬁdential. Unless you are the named addressee or an
ad:only. Ir
'
"
', and then
authorized deslgnee, you may not copy or use it, or disclose If to anyone else. Ifyau received It in enorr '
naflb us
v, it.
..'

From:
Sent:

Terri Pickens

Monday,

Manweiler <Terri@pickenslawboise.com>

July 1,

2019 8:56

AM

To: Shane Sawyer <Ssawver@$treamlineimaging.com>
Subject: RE:

Gem

State Roofing

v.

UCI

CV01 18 13437

Shane,

When you

are ready to start, and you have everything you need from Mr. McFarland, please

let

me know and

|

will

work

with you to get accounts and passwords.

Thank you,
Terri

Terri Pickens Manweiler, Esq.

Pickens Law, P.A.
398 S. 9‘“ Street, Ste. 240
Boise, Idaho

83702

(208) 954-5090
(208) 954—5099

(office)
(fax)

www.pickenslawboise.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e—mail message from Pickens Law, P.A., and is intended only for the named
confidential, privileged, attorney work product, or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law.

named

It

contains information that

may be

you have received this message in error, are not
message to a named recipient, be advised that any review, disclosure, use,
If

a

employee or agent responsible for delivering this
or reproduction of this message or its contents is strictly prohibited.

recipient, or are not the

dissemination, distribution,

recipients.

From: Shane Sawyer <Ssawyer@Stream|ineimaging.com>
Sent: Friday, June 28, 2019 3:28

PM

To: Ryan McFarland <man@mcfarlandritter.com>; Terri Pickens Manweiler <Terri@pickenslawboise.com>; Shannon

Pearson <shannon@pickenslawboise.com>
Cc: 'Lori Hickman' <lori@mcfarlandritter.com>

Subject: RE:

Hello

Gem

State Roofing

v.

UCI CV01 18 13437

All,

Please see

my

response to item #4 below:

000527

There are two means of text message collection from modern mobile devices. The primary difference is which tool is
used to collect the data and the process surrounding the collection. For ease, I’ll refer to these as a Forensic or NonForensic collection.

Forensic Collection: Typically this collection

FTK or EnCase. Additionally

this collection

more expensive option and

lines

is

is

the more robust and the data

performed by

up the prior quotation

I

a qualified

collect.

According to

collected using a product

certified forensic

like Cellebrite,

examiner. This

is

also the

provided of potentially $3000 and $4000 depending on the size

of phones. The $10 and 85 are of particular note given that they

time to

and

is

may be

of a large size and take a substantial period of
GB’s
forensic examiners a phone with 75
of data can take up to 7 hours to collect in the

my

Cellebrite application. This collection certainly provides a

more extensive

ability to

analyze the contents and logs of the

device.

Non-Forensic Collection: For the iPhone’s this

subsequent use of

a tool called iExplorer.

backup. The output
collection service

can be

some

applies.
office

Let

l

l

typically acquired via the creation of

quite conducive to bates style production

personally provide (given that

|

am

in

an iTunes backup and the

PDF exports of all or
standard

not personally

specific conversations

litigation. This

a forensic

is

the most

to collect the

could get the job done for

me know your thoughts and

phones

on-site you’d be looking at

from that

common phone

examiner). For Android phones; there

additional challenges which the variable nature of the Android OS. However, the

needed

Ifl

is

is

IExplorer then allows for

same

process basically

$300 per phone, if can do the collection at
$200 per phone. $1,200 for on—site collections and $800 to collect them at my
|

my
office.

instructions.

Thank;
Shane

From: Ryan McFarland <ryan@mcfar|andritter.com>
Sent: Friday, June 28, 2019 2:33

PM

To: Shane Sawyer <Ssawver@Streamlineimaging.com>; 'Terri Pickens Manweiler' <Terri@pickenslawboise.com>;
'Shannon Pearson' <shannon@pickenslawboise.com>
Cc: 'Lori Hickman' <Iori

Subject: RE:

Thanks
1.

ail.

Gem

mcfarlandritter.com>

State Roofing

Here are

my

v.

UCI CV01 18 13437

thoughts:

have no problem with you communicating to Shane directly (without copying me) the email account
info. A|| other communications should copy me so we everyone is aware of what is happening.
For example (and not by way of limitation), if you ask Shane to do work outside the scope of whatI ask for, my
client should not be billed for that extra work. Also, I wish to know what email addresses or other privilege filters

Terri,

I

login/password

l"
3.

you are asking Shane to insert prior to production.
Shane, the date range we are concerned with is October 2005-current.
The judge has ordered that my client has the right to a mirror image of the email accounts; so, Shane, can you
do an initial review of the email accounts and then give us an estimate of costs? If my client then decides, we can

some search terms.
Shane, what is the cost and mechanism to copy just text messages from the phones?
Terri, let’s get through the email accounts and texts, then we’ll decide whether to also do the
computers.
then insert

4.
5.

full

phones and

Thanks,

Ryan
Ryan McFarland
Legal Counsel
P.O. Box 1335

000528

Meridian, ID
p.
c.
f.

83642

208.895.1291
208.789.1643
208.895.1270

mcfarlandritter.com

‘McFARLANDORITTER

f7;
{nmh

This e-mail message

is

intended only for

named

recipients; It contains information that

may be

conﬁdential, privileged,

attorney work product, or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this message in
error, are not a named recipient, or are not the employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to a named
recipient, be advised that any review, disclosure, use, dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this message or its

contents

is strictly

prohibited. Please notify

me

immediately

if

you have received

this

message

in error,

and delete the

message.

From: Shane Sawyer [mailto:Ssawver@Streamlineimagingxom]
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2019 12:39

PM

To: Terri Pickens Manweiler <Terri@pickenslawboise.com>; Ryan McFarland <man@mcfarlandritter.com>; Shannon

Pearson <shannon@pickenslawboise.com>
Cc: 'Lori Hickman' <|ori

Subject: RE:

Hi Terri,

Gem

mcfarlandritter.com>

State Roofing

v.

UCI

CV01 18 13437

Ryan and Shannon,

Iwould be happy to work
of data to

all

directly with Terri to collect email data

and perform the ”privilege wash" priorto production

parties.

Collection of four email boxes in their entirety can result
usually unrelated to the matter

in

question. Typically

in

quantity of digital information,

in a large

order to

limit

an high volume indexing software, called Nuix, to essentially date

cull

the

amount

much

of

which

of reviewable information

and keyword search the

is

we will

use

total data set prior to load

to our Relativity platform for direct review of the potential production or privileged documents.

Would there be key terms or

a date range that

would be applicable

need to agree to these terms and date ranges for us to use
Alternatively,

we

in this

case? Iwould expect that

all

parties

would

this strategy.

can load the entirety of the collected emails to Relativity for review and exclusion of privileged

terms. The remainder could then be imaged, bates numbered and produced to

all

counsel.

My concern with this

strategy would be with the cost involved to produce what would guess could be

a very substantial amount of
yahoo account recently that equated to 24
compressed GB’s containing over 150,000 emails and attachments. If we were to load that data set directly into
Relativity for searching and bates numbered production, we would likely be looking at production costs of nearly
l

information. For example,

we

recently collected a single business

$5,000. However, by applying terms and date ranges via our Nuix tool,

we were

able to cut that

down

approximately 2,500 emails and attachments for direct review and potential production within our
platform. Not including final production, that process

was

billed at

approximately $1400

in

to only

Relativity

accordance with our

standard pricing.

For everyone’s information

l

have included

a general price sheet for the processes

|

refer to above, as well as a

Statement of Work document.

000529

would greatly appreciate an email from both counsel’s confirming how we are to proceed with these collections and
how billing is to be handled. lam also available for a conference call or meeting if that would work best for all involved.
|

Many thanks,
Shane

Shane Sawyer
Streamline Imaging LLC
223 N. 6th St. Suite 45
Boise, ID 83702
208-424—3355 Main Ofﬁce
208-850-4400 Direct
866-893-3335 Fax

www.streamlineimaging.com
V#

.‘.

.

._.A

Vi!”
'v

CERTIFIED ADMINSSTRATOR
‘
‘
4 -dd.
" are ’ ‘ J J far the
The
of this
authorized deslgnee, you may not copy or use it, or disclose

From:

Terri Pickens

only. It
it

anyone

to

‘

else.

’

’

'

lion that may be conﬁdential. Unless you are the named addressee or an
Ifyou received it In error please natiy us immediately and then destroy ll.

Manweiler <Terri@pickenslawboise.com>

Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2019 11:50

AM

To: Ryan McFarland <rvan@mcfarlandritter.com>; Shannon Pearson <shannon@pickenslawboise.com>
Cc: 'Lori Hickman' <|ori@mcfarlandritter.com>;

Subject: RE:

Gem

State Roofing

v.

Shane Sawyer <Ssawver@Streamlineimaging.com>

UCI CV01 18 13437

Ryan and Shane,

Ifl

can work directly with Shane,

Shannon and
1.

ljust

met with our

I

will

accommodate the email

clients.

Here

the information you have requested.

is

There are three computers at UCI main

review.

office,

only one of which

is

used for company business.

It

is

a

2018

Windows 10 PC used by

Kerrie Kuhn, the Office Administrator/Minority owner. The other two are previous
computers she used from 2011 and sometime after 2013, but are no longer being used for the business since
she got the new computer in 2018.

2.

There are four telephones that are used for UCI as follows:
a.

Kerrie,

208-941-4579, iPhone 85

208—941—7456, Android Samsung $10

b.

Jeff,

c.

Bob, 208—941-8317, iPhone 65

d

Andrew Hayden (employee), 208-901—0039, Android Duraforce PRO

Gem

3.

The business has

4.

The company has zero laptops, tablets, iPads, smart watches, or any other electronic devices capable of
sending/receiving text messages or_ emails.

5.

The company has four email accounts:
a.
gemstateroofing@aol.com

a

Facebook page:

State Roofing.

b.

gemstateroofing@gmai|.com

c.

asphaultmaintenancepaving@gmail.com

@GemStateRoofingUS

000530

unitedcomponentsinc@gmail.com

d.

For physical inspection of the phones and computers,
is

sufficient, please advise

and Shane and

l

we propose

either July

1, 2,

8 or

9.

If

the email search with Shane

can start that process immediately.

Thank you,
Terri

Terri Pickens Manweiler, Esq.

Pickens Law, P.A.
398 S. 9th Street, Ste. 240
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 954-5090 (office)
(208) 954-5099 (fax)

www.pickenslawboise.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message from Pickens Law, P.A., and is intended only for the named recipients. lt contains information that may be
conﬁdential, privileged, attorney work product, or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this message in error, are not
named recipient, or are not the employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to a named recipient, be advised that any review, disclosure, use,
dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this message or its contents is strictly prohibited.

a

From: Ryan McFarland <ryan@mcfarlandritter.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 25, 2019 5:11

PM

To: Terri Pickens Manweiler <Terri@pickenslawboise.com>; Shannon Pearson <shannon@pickenslawboise.com>
Cc: 'Lori Hickman' <lori

Subject: RE:

Gem

mcfarlandritter.com>; 'Shane Sawyer' <Ssawver@Streamlineimaging.com>

State Roofing

v.

UCI CV01 18 13437

Terri,

I’m not sure

we are in a position to do that yet because you have not yet told me how many computers/phones/other
or
kind they are. That matters in terms of costs and in terms of equipment/personnel my guy will need to
what
devices,
bring. Here’s what I propose:
—

We

have retained Streamline Imaging (http://www.streamlineimaqinq.coml) to assist us in getting the mirror
image copies. Streamline is a highly regarded imaging company and I believe will serve effectively and ethically

as a neutral here.
—

Shane from Streamline (cc’d here) can go in and
Shane a list of email addresses (presumably
just from your firm) that would denote attorney—client privileged communications, Shane can redact all such
emails from the eventual production before they ever get to me. Shane can ultimately produce a redacted set of
emails, and can also create a privilege log. Shane will produce copies of the emails (redacted), and the privilege
log to both of us. I will also agree to the claw back provisions of 26(b)(5)(B), in case something is missed. Under
this arrangement, I would not receive any attorney—client privileged communications.
If you agree to this approach, we may be able to get most of the discovery completed without additional cost or
time to either of us. There may not be a need to image computers - or, if there is, we can agree on that in due
If

you

will

provide

all

of the email addresses and passwords,

take mirror images of the email accounts.

-

If

you

will

further provide

course after the emails are reviewed.
—

big outstanding thing I will certainly still need is copies of text messages. For that, I need to know how many
phones, and what make/models they are. I can get that information to Shane and we can schedule with you time
to make those images.

The

Please confirm whether you

will

agree to an

initially

providing email account log

in info

to Shane.

Thanks,

Ryan

Ryan McFarland

000531

Legal Counsel
P.O. Box 1335

83642

Meridian, ID
p.
c.
f.

208.895.1291
208.789.1643
208.895.1270

mcfarlandritter.com

‘

McFARLANDORITTER
'Imuh

This e-mail message

is

intended only for

named

recipients. It contains information that

may be

confidential, privileged,

attorney work product, or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this message in
error, are not a named recipient, or are not the employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to a named
recipient, be advised that any review, disclosure, use, dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this message or its
contents is strictly prohibited. Please notify me immediately if you have received this message in error, and delete the

message.

From: Terri Pickens Manweiler [mailto:Terri@pickenslawboise.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 25, 2019 4:42

PM

To: Ryan McFarland <rvan@mcfar|andritter.com>; Shannon Pearson <shannon@pickenslawboise.com>
Cc: 'Lori Hickman' <|ori

Subject: RE:

Gem

mcfarlandritter.com>

State Roofing

v.

UCI CV01 18 13437

Dea r Rya n,
Per your request,

|

am

week that your third

responding to your correspondence regarding the electronic discovery search.

computer analyst can meet

party

ls

there a day next

at the UCI office for the inspection/copying? Iwould provide

would be there to safeguard any information that deem to be
You are obviously welcome to be present as well, but will not give you access to the electronic information

passwords and logins at that time to him or her only.
privileged.

me

|

I

l

without a third party providing a layer of protection for privileged information. Given the Court’s comments
afternoon, this

is

a very reasonable solution.

information, you can take

Tell

me what

it

If

you

feel like

l

this

have not given you enough access to the electronic

up with the Judge at the hearing scheduled for July 10.

day works for your analyst and

lwill

get you a

list

of

all

devices.

Thank you,
Terri

Terri Pickens Manweiler, Esq.

Pickens Law, P.A.
398 S. 9‘“ Street, Ste. 240
Boise, Idaho

83702

(208) 954-5090 (office)
(208) 954-5099 (fax)

www.pickenslawboise.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message from Pickens Law, P.A., and is intended only for the named recipients. It contains information that may be
work product, or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this message in error, are not
named recipient, or are not the employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to a named recipient, be advised that any review, disclosure, use,
dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this message or its contents is strictly prohibited.
conﬁdential, privileged, attorney
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Terri Pickens

Manweiler

From:
Sent:

Shane Sawyer <Ssawyer@Streamlineimaging.com>
Wednesday, July 3, 2019 2:30 PM

To:

Terri Pickens

Cc:

Ryan McFarland

Subject:

Re: UCI Email

Manweiler

downloads

Hi Terri,

You are correct; all emails have been collected successfully. We’ll move forward with secondary processing through
Nuix once we’ve confirmed with Mr. McFarland.

Thanks
Shane
Shane Sawyer
Streamline Imaging

208-424-3355

On

Jul 3,

2019, at 12:11 PM, Terri Pickens Manweiler <Terri@pickenslawboise.com> wrote:

Hi

Shane,

Is it

correct that you have completed the

make sure

that every email to and from

download of my client’s email accounts? If so, please
domain
@pickenslawboise.com is redacted and privileged.
my
initial

Thank you,
Terri

Terri Pickens Manweiler, Esq.

Pickens Law, P.A.
398 S. 9‘“ Street, Ste. 240
83702
(208) 954—5090 (office)
(208) 954-5099 (fax)
Boise, Idaho

www.pickenslawboise.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e—mail message from Pickens Law, P.A., and is intended only for the named recipients. It contains information
may be conﬁdential, privileged, attorney work product, or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you have received
this message in error, are not a named recipient, or are not the employee or agent responsible for delivering this message
to a named recipient,
be advised that any review, disclosure, use, dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this message or its contents is strictly prohibited.
that
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Electronically Filed

7/8/2019 4:27 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Austin Lowe, Deputy Clerk

McFarland

Ritter

PLLC

Ryan T. McFarland, ISB No. 7347
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian, ID 83680

Telephone: 208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895.1270

Email: ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,)
Plaintiff,

VS.

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE

Case No.

)

PLAINTIFF’S

)
)

SUBPOENAS

)

Defendant.

MEMORANDUM IN

OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER
REGARDING THIRD PARTY

)

ROOFING,

CVO 1 - 1 8- 1 3437

)

)

Plaintiff

Gem State Rooﬁng,
McFarland

attorneys 0f record,

Incorporated

Ritter

PLLC,

(“Gem

ﬁles this

State-Blaine”),

Memorandum

by and through

its

in Opposition t0

Defendant’s Motion for Protective Order Regarding Third Party Subpoenas.

I.

In ﬁling this

dba

Motion

INTRODUCTION

for Protective Order,

Defendant United Components, Incorporated,

Gem State Rooﬁng (“UCI”) has taken its obstructionist, time-and-money—wasting litigation

“strategy” t0 an absurdity.

First: in the

months

after

Gem State-Blaine

served

its

discovery requests,

UCI produced

only a token number of documents — and no emails.

Second: in the days just prior to the hearing 0n

UCI produced

Gem State-Blaine’s Motion t0 Compel,

1,000+ pages 0f documents related to the Animal Shelter project.

N0

emails

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR
000535
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regarding any other proj ect were produced. This Court granted

Gem State-Blaine’s Motion t0

Compel.
Third: in “response” t0 the

and no emails,

ruled against UCI, ordering

hardware available
Fifth: rather

t0

Compel, UCI asserted

it

had no other documents,

Motion

it

t0

Gem State-Blaine’s Motion for Sanctions, this Court orally
make “mirror-image”

copies 0f its email accounts and computer

Gem State-Blaine.

than comply with the Court’s oral ruling,

change the Court’s oral

ruling.

The Court rej ected

for Sanctions, reiterating the

copies available t0 Plaintiff.

third party

to

t0 produce.

Fourth: at the hearing on

Plaintiff” s

Motion

The Court’s Order

this effort

mandate

that

UCI

attempted, Via email, t0

and entered the Order Granting

UCI make

also expressly allows

the “mirror-image”

Gem State-Blaine t0 “issue

subpoenas t0 relevant Email Service Providers.”

Sixth: rather than

comply with

the Court’s written ruling,

UCI

ﬁled a Motion to

Reconsider that Ruling.
Seventh: in response to

Gem State-Blaine’s

compliance with

providing notice of the issuance 0f third-party subpoenas,

this Court’s order

UCI has now

ﬁled

this

by

Motion

for

Protective Order.

UCI’S conduct
It

Compel.

initially

Sanctions.

outrageous.

It

has already lost the question 0f liability (0n

has refused t0 produce emails.

judgment).

It

is

It is

It

summary

has refused t0 comply with this Court’s Order t0

refused t0 comply with this Court’s Order Granting Plaintiff’s Motion for

continuing t0 delay, obfuscate, and needlessly increase the cost 0f this litigation.

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR
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UCI’s Motion for Protective Order should be rejected out of hand, and UCI should be made to
bear the full cost of its conduct.
II. ARGUMENT
A. UCI Has Not Met and Conferred On This Issue in Good Faith.
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c)(1) requires that the parties meet and confer in good
faith before a Motion for Protective Order may be granted:
A party or any person from whom discovery is sought may move
for a protective order in the court where the action is pending. . . .
The motion must include a certification that the movant has in
good faith conferred or attempted to confer with other affected
parties in an effort to resolve the dispute without court action.
UCI’s counsel has made no effort to meet and confer regarding the third party subpoenas.
Affidavit of Ryan T. McFarland in Support of Gem State Roofing, Incorporated’s Opposition to
Defendant’s Motion for Protective Order Regarding Third Party Subpoenas filed concurrently
herewith (“McFarland Aff.”), ¶ 2. Had Counsel attempted to meet and confer, it is likely that a
resolution could have been achieved: such a resolution has been worked out regarding email
production. UCI’s violation of this Rule, alone, justifies denying the Motion for Protective
Order.
B. The Court’s Order Granting Plaintiff’s Motion for Sanctions Specifically Allows
the Third Party Subpoenas.
On June 24, 2019, this Court entered the Order Granting Plaintiff’s Motion for Sanctions.
That Order specifically allows Gem State-Blaine to “issue third party subpoenas to relevant
Email Service Providers (ESP) or Internet Service Providers (ISP) as needed.” That is what the
third party subpoenas that UCI is complaining of are. A “mirror-image” copy of email accounts
may not reflect emails that have been permanently deleted, thus potentially allowing UCI to hide
PLAINTIFF’S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR
000537
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bad

intentional,

faith destruction

0f evidence. That potential

Which UCI, from September through June, refused

to

heightened in this environment in

is

produce any emails (with the exception of

emails related to the Animal Shelter proj ect), claiming that none exist.

The Subpoenas D0 Not Seek Attorney-Client Privileged Emails, and are Not
Likely T0 Result in the Production 0f Any Such Emails.

C.

The subpoenas
privileged emails

fact,

at issue are

— they

not intended t0 get duplicative emails, 0r t0 get attorney-client

are intended t0 unearth Whether

M

the third—party subpoenas

any emails were deleted, and when. In

M

unearth attorney—client privileged communications, unless

those communications were previously deleted. A11 the subpoenas request are

and there

is

no evidence

that attorney—client privileged emails

emails,

have been deleted from UCI’S

accounts.

D. UCI’s Actions are

An Unjustiﬁable Waste 0f Time, Money and Attention.
UCI t0

This Court’s Order Granting Plaintiff’s Motion for Sanctions requires

Gem State-Blaine with full access t0 UCI’S
UCI’S

full

and complete responses

t0

electronic devices

Gem State-Blaine’s

provide

and email accounts so as

t0 verify

discovery requests. Rather than

promptly complying with the Order so that discovery can ﬁnally be completed and both parties
can prepare for

trial in less

Protective Order.

documents

UCI

is

than ﬁve weeks,

acting like

in the ﬁrst instance,

0n discovery

(the

it

UCI

has chosen to ﬁle a second Motion for

has something to hide:

and subsequent refusal

Order Granting Motion

t0

refusal to simply produce

to simply

comply With

Compel and Order Granting

Sanctions), and instead ﬁle Motions t0 Reconsider and

of time and resources, for UCI, for

its

Gem State-Blaine,

Motion

and

Plaintiff’s

for Protective

for this

the Court’s Orders

Motion

for

Order are a waste

Court — and

all

of this on the

eve 0f trial.

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR
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UCI has already lost on liability. All that is left to determine is the question of damages.
Perhaps UCI is betting its chances for success on that issue on delay and obfuscation, but this
Court should see through those tactics and reject them; otherwise, the tactics may work, to the
unfair prejudice of Gem State-Blaine:
-

Contrary to the Declaration of Terri Pickens Manweiler in Support of Defendant’s

Motion for Protective Order Regarding Third Party Subpoenas (“Manweiler Dec.”), neither Gem
State-Blaine nor its counsel has received any e-mails (as of the filing of this Opposition) as
ordered by the Court in its Order Granting Plaintiff’s Motion for Sanctions. The emails have
been gathered by a third party, but are still being processed and screened for privilege and have
not been turned over to the Plaintiff. McFarland Aff., ¶ 3.
-

Contrary to the Manweiler Dec., neither Gem State-Blaine nor its counsel have

received any copies of any text messages. McFarland Aff., ¶ 4.
-

Contrary to the Manweiler Dec., no “mirror image search” has been performed on

any of Defendants’ electronic devices. All that has happened is that UCI, after some delay, has
provided email login and password information to a third party who is copying email accounts
and screening them for privilege. McFarland Aff., ¶ 5.
The Court’s order was entered on June 24, 2019. By UCI’s counsel’s own declaration,
she waited until late in the day on Monday, July 1, to turn over the email account information to
a third party. That happened on Monday afternoon before the 4th of July holiday. It takes time for
the third party to access and download four entire email accounts, review them for privilege, and
produce the documents. UCI’s delay is inexcusable and unfairly prejudicial, coming as it did just

PLAINTIFF’S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR
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one month before

trial.

This Motion

and should not be countenanced by

is

yet another in a series 0f delays that

unfairly prejudicial

this Court.

III.

For the foregoing reasons,

is

CONCLUSION

Gem State-Blaine requests that this

Court deny UCI’S Motion

for Protective Order.

DATED THIS

8th

day of July 2019.

By /s/RVan T. McFarland
Ryan

T. McFarland,

ISB N0. 7347

Attorneys for Plaintiff

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I

HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

0f the foregoing PLAINTIFF’S

8th

day of July 2019,

I

caused to be served a true copy

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S

MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER REGARDING THIRD PARTY SUBPOENAS by the
method indicated below, and addressed t0 each of the following:

PICKENS COZAKOS,
Terri Pickens

P.A.
icourt electronic ﬁling

Manweiler

Shannon Pearson
398

s. 9th Street, Suite

240

Boise, ID 83701

terri@pickenslawboise.com

shannon@pickenslawboise.com
/s/Rvan T. McFarland

Ryan

T.

McFarland
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Electronically Filed
7/8/2019 4:27 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Austin Lowe, Deputy Clerk

McFarland
Ritter PLLC
McFarland Ritter
Ryan
T. McFarland,
McFarland, ISB No. 7347
Ryan T.
P.O.
P.O. Box 1335
1335
Meridian,
ID 83680
83680
Meridian, ID
Telephone:
Telephone: 208.895.1291
208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895.1
270
Facsimile:
208.895.1270
Email:
Email: ryan@mcfarlandritter.com
ryan@mcfarlandritter.com
Attorneys
for Plaintiff
Plaintiff
Attorneys for
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDIC
IAL DISTRICT
JUDICIAL
OF THE ST
ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE
GEM ST
ATE ROOFING, IN
CORPORATED, )
STATE
INCORPORATED,)
)
Plaintiff,
)
Plaintiff,
)
VS.

)

UNITED COMPONENTS, INC. dba GEM
STATE ROOFING,

)
)
)
)
)
vavvvvvvv

Defendant.
Defendant.
- - - -- - - - - -- - - -- - )

-18-1 3437
Case
CV01l-18-13437
Case No.
No. CV0

AFFIDAVIT OF RYANT.
RYAN T.
MCFARLAND IN SUPPORT OF GEM
STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED'S
INCORPORATED’S
DEFENDANT’S
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER
REGARDING THIRD PARTY
SUBPOENAS

Ryan T.
being first
T. McFarland,
McFarland, being
ﬁrst duly
sworn upon
upon oath,
deposes and
and says:
oath, deposes
says:
duly sworn
1.
1.

II am an attorney
the law
with the
law firm
attorney with
ﬁrm of
of McFarland
McFarland Ritter
Ritter PLLC,
counsel ofrecord
of record
PLLC, counsel

for
(“Gem State-Blaine")
for Plaintiff
Plaintiff Gem State
State-Blaine”) in
State Roofing,
Incorporated ("Gem
in the
Rooﬁng, Incorporated
above referenced
the above
referenced
personal knowledge.
matter.
based upon
matter. II make this
this Affidavit
Afﬁdavit based
upon my own personal
knowledge.
2.
2.

for United
Counsel for
United Components,
Inc. dba
Components, Inc.
dba Gem State
State Roofing
Rooﬁng has
has never
never contacted
contacted

me about
third party
has never
to me about
about the
the proposed
preposed third
and has
never talked
subpoenas, and
talked to
party subpoenas,
about screening
screening any
any
privilege.
potentially
responsive documents
documents for
for privilege.
potentially responsive
3.
3.

ls following
As of
0f the
the signing
signing of
0f this
this Affidavit,
Afﬁdavit, II have
have not
received any
not received
emails
following the
the
any emai

Court’s issuance
issuance of the
Court's
the Order to
t0 Compel or
or the
the Order
Order Granting
Granting Plaintiff's
Plaintiff s Motion
Motion for
for Sanctions.
Sanctions.

AFFIDAVIT OF RYANT.
RYAN T. MCFARLAND IN
IN SUPPORT OF GEM STATE ROOFING,
INCORPORATED’S
IN
CORPORATED'S OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S
DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE
000542
ORDER REGARDING THIRD PARTY SUBPOENAS -- 1
l

On

information and belief, a third party service provider has obtained a copy of emails from

UCI’s accounts and

is

processing those for privilege and production, but

I

have not received

them.
Neither

4.

messages. To

Gem

State-Blaine nor

my knowledge,

its

no copies of any

attorneys have obtained copies 0f any text

message have been obtained by the

text

third-

party service provider.

To my knowledge, no

S.

“mirror image” cepy has been

made of any 0f Defendants

computers, phones, 0r other devices.
Further your afﬁant sayeth naught.

J/
T.

Uyan

STATE OF IDAHO

McFarland

)

)

County of Ada

ss

)

Jayme Banner, a Notary Public, d0 hereby certify that 0n this 8H] day 0f July 201 9,
personally appeared before me Ryan T. McFarland, who, being by me ﬁrst duly sworn, declared
that he is an attorney of record for Gem State Rooﬁng, Incorporated in the foregoing action, that
I,

he signed the foregoing document, and that the statements therein contained are true.

IN

WITNESS WHEREOF,

day and year

in this

have hereunto
certiﬁcate ﬁrst above written.
I

set

my hand and afﬁxed my ofﬁcial

'

JAYME BANNER
NOTARY PuaLlc-STATE OFIDAHO
COMMIsszow NUMBER 58229
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES ?-2s-2023

'

Newt PUbhé
ReSid
‘_

g

at:

for Idaho

seal the

D J4

Nampay Canyon

My commission expires:

July 26, 2023

AFFIDAVIT OF RYAN T. MCFARLAND IN SUPPORT OF GEM STATE ROOFING,
INCORPORATED’S OPPOSITION T0 DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

HEREBY CERTIFY that on this gnaw of July 2019, caused to be served a true copy
ofthe foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF RYAN T. MCFARLAND IN SUPPORT OF GEM STATE
ROOFING, INCORPORATED’S OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER REGARDING THIRD PARTY SUBPOENAS by the method indicated
I

I

below, and addressed to each of the following:

PICKENS COZAKOS,
Terri Pickens

P.A.

Manweiler
iCourt electronic ﬁling

Shannon Pearson
398

S. 9‘“ Street, Suite

Boise,

240

ID 83701

terri@pickenslawboise.com

shannon@gickenslawboise.com
/

V
Ryﬁn

T.

McFarland

\

AFFIDAVIT OF RYAN T. MCFARLAND IN SUPPORT OF GEM STATE ROOFING,
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Filed: 07/11/2019 16:12:37
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Hoskins, Janet

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING,

Case No. CV01—18—13437

INCORPORATED,

PROTECTIVE ORDER

Plaintiff,
V.

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

THIS MATTER, having come

before the Court 0n Defendant’s Motion for Protective

Order, a hearing being held on the matter 0n July 9, 2019, and the Court having good cause

therefore,

IT IS

The

HEREBY ORDERED that Defendant’s Motion for Protective Order is GRANTED.

Plaintiff is

hereby directed to amend

its

only deleted emails are being sought, and

subpoenas to Google and AOL t0 clearly identify that
all

documents sought under the subpoenas

delivered to the Court, not Plaintiff or Plaintiff’s Counsel.

Once amended,

shall

be

Plaintiff may issue said

subpoenas immediately.

DATED

Signed: 7/11/2019 03:58 PM
:

By

HONORABLE SAMUEL A. HOAGLAND
District

PROTECTIVE ORDER,

Page

Judge

1

000545

CLERK’S CERTIFICATE 0F SERVICE
I

HEREBY CERTIFY

document

Signed: 7/11/2019 04:12 PM

that

on

I

electronically served the foregoing

using the iCourt E-File system, which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following

persons:

McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC

Ryan
P.O.

T.

Box 1335

U
U
U

Meridian, ID 83680

Manweiler
Shannon N. Pearson
Pickens Law, P.A.
398 S. 9th Street, Suite 240
Terri Pickens

P.O.

Box 915

Boise,

U
D
D
E

First Class

Mail

Facsimile — 208.895. 1270

Hand Delivery
iCourts — ryan@mcfarlandritter.com
First Class

Mail

Facsimile

Hand Delivery
iCOurtS — terrngpickenslawboise.com;

m 5" annon

ickenslawboise.com

ID 83701

CLERK OF THE COURT

PROTECTIVE ORDER, Page 2
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Filed: 07/11/2019 16:13:38
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Hoskins, Janet

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING,

Case No. CV01—18—13437

INCORPORATED,

ORDER

Plaintiff,
V.

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

MATTER,

THIS

having

come before

the

Court

on

Defendant’s

Motion

for

Reconsideration of this Court’s Order for Sanctions, a hearing being held 0n the matter 0n July

9,

2019, and the Court having good cause therefore,

HEREBY ORDERED that Defendant’s Motion for Reconsideration is GRANTED.

IT IS

The Order

shall speciﬁcally exclude all attorney/client privileged

shall provide t0 the

Motion

DATED

:

Defendant

Court a copy of the Privilege Log prepared by Streamline Imaging, and the

emails identiﬁed in the Privilege
Plaintiff’ s

communications.

Log

shall not

be produced

for Sanctions, unless so ordered

t0 Plaintiff under the

Order Granting

by the Court following a motion and

hearing.

Signed: 7/11/2019 04:00 PM

By

HONORABLE SAMUEL A. HOAGLAND
District

ORDER, Page

Judge

1
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CLERK’S CERTIFICATE 0F SERVICE
Signed: 7/11/2019 04:13 PM
I

HEREBY CERTIFY

that

0n

I

electronically served the foregoing

document using the iCourt E-File system, which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing

to the following

pCI‘SOI'lSI

T. McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC

Ryan
P.O.

Box 1335

D
D
D

Meridian, ID 83680
Terri Pickens

Manweiler

Shannon N. Pearson
Pickens Law, P.A.

398
P.O.

S. 9th Street, Suite

Box 915

Boise,

240

D
D
D
E

First Class

Facsimile

Mail

— 208.895. 1270

Hand Delivery
iCourts — ryan@mcfarlandritter.com
First Class

Mail

Facsimile

Hand Delivery
iCOurtS — terrngpickenslawboise.com;

shannon@pickenslawboise.com

ID 83701

CLERK OF THE COURT

ORDER, Page 2
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Electronically Filed
7/1

6/2019 4:46

Fourth Judicial
Phil

PM
District,

McGrane, Clerk

By: Lusina Heiskari,

McFarland

Ritter

Ada County

of the Court

Deputy Clerk

PLLC

Ryan T. McFarland, ISB No. 7347
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian, ID 83680

Telephone: 208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895.1270

Email: ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,)
Case No. CV01-18-13437

)

Plaintiff,

)

PLAINTIFF’S TRIAL BRIEF

)

vs.

)
)

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED dba GEM STATE

)
)

ROOFING,

)
)

Defendant.

)
)

Plaintiff

record,

Gem State Rooﬁng,

McFarland

Ritter

PLLC,

Incorporated

respectfully ﬁles

I.

Gem State commenced this
relief as a result

Rooﬁng

parties

its

State”),

by and through

its

attorneys of

Trial Brief.

INTRODUCTION

action

on July 20, 2018, seeking injunctive and monetary

0f Defendant United Component Inc.’s (“UCI”) breach 0f the terms of the

Trademark Settlement Agreement
State

(“Gem

(the

“TSA”)

& Asphalt Maintenance, Inc.

that

(“Gem

Gem State and UCI’s predecessor - Gem
State-Boise”)

-

entered into in 2005. Both

ﬁled motions for summary judgment, and following the March

19,

2019 hearing,

this
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Court issued

its

Memorandum Decision and Order (“Order”) ﬁnding UCI

TSA. Accordingly,

liable for

breach of the

the only remaining issues for trial are:

1.

What

2.

Has UCI infringed

3.

What

the proper relief for

is

UCI’S breach of the TSA?

Gem State’s trademark rights?

additional remedies should be granted t0

Gem State

for

UCI’S infringement of

Gem State’s trademark rights?

FACTS

II.

A. Uncontested Facts
In 0r about

1.

Name with the
name “Gem

Silvia ﬁled a Certiﬁcate of Assumed Business

August 1997, Rick

Idaho Secretary 0f State declaring that he was operating

State

Rooﬁng.”

Gem State under the

1

Gem State has continuously operated its rooﬁng business

2.

in Blaine County,

Idaho, since 1997.2

In or about July 1999,

3.

Name With the

Idaho Secretary of State, declaring that

business under the

“Gem

State

8,

2002,

Bates N0. DEF000029;

P1.

2

Silvia

1]

2,

it

was operating

of Assumed Business

its

rooﬁng and asphalt

Rooﬁng.”3

Gem State ﬁle a corrected Application for Registration 0f its

trademark was issued

this

Secretary 0f State.

May 2,

The corresponding Certiﬁcate

2002.

Prop. Trial EXh. N0. 2; Afﬁdavit 0f Rick Silvia in Support 0f Gem State

Incorporated’s Motion for Partial
Aff.”),

State

Rooﬁng” trademark With the Idaho

of Registration for

1

name “Gem

On April

4.

Gem State-Boise ﬁled a Certiﬁcate

Summary Judgment ﬁled February

6,

2019

(hereinafter the “Silvia

Rooﬁng,

Summary Judg.

Exh. A.

Summary Judg.

Aff.

1]

3.

Bates No. DEF000030; P1. Prop. Trial Exh. No. 3; Afﬁdavit of Ryan T. McFarland in Support of Gem State
Rooﬁng, Incorporated’s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment ﬁled February 6, 2019 (hereinafter the “McFarland
3

Summary Judg.

Aff.”),

1]

5,

Exh.

D (J.

Flynn Dep. Exh.

10).
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Since 1997,

5.

name and trademark

UCI

6.

for

its

(and

Gem State has continuously used the “Gem State Rooﬁng” trade
rooﬁng business
predecessor

its

in Blaine County.

Gem State-Boise)

business primarily in the Treasure Valley and

operates

Magic Valley

its

rooﬁng and asphalt

areas in Idaho.4

Gem State-Boise obtained a Certiﬁcate 0f Registration for its “Gem State

7.

Rooﬁng” trademark on December

29, 2004.

In or about October 2005,

8.

Gem State and Gem State-Boise

formally

because their business names were similar, and because they provided similar

acknowledged

that

services, there

was a

likelihood 0f confusion in the marketplace.

State-Boise entered into the

TSA on 0r about October

19, 2005,5

As

a result,

Which

Gem State and Gem

requires,

among

other

things, the following:

Commencing immediately upon execution of this Agreement, Gem

1.

Asphalt Maintenance, Inc., agrees that

it

State

Rooﬁng

&

will not advertise or solicit business in Blaine

County, including but not limited to by, as a non—exhaustive

list

of examples, telephone

directory advertising, radio or television advertising, billboards, ﬂyers, signs, 0r by

making any

indication, express or implied, that

it

performs services

in

Blaine County.

Radio or television advertising 0n a Boise or Twin Falls station that happens
Blaine County
8c

is

ASphalt Maintenance,

Inc.,

to reach

does not state or imply that Gem State Rooﬁng
performs services in Blaine County. Gem State Rooﬁng

permissible so long as

it

&

Asphalt Maintenance, 1110., may advertise in Twin Falls telephone directories which
be distributed in Blaine County so long as it is not listed under any cities in Blaine

County, and does not state or imply that

Gem

Rooﬁng

State

County except

5

in

Blaine County.

&

(i)

P1.

Prop. Trial Exh. No. 57 (M. Flynn Dep. 33:1-6)

P1.

Prop. Trial Exh. Nos.

Aff.

performs services

Asphalt Maintenance, Inc., shall not perferm any services in Blaine
warranty and maintenance work and repeat customer business for the
former customers listed in paxagraph 3(a), and (ii) work for a public entity in Idaho that is

3.

4

it

may

1]

4,

1,

Exh. B; McFarland

57 (for Sett

Agmt

Summary Judg.

;

McFarland Summary Judg. Aff.

& M. Flynn Depo);

Aff.

11

6,

Exh.

E

1]

6,

Exh. E.

Flynn Dep. Exh. 13; Silvia Summary Judg.
Dep. 34:13-24).
Flynn
(M.
J.
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put out for bid

ameng qualiﬁed

Gem

When doing work

contractors.

falling

under these

Reofing <52 Asphalt Maintenance, 1110., shall not display signs or
otherwise display the name, “Gem State Rooﬁng,” 0r any phrase that is confusingly
similar, except that it may use a vehicle displaying the name, “Gem State Roeﬁng,” so
long as the print is not larger, brighter, or in any way more prominent than that shown in
the photographs 0f the service vehicles attached hereto as Exh§bit C and incorporated
exceptions,

State

herein by this reference.

If either party receives a request for

5.

Agreement,

it

In or about 201

9.

corporation, UCI.

work that

it is

prohibited from performing under this

will direct the person or entity requesting thc

1,

Jeff Flynn dissolved

On 0r about October 25,

201

1,

Gem

Work

t0 the other party.

State-Boise and formed

its

successor

UCI’s Articles 0f Incorporation were ﬁled With

the Idaho Secretary 0f State.6

On October 26,

10.

Name

Business

for the

State-Boise and added

In

11.

“Gem
UCI

201

State

1,

UCI

ﬁled an

Rooﬁng”

Amendment 0f Certiﬁcate of Assumed

business name. The

as the entity doing business

December 2014,

Gem

Amendment removed Gem

under the

“Gem

State

Rooﬁng” name.7

State-Boise ﬁled with the Idaho Secretary 0f State an

Application for Registration of Assignment 0f Trademark assigning

its

“Gem

State

Rooﬁng”

logo to UCI.8

Beginning in or about 2010, UCI’s predecessor —

12.

terms 0f the

TSA by soliciting and performing rooﬁng and asphalt jobs in Blaine County.9
In 0r about June 2016, Mr. Silvia

13.

in Hailey with their trucks

Bates N0. DEF000042-000044; P1. Prop. Trial EXh. N0.
Flynn Dep. 36:10-20, 37:16-3825, J. Flynn Dep. Exh. 20)
Bates N0.

Judg. Aff.
8

1]

DEF00003 1, DEF000084;
4,

EXh.

C

(J.

1]

4,

Exh.

C

(J.

P1.

15;

“Gem

State

Rooﬁng”

McFarland Summary Judg. Aff.

Prop. Trial EXh. N0. 16;

J.

1H]

at a

logo.

job

site

Mr.

4- 5, Exhs. D,

E

(J.

Flynn Dep. Exh. 24; McFarland Summary

Flynn Dep. 99:11-21).

Bates No. DEF0017, DEF000075;

Aff.

saw some UCI employees working

parked nearby that displayed the

6

7

Gem State-Boise — violated the

P1.

Prop. Trial EXh. No. 17;

J.

Flynn Dep. EXh. 30; McFarland Summary Judg.

Flynn Dep. 43:18-22; 107:17-20).

9

Bates Nos. DEF00086-00091; P1. Prop. Trial Exh. Nos. 9-13; McFarland Summary Judg. Aff.
Dep. 84:17-87:10; 87:25-89z3; 89:5-90:13).

1]

4,

Exh.

C

(J.

Flynn
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Silvia took photographs

0f these

Violating the terms 0f the

employees, and informed them they were

TSA by performing rooﬁng work under the “Gem

trademark in Blaine County.
Since 2016,

14.

UCI trucks and

State

Rooﬁng”

1°

UCI has

continued to Violate the terms of the

TSA by bidding 0n and

performing rooﬁng jobs in Blaine County, including accepting a $256,784.00 rooﬁng project in

2018

for the

Wood River Valley Animal
As

15.

Court has already found,

this

State-Boise) ever refer any Blaine

The top

16.

Components

Inc.

Shelter.

result

11

at

County work t0

n0 time did UCI

(0r

its

predecessor,

Gem

Gem State.”

of a Google search performed in July, 2019 for “United

Idaho” identiﬁes “United Components Inc.” as a “rooﬁng contractor in Hailey,

Idaho.”13

B. Contested Facts

1.

County caused
2.

Gem State-Boise and UCI’s

solicitation

and performance of rooﬁng jobs

in Blaine

Gem State t0 lose proﬁts.”
Gem State’s trademark rights

in

“Gem

State

Rooﬁng”

are prior in right to

UCI’s

in Blaine County, Idaho.

3.

Documents produced pursuant

Construction, the contractor for the

1°
11

P1.

Prop. Trial Exh. No. 7; Silvia

Summ.

t0 a third party

subpoena from McAlvain

Wood River Valley Animal

Judg. Aff.

1]

Shelter,

p. 18;

that

UCI’S

5.

Bates Nos. DEF00006-00008, DEF00132, DEF00588, DEF00660, DEF01039;

P1.

Prop. Trial EXh. Nos. 32, 33,

Flynn Dep. Eth. 49, 51, 53, 55, 56, 57 and 61; Mem. Decision and Order
McFarland Summ. Judg. Aff. 114, Exh. C (J. Flynn Dep. 107222-108217; 112:25-1 13:17;

34, 36, 37, 39, 40, 41, 42, 42 and 44;

ﬁled Apr. 26, 2019,

show

J.

114:9-115215; 115217-11624; 11626-18; 116223-117214; 12526-22; 12729-24; 12923-13025; 134:4-18; 135:19136:4; 13721-14; 139:2-13; 139215-24; 14026-17; 14121-20; 142211-23; 14526-16)
12
13

14

See

Memorandum Decision and Order

entered in this matter 0n 4/26/2019, at 18.

P1.

Prop. Trial Exh. No. 55

P1.

Prop. Trial Exh. No. 50; Afﬁd. of Rick Silvia in Support of Pls. Motion for Sanctions

Civil Procedure 37(b),

1]

1,

Under Idaho Rule of

Exh. A.
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operations in Blaine County under the
State’s source 0r sponsorship

“Gem

State

Rooﬁng” name

created confusion as t0

0f the project.”
III.

ARGUMENT

Remedies for UCI’s Breach 0f the TSA.

A.

Gem State is Entitled to Injunctive Relief.

1.

Gem State is
TSA. “The granting
discretion.

.

.

entitled to

permanent injunctive

0r refusal of an injunction

is

of UCI’s breach 0f the

relief as a result

a matter resting largely in the

some

right

985 P.2d 1127, 1135 (Idaho 1999)

exercise

broad discretion and enter a permanent injunction because

merits,

and because equity requires

it.

(internal citation omitted). This

other respects.” 42

0f its claim: as
breached

this

Am.

Jur.

sought

is

v.

Court should

Gem State has prevailed

“For a permanent injunction t0 issue, the plaintiff

must prevail 0n the merits 0f his or her claim and
all

court’s

of the party seeking the remedy.” Conley

Whittlesey,

its

trial

An injunction will not issue unless the party against Whom relief is

.

Violating, 0r threatens t0 Violate,

0n the

Gem

2d Injunctions

establish that equitable relief is appropriate in

§ 11.

Here,

Gem State has prevailed on the merits

Court found on summary judgment, the

TSA is binding 0n UCI,

and

UCI has

it.

Principles 0f equity support entry of injunctive relief: “although injunctions are generally

seen as discretionary, there
relief as a matter

substantial,

law.” 42

is

authority for the

Jur.

2d Injunctions

to the complainant for

§ 14.

As

should issue only where irreparable injury

15

P1.

that a

complainant

is

entitled to injunctive

0f right on a clear showing that the acts complained of cause a material,

and irreparable injury

Am.

View

Prop. Trial Exh. No. 38;

J.

the Idaho

is

Which there

is

no adequate remedy

at

Supreme Court has explained: “injunctions

actually threatened.”

0 ’Boskey v.

First Fed. Sav.

&

Flynn Dep. Exh. No. 66.
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Loan Ass’n of Boise, 739 P.2d 301, 306 (Idaho 1987). Generally, when assessing the need for
injunctive relief, courts apply a four-part inquiry, under which injunctive relief may be ordered
where (1) the plaintiff has prevailed on the merits, (2) the plaintiff would suffer irreparable injury
in the absence of injunctive relief, (3) the harm to the plaintiff would outweigh the harm to the
defendants from an injunction, and (4) the injunction would not adversely affect the public
interest. Joyce v. Town of Dennis, 720 F.3d 12 (1st Cir. 2013). This general principal is similar to
the preliminary injunction standard in Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 65(e), which provides for
the entering of injunctive relief upon any of the following cases:
(1) when it appears by the complaint that the plaintiff is entitled to
the relief demanded, and that relief, or any part of it, consists of
restraining the commission or continuance of the acts complained
of, either for a limited period or perpetually;
(2) when it appears by the complaint or affidavit that the
commission or continuance of some act during the litigation would
produce waste, or great or irreparable injury to the plaintiff;
(3) when it appears during the litigation that the defendant is doing,
threatening, procuring or allowing to be done, or is about to do,
some act in violation of the plaintiff’s rights, respecting the subject
of the action, and the action may make the requested judgment
ineffectual[.]
Each of these requirements are satisfied here:
1.

Gem State has prevailed on the liability issue, thus, “it appears . . . that the

plaintiff is entitled to the relief demanded, and that relief . . . consist of restraining the
commission or continuance of the acts complained of,” e.g., working in Blaine County in
violation of the TSA.
2.

“[T]he . . . continuance of [UCI’s continued violation of the TSA by working in

Blaine County] would produce . . . great . . . injury to the plaintiff.” Gem State will present
evidence that UCI’s shoddy workmanship – done under Gem State’s “Gem State Roofing”
trademark – has likely harmed Gem State’s reputation. Reputational damages are difficult to
PLAINTIFF’S TRIAL BRIEF - 7
000555

calculate,

permanent 0r very long-lasting, and

may not be

detected immediately. Reputational

damages, almost by deﬁnition, constitute irreparable and are properly the subj ect of injunctive
relief:

Reed has

established a likelihood 0f irreparable harm. Continued

use of the mark in a confusingly similar manner will likely damage
Reed's reputation.
.Reed likely will lose goodwill among
.

consumers

Whose name

Herb Reed Enterprises,

.

trademark] continues to be diluted by groups
confusingly similar.

if [his

Inc.

is

v.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Monroe Powell's Platters, LLC, 842

Supp. 2d 1282, 1291 (D.

F.

Nev. 2012). The very act 0f losing business, even in the absence 0f reputational damages,
not be immediately apparent, but

its

UCI’S future breach 0f the

Finally,

effects

may be

long lasting and even

may

fatal t0 a business.

TSA may also result in lost proﬁts, which,

as set forth below,

are difﬁcult t0 calculate.

“[T]he defendant

3.

working

in Blaine

judgment

County

is

doing

in Violation

.

.

.

some

0f the TSA]

act in Violation

.

.

.

of the

and the action

plaintiff’s rights [e.g.,

may make the requested

ineffectual.”

Should

UCI protest that a permanent injunction is moot because

County and does not intend

t0 return, this

it

has exited Blaine

Court should 100k t0 the Idaho Supreme Court’s

decision in O’Boskey:

The Supreme Court warned:

It is

the duty of the courts t0

beware

0f efforts to defeat injunctive

relief by protestations of repentence
and reform, especially When abandonment seems timed t0
anticipate suit, and there is probability of resumption.

O’Boskey

v.

First Fed. Sav.

& Loan ASS ’n ofBoise, 739 P.2d 301,

UCI’s ﬂagrant and long-term Violation 0f the TSA,
injunction requiring that

UCI not

this

306 (Idaho 1987). Given

Court should enter a permanent

conduct business in Blaine County.
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2.

Gem State is Entitled t0 Money Damages.

Under Idaho law, damages from

TSA fundamentally is)

is

arrived at

the Violation 0f a non-competition agreement (Which the

by showing two

things:

(i)

the plaintiff” s lost proﬁts, and

(ii)

the defendant’s corresponding gains:

The measure of damages

for loss of proﬁts is rarely susceptible of

accurate proof. Therefore, the law does not require accurate
proof with anv degree 0f mathematical certaintv. Anv claim 0f
damages for prospective loss contains an element of
uncertaintv, but that fact is not fatal t0 recoverv. The most
elementary conceptions ofjustice and public policy require that the
wrongdoer shall bear the risk 0f the uncertainty which his own
wrong has created. The party seeking t0 recover lost profits is
not required t0 obtain the testimonv 0f the customers allegedlv
lost as a result 0f the wrongdoer’s conduct. There only need be

sufﬁcient evidence in the record to allow the jury t0 conclude that

wrongdoer’s conduct t0 the claimant’s
more probable than the inference connecting such

the inference linking the

damages

is

loss t0 other factors. Factors that the jury

may consider include

the claimant’s proﬁts for a reasonable period prior t0 the breach 0f
the covenant not t0 compete, leaving

it

for the other party t0

show

would have been
between the increase in proﬁts by the party
breaching the covenant and the losses sustained by the claimant
during the period 0f the breach, and all of the surrounding facts
and circumstances.
that,

by depression

in trade 0r other causes, they

less, the relationship

Saint Alphonsus Diversiﬁed Care, Inc.

v.

MRIAssocs., LLP, 334 P.3d 780, 790 (Idaho 2014)

(emphasis added; internal citation and quotations omitted). The fact that
able t0 prove

is

its

amount 0f damages with mathematical

not entitled t0 damages; the fact that there

the

wrongdoing defendant. So,

for example,

A11 that this Court must determine that

it is

is

Gem State may not be

certainty does not

uncertainty

is

mean that Gem

a cost to be borne

—

literally

State

— by

Gem State need not submit a customer’s testimony.

more probable than not

that

Gem State 10st some

proﬁt due to UCI’s breach of the TSA.
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At
from

its

trial,

work

Gem State will show that it lost proﬁt at the

in Blaine County.

See

Dunn

v.

same time UCI was earning proﬁt

Ward, 670 P.2d 59, 61—62

proﬁts Which a defendant realized in Violation of an agreement
if

shown to correspond,

in

Will not establish an exact

Whole 0r

in part, With the loss

of damages

does not

mean

that

(the

considered, in evidence,

0f plaintiff). Although

v.

it is

this

difﬁcult to arrive at an exact

it is

evidence

17,

t0

amount

for the trier-of—fact t0

Am. Drilling Corp, LLC, N0.

WL 11531293, at *7 (D. Idaho Mar.

“[w]hen damages are sought for

fact that

damages may not be awarded;

the amount.” Timberline Drilling, Inc.

2010

App. 1983)

amount of damages, Idaho law does not require such precision

award of damages. “The mere

validate an

may be

(Ct.

ﬁx

CV O9-18-N—EJL-MHW,

2010) (internal citations omitted). Indeed,

lost business proﬁts, the

amount 0f the

loss

must be proven With

reasonable certainty. ’Reasonable certainty’ does not require that damages be proved With

mathematical exactitude, but the evidence must be sufﬁcient to take the damages out of the realm

of speculation. Damages also must be shown to be the proximate consequence 0f the defendant’s
actionable conduct.”

App. 1999)

Magic

Valley Truck Brokers, Inc.

on summary judgment —

jobs

it

Meyer, 982 P.2d 945, 95 1 (Idaho

Ct.

(internal citations omitted).

Perhaps most importantly,

required

v.

UCI t0

that

refer Blaine

Gem State Will produce evidence — as this Court already found

UCI never referred any work to Gem
County work. While UCI

State,

even though the

will likely argue that

some 0f the rooﬁng

acquired in Blaine County were due to relationships With contractors, the fact that

not refer such

work

t0

UCI

did

Gem State constitutes very strong evidence that had UCI complied With its

referral obligations,

Gem

performed

County.

in Blaine

TSA

State could

have obtained

at least

some 0f the jobs UCI wrongfully
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UCI Violated Gem

B.

Trademark
Dynamics,

Inc.

v.

Armstrong C0.

v.

rights in the

State’s

Trademark Rights.

United States are acquired by use, not by registration. Hydro-

George Putnam

& C0.,

811 F.2d 1470, 1473 (Fed. Cir. 1987) (citing

Nu-Enamel Corp, 305 U.S. 315, 334, 59

(1938); United States

v.

Steﬂens, 100 U.S. (10 Otto) 82, 92, 25 L.Ed. 550 (1879)). “It

axiomatic in trademark law that the standard

ownership 0f a trademark
registered

mark in

it

S.Ct. 191, 200, 83 L.Ed. 195

it is

test

0f ownership

is

priority

mark ﬁrst

not enough t0 have invented the

ﬁrst; the partv claiming

of use.

is

T0 acg uire

0r even t0 have

ownership must have been the ﬁrst t0 actuallv use the

the sale 0f goods 0r services.” Brookﬁeld

Commc ’ns,

Inc.

v.

W. Coast

Entm ’t

Corp, 174 F.3d 1036, 1047 (9th Cir.1999) (emphasis added).

T0

establish

common law trademark rights

in a geographical area, the

owner 0f the mark

has t0 be the ﬁrst t0 use the mark in a particular area and must continue t0 so use the mark in

Optimal Pets,

that area.

See also Halicki Films,

Inc.

v.

LLC v.

Nutri-Vet,

Sanderson Sales

Cir.2008) (citing Sengoku Works Ltd.

Idaho GolfPartners,
1526004,

at

it

v.

v.

is

F.

Supp. 2d 953, 958—59 (C.D. Cal. 2012).

& Marketing,

RMC Int’l, Ltd,

TimberStone Mgmt.,

*5 (D. Idaho Mar. 27, 2018)

where a mark
user and

Inc.

LLC, 877

547 F.3d 1213, 1226 (9th

96 F.3d 1217, 1219 (9th Cir.1996));

LLC, N0. 1:14-CV-00233-BLW, 2018

(common law trademark rights extend only to

known and recognized). The

ﬁrst to use a

mark

an area

in

is

deemed

WL

the area

the “senior”

has the right t0 enj oin “junior” users from using confusingly similar marks in the

same industry and market within

that area.

common law trademark owner must also

Brookﬁeld

Commc ’ns,

v.

at

establish continuing use 0f the mark,

maintained Without interruption.” Optimal Pets, 877 F. Supp. 2d
Assocs., Inc.

174 F.3d

at

959

(Citing

1047.

The

which “must be
Casual Corner

Casual Stores ofNevada, Ina, 493 F.2d 709, 712 (9th Cir.1974); Hanginout,
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v.

Google, Ina, 54 F. Supp. 3d 1109, 1121 (S.D. Cal. 2014) (trademark owner must establish

sufﬁcient market penetration in a speciﬁed geographic area).

At

“Gem

Gem State Will establish through testimony and exhibits that it began using the

trial

Rooﬁng” business name and trademark

State

in Blaine County, Idaho in 1997,

and

that

has continuously used the mark since then. Based on applicable trademark law, the fact that
State’s state

extinguish or otherwise cancel

Rooﬁng” mark

in Blaine

Any rights UCI

1997.

its

longstanding

in the Treasure

It is

claims t0 have in

UCI make

trademark

State

predecessor

UCI Will

Rooﬁng” trademark

Gem State-Boise,

attempt t0 assert that

2012 does not

in the

“Gem

State

are limited t0 the

continuously used the mark

Though

it

had prior

rights t0 the

“Gem

State

one “proposal” for Blaine County work that

that argument, the Court should

Gem State began using the trademark.

ﬁnd that

it

does not trump

Gem

State’s

following reasons:

the property at issue

evidence that UCI’s predecessor used the
that a proposal

“Gem

in

Gem State has operated continuously since

dated 6/ 1 8/97, a few months before

rights, for the

1.

common law trademark rights

in Blaine County; indeed, there is

UCI has produced,
Should

its

its

Rooﬁng” mark expired

Gem

and Magic Valleys.

possible that

Rooﬁng” mark

State

County — the area where

geographical area where UCI, and

—

“Gem

trademark registration for the

it

was

“Gem

in Blaine, County, that proposal does not

State

Rooﬁng” mark

in Blaine

County — only

was

sent t0 a prospective customer in Torrance, California, not Blaine County,

UCI

cannot submit evidence that

Idaho.

2.

work

in the proposal.

Q.

At

it

actually did

—

0r if it did,

When

it

did

— the

deposition, Jeffrey Flynn testiﬁed as follows:

(BY MR. MCFARLAND)

been marked as Exhibit 7 t0

you have been handed what has
deposition. Do you see that?

Sir,

this
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A.

[BY JEFFREY FLYNN]

Q.

And What

A. That

is

a contract.

Who is the

A.

It

contract between?

looks like

it

Venzon Jewelry

And was

A. That
Q.

is

d0.

is it?

Q.

Q.

I

the

was Conrad Thomas. And

work done by Flynn,

what the contract

at

Inc.?

says, yes,

on top of it.

Do you remember this particular job?

A. Iremember something about

was a

referral, if I

remember.

Because I knew Dan Venzon.
And I do believe it was -- Ithink

it.

He owned Venzon Jewelry there.
it

work was done

the

in Hailey.

I

don’t recall honestly.

Iknow Dan

Venzon.
Q.

Do you have any memory 0f working on this job

A.

I

Q.

You have

yourself?

don’t.

A. Actually,

called this a contract. Just
it is

a bid.

It

--

below

not a contract until

signed.

it is

It is

a

proposal.

Q. D0 you know Whether this is your ﬁrst job that you did in
Blaine County under Gem State Rooﬁng?
don’t recall.

A.

I

Q.

You

can’t recall

any

that

were before

this;

can you?

A. No.16
3.

trademark

The doctrine of “tacking”
rights.

The Ninth

prohibits allowing this proposal to trump

Circuit explained this doctrine in

Coast Entm ’t Corp, 174 F.3d 1036, 1047—49 (9th
[O]ur

sister circuits

Brookﬁeld

Gem State’s

Commc ’ns,

Inc.

v.

W.

Cir. 1999):

have explicitly recognized the ability of
mark based 0n the

a trademark owner t0 claim priority in a

ﬁrst use date of a similar, but technically distinct,

mark—but only

narrow instance where the
is ‘the legal equivalent of the mark in
question or indistinguishable therefrom’ such that consumers
‘consider both as the same mark.’ This constructive use theory is
known as “tacking,” as the trademark holder essentially seeks to
in the exceptionally

previously used

mark

“tack” his ﬁrst use date in the earlier

mark.
16

P1.

.

..

The

Prop. Trial Exh. N0. 56;

J.

mark onto

standard for “tacking,” however,

Flynn Dep.,

at

the subsequent

is

exceedingly

strict:

67:5-68z24.
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‘The marks must create the same, continuing commercial
impression, and the later
alter the character

The Federal

mark should not materially

differ

of the mark attempted t0 be tacked.

Circuit, for

from or

’

example, concluded that priority in

“CLOTHES THAT WORK. FOR THE WORK YOU DO” could
not be tacked onto “CLOTHES THAT WORK” [because] the
was not the legal equivalent of the longer mark. The
held that “DCI” and “dci” were too dissimilar t0

shorter phrase

Sixth Circuit

support tacking.

And the Trademark Board has

rej ected

tacking in

a case involving “American Mobilphone” With a star and stripe

design and “American Mobilphone Paging” with the identical
design, as well as in a case involving

“PRO—CUTS” and “PRO—

KUT.
which were close questions, the
“The Movie Buff” s Movie Store” and

In contrast t0 [these] cases

present case

is

clear cut:

“moviebuff.com” are very different, in that the latter contains three
fewer words, drops the possessive, omits a space, and adds “.com”
t0 the end. Because West Coast failed t0 make the slightest
showing that consumers View these terms as identical, we must
conclude that West Coast cannot tack its priority in “The Movie
Buff’ s Movie Store” onto “moviebuff.com.”
Id. at

1047-49. See also Quiksilver, Inc.

(district court erred in

tacking

could easily conclude that

v.

Kymsta Corp, 466 F.3d 749, 759

“QUIKSILVER ROXY”

Inc.’s logo is quite distinguishable

words “Flynn

words next

Rooﬁng

to the logo.

“ROXY” because

“QUIKSILVER ROXY” and “ROXY”

continuing commercial impression’ at the time the

additional

onto

1110.,

from UCI’s

dba” and

(9th Cir.2006)

a reasonable jury

did not create the ‘same,

‘ROXY’ brand was

introduced). Here, Flynn

Gem State Rooﬁng mark because of the

“& Asphalt,” and the

different font

Because of these signiﬁcant differences

in the

and placement of the

two marks, the

Gem

State

logo does not create the same, continuing commercial impression to the earlier mark.

Tacking, therefore, should not be allowed.

The

federal statute that governs trademarks

—

also

known

as the

Lanham Act —

sets forth

the elements for a trademark infringement claim as follows:
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(1)

Any person who, on or in connection with any goods

services, or

any container for goods, uses

in

or

commerce any word,

term, name, symbol, 0r device, 0r any combination thereof

which —

.

..

(A) is likely to cause confusion, 0r t0 cause mistake, 0r t0
deceive as to the afﬁliation, connection, or association 0f such

person With another person, 0r as t0 the origin, sponsorship, 0r
approval of his 0r her goods, services, 0r commercial activities by
another person
shall

be

or she

is

by any person Who
be damaged by such act.

liable in a civil action

0r

is

likely t0

believes that he

15 U.S.C. § 1125(a)(1)(A). Courts consider eight factors to determine if there

is

a likelihood of

confusion: (1) strength 0f the mark, (2) proximity of the goods, (3) similarity of the marks, (4)

evidence 0f actual confusion, (5) marketing channels used, (6) type 0f goods and the degree 0f
care likely t0 be exercised

by the purchaser,

likelihood of expansion 0f the product lines.

(9th Cir.1979).

(7) defendant’s intent in selecting the

AMF Inc.

However, a court “need not address
weighs in

all

v.

mark, and (8)

348—49

Sleekcraft Boats, 599 F.2d 341,

eight factors, nor

must the

plaintiff

favor to establish a likelihood of confusion.” Hanginout, Inc.

v.

Google, Ina, 54 F. Supp. 3d 1109, 1125 (SD. Cal. 2014); see also NetworkAutomation, Inc.

v.

establish that each

its

Advanced Sys. Concepts, Ina, 638 F.3d 1137, 1145

(9th Cir. 201 1) (“The Sleekcraft factors are

intended as an adaptable proxy for consumer confusion, not a rote checklist”); Dreamwerks

Prod. Grp., Inc.
rigidly weighed;

v.

SKG Studio,

we do

142 F.3d 1127, 1129 (9th Cir.1998) (“The factors should not be

not count beans.”); Eclipse Assoc. Ltd.

v.

Data Gen. Corp, 894 F.2d

1114, 1118 (9th Cir.1990) (“These tests were not meant t0 be requirements or hoops that a
district court

need jump through

t0

make

the determination”).

“A

determination

may rest 0n

only those factors that are most pertinent to the particular case before the court, and other
variables besides the enumerated factors should also be taken into account based

0n the
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particular Circumstances.”

Cir.

Rearden

LLC v.

Rearden Commerce, Ina, 683 F.3d 1190, 1209 (9th

2012) (internal citations omitted).

At

trial

predecessor

Gem State Will establish through testimony and exhibits that UCI’s

its

Gem State-Boise) use of the “Gem State Rooﬁng” trademark and trade name in

connection With

its

soliciting

and performing rooﬁng jobs

customers as to the afﬁliation With

UCI providing rooﬁng

in Blaine

Gem State and/or Gem State’s

services in Blaine County.

The

County

to “a likelihood

is

likely to confuse

sponsorship or approval of

parties to the

TSA — Gem

Gem State — previously acknowledged and agreed that their similar names
would lead

(and

State-Boise and

and rooﬁng services

0f confusion as to source, origin, and sponsorship 0f the services”

if

they advertised 0r operated in the same primary market. Indeed, both marks contain the same

words:

“Gem

State

Rooﬁng.” Mr.

and performing rooﬁng work
State

Rooﬁng”

rooﬁng work

as well as the

Silvia Will testify as t0 the confusion caused

in Blaine

damage

show that

Shelter were actually confused as to

0n the

County using the trademark and business name

t0 his business’ reputation as a result

in Blaine County. Finally, emails

a third party subpoena will

Which

soliciting

“Gem

of UCI’s substandard

produced by McAlvain Construction pursuant

other personnel working 0n the

to

Wood River Valley Animal

Gem State Rooﬁng entity was doing the rooﬁng job

Shelter.

C. Remedies for UCI’s Violation of
1.

Gem State’s Trademark Rights.

Gem State is Entitled to Injunctive Relief.

Injunctive relief is also an appropriate

trademark. The Ninth Circuit has held that
identical services, a

C0.,

by UCI

broad injunction

202 F.3d 1199, 1211 (9th

is

remedy

when the

for

UCI’s infringement 0f Gem

infringing use

is

State’s

for similar or practically

especially appropriate. G0T0.com, Inc.

Cir. 2000); see also Internet Specialties W., Ina,

v.

v.

Walt Disney

Milon-
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(9th Cir.

DiGiorgio Enterprises, Ina, 559 F.3d 985, 993
infringement

is

2009) (“The essence 0f trademark

the likelihood 0f confusion and an injunction should be fashioned t0 prevent just

that”).

Gem State is Entitled t0 Money Damages.

2.

Gem State is

damages

entitled t0 recover the following

for

UCI’s infringement 0f Gem

State’s trademark:

(1) defendant’s proﬁts, (2)

any damages sustained by the

plaintiff,

and (3) the costs of the action. The court shall assess such proﬁts
and damages 0r cause the same to be assessed under its direction.
In assessing proﬁts the plaintiff shall be required t0 prove
defendant’s sales only; defendant must prove all elements of cost
0r deduction claimed.

15 U.S.C. §1

1

17(a).

“Damages

plaintiff can prove, as well as

for the infringement.

[also]

are typically

any

10st

measured by any

direct injury

which a

proﬁts Which the plaintiff would have earned but

Because proof 0f actual damage

is

often difﬁcult, a court

may

award damages based 0n defendant’s proﬁts 0n the theory 0f unjust enrichment.”

Lindy Pen C0.

v.

Bic Pen Corp, 982 F.2d 1400, 1407 (9th

grounds by SunEarth,

Inc.

v.

Sun Earth Solar Power

Gem State will establish its lost proﬁts

C0.,

as well as

Cir. 1993),

abrogated 0n other

839 F.3d 1179 (9th

UCI’s

sales

from

its

Cir. 2016).

work

in

Blaine County as set forth above; however, given the potential difﬁculty 0f correlating
actual

damages between these two ﬁgures, the Court may opt

UCI’s proﬁts,

as 15 U.S.C.

t0

award damages based on

1117 allows.

D. Following Judgment, the Court Should

Award

Costs and Fees in Favor 0f

Gem State.
Gem State is

entitled t0 recover

its

costs

and reasonable attomeys’ fees incurred for the

prosecution of this action based 0n the following:
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Section 11 of the

-

among
shall

TSA.

“If any litigation or proceeding

the parties 0r their representatives arising out 0f this

be entitled

t0

is

commenced between

Agreement

or

the prevailing party

have and recover from the other party reasonable attorneys’ fees and

all

costs 0f such action.”

-

shall

15 U.S.C. §1117(a).

have been established in any
t0 recover

entitled

“When

a Violation under section 1125(a) 0f this

civil action arising

this chapter, the plaintiff shall

civil action, the

attorney’s fees t0 the prevailing party or parties

When

judge

the judge

may award

ﬁnds

reasonable

that the case

brought, pursued 0r defended frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation.

Idaho Rule 0f Civil Procedure 54(d)(1)(A).

-

when

be

the costs 0f the action.”

Idaho Code §12-121. “In any

-

under

title

was

”

“Parties Entitled to Costs. Except

otherwise limited by these rules, costs are allowed as a matter 0f right to the prevailing

party or parties, unless otherwise ordered

by the

court.”

Idaho Rule 0f Civil Procedure 37(a)(5)(A). “If the motion

-

requested discovery

is

is

granted, or if the

provided after the motion was ﬁled, the court must, after giving an

opportunity t0 be heard, require the party 0r deponent

Whose conduct

the party or attorney advising that conduct, 0r both to

pay the movant’s reasonable expenses

incurred in

making

-

necessitated the motion,

the motion, including attorney’s fees.

Idaho Rule 0f Civil Procedure 37(b)(2)(C). “Instead 0f or

in addition t0 the

orders above, the court must order the disobedient party, the attorney advising that party, 0r both

to

pay the reasonable expenses, including attorney’s

an order compelling discovery], unless the
circumstances

make an award of expenses

failure

fees,

was

caused by the failure

[t0

comply With

substantially justiﬁed or other

unjust.”
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Gem State will renew its request for an award 0f costs and attorneys’
as provided for

Based 0n the foregoing,
and damages

DATED THIS

trial,

by the Idaho Rules 0f Civil Procedure.
IV.

relief

fees following

16th

in the

CONCLUSION

Gem State requests

amount of Gem

a judgment in

State’s losses, 0r

its

favor granting injunctive

UCI’s proﬁts, Whichever

is

greater.

day of July 2019.

By /s/Rvan T. McFarland
Ryan

T. McFarland,

ISB No. 7347

Attorneys for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I

of the

HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

16th

day of July 2019,

foregoing PLAINTIFF’S TRIAL BRIEF by the method

caused t0 be served a true copy
indicated below, and addressed t0
I

each of the following:

PICKENS COZAKOS,
Terri Pickens

P.A.

Manweiler
iCourt electronic ﬁling

Shannon Pearson
398

S. 9th Street, Suite

240

Boise, ID 83701

terri@pickenslawboise.com

shannon@pickenslawboise.com

/s/RVan T. McFarland

Ryan

T.

McFarland
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Electronically Filed

7/16/2019 5:03 PM
Fourth Judicial District,
Phil

McGrane, Clerk

By: Lusina Heiskari,

Ada County

of the Court

Deputy Clerk

ISB No. 5828
Shannon Pearson, ISB No. 10027
PICKENS LAW, P.A.
398 S. 9th Street, Suite 240
Terri Pickens Manweiler,

P.O.

Box 915

Boise, Idaho 83701

Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099

terri@pickenslawb0ise.com

shannon@pickenslawboise.com
Attorneysfor Defendant

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING,

Case No. CVOI-l 8-13437

INCORPORATED,

DEFENDANT’S TRIAL BRIEF

Plaintiff,

VS.

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

Defendant United Components Incorporated, dba

Maintenance (“UCI”) by and through

its

Gem

State

Rooﬁng and Asphalt

attorney 0f record, Terri Pickens Manweiler of the

ﬁrm

Pickens Law, P.A., hereby submits this Trial Brief in accordance with the Court’s Scheduling
Order, dated October 12, 2018.

I.

Plaintiff

on July 20, 201 8

Gem

State

listing six

Rooﬁng

Incorporated (“Plaintiff”) ﬁled this current case against

UCI

causes of action 1) Breach of Contract, 2) Breach 0f Covenant 0f Good

Faith and Fair Dealing, 3)
Injunction, and 6)

INTRODUCTION

Trademark Infringement, 4) Unjust Enrichment,

5) Preliminary

Permanent Injunction. Both parties ﬁled for summary judgment and
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entered

its

Plaintiff s

Memorandum Decision and Order on April 26,
Cause 0f Action

for Unjust

2019. In

its

Order, this Court dismissed

Enrichment and determined that

Trademark Settlement Agreement and violated the covenant of good

faith

UCI

and

breached the

fair dealing.

This

Court did not rule on the cause 0f action for Trademark Infringement but stated an unregistered
trademark does not render

it

invalid. Lastly, this

Court did not make a ruling on

Plaintiff’ s

causes

of action for preliminary and permanent injunction stating such ruling would be premature.

DEFENSES OF DEFENDANT’S CASE

II.

Plaintiff

1.

Does Not Have a Valid and Enforceable Trademark.

As argued below
because

UCI was

in Section VII, Plaintiff does not

the ﬁrst party to use the trademark.

For example, there are 387 active
State” in their name.1

listings

have a valid and enforceable trademark

A trademark is just that, a mark. Not a name.

with the Idaho Secretary 0f State’s ofﬁce using

“Gem

A trademark is deﬁned as:

Generally speaking, a distinctive mark of authenticity, through which the products

of particular manufacturers 0f the vendible commodities of particular merchants
may be distinguished from those 0f others. It may consist in any symbol or in any
form 0f words, but, as its ofﬁce is to point out distinctively the origin or ownership
articles to Which it is afﬁxed, it follows that no sign 0r form 0f words can
be appropriated as a valid trademark which, from the nature 0f the fact
conveved bv its primarv meaning. others mav emplov with equal truth and

of the

with equal right for the same purpose.
Black’s

use

Law Dictionary,

“Gem

State” in their

simply using
it

1

2
3

Sixth Ed., 1990 (emphasis added).

name,

Currently 387 companies 0r entities

likely because Idaho is well

known

“Gem State” in your business title is not a trademark.

must be registered through the U.S. Patent

as the

Gem

State?

Thus,

In order t0 protect a trademark,

& Trademark Ofﬁce3, or through the Idaho Secretary

See Exhibit A, Request for Judicial Notice
hﬂps://statesmbolsusa.orgzsmbo1-ofﬁcial-item/idaho/state-nickname/gem-state
https://www.uspto. gov/trademarks- getting-started/trademark-basics
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of State’s Ofﬁce.4 In
that Plaintiff has

this case, Plaintiff did neither.

no trademark

to enforce, thus

Thus,

UCI will provide,

as a defense at

n0 cause of action against UCI

for Violation

trial,

0f the

same.
2.

Plaintiff

Cannot Prove Trademark Infringement.

As argued below

in Section VII, Plaintiff cannot

meet the elements required

t0

prove

trademark infringement. In order to prevail on a claim for trademark infringement, Plaintiff must
establish that: (1)

commerce;

(3)

it is

the

owner 0f a

UCI’S use of the mark

damages. 15 U.S.C.

§ 1125(a).

likely t0 cause conﬁlsion;

is

UCI Will

these elements necessary to prevail

3.

valid and protectable trademark; (2)

0n

its

and

UCI used

the

mark

in

(4) Plaintiff has suffered

provide evidence that Plaintiff failed to meet

all

four of

trademark infringement claim.

The Trademark Settlement Agreement does not applv to Asphalt Jobs.
Plaintiff seeks recovery for

However, nowhere

in the

work done by UCI

that relates to asphalt

Trademark Settlement Agreement

is

and

sealcoating.

there language requiring

UCI to not

accept seal coat jobs in Blaine County. Plaintiff does not do sealcoating or any asphalt work, thus

it is

4.

nonsensical to not allow

Iniunction

is

UCI

to

do asphalt and sealcoating jobs

in Blaine County.

Not Appropriate.

Plaintiffs request for permanent injunction

Plaintiffhas not been

damaged by UCI’ s

is

not appropriate because as argued herein,

actions, thus, there is

no basis

for the entry

ofa permanent

injunction.

4

https://legislature.idaho.gov/statutesrules/idstat/title48/t480h5/
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STATEMENT OF UNCONTESTED, AGREED TO.

III.

OR STIPULATED FACTS
There are n0 uncontested, agreed
Conference, Plaintiff and

UCI

Will

to,

or stipulated facts at this time. Prior t0 the Pretrial

submit a joint statement 0f uncontested facts for the

convenience of this Court.
IV.

1.

STATEMENT OF CONTESTED FACTS

Plaintiff alleges

it

would have gotten any jobs UCI worked 0n

in Blaine

County

if

UCI had not performed the work.
2.

Plaintiff,

through motion practice and discovery responses, has alleged

UCI

breached the Trademark Settlement Agreement by submitting estimates, and/or doing work for
certain

companies in Blaine County. The following chart contains a list ofthe customers for which

Plaintiff is alleging constitute a breach

UCI’s response
-

as to

Why

by UCI 0f the Trademark Settlement Agreement along with

such actions d0 not constitute a breach.

Standard Plumbing Supply:

UCI

provided seal coat services to Standard

Plumbing Supply, did not d0 any rooﬁng
-

services.

Pioneer West Property Management: Pioneer West Property Management took

over for Advanced Maintenance Services

Who

is

named

in the

Trademark

Settlement Agreement as an existing client of UCI.
-

Bruce Bothwell & Larry Isham: UCI did not provide any services t0 Mr.
Bothwell or Mr. Isham, only provided estimates.

-

Kerry Armstrong: UCI did not solicit work from Kerry Armstrong in Violation
0f the Trademark Settlement Agreement.

-

ESI Construction: UCI does work for ESI throughout the entire state of Idaho,
did not do any work in Blaine County, only provided an estimate.

-

Shay Construction: UCI did not

solicit

work

for

Shay Construction

in Violation

0f the Trademark Settlement Agreement.
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-

Snow Mountain

Apartments:

UCI

did not do any

work

for

Snow Mountain,

only provided an estimate. Plaintiff also provided an estimate for the same job.
-

Brashears

&

Sons:

UCI

did not provide any

work

to Brashears

&

Sons, only

provided an estimate.
-

McAlvain Construction: UCI does work throughout the state for McAlvain, did
not solicit services, McAlvain reached out t0 UCI because of UCI’s work in
Valley County.

CONTESTED ISSUES OF LAW

V.

The following

issues of law are contested

and discussed

does not have a valid and enforceable trademark, 2)

UCI

trademark, 3) Plaintiff has not suffered damages, 4) There

There are no evidentiary issues
of

all

VII below:

1) Plaintiff

did not infringe upon Plaintiff‘s

n0 basis

for a

permanent injunction.

EVIDENTIARY ISSUES

VI.

list

is

in Section

at this point. Plaintiff

exhibits that will be stipulated to for admission

and

UCI

Will submit to the Court a

and which ones will need further

foundation, relevance, etc.

VII.

1.

Plaintiff does not

POINTS AND AUTHORITIES ON ISSUES OF LAW
have a Valid and Enforceable Trademark.

Per the Idaho Secretary of State, UCI’s ﬁrst use 0f
Plaintiff s ﬁrst use of its trademark

priority in use

Rooﬁng” was

was

in

November

1997.

its

trademark was in 1985, Whereas

UCI was

the ﬁrst in

Which gives UCI

of the trademark. Plaintiff should have been 0n notice that the name
already in existence at the time

in time to use the

name and

it

registered

its

trademark. Because

“Gem

State

UCI was

ﬁrst

trademark, Plaintiff does not have an enforceable trademark against

UCI.
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2.

UCI

did not Infringe upon Plaintiff’s Trademark.

The Lanham Act deﬁnes a trademark

as including

“any word, name, symbol, or device, or

any combination thereof” used by a person “t0 identify and distinguish
those manufactured or sold

unknown.” 15 U.S.C.
trademark law and
Milling C0.

v.

by others and

The United

1127.

§

to indicate the source

set forth the

common law

purpose of trademark law

is t0

protect the

identifying “the origin or ownership of the article to

afforded to an entity through

its

good

the limited extent the

Will associated With the mark,

Supreme Court

in

.

from

source

is

principle of

trademark rights in Hanover Star

good
it is

Supreme Court

Will 0f a trade or business

The

fixed.” Id. at 412.

by

rights

and not the subject 0f property except for

marks are used in connection with an existing business. Id.

Hanover summarized

at

414.

The United

the geographical limitation of a trademark

Where there

is

n0

article to

When

it

wear the badge and

trader to offer the article.” Id. at 416.

In order t0 prevail

(1)

Which

.

the trademark. Id. at 413. Trademarks are treated as merely a

stated “the mark, of itself, cannot travel to markets

no

if that

.

trademarks grow out of use of the trademark and through the good

becomes associated With

protection for the

States

of the goods, even

Metcalf, 240 U.S. 403 (1916). In Hanover, the United States

illustrated that the

Will that

goods

Supreme Court described the

States

boundaries of

his or her

it

is

the

commerce;

0n a claim

for trademark infringement, the plaintiff must establish that:

owner 0f a valid and protectable trademark;

(3) the defendant’s

use of the mark

is

(2) the defendant

likely to cause confusion;

used the mark in

and

(4) the plaintiff

has suffered damages. 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a); Nelson-Ricks Cheese Company, Inc.

Cheese Company, LLC, 331 F.Supp.3d 1131, (2018)
F.3d 1071, 1081 (9th

Cir. 2015);

Fortune Dynamic,

(citing

Inc.

v.

Adobe

Victoria

Sys. Inc.

’s

v.

v.

Lakeview

Christenson, 809

Secret Stores

Brand Mgmt.,

Ina, 618 F.3d 1025, 1030 (9th Cir. 2010)). The core element of trademark infringement

DEFENDANT’S TRIAL BRIEF,
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“[p]r0tecting against a likelihood of confusion,”

which helps

t0

“ensur[e] that owners 0f

trademarks can beneﬁt from the goodwill associated With their marks” and “that consumers can

among competing

distinguish

producers.” Nelson-Ricks Cheese Company, Ina, 331 F.Supp.3d

1131, (2018).
In this case, Plaintiff cannot prove trademark infringement because element # 3 (the

likelihood of confusion) and element # 4 (Plaintiff suffered damages) are not satisﬁed, as further

argued herein.

A.

N0

Likelihood of Confusion

T0

establish a likelihood 0f confusion, courts

AMF Ina,
court

is

v.

commonly use

Sleekcraft Boats, 599 F.2d 341 (9th Cir. 1979). In applying the Sleekcraft factors, a

of the marks;

to consider: (1) the similarity

(2) the relatedness

services; (3) the marketing channel used; (4) the strength

intent in selecting

its

mark;

(6)

Id.

.

.

.

has always been considered a

v.

critical

by appearance, sound, and meaning.” Entrepreneur Media

(9th Cir.

question in the

Walt Disney C0., 202 F.3d 1199, 1205 (9th

Three general principles help determine Whether marks are similar.

best adjudged

1135, 1144

by purchasers.

Similarity 0f the Marks.

likelihood-of-conﬁlsion analysis.” G0T0.com, Inc.

is

(5) the defendant’s

evidence of actual confusion; (7) the likelihood 0f expansion into

“[T]he similarity of the marks

Cir. 2000).

of the two companies’

of plaintiff‘s mark;

other markets; and (8) the degree of care likely t0 be exercised

i.

the eight-factor test set out in

First, “[s]imilarity

v.

Smith, 279 F.3d

2001). Second, the “marks must be considered in their entirety and as they

appear in the marketplace.” G0T0.com, 202 F.3d

at

1206. Third, “similarities are weighed

more

heavily than differences.” Id.

DEFENDANT’S TRIAL BRIEF,
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Plaintiff and

UCI’s logos

are not similar, as seen below, Plaintiff s

0f Idaho being the central focus Whereas UCI’S

is

a triangle With a

is

diamond

circular with the state

inside of it.

m Jﬁ
gr“

GEM

Because the two logos are so

UCI

3

"4';

different, this factor likely supports a

does not use the

Gem

ﬁnding

Rooﬁng symbol

that confusion

asphalt work.

is

not likely. Furthermore,

It

uses a wholly separate trademark for asphalt jobs. The Certiﬁcate of Assignment Registration

State

0f Trademark for the rooﬁng side 0f UCI conﬁrms the trademark

for

its

is:

DIAMOND SHAPE WITH RAYS OF LIGHT COMING OFF THE DIAMOND
WITH AN UPSIDE DOWN V WITH THE WORDS “GEM STATE ROOFING”
TO THE SIDES
T0

the contrary, the asphalt side 0f UCI’s trademark

is

as follows:

DIAMOND SHAPE WITH RAYS OF LIGHT COMING OFF THE DIAMOND
WITH AN UPSIDE DOWN V WITH THE WORDS “ASPHALT
MAINTENANCE” TO THE SIDE “ASPHALT MAINTENANCE”.6
The

collective of the

company trademarks

is

as follows:

A TRIANGLE HAVING ONE SIDE FLAT DOWN AND THE OTHER TOW
SIDES SLOPING UPWARD T0 A TOP PEAK; A FACETED GEMSTONE
CONTAINED WITHIN THE TRIANGLE HAVING A DOWNWARD
CONICAL POINT AND A FLAT SURFACE 0N TOP AND INDICATIONS 0F
LIGHT RADIATING FROM THE FLAT GEM SURFACE; AND EXTERIOR
LINES JUXTAPOSED ABOUT THE UPWARD SIDES 0F THE TRIANGLE IN
THE MANNER 0F A R00F.7
The trademarks
entirety

are not just the

of the mark, setting

words

itself apart

“Gem

State” as alleged

from other marks. In

by

Plaintiff.

this case, the

A

trademark

marks between

is

the

Plaintiff

DEFENDANT000074
DEFENDANT000076
7
DEFENDANT000071
5

6
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and
t0

UCI

have exclusive rights t0 use

The

t0

services of

UCI and

Gem

companies. Presently,

State

UCI

assumed business names,

is

Plaintiff

and

much weight

particularly

UCI

company doing business

Gem State Rooﬁng,

as

differentiates the

two separate

entities

two

through

and Asphalt Maintenance.

both market through the telephone book in different counties and they

Because the marketing channels are

in determining the likelihood

a general matter, “[t]he

mind With

more

similar, this factor

does not

0f confusion.

primary signiﬁcance of the

Whether the

likely a

mark

is t0

be remembered and associated in the

the mark’s owner, the greater protection the

laws.” G0T0.com, 202 F.3d at 1207.

it

rooﬁng services and used

Strength of Plaintiff’s Mark.

iv.

which

in addition t0 its

Rooﬁng and Asphalt Maintenance Which

the parent

also have an online presence.

As

companies provide rooﬁng

Plaintiff are similar in that both

Marketing Channels Used.

iii.

public

State”.

UCI, however, also provides asphalt services

be referred t0 as

carry

“Gem

Plaintiff claim

Relatedness of UCI and Plaintiff’s Services.

ii.

services.

and cannot be confused for one another, nor can

are completely different

mark

mark has become

The Lanham Act

is

accorded by trademark

sets out the test for generic

to the relevant public

the generic

mark

name 0f goods

shall

be the

test for

marks: “The
determining

or services 0n or in connection With

has been used.” 15 U.S.C. § 1064(3). The Federal Circuit has interpreted this statement

as codifying “the time-honored test for genericness articulated

by Judge Learned Hand

‘What

d0 the buyers understand by the word for Whose use the parties are contending?” Committeefor
Idaho ’s High Desert,

Inc.

v.

DEFENDANT’S TRIAL BRIEF,
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In this case, neither

has been used.

Further, the

generic term which

Plaintiff’s

mark has become

is

‘Gem

State’

the generic

component of UCI and

0f Idaho, thus,

company name

this factor

is

is

has become the generic

does not carry

UCI’s Intent

V.

or services for

Plaintiff’ s

which

it

marks constitutes a

not protected under trademark law. The ‘rooﬁng’ component of UCI and

marks also constitutes a generic term which

Neither mark nor

name of goods

much weight in

in Selecting its

not protected under trademark law.

name of goods

0r services in the state

determining the likelihood 0f confusion.

Mark.

UCI did not have any intent in deceiving or misleading the public nor did it have the

intent

t0 take

advantage of Plaintiff’s proﬁt. “The Ninth Circuit has stated that “willfulness” should

require

some proof of the

and

infringer’s intent to proﬁt

that t0 qualify as “willful” the infringement

advantage 0f an established mark.” Lindy Pen C0.
In other words,

v.

from the reputation of the trademark holder

must be

willfully calculated t0 exploit the

Bic Pen Corp, 982 F.2d 1400 (9th

mere knowledge of a competing trademark claim

Cir. 1993).

will not sufﬁce to establish

Willﬁll infringement. Id.

The Ninth
customers,

we

Enters., Inc.

v.

Circuit Court has stated that

“when

the alleged infringer intended t0 deceive

infer that its conscious attempt to confuse did in fact result in confusion.”

Netscape

Commc ’ns Corp,

354 F.3d 1020, 1028 (9th

difﬁculty 0f collecting evidence 0f a party’s motive,

Cir. 2004).

Playboy

“Recognizing the

we have held that choosing a designation with

knowledge that it is another’s trademark permits a presumption of intent to deceive.” Hokto Kinoko
C0.

v.

Concord Farms, Ina, 738 F.3d 1085, 1096

UCI

(then

Gem

State)

began using the mark and

Maintenance before Plaintiff began using
Willﬁllness

on the part of UCI

DEFENDANT’S TRIAL BRIEF,

(9th Cir. 2013).

its

its

name Gem

mark and name. Thus,

t0 deceive 0r exploit Plaintiff’ s

State

there

Rooﬁng

was no

& Asphalt

intent

and no

mark.

Page 10
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Evidence 0f Actual Confusion.

vi.

must show

Plaintiff

circumstances.

HMHPub.

conﬁJsion

that

C0.

v.

is

probable,

not

merely possible, under the

Brincat, 504 F.2d 713, 717 (9th Cir. 1974). There

0f actual confusion occurring, thus,

this factor

is

n0 evidence

weighs heavily in the determination of likelihood

0f conﬁJsion.
Likelihood of Expansion Into Other Markets.

vii.

This factor

is

not relevant to the likelihood 0f confusion analysis because neither party has

presented evidence expressing interest in expanding into other markets.

Degree of Care Likelv to be Exercised bv Purchasers.

viii.

This factor looks

at purchasers’

sophistication in the particular industry, because a

professional or Wholesaler purchaser would usually not be as confused as a layperson
products. Nelson-Ricks Cheese

1131, (2018).

Company,

Inc.

v.

When buying

Lakeview Cheese Company, LLC, 331 F.Supp.3d

In this case, the customers of the parties are either construction companies 0r

individuals.

The

and services

that Plaintiff or

level

0f sophistication varies between the two and depends 0n the circumstances

UCI

is

hired t0 complete, thus this factor does not provide

much

weight into the likelihood of confusion analysis.

Based on these eight

factors, there is not a likelihood

of conﬁlsion between the two

parties.

B. Plaintiff has not Suffered Damages.

As
prove

it

cited above, t0 prevail

has been damaged,

conduct. Lindy

Pen

C0.

v.

i.e.,

on a trademark infringement

sales that

action, Plaintiff

would have occurred had

Bic Pen Corp, 982 F.2d 1400, 1408 (9th

provides a number 0f remedies that a Court

may award

it

must be able

t0

not been for the infringing

Cir. 1993).

plaintiffs

The Lanham Act

in cases

0f trademark

infringement or unfair competition. These remedies include various types of monetary damages

DEFENDANT’S TRIAL BRIEF,
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and the issuance of a permanent injunction. See 15 U.S.C. § § 1116-17. With respect to damages,
the Lanham Act provides that
[w]hen a violation of any right of the registrant of a mark registered in the Patent
and Trademark Office, a violation under section 1125(a) or (d) of this title, or a
willful violation under section 1125(c) of this title, shall have been established in
any civil action arising under this chapter, the plaintiff shall be entitled ... to recover
(1) defendant’s profits, (2) any damages sustained by the plaintiff, and (3) the costs
of the action.
Id. § 1117(a). Thus, Congress has authorized the recovery of three different types of monetary
damages for the Lanham Act violations at issue here: UCI’s profits, Plaintiffs’ actual damages,
and Plaintiffs’ costs of litigating the Lanham Act claim. The Lanham Act allows a prevailing
plaintiff to disgorge profits that are earned by the defendant and attributable to the infringement.
15 U.S.C. § 1117(a). Awarding profits “is proper only where the defendant is attempting to gain
the value of an established name of another.” Id. at 1406.
When seeking damages, “a plaintiff must prove both that it actually incurred damages and
the amount of those damages.” Intel Corp. v. Terabyte Int’l, Inc., 6 F.3d 614, 620-21 (9th Cir.
1993). Damages are typically measured by any direct injury which a plaintiff can prove, as well as
any lost profits which the plaintiff would have earned but for the infringement. Nelson-Ricks
Cheese Company, Inc. v. Lakeview Cheese Company, LLC, 331 F.Supp.3d 1131, (2018). In a
trademark case, “[t]he district court assesses ‘any damages sustained by the plaintiff' in the same
manner as in tort damages: the reasonably foreseeable harms caused by the wrong.” Skydive
Arizona, Inc. v. Quattrocchi, 102 U.S.P.Q.2d 1046, 673 F.3d 1105,1112 (Cir. 2012).
It is well established that, when making an award of monetary damages under the Lanham
Act, a trial judge “should state whether the award is based on [the] defendant’s profits, plaintiff’s
actual damages or both, since each measure depends on different factors.” Yah Kai World Wide
Enterprises, Inc. v. Napper, 292 F.Supp.3d 337, 355-56 (D.C. 2018). The need for making this

DEFENDANT’S TRIAL BRIEF, Page 12
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distinction arises

from the

fact that,

under the Lanham Act, “courts have generally required proof

that certain factors are present before approving a

according t0 the measure 0f relief used.”

Id.,

292 F.Supp.3d

may award

For example, before a court

monetary award and the

se factors vary

The court explained:

at 356.

a plaintiff the defendant’s proﬁts, the

plaintiff must demonstrate that the defendant acted in

disregard 0f the plaintiff’ s trademark rights. Id.

;

“bad

faith” 0r with “willful”

ALPO Petfoods,

see also

Ralston Purina C0,, 913 F.2d 958, 965 (D.C. Cir. 1990) (citing

WE.

Inc.

v.

Bassett C0.

v.

Revlon, Inc., 435 F.2d 656, 662 (2d Cir. 1970) ). This standard is not easy t0 satisfy,
for “courts have insisted on a relatively egregious displav 0f bad faith,”

was done
489 F.Supp.

Foxtrap, Ina, 671 F.2d at 641, 0r a showing that the infringement

knowingly and

callously, see id. at

641-42

(citing Stuart

Collins,

v.

827, 831 (S.D.N.Y.1980)). Indeed, “[w]illﬁ11ness or bad faith requires some
element 0f targeted wrongdoing and intentionally deceptive conduct before the

defendant’s proﬁts are recoverable.” Riggs Inv. Mgmt. Corp.

LLC, 966 F.Supp. 1250, 1270 (D.D.C. 1997)
quotation marks and citation omitted); see also

966

(“[I]n the

v.

Columbia Partners,

[hereinafter Riggs I

ALPO Petfoods,

]

(internal

Ina, 913 F.2d

trademark infringement context, ‘Willfulness’ and ‘bad

at

faith’ require

a connection between a defendant’s awareness 0f its competitors and

its

actions at

bad

faith, the

those competitors’ expense.”).
If a plaintiff establishes that the defendant acted Willﬁllly 0r in

court must assess the proﬁts that the defendant earned through the unlawful use of
his mark. See Riggs Inv.

Mgmt. Corp.

v.

Columbia Inv. Partners, LLC, 975 F.Supp.

(D.D.C. 1997) [hereinafter Riggs II ] (“[A] plaintiff is not entitled t0 proﬁts
demonstrably not attributable t0 the unlawful use ofhis mark.” ). To do so, the court
14, 15

applies the burden-shifting

framework

initially requires the plaintiff “t0

1117(a).

that section

1117(a) establishes, Which

prove defendant’s sales only[.]” 15 U.S.C.

The burden of production then

shifts to the defendant,

elements of cost 0r deduction claimed” from those gross

§

who “must prove

needed for the
court t0 reach the ﬁnal ﬁgure representing the defendant’s proﬁts. Id. Should the
defendant fail to prove these costs and deductions, the defendant’s gross sales shall
serve as the proﬁts for purposes 0f section 1117(a). See Riggs II, 975 F.Supp. at
all

15-16, 17.

The court

sales, as

also retains the discretion to alter the resulting

concludes that “recovery based on proﬁts

is

In this case, Plaintiff has not

nor can Plaintiff show egregious bad

shown

it

if

it

either inadequate 0r excessive

according t0 the circumstances of the case.” 15 U.S.C.

Yah Kai World Wide Enterprises, Ina, 292 F.Supp.3d

sum

at

357 (emphasis added).

suffered any

faith, thus, Plaintiff

§ 1117(a).

damages

as a result of UCI’s actions,

cannot prevail 0n

its

claim for trademark

infringement.
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Plaintiff has not Suffered

3.

Anv Damages from the Trademark Settlement Agreement.

Plaintiff has not suffered

any damages from UCI’s alleged trademark infringement,

it

also

has not suffered any damages from the Breach of Trademark Settlement Agreement and Breach of

Covenant 0f Good Faith and Fair Dealing.
suffered,

Plaintiff has yet to put forth

and each cause 0f action requires the element of damages

t0

any evidence 0f damages
be proven before Plaintiff

can prevail.

Permanent Iniunction

4.

is

Not Appropriate.

Plaintiff’s request for

permanent injunction

is

not appropriate.

The Lanham Act

authorizes district courts to “grant injunctions, according t0 the principles 0f equity and

terms as the court

mark registered
(c),

may deem reasonable,

in the Patent

t0 prevent the Violation

and Trademark Ofﬁce 0r

0r (d) 0f section 1125 0f this

title.”

Who engage

in unfair competition.

The decision

to issue

upon such

0f any right of the registrant of a

t0 prevent a Violation

under subsection

(a),

15 U.S.C. § 1116(a). Thus, the statute authorizes a district

court t0 grant a permanent injunction against defendants

0r

also

who engage

However, court have

in

trademark infringement

held:

such a permanent injunction

rests,

as section

1116(a)

acknowledges, 0n the principles of equity that underlie most forms 0f injunctive
relief: ‘(1) success on the merits, (2) whether the plaintiffs will suffer irreparable
injury absent an injunction, (3) Whether, balancing the hardships, there

is

harm

to

defendants 0r other interested parties, and (4) whether the public interest favors
granting the injunction.’ Hanley- Wood LLC v. Hanley Wood LLC, 783 F.Supp.2d
147, 151 (D.D.C. 201 1) (quoting Am. Civil Liberties Union
F.Supp.2d 69, 87 (D.D.C. 2004)).

Yah Kai World Wide Enterprises, Ina, 292 F.Supp.3d
In this case, Plaintiff cannot

show that

it

at

v.

Mineta, 319

355-56.

suffered any

damages (success on the

merits), nor

can Plaintiff suffer irreparable injury.

Any

damages, not irreparable

When balancing the hardships between Plaintiff and UCI,

injury. Finally,

DEFENDANT’S TRIAL BRIEF,
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this

may

Court

conclude that more damage

done

is

to

UCI

than Plaintiff under the Trademark

Settlement Agreement, thereby declining to impose a permanent injunction.
VIII.

Based on the forgoing,

Plaintiff cannot prevail

permanent injunction, and additionally,

and breach of covenant of good

DATED:

CONCLUSION

faith

it

and

on

its

claim for trademark infringement and

cannot prove the requisite damages for breach 0f contract
fair dealing.

July 16, 2019.

PICKENS LAW, P.A.

By

/s/ Terri

Pickens Manweiler

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

Of the Firm

Attorneys for Defendant

CERTIFICATE 0F SERVICE
I

HEREBY CERTIFY

document

that

on July

16,

2019,

I

electronically served the foregoing

using the iCourt E-File system, which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following

persons:

Ryan T. McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC
P.O.

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

D
D
D

First Class

Facsimile

Mail

— 208.895. 1270

Hand Delivery
iCourts — ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Pickens Manweiler
Manweiler

/s/ Terri

Terri Pickens
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Electronically Filed

7/16/2019 5:03 PM
Fourth Judicial District,
Phil

McGrane, Clerk

By: Lusina Heiskari,

Ada County

of the Court

Deputy Clerk

ISB No. 5828
Shannon Pearson, ISB No. 10027
PICKENS LAW, P.A.
398 S. 9th Street, Suite 240
Terri Pickens Manweiler,

P.O.

Box 915

Boise, Idaho 83701

Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099

terri@pickenslawboise.com

shannon@pickenslawboise.com
Attorneysfor Defendant

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING,

Case No. CV01-1 8-13437

INCORPORATED,

REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE

Plaintiff,

VS.

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

Defendant United Components Incorporated, dba

Maintenance (“UCI”) by and through
Pickens Law, P.A., hereby asks
the Idaho

this

Secretary of State’s

is

State

Rooﬁng and Asphalt

attorney 0f record, Terri Pickens Manweiler of the

Court t0 take judicial notice of the current, active

Ofﬁce

for businesses

The records kept by

https://sosbiz.idaho.gov/search/business.

public records.

its

Gem

including the terms

listings

“Gem

ﬁrm
with

State” at

the Idaho Secretary 0f State’s ofﬁce are

A true and accurate printout of the 387 current, active listings using “Gem State”

attached hereto as Exhibit “A.”

REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE -

1
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DATED:

July 16, 2019.

PICKENS LAW, P.A.

By

/s/ Terri

Pickens Manweiler

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

Of the Firm

Attorneys for Defendant

CERTIFICATE 0F SERVICE

HEREBY CERTIFY

on July 16, 2019, I electronically served the foregoing
document using the iCourt E-File system, which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following
I

that

persons:

McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC

Ryan
P.O.

T.

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

U
U
D
E

First Class

Mail

Facsimile — 208.895. 1270

Hand Delivery
iCourts — ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Pickens Manweiler
Manweiler

/s/ Terri

Terri Pickens

REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE - 2

000585

EXHIBIT A

REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE - 3

000586

1W0

Login

Secretary of Slate's Office

Home

Business Search
Search

V

Gem

Q

State

Form S

Advanced

V
ts:

Form

Date

Agent

Status

Filing

Active-

06/30/2004

NO AGENT

05/06/201 6

NO AGENT

06/03/2008

NO AGENT

998

NO AGENT

ActiveExisting

10/1 3/2017

BRANDON

GEM STATE ALLOYS,

Active-

01 /’| 1/1

INC. (191767)

GOOd_

General Business
Corporation (D)

Stand'ng

GEM STATE

ANALYTICS,
LLC (471 661)
Lil)nited Liability Company

ActiveExisting

08/21 /201 5

GEM STATE ANGEL
FUND SYNDICATE 1

ActiveExisting

10/11/2016

Info

387

Lists

Help

A GEM STATE FURNACE
& DUCT CLEANING CO.

Current

(243679)
Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE
ACCOUNTABLE CARE
ORGANIZATION

Active—

Current

(5631 96)

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE

Active-

ACOUSTICAL &
DRYWALL SUPPLY

Current

(375224)
Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE ADVENTIST
ACADEMY (71 096)

Active-

10/1 6/1

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE
ADVENTURES, LLC

L

RICE

(573681)
LgTited Liability

Company

LLC

979

DAVID H ORGAN

REGISTERED AGENTS
INC

LOON CREEK
GROUP

CAPITAL

(524352)
Limited Liability

© 201 9

Company

ID Secretary of State

000587

LLC

Login

Home

GEM STATE ANGUS
RANCH (445131)

Active-

03/22/201

’I

NO AGENT

Current

Assumed Business Name
Search

GEM STATE APPAREL &
PROMOTIONS (426556)

Active-

06/04/201 0

NO AGENT

06/29/2004

NO AGENT

Current

Assumed Business Name

Form S

Lists

Help

GEM STATE APPLIANCE

Active-

(243482)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE
APPRAISERS

Active-

11/1 7/1

995

DOMENICJ BARONE

Good

INC.

Stand ing

(346959)
General Business
Corporation (D)

GEM STATE ARMORY

Active-

(456101)
Assumed Business Name

Current

09/06/201

1

NO AGENT

07/09/2007

NO AGENT

01/30/201 8

DAVID V NIELSEN

10/31/2016

NO AGENT

08/1 9/201 3

NO AGENT

ActiveExisting

08/1 9/201 3

DAVID ELDREDGE JR

GEM STATE AUTO
SALES (255450)
Assumed Business Name

Active-

11/1 2/2004

NO AGENT

GEM STATE AUTO
SALES (41 2990)
Assumed Business Name

Active-

1/30/2009

NO AGENT

GEM STATE ARMS

Active-

(348090)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE ARMS

Active-

COLLECTORS,

Good

INC.

Stand ing

(634114)
Non-Profit Corporation (D)

GEM STATE AUCTIONS

Active-

(574073)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE AUTO

Active-

(501

Current

1

66)

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE AUTO

LLC

(392879)
Limited Liability

Company

(D)

© 201 9

Current

1

Current

ID Secretary of State

000588

Login

th

Home

Search

999

NU Athl

03/1 4/2007

NO AGENT

ActiveExisting

06/27/201 4

RYAN PATRICK

Active-

04/26/201 7

NO AGENT

05/30/2002

NO AGENT

05/1 3/2008

NO AGENT

12/20/201 8

NO AGENT

bll-\|
AVIAI IUN
(103213)
Assumed Business Name

Active-

GEM STATE AWARDS

Active-

(33671

Current

I:

1)

'I

Ul'l 25/1

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE

Form S

BAIL, LLC

(425537)
Limited Liability

HENSON

Company

D)
Lists

GEM STATE BELTED
GALLOWAYS (585467)

Current

Assumed Business Name

Help

GEM STATE

BILLING

Active-

(177504)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE

Active-

BOOKKEEPING SERVICE

Current

(373634)
Assumed Business Name

Gem

State Books

Active-

(3379823)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE

ActiveExisting

08/02/201 8

DUSTIN COYLE

Active-

02/1 6/1 983

THOMAS W

ActiveExisting

02/04/201 5

JASON

ActiveExisting

08/28/201 8

CHRISTOPHER R
MCGINNIS

ActiveExisting

04/05/201 8

VADIM LOZOVSKW

BOTANICALS LLC
(621 528)
Limited Liability

Company

(D)

GEM STATE BRANCH
382 |NC., FLEET
RESERVE ASSOCIATION

FLANIK

Good
Stand ing

(226757)
Non-Profit Corporation (D)

GEM STATE BRANDS
LLC. (448554)
Limited Liability

W EWART

Company

(D)

GEM STATE BREWING
LLC (623993)
Limited Liability

Company

)

GEM STATE BROKERS
LLC (602867)
I

©

imifarl

I

inhih'hl

rnmnnnu

201 9 ID Secretary of State

000589

Login

Home

Gem

State Builders LLC

(3388431)
Limited Liability

ActiveExisting

01/04/2019

JOHN T EVERETTJR

06/28/2007

NO AGENT

Company

(D)

Search

Form S

Lists

GEM STATE BUILDINGS

Active-

(347380)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE CANDLE CO
& TIMBERWORKS LLC

ActiveExisting

09/1 9/201 8

TYLER BOSIER

12/1 5/201 7

NO AGENT

(62621 9)
Limited Liability

Company

(D)

Help

GEM STATE CANDLES

Active-

(600134)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE CANINES

ActiveExisting

05/03/201 8

BRITTANY HEINER

ActiveExisting

03/29/2007

BRETI'

HAYES

ActiveExisting

03/29/2007

BRETI'

HAYES

Active-

05/21/2019

Ali

03/09/201 2

NO AGENT

05/24/2005

NO AGENT

ActiveExisting

01/28/2019

CAS EY AM ES

Activerl Irrnnf

08/1 1/201 O

NO AGENT

LLC (607148)
Limited Liability

Company

(D)

GEM STATE CAPITAL
FUND LLC (194237)
|,

LISnited Liability

Company

GEM STATE

CAPITAL,
94232)
Limited Liability Company

LLC

(1

(D)

Gem

State Care, Inc

(3519029)

Good

Non-Profit Corporation (D)

Stand ing

G E M STATE
CARN IVORES (467987)
Assumed Business Name

Active-

GEM STATE CARPET
AND UPHOLSTERY

Active-

Abdulwahab

Current

Current

CLEANING (274057)
Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE CASH
OFFER LLC (3414260)
Limited Liability

Company

D)

GEM STATE CATALOG
CAI EC IAQOO'H'H

© 201 9

ID Secretary of State

000590

Login

Assumed Business Name

Home

Gem
Search

Form S

Lists

State Chapter of

Active-

the Association of
Le al Administrators
(3 09989)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE CHOPAS

Active-

(309475)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE CHRISTIAN

Active-

BOWH UNTERS

Good

INCORPORATED

Stand ing

05/1 4/201 9

NO AGENT

05/1 9/2006

NO AGENT

01/1 7/201 7

WAYN E
CROWNOVER

01/29/2001

NO AGENT

12/07/201 7

NO AGENT

(630096)
Help

Non-Profit Corporation (D)

GEM STATE CLEANING

Active-

(13861 9)

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE CLEANING

Active-

(599773)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE

ActiveExisting

08/1 8/2011

STEPHEN B MCCREA

06/1 1/2008

NO AGENT

01/19/1999

NO AGENT

07/05/2000

NO AGENT

05/26/1 999

NO AGENT

06/04/201 9

NO AGENT

CLUB, LLC

(326997)
Limited Liability

Company

)

GEM STATE COATI NGS

Active-

(375988)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE COLLEGE

Active-

(80917)

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE COLLEGE
OF NATUROPATHY

Active-

Current

(1 24000)
Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE
COMMERCIAL

Active-

Current

CLEANING (92087)
Assumed Business Name

Gem

State

Commodities (3531053)
Assumed Business Name

© 201 9

Active-

Current

ID Secretary of State

000591

Login

Home

GEM STATE
COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT

ActiveExisting

07/27/2005

SHARON

Active-

03/09/2004

NO AGENT

03/31/2016

NO AGENT

FISHER

LLC

(136462)
Limited Liability

Search

Company

(D)

GEM STATE
COMPANIES
Form S

Lists

(THE)

Current

(232217)
Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE
COMPUTERS

Active-

(560770)

Current

Assumed Business Name
Help

Gem

State Concepts
LLC (3388413)
Lir)nited Liability Company

ActiveExisting

01/04/2019

KIMBERLY SMITH

05/1 3/2004

NO AGENT

12/1 5/2008

NO AGENT

05/04/1 998

NO AGENT

03/29/1 948

KIM

04/1 2/2005

NO AGENT

10/02/1 997

NO AGENT

06/05/1 997

NO AGENT

GEM STATE CONCRETE

Active-

(239139)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE CONCRETE

Active-

COATINGS (388594)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE CONCRETE
PUMPING (58028)

Active-

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE

Active-

CONSOLIDATED MINES,

Good

INC. (84552)

Stand ing

UNDERWOOD

General Business
Corporation (D)

GEM STATE

Active-

CONSTRUCTION &
FLOORING (269670)

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE

Active-

CONSTRUCTION &
LANDSCAPING (41 331)

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE

Active-

CONSTRUCTION

Current

(2971 5)

Assumed Business Name

© 201 9

ID Secretary of State

000592

Login

Home

GEM STATE

Active-

CONSULTATION

Current

08/1 0/201 5

NO AGENT

ActiveExisting

03/1 8/201 9

Roberto Corral

Active-

04/1 4/201 4

EMANUEL S
MANGEAC

09/01/2005

NO AGENT

10/08/201 5

NO AGENT

09/28/201 5

NO AGENT

05/1 8/1 983

WILLIAM

(546658)
Assumed Business Name
Search

Gem

State Contracting,

LLC (3456731)
Limited Liability

Form S

Company

(D)

GEM STATE
CONTRACTORS
Lists

INC.

Good
Stand ing

(608621)
General Business
Corporation (D)

Help

GEM STATE

Active-

COPYWRITING (283377)

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE CREATIONS

Active-

(550036)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE CREATIVE

Active-

DESIGN (549339)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE

Active-

CRYSTALS,

L

INC. (229055)

Good

General Business
Corporation (D)

Stand ing

GEM STATE CURB

ActiveExisting

12/03/201 5

09/1 1/2007

NO AGENT

APPEAL LLC (483237)
Limited Liability

MABBUTI'

CRISTINA MICHELE

SKEERS

Company

D)

GEM STATE CURBING

Active-

(353609)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE CUSTOM

ActiveExisting

06/26/201 4

ERIC FLEMING

01/1 2/201 5

NO AGENT

09/24/201 8

WRIGHT, WRIGHT

COLORS LLC

(42541

Limited Liability

5)

Company

)

GEM STATE CUSTOM'S

Active-

(532689)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE DAIRY

ActiveExisting

PRODUCTS, LLC
(626880)

© 201 9

BROTHERS LAW
OFFICE PLLC

ID Secretary of State

000593

Login
...,.pu...-u -m...u-.;.p .uu...-

Home

GEM STATE DATA
MANAGEMENT

NO AGENT

ActiveExisting

04/30/201 8

PATRICK WHITE

Active-

01/1 7/201 7

NO AGENT

08/1 5/201 6

NO AGENT

ActiveExisting

11/1 4/2016

ERIC

ActiveExisting

03/29/201 9

CORPORATE FILING
SOLUTIONS LLC

Active-

04/30/1 998

NO AGENT

01 /29/2003

MICHELLE

06/1 7/201 3

NO AGENT

09/03/201 4

NO AGENT

10/07/1 983

MARTIN]

Current

(575964)
Assumed Business Name

Search

7
Form S

12/02/201 6

Active-

GEM STATE DEALER
SERVICES, LLC (606878)
Limited Liability Company
(D)

Lists

GEM STATE

DE-MILL

Current

(5781 02)

Assumed Business Name
Help

GEM STATE DENT

Active-

REPAIR (569461)

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE DENT
REPAIR

L.L.C.

Limited Liability

(527317)

GRUBAUGH

Company

(D)

Gem

State Dental

Group

(3467096)
LISnited Liability Company
L.L.C.

GEM STATE
DERMATOLOGY (57762)

Current

Assumed Business Name

G E M STATE

DERMATOLOGY,

ActiveP.A.

(448797)

MORGAN

Good
Stand ing

Professional Service
Corporation (D)

GEM STATE DESIGNS

Active-

(497455)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE DESIGNS

Active-

(525567)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE

Active-

DEVELOPMENTAL

Good

CENTER,

Standing

LANDHOLM

INCORPORATED
(232542)
General Business
Corporation (D)

© 201 9

ID Secretary of State

000594

Login

l

Home

U)

Gem

10/02/201 8

NO AGENT

06/04/201 8

Charles

ActiveExisting

12/1 5/201 7

JOELA MYERS

GEM STATE

Active-

01/08/1 998

NO AGENT

DISTRIBUTOR (47421)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE

Active-

10/08/1 958

D.

DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

Good

(103776)

Standing

06/01/2018

NO AGENT

WESLEY ARTHU R

State Direct

Active-

(3304390)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE

Active-

Search

Form S

DISC

GOLFERS, INC (635522)

Good

Non-Profit Corporation (D)

Stand ing

GEM STATE
DISTRIBUTION LLP
Lists

(1

D

Hallett

8269)

Limited Liability
Partnership (D)

Help

PAUL NOORDA

General Business
Corporation (D)

GEM STATE DOODLES

Active-

(612439)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE DOORS
AND MILLWORK LLC

ActiveExisting

09/1 5/201 O

GEM STATE DORPERS

Active-

01/1 2/2001

NO AGENT

37456)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE

Active-

02/23/201 2

NO AGENT

12/23/1 980

MIKE

02/23/201 2

NO AGENT

WAGGONER

(298583)
Limited Liability

Company

)

(1

ELECTRIC

(466726)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE

ELECTRIC
CO. (207605)

Active-

General Business
Corporation (D)

Stand ing

GEM STATE ELECTRIC
MOTORS & PUMPS

Active-

R.

LOCKWOOD

Good

Current

(466730)
Assumed Business Name

© 201 9

ID Secretary of State

000595

Login
‘

uuuuuu I

Lisnited Liability

Company

Home

GEM STATE
Search

ActiveExisting

06/01/201 O

JOHN A COLEMAN

GEM STATE

Active-

11/1 3/2006

NO AGENT

ENTERPRISES (325490)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE

Active-

12/31/2014

NO AGENT

ENTERPRISES (5321 05)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE

ActiveExisting

09/1 1/2014

MICHAEL L
CHRISTENSEN

GEM STATE ERECTORS

Active-

11/1 8/1

(73849)

Current

ENT, PLLC

(290766)
Limited Liability

Company

(D)

Form S

Lists

Help

ENTERTAIN MENT LLC
(432996)
Lisnited Liability

Company

998

NO AGENT

08/24/201 5

NO AGENT

09/1 7/201 5

NO AGENT

12/21 /201 5

ANDREW]

04/09/1 997

NO AGENT

09/1 9/201 3

NO AGENT

07/27/201

WILLIAM WARDWELL

Assumed Business Name

G E M STATE

Active-

EXCAVATION (547408)
Assumed Business Name

Current

G EM STATE EXTERIORS

Active-

(548877)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE EXTERIORS

Active-

INC (624802)

Good

General Business
Corporation (D)

Stand ing

GEM STATE

Active-

FABRICATION (20247)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE FAMILY

Active-

(502990)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE FAMILY

Active-

EYECARE,

Good

P.C.

(579167)

Professional Service
Corporation (D)

.GE'Y'.

© 201 9

ETAIFEBMFLY.

1

FINLEY

Stand ing

Active-

07/1 6/201 8

TARYNA GOODMAN

ID Secretary of State

000596

Login
UEIVI DIHI E I'HKIVID
(71 21 0)

HLLIVE-

|Ull0/l336

NU HUENI

03/09/2000

NO AGENT

Current

Home

Assumed Business Name

Search

(114314)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE FENCING
AND STAINING LLC

ActiveExisting

11/20/201 7

ERNIEST MYATT

GEM STATE FIDDLERS

Active-

12/1 6/2002

LESLI E L

INCORPORATED

Good

(446661)

Standing

10/19/2016

NO AGENT

12/1 8/2000

NO AGENT

01/25/1 999

NO AGENT

09/04/2002

NO AGENT

GEM STATE FENCE

Form S

CO.

Active-

(580216)
Lir)nited Liability

Company

Lists

Help

HAYN ES

Non-Profit Corporation (D)

GEM STATE FINANCIAL
GROUP (573406)

Active-

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE FINANCIAL
SERVICE (135982)
Assumed Business Name

Active-

GEM STATE

Active-

FIRE

Current

PROTECTION, A
PARTNERSHIP (80487)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE FIRE
SAFETY (1 85199)
Assumed Business Name

Active-

Gem
Com

ActiveExisting

10/31/2018

Andrew] McNew

ActiveExisting

11/21 /201 8

REGISTERED AGENTS

Active-

02/04/1 999

NO AGENT

08/1 7/201 5

NO AGENT

State Fireplace

an

(334 91

LLC

Current

)

Limited Liability

Company

(D)

Gem

State First LLC

(3351964)
Limited Liability

INC

Company

(D)

GEM STATE

FISH BAITS

Current

(81867)

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE

FITNESS

(547035)
Assumed Business Name

© 201 9

Active-

Current

ID Secretary of State

000597

Login

th

bll-\|

I:

I-UAM

LU

U/lj'IIZUUd

NU Athl

12/22/1 999

ROGERTHURSTON

ActiveExisting

10/1 7/201 7

HEATHER CLARK

Active-

12/1 8/2000

NO AGENT

ActiveExisting

12/1 7/201 O

JOE

01 /06/2000

NO AGENT

10/02/201 2

NO AGENT

08/23/1 999

NO AGENT

01/20/201 O

NO AGENT

04/30/1 999

NO AGENT

ActiveExisting

03/1 0/2008

MARVIN

ActiveExisting

03/30/201 6

SHANE-KENNETH R
WELLS

Active-

Current

Home

(213561)
Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE FORMS &
SYSTEMS, INC. (402505)

Active-

Search

General Business
Corporation (D)

Stand ing

GEM STATE FRENCH

Form S

BULLDOGS, LLC

Good

(575529)
Limited Liability
Lists

Company

D)

GEM STATE FUEL
INJECTION & TURBO

Help

Current

REPAIR (1 35879)
Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE FUEL
INJECTION & TURBO

BORTON

REPAIR LLC (306042)
Company

Limited Liability
(D)

GEM STATE FUNDING

Active-

(108464)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE

Active-

FUNDRAISING

(481 21 3)

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE GARAGE
DOOR COMPANY

Active-

Current

(98965)

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE GEMS

Active-

6000)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE

Active-

(41

GENERATORS

(90056)

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE GOLD &
SILVER LLC (227014)
Limited Liability Company

S

TANNER

)

GEM STATE GOPHER
MARSHAL L.L.C.
(499071)

©

201 9 ID Secretary of State

000598

Login

ASSUmea EUSlneSS Name

Home

GEM STATE

GRILL

997

NO AGENT

03/1 3/201 7

NO AGENT

06/23/1 980

ROBERT] STRAUB

11/30/2011

NO AGENT

ActiveExisting

11/09/201 5

BRIAN

Active-

05/29/201 8

NO AGENT

03/21/2013

NO AGENT

12/1 5/201 8

NO AGENT

Active-

07/31

/1

Current

(35859)

Assumed Business Name
Search

GEM STATE
Form S

Lists

GRILL

Current

GEM STATE GROTTO,

Active-

INC. (THE) (203547)

Good

Non-Profit Corporation (D)

Standing

GEM STATE

Active-

GUARDIANS

Help

Active-

(582026)
Assumed Business Name

(461 225)

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE GUTTERS,
LLC (480842)
Limited Liability

CHAPMAN

Company

(D)

GEM STATE
GYMNASTICS

(61 21 56)

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE HAN DY

Active-

MAN

Current

SERVICES

(491367)
Assumed Business Name

Gem

State

Handyman

Active-

(3372646)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE

ActiveExisting

03/1 6/201 5

TRAVISJENNINGS

GEM STATE HEALTH

Active-

01 /08/2003

NO AGENT

CLAIMS

Current

11/1 6/2018

Patrick

02/26/201 9

Andrew] McNew

HARDWOOD FLOORS
LLC. (453892)
Limited Liability

(1

Company

94984)

Assumed Business Name

Gem

State Heatin &
Cooling Inc (3349 33)

Active-

General B_usiness
Corporation (D)

Standing

Gem

State Heatin

Air Conditioning L

And
C

T ODONNELL

Good

ActiveExisting

(3437280)

©

201 9 ID Secretary of State

000599

Login
LImttea Llanmty

Lompany

(D)

Home

Search

GEM STATE HOLIDAY

Active-

LIGHTING (573434)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE HOME
BUYERS LLC (438498)
Form S

Limited Liability

10/19/2016

NO AGENT

ActiveExisting

11/03/2014

DAVID BENOIT

ActiveExisting

06/1 6/201 7

MEGAN MILLER

ActiveExisting

07/23/201 8

Angstman,Johnson,

Company

(D)

Lists

GEM STATE HOME
GROUP, LLC (557381)
LiI)nited Liability

Company

Help

GEM STATE HOME
IMPROVEMENTS, LLC

Christensen

Limited Liability

&

May,

PLLC

(618955)

Company

GEM STATE HOME

Active-

INSPECTIONS (542758)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE HOME

06/01/201 5

NO AGENT

ActiveExisting

06/1 9/201 8

TIMBER TURNER

GEM STATE HOME

Active-

08/02/2002

NO AGENT

MAINTENANCE

Current

07/20/1 999

NO AGENT

01/14/1988

ROBERT BLAUVELT

ActiveExisting

05/1 7/201 9

Christopher Sylvia

GEM STATE

Active-

02/20/201 8

HnIIQFkFFpING

NO AGENT

(‘I

INSPECTIONS, LLC
(614759)
Limited Liability

Company

(D)

(182512)
Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE
HOMEBREW

Active-

Current

COMPETITION (96409)
Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE HOOKERS

Active-

BASS CLUB,

Good

INCORPORATED

Stand ing

(266752)
Non-Profit Corporation (D)

Gem

State Hot Dogs
LLC (351 531 5)
Limited Liability Company
(D)

© 201 9

Irr'pnf

ID Secretary of State

000600

Login

LLL (19bb94)

Home

Search

Limited Liability

tXIstIng

Company

06/1 5/1 999

NO AGENT

02/08/201 7

NO AGENT

03/1 4/2001

NO AGENT

02/01/201 9

NO AGENT

ActiveExisting

03/26/201 9

3915 LLC

GEM STATE

Active-

08/04/201 4

NO AGENT

INDUSTRIES (523887)
Assumed Business Name

Current

Gem

ActiveExisting

06/1 0/201 9

C T CORPORATION
SYSTE M

GEM STATE

Active-

05/20/2004

NO AGENT

INSPECTIONS (239860)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE

ActiveExisting

06/29/2004

RICK

GEM STATE

Active-

1

INSTALLATIONS

Current

GEM STATE HUBCAPS

Active-

(93796)

Current

Assumed Business Name

Form S

Lists

GEM STATE HYPNOSIS

Active-

(579688)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE IMAGING

Active-

(142636)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE

Active-

INDEPENDENT

Current

Help

(3419791)
Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE
INDUSTRIAL LLC
(3463256)
Limited Liability

Company

)

State
Infrastructure, LLC

(3534249)
Limited Liability

Company

)

INSPECTIONS,

L.L.C.

ROONEY

(107732)
Limited Liability

Company

(D)

(1

1/04/2002

NO AGENT

901 22)

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE INSURANCE
COMPANY (36308)

Active-

Canarnl Ducinocc

Stand ins;

© 201 9

Good

04/30/1 91 O

DEPARTMENT OF
INSURANCE

ID Secretary of State

000601

Login

Home

GEM STATE INTERNET
GROUP (70048)

Active-

10/02/1 998

NO AGENT

Current

Assumed Business Name
Search

GEM STATE

MICHELLE

ActiveExisting

08/03/201 8

GEM STATE

Active-

06/1 4/2000

NO AGENT

INVESTIGATIONS &
SECURITY 22384)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE

Active-

04/06/2009

NO AGENT

INVESTMENT ADVISORS

Current

ActiveExisting

01/1 2/2011

RO NALD GAM BASSI

ActiveExisting

08/29/201 6

WESLEY GREGORY

ActiveExisting

06/01/2018

REGISTERED AGENTS

GEM STATE

Active-

02/07/2005

KIRKLYN R SMITH

INVESTMENTS, CORP.

Good

(4821 02)

Standing

ActiveExisting

08/22/2005

JASON HOPKINS

Active-

01/1 6/2007

NO AGENT

INTERPRETING LLC

SCHOONDERWOERD

(621475)

Form S

Lists

Limited Liability

Company

(’I

Help

(39661 0)

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE
INVESTMENT
ADVISORS, LLC
(307955)
Limited Liability

Company

(D)

GEM STATE
INVESTMENT GROUP,
LLC

(51

851 0)

Limited Liability

Company

(D)

GEM STATE
INVESTMENT

INC

PROPERTIES, LLC
(611949)
Foreign Limited Liability

Company

General Business
Corporation (D)

GEM STATE
LLC

(1

INVESTORS,

38660)

Limited Liability

Company

)

GEM STATE IRIS
SOCIETY (330614)
Assumed Business Name
© 201 9

Current

ID Secretary of State

000602

Login

Home

GEM STATE JEWELERS

Active-

(181 116)

Current

07/1 7/2002

NO AGENT

06/26/1 998

NO AGENT

04/1 5/2002

NO AGENT

01/10/2003

NO AGENT

ActiveExisting

12/30/201 5

SETH SIMPSON

06/20/201 8

NO AGENT

03/22/201 9

NO AGENT

Assumed Business Name

Search

GEM STATE JEWLERY

Active-

(62698)

Current

Assumed Business Name

Form S

GEM STATE JUDGMENT

Active-

RECOVERY

Current

(1

73380)

Assumed Business Name
Lists

GEM STATE JUDGMENT

Active-

RECOVERY (195206)

Current

Assumed Business Name

Help

GEM STATE KENNELS
LLC (486559)
Limited Liability

Company

(D)

GEM STATE KNIVES

Active-

(613586)
Assumed Business Name

Current

Gem State KnockerBall
(3460387)
Assumed Business Name

Active-

Gem

ActiveExisting

02/1 1/201 9

Tom

GEM STATE

Active-

02/1 4/2007

NO AGENT

LANDSCAPE
MAI NTENANCE

Current

09/30/201

NO AGENT

State Lacrosse
LLC (3427516)
Limited Liability Company

Current

Blanchard

D)

(333588)
Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE LAW
GROUP (457746)

Active-

1

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE LAWN CARE

Active-

(41

7597)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE LAWNS

Active-

(340640)
Assumed Business Name

Current

I'Ehll

©

CTATE

l

A\AII\IC

A

n-d-h

1A

02/1 0/201 0

NO AGENT

04/1 8/2007

NO AGENT

n7 [Onl'in’l

kl!"

'3

Af‘Ele

201 9 ID Secretary of State

000603

Login

Home

Search

Form S

NURbI: LUNbULI INLJ
(156255)
Assumed Business Name

LUl‘rent

GEM STATE LIGHTING

Active-

(579077)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE LINEUPS

Active-

(76134)

Current

01/30/2017

NO AGENT

12/14/1998

NO AGENT

10/28/1 999

NO AGENT

10/22/1 998

NO AGENT

ActiveExisting

10/09/201 8

Jordan Hepton

GEM STATE LOCATING,

Active-

07/21

INC. (382813)

Good

General Business
Corporation (D)

Stand ing

Gem

ActiveExisting

03/1 9/201 9

Scott Schiermeister

ActiveExisting

03/1 9/2007

GREGORY

Active-

12/03/1 997

NO AGENT

ActiveExisting

05/22/201 5

KELLY

Active-

12/30/1 988

C T CORPORATION
SYSTE M

Assumed Business Name
Lists

GEM STATE

Active-

LIQUIDATORS (104091)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE

Active-

Help

LIQUIDATORS

(71 523)

Current

Assumed Business Name

Gem

State Livestock,

LLC (3307096)
Limited Liability

Company

)

State Logging LLC

(3457848)
Limited Liability

/1

998

EDWARD

BELT

E

Company

D)

GEM STATE

LOGISTICS,
92782)
Limited Liability Company

LLC

(1

P

SARGIS

)

GEM STATE LUMBER
COMPANY (45288)

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE
MACHINING

L L

C

M BROWN

(462067)
Lisnited Liability

Company

GEM STATE
MANUFACTURING,

INC.

(274687)

Good
Stand ing

General B_usiness
Corporation (D)

© 201 9

ID Secretary of State

000604

Login

GEM STATE
Home

MARKETING

03/26/201 8

NO AGENT

10/07/2011

NO AGENT

02/1 6/201 6

NO AGENT

05/27/1 997

NO AGENT

07/28/2006

JASO N

10/1 3/201 7

NO AGENT

01 /29/2009

NO AGENT

05/1 2/201 9

NO AGENT

ActiveExisting

10/1 7/2014

SUSAN DEBAUGH

Active-

10/27/1 998

NO AGENT

ActiveExisting

05/07/201 3

TODD REDDY

ActiveExisting

03/22/201 8

BUD CONDEE

Active-

(607406)

Current

Assumed Business Name

Search

Form S

GEM STATE MASONRY

Active-

(458231)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE MATTRESS

Active-

WHOLESALE

Current

(557594)

Assumed Business Name
Lists

GEM STATE
MECHANICAL
Help

Active-

(28358)

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE

Active-

MECHANICAL,

INC.

M EANS

Good
Standing

(509704)
General Business
Corporation (D)

GEM STATE MEDEQUIP

Active-

(596408)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE M EDIA

Active-

(391432)
Assumed Business Name

Current

Gem

Active-

State Mediation

and Consulting

Current

(3508669)
Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE MEDICAL
BILLING LLC (436794)
Limited Liability Company

GEM STATE MEDICAL
GROUP (71969)

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE MEDICAL,
LLC (383177)
Limited Liability

Company

)

GEM STATE
MERCANTI LE, LLC
(598384)
l;imited Liability
nl

© 201 9

Company

ID Secretary of State

000605

Login

Home

GEM STATE MHP
BUYING & LEASING,

10/12/2017

GEM STATE MINING

Active-

04/1 6/201 8

JORDAN BALLS

CO. (63501 2)

Good

Form S

General Business
Corporation (D)

Stand ing

Lists

03/1 2/201 3

NO AGENT

Help

03/1 7/1 997

NO AGENT

ActiveExisting

01/23/201 8

TYLER SAUNDERS

GEM STATE MOBILE

Active-

10/1 2/2004

HOME TRANSFER

NO AGENT

Current

01/08/2019

NO AGENT

$46.00-

BLAKE'S REGISTERED
AGENTS LLC

LLC (573457)
Limited Liability

Search

ANNUAL

ActiveExisting

Company

(D)

GEM STATE MINT

Active-

(490655)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE MOBILE

Active-

BLIND CLEANING CO

Current

(15593)

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE MOBILE
DETAILING, LLC
(590047)
Limited Liability

Company

D)

(252669)
Assumed Business Name

Gem

State Mobile
Notary (3390140)
Assumed Business Name

Active-

Gem

State Mobile
Pressure Washing LLC
(3431509)
Lir)nited Liability Company

ActiveExisting

02/1 7/201 9

James Ercanbrack

GEM STATE MOBILE
SHARPENING (246046)

Active-

07/29/2004

NO AGENT

02/03/1 997

NO AGENT

04/28/2004

NO AGENT

Current

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE MODEL &

Active-

SUPPLY

Current

(5076)

Assumed Business Name

G EM STATE MORTGAGE

Active-

(238024)
Assumed Business Name

Current

© 201 9

ID Secretary of State

000606

Login

LLL (bUbabz)

Home

Search

Limited Liability

tXIstIng

Company

GEM STATE MOVING

Active-

(80596)

Current

01/21

/1

999

NO AGENT

Assumed Business Name

Form S

GEM STATE MULE
COMPANY, LLC
(41

ActiveExisting

03/04/201 4

Active-

12/22/1 950

COGENCY GLOBAL
INC.

2224)

Lir)nited Liability

Company

Lists

GEM STATE MUTUAL
LIFE

Help

INSURANCE

COMPANY (89289)

DEPT. OF

INSURANCE

Good
Standing

General Business
Corporation (D)

GEM STATE
NEIGHBORHOOD

Active-

12/22/1 998

NO AGENT

03/21 /2008

NO AGENT

10/1 8/201 O

NO AGENT

08/31/2005

NO AGENT

02/1 2/201 9

NO AGENT

02/21 /2006

NO AGENT

01/27/2012

DOUGLAS
STOWERS

Current

GREETERS

INFORMATION
RESOURCES (771 37)
Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE NETWORKS

Active-

(36901 0)

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE NONEMERGENT

Active-

Current

TRANSPORTATION
(435307)
Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE
NORTHWEST REALTY

Active-

Current

(283226)
Assumed Business Name

Gem State of Mind
(3428463)
Assumed Business Name

Active-

GEM STATE

Active-

OIL

RECOVERY (299467)

Current

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE OIL
SERVICES, INC. (584269)

Active-

General Business
Corporation (D)

Stand ing

© 201 9

Good

E

ID Secretary of State

000607

Login

Home

GEM STATE OUTDOOR
AND LANDSCAPE

WARD

ActiveExisting

11/1 6/201 5

CHARLES

GEM STATE PAINTING

Active-

04/03/2002

NO AGENT

CO. (1 721 66)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE PAPER &
SUPPLY CO. (93905)

Active-

01/02/1 954

JOHN C ANDERSON

General Business
Corporation (D)

Stand ing

GEM STATE PARTNERS,

Active-

01/06/2011

JARED SIMKINS

INC. (572790)

Good

General Business
Corporation (D)

Standing

GEM STATE PATRIOT

Active-

10/28/201 3

NO AGENT

(THE) (505383)

Current

ActiveExisting

01/20/2019

MARK

Active-

01/1 2/2001

NO AGENT

09/22/1 997

NO AGENT

01/1 5/201 5

NO AGENT

ActiveExisting

03/01/2015

DARREN WOLTERS

ActiveExisting

08/25/201 6

RICK

n A Inf I’ﬁnnn

\

E

LIGHTING LLC (481474)
Limited Liability

Company

(D)

Search

Form S

Lists

Help

Good

Assumed Business Name

Gem

State Paving LLC

(3403974)
Limited Liability

F

BOISVERT

Company

(D)

GEM STATE
PERFORMANCE

Current

(137546)
Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE PEST
CONTROL (40591)

Active-

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE

PEST

SOLUTIONS (532955)

Active-

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE

PEST

SOLUTIONS LLC
(448340)
Limited Liability

Company

(D)

GEM STATE PLASTER
AND RENOVATION LLC

ROONEY

(518208)
Limited Liability

Company

(D)

I‘l'nll r'l'n'l'l'

© 201 9

nl Ilnllhllur-

llnlr‘l—n

I'l'

nIl—IAlI/Inll

ID Secretary of State

000608

||

Login
UEIVI

DIHIE

POLYG RAPH

Home

Search

Form S

HLLIVE(21

5346)

UéléU/AUUD

NU HUENI

05/30/2006

CODY PORTER

01/08/2018

NO AGENT

STEVEN

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE POWDER

Active-

COATING,

Good

INC. (506708)

General Business
Corporation (D)

Standing

GEM STATE PRINTING

Active-

(601363)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE

ActiveExisting

03/28/201

ActiveExisting

03/04/201 9

ActiveExisting

01/10/2012

ActiveExisting

02/25/201 0

JENIFER

Active-

10/1 7/2005

NO AGENT

12/1 2/2005

NO AGENT

ActiveExisting

05/30/2008

FRANK HAGAMAN

Active-

03/09/2004

NO AGENT

Lists

PROCESSING, LLC

1

SCHOSSBERGER

(314830)
Help

Foreign Limited Liability

Company

Gem

State Promotions
LLC (3441 048)
Limited Liability Company

Veronica Guajardo

(D)

GEM STATE
PROPERTIES LLC

RANDALL PAXTON
QUIGLEY

(338739)
Limited Liability

Company

(D)

GEM STATE PROPERTY
GROUP LLC. (282632)
Limited Liability

MANT

Company

)

GEM STATE PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT

Current

(287560)
Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT

Active-

Current

(292656)
Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT LLC
(23471 6)
Limited Liability

Company

(D)

GEM STATE PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT

Current

SERVICES (232214)
Assumed Business Name

© 201 9

ID Secretary of State

000609

Login

Home

05/01/2003

NO AGENT

11/05/2001

NO AGENT

04/04/2005

NO AGENT

06/1 0/2011

RICK POST

ActiveExisting

04/1 2/201 8

JACOB

Active-

12/31/1998

NO AGENT

ActiveExisting

03/20/1 996

JEFFREY R CLIFF

Active-

05/1 0/201 9

NO AGENT

01/1 7/1 986

WALT HESS

03/20/2000

NO AGENT

09/1 6/1 998

NO AGENT

11/1 2/2004

NO AGENT

02/77/7nnﬁ

Mn AGENT

GEM STATE PUBLIC

Active-

AUCTION

Current

(205892)

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE

Search

Active-

PUBLISHING

(1

60360)

Current

Assumed Business Name

Form S

GEM STATE QUILTING

Active-

(268751)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE RACING

Active-

PIGEON CLUB (15072)

Current

Lists

Unincorporated Nonprofit

Help

Association (D)

GEM STATE

RACK, LLC

(604315)
Limited Liability

E

BARCLAY

Company

(D)

GEM STATE
RADIOLOGY

(78141)

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE
RADIOLOGY, LLP

(422)

Limited Liability
Partnership (D)

Gem

State Real Estate

(3508070)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE

Active-

INC. (251

1

REALTY,

Good

89)

General Business
Corporation (D)

Stand ing

GEM STATE REC.COM

Active-

5337)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE
REMODELI NG

Active-

(1 1

(68549)

Current

Assumed Business Name

©

GEM STATE RENTALS

Active-

(255600)
Assumed Business Name

Current

CFMI CTATF DEMTAI C

A rHun-

201 9 ID Secretary of State

000610

Login

Home

(515885)
Assumed Business Name

LUl‘rent

GEM STATE RENTALS,

ActiveExisting

06/1 9/201 8

TIMBER TURNER

Active-

07/1 0/2007

NO AGENT

02/08/201 2

NO AGENT

06/07/201 9

NO AGENT

01/1 6/1 998

NO AGENT

10/1 7/201 8

KATIE LEWIS

08/1 2/1 997

NO AGENT

07/1 6/1 999

NO AGENT

12/1 8/2000

RICHARD G

05/31/2019

NO AGENT

12/28/201 5

NO AGENT

nOI'l nl'in’l E

kl!"

LLC (614758)
Search

Limited Liability

Company

)

GEM STATE

Form S

Lists

REPTILES

(348296)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE RESEARCH

Active-

(465630)
Assumed Business Name

Current

Gem State Restoration
(3533843)
Assumed Business Name

Active-

GEM STATE ROCK

Active-

SUPPLY

Current

Help

(481 78)

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE ROLLER
DERBY COMPANY

Active-

(3336819)

Stand ing

Good

Non-Profit Corporation (D)

GEM STATE ROOFING

Active-

(37324)

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE ROOFING

Active-

(96181)

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE ROOFING,

Active-

INCORPORATED

Good

(41

7519)

SILVIA

Stand ing

General Business
Corporation (D)

GEM

State Rugby

(3528034)

Active-

Current

Reservation of Legal Entity

Name

GEM STATE RV PARK
AND CAMPGROUND

Active-

Current

(554360)
Assumed Business Name
I'Ehll

©

CTATE CARI“ Aklh

A

n-d-h

1A

Af‘Ele

201 9 ID Secretary of State

000611

Login

KARAI

Home

I:

(9058/)

LUl‘rent

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE SECURITY &

Active-

INVESTIGATIONS

Current

Search

(246045)
Assumed Business Name

Form S

GEM STATE SECURITY &

Active-

INVESTIGATIONS

Current

07/29/2004

NO AGENT

07/01 /2008

NO AGENT

08/1 1/1 989

DAN RAMOS

11/09/201 2

RYAN MILES

04/05/201 7

NO AGENT

(377330)
Assumed Business Name
Lists

GEM STATE
Help

SECURITY,

Active-

INC. (279924)

Good

General Business
Corporation (D)

Stand ing

GEM STATE

Active-

SEED, INC.

(592883)

Good

General Business
Corporation (D)

Stand ing

GEM STATE SERVERS

Active-

(583883)
Assumed Business Name

Current

Gem

ActiveExisting

03/14/201 9

Jan Taylor

ActiveExisting

03/25/201 9

jose d Ioera

GEM STATE SIGN

Active-

07/25/1 997

NO AGENT

INSTALLATION (3531 6)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE

Active-

11/02/1 964

DENNIS OBRIEN

05/02/201 2

NO AGENT

08/1 9/201 6

MARK LATHAM

State Shelter

Homes, LLC (3453197)
Limited Liability

Company

)

Gem

State Siding LLC

(3462056)
Limited Liability

Company

D)

INC.

(’I

SILVER,

Good

20269)

General Business
Corporation (D)

Stand ing

GEM STATE SMALL

Active-

ENGINE REPAIR

Current

(471952)
Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE SOFTWARE
LLC

(51

7344)

Limited Liability

ActiveExisting

Company

(D)

© 201 9

ID Secretary of State

000612

Login

Home

GEM STATE

Active-

SPECIALISTS, INC.
(363959)

Good

MANTH EY

02/28/1 997

FREDRIC

02/1 3/1 998

NO AGENT

01/10/2008

NO AGENT

01/1 0/2008

NO AGENT

01/10/2008

NO AGENT

04/04/2008

NO AGENT

ActiveExisting

11/01 /2000

MICHAELA GIBSON

GEM STATE STARS

Active-

08/1 8/2004

NO AGENT

(247870)

Current

07/22/2008

NO AGENT

ActiveExisting

01/03/2018

HEATHER HUBBARD

GEM STATE STOCK

Active-

11/1 3/1

HORSE ASSOCIATION,

Good

INC. (372970)

Standing

E

Standing

General Business
Corporation (D)

Search

GEM STATE
SPECIALIZED

Active-

LAWN

Current

CARE (50725)

Form S

Assumed Business Name

Lists

Help

GEM STATE STAFFI NG
(362938)
Assumed Business Name

Active-

GEM STATE

Active-

STAFFI NG

Current

Current

(362943)

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE

STAFFI NG

Active-

Current

(362944)

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE

STAFFI NG

Active-

Current

(366341)

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE

STAFFING,

LLC (541 99)
Limited Liability

Company

)

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE STARS

Active-

PERFORMING ARTS

Current

(378672)
Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE STEEL
ERECTORS LLC (586405)
Limited Liability

Company

(D)

997

Callee Miller

Non-Profit Corporation (D)

GEM STATE STORAGE,
LLC (559395)
:.--.'4._.l

©

1

ActiveExisting

06/21/2017

JEROME ANDERSON

:_L:l."... 1--.-_.__._..

201 9 ID Secretary of State

000613

Login

Home

GEM STATE TECH

Active-

(48791 3)

Current

02/01/2013

NO AGENT

01/21/2015

NO AGENT

Assumed Business Name
Search

GEM STATE TECHNICAL
SERVICES (533336)
Assumed Business Name

Active-

GEM STATE

ActiveExisting

02/01/2013

TODD VANDEHEY

05/1 8/201 O

NO AGENT

01/08/2016

NO AGENT

04/03/201 7

NO AGENT

Current

Form S

TECHNOLOGIES LLC
(373155)
Lists

Limited Liability

Company

)

Help

GEM STATE

Active-

TECH NOLOGY (425066)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE THRI FT
(554935)
Assumed Business Name

Active-

GEM STATE

Active-

TILE

&

Current

DESIGN (583680)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE TILE &
STONE, LLC (625016)

ActiveExisting

09/06/201 8

BILL

Active-

08/04/2005

NO AGENT

07/1 9/2006

NO AGENT

Limited Liability

DOWNS

Company

)

GEM STATE

TILE

(280579)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE

Active-

TILE

5059)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE

ActiveExisting

09/24/201 8

TAMMY ALVAREZ

ActiveExisting

03/27/201 8

Katrina Brady

GEM STATE TOOL

Active-

05/20/2008

NO AGENT

(374272)
Assumed Business Name

Current

(31

TIRE LLC

(626674)
Limited Liability

Company

(D)

GEM STATE TOBACCO
SUPPLIES LLC (598872)
Limited Liability Company
(D)

© 201 9

ID Secretary of State

000614

Login

th bIAI

I:

IUWINLJ

Active-

U'I/ZZI'IBBI

NU Athl

01/1 7/1 997

RAN DALJ WATE RS

09/26/201 4

NO AGENT

11/1 8/2003

NO AGENT

Current

(3100)

Home

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE TOWING
AND RECOVERY, INC.

Active-

Search

(362358)

Stand ing

Good

General Business
Corporation (D)

Form S

GEM STATE TRADING

Active-

POST (526849)

Current

Assumed Business Name

Lists

GEM STATE
TRANSPORT
Help

Active-

(222755)

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE

Active-

TRANSPORTATION,

Good

INC. (266545)

Stand ing

01 /04/1

988

STEVE WOLTERS

General Business
Corporation (D)

09/04/2007

NO AGENT

07/25/201 8

NO AGENT

02/04/201 9

NO AGENT

10/14/1998

NO AGENT

ActiveExisting

01/1 3/201 2

JOHN LITTLETON
HUBBARD

Active-

02/1 3/1 997

NO AGENT

06/1 4/201 O

MARK ROBINSON

G EM STATE TRAVEL

Active-

(353048)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE TREE
SERVICES (61 5850)
Assumed Business Name

Active-

Gem State Trimlight
(3421704)
Assumed Business Name

Active-

GEM STATE TROPHIES

Active-

(70827)

Current

Current

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE TRUSS
COMPANY, LLC
(3391 62)
Limited Liability

Company

(D)

GEM STATE TUB REPAIR
& RESURFACING (7675)

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE TUB REPAIR
& RESURFACING,
INCORPORATED

Active-

Good
Stand ing

(566575)
r_.__.._.

©

n.._.' _____

201 9 ID Secretary of State

000615

Login
Non-Profit Corporation (D)

Home

GEM STATE UTILITIES
AND CONSTRUCTION

Active-

INC. (633897)

Stand ing

Search

General Business
Corporation (D)

Form S

GEM STATE UTILITY
DEVELOPMENT GROUP,

01/1 2/201 8

TANNER

ActiveExisting

07/01/201 3

DOUGLAS

03/1 2/201 3

NO AGENT

1/09/2007

NO AGENT

L

MOORE

Good

R

NELSON

LLC (388025)
Limited Liability

Company

(D)

Lists

Help

G EM STATE VAPORS

Active-

(490668)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE VENDING

Active-

(358688)
Assumed Business Name

Current

Gem
Com

ActiveExisting

12/06/201 8

C T CORPORATION
SYSTE M

GEM STATE WELDERS
SUPPLY, INC. (515032)

Active-

11/1 5/2006

WILLIAM WATT

General Business
Corporation (D)

Stand ing

GEM STATE

Active-

08/29/2007

NO AGENT

04/21 /2008

NO AGENT

02/26/201 9

NO AGENT

02/25/2000

NO AGENT

10/03/201 8

Tristan

State Water
ang, LLC

(336 57

1

)

Limited Liability

Company

(D)

WHOLESALE

(352578)

Good

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEM STATE

Active-

WILDFLOWERS

Current

(371645)
Assumed Business Name

Gem

State

Window

Active-

Cleaning (3437196)
Assumed Business Name

Current

GEM STATE WIRELESS

Active-

(113060)
Assumed Business Name

Current

Gem

ActiveExisting

State

Wood

Works LLC (3305230)
Limited Liability

© 201 9

Walker

Company

ID Secretary of State

000616

Login

htM bIAI WURM
PRODUCTS (270251)

Actlve-

I:

Home

Assumed Business Name

Search

GEM STATE
WRANGLERS

794)

Forms

>

U4/‘l8/ZUUb

NU Athl

09/1 1/2001

KEVIN L BROYLES

05/30/2002

NO AGENT

Current

Active(1

Unincorporated Nonprofit

r

>

Current

Association (D)

‘

GEM STATE WRITING
SERVICES (1 77578)
Assumed Business Name

Actlve-

>

Current

Lists

GEM STATE YOUNG

Active-

MARINES

Current

(3311)

Unincorporated Nonprofit

Help

>

04/07/2004

MA'I'I'H

EW

THORUSEN

Association (D)

GEM

STATE, LLC
77642)
Limited Liability Company
(1

>

MCANANEY

ActiveExisting

10/1 6/2006

DAVID

Active-

09/06/2006

NO AGENT

09/08/2004

NO AGENT

05/1 5/2003

NO AGENT

08/05/2002

NO AGENT

ActiveExisting

04/1 0/2018

HALEY MILLER

ActiveExisting

03/31/2006

JAMES B HAYNES

Active-

02/19/2013

NOAGENT

P

)

GEM STATE'S FINEST
(319500)

>

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEMSTATE
AUSTRALIAN
SH EPH ERDS (249666)
Assumed Business Name

Active-

>

GEMSTATE

Current

Active-

DISTRIBUTING(207353)

>

Current

Assumed Business Name

GEMSTATE GOLD &
SILVER (182577)
Assumed Business Name

Active-

>

GEMSTATEJEWELERS
LLC (601856)
Limited Liability

Company

>

Current

(D)

GEMSTATE PARTNERS,
LLC

(1

5901 4)

Lisnited Liability

Company

>

GEMSTATEHOMES.COM
(489134)
Assumed Business Name

© 201 9

)

Current

ID Secretary of State

000617

Login

Home

Oasis View Farm
(453347)
Assumed Business Name

Active-

>

07/1 8/2011

NO AGENT

Current

Search

Form S

Lists

Help

© 201 9

ID Secretary of State
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Electronically Filed

7/19/2019 2:56

PM

Ada County
McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Austin Lowe, Deputy Clerk
Fourth Judicial

District,

Phil

McFarland

Ritter

PLLC

Ryan
P.O. Box 1335

T. McFarland,

ISB No. 7347

Meridian, ID 83680

Telephone: 208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895.1270

Email: ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,)
Case N0. CV01-18-13437

)

Plaintiff,

)

STIPULATION RE: UNDISPUTED
FACTS

)

vs.

)

UNITED COMPONENTS,
STATE ROOFING,

INC. dba

GEM

)
)
)
)

Defendant.

)
)

Plaintiff

record,

Gem State Rooﬁng,

Incorporated,

and Defendant United Components,

Inc.

by and through

dba

its

undersigned counsel 0f

Gem State Rooﬁng, by and through its

undersigned counsel 0f record, hereby stipulate and agree that the facts attached hereto as
Exhibit

A may be accepted by the Court as true and undisputed at the trial 0f this matter.
DATED this

19th

day 0f July 2019.

PICKENS COZAKOS,

P.A.

Manweiler
Terri Pickens Manweiler
Attorneys for Defendant

/s/Terri Pickens

STIPULATION RE: UNDISPUTED FACTS - 1
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DATED this

19th

day 0f July 2019.

McFarland

Ritter

PLLC

/s/Rvan T. McFarland

Ryan

T.

McFarland

Attorneys for Plaintiff

STIPULATION RE: UNDISPUTED FACTS - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I

HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

19th

day of July 2019,

I

caused t0 be served a true copy

of the foregoing

STIPULATION RE: UNDISPUTED FACTS by the method indicated below,

and addressed

each of the following:

to

PICKENS COZAKOS,
Terri Pickens

P.A.
iCOUYt CleCtroniC ﬁling

Manweiler

Shannon Pearson
398 S. 9th Street, Suite 240
Boise, ID 83701
terri@pickenslawb0ise.com
shannon@pickenslawboise.com

/s/RVan T. McFarland

Ryan

T.

McFarland

STIPULATION RE: UNDISPUTED FACTS - 3
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Exhibit

N0.

A

Facts

Stipulated?

and Michelle Flynn, acting as directors, created Flynn,
and ﬁled Articles of Incorporation for Flynn, Inc. with the Idaho
Secretary 0f State. See Memorandum Decision and Order (hereinafter,
“MSJDecis. ’), at 2

In 1995, Jeff Flynn
Inc.

In August, 1997, Rick Silvia ﬁled a Certiﬁcate of Assumed Business

Name With the Idaho Secretary 0f State, indicating that he was
business as “Gem State Rooﬁng.” MSJDec. at 5

doing

In 1998, Jeff Flynn, President, and Michelle Flynn, Secretary, ﬁled
Articles of Amendment of Flynn, Inc. with the Idaho Secretary of State

changing the name 0f Flynn,
Maintenance,

Inc.

Inc. t0

MSJ Decis.

Gem State Rooﬁng & Asphalt

at 2.

In 1999, Michelle Flynn, Secretary, ﬁled a Certiﬁcate 0f Assumed

Business
State

Name With the Idaho

Rooﬁng

Gem
Inc. was doing business as Gem

Secretary of State indicating that

& Asphalt Maintenance,

Rooﬁng. MSJDecis. at 2.
In 2000, Rick Silvia ﬁled Articles 0f Incorporation for Plaintiff, Gem
State Rooﬁng, Inc. MSJ Decis. at 5.
Plaintiff Gem State Rooﬁng, Inc. primarily does business in Blaine
State

County, Idaho.

MSJ Decis.

Plaintiff has continuously

under the name

“Gem

at

5.

conducted business in Blaine County, Idaho,
Rooﬁng” since it was formed in 2000.

State

In October 2005, Plaintiff (Gem State

predecessor

(Gem

State

Rooﬁng

Rooﬁng,

Inc.)

and Defendant’s

& Asphalt Maintenance, Inc.) executed

Trademark Settlement Agreement (the “TSA”). MSJ Decis. at 1
Gem State Rooﬁng, Inc. and Gem State Rooﬁng & Asphalt Maintenance,
Inc. agreed, Via the TSA, that their names are confusingly similar to each
other. MSJDecis. at 6.
Gem State Rooﬁng, Inc. and Gem State Rooﬁng & Asphalt Maintenance,

the

10

Inc. agreed, Via the

TSA,

that they provide similar services.

MSJ Decis.

at

6

Gem State Rooﬁng, Inc.
Inc. agreed, Via the

11

12

TSA,

and

Gem State Rooﬁng & Asphalt Maintenance,

that there

was a

likelihood of confusion as t0

source, origin, and sponsorship 0f their respective services.

MSJDecis.

at

6
Via the TSA, Gem State Rooﬁng & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc., agreed
that it would not advertise 0r solicit business in Blaine County. MSJ
Decis. at

7.

STIPULATION RE: UNDISPUTED FACTS - 4
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13

Via the TSA, Gem State Rooﬁng & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc. agreed it
would not perform any services in Blaine County except (i) warranty and
maintenance work and repeat customer business for the former customers
listed in paragraph 3(a), and (ii) work for a public entity in Idaho that is
put out for bid

1

1

1

1

4

5

6

7

18

among qualiﬁed

MSJ Decis. at 7.
and Gem State Rooﬁng & Asphalt

contractors.

Via the TSA,

Gem State Rooﬁng,

Maintenance,

Inc.

agreed that

\l

Inc.

if they receive

a request for

work

that they

were prohibited from performing under the TSA, they would direct the
person 0r entity requesting the work to the other party. MSJDecis. at 8.
In 201 1, Jeff Flynn created Defendant United Components Inc. MSJ

\/

Decis. at

\l

3.

Defendant United Components
business under the

name “Gem

Defendant, operating under the

performed work

in Blaine

Inc. has, since its creation,

State

name Gem

County.

conducted

Rooﬁng.”

\/

State

MSJ Decis.

Rooﬁng, has bid 0n and

at

9.

\/

Defendant accepted an over $200,000 rooﬁng project for the
new animal shelter. MSJDecis. at 9.

Wood River
\l

Valley’s
19

20
21

22
23

Pioneer West Property Management paid Defendant
work on August 22, 2016. See Defendant0003

$ 1 ,950.00 for

rooﬁng
\l

Standard Plumbing Supply paid Defendant $2,481.00 for asphalt work on
a property in Hailey, Idaho 0n August 25, 2016. See Defendant0005

On January 22, 2018, Kerry Armstrong paid Defendant $750.00 for
rooﬁng work 0n a property in Ketchum, Idaho. See Defendant0004
Plaintiff has n0 evidence that UCI provided services, beyond an estimate,
to Bruce Bothwell.
Plaintiff has n0 evidence that UCI provided services, beyond an estimate,
to Larry Isham.

24

no evidence that UCI provided
Snow Mountain Apartments.
Plaintiff has no evidence that UCI provided
Plaintiff has

services,

beyond an

ESI Construction Management, LLC.
Plaintiff has no evidence that UCI provided
to Brashears

& Sons, Inc.

\/

estimate,
\/

services,

beyond an

estimate,

to

26

\/

\l

to

25

\/

\/

services,

beyond an

estimate,
\/
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Filed: 09/17/2019 16:50:50
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Hoskins, Janet

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,
Case No.

Plaintiff,

CVO 1 - 1 8- 1 3437

vs.

JUDGMENT
UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:

Defendant United Components,
Settlement Agreement.

damages and

is

However,

Inc.,

dba

Plaintiff

Gem
Gem

Rooﬁng, breached the Trademark

State

State

Rooﬁng,

thus not entitled to collect any damages.

Inc.

has failed t0 prove

Neither party

is

its

entitled to attorney

fees.

IT IS

SO ORDERED.

Signed: 9/17/2019 04:29 PM

SAMUEL A. HOAGLAND
District

Judgment

Date

Judge

- 1

000624

CERTIFICATE 0F MAILING

Signed: 9/17/2019 04:50 PM
I

hereby certify that on

instrument

,

I

served a true and correct copy 0f the within

to:

Mr. Ryan McFarland, Esq.
rvan@mcfarlandritter.com

Ms. Terri Pickens Manweiler, Esq.
Ms. Shannon Pearson, Esq.
terri@pickenslawboise.com

shannonébpickenslawboise.com

Phil

McGrane

Clerk of the District Court

By
Deputy Court Clerk

Judgment

—

2
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Filed: 09/17/2019 16:50:27
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Hoskins, Janet

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,
Case N0.

Plaintiff,

CVO 1 - 1 8- 1 3437

VS.

FINDINGS OF FACT

& CONCLUSIONS OF

LAW

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

THIS

MATTER came before the

Court 0n a court

trial

held on August

5,

2019. For the reasons

contained herein, the Court ﬁnds that although Defendant United Components, Inc. breached the

Trademark Settlement Agreement,
damages, and

is

thus not entitled t0

Plaintiff

damages

01‘

Gem

State

Rooﬁng,

Inc.

has failed t0 prove

attorney fees.

FINDINGS OF FACT

1.

Jeffrey Flynn (“Flynn”) started a

he called
to his

2.

Gem

State

rooﬁng company

Rooﬁng. Flynn moved

to

in the early 19803 in

Nampa,

Idaho, Which

Boise in 1987 and added asphalt maintenance

rooﬁng business.

In 1995, Flynn and his then-wife Michelle Flynn (“Michelle”), acting as directors, created

Flynn, Inc. and ﬁled a Certiﬁcate of Incorporation With the Idaho Secretary 0f State.

3.

In 1997, Rick Silvia (“Silvia”) ﬁled a Certiﬁcate 0f Assumed Business

Name

With the Idaho

Secretary of State for his rooﬁng construction business, Which declared that his

operating under the

Findings of Fact

name “Gem

& Conclusions 0f Law

State

company was

Rooﬁng.”

- 1

000626

4. In 1998, Flynn filed an Articles of Amendment to change Flynn, Inc. to Gem State Roofing
& Asphalt Maintenance, Inc.
5. In 1999, Michelle filed a Certificate of Assumed Business Name stating that Gem State
Roofing & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc. would do business under the name “Gem State
Roofing.”
6. In 2000, Silvia filed Articles of Incorporation for Gem State Roofing, Inc.
7. Since 2000, Gem State Roofing, Inc. has primarily conducted business in Blaine County,
Idaho under the name “Gem State Roofing.”
8. On May 2, 2002, the State of Idaho issued a Certificate of Registration of Trademark Service
Mark to Gem State Blaine stating the first use was November 1997 and the expiration of the
trademark was May 2, 2012. There is no evidence that the trademark has been renewed since
2012.
9. The Certificate of Registration shows the trademark assigned to Gem State Blaine is as
follows:

10. On December 29, 2004, the State of Idaho issued a Certificate of Registration of Trademark
Service Mark to Gem State Boise stating that the first use of the trademark was in 1985 and
that the trademark would expire on December 29, 2014.
11. The Certificate of Registration showed that the Trademark assigned to Gem State Boise is as
follows:
GEM.

@STKI‘E
ROOFING

Findings of Fact & Conclusions of Law - 2

000627

12.

On December
December

13.

2014, the above trademark was assigned t0

1,

no evidence

is

“Gem

State

that either party has ever obtained a registered

trademark for the name

Rooﬁng.”

14.

There are 387 businesses in Idaho using 0r that have used the name

15.

The “Gem

State”

is

“Gem

State.”

a well-known nickname for the State of Idaho.1

2005, following the realization that their rooﬁng companies were operating under the same

name, the owners 0f

&

until

29, 2024.

There

16. In

UCI and renewed

Gem

Asphalt Maintenance,

Rooﬁng,

State

(“Gem

Inc.

Inc.

(“Gem

State Blaine”)

State Boise”) entered into a

Agreement (“TSA”) delineating boundaries

for

and

Gem

State

Rooﬁng

Trademark Settlement

where each company could

solicit

and d0

business.

17.

The

Recitals 0f the

Agreement

state that the “parties’

names

are confusingly similar t0 each

other and the parties provide similar services, leading t0 a likelihood of confusion as t0
source, origin, and sponsorship 0f the services” and that the parties “wish t0 resolve this

matter without litigation by agreeing not t0 do business 0r advertise in the other’s primary

market.”

18.

Under
a.

the

TSA the parties

Gem

State Boise

agreed (in part)

that:

would not “advertise 0r

solicit

but not limited to by, as a non-exhaustive

business in Blaine County, including

list

of examples, telephone directory

advertising, radio or television advertising, billboards, ﬂyers, signs, or

indication, express 0r implied, that

1

The Court takes judicial notice of this

subj ect t0 reasonable dispute because

Findings of Fact

fact.

it is

& Conclusions 0f Law

-

it

performs services in Blaine County;”

See I.R.E. 201(b)(1) (“The court

generally

by making any

known within the

trial

may judicially notice

a fact that

is

not

court’s territorial jurisdiction”).

3
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b.

Gem

would not “perform any

State Boise

services in Blaine

County except

(i)

warranty and maintenance work and repeat customer business for the former
customers listed in paragraph 3(a),2 and
put out for bid

c.

among qualiﬁed

Agreement,

work

for a public entity in Idaho that is

contractors;”

“If either party receives a request for

this

(ii)

work that

it is

prohibited from performing under

Will direct the person 0r entity requesting the

it

work

t0 the other

party.”

19.

Gem

State Blaine

made

the

same agreements above, except

that they

were With respect

t0

Ada County, Boise County, Canyon County, Elmore County, Gem County, Gooding County,
Jerome County, Twin Falls County, and Valley County.
20. In 2010, Flynn

and Michelle’s marriage dissolved, and

had incurred signiﬁcant tax
21. In order t0 resolve

State Boise

22. In 2012,

and

Gem

Gem

start

a

at the

same

time,

Gem

State Boise

liability.

State Boise’s tax liability, the

new company With

State Boise

a

IRS directed Flynn

t0 dissolve

Gem

new name.

was thus dissolved and Flynn created United Components

Incorporated (“UCI”), which continued t0 operate under the same business name,

“Gem

State

Rooﬁng.”
23. Michelle has

24. Since the

n0 ownership

TSA was

signed,

projects in Blaine County,

a.

Brashears

&

for Brashears

2

The customers

Findings of Fact

interest in

UCI

Which

UCI.

(operating as

Gem

State

Rooﬁng) has done four rooﬁng

are as follows:

Sons/Shay Construction — UCI submitted multiple bids 0n a project

&

Sons and Shay Construction t0 perform rooﬁng services for Terry

listed in Section 3(a) include:

& Conclusions 0f Law

-

Kelly Herara, Mrs. Lipton, and Advanced Maintenance Services.

4
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and Mike Higgs. UCI performed roofing services on the project and, on October 13,
2011, was paid $17,424 for its work.
i. The client on this job specifically reached out to UCI, because they had a
positive experience working with UCI on a project located in Twin Falls, Idaho.
b. Pioneer West Property Management – UCI was paid $1,950 on July 29, 2016 for
work done in Ketchum, Idaho.
i. Pioneer West Property Management is the successor to Advance Maintenance
Services, to which (under the TSA) Gem State Blaine was allowed to provide
roofing services.
ii. Silvia testified that Gem State Blaine also did work for Pioneer West Property
Management.

He testified based on a hearsay statement that UCI had

performed “shoddy work” on this project.
c. Kerry Armstrong – UCI was paid $750 for work done in Ketchum, Idaho in 2017.
d. Animal Shelter of the Wood River Valley – UCI bid on and was awarded a contract
with McAlvain Construction, Inc. (“McAlvain”) to perform over $200,000 in roofing
work on the Wood River Animal Shelter.
i. As of October 2018, McAlvain has paid UCI a total of $279,540.
ii. Flynn and Kerrie Kuhn (UCI’s Corporate Secretary) testified that UCI has
sustained at least $12,000 in losses on this project.
iii. Tracey Felix, a project manager for McAlvain, testified that McAlvain
specifically solicited and wanted UCI to do the roofing work on this project,
because it had a positive experience working with UCI on Shore Lodge in
McCall, Idaho.

Findings of Fact & Conclusions of Law - 5
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25. Since the

TSA was

UCI

signed,

(operating as

Gem

Rooﬁng) bid on

State

Blaine County for working totaling over $100,000.

However,

at least four

jobs in

did not Win those bids and

it

consequently did not receive any income 0r proﬁt as a result of those bids.
26.

UCI

did not believe

it

was bound by

the

TSA

because

Gem

was shut down

State Boise

as

part of the deal With the IRS.

27. Silvia testiﬁed that for all 0f the projects described in Sections 22

any 0f the work

and

t0 him,

Gem State Blaine was

28. Silvia testiﬁed as to his gross revenue

was

likely

business under the same

30.

due

name

However, the exhibit prepared by
margin shows

that his proﬁt

company

On

July 20, 2018,

of contract,
(4) unjust

(2)

Gem

UCI

injunctive relief. See

Gem

is

(6)

in 18 years.

State

fact as

-

doing

and proﬁt

In fact, in 2018, he

UCI

alleging (1) breach

trademark infringement,

permanent injunction.

TSA by

in the

whether

Gem

State Boise, is

performing work in Blaine

TSA. However,

Gem

the Court held

State Blaine has incurred

Blaine’s claims regarding trademark infringement and

(ﬁled April 26, 2019).

Memorandum Decision and Order pp. 20—21

& Conclusions 0f Law

UCI was

56%.

a successor corporation to

Memorandum Decision and Order

This claim has been dismissed. See

Findings of Fact

t0 the fact that

fair dealing, (3)

were not speciﬁcally excluded

were genuine issues 0f material
as t0

Silvia testiﬁed

thereafter.

State Blaine ﬁled the instant action against

enrichment} (5) preliminary injunction, and

damages and

t0 2018.

County.

his business at over

breach 0f covenant 0f good faith and

for clients that

that there

3

in Blaine

under the terms 0f the TSA, and breached the

County

few years

margin has increased overall

32. This Court previously determined that

liable

did not refer

Silvia setting forth his gross revenue, proﬁt,

had the highest proﬁt margin ever for
31.

for a

economic crash and

to the

as his

2008 and

UCI

qualiﬁed t0 d0 the work.

and proﬁt from the years 2000

29. Silvia experienced a drop in business in

that this drop

and 23,

(ﬁled April 26, 2019).
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STANDARD OF REVIEW

It is

the province of the district judge acting as trier of fact to

weigh conﬂicting evidence and

testimony and t0 judge the credibility 0f the Witnesses. Benninger

Deriﬁeld, 142 Idaho 486,

v.

489, 129 P.3d 1235, 1238 (2006); I.R.C.P. 52(a). If the ﬁndings 0f fact are based on substantial
evidence, even if the evidence

is

conﬂicting, they will not be overturned on appeal.

law are freely reviewed

However, the

trial

court’s conclusions 0f

applicable law

was

correctly stated and Whether the legal conclusions are sustained

t0 determine

Id.

whether the

by

the facts

found. Id.

ANALYSIS & CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

The primary

issues before the Court are whether

evidence regarding injunctive relief and

Gem

State Blaine has presented sufﬁcient

money damages, and Whether

it is

entitled t0 relief on

its

claim for trademark infringement.

Damages

a.

Gem

State Blaine asserts that

damages
is

for

is

it

entitled t0 injunctive relief as W611 as

UCI’S breach of the TSA.

Gem

State Blaine asserts that

its

based 0n the law regarding non-competition agreements as the

agreement not t0 compete in the

Findings of Fact

$220,000 in money

calculation of

TSA

is

damages

essentially an

parties’ respective geographical territories.

& Conclusions 0f Law

-

7
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i.

Inj unction

The decision of whether
Harris

v.

impose injunctive

to

relief is Within the discretion

district court.

Cassia County, 106 Idaho 513, 517, 681 P.2d 988, 992 (1984). “The court Which

exercise the discretion

is

the

trial

interfere absent a manifest abuse

where irreparable injury

is

0f discretion.”

“It is true that injunctions

Id.

actually threatened.”

been discontinued, the dispute

is

moot and

O’Boskey

wrong

“is

a heavy one.”

Where

suit,

and there

is

Ass’n 0f

However,

v.

WT. Grant

on the defendant

to

as the

n0

is

C0., 345

make

this

duty 0f the courts t0 beware 0f efforts t0 defeat

injunctive relief by protestations 0f repentence and reform, especially

timed t0 anticipate

& Loan

the conduct causing injury has

United States

Further, the burden

“It is the

Id.

First Fed. Sav.

court must be convinced that “there

trial

will be repeated.”

U.S. 629, 633 (1953) (citation omitted).

v.

should issue only

the injunction should be denied. Id.

United States Supreme Court observed, the
reasonable expectation that the

is t0

court and not the appellate court, and an appellate court Will not

Boise, 112 Idaho 1002, 1007, 739 P.2d 301, 306 (1987).

showing

of the

probability 0f resumption.”

when abandonment seems

United States

v.

Oregon State

Medical Society, 343 U.S. 326, 333 (1952).

Here,

Gem

conduct.

State Blaine has not demonstrated that

Instead, the evidence demonstrates that

it

Gem

been increasing for the past 18 years, with a dip
recession.”

Gem

State Blaine failed t0 present

has suffered irreparable injury by UCI’s
State Blaine’s proﬁt

that coincided

margin has overall

With the so-called “great

any evidence regarding UCI’s proﬁts and

its

corresponding losses (other than a speculative statement by Silvia that his company likely
experienced a dip due to the economy as well as UCI’s presence in Blaine County).

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions 0f Law

-

8
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Gem

State Blaine experienced

true that

UCI

breached the

its

highest proﬁt margin just last year at over 56%.

TSA by

While

it is

doing work for three clients that were not speciﬁcally

excluded in the TSA,4 and by bidding on certain other projects, there

same work 0r what

is

no evidence

that

State Blaine

would have gotten

awarded

work. Silvia testiﬁed that his company was equipped t0 perform the same services

on these

that

the

However, there

projects.

(potential or otherwise) that they

clients t0

Gem

these projects

There

is

There

that

is

it

its

no evidence or testimony from any of these

would have hired

would have been had

no evidence

reputation.

Prior

State Blaine.

is

proﬁts would have been had

Gem

also

Gem

n0 evidence

State Blaine

as t0

What

UCI performed shoddy work
on hearsay)

that has

that

speciﬁcally allowed t0 provide services under the

Finally, there

that

was no evidence

the animal shelter,

Blaine County

is

harmed

upon Which

TSA.

to

of the TSA,

Accordingly, the Court does not

all

ﬁnd

4

harmed

Gem

a client t0

loss).

& Conclusions 0f Law

-

”

for

whom UCI was
that

UCI was

The evidence of work performed

UCI

in

has worked on three jobs

of Which stemmed from UCI’s existing client relations.
that

Gem

State Blaine

is

actually threatened

The Court ﬁnds that the work for Pioneer West Property Management was permissible under
was a successor to Advanced Maintenance Services.

Findings of Fact

State Blaine’s

The Court cannot ﬁnd

minimal. In over 14 years (from 2005 to 2019),

that are in Violation

0n

State Blaine’s proﬁt

has done work in Blaine County recently (other than on

has sustained a

it

had UCI referred these

Gem State Blaine based 0n this hearsay statement.

UCI

that

clients

UCI performed “shoddy wor

West Property Management, Which was a successor

”

been

done the work.

Instead, Silvia testiﬁed (based

performing “shoddy wor

Gem

it

the

by

irreparable

TSA, because

it

9
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injury.

Therefore, a permanent injunction will not be issued as

Gem

State Blaine has failed to

prove any actual damages from UCI’S conduct.

Money Damages

ii.

Gem

State Blaine asserts that

damages under the damages calculation

entitled to

is

it

Violation of a non-competition agreement, and that

has had corresponding gains.

Gem

State Blaine has not

UCI

shown

disputes that

that

it

it

it

need only show

it

for a

has 10st proﬁts and

TSA

actually breached the

has suffered any damages as a result of

and argues
its

UCI
that

breach of the

TSA.

“A

trial

error.”

court’s

Moeller

ﬁndings 0f the
substantial

award 0f general damages
v.

is

reviewed under the deferential standard of clear

Harshbarger, 118 Idaho 92, 93, 794 P.2d 1148, 1149

trial

court on the question 0f

damages

(Ct.

Will not be set aside

and competent evidence. Idaho Falls Bonded Produce Supply C0.

Rest. Group, Ina, 105 Idaho 46, 49,

Here, the Court ﬁnds that the
the successor to

Gem

TSA

When based on
v.

General Mills

665 P.2d 1056, 1059 (1983).

is

essentially an anti-competition

State Boise) breached the

TSA by

Blaine County that were not exceptions set forth in the

agreement and that

UCI

(as

performing services for customers in

TSA

(see

TSA ﬂ 3).

will apply the

law regarding damages for anti-competition agreements in

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions 0f Law

-

App. 1990). The

Therefore, the Court

this case.

10
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The measure of damages
plaintiff 10st

for the breach 0f

by reason 0f the

breach, not the

Ward, 105 Idaho 354, 356, 670 P.2d 59, 61
proﬁts

is

an anti-competition clause

amount 0f proﬁts made by

(Ct.

“rarely susceptible 0f accurate proof

P.2d 874, 876 (1950).
mathematical certainty

.

that

t0

fact that

.

it is

.

.

.”

.

.

.”

Ryska

Vancil

v.

The

v.

Dunn
loss

v.

of

Anderson, 70 Idaho 207, 213, 214

certainty[,]”

175, 182—83, 595 P.2d 709,

mean

Bumgamer

shown

v.

that

and

this

716—17 (1979)

means

Bumgamer, 124 Idaho
realized

t0 correspond With the loss

by

v.

(citations omitted).

it is

shown

for the trier-of—fact

629, 640, 862 P.2d 321, 332

the defendant

0f the

it is

“that [the]

& Nafziger

amount 0f damages, Where

damages may not be awarded;

The proﬁts

(Ct.App.1993) (citation omitted).
the trier-of—fact, if

that the

Anderson, 71 Idaho 95, 105, 227 P.2d 74, 80 (1951).

difﬁcult t0 arrive at [an] exact

resulted, does not

the amount.”

670 P.2d

the defendant.

damages must be taken out 0f the realm 0f speculation.” Anderson

damages

ﬁx

amount

Therefore, the law does not require “accurate proof with any degree of

GT. Newcomb, Ina, 100 Idaho
“The mere

the

App. 1983). The measure of damages for

Damages need be proved only with a “reasonable
existence 0f

is

plaintiff.

may be

considered by

Dunn, 105 Idaho

at

356,

at 61.

facts in this case are akin t0 Trilogy

Network Systems

v.

Johnson, 144 Idaho 844, 172 P.3d

1119 (2007). In that case, Johnson was employed by Trilogy Network Systems,

Johnson terminated his employment With Trilogy.
agreement that

(in part)

The

Inc. (“Trilogy”).

parties subsequently entered into an

forbade Johnson for one year from doing business with Seastrom

Johnson and Trilogy subsequently both submitted bids

Manufacturing, Inc. (“Seastrom”).

t0

Seastrom during that one year period. Seastrom awarded the contract to Johnson. Trilogy then
sued Johnson for breach 0f the non-competition agreement.

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions 0f Law

-

A court trial was held,

and the

trial
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court determined that although Johnson had breached the agreement, Trilogy had failed to prove

damages With reasonable

its

did not award

On

it

certainty.

damages or attorney

The

fees,

Supreme Court afﬁrmed

appeal, the

had

it

comparison between

its

court entered a judgment in favor of Trilogy, but

and Trilogy appealed.

the trial court’s decision.

was supported by

the trial court’s determination

damages because

trial

the record that Trilogy

failed t0 offer into evidence

costs

and the costs

The Supreme Court found

to Johnson.

its

had

original bid t0

During the court

Trilogy testiﬁed that Trilogy and Johnson’s proﬁt margins were similar.

Trilogy would have

made

a comparable proﬁt t0 Johnson’s proﬁt

Trilogy argued that stating a conclusion regarding

is

enough

t0 take the issue

its

failed to

that

prove

its

Seastrom or any

trial,

the president of

He

also stated that

on the Seastrom

project.

proﬁt margin, Without any factual support,

0f damages out 0f the realm of speculation.

The Supreme Court

disagreed and noted that the law requires more:

Trilogy failed to offer into evidence any proof of What its costs and proﬁts would
have been had Seastrom awarded it the contract. Its only proof was conclusory
statements that Johnson and Trilogy would have made similar proﬁts. Trilogy
failed to offer into evidence its bid t0 Seastrom for the software portion of the
project, Which would have shown its costs and the proﬁt margin it expected for
that portion 0f the bid. Although Trilogy had a list 0f the software Johnson
supplied Seastrom, there

was n0 showing

as t0

What the costs

t0 Trilogy

would

have been for the software ultimately used by Johnson t0 complete the proj ect. As
such, Trilogy failed t0 persuade the district court of any correspondence between
What its proﬁt would have been and Johnson’s actual proﬁt, and thus failed t0

damages out of the realm 0f speculation. Therefore, the
court did not err when it declined t0 award damages.

take the measure 0f
district

Id. at 847,

172 P.3d

Similarly, here,

at

Gem

its

1122.

State Blaine failed t0 offer into evidence

proﬁts would have been had

Findings of Fact

t0

What

its

costs

and

been awarded the contracts for the work for Brashears

it

& Conclusions 0f Law

any proof as

-

&
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Sons/Shay Construction, Kerry Armstrong, 0r the Animal

Shelter.

In addition, there

evidence before the Court as t0 What UCI’S proﬁts were 0n these projects, other than
a $12,000 loss.

There

Shelter contract that

proof that

Gem

it

is

no evidence

Gem

had

would have not sustained

the

Gem

same

loss.

State Blaine’s business did take a

has since recovered and has had

its

show any correspondence between What

its

Accordingly, the Court ﬁnds that

Gem

sustained

been awarded the Animal

Moreover, there

is

insufﬁcient

UCI performed

services in

downturn during the recession,

highest proﬁt margin to date in 2018.

proﬁt, and thus has failed t0 take the measure 0f its

id.

State Blaine

State Blaine has lost proﬁts during the years that

Blaine County. While

failed t0

that

it

no

is

Gem

it

State Blaine has

proﬁts would have been and UCI’s actual

damages out of the realm 0f speculation. See

State Blaine has failed t0 prove

its

damages With

reasonable certainty.

Trademark Infringement

b.

Gem

State Blaine claims that

UCI

has violated

its

trademark rights t0 the name

Rooﬁng.” UCI spent much brieﬁng and argument claiming
issue;5

0n

however,

Gem

logo, but rather

its

determine whether

State Blaine has

0n

Gem

Rooﬁng,” and whether

5

UCI

also claimed that a

deﬁned

as “any

it

its

made

use 0f the name,

“Gem

it is

State

State

trademark

at

not alleging trademark infringement

Rooﬁng.” Accordingly, the Court

State Blaine has a protectable trademark in the

name “Gem

will

State

has sustained damages from any alleged trademark infringement.

name cannot be trademarked; however,

word, name, symbol, 0r device.” LC.

Findings of Fact

clear that

that the logo is the

“Gem

& Conclusions 0f Law

-

§ 48-501(1

that

argument

fails as

trademarks are speciﬁcally

1).
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i.

Protectable

Trademark

Trademarks are “any word, name, symbol, 0r device
distinguish the goods 0f such person

501(1
state

1);

.

see also 15 U.S.C. § 1127.

.

Trademarks

provides a simpler but similar statutory scheme

is

.

.

used by a person

at

may be
is

Lanham Act

USA,

Idaho Code

48-501,

§

Inc.

PWD

v.

Sys.,

must be ﬁrst used

order t0 gain legal protection.

t0 identify

§

and
48-

et.

seq.7

not required in order to have a valid and enforceable trademark,

state

common

law, or if

Mata]

Tam, 137

v.

LLC, 889 F.3d 441, 449

protects both registered and unregistered trademarks”).

federal law, a trademark

.

registered both federally and With a

registered in a State, under that State’s registration system.

ZW

.

governed by the Lanham Act, While Idaho

and an unregistered trademark can be enforced under

1752—53 (2017);

.

from those manufactured 0r sold by others.” LC.

.

government.6 The federal trademark system

Registration 0f a trademark

.

See

e.g.

274, 398 P.2d 942, 945 (1965); Miller

in connection

has been

S. Ct.

1744,

(8th Cir. 2018) (“The

Under both

state

and

With the sale 0f goods 0r services in

King’s ofBoise, Inc.

v.

it

v.

M. H. King

C0,, 88 Idaho 267,

Glenn Miller Prods., Ina, 454 F.3d 975, 979 (9th

Cir.

2006) (“Registration does not create a mark 0r confer ownership; only use in the marketplace can
establish a

mark”); See Cal. Cooler,

Cir.1985) (“[A] trademark

is

a

Inc.

Loretta Winery, Ltd, 774 F.2d 1451, 1454 (9th

v.

common law property

right that exists independently

0f statutory

provisions for registration”).

6

The evidence shows

that

both parties have registered only their logos. There is n0 evidence before the Court that
name “Gem State Rooﬁng.” However, the Court notes that registration is not required

either party has registered the
t0
7

have a protectable trademark.

“The

intent 0f this act is to provide a

system 0f

state

trademark registration and protection substantially consistent

with the federal system 0f trademark registration and protection under the trademark act 0f 1946, as amended. To
that end, the construction given the federal act should

be examined as persuasive authority for interpreting and

construing this act.” LC. § 48-518.

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions 0f Law

-
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Thus, in order t0 obtain a registered trademark, an applicant must certify that his mark
use.” LC. § 48-503(4). “Use”
the

is

deﬁned

bona ﬁde use of a mark

be in use:

(a)

in the ordinary course

0n goods when

“in

as

of trade, and not made merely

t0 reserve a right in a mark. For the purposes 0f this act, a
t0

is

it is

mark

shall

be deemed

placed in any manner on the goods 0r other

containers or the displays associated therewith or on the tags or labels afﬁxed

0f the goods makes such placement impracticable, then 0n
documents associated with the goods 0r their sale, and the goods are sold or
transported in commerce in this state; and (b) on services When it is used 0r
displayed in the sale 0r advertising 0f services and the services are rendered in
thereto, 0r if the nature

this state.

Here, the unrebutted evidence

There

19803.

is

that

Flynn used the name

“Gem

State

Rooﬁng”

as early as the

insufﬁcient evidence regarding the exact areas he did business in at that time.

is

Silvia did not start using the

There

is

name “Gem

State

Rooﬁng”

in Blaine

insufﬁcient evidence regarding the ﬁrst use 0f the

County

name “Gem

until the late 19903.

State

Rooﬁng”

in the

Blaine County area. However, even if Gem State Blaine was the ﬁrst t0 use the name, the Court

ﬁnds

name “Gem

that the

Rooﬁng”

State

is

not a protectable trademark as

it

is

primarily

geographically descriptive.

Idaho Code § 48-502(2)(e) provides:

A marks

by which

the goods 0r services of any applicant for registration

may

be

distinguished from the goods 0r services 0f others shall not be registered if it:

Consists of a

mark Which:

services 0f the applicant,

them; or

(ii)

applicant

is

of them; 0r

8

“Mark”

under

is

or in connection With the goods 0r

merely descriptive 0r deceptively misdescriptive 0f
in connection with the goods or services of the

primarily geographically descriptive 0r deceptively misdescriptive
primarily merely a surname, provided however, that nothing in

(iii) is

this subsection shall

state

is

When used on

when used 0n or

which has become
of

(i)

may

prevent the registration of a mark used by the applicant

0f the applicant’s goods 0r services. The secretary
accept as evidence that the mark has become distinctive, as used 0n
distinctive

as “any trademark, service mark, collective mark or certiﬁcation mark entitled t0 registration
Whether registered 0r not.” LC. § 48-501(7).

deﬁned

this act

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions 0f Law

-
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0r in connection with the applicant’s goods or services, proof of continuous use

mark by the applicant in this state for the ﬁve
which the claim 0f distinctiveness is made[.]

thereof as a
date 0n

(Emphasis added).

Neither generic nor descriptive terms are protectable without establishing

secondary meaning.
Cir.1984).

(5) years before the

“A mark

20th Century Wear, Inc.

is

descriptive if

it

v.

Sanmark—Stardust Ina, 747 F.2d 81, 87 (2nd

describes: the intended purpose,

ﬁmction 0r use 0f the

goods; the size of the goods; the class of users of the goods; a desirable characteristic of the
goods; or the end effect upon the user.”
1988).

Wynn

mark “imparts information

If the

Stroh Brewery

Oil C0.

directly,

Thomas, 839 F.2d 1183, 1190 (6th

v.

it is

descriptive.”

Anheuser—Busch,

Ca, 587 F.Supp. 330, 335 (E.D.Mo.1984); afﬁrmed 750 F.2d 631

The Lanham Act does not protect primarily geographically
“It is plain that the

Cir.

Inc.

v.

(8th Cir.1984).

descriptive marks.

congressionally established prohibition against registration 0f

geographical names 0r terms basically stems from the realization that most terms
in the vocabulary

expressly

left

0f

this science are generic 0r descriptive.

accessible

to all

potential users those

Thus, Congress has

names 0f subdivisions of the

earth—regions, nations, counties, town, rivers, lakes, and other natural and

units—Which could be employed t0 draw public attention
of a product or the situs 0f a business. It would obviously promote

artiﬁcial geographical
t0 the origin

unfair competition to prescribe for

all

save a single producer the

and thereby preclude other producers 0f the same product

in the

name 0f a

region

same region from

indicating their product’s origin.”

Burke-ParsonS-Bowlby Corp.

Appalachian Log Homes, Ina, 871 F.2d 590, 594 (6th

v.

1989) (citing World Carpets, Inc.

v.

Dick Littrell ’s

New World

Cir.

Carpets, 438 F.2d 482, 485 (5th

Cir.1971)).

Where

it

is

determined that the mark as perceived by potential purchasers describes the

geographic origin 0f the goods the mark
omitted).

is

primarily geographically descriptive.

If there is a possibility that the geographic

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions 0f Law

-

term

is

Id. (citation

“minor, obscure, remote 0r
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unconnected with the goods,” then the mark

may

See Nat’l Lead C0.

primarily geographically descriptive category.

Cir.

v.

word “world”
origin,

Dick

Littrell’s

New World

t0 describe carpets

Wolfe, 223 F.2d 195 (9th

Legislative History 0f the

Carpets, 438 F.2d 482, 486 (5th Cir. 1971) (use 0f

was too broad

and was thus not geographically

made between
“T0

v.

1955) (use 0f word “Dutch” t0 describe paint was not geographical 0r descriptive); World

Carpets, Inc.

The

be protectable and not precluded under the

t0 suggest

any identiﬁable unit or place 0f

descriptive).

Lanham Act

points out that Where a logical connection can be

the product and the geographical term, the term

illustrate, the

word

‘Alaska’

would probably have no

applied to bananas, but applied t0 canned salmon

is

geographically descriptive.

descriptive 0r geographical

would unquestionably have a

meaning

descriptive as

well as geographical meaning.” In re Nantucket, Ina, 677 F.2d 95, 107 (C.C.P.A. 1982).

Though more than a geographic name

is

required in order to meet the “primarily

n0 requirement that the challenger
t0 a trademark demonstrate that the area is noted for the goods in question. The
proper inquiry is “What meaning, if any, does the term convey t0 the public with
respect t0 the goods 0n which the name is used?” When a geographic name is
used 0n goods, it does not represent a single source but refers to the area in which
the goods originated. A “goods/place association” by the public is therefore
geographically descriptive” category, there

is

presumed.

Burke-Parsons-Bowlby Corp, 871 F.2d

at

595

(Citations omitted).

A trademark that is primarily geographically descriptive must have acquired secondary meaning
t0

invoke the protection 0f the

secondary meaning
t0 associate the

Findings of Fact

is

Lanham

Act.

Id.

The purpose 0f requiring

t0 give effect t0 those geographic

goods with a particular place but

& Conclusions 0f Law

-

the establishment 0f

marks Which n0 longer cause the public

t0 associate the

goods with a particular source.
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American Footwear Corp.

v.

The

General Footwear C0. Ltd., 609 F.2d 655 (2nd Cir.1979).

geographical term no longer primarily denotes the geographic area, but With secondary meaning

it

primarily denotes a single source for the product. Id.

Secondary meaning

is

proved When by a preponderance of the evidence

Aloe Cream Laboratories

Milsan, Ina, 423 F.2d 845, 849 (5th Cir. 1970)

is

difﬁcult t0 obtain.

Id.

Absent

direct

must draw reasonable inferences from evidence 0f long-term usage, from

proof, the Court

considerable effort and expenditure of

WLWC

Centers, Inc.

Sales volume, though relevant,

1983).

v.

Direct proof 0f secondary meaning

(citation omitted).

the trademark.

can be determined that

consuming public toward the mark denotes “a single thing coming from a

the attitude 0f the

Single source.”

it

mark by purchasers

as

money toward developing
v.

is

Winners Corp, 563

F.

a reputation and

good

Will for

Supp. 717, 723 (M.D. Tenn.

not necessarily sufﬁcient to indicate recognition 0f the

an indication of the source. Seabrook Foods,

568 F.2d 1342, 1345 (U.S.C.C.P.A.1977).

Inc.

Advertising expense also

standing alone, establish secondary meaning.

Scientiﬁc Applications

Corp, 436 F.Supp. 354, 361 (N.D.Ga.1977).

Where

v.

Bar—Well Foods

Ltd.,

is

relevant but will not,

v.

Energy Conservation

advertising expenditures are required t0

“merely survive” in the competitive market, advertising expenditures cannot be used to prove
secondary meaning.

Which
Scott

results in

Paper C0.

WLWC

Centers, 563 F.Supp. at 724.

However, extensive advertising

consumer association With a single source can establish secondary meaning.

v.

Scott’s Liquid

Gold Ina, 589 F.2d 1225, 1228 (3rd Cir.1978). The duration of

use 0f the mark can establish secondary meaning where the duration
short period.

that the

In

WL WC

Centers, the Court determined that three years

mark had acquired secondary meaning.

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions 0f Law

-

WL WC Centers,

is

more than a

relatively

was insufﬁcient

563 F.Supp.

t0

prove

at 723.
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In Burke-Parsons-Bowlby

v.

Appalachian Log Homes, 871 F.2d 590 (6th

of the registered trademark, “Appalachian Log Structures,” sought

Cir. 1989), the

holder

t0 enjoin a competitor’s

use

of the mark, “Appalachian Log Homes.” The Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals held that the mark

was not a protectable trademark, because
noted that the Appalachian region
the

“Appalachian”

Id. at 594.

states.

was primarily geographically

descriptive.

The court

publicly acknowledged as a distinct, identiﬁable region, and

is

“Appalachian”

regionally descriptive term

Appalachian region.

it

is

used in 132 businesses located in the

Appalachian Log Structures was located in Virginia, one of the

The court

Id. at 595.

also held that there

was insufﬁcient evidence

that

“Appalachian Log Structures” had acquired secondary meaning even though the company had
achieved $2 million in gross sales in about three years and had expended approximately

$100,000 in advertising the mark over the course 0f one year. The court noted that n0 consumer
evidence was submitted and that the evidentiary burden necessary t0 establish secondary

meaning

is substantial.

relevant, there

beyond

Although the advertising expenditures for the mark were

Id. at 596.

was n0 evidence

t0 establish the

as extensive 0r t0 distinguish

it

as

that necessary t0 survive in the market. Id.

Here,

UCI

“Gem

State” in their business names.

provided evidence that there are 387 currently active businesses using the words

for the State of Idaho.

It is

State 0f Idaho, 0r rather, the

the

amount

name “Gem

concludes that

State

Gem

It is

commonly known

undisputed that

“Gem

State.”

Gem

There

that

“Gem

State Blaine provides

is

no evidence

that

Rooﬁng” has acquired secondary meaning.

State

Rooﬁng

is

State”

is

the

nickname

rooﬁng services

Gem

in the

State Blaine’s use of

Accordingly, the Court

geographically descriptive, and as such,

is

not a protectable

trademark.

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions 0f Law

-
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ii.

Even

if

Gem

interest in

it,

State

Damages

Rooﬁng was

a protectable trademark, and

Gem State Blaine has

show

failed t0

it is

Gem

entitled t0

State Blaine

damages under trademark law.

amount of damage.

In a trademark infringement case, a plaintiff must prove both the fact and the

2

J.T.

McCarthy, Trademarks and Unfair Competition

are typically

which the
actual

measured by any

plaintiff

damage

often difﬁcult, a court

is

750 F.2d 903, 918 (Fed.

make

Id. at

Cir. 1984).

for the infringement.

may award damages
1;

Sun Earth Solar Power

Trademark remedies

C0,,

“T0

establish

.

.

Id. at 509.

v.

by

509 (2d

tort

law

.”).

As

with reasonable certainty.

10st

proﬁts

Because proof 0f

lost

”

Inc.,

proﬁts method, a

Lindy Pen C0.

0n other grounds by SunEarth,

v.

Bic

Inc.

v.

Cir. 2016).

principles. 2 J.T.

ed. 1984). (“Plaintiff’s

is

any

Al Bolser’s Tire Stores,

damages under the

(9th Cir. 1993), abrogated

standard under Which the infringer-tortfeasor

.

as well as

based on defendant’s proﬁts 0n the

see also Bandag, Inc.

839 F.3d 1179 (9th

are guided

§ 30:27, at

wrongful act

511 (2d ed. 1984). Damages

a “prima facie showing 0f reasonably forecast proﬁts.

Pen Corp, 982 F.2d 1400, 1407

Competition

51

§ 30:27, at

Which a plaintiff can prove,

would have earned but

theory of unjust enrichment.

plaintiff must

direct injury

had a protectable

McCarthy, Trademarks and Unfair

damages should be measured by the

liable for all injuries

tort

caused t0 plaintiff by the

a general rule, damages Which result from a tort must be established

Dan

B. Dobbs, Remedies § 3.3, at 151 (1973).

The Supreme Court

has held that “[d]amages are not rendered uncertain because they cannot be calculated with
absolute exactness,” yet, a reasonable basis for computation must exist.

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions 0f Law

-

Eastman Kodak C0.

v.
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Many

Southern Photo Materials C0,, 273 U.S. 359, 379, 47 (1927).

monetary award
Foxtrap, Inc.

v.

in infringement cases

when damages

are remote

courts have denied a

and speculative. See generally

Foxtrap, Ina, 671 F.2d 636, 642 (D.C.Cir.1982) (“any award based 0n plaintiffs

damages requires some showing 0f actual

loss”);

Burndy Corp.

F.Supp. 656, 664 (D.C.C0nn.) (“n0 assessment 0f damages
actually proven damages”),

Mego Corp, 523

is

v.

Teledyne Industries, Ina, 584

authorized if

it is

not based 0n

affd 748 F.2d 767 (2d Cir.1984); Invicta Plastics (USA)

Ltd.

v.

F.Supp. 619, 624 (S.D.N.Y.1981) (“damages will not be awarded in the

absence 0f credible evidence demonstrating injury to the plaintiff from defendant’s sales”);
Vuitton et Fils,

discretionary

S.A.

Crown Handbags, 492 F.Supp.

v.

award 0f

either

damages

01‘

1071,

1077 (S.D.N.Y.1979) (“The

proﬁts assumes an evidentiary basis 0n Which t0 rest

such an award. Without such a basis there can be n0 recovery”), affd

mem,

622 F.2d 577 (2d

Cir.1980).

For the reasons

set forth in Section (a)(ii) above, the

failed t0 demonstrate injury as a result

to provide

any evidence as

evidence was that

UCI

t0

Court concludes that

0f UCI’S work in Blaine County.

UCI’S proﬁts and

its

sustained a $12,000 loss on the

UCI

completed.

Accordingly,

Findings of Fact

Gem

As

State Blaine’s proﬁts

such, the Court

ﬁnds

Animal

State Blaine has

State Blaine failed

Instead, the only

Shelter project and that

economic crash. There

would have been had

that

Gem

corresponding losses.

State Blaine experienced a dip in business that coincided With the

evidence as t0 what

Gem

it

Gem
is

no

been awarded the jobs

any damages are remote and speculative.

Gem State Blaine is not entitled t0 damages on its trademark infringement claim.

& Conclusions 0f Law

-
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CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth herein, the Court concludes that although UCI breached the TSA, Gem
State Blaine has failed to show damages for its breach of contract and trademark infringement
claims. The Court finds that neither party prevailed, and thus, neither party is entitled to attorney
fees. Accordingly, the Court will enter a declaratory judgment that UCI breached the TSA, but
Gem State Blaine is not entitled to collect damages or attorney fees.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Signed: 9/17/2019 04:29 PM
_______________________________________________________________________________
SAMUEL A. HOAGLAND
Date
District Judge
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their counsel

Pickens Law, P.A., hereby moves this Court for an award 0f costs
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120(3),

0f record, Terri

and Idaho Rule 0f Civil Procedure 68, against
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Idaho Code
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Terri Pickens Manweiler,
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ISB N0. 5828

PICKENS LAW, P.A.
398
P.O.

S.

9th Street, Suite 240

Box 915

Boise, Idaho 83701

Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099

terri@pickenslawboise.com
Attorneysfor Defendant

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING,

Case No.

CVO 1 - 1 8- 1 343 7

INCORPORATED,

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND
ATTORNEYS’ FEES

Plaintiff,

vs.

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

Defendant United Components Incorporated, dba
through

its

submits

its

is

Gem

attorney of record, Terri Pickens Manweiler of the

Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys’

entitled t0 attorney fees” in its Findings

&

In the alternative,

UCI

is at least

which was

it

Law and

prevailed on

Judgment,

all

UCI

claims in the

on any.
entitled to recover all

July 10, 2019 forward because on July 10, 2019,

Plaintiff,

Pickens Law, P.A., hereby

Conclusions of

should be considered the prevailing party in this case because
lawsuit, while Plaintiff failed t0 prevail

ﬁrm

Rooﬁng (“UCI”) by and

Despite this Court ﬁnding “Neither party

Fees.

0f Fact

State

UCI

of its attorneys’ fees incurred from

submitted a formal Offer of Judgment to

rej ected.

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS’ FEES, Page
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Accordingly, as the prevailing party,
for costs as a matter

party and

is

UCI is seeking costs and attorney fees against Plaintiff

0f right and all attorneys’

entitled t0

Under the circumstances, UCI is the prevailing

fees.

an award 0f costs and attorney fees for successfully

A11 attorneys’ fees and cost incurred in this matter by
incorporated herein

by reference. A11

attorneys” fees

UCI

litigating this matter.

are attached hereto as Exhibit

and costs incurred

of the Rule 68 Offer 0f Judgment are attached hereto as Exhibit

B

A and

in this matter after service

and incorporated herein by

reference.

UCI

I.

IS

ENTITLED TO COSTS AS THE PREVAILING PARTY PURSUANT TO

I.R.C.P. 541d)! 1 1.

Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d)(1), the prevailing party t0 an action
entitled t0 costs. This

is

Court ruled that Plaintiff failed t0 establish damages against UCI, thus

is

UCI

the prevailing party.

A.

COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT
Which costs

I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1) speciﬁes

are allowable as a matter of right.

Those costs

include, without limitation, court ﬁling fees, service 0f process fees, trial exhibit preparation fees,

Witness fees, and travel expenses for Witnesses.
right incurred

by UCI

I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(C).

The

costs as a matter of

are as follows:

AMOUNT

DESCRIPTION
Court Filing Fee: Answer, August

2018.

$140.08

Deposition Transcript Fee: Michelle Flynn

$107.01

Deposition Transcript Fee: Jeff Flynn

$412.76

Service 0f Process: Tracy Felix
Trial

—

8,

Trial

Subpoena

Witness Fee: Tracy Felix

$58.00
$22.25

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS’ FEES, Page 2
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Total Costs as a Matter 0f Right:

UCI

$802.55

seeks reimbursement of their costs as a matter of right in the amount of $802.55.

DISCRETIONARY COSTS

B.

The court

also has discretion to

award

certain discretionary costs pursuant to the Idaho

Rules of Civil Procedure. The relevant portion 0f the I.R.C.P 54(d)(1)(D)
Additional items of cost not enumerated

in,

0r in an

amount

states:

in excess

subparagraph (C), may be allowed upon a showing that
said costs were necessary and exceptional costs reasonably incurred,

0f that

listed in

and should
party.

The

in the interest
trial court, in

costs contained in the

0f justice be assessed against the adverse

ruling

upon objections

memorandum of

costs,

t0

such discretionary

shall

make

express

ﬁndings as to Why such speciﬁc item of discretionary cost should 0r
should not be allowed. ..
.

UCI
II.

is

not seeking reimbursement for any discretionary costs.

UCI IS ENTITLED TO ATTORNEY FEES PURSUANT TO IDAHO

LAW

UCI is the prevailing party for defending the claims against it. The issue here is determining
under What circumstances, and in What amount, should attorney fees be awarded. The issue
incorporates aspects 0f Rule 68 (Offer 0f Judgement) and Rule 54 (Judgements and Costs).

outcome

Will turn

0n the determination of who

prevailing party, and as such be entitled t0

$35,584.00. In the alternate,

UCI

all

is

the prevailing party.

The

UCI should be deemed the

reasonable attorney fees and costs in the amount 0f

should be entitled to attorney fees and costs from the time of its

Offer of Judgment forward. Since the Offer of Judgment was served 0n Plaintiff,

$13,602.00 in attorney fees t0 defend

this litigation.

attorney fees under I.R.C.P. 54(6), Idaho

Code

As

the prevailing party,

§ 12-120(3),

UCI

UCI
is

accrued

entitled to

and I.R.C.P. 68.

A. I.R.C.P. 54(e)

The Idaho Rules 0f
attorney’s fees.

The

Civil Procedure govern

When

a party

is

entitled t0

an award 0f

rule states:

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS’ FEES, Page 3
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In any civil action the court may award reasonable attorney fees, including
paralegal fees, to the prevailing party or parties as defined in Rule 54(d)(1)(B),
when provided for by any statute or contract.
I.R.C.P. 54(e).
In this case, UCI is the prevailing party. To determine who prevails, the court must comply
with the rules of civil procedure, which state in relevant part:
In determining which party to an action is a prevailing party and entitled to costs,
the trial court must, in its sound discretion, consider the relief sought by the
respective parties. The trial court may determine that a party to an action prevailed
in part and did not prevail in part, and on so finding may apportion the costs
between and among the parties in a fair and equitable manner after considering all
of the issues and claims involved in the action and the resulting judgment or
judgments obtained.
I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(B). In determining which party prevailed where there are claims and
counterclaims between opposing parties, the court determines who prevailed “in the action”; that
is, the prevailing party question is examined and determined from an overall view, not a claim-byclaim analysis. Eighteen Mile Ranch, LLC v. Nord Excavating & Paving, Inc., 141 Idaho 716,
718-19, 117 P.3d 130, 132-33 (2005).
A trial court’s determination as to which party, if any, prevailed, is discretionary. Holmes
v. Holmes, 125 Idaho 784, 787, 874 P. 2d 595 (Ct. App. 1994), citing Badell v. Badell, 122 Idaho
442, 450, 835 P.2d 677, 685 (Ct.App. 1992). The exercise of that discretion is guided by I.R.C.P.
54(d)(1)(B). For this determination a court does not adopt a claim by claim analysis, but rather the
question is examined and determined from a comprehensive view, looking at the success overall.
Eighteen Mile Ranch, 141 Idaho at 719, 117 P.3d at 133 (2005). Some specific considerations can
include the award compared to what was sought, what other damages were recoverable, and the
extent to which the parties had a choice in proceeding to trial. Zenner v. Holcomb, 147 Idaho 444,
447, 210 P.3d 552, 555 (2009). The prevailing party analysis includes offers of judgment, though
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it is

not the most signiﬁcant factor in the prevailing party analysis. Polk

v.

Larrabee, 135 Idaho

303, 3 13.

When reviewing Whether a trial
determination, a three-step inquiry

court abused

is

employed:

its

(1)

discretion in the prevailing party analysis and

whether the

trial

court properly perceived the

issue as one of discretion; (2) Whether that court acted Within the outer boundaries of such

discretion and consistently With any legal standards applicable to speciﬁc choices; and (3) Whether

the court reached

its

decision by the exercise 0f reason. Idaho Military Historical Soc’y, Inc.

v.

Maslen, 156 Idaho 624, 329 P.3d 1072 (2014). Prevailing party determinations are rarely disturbed

on appeal. Shore

v.

Peterson, 146 Idaho 903, 915, 204 P.3d 1114, 1125 (2009).

In the present case, Plaintiff

(Gem

State) sued

UCI, UCI prevailed on

all

claims, yet this

Court made a ﬁnding that neither party prevailed. This prevailing party determination
inappropriate.

UCI was

clearly the prevailing party,

0f discretion by the Court. If this Court

relies

and

t0 issue a decision otherwise is

0n the theory

that

UCI

is

an abuse

“breached the Trademark

Settlement Agreement” as set forth in the Findings of Fact and Conclusions 0f Law, as a factor in

determining prevailing party,

breach of contract.

It

UCI

urges this Court t0 review the Idaho Civil Jury Instruction 0n

states as follows:

INSTRUCTION NO.

_

The plaintiff has

the burden of proving each of the following propositions:

A contract existed between plaintiff and defendant;

1.

The defendant breached the

2.

contract;

4.

The plaintiff has been damaged 0n account of the breach; and
The amount 0f the damages.

If

you ﬁnd from your consideration 0f

3.

all

the evidence that each 0f the

propositions required 0fthe plaintiffhas been proved, then you must consider the issue

0f the afﬁnnative defenses raised by the defendant and explained in the next
instruction. If you ﬁnd from your consideration 0f all the evidence that any of the
propositions in this instruction has not been proved, your verdict should be for the
defendant.

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS’ FEES, Page 5
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IDJI 6.10.1 (emphasis added). As this Court can see, breach is not a recoverable cause of action
without (1) damages as a result, that have been (2) proven in a specific amount. To make a finding
that UCI was not prevailing because it “breached” would be an abuse of discretion because it
would be outside the bounds of what a jury in Idaho would be able to decide according to IDJI
6.10.1.
Gem State sued UCI for breach of the Trademark Settlement Agreement. Gem State
further claimed that UCI committed trademark infringement. Finally, Gem State claimed that it
was entitled to injunctive relief, as well as two-hundred and twenty thousand dollars ($220,000)
in monetary damages. UCI successfully defended against the trademark infringement claim. UCI
successfully defended against Gem State’s request for a permanent injunction. And lastly, UCI
successfully defended against Gem State’s claim for monetary damages. Gem State was denied
any form of injunctive relief. Essentially, Gem State did not prevail on a single issue in the Court’s
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law or Judgment, yet UCI was deemed not the prevailing
party. UCI submits this is in error.
1.

Looking at the Case as a Whole: Non-liability as a Consideration in
Prevailing Party Analysis.

In the prevailing party analysis, a court should not be assessing on a claim by claim basis,
but rather looking at the case in whole. In the case Eighteen Mile it expands on this analysis point
and directs the court to look at what is successfully defended against in the entire case. In Eighteen
Mile, the trial court determined that although the defendants had successfully defended against
plaintiff's complaint, because they recovered only a small portion of what they desired on their
counterclaim, they were not prevailing parties. This was considered by the appellate court as an
abuse of discretion. The determination was reversed, and the appeals court emphasized that a
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defendant’s non-liability is evidence that it is the prevailing party. Eighteen Mile, 141 Idaho at
719, 117 P.3d at 133; Shore v. Peterson, 146 Idaho 903, 914, 204 P.3d 1114, 1125 (2009).
The facts of Eighteen Mile parallel the facts in the present case and strongly support a
finding of prevailing party status. UCI successfully defended against every claim in the lawsuit
brought against it, resulting in a Judgment awarding Plaintiff no damages, no injunctive relief, in
fact no relief whatsoever. These facts mirror Eighteen Mile, where the defendants successfully
defended against Plaintiff’s complaint in its entirety. As articulated in Eighteen Mile, non-liability
is an indication that a party has prevailed and is included in that analysis. UCI was not liable on
any of the counts brought against it, and yet this Court found that UCI was not a prevailing party.
This decision of the Court should be reversed and a finding that UCI was the prevailing party
should be made.
2.

Damages Claimed Versus Awarded as a Consideration in Prevailing
Party Analysis

Another consideration that would favor UCI being found the prevailing party is to look at
what damages were claimed versus what damages were actually awarded. In Crumps v. Bromley,
148 Idaho 172, 219 P.3d 1188 (2009) after “considering the amount claimed by the Crumps and
the amount settled for in the stipulated judgment, and the foregoing authorities, the court properly
concluded that the Crumps were not a prevailing party in the action, but rather Bromley was, at
least in part.” Id., 148 Idaho at 175, 219 P.3d at 1191. This case outcome illustrates another
component in the prevailing party analysis that should favor UCI.
In the Crumps case, the trial court drew a distinction between the amount claimed, and the
amount of the judgment and how that influenced the prevailing party analysis. Crumps sought twothousand eight-hundred and twenty dollars ($2,820) in damages and recovered six hundred ($600),
while Bromley sought four hundred ($400) and was awarded four hundred ($400). The appellate
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court held that, based on that respective monetary outcomes, the trial court was within its discretion
to determine that Crumps was not the prevailing party but rather Bromley was. In the present case,
Gem State sought two-hundred and twenty thousand dollars ($220,000) and was awarded zero (0).
Gem State completely failed in proving its damages claim, while UCI succeeded in defending
against the action. If this Court applied the same analysis from Crumps, identifying what was
claimed versus what was awarded, this Court should determine that UCI is the prevailing party.
3.

Offers of Judgement Are a Consideration in Prevailing Party Analysis

UCI’s Offer of Judgment before trial should be a consideration in determining whether
UCI was the prevailing party. In the case Zenner v. Holcomb, 147 Idaho 444, 447, 210 P.3d 552,
555 (2009), the Idaho Supreme Court confirmed that offers of judgment should be considered as
factors in the prevailing party analysis. Id., 147 Idaho at 447, 210 P.3d at 555.
In the present case, there was an Offer for Judgment submitted by UCI in the amount of
five thousand dollars ($5,000) to Gem State. The award to Gem State was zero ($0). The fact that
UCI made an Offer of Judgment should be considered by this Court in determining the prevailing
party. Additionally, because Gem State had an offer to consider (more than the zero it was
awarded) had it acted reasonably and assessed the merits of its case, Gem State should have
accepted the offer and an entire trial could have been avoided. Trial was not the only option to the
parties. In accordance with the reasoning in Zenner, the Offer of Judgment should weigh in favor
of UCI being held to be the prevailing party.
Even though prevailing party determinations are rarely reversed, this is a clear case of
abuse of discretion in which a reversal would be appropriate. UCI successfully defended against
every claim and all damages and they submitted an offer of judgment for a reasonable amount
prior to trial. There is no clear reason, other than abuse of discretion, that they should not be the
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prevailing party. Accordingly,

that

UCI was

is

Code

its initial

ﬁnding

§ 12-120(3).

entitled t0

an award of attorneys’ fees pursuant to

compels an award of attorney fees

The

transaction.

respectfully requests that this Court reverse

not the prevailing party.

B. Idaho

UCI

UCI

t0 the prevailing party in

statute.

Idaho Code § 12-120(3)

an action to recover on a commercial

statute states:

In any civil action t0 recover

0n an open account, account

stated, note, bill,

negotiable instrument, guaranty, or contract relating t0 the purchase or sale

0f goods, wares, merchandise, or services and in any commercial transaction
by law, the prevailing party shall be allowed a

unless otherwise provided

reasonable attorney’s fee to be set by the court, to be taxed and collected as
costs.

transaction” is deﬁned to mean all transactions
except transactions for personal 0r household purposes. The term “party”

The term “commercial
is

deﬁned

t0

mean any

person, partnership, corporation, association, private

organization, the state of Idaho or political subdivision thereof.

LC.

§ 12-120(3)

T0
claim

(emphasis added).

prevail under I.C. §12-120(3), the commercial transaction

at issue.

Great Plains Equip,

Inc.

v.

Nw. Pipeline

472 (2001). To determine ifthe commercial transaction

may 100k t0

“Whether the transaction

is

is

C0., 36 P.3d 218, 224, 136 Idaho 466,

actually the

integral t0 the claim,

the basis of the party’s theory of recovery

0n

must be the gravamen 0f the

that claim.”

gravamen of a claim, a court

and Whether the transaction serves as

Sims

v.

Jacobson, 342 P.3d 907, 912,

157 Idaho 980, 985 (2015).
In this case, the

gravamen of the claims

The Trademark Settlement Agreement
12-120(3).

The remainder of the

related t0 the

constitutes a

Trademark Settlement Agreement.

commercial transaction for purposes of LC.

§

claim, trademark infringement, also stems from the commercial
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nature 0f the parties’ respective businesses.

Thus, the entirety of the lawsuit stemmed from a

commercial transaction, warranting an award of attorneys” fees

t0 the prevailing party.

Defendant accrued $35,584.00 in attorney fees throughout the pendency of this
as

more thoroughly

listed in the attached Exhibit

A.

In

making an award of attorney

Court should consider several factors in determining the amount of such

Zenner

v.

Holcomb, 210 P.2d 552, 558-559 (Idaho 2009).

Afﬁdavit of Terri Pickens Manweiler in Support of

litigation,

fees.

fees, the

I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3);

These factors are addressed in the

Memorandum of Costs and

Attorney Fees,

ﬁled concurrently herewith.
C. I.R.C.P. 68
In addition to being entitled to an

Code Section

12, 120(3),

UCI

is

award of costs and

fees pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54

entitled t0 recover its costs,

and Idaho

and attorneys” fees taxed as

costs,

pursuant t0 Rule 68.
In cases involving claims for monetary damages, any costs under Rule 54(d)(1)

awarded against offeree must be based upon a comparison 0f the

offer

and the

“adjusted award.”

If the adjusted
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

I.R.C.P. 68.

award obtained by the offeree is less than the offer, then:
The offeree must pay those costs of the offeror as allowed under
Rule 54(d)(1), incurred after making the offer;
The offeror must pay those costs of the offeree as allowed under
Rule 54(d)(1), incurred before the making 0f the offer; and
the offeror is not be [sic] liable for costs and attorney fees of the
offeree awardable under Rules 54(d)(1) and 54(e)(1) incurred after
the making of the offer.

Rule 68 applies only t0 offers made by defendant and only

the plaintiff. Zenner, 558 (quoting Jones

(1 991)).

judgments obtained by

Berezay, 120 Idaho 332, 334, 815 P.2d 1072, 1074

Rule 68 in effect mandates an award of costs Where an offeror makes an offer ofjudgment

that is rejected

offer.

v.

to

by the

See Evans

v.

offeree and the ultimate result

is less

favorable t0 the offeree than

Sawtooth Partners, 111 Idaho 381, 387, 723 P.2d 925, 931
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Masters

v.

Dewey, 109 Idaho 576, 580, 709 P.2d

149, 153 (Ct.

ofRule 68 are satisﬁed, the award 0f costs incurred after the offer is made
of costs t0 a prevailing party under rule 54(d)(1)
discretionary,

i.e.,

“shall

Masters, 109 Idaho

at

be allowed

is

broad.

When the

App. 1985).

It

unless otherwise ordered

is

mandatory. The award

includes

by

conditions

all costs,

but

is

also

the court.” I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1).

580, 709 P.2d at 153 (emphasis added); Stewart

v.

McKarnin, 141 Idaho

930, 932, 120 P.3d 748, 750 (Ct. App. 2005).
In the present case,

Gem State sought monetary relief in the form 0f money damages in the

amount 0f $220,000. Pursuant

ﬁve thousand
to trial.

dollars ($5,000).

The Judgment

t0

Rule 68,

The

offer

UCI

was not accepted by

resulted in a denial for

Judgment was more favorable than

submitted an Offer 0f Judgment in the amount 0f

all relief

this Court’s

not

amend its prevailing party ﬁnding, UCI

costs

is,

and post Offer 0f Judgment attorneys’

set forth in Exhibit

DATED:

B

attached hereto, in the

September

at a

fees.

sought by

Judgment,

attorney’s fees that are taxed as costs pursuant t0 Idaho

Gem

Gem

UCI

is

Code Section

minimum,

State

and the case proceeded

State.

Because the Offer 0f

entitled t0 costs, including

12-120(3). If this Court does

entitled t0 its post Offer

The post Offer of Judgement

0f Judgment

attorneys’ fees are

amount 0f $13,602.00.

19, 2019.

PICKENS LAW, P.A.

By

/s/ Terri

Pickens Manweiler

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

Of the Firm

Attorneys for Defendant
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STATE OF IDAHO

)

ss.

County 0f Ada

)

TERRI PICKENS MANWEILER,
I

am

being ﬁrst duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:

the attorney for Defendant in the above-entitled action and, as such,

I

am

better

informed as t0 the items charged in the memorandum, including Exhibits A and B attached hereto,
than the Defendant. To the best of my knowledge and belief, the items are correct and the costs
claimed are in compliance with Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.

/s/ Terri

Pickens Manweiler

TERRI PICKENS MANWEILER

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on September

19,

2019.

Immwi
4?;

£9:

“522

m

ZWES‘Z'W,‘

:5

g

/s/ Nicole

Pickens

Notary Public for the State 0f Idaho
Residence: Boise, Idaho
Commission Expires:
12/15/2024

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that 0n September 19, 2019, I electronically served the foregoing
document using the iCourt E-File system, which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following

persons:

McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC

Ryan
P.O.

T.

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

U
U
U
E

First Class

Mail

Facsimile — 208.895. 1270

Hand Delivery
iCourts — rvan@mcfarlandritter.com

/s/ Terri

Terri Pickens
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Date

Staff

TIE

6/28/201 8

TRP

T

6/29/2018

TRP

T

Durthy

Description

Analyze and review Demand Letter and Trademark Settlement
Agreement; Meet with clients to discuss the same and issues
with Gem State Roofing - Hailey; Email from client with
customer information.
Draft

response

demand

to

TRP

T

Telephone conference with

Gem

from Ryan McFarland; Email
Finalize and serve letter.

1

$270.00

1

$270.00

and comment;

to client for review

7/30/2018

letter

Amount

new

client regarding

lawsuit filed by

0.5

$135.00

State Roofing Blaine County; Analyze and revise

Summons and

Complaint and United Components'

billing

invoices for Blaine County.

8/08/201 8

SNP

T

Review complaint and

Access Secretary

exhibits attached.

of

1

$200.00

State Website for trademark registration search and business

search. Review Idaho Statutes for trademark infringement
authority,

access Federal Code

infringement as cited

in

re patent

and trademark

Complaint. Draft Answer, give to

TPM

for review.

8/08/2018
8/14/2018

TRP
TRP

T
T

Defendant's Answer to

Review and

finalize

Emails with

client regarding status of

Plaintiff's

Complaint.

Answer; Email answer

to

0.4

$108.00

0.1

$27.00

0.1

$7.00

0.1

$27.00

0.6

$120.00

0.1

$27.00

0.2

$54.00

1

$200.00

1

$200.00

client.

8/23/201 8

TRP

T

Review and

8/27/2018

TRP

T

Review Notice

9/03/2018

SNP
TRP

T

First draft of initial

9/05/2018

T

1/2018

TRP

T

Request

Review

SNP

First

for Trial Setting.

of Scheduling Conference.

discovery requests to

Review email from
Confer with

9/1

file

client with

Plaintiff.

questions on status of case;

on matter.

Set of Discovery to United Components; Forward

to client for review.

Gem

SNP
SNP
SNP

T

Begin responses to

T

Continue drafting our

T

Receive email from

T

Finish discovery responses, prep

10/04/2018

SNP
TRP

T

Review and approve

10/04/2018

LAL

T

9/12/2018
9/14/2018
9/24/2018
10/02/2018

State Discovery Requests.

initial

client,

discovery to

Plaintiff.

review documents provided.

docs

0.6

for bates stamping.

Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning;
Emails with counsel regarding the same.
Draft Stipulation for Scheduling; email

same

to

1

$120.00
$200.00

0.3

$81 .00

opposing

0.3

$21 .00

for review.

0.7

$140.00

0.2

$54.00

0.4

$108.00

0.1

$27.00

counseh
10/08/2018
10/09/2018
10/1 1/2018

SNP
TRP
TRP

TPM

T

Finalize

T

Telephone conference with Kerry regarding settlement options.

T

initial

discovery requests, give to

Prepare and send 408 Offer of Settlement to counsel for

Gem

State Roofing Hailey.

10/12/2018

TRP

T

Analyze and review Scheduling Order

for

Gem

State Roofing

lawsuit.
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Date

Staff

TIE

10/12/2018
10/17/2018

TRP

T

10/22/201 8

TRP

T

10/23/201 8

TRP

Dur/Qty

Amount

Analyze and review Second Set of Interrogatories and
Requests for Production to United Components, Inc.

0.2

$54.00

Review Meet and Confer: Gem State Roofing v. UCI; Email
counsel to set up discussion regarding the same.

0.2

$54.00

0.3

$81.00

0.7

$189.00

Description

Emails with

client regarding

discovery issues and counteroffer

Review Meet and Confer
conference regarding the same.

letter prior to

rejection;

10/24/201 8

TRP

Attend Meet and Confer with counsel for

Review

Gem

telephone

State Roofing;

up email from counsel regarding deadline

follow

for

supplementing discovery.
10/31/2018

TRP

Begin working on Supplemental Responses to Interrogatories,
Requests for Production and Requests for Admission.

0.5

$135.00

11/05/201 8

TRP

First Supplemental Responses to
Requests for Production and Requests for
Admission; Request Additional Documents from client; Email

1.4

$378.00

0.4

$108.00

Draft

and revise

Interrogatories,

Verification to client to sign.

11/06/2018

TRP

Finalize

Supplemental Responses to Discovery; Emails with
page; Serve supplemental responses.

client with verification

11/07/2018

TRP

Emails with

Gem

client regarding additional

discovery requests to

State Roofing Hailey; Begin preparing

Interrogatories

and Requests

Second Set

Gem

for Production to

$270.00

of

State

Hailey.

11/08/2018

LAL

Draft/serve Notice of Errata--Defendant's
Interrogatories

and Requests

Second
Documents

for Production of

0.2

$14.00

0.1

$27.00

0.6

$107.00

0.1

$27.00

to

Plaintiff;

11/08/2018

TRP

11/16/2018

SNP

Emails with

client regarding

discovery responses served.

Review second discovery requests, discuss
client for information.

with

TPM,

email

Begin drafting responses.

11/19/2018

TRP

Analyze and review Second Meet and Confer Letter from
McFarland.

11/19/2018

SNP

Review

documents and email received. Organize
work in chronological order, bates stamp, prepare

$400.00

client

invoices for

for production.

Emails with

client regarding additional

information needed. Finalize responses to

Discovery, draft Notice of Service,

filed

Second Set of
and serve on

with Court

counsel. Begin drafting supplemental discovery responses.

11/20/2018

SNP

Review Meet and Confer

letter, draft

supplemental responses,

1.3

$260.00

emails with client for additional information. Bates stamp

documents

to

submit via supplement. Give

to

TPM

for review.

11/21/2018

SNP

Review correspondence and subpoenas from opposing
counseL

0.3

$60.00

11/21/2018

SNP

Draft Notice of Service and file with court. Submit Second
Supplemental Responses, with bates docs, to counsel. Email

0.7

$140.00
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Date

Staff

11/21/2018

TIE

Description
copies to

Dur/Qty

Amount

client.

11/26/2018

TRP

Review proposed Subpoenas from Ryan McFarland for Blaine
County businesses; Emails with Kerry regarding the same.

0.3

$81.00

11/28/2018

TRP

Analyze and review Notice of Depo--Michelle Flynn; Review
letter from McFarland regarding additional subpoenas.

0.4

$108.00

11/28/2018

TRP

Telephone conference with Jeff Flynn regarding deposition of
Michelle Flynn and outstanding discovery issues.

0.4

$108.00

12/06/2018

LAL

Analyze and review Plaintiff's Responses to Second Set of
Interrogatories and Requests for Production.

0.7

$49.00

12/07/2018

TRP

Emails with counsel Hickman regarding deposition dates for

0.3

$81 .00

0.1

$27.00

0.3

$81 .00

Jeff Flynn.

12/10/2018

TRP

Emails with

Lori

Hickman and

client regarding

scheduling

deposition of Jeff F|ynn.,
12/1 1/2018

TRP

Telephone

call to Jeff

with Kerrie

and counsel regarding the same.

Flynn regarding deposition dates; Emails

12/12/2018

TRP

Analyze and review Amended Notice of Deposition of Michelle
Flynn and Subpoena Duces Tecum for Michelle Flynn.

0.2

$54.00

12/13/2018

TRP

Emails with

client regarding deposition of Jeff Flynn.

0.1

$27.00

12/19/2018

TRP

Emails with

client regarding

0.1

$27.00

12/20/2018

TRP

Attend the deposition of Jeff Flynn; Emails with Kerrie
regarding deposition of Kerrie Kuhn.

5.2

$1 ,404.00

12/21/2018

TRP

Attend deposition of Michelle Flynn.

1.8

$486.00

1/02/2019

TRP

Review deposition
Confer with

1/04/2019

SNP

SNP

upcoming deposition

transcripts of Jeff Flynn

on motion

for

Review Deposition Transcript

of Jeff Flynn.

and Michelle Flynn;

1

$270.00

1

$200.00

summary judgment.

of Michelle Flynn.

Review

Deposition Transcript of Jeff Flynn. Highlight items on each to
incorporate into deposition

summary

summary. Begin deposition

of Michelle.

SNP

1/07/201 9

TRP

Confer with
judgment.

1/07/2019

SNP

Finish drafting Deposition

on strategies

motion for

summary

0.3

$81 .00

0.3

$60.00

Review third party subpoenas from Ryan McFarland, access
to see if documents were produced as a result of
subpoenas, email to LAL to obtain copies of documents.

0.3

$60.00

Deposition

Summary

for

Summary

of Michelle Flynn. Draft

of Jeff Flynn. Begin drafting Motion for

Summary Judgment.
1/09/2019

SNP

file

1/10/2019

SNP

Read through Jeff and Michelle depo transcripts for documents
requested to be produced.

0.7

$140.00

1/17/2019

TRP

Email from client regarding Meridian Building Department

0.1

$27.00

1/18/2019

SNP

Begin review of thumbdrive of documents from
subpoenas.

1.3

$260.00
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Date

Staff

TIE

1/18/2019
1/29/2019

SNP

T

Durthy

Amount

1.2

$240.00

SNP on

0.3

$81.00

Summary

0.5

$135.00

Description
Create chart and timeline of Secretary of State filings and
Trademark Filings to incorporate into motion for summary
judgment. Compile additional documents to submit via
discovery.

1/29/201 9

TRP

Review

Gem

Compel; Confer with

State's Motion to

preparing objection.

2/07/201 9

TRP

2/08/201 9

SNP

Analyze and review Gem State's Motion for Partial
Judgment; Emails with client regarding the same.

Continue work on Motion for Summary Judgment, draft legal
show cross motion for summary judgment.
Finalize trademark timeline to input into argument section.

$200.00

standard to

Research Trademark Infringement for federally registered
trademarks and state registered trademarks. Review US Code
and Idaho Statute regarding trademark infringement. Finalize
breach of contract portion of argument and breach of covenant
of good faith and fair dealing. Read through Plaintiff's Motion
for Partial Summary Judgment.
2/09/201 9

SNP

Research Unjust Enrichment, Permanent Injunction,
incorporate into legal argument. Draft Statement of Facts
based off of deposition transcripts, draft Declaration of TPM,

$600.00

attach exhibits, draft Declaration of Jeff Flynn, attach exhibits.
Finalize

2/11/2019

SNP

and submit

confer letters

for review.

to Compel, Memorandum, two
Begin drafting response. Review meet and
to determine if information sought was properly

requested prior to

TRP

TPM

Read through Motion
declarations.

2/12/2019

to

filing

$200.00

motion.

Review Plaintiff's Amended Notice of Hearing re Motion to
Compel and our Notice of Hearing for Motions for Summary

0.2

$54.00

0.5

$135.00

0.4

$80.00

0.8

$160.00

Judgment.
2/1

3/2019

TRP

Review and

memo

in

direct for
2/1

3/2019

SNP

finalize

our cross motion for

support and declarations of

summary judgment,

TPM

and

Jeff Flynn,

filing.

Finalize Declarations

and

Summary Judgment. Give

Memo
to

Support of Cross Motion for
to file with court and serve

in

LAL

on counsel.
2/14/2019

SNP

Email client regarding document production for Motion to

Compel. Continue working on opposition to Motion
Review rules for 'meet and confer‘ requirements.
2/1

9/2019

SNP

Finalize Opposition to Motion to

opposition to Motion for Partial

2/21/2019

SNP

Review Statement

to

Compel.

Compel. Begin work on

$200.00

Summary Judgment.

response statement of facts
and declaration of Jeff
Flynn. Review Customer Estimates and Invoices attached to
Summary Judgment Declarations that allegedly show breach
of Facts, draft

$600.00

with citations to deposition transcript

Page No.
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Date

Staff

TIE

Durthy

Description

Amount

Agreement, review client notes for each
customer, draft argument as to how those customers do not
constitute a breach of trademark settlement agreement.

2/21/2019

of Settlement

2/22/201 9

SNP

Continue work on opposition to MSJ, draft statement of facts
response to Plaintiff's statement of facts, incorporate into
supplemental declaration of Jeff Flynn. Begin research on
successor liability.

2/25/201 9

SNP

Research successor liability and exceptions, incorporate case
into legal argument portion of opposition to cross motion
for summary judgment. Review email from client with

$800.00

in

1.5

$300.00

1.6

$320.00

2.5

$500.00

2.5

$500.00

Review and revise Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Summary
Judgment and Supplemental Declaration of TPM in support;
Review and revise Objection to Motion to Compel.

0.4

$108.00

Emails with Kerrie regarding declaration, revise declaration and

0.2

$40.00

law

attachments.
2/26/201 9

2/27/201 9

SNP
SNP

Review documents and
documents from emails

CD
to

brought

SNP

in

Finalize Opposition to Motion for Partial

Finalize Declaration of

TPM,

client.

Coordinate

discovery.

Summary Judgment,

TPM.

begin declaration of Jeff Flynn and
2/28/201 9

by

in

supplement

attach exhibits. Attach exhibit to

Jeff Flynn Declaration. Incorporate into

Memorandum

in

Plaintiff's MPSJ. Draft Third Supplemental
Responses, provide Laurie documents to bates stamp for
production. Review email from client with additional
documentation to produce.

Opposition to

3/01/2019

TRP

3/01/2019

SNP

submit.

3/04/201 9

SNP

Finalize Motion for

Summary Judgment and Response

$800.00

to

Motion to Compel. Finalize discovery responses and prepare
for serving on counsel. Review opposition to our MSJ, begin

Reply in Further Support of MSJ. Review and research
standards regarding declarations, affidavits, statements to
support contentions of client.
drafting

MSJ

3/11/2019

SNP

3/11/2019

TRP

Finalize Reply
Judgment.

in

Further Support of Motion for

Review and revise Reply

In

Summary

Further Support of Motion for

$400.00

0.3

$81.00

0.4

$28.00

0.7

$189.00

Summary Judgment.
3/12/2019

LAL

Draft/eFile Motion to Strike

March

11,

2019

Affidavit of Rick

Silvia;

3/12/2019

TRP

Analyze and review Gem State's Reply in Further Support of
their motion for summary judgment and Affidavit of Richard
Silva in support; Review and file Motion to Strike Affidavit of
Richard Silva for late filing; Emails with Kerrie regarding
upcoming hearing.

Page No.

5

000668

Dur/Qty

Amount

0.3

$81 .00

2

$540.00

0.1

$27.00

0.2

$54.00

0.3

$81 .00

0.3

$60.00

Emails with clerk and counsel regarding actual deadline for
discovery responses.

0.2

$54.00

Review

0.2

$54.00

1

$270.00

1.1

$220.00

0.5

$135.00

0.2

$54.00

0.3

$81.00

0.7

$140.00

Date

Staff

TIE

3/15/2019

TRP
TRP

T

Review Reply

T

Plan and prepare for hearings on motion to compel and

3/19/2019

Description

motions for

3/20/2019

TRP

T

Further Support of Motion to Compel.

in

summary judgment; Attend

hearings.

P's Motion to

Review Proposed Order Granting

Compel; Work

with LL to get supplemental responses for service.

3/25/2019

TRP

T

Review signed Order Granting Motion
same.

to

Compel; Email from

client regarding the

4/02/2019

TRP

T

Emails with clerk and counsel McFarland regarding error in
State Roofing v. UCI regarding incorrect date no discovery

Gem

order.

4/02/2019

SNP

T

4/03/2019

TRP

T

Emails between counsel and court
compel order.

clerk regarding motion to

filing

4/08/2019

TRP

T

4/17/2019

TRP

T

Plaintiff's

Supplemental Responses to Interrogatories
and First Supplemental
Responses to Second Set of Interrogatories and Requests for
Production; Email draft to Kerrie for review and approve;
Finalize and serve.
Finalize Fourth

and Requests

4/26/2019

SNP

T

for Production

Review decision
witnesses and

4/26/2019

TRP

T

TRP

T

5/03/2019

TRP

T

of court regarding

trial

MSJ. Discuss with

trial.

Emails with Kerrie on Memorandum Decision and Order and
issues remaining for trial.
Email and

letter

from Ryan McFarland with 408 offer of

settlement; Emails with client regarding the

5/06/2019

SNP

T

Review Lay Witness Disclosure,
individuals disclosed

5/06/2019

TRP

T

TPM

strategy.

Review Memorandum Decision and Order on Cross Motions for
Summary Judgment; Confer with SNP on trial strategies and
disclosures for

5/01/2019

Witness Disclosure.

in

revise.

same.

Compare

to

discovery, statements of employees.

Prep

for filing.

Draft

and revise Lay Witness Disclosure; Review with

SNP

for

1

$270.00

additions; File with court.

5/31/2019

TRP

T

Analyze and review Motion for Sanctions and Declarations of
Ryan McFarland and Rick Silva in support; Begin drafting
Objection to Motion for Sanctions and Declaration of Terri
Pickens Manweiler in response.

0.6

$162.00

6/05/2019

SNP

T

Review Motion

0.9

$180.00

for Sanctions, Affidavit of Rick, Affidavit of

Ryan.

Begin drafting objection and declaration of TPM. Review

documents attached
produced

in

to

McFarland

Affidavit with

discovery. Research jobs

in

documents

Blaine County per

Building Permit registration, note no jobs for UCI, note jobs

Page No.

6

000669

Date

Staff

6/11/2019

TIE

Description

Gem

done by

6/05/201 9

TRP

Review and

finalize objection to

Declaration of
6/1

7/2019

TRP

DurIQty

Amount

0.3

$81.00

0.5

$135.00

State.

motion for sanctions and

TPM.

Emails with client regarding emails for document production;
Review McFarland's corrected affidavit and reply in support of
sanctions.

6/1

9/2019

SNP

Review McFarland Reply

Amended

in

Further Support of Sanctions and

Declaration. Brief review of

argument

Brief in Opposition to Sanctions. Attend hearing

in

$400.00

Defendants

on Motion

for

Sanctions.

6/20/201 9
6/20/201 9

TRP
SNP

Draft

Proposed Order Granting

Review

Plaintiff's

Motion for Sanctions.

Proposed Order on Sanctions, edit, give to
redlined version to court and counsel via
iCourts and email. Compile notes from hearing and email TPM
status of case. Review email from counsel with proposed order
to court and argument in support. Emails from counsel
Plaintiff's

0.2

$54.00

1.4

$280.00

0.2

$40.00

2.5

$500.00

0.5

$135.00

1.5

$300.00

TPM. Submit TPM

requesting electronic information. Email from counsel

regarding stipulation to vacate pre

discuss with

6/21/2019

SNP

Emails regarding proposed order
account info.

6/24/201 9

SNP

Review Order

Memo

in

to

for sanctions

and request

for

Motion for Reconsideration,

for Sanctions, draft

Support of Motion

status conference,
counsel to file.

trial

TPM, submit approval

for Reconsideration, Declaration of

Kerrie, Declaration of Terri, Notice of Hearing. File with court

and serve on counsel.
6/24/201 9

TRP

Analyze and review Order on sanctions; Telephone conference
with Bar Counsel regarding the same; Revise and finalize
Motion for Reconsideration and Motion for Protective Order.

6/25/201 9

SNP

Attend Pre

Trial

Status Conference, review trademark

settlement agreement for reference to asphalt work prohibited.

Compare

invoices and estimates for Blaine County work to

Building Permit records for

Plaintiff. Identify

possible

recoverable amount for each project.
6/25/201 9

TRP

6/27/201 9

SNP

Emails with clerk regarding hearing; Attend status conference.

Meet with Kerrie and

Jeff,

email Kerrie with

trial info.

$324.00

Review

$0.00

emails to and from Digital Analyst.
6/27/201 9

TRP

Meet with

clients to

go over Order Granting Motion

for

1.1

$297.00

Sanctions; Emails with McFarland and computer analyst to

schedule email and

site review.

Subtotal

Page No.

89.8

$20,091 .00

7
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Date
06/28/201 9

Notes

Attorney

TPM

Emails with counsel and

Quantity

regarding email and

client

Rate

Total

0.20

$270.00

$54.00

device review.

07/01/2019

TPM

Emails with computer analyst and client regarding email
searches.

0.30

$270.00

$81 .00

07/02/201 9

TPM

Emails with client and third party computer analyst
regarding status of access to email accounts; Review

0.60

$270.00

$162.00

1.00

$270.00

$270.00

Objection to Motion for Protective Order and Affidavit of
to McFarland regarding lies in
and demand to clarify record; Response from
McFarland refusing to clarify record.

Ryan McFarland; Email
Affidavit

07/03/201 9

TPM

Emails with client and third party computer analyst
regarding status of email download; Analyze and revise
Notice Letter of

Subpoenas

to

Google, AOL, and

Verizon; Review Motion for Protective Order, Motion for

Order Shortening Time, Proposed Order Shortening
Time, Revise Memorandum in Support of Motion for

and Declaration
documents in iCourts.

Protective Order
File

07/03/201 9

SNP

all

Review

letter

of

TPM

in

support;

and subpoenas from opposing counsel,

1.80

$200.00

$360.00

Motion for Protective Order, Memorandum,
Declaration, Motion for Order Shortening Time and

draft

proposed order, redact emails, give to

TPM

for review.

07/08/201 9

TPM

Review Order Shortening Time; Emails with client
regarding the same.

0.30

$270.00

$81 .00

07/08/201 9

SNP

Review order shortening

0.50

$200.00

$100.00

1.50

$270.00

$405.00

0.30

$270.00

$81 .00

0.70

$270.00

$189.00

0.40

$270.00

$108.00

0.70

$200.00

$140.00

time, review opposition to

Motion for Protective Order.
07/09/201 9

TPM

Emails with

client

regarding motion hearing; Attend

hearing on motions for protective order and
reconsideration.

07/09/201 9

TPM

Review

Privilege

Log of documents extracted from

email collection from Streamline.
07/1 0/201 9

TPM

and revise Proposed Protective Order and
Proposed Order on Reconsideration; Email drafts
Draft

to

counsel; File with court; Email Privilege Lot to court;

Review ﬁnal Subpoenas

for

Google and AOL.

07/1 0/201 9

TPM

Telephone conference with clients regarding Offer
Judgment; Approve for service.

07/1 0/2019

SNP

Draft Offer of

07/1 1/201 9

SNP

Receive email from Judge's Clerk with signed orders,

0.20

$200.00

$40.00

07/1 2/201 9

SNP

Emails from counsel regarding attorney conference,

0.30

$200.00

$60.00

Judgment, submit

of

to counsel.

000671

07/1 5/201 9

TPM

Review Orders and signed Subpoenas

AOL

and

0.20

$270.00

$54.00

7.50

$200.00

$1 ,500.00

2.50

$270.00

$675.00

trial exhibits; Begin putting together
documents; Emails with counsel regarding the
same.

0.50

$270.00

$135.00

Review

2.00

$200.00

$400.00

1.00

$270.00

$270.00

1.00

$270.00

$270.00

0.20

$270.00

$54.00

4.00

$200.00

$800.00

1.80

$270.00

$486.00

0.30

$270.00

$81.00

0.30

$270.00

$81 .00

1.00

$200.00

$200.00

2.10

$200.00

$420.00

2.00

$200.00

$400.00

2.50

$200.00

$500.00

to

Google.
07/1 5/201 9

SNP

Draft Trial Brief, Witness

List,

Exhibit List.

Compile

all

exhibits for attorney conference.

07/1 6/201 9

TPM

Review Plaintiff's Trial Brief; Meet with Ryan McFarland
and Lori Hickman for attorney conference; Emails with
counsel regarding stipulations and trial exhibits;
Finalize Defendant's Trial Brief,

07/1 7/201 9

TPM

with iCourts.

file

Review proposed

trial

07/1 7/201 9

SNP

Trial Brief filed

by

Plaintiff, draft

stipulated facts

regarding witness testimony, draft comparison of

trial

exhibits, stipulated exhibits.

07/1 8/201 9

TPM

Review

Plaintiff's Exhibit List, identify

documents we

can stipulate for admissibility; Email list to counsel for
Plaintiff; Review and modify Stipulated Facts; Email
draft to counsel.

07/1 9/201 9

TPM

Review and revise

Gem

State Stipulated Undisputed

Facts; Email revisions to counsel McFarland; Email

update to

Review

client;

Approve
the same.
Facts;

Stipulation for Undisputed

for filing; Emails with counsel regarding

07/1 9/201 9

TPM

Emails with counsel regarding Defendant's witnesses.

07/22/201 9

SNP

Draft Findings of Fact

and Conclusions of Law,

court and counsel. File Witness List and Exhibit
Trial

07/23/201 9

TPM

TPM

List.

schedule and planning with TPM.

Review and approve Proposed Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law; Plan and prepare for Pretrial
Conference; Attend

07/24/201 9

with

file

Review Court's

final Pretrial

Pretrial

Conference.

Conference Checklist,

by

filed

clerk.

07/24/201 9

TPM

07/24/201 9

SNP

07/25/201 9

SNP

Emails with

client regarding

Create

trial

binder, update

at

review updated

trial,

Draft

subpoena and

witnesses for

list

Kerrie.

of jobs/customers for use

profit lists

letter to

witness fee. Begin outline of

from

Tracey
trial

client.

Felix, calculate

testimony for Jeff and

Create Proof Chart of elements to

well as which witness

and

trial.

testify to

exhibits to admit.

as

Update

list

of customers with proﬁts.

07/26/201 9

SNP

Continue work on

trial

outlines

and

outline for Richard Silvia testimony.

be used by
07/30/201 9

SNP

Trial

prep

-

trial

prep. Begin

Review

exhibits to

Plaintiff.

case

outline,

compile trial binder, review
proposed exhibits.

stipulated exhibits versus

000672

07/31/2019

SNP

Draft outline of Kerrie Kuhn, Rich Silvia, compare profit
and loss statement from 2008 through 2018 and
compare to UCI jobs alleged to be in breach. Continue
trial

4.00

$200.00

$800.00

1.20

$270.00

$324.00

3.20

$200.00

$640.00

3.50

$270.00

$945.00

3.00

$200.00

$600.00

4.00

$270.00

$1,080.00

5.50

$270.00

$1 ,485.00

5.00

$200.00

$1,000.00

0.10

$270.00

$27.00

0.5

$270.00

$135.00

prep.

08/01/2019

TPM

Trial

08/01/2019

SNP

Trial outline for Flynn, exhibit

prep with SNP.

outlines to Kerrie

and Mike

prep and review, submit
Prep trial

for meeting.

binder.

08/02/201 9

TPM

Meet

with clients to

go over

trial

testimony; Trial

preparation.

08/02/201 9

SNP

Meet

with Jeff

and

Kerrie, revise outlines, draft outline

prep exhibit binders, witness

for directed verdict,

binders,

CMN,

draft outline for

Tracey

Felix,

Andrew,

Robert, Patrick. Update binders. Draft Table of contents

and refresh memory exhibits. Mark UCI
add proof chartto trial binder.

for rebuttal
exhibits,

08/04/201 9

TPM

Plan and prepare for
outlines for

trial;

trial;

Review

Review and

all trial

revise witness

exhibits

and

highlight

for testimony attrial.

08/05/201 9

TPM

Attend

trial;

Confer with

clients after

trial

to discuss

testimony, argument, and potential outcomes.

08/05/201 9

SNP

Attend

08/21/2019

TPM

Emails with Kerrie regarding lien recorded by
State Roofing Hailey against McAlvain.

9/1

7/2019

TPM

Trial.

Gem

Analyze and review Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
and Judgment
Attorney fees after June 28, 2019 subtotal

67.7

$15,493.00

Attorney fees up to June 27. 2019 subtotal

89.8

$20,091 .00

157.5

$35,584.00

TOTAL ATTORNEY FEES
Expenses
Date

Notes

Type

—

8/08/201 8

Expense

Clerk of Court

1/3/2019

Expense

Deposition Transcript

Rate

Total

1.00

$140.08

$148.08

1.00

$107.01

$107.01

1.00

$412.76

$412.76

1.00

$2225

Quantity

Filing fee

—

Michelle Flynn

1/3/2019

Expense

Deposition Transcript

—

Jeff

Flynn

07/25/2019

Expense

Witness Fee: Witness Fee
Tracy Felix

-

07/31/2019

Expense

Service of Process: Service upon Tracy Felix

08/27/201 9

Expense

Copies:

Trial Exhibits

$2225

1.00

$58.00

$58.00

363.00

$045

$5445

TOTAL EXPENSES

$802.55

000673

EXHIBIT B

000674

EXHIBIT B
Date

Notes

Attorney

07/1 0/201 9

SNP

Draft Offer of

07/11/2019

SNP

07/1 2/201 9

SNP

07/1 5/201 9

TPM

Quantity

Rate

Total

0.70

$200.00

$140.00

Receive email from Judge's Clerk with signed orders,
submit to client

0.20

$200.00

$40.00

Emails from counsel regarding attorney conference,
review scheduling order, schedule attorney conference.

0.30

$200.00

$60.00

0.20

$270.00

$54.00

7.50

$200.00

$1,500.00

2.50

$270.00

$675.00

trial exhibits; Begin putting together
documents; Emails with counsel regarding the
same.

0.50

$270.00

$135.00

Review

2.00

$200.00

$400.00

1.00

$270.00

$270.00

1.00

$270.00

$270.00

0.20

$270.00

$54.00

4.00

$200.00

$800.00

1.80

$270.00

$486.00

0.30

$270.00

$81 .00

trial.

0.30

$270.00

$81 .00

of jobs/customers for use at

1.00

$200.00

$200.00

Judgment. submit

to counsel.

Review Orders and signed Subpoenas

to

AOL

and

Google.
07/1 5/201 9

SNP

Draft Trial Brief, Witness

List,

Exhibit List.

Compile

all

exhibits for attorney conference.

07/1 6/201 9

TPM

Review Plaintiff's Trial Brief; Meet with Ryan McFarland
and Lori Hickman for attorney conference; Emails with
counsel regarding stipulations and trial exhibits;
Finalize Defendant's Trial Brief,

07/1 7/201 9

TPM

file

with iCourts.

Review proposed

trial

07/1 7/201 9

SNP

Trial Brief filed

by

Plaintiff, draft

stipulated facts

regarding witness testimony, draft comparison of

trial

exhibits, stipulated exhibits.

07/1 8/201 9

TPM

Review

Plaintiff's Exhibit List, identify

documents we

can stipulate for admissibility; Email list to counsel for
Plaintiff; Review and modify Stipulated Facts; Email
draft to counsel.

07/1 9/201 9

TPM

Review and revise

Gem

State Stipulated Undisputed Facts;

Email revisions to counsel McFarland; Email update to client;
Review Stipulation for Undisputed Facts; Approve for ﬁling;

Emails with counsel regarding the same.

07/1 9/201 9

TPM

07/22/201 9

SNP

Emails with counsel regarding Defendant's witnesses.

Trial

07/23/201 9

TPM

and Conclusions of Law,
Witness List and Exhibit List.

Draft Findings of Fact

and counsel.

File

file

with court

schedule and planning with TPM.

Review and approve Proposed Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law; Plan and prepare for Pretrial
Conference; Attend

07/24/201 9

TPM

Review Court's

07/24/201 9

TPM

Emails with

07/24/201 9

SNP

final Pretrial

Pretrial

Conference Checklist,

client regarding

Create trial binder, update
review updated profit

trial,

Conference.

witnesses for

list

lists

from

filed

by

clerk.

client.

000675

07/25/201 9

SNP

subpoena and letter to Tracey Felix, calculate witness
2.10
Begin outline of trial testimony for Jeff and Kerrie. Create
Proof Chart of elements to testify to as well as which witness
and exhibits to admit. Update list of customers with profits.

$200.00

$420.00

Continue work on

2.00

$200.00

$400.00

2.50

$200.00

$500.00

4.00

$200.00

$800.00

1.20

$270.00

$324.00

3.20

$200.00

$640.00

3.50

$270.00

$945.00

3.00

$200.00

$600.00

Draft

fee.

07/26/201 9

SNP

trial

and trial prep. Begin outline
Review exhibits to be used by

outlines

for Richard Silvia testimony.
Plaintiff.

07/30/201 9

SNP

prep

Trial

-

case

outline,

compile trial binder, review
proposed exhibits.

stipulated exhibits versus

07/31/2019

SNP

Draft outline of Kerrie Kuhn, Rich Silvia, compare profit
and loss statement from 2008 through 2018 and
compare to UCI jobs alleged to be in breach. Continue
trial

prep.

08/01/2019

TPM

Trial

08/01/2019

SNP

Trial outline for Flynn, exhibit

prep with SNP.

outlines to Kerrie

and Mike

prep and review, submit
Prep trial

for meeting.

binder.

08/02/201 9

TPM

Meet

with clients to

go over

trial

testimony; Trial

preparation.

08/02/201 9

SNP

Meet

with Jeff

and

Kerrie, revise outlines, draft outline

for directed verdict,

binders,

CMN,

prep exhibit binders, witness

draft outline for

Tracey

Felix,

Andrew,

Robert, Patrick. Update binders. Draft Table of contents

and refresh memory
add proof chart to trial binder.

for rebuttal

08/04/2019

TPM

Plan and prepare for
for

trial;

Review all

trial;

trial

Mark UCI

exhibits.

exhibits,

Review and revise witness outlines 4.00
and highlight for testimony at

$270.00

$1 ,oso.oo

to discuss testimony, 5.50

$270.00

$1 ,485.00

5.00

$200.00

$1 ,000.oo

0.10

$270.00

$27.00

$270.00

$135.00

exhibits

trial.

08/05/2019

TPM

Attend trial; Confer with clients after
argument, and potential outcomes.

08/05/2019

SNP

Attend

08/21/2019

TPM

Emails with Kerrie regarding lien recorded by
Roofing Hailey against McAlvain.

TPM

Analyze and review Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 0.5
and Judgment

9/1

7/2019

trial

Trial.

Attorney fees subtotal

Gem

State

60.1

$ 13,602.00

000676

Expenses
Date

Notes

Type

—

Rate

Total

1.00

$140.08

$148.08

1.00

$107.01

$107.01

1.00

$412.76

$412.76

1.00

$22.25

Quantity

8/08/201 8

Expense

Clerk of Court

1/3/201 9

Expense

Deposition Transcript
Michelle Flynn

—

1/3/201 9

Expense

Deposition Transcript

—

Filing fee

Jeff

Flynn

07/25/2019

Expense

Witness Fee: Witness Fee
Tracy Felix

-

07/31/2019

Expense

Service of Process: Service upon Tracy Felix

08/27/201 9

Expense

Copies:

Trial Exhibits

$22.25

1.00

$58.00

$58.00

363.00

$0.15

$54.45

Expenses Subtotal

$802.55

Attorney Fees Subtotal

$13,602.00

Total

$14,404.55

000677

Electronically Filed

9/19/2019 3:45 PM
Fourth Judicial District,
Phil

McGrane, Clerk

By: Laurie Johnson,

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

Ada County

of the Court

Deputy Clerk

ISB N0. 5828

PICKENs LAW, P.A.
398
P.O.

S.

9th Street, Suite 240

Box 915

Boise, Idaho 83701

Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099

terri@pickenslawboise.com
Attorneysfor Defendant

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING,

Case No. CV01-1 8-13437

INCORPORATED,

AFFIDAVIT OF TERRI PICKENS

Plaintiff,

MANWEILER RE: MEMORANDUM
OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS’ FEES

V.

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO

)
)

COUNTY OF ADA

ss.

)

TERRI PICKENS MANWEILER,
1.

I

am

the

attorney

being ﬁrst duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:

0f record and represent Defendant United Components

Incorporated (“UCI”) in the above-entitled matter.

2.

for

I

UCI; Ihave
3.

make
better

UCI

this

Afﬁdavit based upon

knowledge

is

my own personal knowledge

and as the attorney

as t0 the attorney fees billed in this matter than

UCI.

seeking reimbursement for costs and attorneys’ fees incurred from

successfully litigating and defending the above captioned matter.
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4.

UCI is entitled to an award of reasonable attorney fees and costs as the prevailing

party in this matter.
5.

The attorney fees incurred in this action are specifically listed in Exhibit A to

Defendant’s Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees (“Memorandum”), filed herewith. The
attorney fees incurred after the service of the Offer of Judgment are attached to the Memorandum
as Exhibit B.
6.

The forgoing attorney fees were reasonably and necessarily incurred and are

commensurate with fees charged by other attorneys in this area for litigation of this type.
7.

The undersigned has taken into consideration in charging attorney fees the

following factors pursuant to IRCP 54(e)(3): A) the time and labor required; B) the novelty and
difficulty of the questions; C) the skill requisite to perform the legal service properly and the
experience and ability of the attorney in the particular field of law; D) the prevailing charges for
like work; E) whether the fee is fixed or contingent; F) the time limitations imposed by the client
or the circumstances of the case; G) the amount involved and the results obtained; H) the
undesirability of the case; I) the nature and length of the professional relationship with the client;
J) awards in similar cases; and K) the reasonable costs of automatic legal research.
8.

With regard to IRCP 54(e)(A): The undersigned and her associate Shannon

Pearson, and her paralegal Laurie Loyd, dedicated just over 157 hours to the above entitled case.
Litigation spanned over 13 months, which averages out as 12 hours per month spent on this
litigation, which is reasonable and commensurate with the outcome of this matter especially
considering the discovery, extensive motion practice which included cross motions for summary
judgment, two motions to compel, a motion for sanctions, and court trial.
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9.

With regard to IRCP 54(e)(B): The novelty and difficulty of the questions involved

in this litigation were facially relatively simple, however the amount of questions in this case, in
such a short amount of time, was significant (injunctive relief, breach of contract, trademark
infringement, and damages). Additionally, difficult and novel questions presented themselves
during the litigation which included unusual discovery practice requiring the facilitation of
external hard drive and email searches.
10.

With regard to IRCP 54(e)(C) and (D): The undersigned, Shannon Pearson, and

Laurie Loyd each demonstrate a clear knowledge of the issues that were addressed in this matter
and the skill and experience were demonstrated throughout the entirety of this litigation.
i.

The undersigned, Terri Pickens Manweiler’s time is charged at the rate of
$270.00 per hour. Terri Pickens Manweiler has been lead counsel in at least
seventeen jury trials and at least forty court trials, clearly this experience and a
review of the outcome of this case is enough to justify the rate of $270.00 per
hour for acting as lead counsel in the above-entitled matter. The prevailing
charges for like-work are relatively similar for other attorneys working on
similar issues. It is not unusual in Idaho for an attorney with over 20 years of
experience in a particular field of work to charge at least $270.00 per hour for
services. Accordingly, the rates of Terri Pickens Manweiler are comparable to
attorneys of similar skill and experience.

ii.

Shannon Pearson’s time is charged at $200.00 per hour. Shannon became a
licensed attorney in April 2017. Prior to being a licensed attorney, Shannon
was a paralegal for 9 years and a limited licensed attorney for 2 years. Shannon
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Pearson has at least 13 years of litigation experience; this skill and experience
justifies her rate of $200.00 per hour.
iii.

Laurie Loyd’s time is charged at $70.00 per hour for paralegal services. Laurie
Loyd has been a paralegal for over 27 years which justifies her hourly rate of
$70.00 per hour.

11.

With regard to IRCP 54(e)(E): The fees in this matter were not contingent and

therefore not relevant as a determining factor in the above-entitled case.
12.

With regard to IRCP 54(e)(F): There were no unusual time constraints or

circumstances imposed by UCI or Plaintiff, and accordingly, the amount of time actually spent by
counsel is reasonable and commensurate with the ultimate outcome of the case.
13.

With regard to IRCP 54(e)(G): The amount of time and money involved in this

matter are clearly justified by the result obtained. UCI, from the beginning of this case, has claimed
Plaintiff did not have a valid cause of action against UCI and that it could not establish damages.
UCI attempted to keep fees and costs to a minimum and on July 10, 2019, UCI submitted a formal
Offer of Judgment in the amount of $5,000.00; Plaintiff did not accept this offer and litigation
proceeded. A true and accurate copy of the IRCP 68 Offer of Judgment is attached hereto as
Exhibit A. Additional fees and costs were expended due to certain behaviors of Plaintiff refusing
to accept the very reasonable Offer of Judgment. Despite having no physical evidence to present
at trial to support its claim for damages, Plaintiff argued in “opening argument” that it was entitled
to recover $220,166.49 in damages. A true and accurate copy of a portion of the Power Point
presentation by Plaintiff for “opening argument” is attached hereto as Exhibit B. Furthermore,
the only offer of settlement ever made by Plaintiff ($100,0000) was well outside the risk for UCI.
A true and accurate copy of the offer of settlement is attached hereto as Exhibit C.
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With regard

14.

IRCP

to

54(e)(H),

(I),

and

(J):

Factors relating to the undesirability of

and length of professional relationship between counsel and

the case, nature

client,

and awards

in

similar cases, do not necessarily apply to this case.

With regard

15.

to

IRCP

54(e)(K): Automatic legal research

was required throughout

the litigation t0 investigate case law, potential claims, and the pertinent legal standard

relating to the issues in dispute.

However, counsel was able

on cases

to access all relevant legal research

through Case-Maker, a legal research program offered to licensed attorneys in the state of Idaho,
thus,

n0

legal research charges

16.

UCI

17.

Considering

is

entitled to attorney fees as the prevailing party

as a matter of right in the

in this legal

were incurred.

all

under LC.

§ 12-120(3).

the above factors, the attorney fees totaling $35,584.00 and costs

amount 0f $802.55

are reasonable

and commensurate With the standards

community.

DATED:

September

19,

2019.

Pickens Manweiler
Manweiler

/s/ Terri

Terri Pickens

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN t0 before me on September

g

'

g

g

mﬁ";

‘-..

..-'

Jhirmﬂ‘ﬁ'
€49,

/s/ Nicole

.

E

g

§

AFFIDAVIT OF TERRI PICKENS MANWEILER RE:
-

19,

2019.

Pickens

Notary Public for the State of Idaho
Residence: Boise, Idaho
Commission Expires:
12/15/2024
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

IHEREBY CERTIFY that on September
document was served

19,

20 1 9, a true and correct copy 0fthe foregoing

as follows:

U
U
D
E

McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC

Ryan
P.O.

T.

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

/s/ Terri

-

Facsimile

Mail

— 208.895. 1270

Hand Delivery
iCourts —rvan@mcfarlandritter.com

Pickens Manweiler

Terri Pickens

AFFIDAVIT OF TERRI PICKENS MANWEILER RE:

First Class

Manweiler
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EXHIBIT A

000684

ISB No. 5828
Shannon Pearson, ISB No. 10027

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

PICKENS LAW, P.A.
398
P.O.

S.

9th Street, Suite 240

Box 915

Boise, Idaho 83701

Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099

terri@pickenslawb0ise.com

shannon@pickenslawboise.com
Attorneysfor Defendant

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING,

Case No.

CVO 1 -1 8- 1 3437

INCORPORATED,

DEFENDANT’S OFFER 0F

Plaintiff,

JUDGMENT

vs.

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

Defendant United Components Incorporated, dba,

and through

its

Gem

State

Rooﬁng

attorney of record, Terri Pickens Manweiler of the

ﬁrm

(“Defendant”),

by

Pickens Law, P.A.,

pursuant to Rule 68 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, hereby offers to allow judgment t0 be
taken against

judgment
any and

it

shall

all

in the

amount 0f FIVE

THOUSAND US DOLLARS

be deemed to include any and

attorney fees allowed

This offer ofjudgment
Civil Procedure and

is

is

by

all

This offer of

claims Plaintiff has against Defendant, including

contract or law, and

made

($5,000.00).

any and

all

for the purpose speciﬁed in

costs

and

fees.

Rule 68 of the Idaho Rules of

not to be construed either as an admission that Defendant

is liable

in this

action 0r that Plaintiff has suffered any damages.

DEFENDANT’S OFFER OF JUDGMENT

-

Page

1

000685

DATED:

July 10, 2019.

PICKENS LAW, P.A.

By

Pickens Manweiler
Terri Pickens Manweiler, Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendant
/s/ Terri

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that 0n July 10, 2019, I electronically served the foregoing
document using the iCourt E—File system, which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following

persons:

U
D
U
E

Ryan T. McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC
P.O.

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

First Class

Facsimile

Hand Delivery
iCourts — ganngcfarlandritter£om
/s/ Terri

Terri Pickens

DEFENDANT’S OFFER OF JUDGMENT

-

Mail

— 208.895.1270

Pickens Manweiler

Manweiler
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McAlvain Construction (Wood River Animal Shelter)
Bruce Bothwell

3/17/2018

5/25/2018
Total:

Kerry Armstrong

1/22/2018

Construction

ESI

Management

2/15/2017

Pioneer West Property

$481,554.00

$13,600.00

$279,540.00

$750.00

$84,950.00

$1,950.00

$54,000.00

Snow Mountain Apartments

8/17/2016

8/22/2016

$17,424.00

Shay Construction

$10,500.00

$18,840.00

10/13/2011

& Sons

Larry Isham

Brashears

Estimatelﬂéfiy‘fAm'0‘th

Calculation

6/20/2011

9/30/2010

Date,-

Damages
_V

',

‘

C

$891.54

$24,688.80

$7,955.25

$4,800.60

$8,613.65

$220,155.49

$6,217.92

$127,805.69

$342.90

$38,839.14

‘

EXHIBIT C
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McFARLANDORITTER
15 October 20 1 8

PROTECTED BY I.R.E. RULE 408
VIA U.S. MAIL
Terri Pickens

Manweiler

Pickens Cozakos, P.A.

398

9th Street, Ste. 240

S.

Boise, ID 83701

Gem State Rooﬁng, Incorporated v. United Components,
Gem State Rooﬁng - CV01-18-13437

Re:

Incorporated,

dba

Dear Ms. Manweiler,
I am in receipt of your Conﬁdential Offer 0f Settlement letter dated October 11, 2018,
and forwarded the letter to my client, Gem State Rooﬁng, Inc. I discussed the tenns of your
settlement offer, and my client would like to respond with the following counteroffer:

1.

to fully satisfy all
2.

pay Gem State Rooﬁng,
claims up and through settlement;

United Components,

Inc. Will

Inc. the

sum of $100,000.00

United Components, Inc. shall complete any rooﬁng work 0r jobs it is currently
performing in Blaine County as soon as possible, and shall not accept any new work
in Blaine County, regardless

of the source 0f the work, e.g., based on referrals,
it may have issued that are still

subcontractor relationships, outstanding bids

pending,
3.

etc.;

acknowledges and agrees that it is the successor and
& Asphalt Maintenance, Inc. under that Trademark
Settlement Agreement dated October 20, 2005, by and between Gem State Rooﬁng
& Asphalt Maintenance, Inc. and Gem State Rooﬁng, Inc. (the “Agreement”) and

United Components,

Inc.

assignee of Gem State

Rooﬁng

,

agrees to abide
4.

all

the terms and conditions set forth in the Agreement;

Inc. shall pay Gem State Rooﬁng, Inc.‘s reasonable attorney’s
and costs incurred in connection with this lawsuit; and

United Components,
fees

5.

by

Gem State Rooﬁng,
release each other

Inc. Will dismiss this lawsuit

from

all

With prejudice, and the Parties Will

claims of any kind or description, except with respect t0

the obligations set forth in the Agreement.

In the alternative,

you

that I will

to 2016,

I

am preparing

a second set of discovery requests and

I

wish

t0 advise

be seeking records related t0 your client’s activities in Blaine County from 2005

and therefore

MCFARLANDRITIER.COM

P.O.

I

formally advise your client to keep and preserve

Box 1335

MERIDIAN, IDAHO 83680

LORI@MCFARLANDRIT1'ER.COM

all

P.

such records.

208.867.1661

F.

208.895.1270

000690

If you

have any questions 0r would

like to discuss

any 0f the foregoing, please give

me a

call.

Sincerely,

SENT WITHOUT SIGNATURE
TO AVOID DELAY
Lori

Hickman

Legal Counsel

MCFARLANDRITIER.COM

P.O.

Box 1335

MERIDIAN, IDAHO 83680

LORI@MCFARLANDRIT1'ER.COM

P.

208.867.1661

F.

208.895.1270
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Electronically Filed

9/24/2019 9:29

AM

Ada County
McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Amy King, Deputy Clerk
Fourth Judicial

District,

Phil

McFarland

Ritter

PLLC

Ryan T. McFarland, ISB No. 7347
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian, ID 83680

Telephone: 208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895.1270

Email: ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,)
)

Plaintiff,

Case No. CV01-18-13437

)
)

vs.

)

PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR
ATTORNEYS’ FEES AND COSTS

)

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED dba GEM STATE

)
)

ROOFING,

)
)

Defendant.

)
)

Plaintiff

Gem State Rooﬁng,

Incorporated

counsel 0f record, moves this Court for an

supported by the concurrently-ﬁled

(“Gem

State”),

by and through

Award 0f Attorneys’ Fee and

Memorandum and Afﬁdavit

its

Costs. This

undersigned

Motion

is

in Support.

INTRODUCTION
In

its

Judgement entered

in this above-captioned matter

Court found that n0 party prevailed, and therefore neither party
Motion, however,

is

on September
is

17,

2019, this

entitled t0 attorneys’ fees. This

based not on the Judgment, but on the Order Granting

Plaintiff’s

Motion

to

Compel, entered by the Court March 25, 2019; the Amended Order Granting Plaintiff s Motion

PLAINTIFF’S

MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS’ FEES
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t0

Compel, entered by the Court 0n April

Sanctions, entered

by the Court on June

3,

2019; and the Order Granting Plaintiff’s Motion for

24, 2019.

FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY
Gem State initiated discovery by propounding several discovery

In September 2018,

requests and requests for admission

in

many respects,

so

upon Defendant. Defendant’s

initial

Gem State notiﬁed Defendant about its concerns,

responses were deﬁcient

and

fully

complied With

the meet—and-confer requirement 0f Idaho Rule 0f Civil Procedure 37(a)(1). Nonetheless,

Defendant consistently demonstrated
discovery responses.

T0

illustrate,

its

unwillingness t0 provide timely,

full

and forthright

Defendant produced the following documents according

to the

following timeline:

On 0r about October 4,
its initial

2018, Defendant produced 27 pages (Bates Nos. 0001-27) in

discovery responses;

On 0r about November
00028-85) in

its

2018, Defendant produced 58 more pages (Bates Nos.

ﬁrst supplemental response t0

On 0r about November
00086-1 13) in

6,

its

9,

2018, Defendant produced 28 more pages (Bates Nos.

responses to Gem-State Blaine’s second set 0f discovery requests;

On or about November 21,
001 13-1 17) in
In

its

Gem State’s ﬁrst set 0f requests;

2018, Defendant produced 5 more pages (Bates Nos.

second supplemental response

November and December

2018,

Gem State

t0

Gem State’s

served eleven

ﬁrst set 0f requests;

(1 1) third-party

Subpoenas Duces Tecum upon some 0f Defendant’s potential and existing customers
in Blaine County. In response, those third parties

produced hundreds of pages 0f

documents, including numerous emails and contracts that had not been produced by

UCI;
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-

On December 20,

2018,

Gem State’s counsel deposed Jeff Flynn.

Mr. Flynn’s

conﬁrm that

deposition testimony and the documents obtained from third parties

many 0f UCI’S
-

-

On January 28,

last,

2019,

On 0r about March
1148) in

That

discovery responses are

most

2019, Defendant produced

4,

third supplemental response t0

Gem

State

insufﬁcient;

Gem State ﬁled its Motion to Compel;

substantial production (representing

occurred only after
parties, after

its

still

LE pages

and

Gem

t0

(Bates Nos. 001 18-

Gem State Blaine’s ﬁrst set 0f requests.

90%

0f Defendant’s

had expended signiﬁcant money

Gem State had taken depositions,

and

after

total

to obtain

production)

documents from

third

Gem State had ﬁled its Motion t0

Compel.
This Court granted

State’s

State’s attorneys’ fee request, this

Motion

25, 2019.

As

Motion

t0

under Idaho Rule 0f Civil Procedure

Compel, and

3,

said,

37(c)(2)

2019, this Court entered an

with respect t0

is

17,

10, 12,

0f

and 17

deferred until the conclusion 0f the matter.

Amended Order Granting

Gem State’s attorneys’

Plaintiff” s

fees request, “the court

Motion, but deferred ruling 0n an award 0f costs and attornevs’

On or about April

Gem

Compel under Idaho Rules

Procedure 37(a)(5)(A), and with respect t0 Request for Admission Nos.

On April

t0

Court stated “Plaintiff’s request for an award 0f costs and

attornevs’ fees incurred in connection with the
Civil

Compel 0n March

Motion

to

granted the

fees.”

2019, and in response to this Court’s Order t0 Compel, Defendants

served supplemental discovery responses, but no additional documents, stating instead:

UCI

does not have an electronic record keeping system in place t0

maintain electronic communications (emails) with vendors,
suppliers, customers,

and

UCI conducted a diligent search
that may have existed related to Blaine

clients.

for any electronic records
County projects, but no additional documents exist that have not
already been produced 0r obtained through subpoena.
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The

claim, in 2019, that a commercial enterprise With a statewide business operation

would have no email records

is

Sanctions,

which the Court granted

Defendant

t0

“make

Gem State ﬁled a Motion for

nothing short of ridiculous.
in a

sweeping Order, dated June 24, 2019. The Court ordered

available t0 Plaintiff

copy 0r make mirror image copies

0f,

.

.

.

for the purpose of allowing Plaintiff to inspect,

any and

all

communication data stored 0r accesses

[Sic]

by

any 0f defendant’s personal or business—related electronic devices capable overeating or
receiving electronic mail or text messages.”

Court

stated, again:

[and] costs

.

.

“The Court reserves

As

its

t0

Gem State’s request for attorneys’

fee, the

ruling 0n additional sanctions, including fees

until further proceedings or trial.”

.

ARGUMENT
Because
attorneys’ fees

Gem State prevailed 0n both its Motion to Compel and its Motion for Sanctions,

and costs incurred

in connection

with those motions should be awarded against

Defendant, in favor of Gem State, as follows:

A. Attorneys’ Fees Should be

Awarded Under Idaho Rule

0f Civil Procedure 37(a)(5)

Rule 37(a)(5) unequivocally requires an award of costs and
produced over 1,000 pages of documents — some
ﬁled

its

Motion

to

90%

0f its

total

fees,

because Defendant

production

—

after

Gem State

Compel and practically 0n the eve of the hearing on that motion. The

rule

provides:

Motion Is Granted (or Discovery Is Provided After Filing). If
the motion is granted, 0r if the requested discoverv is provided
after the motion was ﬁled, the court must, after giving an
opportunity to be heard, require the partv 0r deponent whose
conduct necessitated the motion, the partv 0r attornev advising
that conduct, 0r both t0 pav the movant's reasonable expenses
incurred in making the motion, including attornev's fees. But
the court must not order this payment if:
If the

(i)

the

movant ﬁled

the motion before attempting in

good

faith t0

obtain the disclosure 0r discovery without court action;
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(ii)

the opposing party's nondisclosure, response, 0r objection

was

substantially justiﬁed; or
(iii)

other circumstances

make an award 0f expenses

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37(a)(5) (emphasis added).

and

this

State,

unjust.

None of the

stated exceptions apply,

Court “must” award attorneys’ fees and other expenses incurred 0n the motion t0

and against Defendant 0r

prevailed at

trial is

its

attorney.

The question of whether

irrelevant t0 the question of Whether

expenses on the Motion t0 Compel, arising as
discovery obligations until a Motion t0

B. Attorneys’ Fees Should be

it

Gem

Gem State ultimately

Gem State is entitled t0 fees

and

did from Defendant’s refusal t0 comply with

Compel was

its

ﬁled.

Awarded Under Idaho Rule

0f Civil Procedure

37(b)(2)(C).

As noted
ﬁled — and

this

above, Defendant did not comply With the Order t0

Compel and

so

Gem State

Court granted — a Motion for Sanctions. Idaho Rule 0f Civil Procedure

37(b)(2)(C) similarly requires an award 0f attorneys’ fees and costs:

Payment 0f Expenses. Instead 0f 0r in addition t0 the orders
above, the court must order the disobedient partv, the attornev
advising that partv, 0r both t0 pav the reasonable expenses,
including attorney's fees, caused bV the failure, unless the
failure was substantially justiﬁed 0r other Circumstances make an
award 0f expenses unjust.
(C)

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37(b)(2)(C) (emphasis added). Again, none of the stated
exceptions apply, and this Court “must” award attorneys’ fees and other reasonable expenses,
incurred as a result 0f Defendant’s conduct t0

question 0f Whether

whether

Gem

Gem State against Defendant 0r their attorney.

State ultimately prevailed at trial

Gem State is entitled to fees and expenses

from Defendant’s refusal

t0

comply with

its

is

irrelevant to the question

on the Motion

The

0f

for Sanctions, arising as

it

did

Court-ordered discovery obligations.
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C. Attorneys’ Fees Should be Awarded Under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37(c)(2).
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37(c)(2) provides in part:
Failure to Admit. If a party fails to admit what is requested under
Rule 36 and if the requesting party later proves … the matter true,
the requesting party may move that the party who failed to admit
pay the reasonable expenses, including attorney’s fees, incurred in
making that proof.
Gem State-Blaine included 28 Requests for Admission in its First Set of Discovery Requests,
including these three requests:
(1) Request for Admission No. 10: Admit that You [UCI] are doing business
under the assumed business name “Gem State Roofing.”
(2) Request for Admission No. 12: Admit that since 2016, You [UCI] have
advertised, solicited, bid on, and performed roofing work in Blaine
County under the assumed business name “Gem State Roofing.”
(3) Request for Admission No. 17: Admit that despite Gem State’s written
demands that You [UCI] cease conducting Your roofing business in
Blaine County, You [UCI] continue to advertise, solicit, bid on, and
perform roofing work in Blaine County.
McFarland Aff., ¶ 3, Exh. B. UCI responded “Deny” for each of these Requests for Admission
(McFarland Aff., ¶ 4, Exh. C); however, Gem State-Blaine has proved the truth of these facts
through:
1) Documents produced by UCI in its own Discovery Responses establish the truth of
Request for Admission Nos. 10 and 12 (see, for example, Flynn Dep. Exh. 24) and Request for
Admission 17 (see, for example, Flynn Dep. Exh. 65).
2) Documents produced by third parties in response to Subpoenas Duces Tecum establish
the truth of Request for Admission Nos. 10 (see, for example, Flynn Dep. Exh. 51) and Request
for Admission 17 (see, for example, Flynn Dep. Exh. 61).
3) Jeff Flynn’s deposition testimony: when Gem State’s counsel asked Mr. Flynn about
UCI operating under the assumed business name “Gem State Roofing”, Mr. Flynn admitted that
PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS’ FEES - 6
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UCI has performed work in Blaine County under that business name
Flynn Dep.

Rooﬁng

at 5926-9.

Mr. Flynn ﬁlrther testiﬁed

logos 0n any 0f the equipment

operating

all

Flynn Dep.

0f his corporate

at 4425-7;

4) Defendant

entities

UCI did not Change any 0f the Gem

received from

under the

“Gem

Gem State-Boise,

State

and

Rooﬁng” name

that

State

he had been

since the 1980’s.

57:24-25, 5821-4.

would ultimately

Facts, ﬁled July 19, 2019, EXh.

5) This

it

that

in the last three years.

stipulate t0 these facts.

A, Nos.

Court found these

See Stipulation

re:

Undisputed

16, 17.

facts t0

be true in

its

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions of Law

(Pgs. 4—6, Nos. 22, 24, 25).

Consequently,

Gem State requests that this

Court order

UCI t0 pay Gem

State’s

reasonable expenses incurred in making this proof pursuant t0 I.R.C.P. 37(c)(2). The question 0f

whether
is

Gem State ultimately prevailed at trial is irrelevant to the question 0f whether Gem State

entitled t0 fees

and expenses for proving matters

that the

Defendant should have admitted in

the ﬁrst instance.1

CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated above, and as supported by the concurrently-ﬁled
Costs and Afﬁdavit in Support,
in attorneys’ fees

and

Gem State asks that this

Court award

it

the

Memorandum

of

amount of $36,347.16

costs.

DATED THIS 24th day of September 2019.
By /s/Rvan T McFarland
Ryan

T. McFarland,

ISB N0. 7347

Attorneys for Plaintiff

It is manifestly difﬁcult t0 breakdown the cost 0f proving a matter in, for example, a deposition. As set forth in the
accompanying supporting materials, the fees and costs requested for failure to admit is 10% 0f the amount Gem
State incurred 0n these activities. The 10% ﬁgure arises from the following: there were 28 Requests For Admission,
and 3 of those are at issue here — slightly more than 10%.
1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 24th day of September 2019, I caused t0 be served a
true copy 0f the foregoing PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS’ FEES by the method
I

indicated below, and addressed t0 each of the following:

PICKENS COZAKOS,
Terri Pickens

P.A.

Manweiler
iCourt electronic ﬁling

Shannon Pearson
398

S. 9th Street, Suite

240

Boise, ID 83701

terri@pickenslawboise.com

shannon@pickenslawboise.com

/s/RVan T. McFarland

Ryan

T.

McFarland

PLAINTIFF’S

MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS’ FEES

-

8

000699

Electronically Filed

9/24/2019 9:29

AM

Ada County
McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Amy King, Deputy Clerk
Fourth Judicial

District,

Phil

McFarland Ritter PLLC
Ryan T. McFarland. [SB N0. 7347
P.O.

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

Telephone: 208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895.1270

Email: ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF

ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED)
)

Plaintiff,

)

vs.

Case N0. CVOI-l 8-1343?

)

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND

)

ATTORNEYS” FEES

)

UNITED COMPONENTS,

)

INCORPORATED dba, GEM STATE

)

ROOFING.

)

)

Defendants.

Plaintiff

record,

Gem

McFarland

State

Ritter

Rooﬁng, Incorporated ("Gem

PLLC, and pursuant

to Idaho

State”),

by and through

its

counsel of

Rules 0f Civil Procedure 37(a)(5),

37(b)(2)(C), and 37(c)(2)., sets forth the costs. disbursements, and attorneys” fees incurred, as of

September

20.,

2019, as a result 0f Defendant’s various discovery abuses throughout this case, as

follows:

000700
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS’ FEES
1

COSTS UNDER IDAHO RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 3700(5)
(the

1.

Motion

t0

Compel)

Tri-County Process Serving L.L.C. (Service fee for Subpoenas (12))

$152540

TOTAL COSTS MOTION T0 COMPEL:
COSTS UNDER IDAHO RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE
(the

Motion

37(b)(2)(C)

for Sanctions)

1.

Streamline Imaging (Forensic collection 0f emails and hates number)

2.

Ada County

3.

Santa Clara County Clerk (Google Subpoena)

4.

Loudoun County Clerk (Oath Subpoena)

5.

Tri-County Process Serving (Google Subpoena)

$2,438.10

Clerk (Certiﬁed Complaint for Subpoena)

$19.50
$30.00

m
$46.00

TOTAL COSTS MOTION FOR SANCTIONS:

mm

COSTS UNDER IDAHO RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

1.

$1,325.40

M&M Court Reporting Service (Jeffrey Flynn and Michelle Flynn

$2,668.60

37(c)(2)

WI

Depositions)

TOTAL COSTS FOR FAILURE TO ADMIT:
COSTS FOR MOTION TO COMPEL

$1,325.40

COSTS FOR MOTION FOR SANCTIONS

$2,668.60

COSTS FOR FAILURE TO ADMIT

TOTAL COSTS

I

$107.03

This represents

10% ofthe

$107.03
$4,101.03

deposition costs.

000701
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MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS’ FEES

ATTORNEYS" FEES

Gem

State requests the Court also

fees incurred, as OfJuly

1

37(b)(2)(C), and 37(c)(2).

Plaintiff’s

Motion

1,

award a

total

0f $32,246.13 as reasonable attorneys’

2019, pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 37(a)(5),

The

legal basis for this request is set forth in the concurrently-ﬁled

for Attorneys” Fees and Costs. This request for attorneys” fees is further

supported by the Afﬁdavit 0f Ryan T. McFarland, ﬁled concurrently herewith, stating the basis

and method 0f computation oi’the attorneys” fees claim.

TOTAL COSTS AND ATTORNEYS’ FEES REQUESTED: §§§Q47£lg
Ryan
1.

am

T. McFarland, being ﬁrst duly

I

am

sworn upon

an attorney 0f record for

Gem

oath, deposes

are correct, have

belief. the items

states:

State in the above-captioned case,

informed regarding the costs. disbursements, and attorneys’ fees

0f my knowledge and

and

set forth herein.

of costs, disbursements and attorneys“ fees

been necessarily incurred

in

and as such

T0

the best

set forth

above

connection with Defendant’s various discovery

abuses in this case, and are in compliance with Idaho Rules 0f Civil Procedure 37(a)(5),
37(b)(2)(C), and 37(c)(2).

V

Kﬁa

5

Fiﬁ

/
T.

7311

McFarland

0007023
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS’ FEES
-

STATE OF IDAHO

)

) ss.

County of Ada

)

a

g] hday
of September
on thiscz
2019, personally appeared before me Ryan T. McFarland who. being by me ﬁrst duly sworn,
declared that he is an attorney for Plaintiff Gem State Rooﬁng. Incorporated in the foregoing
action, that he signed the foregoing document as the attorney for Gem State Rooﬁng, Incorporated,
I.

and

Jayme Danner. a Notary

that the statements therein

IN

Public, d0 hereby certify that

contained are true.

WITNESS WHEREOF,

day and year

in this certiﬁcate ﬁrst

JAYME DANNER

NOTARY PUBLIC - STATE OF IDAHO
COMMISSION NUMBER 58229
7-26-2023
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES

I

have hereunto

above

set

my

hand and afﬁxed

my

ofﬁcial sea] the

written.

0mm
Notaty

Puﬁl‘ic for

Resi ing

at

Idaho

Nampa. Idaho

My commission expires July 26, 2023

0007034
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS’ FEES
—

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
[

HEREBY CERTIFY that 0n

this 24‘“

day 0f September 2019,

I

caused

t0

be served a

copy ofthe foregoing MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS“ FEES by the
method indicated below, and addressed t0 each Ofthe following:
true

PICKENS COZAKOS, PA.
Terri Pickens

Manweiler
iCourt electronic ﬁling

Shannon Pearson
398 S. 9m Street, Suite 240
Boise, ID 83701

terri@pickenslawboise.com

shannon@pickenslawboise.c0m

/s/Rvan T. McFarland

Ryan

T.

McFarland

000704
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS” FEES
5
-

Electronically Filed

9/24/2019 9:29

AM

Ada County
McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Amy King, Deputy Clerk
Fourth Judicial

District,

Phil

McFarland Ritter PLLC
Ryan T. McFarland, ISB No. 7347
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian, ID 83680
Telephone: 208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895.1270

Email: ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF

TI—IE

STATE OF IDAHO,

IN

AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED)
)

Plaintiff,

Case N0. CV01-18-13437

)

)

RYAN T.
MCFARLAND IN SUPPORT OF
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND

)

ATTORNEYS” FEES

)

vs.

)

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE

)

ROOFING,

)

AFFIDAVIT OF

)

Defendants.

I,

Ryan

T.

McFarland declare as follows:

1.

I

am

licensed t0 practice law in Idaho and before this Court.

2.

I

am

legal counsel for

Gem State Rooﬁng, Incorporated (“Gem State”) in the above-

captioned action.

3.

I

have personal knowledge of the

and necessarily incurred by

AFFIDAVIT OF RYAN

Gem

T.

costs,

expenses and attorneys” fees reasonably

State in this matter as set forth in Exhibit

MCFARLAND

IN

SUPPORT OF

A

attached to this

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS

000705
AND ATTORNEYS” FEES
- 1

Afﬁdavit and,

if called

upon, could and would

testify

competently and truthfully t0 the facts and

matters set forth herein.

My

4.

representation 0f

attorneys” fees in this matter

them

up

t0

Gem

State in this matter

is

ongoing.

Gem

State has incurred

and including September 20. 201 9, and will continue t0 accrue

in the future.

Attached as Exhibit

5.

services rendered

by

seeks an award in the

me

undisputed

a true and correct copy 0f a statement for professional

amount 0f $32,246. 1 3

As reﬂected

11, 2019,

in attorneys” fees reasonably

C ~

listed for Section

10% 0f the amount

facts, represent

7.

is

from August 31, 2018, through July

The amounts

6.

A

Gem

State

and necessarily incurred.

based 0n Defendant’s failure t0 admit basic,

billed

in the attached Exhibit,

and for which

0n such

my

entries.

services

were

billed t0

Gem

State at a rate

of $300.00 per hour.
8.

I

am aware

0f billing rates

that other

involving commercial litigation matters in the

knowledge, and

in

Ada County

my opinion, the hourly rate

rates for similarly situated attorneys in the

ﬁrms charge

is

clients in representations

market. Based 0n

my experience and

reasonable and well within the range 0f hourly

Ada County market

with comparable

skills,

expertise

and reputation.
9.

Based upon

my experience and

knowledge, and

in

my opinion,

the total

sum 0f

$36,347.16 in attomeys’ fees and costs, reﬂecting aggregate fees and costs incurred as a result of
Defendant’s violation of

Procedure

its

discovery obligations and recoverable under Idaho Rules 0f Civil

37(a)(5)., 37(b)(2)(C),

AFFIDAVIT OF

and 37(c)(2). In

RYAN T. MCFARLAND

IN

my

experience, and in

SUPPORT OF

my opinion, the sums

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS

000706
AND ATTORNEYS’ FEES
2
-

reﬂected above are reasonable given the experience, skills and reputation of the timekeepers
involved, and the nature of the legal, procedural and factual issues pertinent to this case.

f
‘7

ﬂ
Y

/

H

yn T. McFarland
STATE OF IDAHO

/

)
)

County of Ada

ss.

)

’1

do hereby certify that on thisao day of September,
2019, personally appeared before me Ryan T. McFarland who. being by me ﬁrst duly sworn,
declared that he is an attorney for Plaintiff Gem State Rooﬁng, Incorporated in the foregoing
action, that he signed the foregoing document as the attorney for Gem State Rooﬁng, Incorporated,
and that the statements therein contained are true.
l.

Jayme Danner, a Notary

IN

WITNESS WHEREOF.

day and year in

this certiﬁcate ﬁrst

-———————~———~

AFFIDAVIT OF RYAN

I

have hereunto

my

set

hand and afﬁxed

above writ

Notar

Publi): for

Resid ng

at

ofﬁcial seal the

Idaho

_

;

my

“ﬂ

MIL

JAYME BANNER
NOTARY PUBLIc-STATE OFIDAHO
COMMISSION NUMBER 58229
EXPIRES 7464023

-

Public,

Nampa, Idaho

‘

.
.

.‘

T.

.

.

My commnssxon explres July 26, 2023

MCFARLAND

IN

SUPPORT OF

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS

000707
AND ATTORNEYS’ FEES
3
—

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
l

true

HEREBY CERTIFY

that

0n

this 24‘“

day 0f September 2019,

l

caused t0 be served a

AFFIDAVIT OF RYAN T. MCFARLAND IN SUPPORT OF
OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS’ FEES by the method indicated below, and

copy 0fthe foregoing

MEMORANDUM

addressed to each 0f the following:

PICKENS COZAKOS, PA.
Terri Pickens

Manweiler
iCourt electronic ﬁling

Shannon Pearson
398 S. 9m Street, Suite 240
Boise, ID 83701

terri@pickenslawboise.com

shannon@pickenslawboise.com

/s/Rvan T. McFarland

Ryan

AFFIDAVIT OF RYAN

T.

MCFARLAND

IN

T.

McFarland

SUPPORT OF

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS

000708
AND ATTORNEYS’ FEES
4
-

EXHIBIT A
000709

_

V
r

A

Date; 9/24/2019

ST I 1X Yr E mm TNT
.,

,

r

a

Gem State Rooﬁng,

Statement # 072—101

From

Incorporated

Ryan McFarland
PO Box 1335

Attn: Richard G. Silvia

PO Box 3916

Meridian, ID 83680
Fax: 895-1270

Hailey, Idaho 83333

Phone: 895- 1 291

gemroofl @centurylink.net

Attorney/Paralegal

Amount

Hours

Description ofLegal Services

SECTION A
Lori

10/12/18

1.0

$225.00

Prepare meet

& confer letter.
and dlscovery requests, and emall

I 0/1 7/18

Ryan

0.2

$ 1 20.00

ReV1se Meet and Confer
to L. chkman re same.

I 0/24/18

Ryan

0.8

$240.00

Meet and Confer phone

1 0/24/18

Lori

0.8

$ 1 80.00

Meet and confer with Ryan and Defendants counsel.
PrIepare thlrd-party subpoena duces tecum and emall Wlth L.

‘

I 1/13/18

Ryan

L0

$300.00

11/20/18

Lori

1.0

$225.00

11/21/18

Jayme

0.8

chkman re

letter

With counsel for Defendants.

call

same.

Prepare Subpoenas.

‘

$80.00

Proofread and

edit

Subpoenas.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

‘

I ”21/18

Ryan

05

Lori

0.5

$1 50.00
$1 12.50

produced by defendants.
Review subpoena documents.

$337.50

Draft additional subpoenas.

1

I

1/26/18

I 1/2

7/18

Lori

1.5

I 1/2

7/18

Ryan

0.2

Rev1se Subpoenas to thlrd partles, reV1ew addltlonal documents

‘

$60.00

Jayme

1.5

12/03/18

Ryan

0.1

$30.00

[2/05/18

Ryan

0.3

$90.00

Ryan

0.3

Ryan

0.4

$ 1 20.00

[2/] U18

Ryan

0.5

$1 50.00

01/03/19

Ryan

0.4

$120.00

01/12/19

Lori

21.5

$4,837.50

01/12/19

Ryan

I

1/28/18

[2/06/18
[2/1 0/18

‘

$150.00

Revise subpoenas and prepare for issuance.

Proof read and
Call with
Calls

‘

0.8

$90.00

edit

Subpoenas and Notice 0f Deposition.

McAlvain

re subpoena.

and emall w1th

J.

Isham

re subpoena; call to

McAlvaln

counsel re subpoena.
Calls

and email with subpoena recipients

Calls

and emalls Wlth

re

document

thlrd partles re subpoenas;

requests.

rev1ew

documents.

ReV1ew documents from Standard Plumblng and McAlvaln and
from B. Bothwell.
preparlng motlon t0 compel, and emall w1th L.

chkman re

sBaengllen

Researchzrewew deposmon transcrlpts and dlscovery pleadlngs; and
draft Motlon to Compel.

$240.00

Revise Motion to Compel.

‘

01/1 6/19

Ryan

0.7

$210.00

Revise Motion to Compel.

01/25/19

Ryan

2.0

$600.00

Revise Motion to Compel.

$540.00

Revise Motion to Compel, and email With R. Silvia re same.

$300.00

Proof read,

‘

01/26/19

Ryan

1.8

01/28/19

Jayme

3.0

‘

0108/19

Ryan

MCFARLANDRITTER.COM

$540.00

1.8
I

P.O.

and ﬁle Motion to Compel.

Rev1se, ﬁnahze, and ﬁle Motlon to Compel, and emall Wlth R. Sllv1a
1'6

[

edit,

same.

‘

Box 1335

MERIDIAN, IDAHO 83680
I

RYAN@MCFARLANDRITrER.COM
|

P.
I

208.789.1643

F.

208.895.1270

‘

000710

Email with L. Hickman

ESI documents.

01/30/19

Ryan

0.1

$30.00

01/30/19

Lori

1.5

$337.50

02/12/19

Ryan

0'2

$6000

03/05/19

Ryan

0.7

$210.00

Lori

8.5

$13 1 2. 50

03/13/19

Jayme

0.8

$80.00

03/1 3/19

Ryan

1.4

$420.00

Revise, ﬁnalize, and ﬁle Reply in Support of Motion to Compel and
Afﬁdavit in Support.

03/15/19

Ryan

1.0

$300.00

Prepare oral argument on motion to compel.

03/18/19

Ryan

2.0

$600.00

Prepare oral argument; prepare power point for oral argument.

03/19/19

Jayme

1.6

$160.00

Revise PowerPoint for Motion to Compel Hearing.

03/19/19

Ryan

2'5

$75000

03/19/19

Lori

0.6

$135.00

03/20/19

Jayme

0.2

$20.00

03/20/19

Ryan

0.6

$ 1 80.00

All Attorney/Paralegal Fees Section A:

$15,242.50

03/1 142/19

&

Amount

Tri-County Process Serving L.L.C.

$1,325.40

& Third-Party Charges Section A:

$1,325.40

All Costs

Dale

Review ESI subpoena document production.
Call with Court Clerk re scheduling hearing 0n Motion for Summary
Judgment and Motion t0 Compel, and email With R. Silvia re same.
Review Defendant's Opposition t0 Motion t0 Compel, and draft Reply
.

outhnes.

Third—Party Charges

Costs

re

Hours

Attornqy/Paralegal

and

draft

Reply Memorandum and Afﬁdav1t

for

Motlon

to

23:33:?
Is’lrggféftad

Reply

1n Support

of Motlon

to

Compel and Afﬁdav1t

1n

summary judgment; meet with
Rick and s. Silvia after hearing. No CHARGE FOR 1.0 HOURS.
Attegd Motlon for Summary Judgment and Motlon t0 Compel
Prepare for hearing; attend hearing 0n

Hearlng.

Proofread Order on Motion to Compel.
Draft and revise Order 0n Motion to Compel.

Description Qf'Cosm/Third Party Changes
Service fee for Subpoenas (12)

Amount

Description (?I’Legal Services

SECTION B
03/25/19

Ryan

03/28/19

Ryan

03/29/19

Lori

0.2

$60.00

0'6

$18000

5.25

$1,181.25

Conference with L. Hickman re

new Motion to Compel.

Review document production from Defendant and email
Hickman re Motion t0 Compel strategy.

to L.

Draft Motion for Sanctions documents.

V

03/29/19

Ryan

0.2

$60.00

Review Motion

05/02/19

Ryan

0.3

$90.00

Revise Motion for Sanctions.

05/23/19

Ryan

0.6

$180.00

Revise

Memorandum

05/24/19

Ryan

2.0

$600.00

Revise

Memorandum in

0504/19

Ryan

2'0

$60000

05/28/19

Jayme

2'5

$250.00

05/28/19

Ryan

2.0

$600.00

05/30/19

Ryan

0.3

$90.00

06/13/19

Ryan

for Sanctions

from L. Hickman.

in Support

of Motion for Sanctions.

Support of Motion for Sanctions.

Review documents produced by third parties and by UCI; revise
Memorandum in Support of Motion t0 Compel.
Proofread Motlon for Sanctlons, Memorandum, and Afﬁdav1ts 1n
Support.

0.7

$21 0‘00

Revise

Memorandum

Lori

5.75

$1,293.75

06/1 7/19

Lori

1.5

$337.50

Motion

Finalize and ﬁle

of Motion to Compel.

for Sanctions.

Rev1ew QpPOSItlon to Motlon

and emall

to Sanctlons,

to L.

chkman

and R. SllV1a re same.

Rev1ew Motlon

06/14_1 6/19

in Support

fgr Sanctlons;

Defendant

response; Westlaw

s

research re court Inferences and draft reply.

Westlaw research
Reply

re sanctions for failure to

1n

produce emails.

Support of Motlon for Sanctlons and Afﬁdav1t 1n

06/1 7/19

Jayme

1'2

$1 20.00

Is’lrgijfgitad

06/1 7/19

Ryan

3.0

$900.00

Rev1se and ﬁnallze Reply 1n Support of Motlon for Sanctlons; research
law re sanctions for not producing emails.

06/18/19

Ryan

0.7

$210.00

Prepare for hearing on Motion for Sanctions.

06/19/19

Ryan

2.5

$750.00

06/19/19

Lori

1.25

$226.25

Prepare for and attend hearing on Motion for Sanctions, and meet With
R. Silvia and L.

Hickman to plan next

steps.

Attend hearing on sanctions; meeting with

Gem

State,

STATEMENT September

client.

24, 2019, Page 2

000711

Draft Stipulation to Continue Pre-Trial Conference; revise proposed
order; email with counsel re Stipulation to Continue Pre-Trial

06/20/19

Ryan

0.6

$ 1 80.00

Conference and proposed order; email With Court re Order 0n
Sanctions; call to Streamline Imaging re copying hard drives and smart
phones.

06/20/19

Lori

0.75

$168.75

Draft Order for Sanctions.

06/21/19

Ryan

0.2

$60.00

06/24/19

Ryan

0.4

$120.00

06/24/19

Lori

3.5

$787.50

Call and emall Wlth Streamllne Imaglng re copylng Defendant

s

computers and phones.

Review Court’s Protective Order; review Motion for Reconsideration
ﬁled by Defendants; call with L. Hickman re discovery and
responding to Motion for Reconsideration.
Review Order for Sanctions and Scheduling Order; telephone
conference with Ryan; review Motion for Reconsideration; research
legal basis; email client re same; draft outline for response.

Review Motion

Ryan

06/25/19

$1,020.00

3.4

for Reconsideration; call with R. Silvia re

Motion

for

Reconsideration; call with Streamline Imaging re imaging emails;

email With T. Pickens re imaging emails.

06/25/19

Lori

06/2 7/19

Ryan

0.

06/28/19

1—

0.3‘

Ryan

06/28/19

$1 12.50

0.5

3.257

Lori

07/01/19

Ryan

07/01/19

Lori

2.07

7/1-2/19

Lori

7.0

07/02/19

Ryan

1.7

Email with Streamline Imaging and T. Pickens

$450.00

i

Streamline re imaging email boxes.

$90.00

$30.00

0.

spoliation 0f evidence issue.

Email with Shane

$73 1 .25

17

Review

$30.00

$1,575.00

$510.00

at

Draft Response to Motion to Reconsider;

re email account scan.

Westlaw research

re same.

Email with Streamline Imaging re copying email accounts.
Finish draft Opposition to Motion for Reconsideration.

Research procedure/rules for third party foreign subpoenas; draft
forelgn subpoenas.
.

Revise, ﬁnalize, and ﬁle Opposition to Motion to Reconsider and
Afﬁdavit in Support; email with T. Pickens re Afﬁdavit; email with R.
Silvia re opposition.

Ryan

07/03/19

$180.00

0.6

07/08/19

Ryan

3-2

07/09/19

Lori

0.75

$7168.75

07/09/19

Ryan

3.5

$1,050.00

07/1 0/19

Ryan

0.6

$ 1 80.00

07/11/19

Ryan

0.5

$150.00

All Attorney/Paralegal Fees Section B:

$16,492.50

7

$960.00

Work on Subpoenas
Draft, revise,

to Google,

AOL,

and ﬁle Opposition

to

Verizon.

Motion

for Protective Order,

Attend hearing on motion

to reconsider.

Prepare for and attend hearing on Motion for Protective Order and

Motion for Sanctions, and call with R. Silvia re same.
Review Protective Order and Order for Consideration and edit same;
revise and serve subpoenas; review Offer of Judgment and email with
R. Silvia re same; call with S. Sawyer re production of emails.
Email with Defense counsel re Attorney Conference; work 0n Exhibit
List with J. Danner and L. Hickman; review documents from
Streamline Imaging; Conference with L. Hickman re documents from
Streamline Imaging.

Costs

All Costs

&

Amount

Third—Parlﬁv Charges

Description ofCostS/Third Parry Charges

Streamline Imaging

$2,438. 10

Ada County Clerk

$19.50

Certiﬁed Complaint for Subpoena

Santa Clara County Clerk

$30.00

Google Subpoena
Oath Subpoena

Loudoun County Clerk

$46.00

Tri-County Process Serving

$135.00

& Third-Party Charges Section B:

$2,668.60

Dare

and

email with R. Silvia re same.

Artorney/Paralegal

HOZII‘S

Forensic collection of emails and bates number.

Google Subpoena

Amount

Description ofLegal Services

SECTION C
[2/12/18

Ryan

0.02

$6.00

[2/14/18

Ryan

0.26

$78.00

Prepare depositions of M. Flynn and
Prepare depositions of J. Flynn and

Gem

State,

J.

M.

STATEMENT September

Flynn.
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12/15/18

Ryan

12/1 7/18

Prepare depositions 0f J. Flynn and

M.

0.1

$30.00

Jayme

0.36

$36.00

[2/1 7/18

Ryan

0.01

$3.00

Prepare depositions 0f M. Flynn and

J.

Flynn.

12/18/18

Ryan

0.04

$ 12.00

Prepare depositions 0f M. Flynn and

J.

Flynn.

[2/19/18

Ryan

0.

5

$45.00

Prepare for depositions of M. Flynn and

12/20/18

Ryan

0.58

$174.00

[2/20/18

L0r1

12/21/18

Ryan

Prepare deposition documents for

J.

Flynn.

Flynn and M. Flynn

depositions.

1

0.5

$56.25

0.18

$54.00

J.

Flynn.

Prepare for and take deposition of J. Flynn; prepare for
deposition of M. Flynn.

Attend

J.

Flynn Deposition.

50% HOURLY RATE

REDUCTION
Take deposition 0f M. Flynn.

_

.

[2/21/18

5

$16.88

All Attorney/Paralegal Fees Section C:

$511.13

L0r1

1

50% HOURLY RATE

REDUCTION

Third—Parly Charges

Amount

Description Qf'Cosls/leird Party C/zar‘gas

M&M Court Reporting Service

$107.03

Deposition of Jeffrey Flynn and Michelle Flynn

& Third-Party Charges Section C:

$107.03

Costs

All Costs

&

0.

Attend M. Flynn deposition.

Total Attorney/Paralegal Fees Section A:
Total Costs & Third-Party Charges Section A:
Total Attorney/Paralegal Fees Section B:
Total Costs & Third-Party Charges Section B:
Total Attorney/Paralegal Fees Section C:
Total Costs & Third-Party Charges Section C:
Total Due from All Sections:
PAYMENT DUE IN U.S. DOLLARS WITHIN THIRTY (30) DAYS OF DATE OF INVOICE

$15,242.50

$152540
$16,492_5()

$166860
$511.13
$107_03

$36,347.16

Current charges only. Unpaid balances not included.

Disbursements not yet recorded will be included in ﬁlture invoices.
Aﬁer 30 days, a monthly interest charge of 1% per month from the invoice date (or such lower rate as required by applicable law) will be due. Should a
collection action 0r proceeding be necessary, attorney’s fees and costs for such collection effort will also be due.

Make

all

checks payable t0 McFarland Ritter

PLLC

Thank you for your business!

Gem

State,
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Fourth Judicial
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McGrane, Clerk

By: Laurie Johnson,
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Ritter

Ada County
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Deputy Clerk

PLLC

Ryan T. McFarland, ISB No. 7347
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian, ID 83680

Telephone: 208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895.1270

Email: ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,)
)

Plaintiff,

Case No. CV01-18-13437

)
)

vs.

)
)

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,

PLAINTIFF’S OPPOSITION TO

DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR
ATTORNEYS’ FEES AND COSTS

)
)
)
)

Defendant.

)
)

Plaintiff

Gem State Rooﬁng,

Incorporated

(“Gem

by and through

State”),

its

undersigned

counsel of record, opposes Defendant’s Motion for Costs and Attorneys’ Fees and requests that
this

Court deny such Motion for the following reasons.

INTRODUCTION
Defendant

is

not entitled to costs or attorneys’ fees because

The Court’s Judgment

rested largely

not the prevailing party.

0n the case of Trilogy Network Systems,

172 P.3d 1119 (Idaho 2007) (herein “Trilogy”). The Trilogy
this case, that (i) the plaintiff prevailed

PLAINTIFF’S OPPOSITION

it is

trial

0n the issue of breach,

Inc.

v.

Johnson,

court held, like this Court did in

(ii)

the defendant prevailed

on the

TO DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS’ FEES AND COSTS
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issue 0f damages,

Court afﬁrmed.
its

and

Id.

(iii)

therefore, neither side prevailed. Id. at 1122.

Defendant has failed

prevailing party determination

all.

Had Defendant reviewed

ﬁnd that there was n0
the Idaho

Supreme

show why this Court’s

t0

was misplaced —

Trilogy, Defendant

prevailing party

reliance

0n Trilogy

Defendant did not

in fact,

site to

in

making

Trilogy at

might have realized that the Court’s decision

was a proper

Court.1 This Court should

The Idaho Supreme

exercise of its discretion, and supported

deny Defendant’s Motion

for Attorneys’ Fees

t0

by
and

Costs.

ARGUMENT
A. This Court Properly Exercised

its

Discretion in Determining that Neither Party

Prevailed.
In entering

its

plaintiff Trilogy, the

was

Violating a

Judgment

in this case, this

Court relied heavily on Trilogy. In that case, the

former employer 0f Defendant Johnson, discovered that Defendant Johnson

non-compete agreement. Trilogy, 172 P.3d

Johnson, claiming breach 0f contract and seeking damages.
After a court

trial,

at 1121.

Trilogy ﬁled suit against

Id.

the district court found that Johnson

breached the agreement with Trilogy. However, the

had

district court

damages with

also found that Trilogy

had

reasonable certainty.

then entered judgment in favor of Trilogy,

It

failed to

prove

its

but did not award Trilogy damages 0r attorney fees.
Trilogy, 172 P.3d at 1121.

On appeal by Trilogy,

the Idaho

Supreme Court held

The determination of who
court's

sound

is

the prevailing party

To be

clear,

is

within the

trial

and this Court will
an abuse 0f discretion.

discretion, I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(B),

not disturb that decision unless there

1

as follows:

Gem State believes that the

is

Court’s conclusion regarding damages in the instant case

is

inconsistent

MRIAssociates, LLP, 334 P.3d 780 (Idaho 2014) (herein, “St. AIS”),
as will be argued on appeal; however, neither St. AIS nor any other Idaho Supreme Court case has abrogated the
Court’s right t0 determine, in the proper exercise 0f its discretion, that (i) there was a contract breach, (ii) there were
n0 damages, and (iii) therefore, there is n0 prevailing party.

With SaintAlphonsus Diversiﬁed Care, Inc.

PLAINTIFF’S OPPOSITION
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When examining whether a trial

court abused

its

discretion, this

Court considers:
(1) whether the trial court correctly perceived the issue as
one of discretion; (2) whether the trial court acted Within
the outer boundaries of this discretion and consistently with

the legal standards applicable to the speciﬁc choices
available to

decision

it;

by an

and

(3)

Whether the

trial

court reached

its

exercise 0f reason.

Here, the district court correctly perceived the issue as one of
discretion

cited t0 I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(B)).

(it

It

also acted

consistently With the legal standards. Rule 54 directs courts t0

consider

by each

who

the prevailing party

is

in relation t0 the relief sought

party. Here, Trilogy sought as

damages the proﬁts Johnson

obtained, and Johnson sought t0 have his breach excused because

0f a unilateral mistake. The court noted

and considered the
relief sought When determining Whether t0 award attorney fees.
Finally, it reached its decision through the exercise 0f reason.
Therefore, we afﬁrm the decision t0 have each party bear its own
costs and fees.
this

Trilogy, 172 P.3d at 1122—23.

In the instant case, the District Court followed the Trilogy pattern: the Court found that

Defendant breached, but also found that

Gem State failed to show damages,

neither party prevailed and neither party

is

as cited to Trilogy, let alone distinguished

Court abused
-

its

discretion.

Defendant

is n_ot

As

is n_0t

Erevailing

parﬂ

is

of right t0 the prevailing partv

not the prevailing party,

may award reasonable
.”

.

.

PLAINTIFF’S OPPOSITION

that the

Rule 0f Civil Procedure 54(d)(1)(A) makes clear

entitled t0 attorney’s fees. Idaho

clear that “the court

Defendant has not so much

and has shown n0 basis for concluding

entitled t0 costs. Idaho

added). Because Defendant

Defendant

it,

that

a result:

that “costs are allowed as a matter

-

entitled t0 attorneys’ fees.

and therefore

it is

.”
.

.

(emphasis

not entitled to costs.

Rule 0f Civil Procedure 54(e)(1) makes

attorney fees, including paralegal fees,

(emphasis added). Furthermore,

this

m

Court was explicit in the

TO DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS’ FEES AND COSTS
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Judgment: “Neither party
prevailing party,

it is

entitled t0 attorney fees”

is

N0

The cases

is

not the

not entitled t0 attorney fees.

None 0f the Cases Cited by Plaintiff Find
Finding

Because Defendant

that the Court

Abused

its

Discretion inn

Prevailing Party.

cited

by Defendant do not

require the Court t0 reverse

its

no-prevailing-party

conclusion:

LLC v. Nord Excavating & Paving,

Eighteen Mile Ranch,

2005) was decided prior

which the decision

t0 Trilogy, so that case certainly

in this case

Ina, 117 P.3d 130 (Idaho
does not reverse Trilogy, on

was based. As Eighteen Mile Ranch makes

clear, this

Court has discretion t0 answer the prevailing party question by “examin[ing] and
determin[ing] from an overall View, not a claim-by—claim analysis.”

Holmes

Holmes, 874 P.2d 595 (Idaho 1994) also predates, and so does not overrule,

v.

Holmes

Trilogy. Moreover, in

court did not agree

0n

all

on

all

Agreement

the Plaintiff prevailed in

of her arguments).

been deemed the prevailing
prevail

Id., at 133.

0f its claims:

Id. at

all

0f her claims (although the

597. In such a case, she should have

party. Id. at 598. In this instant case,

critically,

it

lost the

claim that

it

Defendant did not

did not breach the Settlement

at issue.

Holcomb, 210 P.3d 552 (Idaho 2009) holds

Zenner

v.

may be

considered,

we have

that

cautioned that they should not be the only, 0r even most
court’s prevailing party analysis.” Id. at 557. Thus, the offer

signiﬁcant, factor in the

trial

ofjudgment

need not — indeed, should not —

in this case

“Although offers ofjudgment

affect the Court’s no-prevailing-

party analysis.
In Shore

v.

Peterson, 204 P.3d 1114 (Idaho 2009), the Idaho Supreme Court held that

“When both parties

are partially successful, however,

PLAINTIFF’S OPPOSITION

it is

Within the court’s discretion t0
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decline an award of attorney fees to either side.” Id., at 1125. See also

219 P.3d

1

188, 1190 (Idaho 2009)

(“When both

Crump

Bromley,

v.

parties are partially successful,

it is

within the court’s discretion to decline an award 0f attorney fees to either side”).

Moreover, “Only in rare cases has

Court of the Court of Appeals reversed a

this

court’s determination of Which party prevailed.” Shore,

None 0f these

cases overrule 0r are in any

require this Court to change

C. Defendant

is

its

204 P.3d

way contrary to

at

Trilogy,

trial

1124.

and nothing in them

“no-prevailing-party” conclusion.

Not Entitled

to

Gem State’s

Recover Attorneys’ Fees for Opposing

Discovery Motions.

Without waiving the foregoing arguments, should the Court be inclined
attorneys’ fees in favor 0f Defendant, an entire category 0f fees

because they were incurred in opposing
Sanctions.

As

is

Attorneys’ Fees,

clear

Gem

State’s

from the record, and as more

Motion

to

to

award

and costs should be disallowed

Compel and Motion

fully set forth in

Gem

State’s

for

own Motion

for

Gem State won both its Motion t0 Compel and Motion for Sanctions.

Regardless of the Court’s decision on Defendant’s Motion for Costs and Attorneys’ Fees,

Defendant should not be awarded attorneys’ fees that derive from Defendant’s

own discovery

abuses. Those fees include the following:

Date

1129mm 9

SNP

T

Rate

Quantity

Notes

Attorney

Create chart and timeline of Secretary of State filings and
Trademark Filings to incorporate into motion for summary
judgment. Compile additional documents to submit via

1.2

Total

$240.00

discovery.

21112019

SNP

T

Read through Motion

to

Compel, Memorandum, two
Review meet and

1

$200.00

declarations. Begin drafting response.

confer letters to determine

requested prior to
2l12/2019

TRP

T

filing

if

information sought

was

properly

motion.

Review Plaintiff‘s Amended Notice of Hearing re Motion to
Compel and our Notice of Hearing for Motions for Summary

0.2

$54.00

Judgment.
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21412019

SNP

9

SNP

2/1 9f201

Email ciient regarding document production for Motion to
Compel. Continue working on opposition to Motion to Compel.
Review rules for 'meet and confer' requirements.
Finalize Opposition to Motion to

opposition to Motion for Partial
3/041'201 9

SNP

Finalize Motion for

0.8

$160.00

$200.00

Compel. Begin work on

Summary Judgment.

Summary Judgment and Response

$800.00

to

Motion to Compel. Finalize discovery responses and prepare
for serving on counsel. Review opposition to our MSJ, begin
drafting Reply in Further Support of MSJ. Review and research
MSJ standards regarding declarations. affidavits. statements to
support contentions of

3115901 9

3H 9f201 9

TRP
TRP

_|

Review Reply

TRP

client.

Further Support of Motion to Compel.

$81 .00

Plan and prepare for hearings on motion to compel and

motions
3l20r'201 9

in

for

summary judgment;

$540.00

Attend hearings.

Review Proposed Order Granting

P's Motion to

Compel; Work

0.1

$27.00

0.2

$54.00

0.3

$81 .00

0.3

$60.00

Emails with clerk and counsel regarding actual deadline for
discovery responses.

0.2

$54.00

0.6

$162.00

0.9

$180.00

with LL to get supplemental responses for service.

3125.901 9

TRP

Review signed Order Granting Motion
client regarding the same.

4f02f20‘1 9

TRP

Emails with clerk and counsel McFarland regarding error in
Gem State Rooﬁng v. UCI regarding incorrect date no discovery

41021201 9

SNP

to

Compel; Email from

order.

Emails between counsel and court clerk regarding motion to

compei
4f03f201 9

TRP

order.

filing

5I31l2019

TRP

Analyze and review Motion for Sanctions and Declarations of
Ryan McFarland and Rick Silva in support; Begin drafting
Objection to Motion for Sanctions and Declaration of Terri
Pickens Manweiler in response.

6f052'201 9

SNP

Review Motion

for Sanctions, Affidavit of Rick, Affidavit of

Ryan.

Begin drafting objection and declaration of TPM. Review
documents attached to McFarland Affidavit with documents
produced in discovery. Research jobs in Blaine County per
Buiiding Permit registration, note nojobs for UCl, note jobs

PLAINTIFF’S OPPOSITION
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6/11f2019

Gem

done by

6/051201 9

TRP

Review and

State.

finalize objection to

motion for sanctions and

0.3

$81 .00

0.5

$1 35.00

Declaration of TPM.

6117901 9

TRP

Emails with ciient regarding emails for document production;
afﬁdavit and reply in support of

Review McFarland's corrected
sanctions.

6/19/2019

SNP

Review McFarland Reply

Amended

Further Support of Sanctions and

in

Declaration. Brief review of

argument

Brief in Opposition to Sanctions. Attend hearing

in

$400.00

Defendants

on Motion

for

Sanctions.
6l20l201 9
6I20120‘l

9

TRP
SNP

Draft

Proposed Order Granting

Plaintiff's

Motion for Sanctions.

Proposed Order on Sanctions, edit, give to
Review
TPM. Submit TPM redlined version to court and counsel via
iCour‘ts and emaii. Compile notes from hearing and email TPM
status 0f case. Review email from counsei with proposed order
to court and argument in support. Emails from counsel
requesting electronic information. Email from counsel
Plaintiff‘s

regarding stipulation to vacate pre

discuss with

trial

TPM, submit approval

to

0.2

$54.00

1.4

$280.00

status conference,

counsel to

file.

6f2112019

SNP

Emails regarding proposed order for sanctions and request for
account info.

0.2

$40.00

612M201 9

SNP

Review Order for Sanctions.

2.5

$500.00

0.5

$1 35.00

Memo

in

Support of Motion

draft

Motion for Reconsideration,

for Reconsideration, Declaration 0f

Kerrie. Declaration of Terri. Notice of Hearing. File with court

and serve on counsel.
6I24f201 9

TRP

6f27l201 9

SNP

Analyze and review Order on sanctions; Telephone conference
with Bar Counsel regarding the same; Revise and finalize
Motion for Reconsideration and Motion for Protective Order.

Meet with Kerrie and

Jeff.

email Kerrie with

trial info.

Review

$0.00

emails to and from Digital Analyst.

627/201 9

TRP

Meet with

clients to

go over Order Granting Motion

for

1.1

$297.00

Sanctions; Emails with McFarland and computer analyst to

schedule email and

PLAINTIFF’S OPPOSITION

site review.
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061289019

TPM

Emails with counsel and
device review.

07(01l2019

TPM

Emails with computer analyst and client regarding email
searches.

07l02/2019

TPM

Emails with

client

and

client regarding email

third party

and

computer analyst

0.20

$270.00

$54.00

0.30

$270.00

$81.00

0.60

$270.00

$162.00

1.00

$270.00

$270.00

1.80

$200.00

$360.00

0.30

$270.00

$81.00

0.50

$200.00

$1 00.00

1.50

$270.00

$405.00

0.30

$270.00

$81 .00

0.70

$270.00

$189.00

regarding status 0f access t0 email accounts; Review
Objection to Motion for Protective Order and Afﬁdavit of

Ryan McFarland; Email
Afﬁdavit and

demand

McFartand refusing

07/032019

TPM

to

McFarland regarding

to clarify record:

lies in

Response from

to ciarify record.

Emails with client and third party computer analyst
regarding status of email download; Analyze and revise
Notice Letter of

Subpoenas

to

Google. AOL. and

Verizon; Review Motion for Protective Order, Motion for

Order Shortening Time. Proposed Order Shortening
Time. Revise Memorandum in Support of Motion for
Protective Order and Declaration of TPM in support;
File all documents in iCourts.
OWOSIZO‘IQ

SNP

and subpoenas from opposing counsel,
Memorandum,
Declaration. Motion for Order Shortening Time and
Review

ietter

draft Motion for Protective Order,

proposed order, redact emails, give

to

TPM

for review.

07!08!2019

TPM

Review Order Shortening Time; Emails with
regarding the same.

0710812019

SNP

Review order shortening
Motion

O'HOQIZO‘IQ

TPM

client

time, review opposition to

for Protective Order.

Emails with client regarding motion hearing; Attend
hearing on motions for protective order and
reconsideration.

073092019

TPM

Review

Privilege

Log of documents extracted from

email collection from Streamline.

07M OI2019

TPM

and revise Proposed Protective Order and
Proposed Order on Reconsideration; Emait drafts
Draft

to

counsel; File with court; Email Privilege Lot to court;

Review ﬁnal Subpoenas
07I15f2019

TPM

for

Google and AOL.

Review Orders and signed Subpoenas

to

AOL

and

0.20

$54.00

$270.00

Google.

The

total fees that

Defendant

lost, is:

should be disallowed, as having been incurred 0n discovery battles that
$6,652.00.

D. Under Rule 68, Defendant is Entitled
Entitled t0 Attorneys’ Fees.

On July

10, 2019,

The ultimate award given

t0, at

Most, Nominal Costs; Defendant

Defendant made an offer ofjudgment.
to

PLAINTIFF’S OPPOSITION

is

Not

Gem State rej ected the offer.

Gem State was less than Defendant’s

offer.

According

t0

Idaho Rule
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0f Civil Procedure 68(d)(1)(B)(i),

Gem State “must pay those costs of the

[Defendant] as

allowed under Rule 54(d)(1), incurred after the making 0f the offer.” The only costs incurred and
claimed by Defendant (see page 2 0f Defendant’s

Memorandum 0f Costs and Attorneys’

Fees,

“Costs as a Matter 0f Right”) after July 10, 2019 are as follows:
-

—

Service 0f Process: Tracy Felix

-

Trial

Witness Fee: Tracy Felix

A11 other costs set forth in Defendant’s

-

Trial

Subpoena

-

$58.00; and

$22.25.

Memorandum 0f Costs and Attorneys’

Fees, “Costs as a

Matter 0f Right” were incurred prior t0 July 10, 2019.

Rule 68 does not give
“costs

.

.

.

rise t0 a right t0 attorneys’ fees.

The

rule clearly applies only to

as allowed under Rule 54(d)(1).” Attorneys’ fees are covered under Rule 54(6).

as set forth above, this Court has determined that

because there

is

no prevailing

n0 attorneys’ fees are

t0

be awarded in

And,

this case

party.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated above,

Motion

for Costs

Gem State requests that this Court deny Defendant’s

and Attorneys’ Fees.

DATED THIS 24th day of September 2019.
By /s/RVan T McFarland
Ryan

T. McFarland,

ISB No. 7347

Attorneys for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 24th day of September 2019, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF’S OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR
I

ATTORNEYS’ FEES AND COSTS by the method indicated below,

and addressed

to

each of

the following:

PICKENS COZAKOS,
Terri Pickens

P.A.

Manweiler
iCourt electronic ﬁling

Shannon Pearson
398

S. 9th Street, Suite

240

Boise, ID 83701

terri@pickenslawb0ise.com

shannon@pickenslawboise.com

/s/Rvan T. McFarland

Ryan

PLAINTIFF’S OPPOSITION

T.

McFarland
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Electronically Filed

9/26/2019 3:06 PM
Fourth Judicial District,
Phil

McGrane, Clerk

By: Laurie Johnson,

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

Ada County

of the Court

Deputy Clerk

ISB No. 5828

PICKENs LAW, P.A.
398
P.O.

S.

9th Street, Suite 240

Box 915

Boise, Idaho 83701

Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099

terri@pickenslawb0ise.com
Attorneysfor Defendant

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING,

Case No.

CVO 1 -1 8- 1 3437

INCORPORATED,

AFFIDAVIT 0F TERRI PICKENS
MANWEILER RE: DEFENDANT’S

Plaintiff,
V.

OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF’S
MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS’ FEES
AND COSTS

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO

)
)

COUNTY OF ADA

ss.

)

TERRI PICKENS MANWEILER,
1.

I

am

the

attorney

being ﬁrst duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:

0f record and represent Defendant United Components

Incorporated (“UCI”) in the above-entitled matter.

2.

Imake

this

Afﬁdavit based upon

my own personal knowledge

and

I

am competent

to testify to the same.

3.

This Afﬁdavit

is

being ﬁled in opposition to

Gem

State’s

motion for costs and

attorneys’ fees pursuant to I.R.C.P. 37.

AFFIDAVIT OF TERRI PICKENS MANWEILER RE: DEFENDANT’S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF’S
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4.

I have had an opportunity to review Ryan T. McFarland’s Affidavit, as well as the

Exhibit A itemizing attorneys’ fees for two motions totaling $32,243.13.
5.

The attorney fees listed in Exhibit A to the McFarland Affidavit are not in

compliance with I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3).
6.

Furthermore, the attorney fees allegedly incurred by Gem State were not

reasonable, not necessary, and not commensurate with fees charged by other attorneys in this area
for litigation of this type.
7.

By way of example, the undersigned, an attorney with 21 years of experience in

litigation, with associates, charged $35,584.00 to UCI for the entire litigation, whereas McFarland,
his associate Lori Hickman, and presumably a paralegal, Jayme, charged $32,246.13 for two
motions and discovery practice.
8.

In addition, much of the charges seek duplicative entries, i.e. “Prepare Subpoenas”

for 1 hour by Hickman and then “Proof read and edit Subpoenas” for 0.8 hour by Jayme.
9.

Likewise, McFarland had five time entries for drafting, revising, editing, and

finalizing his motion to compel for a total of 7 hours.
10.

Meanwhile, all on January 12, 2019, a Saturday, Hickman allegedly spent 21.5 of

the 24 hours that day doing “Research, review deposition transcripts and discovery pleadings; and
draft Motion to Compel.” This amount of time is absolutely not reasonable, and frankly not
credible. If my associate spent one-fifth that amount of time on a motion to compel, I would find
that unreasonable and decline to bill my client accordingly.
11.

Furthermore, Hickman apparently spent 7 hours on July 1 and 2, 2019, “Research

procedures/rules for third party foreign subpoenas; draft foreign subpoenas.” Only two foreign
subpoenas were prepared, Google and AOL. It is hardly credible that it took 7 hours over a two
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day period to figure out how to serve them, or further still, that this could or should be charged to
the client, Gem State.
12.

Various other time entries mirror these charges pointed out to the Court, and many

more still are duplicative between attorneys and should not be considered reasonable or necessary.
13.

Unlike McFarland’s Affidavit, the undersigned has taken into consideration the

following factors pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3): A) the time and labor required; B) the novelty and
difficulty of the questions; C) the skill requisite to perform the legal service properly and the
experience and ability of the attorney in the particular field of law; D) the prevailing charges for
like work; E) whether the fee is fixed or contingent; F) the time limitations imposed by the client
or the circumstances of the case; G) the amount involved and the results obtained; H) the
undesirability of the case; I) the nature and length of the professional relationship with the client;
J) awards in similar cases; and K) the reasonable costs of automatic legal research.
14.

With regard to I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(A): McFarland, Hickman and their paralegal

allegedly dedicated 133 hours to the two discovery motions. This litigation spanned over 13
months, and in that entire time, including every single time entry, the undersigned and our associate
only spent 157 hours total for the entire litigation. It is out of proportion with McFarland’s 133
hours for 2 discovery motions, clearly rendering that time unreasonable, especially considering the
unfavorable outcome for Gem State in this matter.
15.

With regard to I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(B): The novelty and difficulty of the questions

involved in this litigation were facially relatively simple, the only issues in Gem State’s motion
were based on discovery practice and not the underlying issues in the lawsuit. Additionally, Gem
State and its counsel contributed to the unusual discovery practice requiring the facilitation of
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external hard drive and email searches, something that turned out to be completely unnecessary
and rendered no additional information for Gem State.
16.

With regard to I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(C) and (D): The undersigned is not challenging

the hourly rates of McFarland, Hickman or Jayme, yet the amount of time taken to complete tasks
draws into question their experience and abilities.
17.

With regard to I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(E): As far as the undersigned knows, Gem State’s

fees in this matter were not contingent and therefore not relevant as a determining factor in the
above-entitled case.
18.

With regard to I.R.C.P. 54(e)(F): There were no unusual time constraints or

circumstances imposed by UCI, to the contrary, the Plaintiff actually drove up the time and costs
by engaging in a fishing expedition with 12 subpoenas and a request for unfettered access to UCI’s
Electronic Devices, none of which resulted in information not already obtained through normal
discovery channels, accordingly, the amount of time actually spent by McFarland, Hickman and
Jayme is unreasonable and not commensurate with the ultimate outcome of the case.
19.

With regard to I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(G): The amount of time and money involved in

the discovery practice in this matter was not justified by the result obtained by Gem State. UCI,
from the beginning of this case, has claimed Gem State did not have a valid cause of action against
UCI and that it could not establish damages. UCI further maintained that it was fully and faithfully
complying with discovery requests, and their business practices were not such that old electronic
files were retained. Nevertheless, Gem State pressed on and engaged in unreasonable discovery
practices that resulted in tens of thousands of dollars in charges to Gem State.
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With regard

20.

to

I.R.C.P.

undesirability 0f the case, nature

client,

and awards

in similar cases,

With regard

21.

McFarland’s Exhibit A, but
Westlaw. In any event,

all

54(e)(3)(H),

and

(J):

Factors

relating

to

the

and length 0f professional relationship between counsel and
do not necessarily apply to

to I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(K):

it is

(I),

this case.

Automatic legal research was reported

in

not clear if actual charges were incurred for the research through

licensed attorneys in Idaho are able to access

all

relevant legal research

through Case-Maker, a legal research program offered to licensed attorneys in the state of Idaho,
free

of charge.

Gem

22.

was not

State

is

not entitled t0 attorney fees sought pursuant to I.R.C.P. 37 because

the prevailing party in

whole through the discovery process and

Gem

State

was not

it

the

ultimate prevailing party in the case.

Considering

23.

the

amount of $4, 1 01 .03

legal

all

the above factors, the attorney fees totaling $32,246. 13 and costs in

are wholly unreasonable

and not commensurate with the standards in this

community.

DATED:

September 26, 2019.
Pickens Manweiler
Manweiler

/s/ Terri

Terri Pickens

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN t0 before me 0n September 26, 2019.
IHIWI
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/s/ Nicole Pickens
Notary Public for the State of Idaho
Residence: Boise, Idaho
Commission Expires:
12/1 5/2024

ﬁﬂmmmmw“
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

IHEREBY CERTIFY that on September 26, 20 1 9, a true and correct copy ofthe foregoing
document was served

as follows:

U
U
U
E

McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC

Ryan
P.O.

T.

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

/s/ Terri

First Class

Mail

Facsimile — 208.895. 1270
Hand Delivery
iCourts — wan@mcfarlandritter.com

Pickens Manweiler

Terri Pickens

Manweiler
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Electronically Filed

9/26/2019 3:06 PM
Fourth Judicial District,
Phil

McGrane, Clerk

By: Laurie Johnson,

Ada County

of the Court

Deputy Clerk

Terri Pickens Manweiler, ISB No. 5828

PICKENS LAW, P.A.
398
P.O.

s. 9th Street, Suite

240

Box 915

Boise, Idaho 83701

Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099

terri@pickenslaw.boise.com

Attorneysfor Defendant

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED
Case No. CV01-1 8-13437
Plaintiff,

DEFENDANT’S REPLY IN
FURTHER SUPPORT OF MOTION
FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEYS’
FEES

vs.

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED dba GEM STATE
ROOFING
Defendant.

Defendant, United Components, Incorporated dba

through

its

Gem

State

Rooﬁng

(“UCI”), by and

attorney of record, Terri Pickens Manweiler of Pickens Law, P.A., hereby submits the

foregoing Reply in Further Support of UCI’s Motion for Costs and Attorneys’ Fees.

INTRODUCTION
UCI

is

entitled to

an award 0f costs attorneys’ fees in

this case

because

prevailing party in the litigation. After this Court’s reconsideration of

argument pertinent

to the prevailing party analysis,

not in whole at the very least in part. Alternatively,

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 68 because

it

UCI

all

UCI was

the clear

the factors and legal

should be deemed the prevailing party,

UCI would be

entitled to attorney fees

if

under

submitted an Offer 0f Judgment t0 Plaintiff Gem State

DEFENDANT’S REPLY IN FURTHER SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEYS’ FEES
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Rooﬁng,

(“Gem

Inc.

State”) that

was more favorable

to

them than the judgment ultimately

rendered by this Court.

ARGUMENT
A. Plaintiff Failed to

Gem State,
this

Show That Defendant

in its obj ection t0

is

UCI’s motion

Not the Prevailing Party

for costs

and attorneys’

Court t0 any precedent 0r facts that would support a ﬁnding that

To

party.

was, in

the contrary, even the case law relied

fact, the

conﬁdence

is

Gem State

UCI was

not the prevailing

supports a ﬁnding that

UCI

prevailing party in this case.

1.

Despite

upon by

fees, failed t0 direct

The Single Case Cited by
Argument

Gem

State’s

misplaced.

Gem

Plaintiff Does

conﬁdence arguing

that

Not Support

UCI

Prevailing Party

not the prevailing party, that

is

State directs this Court t0 Trilogy

its

Network Systems, Inc

v.

Johnson

144 Idaho 844, 172 P.3d 1119 (2007) as the seminal case 0n point. However, the applicability of
Trilogy only extends t0 the breach 0f contract claim in this case,

address the fact that

it

lost outright

Gem

State conveniently fails to

on the other two causes of action against UCI (injunctive

relief

and trademark infringement).
This Court addressed Trilogy in

Gem

State “failed to offer into evidence

its

Findings 0f Facts

any proof”

&

Conclusions of Law, concluding

t0 substantiate

This Court then went 0n to

ﬁnd

damages. (Findings ofFact

Gem

Conclusions ofLaw, pg.

12).

entitled to attorneys’ fees,

presumably based upon the decision in Trilogy.

0n

this

ﬁnding

to refute

t0 address the other

UCI

UCI’s argument

two causes of action,

asks this Court t0 reconsider

its

that

its

ﬁnding

it is

State nor

Gem

0n Trilogy makes sense, but

UCI was

UCI were

Gem State relies

the prevailing party. Because

reliance

that

neither

it is

&

solely

State failed

misplaced.

not entitled to attorneys’ fees because

DEFENDANT’S REPLY IN FURTHER SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEYS’ FEES
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the overall applicability 0f Trilogy

limited t0 the breach of the contract (the

is

Trademark

Settlement Agreement) cause of action, not the remaining counts.

Applying the rationale

in Trilogy to the case at hand,

it

can only be applied t0 the ﬁrst cause

0f action, breach of contract. Trilogy simpliﬁes the claim for contract breach into two

factors: 1)

breach and 2) damages. In the present case, like in Trilogy, each party prevailed 0n one but not the
other factor. In order t0 succeed on a breach of contract claim the claiming party must have been

damaged

and

for breach

prove

0f contract

the

are:

amount

of

(a) the existence

& C0,,

of the contract,

The elements

(b) the

Gem State did not prevail 0n that cause 0f action.

0f action in Trilogy the Supreme Court concluded that the

by ﬁnding
is

there

was n0

prevailing party

on

inapplicable because breach 0f contract

Gem State, whereas in
UCI

Trilogy that

Equities,

(c)

LLC

v.

Gem

is

trial

Because there was only one cause
court did not abuse

of action. In

was only one of the

State failed t0 establish

its

discretion

this case, the logic

of Trilogy

three causes 0f action brought

by

the only count.

LLC

v.

Imaging

more 0n point. In Advanced Med,

Ctr.

ofldaho,

LLC

154

the plaintiffbrought an action

0f contract and unjust enrichment. The plaintiffprevailed on the establishing a contract

and breach, but the
trial

was

that cause

submits that Advanced Med. Diagnostics,

Idaho 8 12, 303 P.3d 171 (2013)
for breach

claim

a

154 Idaho 269, 278, 297 P.3d 232, 241 (2013); citing O’Dell v. Basabe, 119 Idaho

796, 813, 810 P.2d 1082, 1099 (1991). Like the plaintiff in Trilogy,

damages, thus

for

breach of the contract,

amount 0f those damages. Mosell

the breach caused damages, and (d) the

Berryhill

damages.

those

trial

court determined

court further dismissed

its

it

was not

entitled t0 recover

additional claim for unjust enrichment. Initially, the

determined there was no prevailing party, but the defendant ﬁled a

and attorney fees

in

damages 0n the claim. The

memorandum

any event. After hearing argument on the motion, the

trial

trial

court

seeking costs

court entered an
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order ﬁnding that the defendant

and $125,942.50

costs

primary issue in

0f the

and Advanced

trial

it

$6,970.67 in

court held “the Defendants prevailed

liable to Plaintiff for

damages

0n the

for breach

174

Med

parallels the facts in this case,

were unable

additional causes of action that

Advanced Med ﬁled motions

The

Whether Defendant was

this litigation:

parties’ agreement.” Id.

State

the prevailing party in the litigation, awarding

in attorney fees.

Advanced Med strongly

Gem

was

t0 recover

much more

damages

so than Trilogy. Both

for breach

of contract, but also

were not successful. Consequently, UCI and the defendant

in

Gem State and Advanced Med obj ecting.

In

for attorneys’ fees, with

both cases the original judgment stated there was n0 prevailing party. In both cases the primary
issue

was a ﬁnding of liability.

was subsequently found

to

be the prevailing party. Likewise,

conclusion With regarding to

For these reasons,
fees

and

costs,

In both cases defendants were not liable. Ultimately,

UCI and

UCI

determine that

contends that Trilogy

and Advanced Med

is

much

it,

is

this

Med

Advance

Court should make the same

too, is the prevailing party.

in applicable t0

its

motion for attorneys’

closer to the facts and circumstances in this case.

not only prevailed 0n the damages portion 0f the breach of contract count,

UCI

UCI

successfully

defended both remaining causes 0f action for injunctive relief and trademark infringement.
Consequently,

UCI
2.

should ultimately be the prevailing party.

The Court Needs

One Claim

Gem
for costs

t0

Look

at the

in the Prevailing

Case as a Whole, Not the Elements of

Party Analysis.

State inadequately addressed the relevant case

and attorneys’

fees.

Gem

law cited by

UCI

in support

State blanketly disregards pertinent case

0f its motion

law cited in support

0f UCI being the proper prevailing party.

For example,
Excavating

&

Gem

State disregards the applicability of Eighteen

Mile Ranch,

LLC

v.

Nord

Paving, Ina, 141 Idaho 716, 117 P.3d 130 (2005), by suggesting that Trilogy
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more

applicable. Nevertheless,

that a court should not

in

Whole

Gem

Mile

State correctly recognizes the general rule in Eighteen

be assessing cases on a claim by claim

basis, but rather looking at the case

in the prevailing party analysis. Id., 141 Idaho at 719, 117

P.3d

at 133;

Shore

v.

Peterson,

146 Idaho 903, 914, 204 P.3d 1114, 1125 (2009). This Court should look to Eight Mile because

Supreme Court held

the

that the prevailing party analysis

must recognize Whether a party

successfully defended against the entire case, emphasizing that a defendant’s non—liability

evidence that

it

was a

factor in determining the overall prevailing party. Id.

This Court held that

UCI

failed t0

breach 0f contract claim. Nevertheless,

because

Gem

was unable

State

defend against two 0f the four elements of

UCI

0f action,

Consequently,

injunctive

t0 establish the

UCI

UCI

is

remaining two elements, that

UCI

When looking at the case as

it is

it

suffered

clear that the proper

all

damages

Gem

State.

causes of action in the lawsuit, not just one

a Whole, and taking UCI’S ultimate non-liability

outcome of the analysis should result

in a

ﬁnding

that

the prevailing party.

3.

In the case

Offers of Judgement

Zenner

v.

Are a Factor

in the Prevailing Party Analysis.

Holcomb, 147 Idaho 444, 447, 210 P.3d 552, 555 (2009), the Supreme

Court articulates that offers 0f Judgment are a factor in prevailing party analysis.
incorrectly assumes that the offer of

judgment “need not and should not

’

UCI

is

aware that offers ofjudgment are only

the fact 0f the matter

is,

ﬂ

Gem

State

affect the courts no-

prevailing party analysis.” See Opposition t0 Defendant’s Motion for Attorneys Fees

p. 4.

State’s

successfully defended against the other two

and trademark infringement, brought by

successfully defended against

portion 0f one count.

into consideration,

relief

Gem

successfully defended the cause 0f action for breach

and the amount 0f those damages. In addition,
causes

was

and

Costs,

factor in the prevailing party analysis, but

following Zenner, offers ofjudgment must be considered as

a_1

factor. Id.
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When

determined that

it

the beneﬁt 0f

knowledge,
that

UCI was

not entitled to an award of attorneys’ fees,

knowledge regarding the Offer 0f Judgment.

Now

that this

it

did not have

Court has that

UCI submits that this Court should reverse that initial ﬁnding and ultimately determine

UCI is, in fact, the prevailing party. According t0 Zenner,

the Offer of Judgment in determining

request that this Court reconsider
additional knowledge.

its

UCI’s prevailing party

it

would be improper not t0 consider

status.

Accordingly,

UCI respectfully

ﬁnding and g0 through the prevailing party analysis with

In doing so, this Court should ultimately determine that

UCI

this

the

is

prevailing party.

B. Attorney Fees

Gem

Are Taxed

as Costs

State incorrectly asserts that

UCI

is

not entitled to attorneys’ fees because Idaho Rule of

Gem

Civil Procedure 68 “does not give rise t0 a right t0 attorneys” fees.” See Opposition, p. 9.

State could not be

more

incorrect.

made under Rule 68

Offers 0f judgment

include

all

costs pursuant to Idaho

Procedure 54(d), including attorneys’ fees under Rule 54(6)

if they are

Rule of Civil

taxed as costs. Idaho Code

Section 12- 120(3) states in part that “in any civil action t0 recover 0n a contract relating to services
in

be

any commercial transaction, the prevailing party
set

by

be allowed a reasonable attorney’s fee t0

the court t0 be taxed and collected as costs.” LC. §12-120(3).

recently held that

courts

shall

must

2019). This

when

oblige.

the legislature dictates that that the term costs includes attorney fees, the

Nye

v.

Katsilometes, No. 45917, 2019

means UCI would be

reconsidered and ﬁnds

The Idaho Supreme Court

UCI

ultimately determines that

WL 4009517,

entitled to attorney fees

at

*5 (Idaho Aug. 26,

under IRCP 54(d)

the prevailing party, including pursuant to Rule 68.

UCI

is

if the court

If this

Court

UCI

is still

not a prevailing party in the lawsuit as a whole,

entitled to recover all costs, including attorneys” fees taxes as costs, pursuant to

Rule 68.
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C. Apportionment 0f Attorneys’ Fees
Ultimately

Gem

State should be ordered to reimburse all 0f UCI’s costs, including attorneys’

fees taxed as costs, as allowed under

The only remaining questions

Rule 54(d).

for this Court

should be (1) should the fees be apportioned with UCI’s apportioned success as prevailing party,

and

(2)

When d0

the costs and attorneys’ fees start accruing. If

prevailing party, then
forth in Exhibit

UCI

UCI

is

entitled to

reimbursement 0f

all

A to its Memorandum 0f Costs and Attorneys’

UCI

is

determined t0 be the

of costs and attorneys’ fees as

set

Fees. If the Court determines that

only prevailed in part, this Court could apportion those attorneys’ fees accordingly. Finally,

if the

concept 0f Rule 68

costs

and attorneys’ fees

is

the only basis for recovery, then this Court could

set forth in Exhibit

B

to

award only those

UCI’s Memorandum 0f Costs and Attorneys’

Fees.

1.

If this

part because

Prevailing Partv Apportionment

Court reconsiders the prevailing party analysis and ﬁnds that

UCI

only prevailed in

Gem State established a contract and breach, but not damages, UCI should still be the

prevailing party

as

to

the

other two

claims.

Accordingly, this Court

may

consider the

apportionment rule as follows:
court may determine that a party prevailed in part and did not prevail
and upon so ﬁnding may apportion the costs between and among the
parties in a fair and equitable manner after considering all of the issues and
claims involved in the action and the resultant judgment or judgments

The

trial

in part,

obtained.

I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(B).
party: “(1) the ﬁnal

There are three principal factors t0 consider When determining prevailing

judgment 0r

result obtained in relation t0 the relief sought; (2)

were multiple claims or issues between the
prevailed on each of the claims or issues.”

parties;

and

Nguyen

v.

(3) the extent to

Whether there

which each of the

parties

Bui, 146 Idaho 187, 192, 191 P.3d 1107,
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1112

(Ct.

App. 2008)

1983). These are

all

citing

Chadderdon

factors discussed

v.

King, 104 Idaho 406, 41

and expanded upon

Costs and Attorney fees, as well as this response

of the allegations, a

trial

before this Court, the ﬁnal judgment entered, and the extent

Gem

UCI.

UCI

is

the prevailing party, if

all

three

were successfully defended

against,

Gem State sought monetary damages in excess of $220,000 and
it

did not receive either relief in the judgment.

Gem State

prove a single claim, though they were able to establish two elements of their breach 0f

contract claim (existence 0f a contract and breach). This breach 0f contract claim

swayed the court
considering

that

UCI

State alleged three causes 0f action (1) breach of contract, (2)

a permanent injunction against UCI, yet
failed t0

for

Gem State’s Complaint, UCI’s Answer denying

injunctive relief, and (3) trademark infringement,

resulting in non—liability for

App.

(Ct.

UCI’S previously ﬁled Motion

prevailed 0n each cause 0f action, there should be no question that

not in whole, at least in part.

659 P.2d 160, 165

brief.

Considering the causes of action alleged in

all

in

1,

all

originally to

state

there

was not

if not

completely then

at least

what seemingly

prevailing party overall. Nevertheless,

the factors set forth in the prevailing case law

UCI prevailed,

is

and Idaho

rules, this

Court conclude

0n two 0f the three claims.

Costs and Fees Apportionment

2.

If a trial court determines that a party has prevailed only in part,

and attorney fees

in a fair

and equitable manner

after considering all

it

may

apportion the costs

of the issues and claims

involved in the action and the judgment 0r judgments obtained. I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(B); Nguyen, 146

Idaho

at 192,

191 P.3d at 1112. While the court has discretion to award costs and fees t0 prevailing

parties, the court

has a duty t0 apportion to each 0fthe parties the attorney fees related t0 the claims

upon which each party
Schroeder

v.

prevailed.

Advanced Med, 154 Idaho

Partin, 151 Idaho 471,

259 P.3d 617 (201

at

816, 303 P.3d at 175, citing

1).
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Should

this

Court determine that

how

given guidance as t0

costs

UCI prevailed

only in part, the Idaho Supreme Court has

and fees should be apportioned

in

Burns

Cty.

v.

ofBoundary, 120

Idaho 623, 818 P.2d 327 (Ct. App. 1990), afﬁrmed, 120 Idaho 614, 818 P.2d 318 (1991).
In Burns, the plaintiff (Burns) sought both monetary and injunctive relief. After a

district court limited

trial,

the

Burns’ monetary damages award to $45.00 of the $1,000,000 sought but

granted the injunctive

relief.

The

district court

determined that the nominal damage award

warranted apportionment of attorneys’ fees since Burns did not prevail on the damages claim.

Burns was awarded apportioned attorneys” fees for the injunctive

The Idaho Court Appeals upheld

the

trial

court’s apportionment

relief granted.

Burns appealed.

and held as follows:

Here, the district court distinguished, not between two separate theories supporting
a single claim for

relief,

but between two entirely separate claims—-one seeking

equitable injunctive relief and the other seeking
rules of procedure envision that a district court

damages

may

in

an action

at law.

Our

distinguish between separable

claims in awarding costs, I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(B), and attorney fees, I.R.C.P. 54(e)(2).
Under this procedure, we conclude that it was proper for the court t0 consider
claims separately in awarding attorney fees.

Id.,

120 Idaho

at

626, 818 Idaho at 330.

By afﬁrming the trial

court in Burns, the Idaho appellate courts rightly recognize the need

to apportion attorney fees in cases

determines that

UCI

for that portion that

where

parties prevailed in part. Accordingly, if this Court

only prevailed in part, this Court should

UCI

prevailed.

UCI

still

award costs and attorneys” fees

succeeded 0n two 0f the three claims against

Burns, the claims were not separate theories supporting one single claim for
entirely separate claims.

Agreement,

Gem

State sought (1) $220,000 for breach of the

(2) Injunctive Relief preventing

UCI from

using

“Gem

relief,

it.

As

in

but rather three

Trademark Settlement

State” in Blaine

County 0r

doing work in Blaine County, and (3) $220,000 in damages for trademark infringement under the
federal

Latham

Act.

UCI

still

maintains that

it

prevailed 0n each 0f the three, but if this Court
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disagrees,

action.

least

it still

must recognize

that

UCI

T0 do otherwise would be an abuse of discretion.

two of the three claims, and should

thirds

completely prevailed on the remaining two causes 0f

at

a

In this case,

minimum be awarded

UCI

costs

on

clearly prevailed

and fees for

at least

at

two-

of its attorneys’ fees for successfully defending the lawsuit.

CONCLUSION
UCI

maintains that

it is

entitled to

an award of costs and attorneys” fees for

and expenses incurred defending against

awarded $35,584.00

in attorneys’ fees

apportions this award,

it

Gem

State’s claims.

and $802.55

Accordingly,

in costs as a matter

of the time

UCI

should be

right.

If this

Court

should be no less than two-thirds of the amount sought, proportionate t0

UCI’s having prevailed.

If this

Court deems only Rule 68 appropriate, then

$13,602.00 in attorneys’ fees and $802.55 in costs as a matter 0f right.

UCI

that this

Court deem

the total

amount of $36,386.55.

DATED:

of

all

the prevailing party

UCI

UCI

is

entitled to

respectfully requests

and enter an award of attorneys’ fees and costs

in

September 26, 2019.

PICKENS LAW,
By:

/s/ Terri

P.A.

Pickens Manweiler

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

Of the Firm

Attorneys for Defendant
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

IHEREBY CERTIFY that on September 26, 20 1 9, a true and correct copy 0fthe foregoing
document was served

as follows:

U
D
U
E

T. McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC

Ryan
P.O.

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

/s/ Terri

First Class

Facsimile

Mail

— 208.895. 1270

Hand Delivery
iCourts — ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Pickens Manweiler

Terri Pickens

Manweiler
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Electronically Filed

10/2/2019 2:23

PM

Ada County
McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Amy King, Deputy Clerk
Fourth Judicial

District,

Phil

McFarland

Ritter

PLLC

Ryan T. McFarland, ISB No. 7347
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian, ID 83680

Telephone: 208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895.1270

Email: ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,)
)

Plaintiff,

Case No. CV01-18-13437

)
)

vs.

)
)

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,

REPLY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF’S
MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS’ FEES
AND COSTS

)
)
)
)

Defendant.

)
)

Plaintiff

Gem State Rooﬁng,

Incorporated

(“Gem

State”),

by and through

its

undersigned

counsel of record, submits this Reply in Support of its Motion for an award 0f Attorneys’ Fee

and Costs.

INTRODUCTION
The theme 0f this case
Violation 0f

is

Defendant’s repeated, unmitigated, and as yet unremedied

Gem State’s rights — ﬁrst under the Non-Compete Agreement at issue,

the course 0f this litigation.

Over a nine-year period, With n0 provocation from

Defendant repeatedly breached

its

and then

in

Gem State,

contractual obligation to stop soliciting and performing

work
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in Blaine County.

When Gem

State eventually brought suit t0 stop the breaches, Defendant spent

the bulk 0f the litigation attempting t0 avoid

admit that

it

its

discovery obligations, even going so far as t0

had withheld documentsland deleted emails? Defendant’s avoidance

no deleted emails were ever produced, and, ultimately,
unable to

summon

evidence t0 prove damages

held by the Defendant, since

communications

it

it

State’s costs

the information that Defendant

had an obligation

Procedure mandate an award of expenses t0

documents

to

that establish

which

damages) and
it is

entitled

in this case

obligations have so far

managed

t0

Procedure provide a remedy for

were incurred

Gem State ﬁled — and the

(ironically, since

it

did and

in trying t0 get

this

Idaho Rules of Civil
This Court has

Court also deny

by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure,
its

fact,

Defendant has Withheld the

now Defendant would have

contract,

resulting

and by avoiding

Gem

from
its

discovery

avoid paying a price; instead, the entire cost 0f Defendant’s

conduct — pre- and during litigation — has been borne by

e.g.,

work

exclusively

produce but withheld 0r destroyed. In

Defendant’s discovery abuses. Defendant has breached

1

0r had record of the

Gem State because it prevailed.

Gem State did not prove damages

State the relief to

knew

and attorneys’ fees

Court granted the only two discovery motions

found that

Gem State was

Court found that

— most of Which evidence Which was
that

worked:

had with Blaine County customers and prospective customers.

Most 0f Gem

this

was Defendant

this

tactics

that,

and

this

Gem State.

The Idaho Rules of Civil

Court should apply that remedy.

Wood River Valley animal shelter, which were produced six months after they were
0n Gem State’s Motion to Compel.
Supplemental Answers to Plaintiff Gem State Rooﬁng Incorporated’s First Set 0f

documents regarding the

requested, and just days prior to the hearing
2

See Defendant’s Fourth

0f Documents, and Requests for Admission, Second Supplemental Answer
N0. 3: “UCI did not maintain 0r keep many 0f the records that were provided through subpoena, and
UCI does not have a method of recovery for deleted electronic ﬁles. A11 documents that could be recovered have
now been produced ...”
Interrogatories, Requests for Production

to Interrogatory
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ARGUMENT
A. The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure Mandate an Award of Costs and Fees for
Defendant’s Violation of its Discovery Obligations.
As Gem State stated in its Motion, the basis for its request for attorneys’ fees and costs is
as follows:
-

Under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37(a)(5), this Court “must” award attorneys’

fees and other expenses incurred on Gem State’s Motion to Compel, because (i) Defendant
produced approximately 90% of the documents they would ever produce after the Motion to
Compel was filed, and (ii) the Court granted Gem State’s Motion to Compel.
-

Under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37(b)(2)(C), this Court “must” award

attorneys’ fees and other reasonable expenses because this Court granted Gem State’s Motion for
Sanctions.
-

Under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37(c)(2), this Court should award attorneys’

fees and costs for Gem State’s having to prove – because Defendant denied without basis – that
Defendant was conducting business under the name “Gem State Roofing;” that since 2016,
Defendant has advertised, solicited, bid on, and performed roofing work in Blaine County under
the name “Gem State Roofing;” and that despite Gem State’s written demand, Defendant did not
cease doing business in Blaine County under the name “Gem State Roofing.”
B. Defendant has not Shown Any Legitimate Basis for Setting Aside the Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure.
1. The Issue of Whether Gem State is the Prevailing Party is Irrelevant to the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure-Prescribed Penalties for Discovery Abuses.
Defendant’s argument that it should not be accountable for its discovery abuses on the
grounds that Gem State did not prevail is legally baseless. As the Idaho Court of Appeals said in
1992:
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS’ FEES AND COSTS - 3
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[A]s a sanction for a separate discovery abuse, the court ordered

Jim

pay reasonable attorney

to

abuse.

.

.

fees incurred as a result 0f that

.

Jim has made n0 cogent argument against either of these awards.
The record and the law fully support the awards 0f fees in this
instance as sanctions. See, e.g., Chenerjy v. Agri—Lines Corp, 115
Idaho 281, 766 P.2d 75 1 (1988). Moreover, the award 0f fees for
this purpose is not dependent upon I.C. § 12—121, and thus these
awards need not await the ﬁnal outcome 0f the case.
DesFosses

v.

DesFosses, 836 P.2d 1095, 1100 (Idaho Ct. App. 1992). The Idaho Rules 0f Civil

Procedure d0 not

make discovery

obligations a gamble, allowing a party t0 Shirk and avoid those

obligations in the hopes that the shirking

liability

—

as

happened

may result in ultimate Victory — 0r at least,

here.

Defendant’s argument that “none 0f the[] attempts by

documents worked” (see Obj ection
proof not that there

is

escape from

n0 “there”

t0 Plaintiff s

Motion

Gem Sate t0 prove UCI was hiding

for Attorneys’ Fees

there, but that Defendant’s

and Costs,

avoidance 0f its discovery

obligations paid off, and that this Court’s prior sanctions were not a sufﬁcient deterrent.

forth in the

at 8) is

As

Afﬁdavit of Ryan T. McFarland attached herewith, Verizon did not produce any

documents and claimed

that

it

could not match the

name and telephone number t0 any Verizon

account. Afﬁdavit 0f Ryan T. McFarland, ﬁled concurrently herewith (“McFarland Aff.”),

10, 11,

Exh. B. Both

w

7,

AOL and Google stated that the emails that Defendant deleted are

permanently unrecoverable, and even

produce them. McFarland Aff., 1N

Should the Court decline
costs

set

if they

9, 12, 13,

were recoverable, neither

AOL nor Google Will

EXh. C, D.

t0 follow the

Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and not award

and fees against Defendant based 0n Defendant’s behavior, then the Court will be

encouraging parties to avoid their discovery obligations and engage in litigation by duplicity, in
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an effort to, by their duplicity, avoid liability. That result would be a complete perversion off the
discovery rules.
2. Gem State’s Claimed Attorney’ Fees and Costs are Reasonable.
a. Service of Subpoenas on Third Parties.
There are two sets of third-party discovery costs that Defendant objects to. The first
relates to the initial subpoenas served on customers of Defendant. Of the ten (10) subpoenas
issued, nine (9) of them were served on customers or prospective customers of Defendant that
Defendant had disclosed. McFarland Aff., ¶¶ 3-6. The other one (1) was served on a suspected
customer. This was not a fishing expedition; it was narrowly tailored to those customers and
prospective customers disclosed by Defendant. The reason the subpoenas were served at all is
because, despite multiple sets of discovery, Defendant had produced only 85 pages of documents
– 85 pages of business records for a business’s activity over a nine year period – and not a single
email or contract among them. That production was, on its face, farcical. And indeed, Gem State
did recover emails and at least one significant contract. While it is true that not every customer
produced documents:
(i)

Gem State could not have predicted at the outset who would respond and

so only serve those entities, and
(ii)

Gem State could have, but did not, move for sanctions against the non-

responding entities. The expenditures of costs had to stop somewhere, and once Gem State had
proved that Defendant was withholding documents, the real burden to produce was not on the
non-responding third parties, but on Defendant itself. As it turned out, the third-party responses
were sufficient to force Gem State to produce over 1,000 additional pages of documents.
Defendant is simply inaccurate when it asserts that “once this Court determined UCI was a
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successor in interest to GSRAM, UCI provided over 1000 pages” (Objection to Plaintiff’s
Motion for Attorneys’ Fees and Costs, at 9): the “over 1,000 pages” was produced on March 4,
2019; the Court’s summary judgment decision finding that UCI was a successor to GSRAM was
issued 8 weeks later, on April 26, 2019. Also, the argument that “no discovery requests sought
by Gem State as to GSRAM was believed to be required by UCI until” the summary judgment
decision finding that UCI is a successor to GSRAM (Objection to Plaintiff’s Motion for
Attorneys’ Fees and Costs, at 5) is a canard: UCI – not GSRAM – contracted with McAlvain,
and Defendant disclosed McAlvain as a customer in its initial discovery responses on October 4,
2018, it just withheld production of over 1,000 documents related to that customer until after the
Motion to Compel was filed.
Secondly, Defendant argues that the $2,438.10 spent on Streamline Imaging to copy
UCI’s email account was wasted money because no additional emails relevant to the case were
ever recovered. That argument is unavailing, as follows:
(i)

The Court ordered this specific relief. In the Order Granting Plaintiff’s

Motion for Sanctions, this Court ordered:
. . . Defendant must . . . make available to Plaintiff, or authorized
representatives, for the purpose of allowing Plaintiff to . . . copy or
make mirror image copies of, any and all communication data
stored . . . . by any of defendant’s personal or business-related
electronic devices capable of creating or receiving electronic mail .
. . and all login and password information necessary for Plaintiff to
access Defendant’s email accounts . . .
pp. 1-2. That is not the sanction Gem State requested, but it is the sanction the Court granted.
(ii)

The reason no additional emails were recovered was, by Defendant’s

repeated representation in written filings and verbal representations, that email was deleted.
There is no justification for deleting those emails.
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(iii)

As set forth in the concurrently-filed McFarland Aff., neither AOL nor

Google would produce the requested records, and so Defendant’s avoidance of discovery
obligations appears to have been successful.
b. Deposition Transcripts.
Defendant makes two arguments opposing payment for deposition transcripts. First, that
the Court did not enter an order compelling further responses to request for admission.” That
“requirement” simply does not exist – not in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, or elsewhere.
Secondly, Defendant argues that because it ultimately did “stipulate to [the facts] in a
formal pleading filed with this Court prior to commencement of trial” (Objection to Plaintiff’s
Motion for Attorneys’ Fees and Costs, at 10), no expenses should be awarded. The Requests for
Admission were served in September 2018; Defendant denied them in October 2018; the
deposition occurred in December 2018; the Stipulation which Defendant refers to did not happen
until July 2019. The Idaho Court of Appeals has already addressed this argument:
Where, as here, one party fails to admit the truth of a matter as
requested, and the opposing party subsequently proves the truth of
the matter, the court “shall” award “the reasonable expenses”
incurred. The rule is mandatory, subject only to the four exceptions
set forth in the rule itself: (1) that the request was held
objectionable pursuant to Rule 36(a); (2) that the admission sought
was not “of substantial importance;” (3) that failure to admit was
based upon a reasonable belief in prevailing on the issue; or (4)
other good reason. However, as the trial judge's comments
indicate, he did not explicitly link his analysis to any of these
exceptions.
. . . . We reiterate, however, that the judge may not refuse to make
an award solely because the expenses of proving the matter
contained in the requests for admission might also have been
incurred with respect to another issue.
Ruge v. Posey, 761 P.2d 1242, 1244 (Idaho Ct. App. 1988).
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c.

Attorneys’ Fees.

Next, Defendant disputes the amount 0f time spent on certain tasks.
the fact that

Gem State had to

spend as

Defendant spent on the case points to
expenses:

it

much

matter,

Rules of Civil Procedure require payment of those

takes only a fraction 0f time (and n0 attorney time at

it

initial

attorney time on discovery (and related motions) as

why the

not produce, emails 0r other documents;

As an

takes exponentially

all) t0

delete 0r hide, 0r simply

more time — attorney time — to

unearth the information from third parties, if it can be unearthed at

all.

And of course,

the

motions themselves take work that the discovery-avoiding party never has t0 undertake. So yes,
third-party discovery and

motion practice takes much more work than avoiding discovery

obligations, but that does not

make

Gem State’s costs unreasonable; rather,

it

points t0 the

unreasonableness 0f Defendant’s discovery-avoiding conduct.
Secondly, Ms. Hickman’s time

is

not unreasonable, as explained in her concurrently-ﬁled

Afﬁdavit.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated above, and as supported by
the Afﬁdavits ﬁled herewith,

in attorneys’ fees

and

Gem State asks that this

Gem State’s moving documents

Court award

it

the

and

amount 0f $36,347.16

costs.

DATED THIS 2nd day of October 2019.
By /s/Rvan T. McFarland
Ryan

T. McFarland,

ISB N0. 7347

Attorneys for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

HEREBY CERTIFY that 0n this 2nd day 0f October 2019, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing REPLY IN SUPPORT PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS’
I

FEES

AND COSTS by the method indicated below, and addressed to each 0f the following:

PICKENS COZAKOS,
Terri Pickens

P.A.

Manweiler
iCourt electronic ﬁling

Shannon Pearson
398

S. 9th Street, Suite

240

Boise, ID 83701

terri@pickenslawboise.com

shannon@pickenslawboise.com

/s/Rvan T. McFarland

Ryan

T.

McFarland
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Electronically Filed

10/2/2019 2:23

PM

Ada County
McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Amy King, Deputy Clerk
Fourth Judicial

District,

Phil

McFarland Ritter PLLC
Ryan T. McFarland, ISB N0. 7347
P.O.

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

Telephone: 208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895.1270

Email: ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF

ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,)
)

Plaintiff,

Case No. CVOI-l 8-13437

)

vs.

)

AFFIDAVIT OF RYAN MCFARLAND

)

IN

)

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,

)

FURTHER SUPPORT OF

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND
ATTORNEYS” FEES

)
)

)

Defendants.

Ryan McFarland

I,

1.

Plaintiff

Gem

2.

I

am

declare as follows:

licensed to practice law in Idaho and before this Court.

State Roofing, Incorporated

Attached hereto as Exhibit

(“Gem

I

am

counsel for

State”) in the above-captioned action.

A is a true and correct copy

of a portion (as required by

Idaho Rule 0f Civil Procedure 32(c)(2)) of Defendant’s Answers and Responses to Plaintiff Gem
State

Rooﬁng

Incorporated’s First Set 0f Interrogatories, Requests for Production 0f Documents,

and Requests for Admission (herein “Defendant’s Responses to Discovery”).

AFFIDAVIT OF RYAN MCFARLAND IN FURTHER SUPPORT OF MEMORANDUM OF
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3.
3.

Pursuant
the attached
to Discovery,
Discovery, on October
October 4
attached Responses
Responses to
2018, Defendant
to the
Pursuant to
4,, 2018,

persons and
customers or
potentia l customers
in
disclosed
customers of Defendant in
or potential
and entities
entities as
as customers
following persons
the following
disclosed the
Blaine
Blaine County:
County:
Kerry Armstrong;
Armstrong;
Kerry
McAlvain Construction;
Construction;
Standard
Standard Plumbing Supply.
Supply.
4.
4.

18, Defendant
produced additional
additional documents,
in
documents, in
On or
or about
about November 19,
Defendant produced
2018,
19, 20

connection
Answers and
to Plaintiff
Defendant’s Answers
State Roofing
Rooﬁng
Plaintiff Gem State
with Defendant's
Responses to
and Responses
connection with
Incorporated ' s Second
Interrogatories and
request for
Production, evidencing
that
Incorporated’s
evidencing that
for Production,
Second Set
Set of
of lnterrogatories
and request

it

it

to the
llowing:
provided estimates
following:
provided
estimates t0
the fo
-

Brashears
Brashears & Sons
Sons (DEFENDANT00086-87);

-

Larry
Isham (DEFENDANT00088);
(DEFENDANTOOOSS);
Larry Isham

-

Shay
DANT00089-9 I);
Construction (DEFEN
(DEFENDANTOOO89-9l);
Shay Construction

-

Snow Mountain Apartments
00, 102—103);
I 02-1 03);
Apartments (DEFENDANT00098-I
(DEFENDANT00098-100,

-

ES
and
ESII Construction
Construction (DEFENDANT00
(DEFENDANTOOI104-5);
04-5); and

-

Bruce
).
10—1 111).
Bruce Bothwell
Bothwell (DEFENDANT00
(DEFENDANTOOIl 10-1

5.
5.

1

On or
18, II caused
records to
to be
be
or about
about November 26
26 and
and 28,
caused subpoenas
subpoenas fo
forr records
2018,
28, 20

delivered
ri-County process
process serving,
the above-named
above-named customers
prospective
Tri-County
delivered to
customers or
or prospective
to T
for service
service on
on the
serving, for
customers
Defendant:
of Defendant:
customers of
-

Casino,
Armstrong);
Inc. (Kerry
Casino, Inc.
(Kerry Armstrong);

-

McAlvain Construction;
Construction;

-

Standard
Standard Plumbing Supply;
Supply;

AFFIDAVIT OF RYAN MCFARLAND IN
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& Sons;
Sons;

-

Brashears
Brashears

-

Larry
Isham;
Larry Isham;

-

Shay
Construction;
Shay Construction;

-

Snow Mountain
Mountain Apartments;
Apartments;

-

ESJ
ESI Construction;
and
Construction; and

-

Bruce
Bothwell.
Bruce Bothwell.

6.
6.

On or
to be
be
for records
records to
subpoenas for
I also
caused subpoenas
20118,
also caused
or about
about November 26,
26, 20
8, I

delivered to
ng, for
Pioneer Property
for service
service on
on Pioneer
Property
process servi
Tri-County process
delivered
to Tri-County
serving,

Management because
because my

client
lieve that
Pioneer Property
customer of
a customer
have been
been a
believe
to be
that Pioneer
reason to
had reason
client had
Property Management may have
Defendant'
s.
Defendant’s.
7.
7.

On or
tecum to
be faxed
Verizon,
faxed to
to Verizon,
to be
duces tecum
subpoena duces
a subpoena
caused a
20119,
about July
or about
July 3,
9, I caused
3, 20
1

requesting
text messages
messages data
phone numbers
numbers disclosed
by Defendants
Defendants to
to be
disclosed by
the phone
connected to
data connected
to the
requesting text
produced.
produced.
8.
8.

On or
ut July
19, this
heard oral
Defendant's Motion
argument on Defendant’s
oral argument
Court heard
this Court
or abo
about
2019,
July 9,
9, 20

for
Motion for
Protective Order
third-party discovery
discovery on email
email
to third—party
respect to
with respect
Order with
for Protective
and Motion
Reconsideration and
for Reconsideration
Plaintiff’s Motion for
Sanctions.
for Sanctions.
servers
that the
the Court
had ordered
in the
the Court'
Order Granting
Court’ss Order
Granting Plaintiffs
ordered in
Court had
servers that

9.
9.

Court’ss verbal
The
2019, and
in accordance
ith the
ruling
verbal ruling
the Court'
with
accordance w
and in
next day,
The next
10, 2019,
July 10,
day, July

granting
Defendant's Motion
Oath,
to Google and Oath,
sent subpoenas to
State sent
Protective Order,
for Protective
Motion for
Order, Gem State
granting Defendant’s
Inc. (the
Inc.
(the

successor
to AOL) out
service.
for service.
out for
successor to

10.
10.

Attached
is aa true
true and
letter II received
received from
of aa letter
correct copy
and correct
Exhibit B is
Attached hereto
hereto as
as Exhibit
copy of

Verizon stating
names and
phone numbers
losed by
by Defendants
did not
not match Verizon
Defendants did
disclosed
numbers disc
and phone
that the
the names
stating that
Verizon
records.
records.
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11.
11.

to Verizon.
On or
about July
19, I caused
to be faxed
faxed to
revised subpoena to
caused a
a revised
2019,
or about
17, 20
July 17,
I

responsive
Verizon
never responded
the revised
produced any
never produced
and has
has never
subpoena and
revised subpoena
responded to
to the
any responsive
Verizon has
has never

documents.
documents.
12.
12.

letter II received
received from
Attached
Exhibit C is
correct copy
is a
a true
true and
and correct
Attached hereto
hereto as
as Exhibit
copy of aa letter

“will
Oath Inc.,
to AOL Inc.,
19, in
in which Oath Inc.
that it
ill not
not
it "w
Inc. states
states that
dated July
2019,
successor to
Inc., dated
Oath
30, 20
Inc., successor
July 30,

provide content
in response
a subpoena
subpoena as
to a
as
response to
content in
provide

so.” In
“does
it would
be illegal
ill egal to
it "does
In any
event, it
do so."
to do
would be
any event,

it

email.”
not
or keep
keep records
records of
of deleted
deleted AOL email."
archive or
not archive

13.
13.

Attached hereto
Exhi bit
hereto as
as Exhibit
Attached

D is
is aa true
true and
a letter
letter I received
received from
of a
correct copy
and correct
copy of
I

Google,
7, 20
19 ((after
after the
trial had
taken place),
in which Google objected
to the
objected to
the
the trial
had taken
2019
dated August
August 2
place), in
Google, dated
27,
subpoena
to produce
documents.
responsive documents.
produce any
refused to
and refused
subpoena and
any responsive
Further
naught.
afﬁant sayeth
Further your
sayeth naught.
your affiant

r!,/T.

TyMT. McFarland
McFarland
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STATE 0F IDAHO

)
)

County of Ada
I,

ss.

)

Jayme Danner, a Notary

2019, personally appeared before
declared that he
action, that

is

n
do hereby certify that on thisg
day 0f October
Ryan T. McFarland who, being by me ﬁrst duly sworn,

Public,

me

an attorney for Plaintiff

WITNESS WHEREOF,

day and year

in this certiﬁcate ﬁrst

JAYME BANNER
NOTARY PUBLIC .STATE 0F aDAHo
COMMISSION NUMBER 58229
MY COMM'SSION EXPIRES 7464023

AFFIDAVIT OF

Rooﬁng, Incorporated in the foregoing
attorney for Gem State Rooﬁng, Incorporated,

State

he signed the foregoing document as the

and that the statements therein contained are

IN

Gem
true.

have hereunto
above written.
I

set

Q
,

my

hand and afﬁxed

my

ofﬁcial seal the

W [Lia
I

NOtary, Pllbllc for Idaho

Regldlng

My

at

Nalnpaa Idaho

commission expires July 26, 2023

RYAN MCFARLAND TN FURTHER SUPPORT OF MEMORANDUM OF
0007545
COSTS AND ATTORNEYS’ FEES
-

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I

HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2"“ day of October 2019,

I

caused to be served a true

AFFIDAVIT OF RYAN T. MCFARLAND IN FURTHER SUPPORT OF
OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS” FEES by the method indicated below, and

copy of the foregoing

MEMORANDUM

addressed t0 each 0f the following:

PICKENS COZAKOS,
Terri Pickens

P.A.

Manweiler
iCourt electronic ﬁling

Shannon Pearson
398

S. 9‘“ Street, Suite

240

Boise, ID 83701

terri@pickenslawboise.c0m

shannon@pickenslawboise.c0m

/s/Ryan T. McFarland

Ryan

AFFIDAVIT OF

T.

McFarland

RYAN MCFARLAND IN FURTHER SUPPORT OF MEMORANDUM OF
0007556
COSTS AND ATTORNEYS” FEES
-

EXHIBIT A
000756

ISB No. 5828
Shannon Pearson, ISB N0. 10027

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

PICKENs COZAKOS, P.A.
398
P.O.

S. 9th Street, Suite

240

Box 915

Boise, Idaho 83701

Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099

ten'i@,pickenslawboise.com

shannon@gickenslawboise.com
Attorneysfor Defendant

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING,

Case N0. CV01-1 8—13437

INCORPORATED,

DEFENDANT’S ANSWERS AND
RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF GEM
STATE ROOFING
INCORPORATED’S FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSION

Plaintiff,

_

V.

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

Defendant United Components, Incorporated, dba
attorney of record, Terri Pickens Manweiler of the

responds to PlaintiffGem State

Gem

ﬁrm

Rooﬁng Incorporated ’s

State

Rooﬁng, by and through

its

Pickens Cozakos, P.A., answers and

First Set oflnterrogatories, Requestsfor

Production ofDocuments andRequestsforAdmissz'on, dated September 4, 201 8, pursuant to Rules
26, 33, 34 and 36 0f the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.

supplement each and every answer as discovery

is

Defendant reserves the right

t0

undertaken during the course of this case.

GENERAL OBJECTIONS
1.

Defendant objects to

Plaintiff” s First Set

of Interrogatories, Requests for Production

0f Documents and Requests for Admission (hereafter, the “Discovery Requests”), to the extent

DEFENDANT’S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE ROOFING INCORPORATED’S
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS
FOR ADMISSION, Page 1
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Any

i.

exhibits to be used as a

summary of or support

for the opinions;

j.

A list of all publications authored by the witness within the preceding ten years;

k.

The compensation

l.

A

listing

to be paid for the testimony;

of any other cases

in

and

which the witness has testiﬁed

as an expert at

trial

or

by deposition within the preceding four years.

ANSWER T0 INTERROGATORY NO.

Defendant has not retained any experts for

l6:

this matter.

INTERROGATORY NO.
trial

17:

Please identify each exhibit

intend to utilize at the

of this matter.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 17:
will

You

be used

produced

at trial in this matter,

in discovery.

Defendant has not determined which exhibits

Defendant reserves the right to proffer as exhibits any documents

Defendant reserves the right to supplement this Answer

in

accordance with

the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and this Court’s Scheduling Order.

INTERROGATORY NO.
bid 0n, solicited, 0r performed

18:

work on

Please identify each and every rooﬁng project

in

Blaine County since 2016 by stating:

a.

The address where of the rooﬁng

b.

The customer(s) of each rooﬁng

.0

The

d.

All costs

e.

All revenue

date(s)

You made

You

project;

project;

such bid 0r

solicitation, or

performed such work;

incurred related to such project;

You

generated from such project.

ANSWER 'l’O INTERROGATORY NO.
1.

18:

230 N. Main Street, Ketchum Idaho 83340, (b) Kerry Armstrong,
on November 22, 2017, job was performed on November 24, 2017,
(a)

You have

(c)

Kerry called

(d) $199.03, (e)

$750.00.

DEFENDANT’S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE ROOFING INCORPORATED’S
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS

FOR ADMISSION, Page 9
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2.

(a) 125 Howard, Ketchum Idaho 83340, (b) Pioneer West Property Management, (c)
roof repair done 0n August 19, 2017 and was a roof repair originally done by
Defendant, but roof was out of warranty, (d) $459.68, (e) $1950.00.

3.

(a)

101 Croy Creek

Mc Alvain
is

Road

Hailey, Hailey Idaho, (b)

Mc

Alvain Construction

Inc., (c)

2018 and job commenced February 7, 2018, Defendant
working on job, (d) as 0f September 24, 2018, $245,401.08, (e) as of

called January 22,

currently

still

September 24, 2018, $261,824.00.
4.

(a)

43 19 Glenbrook Drive, Hailey Idaho, (b) Standard Plumbing Supply, (c) job was to
and was completed August 17, 2016, (d) unknown at this time, (e)

seal coating

$2481.00.

INTERROGATORY NO.
Admission are not answered

If

Your answers

in the afﬁrmative,

Describe

b.

Specify

c.

Identify each person

in detail

i.e.

to

any of the following Requests for

“Admit”:

each and every fact upon which

a.

all

19:

documentation which supports or

You base Your denial(s);

relates in

any manner to said

denial(s);

and

who

has or

You believe may have knowledge

0f the facts which

support or relate in any manner to said denial(s).

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.

See answers below.

19:

RESPONSES TO REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 0F DOCUMENTS

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.
identiﬁed in

by

Gem

Your responses

to

l:

Please produce any and

all

documents

any 0f the Interrogatories and Requests for Admission propounded

State.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.
herewith bates stamped as

way

Please see documents produced

DEFENDANT0001-0027.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 2:
or relate in any

l:

to the claims set forth in

Please produce

all

documents which support

Your Answer.

DEFENDANT’S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE ROOFING INCORPORATED’S
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS
FOR ADMISSION, Page 10
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DATED:

October

4,

201 8.

PICKENS COZAKOS, P.A.

By

/s/ Terri

Pickens Manweiler

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

Of the Firm

Attorneys for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on October 4, 2018, I electronically served the foregoing
document using the iCourt E-File system, which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following

persons:
T. McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC

Ryan
P.O.

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

U
D
D
E

First Class

Facsimile

Mail

— 208.895.1270

Hand Delivery
iCourts —rvan@mcfarlandritter.com

Pickens Manweiler
Manweiler

/s/ Terri

Terri Pickens

DEFENDANT’S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF GEM STATE ROOFING INCORPORATED’S
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS, AND REQUESTS
FOR ADMISSION, Page 21
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EXHIBIT B
000761

From: TA:10.250.10.11:47239,800922020

Page: 2/4

Date: 7/17/2019 10:17:22

AM

verizorr”
Verizon Security Subpoena Compliance

180 Washington Valley Road
Bedminster, NJ 07921
PHONE: 800—451-5242 FAX: 888-667-0028

VERIZON CONFIDENTIAL
July 17, 2019

McFarland
P.O.

Ritter

PLLC

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

Verizon Case

Docket/ File

190174558
CV01-18-13437

#2

#:

Target: 208-941-4579

208—941-7456

208-941-8317

To: Ryan McFarland?
Please note:

The attached request

is

being returned for the following reason(s):

(X) The name and telephone number provided does not match the Verizon Wireless account
holder. Please review the number and if accurate provide a revised subpoena requesting records

by telephone number only. omitting name.

*Please note there

is

an associated processing fee of $75 per hour, plus shipping.

Sincerely,

Maci K.
Verizon Subpoena Compliance Coordinator

This fax

was

received by GFI FaxMaker fax sewer. For

more

information.

visit:

http://ww.gfi.com

000762

From:

TAz‘l

Page: 3/4

0250.10.11 :47239,800922020

From: Scentsy

To:

18886670028

Date:

7/‘1

7/201 9 10:17:22

Date: 7/1 0/2019 2:59:55

Page: 4/5

AM

PM

McFarland Ritt-er PLLC
Ryan T. McFarland, ISB N0. 7347
P.O.

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680
Telephone: 208.895.12.91
Facsimile: 208.895.1270

Email: ryau@mcfarlandritter.com

Altomeys

for Plaintiff

DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

IN TI IE

OF THE STATE OF

IDAI IO, IN

GEM. STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,

AND FOR TIIE COUNTY OF ADA
)

Case No. CV01 -1 8-1 3437
Plaintiff,

SUBPOENA
vs.

UNITED COMPONENTS,
iNCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

The

State

of Idaho

t0:

Verizon

YOU ARE COMMANDED to produce 0r permit inspection and copying of the following
documents or

objects, including electronically stored information, at the place, date

speciﬁed below:

all text

and time

messages sent or received from the following persons’ mobile telephone

numbers between October

and June 30, 201 9: Kerrie Kuhn: 208—941 4579; Jeffery Flynn

L 2005

208-941—7456; Robert Hayden 208—941-8317; Andrew Hayden 208-901-0039.

PLACE, DATE, UME: on

or before

3&3

i

eIecn-onic or hard copies of

EMaproduce

the above-requested information to Plaintiff’s couljsel at

the.

email 0r mailing address set forth

above.

SUBPOENA -

1

This fax
This fax

was

was

sent with GFI FaxMaker fax sewer. For more information,

received by GFI FaxMakerfax sewer. For

more

visit:

information,

http://www.gfi.com

visit:

http://www.gfi.com

000763

From:

TAi‘I

From: Scentsy

You

Page: 4/4

0250.10.11 :47239,800922020
To:

Page: 5/5

18886670028

Date: 7/1 7/201 9 10: 1 7:22
Date: 7/1 0/201 9 2:59:55

AM

PM

are further notiﬁed that if you fail to produce or permit copying or inspection as

may be held

speciﬁed above, you

sum of $100 and

you

the

this

Subpoena.
.

Dated

this

By Order of the

3d

all

in

contempt ofcourt and the aggrieved party

damages which the party may

sustain

by your

may

failure to

recover from

comply with

~

day

of"-

July, 201 9-

Court.
t";
I”

f f"
f

By:

..__

J;

’
1337‘

McFarland, ISB No. 7347

ﬁtterneys for Plaintiff
Fl

SUBPOENA - 2
This fax
This fax

was

was

sent with GFI FaxMaker fax server. For more information,

received by GFI FaxMaker fax server. For

more

visit:

information,

http://www.gfi.com

visit:

http:llwww.gfi.com

000764

From: TA: 1 0250.1 0.11 247239.800922020

Page: 1/4

Date: 7/1 7/201 9 10: 1 7:22

AM

Verizon Wireless Workflow Manager

FAX COVER PAGE

Comments:

PIEhse EEEET'VEW'EEﬁ
numbers have
changed to:
Subpoenas
Court Orders
Surveillance
Exigent
r

:

:

:

:

888—667-0028
888—667—0026
800—267-9129
800—345—6720

Please note that the time reflected on any call detail report or bill copy is

reflective of the switch that processed the call, which may not be the same as the
clock time at the cell site where the call was initiated.
The information contained in this message and any attachment may be proprietary,

confidential and privileged or subject to the work product doctrine and thus protected
from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient,

or an

employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient,
you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this

communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please notify me immediately by replying to this message and deleting it and all copies
and backups thereof.

Thank you.

07/17/2019 12:09:19 PM EDT

l

000765
This fax

was

received by GFI FaxMakerfax server. For

more

information,

visit:

http://www.gfi.com

EXHIBIT C
000766

06M:
July 30,

2019

Via Electronic Mail

Ryan T. McFarland
McFarland Ritter PLLC
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian, ID

83680

[yaancfarlandrittemom
alane@adacounty.id.gov

Subpoena to Oath Inc. re Gem State Roofing Incorporated v
United Components Incorporated, dba Gem State Roofing
Re:

District Court, 4““ Judicial District of the

State of Idaho, County of

Ada

No.: CV01-18—13437
Oath Legal File - 421050

Case

Dear Mr. McFarland,
successor to AOL Inc. (“Oath”), is in receipt of a subpoena
aboVé iéferenced matter. Pursuant to the Stored Wire and’
Electronic Communications Act ("SCA"), 18U.S.C. §2701 et seq., Oath
objects to releasing email communications. Oath is prohibited by the
SCA from disclosing the contents of email communications "to any
person or entity" (18 USC. § 2702(a)(1),(2)) except as expressly
authorized in 2702(b)- and none of those exceptions permits
disclosure pursuant to a subpoena issued on behalf of a litigant in a
civil case seeking the communications of a subscriber of the email
provider. Precisely such a subpoena was held to be unenforceable
under the SCA in O'Grady v Superior Court of Santa Clara County,
139 Cal App 4th 1423, 44 Cal Rptr 3d 72, 2006 Cal App LEXIS 802
(Ct App Cal 2006). See also, In re Subpoena Duces Tecum to AOL,
LLC, 550 F Supp 2d 606 (ED Va 2008) (A civil discovery subpoena is
not an exception to the provisions of the Privacy Act that would allow
an Internet service provider to disclose an account holder's email. The
exception for production pursuant to court order does not apply to

Oath

|nc.,

for thé

discovery matters.); Flagg v City of Detroit, 2008 WL 3895470
(ED Mich 2008)("[The Stored Communications Act] lacks any
language that explicitly authorizes a service provider to divulge the
contents of a communication pursuant to subpoena or court order.").
Therefore, Oath will not provide content in response to a subpoena as
it would be illegal to do so and any order purporting to require it is
civil

invalid.

©2017

Oath,

Inc.

A Verizon company

000767

the normal course of business Oath does not maintain AOL email on its servers
is not directly accessible to an active user of an email address. If a current
active user cannot access any given email message, then it doesn't exist on Oath's
AOL email servers. Oath does not archive or keep records of deleted AOL email.
In

that

If

you have any questions please

let

us know.

W

Best Regards,

Greg P

lips

Senior Legal Services Specialist
Oath Inc. Legal

703-265-4428

000768

EXHIBIT D
000769

Google LLC
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway
Mountain View, California 94043

o

v

google—Iegal-suppon@googIe corn
www.google com

e

‘

August 27, 20] 9
Via

Email am! Express Courier

ryan@mqfarlandritren com

Ryan McFarland
McFarland Riller PLLC
P.O.

Box 1335

Meridian, Idaho 83680

208-895-1291
Incorporated v. United Components, Incorporated, dba Gem
Court of California, County 0f Santa Clara, 19CV352128
Superior
State Rooﬁng,
(Internal Ref. N0. 2703908)
Re:

Gem State Rooﬁng,

Dear Ryan McFarland:
Google

LLC

(“Google”), a nonjﬁarty to your

litigation,

has received your subpoena,

dated July 10, 20] 9, in the above-referenced mauer (the “Subpoena”). Your Subpoena states that
you are requesting “copies ofall emails deleted” from the Gmail accounts associated with

GEMSTATEROOFING@GMAIL.COM,
ASPHALTMAINTENANCEPAVING@GMAIL.COM.
UNITEDCOMPONENTSINC@GMAIL.COM “between

October

1,

2005 and June 30, 2019.”

Al this point, however, as set forth more fully in the objections below, Google will not
produce documents in response t0 the Subpoena because the requests are objectionable. Google
further hereby makes the following objections to the Subpoena.

Google objects
service date and

it

is

t0 the

subpoena on the grounds that the dale
comply with.

for

compliance pre-dates the

therefore legally impossible t0

User Notiﬁcation
Google objects

to the

Subpoena

to the extent

it

fails 10

allow sufﬁcient time for Google to

notify the affected user and for the user lo assert his 0r her rights in response. Google provides its
users a1 least 21 days t0 object to your request or to inform Google 0f their intent Lo ﬁle a motion

quash. If your subpoena sufﬁciently identifies a Google account, Google intends lo forward
notice ofthis matter, including your name and contact information, lo the user at the email
lo

address provided by the user.

Violation of Federal

Law

Subpoena can be construed to include information we are prohibited from
disclosing. Google objects 0n the grounds that Section 2702(21) ofthe federal Stored
Communications Act (“SCA”) prohibits Google from disclosing the content of electronic

As

written, the
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Google LLC
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway
Mountain View. Califomia 94043

g00g|eAIegal-support@googte_com
www google.com

o ge
'

communications or content stored 0n behalf of the user, pursuant to a subpoena. 18 U.S.C. §
2702(a) see e.g., Suz/(m Energy Llu’. v. Microsoft Corp, 671 F.3d 726, 730 (9th Cir. 201 1);
Theofél v. Farey-Jones, 359 F.3d 1066 (9th Cir. 2004); Mimz v. Mark Bartelstein & 1452:0652, Inc.
885 F. Supp. 2d 987, 993-94 (C.D. Cal. 2012); 1n re Subpoena Duces Tecum I0 AOL. LLC, 550
F.Supp.2d 606, 611 (ED. Va. 2008); Flclgg v. City ()chlroil, 252 F.R.D. 346, 366 (ED. Mich.

YouTube Inca, 253 F.R.D. 256 (S.D.N.Y. 2008); O'Grady v. Superior
Cour! ofSama Clara, 139 Cal. App. 4th 1423, 1441-43 (2006).
Instead, the appropriate way to seek such content is to direct your request to the account
holder who has custody and control ofthe data in the account, is n01 bound by the SCA, and is
2008); Viacom

the party t0

885

F.

Inl’l Inc.

whom

Supp. 2d

at

v.

discovery requests should be directed. Suzlon, 67] F.3d 726, 730-3 1; Mintz,
993-94; O’Gmdy, 139 Cal. App. 4th at 1446—47. Ifthe account holder is a

you may serve a document request on the account holder for
F. Supp. 2d at 993-94; 0 'Grady, 13 Cal. App. 4th at 1446-67;
366-67.
Google users can obtain and produce their account
252 F.R.D. at 348,
see also Flag
content themselves, 0r by using Google Takeout, available at www.google.com/takeoutl.
T0 the extent you are seeking the production of content based on a signed consent form,
Google objects to the request because Google is unable to verify that the person signing the form
is theaccount owner. 1f you areiinterested in goingthrough our veriﬁed consent disclosure
party to the underlying litigation,

the content sought. See Mintz, 885
,

process, please contact me.

Additional Objections
l.

Subpoena 10 the extent i1 seeks t0 impose an undue burden 0n a
Google further objects to the Subpoena to the extent it seeks
information already in a party's possession or available to a party from some other source
(including public sources) that is more convenient, less burdensome or less expensive.
Google objects to the Subpoena lo the extent i1 seeks electronically stored information
Google objects

to the

disinterested non-party.

that is not reasonably accessible to
2.

Google objects

t0 the

Subpoena

Google.

to the extent

i1

seeks information that

is

not proportionate

needs of the case, not relevant to any party’s claims or defenses, or not reasonably
calculated t0 lead t0 the discovely ofadmissible evidence.
lo the

Lo.)

Google objects

lo the

Subpoena

t0 the extent

i1

speciﬁes a date 0f production that

unreasonable and unduly burdensome, including because

i1

may

not afford

is

Google time

to

provide sufﬁcient notice to the user.
4.

Google objects
lime 0r scope,

lo the

01‘

Subpoena

10 the extent that

fails t0 identify the

vague, ambiguous, unlimited in

information sought with reasonable particularity.

Subpoena 10 the cxtcnt it purports to require
Google to preserve the requested infomlation. Therefore you should not assume that
Google will undertake steps lo preserve any information in response t0 your Subpoena.
Google is willing to meet and confer to discuss any preservation request.
Google objects to the Subpoena to the extent i1 seeks t0 impose obligations on Google
beyond what is permissible under applicable law.
Accordingly, Google further objects

5.

it is

Google reserves the

to the

right t0 further object Lo the

Subpoena

in

any additional response.
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If you

Department

have any questions, please

alias at

Of

"

I

e

feel free to contact the

google-legaI—support@google.com

www.google.com

undersigned

at the

Legal Support

GOOGLE-LEGAL-SUPPORT@GOOGLE.COM. Additionally,

should you

wish to seek any judicial relief in connection with this matter, Google requests the opportunity
meet and confer in advance of any such ﬁling. Thank you.

to

Very truly yours,
/s/

Molly O'Neil

Legal Investigations Support
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Electronically Filed

10/2/2019 2:23

PM

Ada County
McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Amy King, Deputy Clerk
Fourth Judicial

District,

Phil

McFarland Ritter PLLC
Ryan T. McFarland, ISB N0. 7347
P.O. Box 1335
Meridian, ID 83680
Telephone: 208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895.1270

Email: ryan@mcfarlandritter.c0m

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,

IN

AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,)
)

Plaintiff,

Case N0. CV01-18-13437

)

)

vs.

)
)

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,

)

AFFIDAVIT OF LORI HICKMAN IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF’S
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND
ATTORNEYS” FEES

)
)
)

Defendants.

I,

Lori

declare as follows:

1.

I

am

2.

I

frequently associate with the McFarland Ritter law ﬁrm, and did so in this case,

to assist the

(“Gem

Hickman

licensed t0 practice law in Idaho and before this Court.

McFarland

Ritter

ﬁrm

in representing Plaintiff

Gem

State

Rooﬁng, Incorporated

State”) in the above-captioned action.

AFFIDAVIT OF LORI HICKMAN IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF’S MEMORANDUM OF
000773
COSTS AND ATTORNEYS’ FEES
1

3.

I

have personal knowledge of the

and necessarily incurred by

expenses and attorneys’ fees reasonably

costs,

Gem State in this matter as they relate t0 my work, and,

if called

upon,

could and would testify competently and truthfully to the facts and matters set forth herein.

Attached hereto as Exhibit

4.

McFarland

Ritter

ﬁrm

for

work done

describes the 2 l .5 hours ofdisputed

in

request,

I

billed to

Gem

0n subsequent invoices

better record

I

is

a true and correct

my

copy of

invoice to the

January 201 9. Nowhere on the January 2019 invoice that

work I performed on

time was billed on a single Saturday

cumulative time

A

— January

12,

this

matter does

2019. Instead,

work

State in January for the

it

my

indicate that

ofthe

all

invoice included the

described. Per Mr. McFarland’s

included the speciﬁc days and the amount billed on each day for

keeping purposes. According t0

my own time

records, however,

hours over the course 0f four days: 2 hours on Friday, January 4,

I

billed the disputed

hour on Monday, January

21

.5

7,

5.75 hours on Tuesday, January 8, and 12.75 hours on Wednesday, January 9, 2019. This

1

work

involved conducting legal research, reviewing 158 pages of Jeff Flynn’s deposition transcript and

some of

the

accompanying 74

exhibits, reviewing 41

transcript,

reviewing the relevant discovery pleadings in

motion

compel pleadings, including a 19 page

to

to

Compel and two accompanying

afﬁdavits,

draft

all

pages of Michelle Flynn’s deposition
this matter,

of the

and then drafting

Memorandum

in

all

of the

Support 0f Motion

with multiple references to the record, the

deposition transcripts and supporting case law, statutes and rules.

5.

I

billed

In Paragraph

on July

1

and

2,

]

1

of the Manweiler Afﬁdavit, Ms. Manweiler challenges the 7 hours

2019, t0 “research procedure/rules for

foreign subpoena docs.” In the Order Granting Plaintiff‘s

3rd

party foreign subpoenas, draft

Motion

for Sanctions, this Court

permitted Plaintiff to “issue third party subpoenas to relevant Email Service Providers (ESP), or

AFFIDAVIT OF LORI HICKMAN IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF’S MEMORANDUM OF
000774
COSTS AND ATTORNEYS’ FEES - 2

Internet Services Providers (ISP) as needed.” Order Granting P1.

Accordingly, Mr. McFarland asked

me

t0 prepare foreign

Motion

for Sanctions,

subpoenas to serve on Google,

and Verizon. Neither Mr. McFarland nor myself were familiar with the three different

113.

AOL,

entities’

procedures for properly serving subpoenas upon them, 0r the corresponding jurisdictions’
applicable statutes, rules and procedures.

particular entity/department

AOL
to

to properly serve a

and Verizon, as well as researching the applicable

Virginia (for

state statutes

subpoena upon Google,

and local court procedures

practice in the pertinent courts 0f California (for Google)

AOL), (Verizon did not

require service 0f a foreign subpoena),

and

and then preparing

of the two foreign subpoenas for Mr. McFarland’s review.
6.

given

7 hours 0f billable time included identifying the

and contact information

comply with foreign subpoena

drafts

My

In

my

my experience,

experience, and in

skills

my

opinion, the hours reﬂected above are reasonable

and reputation, and the nature 0f the

legal,

procedural and factual

issues pertinent t0 this case.

ﬁOﬂMMJ

Luéri’Hicklﬁdn

AFFIDAVIT OF LORI HICKMAN IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF’S MEMORANDUM 0F
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STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.

County of Ada

)

Mday

0f October,
d0 hereby certify that on this
2019, personally appeared before me Lori Hickman who, being by me ﬁrst duly sworn, declared
that she is an attorney for Plaintiff Gem State Rooﬁng, Incorporated in the foregoing action, that
she signed the foregoing document as the attorney for Gem State Rooﬁng, Incorporated, and that
I,

Jayme Danner, a Notary

Public,

the statements therein contained are true.

IN

WITNESS WHEREOF,

day and year in

this certiﬁcate ﬁrst

JAYME BANNER
NOTARY Puauc - STATE 0F IDAHO
COMMISSION NUMBER 58229
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES 7-26-2023

I have hereunto
above written.

O

‘

set

my

MW
V

.

M

hand and afﬁxed

my

ofﬁcial seal the

Pubhc for Idaho
Regldmg a} Nampa’ ?daho

Notar
'

'

My commlsswn expires July 26, 2023

AFFIDAVIT OF LORI HICKMAN IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF’S MEMORANDUM OF
000776
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COSTS AND ATTORNEYS’ FEES

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2”“ day of October 2019, caused t0 be served a true
copy 0f the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF LORI HICKMAN IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF’S
I

I

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS”

FEES by

the

method indicated below, and

addressed to each of the following:

PICKENS COZAKOS,
Terri Pickens

P.A.

Manweiler
iCourt electronic ﬁling

Shannon Pearson
398

s. 9““ Street, suite

240

Boise, ID 83701

teni@pickenslawb0ise.com

shannon@pickenslawboise.com

/s/Ryan T. McFarland

Ryan

T.

McFarland

AFFIDAVIT OF LORI HICKMAN IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF’S MEMORANDUM OF
000777
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EXHIBIT A
000778

LORI HICKMAN, INDEPENDENT

INVO C E

CONTRACTOR

Attention: Ryan McFarland

I

Legal Counsel
Iori@m‘cfartandritter.com

McFarland Ritter
P.O. Box 1335

2800 Raindrop Drive

.

.

Meridian, ID 83642
Boise, Idaho

83706

Date: 2/1/19

Project Description: Legal

Work for January 2019

Description of Work

Hours

Rate

Gem State Roofing — research, review depo transcripts and discovery
pleadings, draft motion to compel
pleadings (21 .5); conduct SJ research and draft motion for sum-

43.25

$1 1O

j

i

5

(1 .5)

Total

Thank you

$4757.50
'

mary judgment pleadings (20.25);
review ESI subpoena document
production

Total

for the work.

I

$4757.50

look forward to receiving additional assignments.

Lori

000779

OCT 07
McFarland Ritter PLLC
Ryan T. McFarland, ISB No. 7347
P.O.

2019

PHIL MoGRANE. Clack
BvJOLENE MILLS

Box 1335

Meridian, ID 83680

Telephone: 208.895.1291
Facsimile: 208.895. 1270

Email: ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff-Appellant

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,)
)

Plaintiff-Appellant,

Case No. CV01-18—13437

)

)

vs.

NOTICE OF APPEAL

)
)

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED dba GEM STATE

)

)

ROOFING,

)
)

Defendant—Respondent.

)
)

TO:

THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT United Components,

Rooﬁng,

Incorporated dba

Gem State

AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, Pickens Cozakos, P.A., 398 S. 9th Street, Suite

240, Boise, Idaho 83701

AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1.

The above named

against the above

appellant

Gem State Rooﬁng,

Incorporated (“Plaintiff”) appeals

named respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment (herein,

“Judgment”) entered in the above entitled action on the

Honorable Judge Samuel A. Hoagland presiding.

17‘“

the

day of September, 2019, the

A copy of the Judgment being appealed is

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1
000780

attached to this notice, along with the Findings of Fact

Judgment

is

based.

That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme

2.

described in paragraph

1

above

is

Com,

and the Judgment

appealable pursuant to Rule 11(a)(1) I.A.R.

A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant then intends

3.

to assert in the appeal; provided,

any such

from asserting other issues on appeal
-

& Conclusions of Law on which the

Did the

is

list

of issues on appeal shall not prevent the appellant

as follows:

District Court’s decision to not grant injunctive relief to Plaintiff for

Defendant’s contract breach, thereby nullifying the non-compete agreement, constitute

an abuse of discretion?
-

Did the

District

Court err in ﬁnding that the injury-causing behavior has been

discontinued, and on that basis refusing to enter injunctive relief?
-

Should the Court enjoin “minimal” contract-breaching, injury-causing behavior?

-

Is Plaintiff s

-

Is

proﬁt margin irrelevant to the question of whether Plaintiff has

proﬁts?

Defendant’s violation of the contractual obligation to refer work to Plaintiff sufﬁcient

evidence that Plaintif “would have gotten the

an award of damages to
-

lost

Can

.

.

.

work”

that

Defendant did to justify

Plaintiff?

Plaintiff prove a right to

money damages without producing

the testimony of

customers allegedly lost as a result of Defendant’s wrongful conduct?
-

Are money damages recoverable from “minimal,” contract-breaching, injury-causing
behavior?

—

recover damages, even though

Is Plaintiff entitled to

it

cannot prove what

its

costs and

proﬁts would have been had Defendant not breached the non-compete agreement?
-

Can Plaintiff acquire

a protectable

common law trademark in Blaine County

for the

GEM STATE ROOFING mark that is prior in right to any claim 0f Defendant, despite
the geographically descriptive
-

—

“Gem State”?

under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37(a)(5) in denying
Plaintiff s request for attorneys’ fees and costs, while otherwise granting Plaintiff s

Did the

District

Motion

t0

Court

err

Compel?

Should the District Court have sanctioned Defendant for discovery violations by the
relatively light and efﬁcient sanction 0f making an inference that Plaintiff would have
obtained the Blaine County work that Defendant wrongfully obtained, instead 0f
requiring Plaintiff to incur the cost and time of copying Defendant’s email accounts and
issuing subpoenas to third parties for deleted emails?

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2
000781

-

-

under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37(b)(2)(C) in denying
Plaintiff s request for attorneys’ fees and costs, while otherwise granting Plaintiff” s

Did the

District Court err

Motion

for Sanctions?

under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37(c)(2) in denying
Plaintiff” s request for attorneys’ fees and costs incurred on proving matters that
Defendant should have admitted?

Did the

District Court err

4.

No

5.

The appellant requests

order sealing

transcript in both hard

on August
6.

5,

or any portion of the record has been entered.

all

the preparation of the following portion of the reporter’s

copy and electronic format: the

entirety

of the court

trial,

which took place

2019.

The appellant requests

the following documents to be included in the clerk's

(agency's) record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R.:

-

Afﬁdavit of Ryan T. McFarland in Support of Motion t0 Compel, ﬁled
January 28, 2019.

-

Afﬁdavit of Rick Silvia in Support of Plaintiff s Memorandum in Opposition
to Defendant’s Cross Motion for Summary Judgment, ﬁled February 28,
2019.

-

Afﬁdavit of Ryan T. McFarland in Support of Reply in Support of Plaintiff’ s
Motion to Compel, ﬁled March 13, 2019.

-

Order Granting Plaintiff s Motion

to

Compel, entered by the Court on March

25, 2019.
-

Amended Order
on April

3,

Granting Plaintiff s Motion to Compel, entered by the Court
2019.

-

Memorandum Decision and

-

The Afﬁdavit of Rick Silvia in Support of Plaintiff s Motion for Sanctions
Under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37(b), ﬁled on May 30, 2019.

-

Reply

in

Order, entered by the Court on April 26, 2019.

Support of Motion for Sanctions Under Idaho Rule of Civil

Procedure 37(b), ﬁled on June 17, 2019.
-

Corrected Afﬁdavit of Ryan T. McFarland in Support of Motion for Sanctions
Under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37(b), ﬁled June 17, 2019.

-

Order Granting
24, 20 1 9.

-

The Court’s Order, entered July

-

The

Plaintiff’ s

Motion

for Sanctions, entered

by the Court on June

11, 2019.

Stipulation Re: Undisputed Facts, ﬁled

on July

19,

2019.

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3
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Findings of Fact

-

& Conclusions of Law ﬁled by the Court 0n September 17,

2019

The Judgment entered by

-

7.

The appellant requests

the Court

on September

17,

2019.

the following documents, charts, or pictures offered or

admitted as exhibits to be copied and sent to the Supreme Court:

Bates

Number/
.

.

.

.

Deposntlon

Descnptlon

Exhibit

Number
FElinhn

Gem State-Boise Estimate for rooﬁng job in

Stipulated

Proposed

Tnal

Exhibit

Exhibit

Number

Number

.

gep'

J’

Trademark Settlement Agreement

Plaintiff’s

1

DEF 00°86

7

DEF 00°87

8

DEF 00°88

9

DEF 00089

10

DEF 00°90

11

Blaine County dated 9/30/10

Gem State-Boise Estimate for rooﬁng job

in

Blaine County dated 9/3 0/10

Gem State-Boise Estimate for rooﬁng job in
Blaine County dated 6/20/11

Gem State-Boise Estimate for rooﬁng job in
Blaine County dated 7/12/11

Gem State-Boise Estimate for rooﬁng job in
Blaine County dated 7/12/11

Gem State-Boise Invoice for rooﬁng job in Blaine

J.

County dated 8/30/11

Amendment of Certiﬁcate 0f
Assumed Business Name for “Gem State Rooﬁng”

UCI

Flynn Dep.
Exh- 18

12

FEliﬁnzaep‘

14

Cancellation or

J’
‘

dated 10/26/11

Application for Registration of Assignment of

Trademark-Service Mark of “Gem State Rooﬁng”

Trademark from

Flynn Dep.
Exh- 30

15

DEF 000074

16

J.

Gem State-Boise to UCI dated

12/1/14

Certiﬁcate of Assignment Registration of

Trademark-Service Mark from

UCI dated 12/1/14
UCI Estimate for asphalt job

Gem State-Boise to

in Blaine

County

DEF 0009200093

dated 5/5/16

UCI

Estimate for rooﬁng job in Blaine County

DEF

0009400095

dated 6/13/16

UCI

Invoice for rooﬁng job in Blaine County

dated 7/29/16

UCI Estimate
dated 8/17/16

for

rooﬁng job

in Blaine

County

17

J.

Flynn Dep.
Exh- 34

DEF 0009800100

1

8

19
21
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Bates

Number/
Deposition

Description

.

.

Exhibit

Number
UCI

Invoice for asphalt job in Blaine County

DEF

Plaintiff’s

Stipulated

Pmposed

Tnal

.

Exhibit

Exhibit

Number

Number
22

0 005

dated 8/17/16

UCI

Estimate for asphalt job in Blaine County

DEF 00102-

UCI Estimate

for

rooﬁng job

in Blaine

County

for

rooﬁng job

in Blaine

County

DEF

0010400105

24

DEF 00107

25

dated 2/15/17

UCI Estimate

23

00103

dated 8/17/16

dated 12/5/17

UCI

Invoice for rooﬁng job in Blaine County

J.

dated 12/5/ 1 7

Flynn Dep.
Exh. 44

McAlvain email to UCI inquiring about “Hailey
Idaho Rooﬁng Work?” dated 1/1 7/1 8

DEF

UCI

DEF 001 10-

Estimate for rooﬁng job in Blaine County

26
28

00 071 4

29

001 11

dated 5/25/18

Email from Tracey Felix to Kerrie Kuhn
requesting bid to do rooﬁng job for Wood River

J

'

D

F]

30

nyﬁnwep'
'

Valley Animal Shelter

McAlvain Construction Subcontract Agreement
UCI for rooﬁng job for Wood River Valley
Animal Shelter dated 2/1 6/1 8
UCI Invoice dated 3/7/18 outlining work to be
performed for Wood River Valley Animal Shelter
rooﬁng job

J

‘

UCI Tran-sactlonspetall

Report for

D

Fl

31

nyﬂnﬂep'

with

‘

J

'

D

F1

32

nyﬁnsfp'
'

McAlvam

DEF 001

1

33

3

Constructlon (Blame County customer)
Change Order #1

UCI

for

McAlvain/UCI Subcontract Agreement

FElinhnslzep'

Invoice dated 3/20/1 8 for additional rooﬁng

work performed on Wood River Valley Animal
Shelter per Change Order #1
Email ﬁom Kerrie Kuhn regarding McAlvain rooﬁng project
confusion between Gem State-Blaine and UCI
UCI

J'

Invoice dated 3/20/1 8 for additional rooﬁng

performed on

Wood River Valley Animal

Change Order #1
Change Order #2

J

'

D

Fl

nyﬂnssep'

35

'

Flynn Dep.
Exh. 66

36

DEF 000660

37

J.

work

Shelter per

’

for

McAlvain/UCI Subcontract Agreement

DEF 0005 88

dated 4/17/1 8

UCI

34

Invoice for additional rooﬁng

work performed on Wood

River Valley Animal Shelter per Change Order #2 dated

J

'

Fl

n De p'

nyﬂ 57

38
39

'

4/1 1/ 18

Change Order #4
dated 6/25/18

for

McAlvain/UCI Subcontract Agreement

J.

Flynn Dep.
Exh. 61

40
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Bates

Number/
Deposition

Description

.

.

Exhlblt

Number
Chan

e

Order #5 for McAlvain/UCI Subcontract

A greement

Plaintiffs

Stipulated

Proposed

Tnal

Exhibit

Exhibit

Number

Number

.

DEF 001039

41

DEF 000132

42

DEF

45

datedgs/zz/l 8

Chan

e Order #6 for

McAlvain/UCI Subcontract

A grcement

datedgm/ls

UCI Invoice

for additional

performed on

rooﬁng work

Wood River Valley Animal

Shelter

001 12

dated 9/27/1 8

UCI

Estimate for additional rooﬁng work

performed 0n

Wood River Valley Animal

Shelter

DEF 000727

46

dated 11/19/18

UCI

DEF

000133—
000134

Subcontractor Application for Payment to

McAlvain dated 1/28/19
Afﬁdavit of Rick Silvia in Support of Plaintiff” s
Motion for Sanctions Under Idaho Rule of Civil

47

n/a

104

n/a

105

n/a

1

n/a

107

n/a

108

n/a

1

n/a

11 0

n/a

111

Procedure 37(b) ﬁled 5/30/19
Afﬁdavit of Rick Silvia in Support of Reply in

Support of Plaintiff s Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment ﬁled 3/1 1/19
Afﬁdavit of Rick Silvia in Support of Plaintiff s
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment ﬁled 2/6/19
Specimens 0f Gem State-Blaine “Gem State
,,

Rooﬁng trademark
Specimens of Gem State-Blaine
Rooﬁng ,, general use of mark.

“Gem State

Google search results for “United Components
Inc. Idaho” performed 7/12/19
Transcript of Deposition of Jeffery Flynn taken

December

8.

09

19, 201 8.

Transcript of Deposition 0f Michelle Flynn taken

December

06

20, 2018.

I

certify:

(a)

That a copy 0f this notice 0f appeal has been served on each reporter of whom

a transcript has been requested as named below

at the address set out

below:

Christy Olesek

7581 W. Hathaway Lane
Garden City, Idaho 83714

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 6
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(b)

That the clerk of the

district court or administrative

agency has been paid the

estimated fee for preparation 0f the reporter's transcript.

(c)

That the estimated fee for preparation of the

(d)

That the appellate ﬁling fee has been paid.

(e)

That service has been made upon

all parties

clerk's record

has been paid.

required to be served pursuant to

Rule 20.

DATED THIS

W
p!

day of October 2019.

/

‘xv

N

By

j’yan T.

McFarland, ISB No. 7347

a

ttorneys for Plaintiff-Appellant
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I

true
to

m day of October 2019,
j
method
foregoing NOTICE OF APPEAL by

HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

copy of the

I

caused to be served a

indicated below, and addressed

the

each of the following:
Postage Prepaid
?S.
Hand Delivered

PICKENS COZAKOS, PATerri Pickens

Mail,

Manweiler

D OVemight Mail

Shannon Pearson
398

s. 9th Street, Suite

Boise,

240

g $611223”
D icourt

ID 83701

terri@pickenslawboise.com

shannon@pickenslawboise.com

/\.

vyan T. McFarland
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Filed:

09/17/2019 16:50:50

Fourth Judicial
Phil

District,

McGrane, Clerk of the Court

By: Deputy Clerk

IN

Ada County

-

Hoskins, Janet

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,

IN

AND FOR ADA COUNTY

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,
Case N0. CV01-18-13437

Plaintiff,

vs.

JUDGMENT
UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:

Defendant United Components,
Settlement Agreement.

damages and

is

However,

Inc.,

dba

Plaintiff

Gem
Gem

Rooﬁng, breached the Trademark

State

State

Rooﬁng,

thus not entitled to collect any damages.

Inc.

has failed to prove

Neither party

is entitled

its

to attorney

fees.

IT IS

SO ORDERED.

Signed: 9/1 7/2019 04:29

SAMUEL A. HOA
District

Judgment

Judge

VND

PM

Date

- 1
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CERTIFICATE 0F MAILING

Signed: 9/17/2019 04:50

I

hereby certify that on

instrument

PM
,

I

served a true and correct copy of the within

to:

Mr. Ryan McFarland, Esq.
ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Ms. Tem' Pickens Manweilcr, Esq.
Ms. Shaman Pearson, Esq.
terri@pickenslawboise.com

shannon@pickenslawboise.com

Phil

McGrane

Clerk of the District Court

By
Deputy Court Clerk

Judgment

-

2
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Filed:

09/17/2019 16:50:27

District, Ada County
McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Hoskins, Janet

Fourth Judicial
Phil

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,

IN

AND FOR ADA COUNTY

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,
Case N0. CV01—18-13437

Plaintiff,

VS.

FINDINGS OF FACT

& CONCLUSIONS OF

LAW

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

THIS

MATTER came before the Court on a court trial held on August 5, 2019.

For the reasons

contained herein, the Court ﬁnds that although Defendant United Components, Inc. breached the

Trademark Settlement Agreement,
damages, and

is

Plaintiff

Gem

State

Rooﬁng,

Inc.

has failed to prove

thus not entitled to damages or attorney fees.

FINDINGS OF FACT

1.

Jeffrey Flynn (“Flynn”) started a

he called
to his

2.

Gem State Rooﬁng.

rooﬁng company

in the early

19805 in Nampa, Idaho, which

Flynn moved to Boise in 1987 and added asphalt maintenance

rooﬁng business.

1n 1995, Flynn

and

his then-wife Michelle

Flynn (“Michelle”), acting as

directors, created

Flynn, Inc. and ﬁled a Certiﬁcate of Incorporation with the Idaho Secretary of State.

3.

In 1997, Rick Silvia (“Silvia”) ﬁled a Certiﬁcate of Assumed Business

Name with

Secretary of State for his rooﬁng construction business, which declared that His

operating under the

Findings of Fact

name “Gem

& Conclusions of Law

State

the Idaho

company was

Rooﬁng.”

- 1
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:5

In 1998, Flynn ﬁled an Articles of

Amendment

t0

change Flynn,

Gem

Inc. to

State

Rooﬁng

& Asphalt Maintenance, Inc.
5.

In 1999, Michelle ﬁled a Certiﬁcate of

Rooﬁng

&

Assumed Business Name

Gem

State

“Gem

State

stating that

Asphalt Maintenance, Inc. would do business under the name

Rooﬁng.”
6.

In 2000, Silvia ﬁled Articles 0f Incorporation for

7.

Since 2000,

Gem

State

Idaho under the name
8.

On May

2,

Mark

Gem

to

Rooﬁng,

“Gem

State

Gem

Inc. has primarily

State

Rooﬁng,

Inc.

conducted business

in

Blaine County,

Rooﬁng.”

2002, the State of Idaho issued a Certiﬁcate of Registration of Trademark Service
State Blaine stating the ﬁrst use

trademark was

May 2,

2012. There

is

was November 1997 and

no evidence

that the

the expiration of the

trademark has been renewed since

2012.

9.

The Certiﬁcate 0f

Registration

shows the trademark assigned

to

Gem

State Blaine

is

as

follows:

.5“ "4)”

”chm“?
10.

On December
Service

Mark

29, 2004, the State of Idaho issued a Certiﬁcate 0f Registration of

to

Gem

that the trademark

11.

State Boise stating that the ﬁrst use 0f the trademark

was

Trademark

in

1985 and

would expire on December 29, 2014.

The Certiﬁcate of Registration showed

that the

Trademark assigned

to

Gem

State Boise

is

as

follows:

GEM
STATE

ROOFING

Findings ofFact

& Conclusions of Law

-

2
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12.

On December

UCI and renewed

until

that either party has ever obtained a registered trademark for the

name

2014, the above trademark was assigned to

1,

December 29, 2024.
13.

There

is

no evidence

“Gem State Rooﬁng.”
14.

There are 387 businesses in Idaho using 0r

15.

The “Gem

16. In

State”

is

have used the name

“Gem State.”

a well-known nickname for the State of Idaho.1

2005, following the realization that their rooﬁng companies were operating under the same

name, the owners of Gem State Rooﬁng,

&

that

Asphalt Maintenance,

(“Gem

Inc.

Inc.

(“Gem

State Blaine”)

and

State Boise”) entered into a

Agreement (“TSA”) delineating boundaries

for

Gem

State

Rooﬁng

Trademark Settlement

where each company could

solicit

and do

business.

17.

The

Recitals of the

Agreement

state that the “parties’

names

are confusingly similar to each

other and the parties provide similar services, leading to a likelihood of confusion as to

source, origin,

and sponsorship of the services” and

that the parties

“wish

to resolve this

matter without litigation by agreeing not to do business or advertise in the other’s primary

market.”

18.

Under
a.

the

TSA the panics agreed (in part) that:

Gem

State Boise

would not “advertise or

solicit

but not limited to by, as a non-exhaustive

business in Blaine County, including

list

of examples, telephone directory

advertising, radio or television advertising, billboards, ﬂyers, signs, or

indication, express or implied, that

l

The Court

it

performs services in Blaine County;”

takes judicial notice ofthis fact. See I.R.E. 201(b)(1) (“The court

subject to reasonable dispute because

Findings of Fact

it is

& Conclusions ofLaw

-

generally

by making any

known within the

trial

may judicially notice a

fact that is not

court’s territorial jurisdiction”).

3
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b.

Gem

would not “perform any

State Boise

services in Blaine

County except

(i)

warranty and maintenance work and repeat customer business for the former

customers listed in paragraph 3(a),2 and
put out for bid

c.

among qualiﬁed

Agreement,

work

for a public entity in Idaho that is

contractors;”

“If either party receives a request for

this

(ii)

work

that

is

it

prohibited from performing under

will direct the person or entity requesting the

it

work

to the other

pﬁrty.”

19.

Gem

State Blaine

made

the

same agreements above, except

Ada County, Boise County, Canyon County, Elmore
Jerome County, Twin
20. In 2010, Flynn

Falls County,

21. In order to resolve

22. In 2012,

and

Gem

Gem

start

a

were with respect

Gem County,

to

Gooding County,

and Valley County.

and Michelle’s marriage dissolved, and

had incurred signiﬁcant tax

State Boise

County,

that they

at the

same

time,

Gem

State Boise

liability.

State Boise’s tax liability, the

new company with

State Boise

a

IRS directed Flynn

to dissolve

Gem

new name.

was thus dissolved and Flynn created United Components

Incorporated (“UCI”), which continued to operate under the same business name,

“Gem

State

Rooﬁng.”
23. Michelle has

24. Since the

no ownership

TSA was

signed,

proj ects in Blaine County,

a.

Brashears

&

for Brashears

2

The customers

Findings of Fact

interest in

UCI

UCI.

(operating as

Gem

State

Rooﬁng) has done four rooﬁng

which are as follows:

Sons/Shay Construction — UCI submitted multiple bids on a project

&

Sons and Shay Construction

listed in Section 3(a) include:

& Conclusions 0f Law

-

to

perform rooﬁng services for Terry

Kelly Herara, Mrs. Lipton, and Advanced Maintenance Services.

4
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and Mike Higgs. UCI performed rooﬁng services on the project and, on October
201

i.

1,

was paid $17,424
The

on

client

for

this

positive experience

b.

13,

work.

its

job speciﬁcally reached out to UCI, because they had a

working with UCI on a project located

in

Twin

Falls, Idaho.

Pioneer West Property Management — UCI was paid $1,950 on July 29, 2016 for

work done
i.

in

Ketchum, Idaho.

Pioneer West Property Management
Services, to

rooﬁng
ii.

which (under the TSA)

is

the successor to

Gem

State Blaine

Management.

He

Gem

State Blaine also did

testiﬁed

performed “shoddy work” on

d.

Animal Shelter of the Wood River Valley — UCI
with McAlvain Construction,

ii.

Inc.

Wood River Animal

work

for Pioneer

West Property

UCI had

this project.

Kerry Armstrong — UCI was paid $750

i.

to provide

based on a hearsay statement that

c.

the

was allowed

services.

Silvia testiﬁed that

work on

AdVance Maintenance

for

work done

in

Ketchum, Idaho

bid on and

2017.

in

was awarded a

(“McAlvain”) t0 perform over $200,000

in

contract

rooﬁng

Shelter.

As of October 201 8, McAlvain has

paid

UCI

a total of $279,540.

Flynn and Kerrie Kuhn (UCI’s Corporate Secretary) testiﬁed that

UCI

has

sustained at least $12,000 in losses on this project.

iii.

Tracey Felix, a project manager for McAlvain, testiﬁed
speciﬁcally solicited and wanted

because

it

UCI

to

that

do the rooﬁng work on

McAlvain

this project,

had a positive experience working with UCI 0n Shore Lodge

in

McCall, Idaho.

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions of Law

-
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25. Since the

TSA was

UCI

signed,

(operating as

Gem

State

Rooﬁng) bid on

Blaine County for working totaling over $100,000. However,

at least four jobs in

win those bids and

did not

it

consequently did not receive any income or proﬁt as a result of those bids.
26.

UCI

did not believe

it

was bound by

the

TSA

because

Gem

was shut down

State Boise

as

part of the deal with the IRS.

27. Silvia testiﬁed that for all

any of the work

of the projects described

and

to him,

29. Silvia experienced a drop in business in

was

likely

business under the same
30.

due

name

to the

as his

However, the exhibit prepared by
margin shows that

hjs proﬁt

On

July 20, 2018,

Gem

2008 and

company

to

injunctive relief. See

faith

and

Gem

UCI

State Blaine’s

is

(6)

UCI

and proﬁt

In fact, in 2018, he

alleging (1) breach

trademark inﬁ‘ingement,

a successor corporation to

fact as

doing

permanent injunction.

TSA by

in the

whether

Gem

State Boise,

is

performing work in Blaine

TSA. However,

Gem

the Court held

State Blaine has incurred

claims regarding trademark infringement and

Memorandum Decision and Order pp. 20—21

—

UCI was

56%.

Memorandum Decision and Order (ﬁled April

& Conclusions of Law

Silvia testiﬁed

County.

fair dealing, (3)

were not speciﬁcally excluded

This claim has been dismissed. See

Findings of Fact

fact that

State Blaine ﬁled the instant action against

were genuine issues of material

damages and as

did not refer

to 2018.

few years thereaﬁer.

for his business at over

enrichment} (5) preliminary injunction, and

for clients that

that there

3

in Blaine

under the terms of the TSA, and breached the

County

UCI

Silvia setting forth his gross revenue, proﬁt,

32. This Court previously determined that

liable

for a

economic crash and to the

of contract, (2) breach of covenant of good
(4) unjust

from the years 2000

margin has increased overall in 18 years.

had the highest proﬁt margin ever
31.

22 and 23,

Gem State Blaine was qualiﬁed to do the work.

28. Silvia testiﬁed as to his gross revenue and proﬁt

that this drop

in Sections

26, 2019).

(ﬁled April 26, 2019).
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STANDARD OF REVIEW

It is

the province of the district judge acting as trier of fact to

weigh conﬂicting evidence and

testimony and to judge the credibility of the witnesses. Benninger

Deriﬁeld, 142 Idaho 486,

v.

489, 129 P.3d 1235, 1238 (2006); I.R.C.P. 52(a). If the ﬁndings of fact are based on substantial
evidence, even if the evidence

However, the

trial

applicable law

was conectly

is

conﬂicting, they will not be overturned

court’s conclusions of

stated

law are freely reviewed

and whether the

on appeal.

to determine

legal conclusions are sustained

Id.

whether the

by

the facts

found. Id.

ANALYSIS & CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

The primary

issues before the Court are whether

evidence regarding injunctive relief and

Gem

State Blaine has presented sufﬁcient

money damages, and whether it is

entitled to relief on its

claim for trademark infringement.

Damages

a.

Gem

State Blaine asserts that

damages
is

for

it is

entitled to injunctive relief as well as

UCI’s breach of the TSA.

Gem

State Blaine asserts that

its

based on the law regarding non-competition agreements as the

agreement not to compete in the

Findings 0f Fact

$220,000

in

calculation 0f

TSA

is

money

damages

essentially an

parties’ respective geographical territories.

& Conclusions ofLaw

-

7
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i.

Injunction

The decision of whether
Harris

v.

impose injunctivc

to

relief is within the discretion

district court.

Cassia County, 106 Idaho 513, 517, 681 P.2d 988, 992 (1984). “The court which

exercise the discretion

is

the

interfere absent a manifest

where irreparable injury

trial

abuse of discretion.”

is

Id.

“It is true that injunctions

O’Boskey

actually threatened.”

been discontinued, the dispute

is

moot and

wrong

a heavy one.”

First Fed. Sav.

Where

suit,

and there

is

of

However, as the

v.

no

is

W.T. Grant Co., 345

on the defendant

to

make

this

duty of the courts to beware of efforts to defeat

injunctive relief by protestations of repentence and reform, especially

timed to anticipate

& Loan Ass ’n

the conduct causing injury has

United States

Further, the burden

“It is the

Id.

v.

court must be convinced that “there

trial

will be repeated.”

U.S. 629, 633 (1953) (citation omitted).
“is

to

should issue only

the injunction should be denied. Id.

United States Supreme Court observed, the
reasonable expectation that the

is

court and not the appellate court, and an appellate court will not

Boise, 112 Idaho 1002, 1007, 739 P.2d 301, 306 (1987).

showing

of the

probability of resumption.”

when abandonment seems

United States

v.

Oregon State

Medical Society, 343 U.S. 326, 333 (1952).

Here,

Gem

conduct.

State Blaine has not demonstrated that

Instead, the evidence demonstrates that

it

Gem

been increasing for the past 18 years, with a dip
recession.”

Gem

State Blaine failed to present

has suffered irreparable injury by UCI’s
State Blaine’s proﬁt

that coincided

margin has overall

with the so-called “great

any evidence regarding UCI’s proﬁts and

its

corresponding losses (other than a speculative statement by Silvia that his company likely
experienced a dip due to the

Findings of Fact

economy as well

& Conclusions of Law

-

as

UCI’s presence

in Blaine County).

8
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Gem

State Blaine experienced

true that

UCI

breached the

its

highest proﬁt margin just last year at over

TSA

by doing work

for three clients that

excluded in the TSA,4 and by bidding on certain other projects, there
State Blaine

would have gotten the same work or what

awarded

that work.

on these

projects.

Silvia testiﬁed that his

However, there

(potential or otherwise) that they

clients to

Gem

these projects

There

is

There

that

is

it

also

Gem

no evidence

as to

on hearsay)

speciﬁcally allowed to provide services under the

Finally, there

was no evidence

the animal shelter,

Blaine County

is

harmed

what

upon which

minimal. In over l4 years

that are in violation

of the TSA,

Accordingly, the Court does not

all

ﬁnd

Gem

had UCI referred these

that has

that

harmed

Gem

-

State Blaine’s

UCI performed “shoddy wor
to a client to

”

for

whom UCI was

TSA. The Court cannot ﬁnd

loss).

that

UCI was

(ﬁom 2005

The evidence of work performed

to 2019),

UCI

of which stemmed from UCI’s existing
that

Gem

State Blaine

is

in

has worked on three jobs
client relations.

actually threatened

The Court ﬁnds that the work for Pioneer West Property Management was permissible under
was a successor to Advanced Maintenance Services.

& Conclusions of Law

on

State Blaine’s proﬁt

4

Findings of Fact

clients

has done work in Blaine County recently (other than on

has sustained a

it

been

Gem State Blaine based on this hearsay statement.

UCI

that

it

Gem

done the work.

UCI perfonned shoddy work

that

that

perform the same services

State Blaine

West Propetty Management, which was a successor

”

no evidence

no evidence or testimony from any of these

Instead, Silvia testiﬁed (based

performing “shoddy wor

to

it is

were not speciﬁcally

proﬁts would have been had

its

company was equipped

would have hired

would have been had

no evidence

reputation.

Prior

State Blaine.

is

is

56%. While

the

by

irreparable

TSA, because

it

9
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injury.

Therefore, a permanent injunction will not be issued as

prove any actual damages

ﬁom UCI’s conduct.

State Blaine asserts that

damages under the damages calculation

entitled to

is

it

violation of a non-competition agreement, and that

has had corresponding gains.

Gem

State Blaine has failed to

Money Damages

ii.

Gem

Gem

State Blaine has not

UCI

shown

disputes that

that

it

it

it

need only show

it

for a

has lost proﬁts and

TSA

actually breached the

and argues

UCI
that

has suffered any damages as a result of its breach of the

TSA.

“A

trial

error.”

court’s

Moeller

ﬁndings 0f the
substantial

award of general damages
v.

is

reviewed under the deferential standard of clear

Harshbarger, 118 Idaho 92, 93, 794 P.2d 1148, 1149

trial

court on the question of

damages

will not

be

(Ct.

set aside

and competent evidence. Idaho Falls Bonded Produce Supply Co.

Rest. Group, Inc., 105 Idaho 46, 49,

Here, the Court ﬁnds that the
the successor to

Gem

TSA

when based on
v.

General Mills

665 P.2d 1056, 1059 (1983).

is

essentially an anti-competition

State Boise) breached the

TSA by

Blaine County that were not exceptions set forth in the

agreement and that

UCI

(as

performing services for customers in

TSA (see TSA

will apply the

law regarding damages for anti—competition agreements

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions of Law

-

App. 1990). The

1]

3).

Therefore, the Court

in this case.

10
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The measure of damages
plaintiff lost

for the breach of an anti-competition clause

is

the

amount

that the

by reason of the breach, not the amount of proﬁts made by the defendant. Dunn

Ward, 105 Idaho 354, 356, 670 P.2d 59, 61
proﬁts

is

(Ct.

“rarely susceptible of accurate proof

App. 1983). The measure of damages for
.”

.

.

.

Ryska

v.

loss

v.

of

Anderson, 70 Idaho 207, 213, 214

P.2d 874, 876 (1950).

Therefore, the law does not require “accurate proof with any degree of

mathematical certainty

.

.

.

.”

Vancil

v.

Anderson, 71 Idaho 95, 105, 227 P.2d 74, 80 (1951).

Damages need be proved only with a “reasonable
existence of

G.T.

Newcomb,

“The mere
that

to

damages must be taken out of

damages

ﬁx

it is

resulted,

the amount.”

670 P.2d

The

the realm of speculation.”

difﬁcult to arrive at [an] exact

does not mean that damages

Bumgamer

shown

v.

this

means

Anderson

“that [the]

& Nafziger

amount of damages, where

may not be

Bumgamer, 124 Idaho

The proﬁts

(Ct.App.1993) (citation omitted).
the trier—of—fact, if

and

v.

100 Idaho 175, 182—83, 595 P.2d 709, 716—17 (1979) (citations omitted).

Inc.,

fact that

certainty[,]”

realized

to correspond with the loss

by

awarded;

shown

for the trier-of-fact

629, 640, 862 P.2d 321, 332

the defendant

of the

it is

it is

plaintiff.

may be

considered by

Dunn, 105 Idaho

at 356,

at 61.

facts in this case are akin to Trilogy

Network Systems

v.

Johnson, 144 Idaho 844, 172 P.3d

1119 (2007). In that case, Johnson was employed by Trilogy Network Systems,

Johnson terminated his employment with Trilogy.
agreement that

(in part) forbade

The

parties subsequently entered into

Johnson and Trilogy subsequently both submitted bids to

Seastrom during that one year period. Seastrom awarded the contract
sued Johnson for breach of the non-competition agreement.

& Conclusions of Law

-

an

Johnson for one year from doing business with Seastrom

Manufacturing, Inc. (“Seastrom”).

Findings of Fact

Inc. (“Trilogy”).

to Johnson.

A court trial was held,

Trilogy then

and the

trial

11
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had

court determined that although Johnson had breached the agreement, Trilogy

its

damages with reasonable

did not award

On appeal,

it

the

certainty.

damages or attorney

The

fees,

Supreme Court afﬁrmed

it

comparison between

had
its

and Trilogy appealed.

the

trial

court’s decision.

and the costs

The Supreme Coun found

the record that Trilogy

failed to offer into evidence

costs

to Johnson.

its

had

made a comparable proﬁt

During the court

to Johnson’s proﬁt

Trilogy argued that stating a conclusion regarding

is

enough

to take the issue

its

failed to

trial,

He

that

prove

original bid to Seastrom or

Trilogy testiﬁed that Trilogy and Johnson’s proﬁt margins were similar.

Trilogy would have

prove

court entered a judgment in favor of Trilogy, but

was supported by

the trial court’s determination

damages because

trial

failed to

its

any

the president

of

also stated that

on the Seastrom

project.

proﬁt margin, without any factual support,

of damages out of the realm of speculation.

The Supreme Court

disagreed and noted that the law requires more:

Trilogy failed to offer into evidence any proof of what

its

costs

and proﬁts would

have been had Seastrom awarded it the contract. Its only proof was conclusory
statements that Johnson and Trilogy would have made similar proﬁts. Trilogy
failed to offer into evidence its bid to Seastrom for the software portion of the
project, which would have shown its costs and the proﬁt margin it expected for
that portion of the bid. Although Trilogy had a list of the software Johnson
supplied Seastrom, there was no showing as to what the costs to Trilogy would
have been for the software ultimately used by Johnson to complete the proj ect. As
such, Trilogy failed to persuade the district court of any correspondence between
what its proﬁt would have been and Johnson’s actual proﬁt, and thus failed to
take the measure of

its

damages out 0f the realm of speculation. Therefore, the
it declined to award damages.

district court did not err when

Id. at 847,

172 P.3d

Similarly, here,

at 1122.

Gem

State Blaine failed to offer into evidence

proﬁts would have been had

Findings of Fact

its

costs

and

been awarded the contracts for the work for Brashears

it

& Conclusions of Law

any proof as to What

-

&
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Sons/Shay Construction, Kerry Armstrong, or the Animal

In addition, there

Shelter.

evidence before the Court as to what UCI’s proﬁts were on these projects, other than
a $12,000 loss.

There

Shelter contract that

proof that

Gem

it

is

no evidence

Gem

had

would have not sustained

the

Gem

same

loss.

State Blaine’s business did take a

has since recovered and has had

its

show any correspondence between what

its

Accordingly, the Court ﬁnds that

Gem

no

sustained

been awarded the Animal

Moreover, there

is

insufﬁcient

UCI performed

services in

downturn during the recession,

highest proﬁt margin to date in 2018.

proﬁt, and thus has failed to take the measure of its

id.

State Blaine

State Blaine has lost proﬁts during the years that

Blaine County. While

failed to

that

it

is

Gem

it

State Blaine has

proﬁts would have been and UCI’s actual

damages out of the realm of speculation. See

State Blaine has failed to prove

its

damages With

reasonable certainty.

b.

Gem

State Blaine claims that

issue;5

its

,7

its

much brieﬁng and argument

however,

Gem

State Blaine has

logo, but rather

on

Gem

Rooﬁng,” and whether

UCI

has violated

spent

determine whether

5

UCI

UCI

Rooﬁng.

on

Trademark Infringement

also claimed that a

it

its

made

use of the name,

trademark rights to the name
claiming that the logo

clear that

“Gem

State

State

the trademark at

not alleging trademark infringement

Rooﬁng.” Accordingly, the Court

State Blaine has a protectable trademark in the

name “Gem

will

State

has sustained damages from any alleged trademark infringement.

name cannot be trademarked; however,

deﬁned as “any word, name, symbol, or device.” LC. § 48—501(1

Findings of Fact

it is

is

“Gem

& Conclusions of Law

-

that

argument

fails

as trademarks are speciﬁcally

1).
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Protectable

i.

Trademark

Trademarks are “any word, name, symbol, or device
distinguish the goods of such person

501(1
state

1);

.

.

see also 15 U.S.C. § 1127.

governmenté The

.

.

.

used by a person

Trademarks

may be

provides a simpler but similar statutory scheme at Idaho

is

Lanham Act

USA,

et.

Inc.

PWD

v.

Sys.,

must be ﬁrst used

order to gain legal protection.

and
48-

I.C. §

and with a

seq.7

not required in order to have a valid and enforceable trademark,
state

common

law, or if

Matal

Tam, 137

v.

LLC, 889 F.3d 441, 449

protects both registered and unregistered trademarks.”).

federal law, a trademark

to identify

by the Lanham Act, while Idaho

§ 48-501,

registered in a State, under that State’s registration system.

ZW

.

registered both federally

Code

and an unregistered trademark can be enforced under

1752—53 (2017);

.

from those manufactured or sold by others.”

.

federal trademark system is governed

Registration of a trademark

.

See

e.g.

274, 398 P.2d 942, 945 (1965); Miller

in connection with the sale

King’s ofBoise, Inc.

v.

v.

Glenn Miller Prods.,

has been

S. Ct. 1744,

(8th Cir. 2018) (“The

Under both

and

state

of goods or services in

M. H. King

Inc.,

it

Co., 88 Idaho 267,

454 F.3d 975, 979 (9th

Cir.

2006) (“Registration does not create a mark or confer ownership; only use in the marketplace can
establish a

mark”); See Cal. Cooler,

Cir.1985) (“[A] trademark

is

a

Inc.

v.

Loretta Winery, Ltd., 774 F.2d 1451, 1454 (9th

common law property

right that exists independently

of statutory

provisions for registration”).
6

The evidence shows

that

both parties have registered only

either party has registered the
to
7

name “Gem

State

their logos.

Rooﬁng.” However,

There

is

no evidence before the Court

the Court notes that registration

is

that

not required

have a protectable trademark.

“The

intent

of this act

is

to provide a system of state trademark registration

and protection substantially consistent

with the federal system of trademark registration and protection under the trademark act of 1946, as amended.
that end, the construction given the federal act should

To

be examined as persuasive authority for interpreting and

construing this act.” I.C. § 48-518.

Findings 0f Fact

& Conclusions of Law

-
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Thus, in order to obtain a registered trademark, an applicant must certify that his mark
use.” I.C. § 48-503(4). “Use”
the

deﬁned

bona ﬁde use of a mark

to reserve a right in a

be

t0

is

in use: (a)

is

“in

as

of trade, and not made merely
act, a mark shall be deemed

in the ordinary course

mark. For the purposes of this

on goods when

it is

placed in any manner on the goods or other

on the tags or labels afﬁxed
of the goods makes such placement impracticable, then 0n
documents associated with the goods or their sale, and the goods are sold or
transported in commerce in this state; and (b) on services when it is used or
displayed in the sale or advertising of services and the services are rendered in
containers or the displays associated therewith or
thereto, or if the nature

this state.

Here, the unrebutted evidence

There

19805.

is

is

Flynn used the name

“Gem

State

Rooﬁng”

as early as the

insufﬁcient evidence regarding the exact areas he did business in at that time.

Silvia did not start using the

There

is that

name “Gem

State

Rooﬁng”

insufficient evidence regarding the ﬁrst use

in Blaine

of the name

County

“Gem

until the late 19905.

State

Rooﬁng”

in the

Blaine County area. However, even if Gem State Blaine was the ﬁrst to use the name, the Court

ﬁnds

that the

name “Gem

Rooﬁng”

State

is

not a protectable trademark as

it

is

primarily

geographically descriptive.

Idaho Code § 48-502(2)(e) provides:

A marks

by which the goods or

distinguished

services of

any applicant

for registration

ﬁom the goods or services of others shall not be registered if

may

be

it:

when used on or in connection with the goods or
merely descriptive or deceptively misdescriptive of
them; or (ii) when used on or in connection with the goods or services of the
applicant is primarily geographically descriptive or deceptively misdescriptive
of them; or (iii) is primarily merely a surname, provided however, that nothing in
this subsection shall prevent the registration of a mark used by the applicant
which has become distinctive of the applicant’s goods or services. The secretary
of state may accept as evidence that the mark has become distinctive, as used on
Consists of a

mark which:

services of the applicant,

8

“Mark”

under

is

(i)

is

as “any trademark, service mark, collective mark or certiﬁcation mark entitled
whether registered or not.” I.C. § 48—501(7).

deﬁned

this act

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions of Law —

to registration
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or in connection with the applicant’s goods or services, proof of continuous use

mark by the applicant in this state for the ﬁve
which the claim of distinctiveness is made[.]

(5) years before the

thereof as a
date on

(Emphasis added).

Neither generic nor descriptive terms are protectable without establishing

secondary meaning.
Cir.l984).

“A mark

20th Century Wear, Inc.

is

descriptive if

it

v.

Sanmark—Stardust

Inc.,

747 F.2d 81, 87 (2nd

describes: the intended purpose, function or use of the

goods; the size of the goods; the class of users of the goods; a desirable characteristic of the
goods; or the end effect upon the user.”
1988).

If the

Wynn

mark “imparts information

Oil Co.

directly,

v.

it is

Thomas, 839 F.2d 1183, 1190 (6th
descriptive.

7,

Anheuser—Busch,

Cir.

Inc.

v.

Stroh Brewery C0,, 587 F.Supp. 330, 335 (E.D.Mo.1984); afﬁrmed 750 F.2d 631 (8th Cir.l984).

The Lanham Act does not protect primarily geographically descriptive marks.
“It is plain that the

congressionally established prohibition against registration of

geographical names or terms basically stems from the realization that most terms
in the vocabulary

of

this science are generic or descriptive.

Thus, Congress has

names of subdivisions of the
expressly leﬁ accessible to
earth—regions, nations, counties, town, rivers, lakes, and other natural and
artiﬁcial geographical units—which could be employed to draw public attention
to the origin of a product or the situs of a business. It would obviously promote
all

potential users those

all save a single producer the name of a region
and thereby preclude other producers of the same product in the same region ﬁom

unfair competition to proscribe for

indicating their product’s origin.”

Burke-Parsons—Bowlby Corp.

v.

Appalachian Log Homes,

1989) (citing World Carpets, Inc.

v.

Dick

Littrell

’s

New

Inc.,

871 F.2d 590, 594 (6th Cir.

World Carpets, 438 F.2d 482, 485 (5th

Cir.1971)).

Where

it

is

determined that the mark as perceived by potential purchasers describes the

geographic origin of the goods the mark
omitted).

is

primarily geographically descriptive.

If there is a possibility that the geographic

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions 0f Law

-

term

is

Id. (citation

“minor, obscure, remote or
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unconnected with the goods,” then the mark
primarily geographically descriptive category.

Cir.

word

v.

Dick

Littrell’s

New

‘ﬁavorld” to describe carpets

origin,

See Nat’l Lead Co.

v.

Wolfe, 223 F.2d 195 (9th

World Carpets, 438 F.2d 482, 486 (5th

was too broad

to suggest

Cir.

1971) (use 0f

any identiﬁable unit or place of

and was thus not geographically descriptive).

Legislative History of the

made between
“To

protectable and not precluded under the

1955) (use of word “Dutch” to describe paint was not geographical or descriptive); World

Carpets, Inc.

The

may be

illustrate,

Lanham Act

points out that where a logical connection can be

the product and the geographical term, the term

the

word

‘Alaska’

would probably have no

applied to bananas, but applied to canned salmon

is

geographically descriptive.

descriptive or geographical

would unquestionably have a

meaning

descriptive as

well as geographical meaning.” In re Nantucket, Inc., 677 F.2d 95, 107 (C.C.P.A. 1982).

Though more than a geographic name

is

required in order to meet the “primarily

no requirement that the challenger
to a trademark demonstrate that the area is noted for the goods in question. The
proper inquiry is “What meaning, if any, does the term convey t0 the public with
respect to the goods on which the name is used?” When a geographic name is
geographically descriptive” category, there

is

used 0n goods, it does not represent a single source but refers to the area in which
the goods originated. A “goods/place association” by the public is therefore
presumed.

Burke-Parsons—Bowlby Corp, 871 F.2d

at

595

(citations omitted).

A trademark that is primarily geographically descriptive must have acquired secondary meaning
to invoke the protection of the

secondary meaning
to associate the

Findings of Fact

is

Lanham

Act.

Id.

The purpose of requiring the establishment 0f

to give effect to those geographic

goods with a particular place but

& Conclusions of Law

-

marks which no longer cause the public

to associate the

goods with a particular source.
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American Footwear Corp.

v.

General Footwear Co.

Ltd.,

609 F.2d 655 (2nd Cir.1979).

The

geographical term no longer primarily denotes the geographic area, but with secondary meaning

it

primarily denotes a single source for the product. Id.

Secondary meaning

is

proved when by a preponderance of the evidence

Aloe Cream Laboratories

Milsan, Ina, 423 F.2d 845, 849 (5th Cir. 1970)

is

difﬁcult to obtain.

Id.

Absent

direct

must draw reasonable inferences from evidence of long—term usage, from

proof, the Court

considerable effort and expenditure of

WLWC

Centers, Inc.

Sales volume, though relevant,

1983).

v.

Direct proof of secondary meaning

(citation omitted).

the trademark.

can be determined that

consuming public toward the mark denotes “a single thing coming from a

the attitude of the

single source.”

it

mark by purchasers

money toward developing

a reputation and good will for

v.

Winners C0rp., 563 F. Supp. 717, 723 (M.D. Tenn.

is

not necessarily sufﬁcient to indicate recognition of the

as an indication of the source.

568 F.2d 1342, 1345 (U.S.C.C.P.A.1977).

Seabrook Foods,

Inc.

Advertising expense also

standing alone, establish secondary meaning.

Scientiﬁc Applications

Corp, 436 F.Supp. 354, 361 (N.D.Ga.1977).

Where

v.

Bar— Well Foods Ltd.,

is

relevant but will not,

v.

Energy Conservation

advertising expenditures are required to

“merely survive” in the competitive market, advertising expenditures cannot be used to prove
secondary meaning.

which

results in

Scott Paper Co.

WLWC

Centers, 563 F.Supp. at 724.

consumer association with a

v.

Scott’s Liquid

However, extensive advertising

single source can establish secondary meaning.

Gold Inc., 589 F.2d 1225, 1228 (3rd Cir.1978). The duration of

use 0f the mark can establish secondary meaning where the duration
short period.

that the

In

is

more than a

WLWC Centers, the Court determined that three years was insufﬁcient to prove

mark had acquired secondary meaning. WL WC Centers, 563 F.Supp.

Findings of Fact

relatively

& Conclusions of Law

-

at 723.
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In

Burke-Parsons-Bowlby

v.

Appalachian Log Homes, 871 F.2d 590 (6th

of the registered trademark, “Appalachian Log Structures,” sought

Cir. 1989), the holder

to enjoin a competitor’s

of the mark, “Appalachian Log Homes.” The Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals held

was not a

protectable trademark, because

noted that the Appalachian region
the regionally descriptive

Appalachian region.
“Appalachian”

Id. at

was primarily geographically

descriptive.

mark

The court

publicly acknowledged as a distinct, identiﬁable region, and

is

term “Appalachian”

Id. at 594.

states.

it

that the

use

is

used

in

132 businesses located in the

Appalachian Log Structures was located in Virginia, one of the

The court

595.

also held that there

was insufﬁcient evidence

that

“Appalachian Log Structures” had acquired secondary meaning even though the company had
achieved $2 million in gross sales in about three years and had expended approximately

$100,000 in advertising the mark over the course of one year. The court noted that no consumer
evidence was submitted and that the evidentiary burden necessary to establish secondary

meaning

is

substantial.

relevant, there

beyond

Although the advertising expenditures for the mark were

Id. at 596.

was no evidence

to establish the

UCI

“Gem

State” in their business names.

it

as

provided evidence that there are 387 currently active businesses using the words

for the State

the

as extensive or to distinguish

that necessary to survive in the market. Id.

Here,

State

amount

of Idaho.

of Idaho, or

name “Gem

concludes that

It is

rather, the

State

Gem

It is

commonly known

undisputed that

“Gem

State.”

Gem

There

that

“Gem

State Blaine provides

is

no evidence

that

Rooﬁng” has acquired secondary meaning.

State

Rooﬁng

is

State”

is

the

nickname

rooﬁng services

Gem

in the

State Blaine’s use of

Accordingly, the Court

geographically descriptive, and as such,

is

not a protectablc

trademark.

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions of Law

-
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ii.

Even

if

Gem

interest in

it,

State

Damages

Rooﬁng was a protectable

trademark, and

Gem

State Blaine

Gem State Blaine has failed to show it is entitled to damages under trademark law.

amount of damage.

In a trademark infringement case, a plaintiff must prove both the fact and the

2

J.T.

McCarthy, Trademarks and Unfair Competition

are typically

which the
actual

had a protectable

measured by any

plaintiff

damage

often difﬁcult, a court

is

which a plaintiff can prove,

would have earned but

theory of unjust enrichment.

750 F.2d 903, 918 (Fed.
plaintiff must

direct injury

Id. at

Cir. 1984).

make a “prima

facie

Pen Corp., 982 F.2d 1400, 1407
Sun Earth Solar Power

Co.,

at

for the infringement.

see also Bandag, Inc.

“To

establish

839 F.3d 1179 (9th

tort

law

.

.

.

.”).

As

with reasonable certainty.

Dan

rule,

Because proof of

Al Bolser’s Tire Stores,
lost proﬁts

”

Inc.,

method, a

Lindy Pen Co.

v.

Bic

Inc.

v.

Cir. 2016).

ed. 1984). (“Plaintiff‘s

a general

lost proﬁts

on other grounds by SunEarth,

principles. 2 J.T.

standard under which the infringer—tortfeasor

wrongful act

v.

any

Damages

defendant’s proﬁts on the

damages under the

(9th Cir. 1993), abrogated

509 (2d

509.

Id. at

may award damages based on
1;

as well as

showing of reasonably forecast proﬁts.

Trademark remedies are guided by
Competition § 30:27,

51

§ 30:27, at 511 (2d ed. 1984).

is liable

McCarthy, Trademarks and Unfair

damages should be measured by the
for all injuries caused to plaintiff

damages which

result

from a

tort

B. Dobbs, Remedies § 3.3, at 151 (1973).

tort

by the

must be established

The Supreme Court

has held that “[d]amages are not rendered uncertain because they cannot be calculated with
absolute exactness,” yet, a reasonable basis for computation must exist.

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions of Law

-

Eastman Kodak Co.

v.
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Southern Photo Materials Co., 273 U.S. 359, 379, 47 (1927).

monetary award
Foxtrap, Inc.

v.

in infringement cases

when damages

Many

courts have denied a

are remote and speculative.

Foxtrap, Inc., 671 F.2d 636, 642 (D.C.Cir.1982) (“any award based on plaintiff’s

damages requires some showing of actual

loss”);

Bumdy

Corp.

F.Supp. 656, 664 (D.C.Conn.) (“no assessment of damages

is

v.

Teledyne Industries, Inc., 584

authorized

if it is

actually proven damages.”), aff‘d 748 F.2d 767 (2d Cir.l984); Invicta Plastics

Mego

See generally

not based on

(USA)

Ltd.

v.

Corp., 523 F.Supp. 619, 624 (S.D.N.Y.1981) (“damages will not be awarded in the

absence of credible evidence demonstrating injury to the plaintiff from defendant’s
Vuitton et Fils,

discretionary

S.A.

Crown Handbags, 492 F.Supp.

v.

award of

either

1071,

sales.”);

1077 (S.D.N.Y.1979) (“The

damages or proﬁts assumes an evidentiary basis on which

to rest

such an award. Without such a basis there can be no recovery”), aff’d mem., 622 F.2d 577 (2d
Cir. 1 980).

For the reasons

set forth in Section (a)(ii) above, the

failed to demonstrate injury as a result

to provide

any evidence as

evidence was that

UCI

to

Court concludes that

of UCI’s work in Blaine County.

UCI’s proﬁts and

its

sustained a $12,000 loss on the

Animal

UCI

completed.

Accordingly,

Findings of Fact

Gem

Gem

As

State Blaine’s proﬁts

such, the Court

ﬁnds

State Blaine is not entitled to

& Conclusions of Law

-

Instead, the only

Shelter project

and

that

economic crash. There

would have been had

that

State Blaine has

Gem State Blaine failed

corresponding losses.

State Blaine experienced a dip in business that coincided with the

evidence as to what

Gem

it

Gem
is

no

been awarded the jobs

any damages are remote and speculative.

damages on

its

trademark infringement claim.
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CONCLUSION

For the reasons

set forth herein, the

State Blaine has failed to

claims.

fees.

The Court ﬁnds

UCI breached

Court concludes that although

show damages

for

its

State Blaine

IT IS

SO ORDERED.

is

that neither party prevailed,

and thus, neither party

is

Gem

entitled to attorney

UCI breached

the

TSA, but

not entitled to collect damages or attorney fees.

Signed: 9/17/2019 04:29

SAMUEL A. HOAC‘AND
District

TSA,

breach of contract and trademark infringement

Accordingly, the Court will enter a declaratory judgment that

Gem

the

PM

Date

Judge

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions of Law

-
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Phil

McGrane, Clerk

By: Lusina Heiskari,

Ada County

of the Court

Deputy Clerk

Terri Pickens Manweiler, ISB No. 5828
Abigail McCleery, ISB N0. 11000

PICKENS LAW,

P.A.

s. 9th Street, Suite

398
P.O.

240

Box 915

Boise, Idaho 83701-0915

Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099

terri@pickenslawboise.com

abigail®pickenslawboise.com
Attorneysfor Defendant—Respondent

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURT JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GEM STATE ROOFING,
INCORPORATED

Case No. CV01-18—13437

Plaintiff—Appellant,
VS.

DEFENDANT-RESPONDENT’S
REQUEST TO INCLUDE
ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS ON
APPEAL

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED dba GEM STATE
ROOFING
Defendant — Respondent.

THE ABOVE-NAMED APPELLANT, Gem State Rooﬁng Incorporated, AND ITS
ATTORNEY, McFarland Ritter PLLC.,P.O. Box 1335 Meridian, ID 83683, AND THE
CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT

TO:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT United Components
Rooﬁng (“Respondent”) by and through

its

Incorporated dba

Gem State

counsel of record, hereby requests pursuant t0 Rule

19 of the Idaho Appellate Rules, the inclusion of the following material in the clerk’s record in
addition to that required t0 be included

by the Idaho Appellate Rules and the Notice of Appeal

and Notice of Cross-Appeal.
1.

Respondent requests the following documents be included

in the clerk’s record

RESPONDENT’S REQUEST TO INCLUDE ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS ON APPEAL
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in addition to those requested

DATE

by

Plaintiff- Appellant:

DOCUMENT

1.

02/ 1 3/20 1 9

2.

02/ 13/2019

Summary Judgment
Memorandum in Support of Motion

3.

02/13/2019

Declaration of Jeffrey Flynn in Support of Defendant’s Cross

Motion

Motion

for

for

for

Summary Judgment

Summary Judgment

02/13/2019

Declaration of Terri Pickens Manweiler in Support of Defendant’s

5.

03/05/2019

Defendant’s Objection t0 Plaintiff’ s Motion t0 Compel

6.

03/05/2019

Declaration 0f Terri Pickens Manweiler in Support of Defendant’s

4.

Cross Motion for

Summary Judgment

Objection t0 Plaintiff’ s Motion to Compel
7.

03/05/2019

Opposition to Plaintiff s Motion for Partial

Summary Judgment

8.

03/05/2019

Supplemental Declaration of Jeffery Flynn

9.

03/05/2019

Supplemental Declaration of Terri Pickens Manweiler

10.

03/1 1/2019

Reply in Further Support of Defendant’s Cross Motion for Summary
Judgment

11.

03/12/2019

Motion

t0 Strike

Afﬁdavit of Rick Silvia in Support 0f Reply in

Support 0f Plaintiff” s Motion for Partial
Sanctions —

Gem

Summary Judgment

05/30/2019

Motion

13.

05/3 0/2019

Memorandum

14.

05/30/2019

Afﬁdavit

15.

06/ 1 1/2019

Objection t0 Motion for Sanctions

16.

06/24/2019

Motion

17.

06/24/2019

Memorandum

18.

06/24/2019

Declaration of Terri Pickens Manweiler in Support of Motion

19.

06/24/2019

Declaration of Kerrie

20.

07/01/2019

Order Resetting Defendant’s Motion for Reconsideration

21.

0/7/02/2019

Plaintiff” s

22.

07/02/2019

Afﬁdavit of Ryan T. McFarland in Support of Opposition

23.

07/03/2019

Motion

24.

07/03/2019

Memorandum

25.

07/03/2019

Declaration of Terri Pickens Manweiler in Support of Motion for

26.

07/08/2019

Plaintiffs

27.

07/08/2019

Afﬁdavit of Ryan McFarland in Support of Gem State Rooﬁng,
Inc.’s Opposition to Defendant’s Motion for Protective Order

12.

for

is

State

In Support 0f Motions for Sanctions

—

Gem State

Support 0f Motion of Ryan T. McFarland

for Reconsideration

and Protective Order

In Support of Motion for Reconsideration

Kuhn in

Memorandum

for Protective

Support 0f Motion

in Opposition to

Motion

to

Reconsider

Order

In Support 0f Motion for Protective Order

Protective Order

Memorandum

in Opposition t0 Defendant’s

Motion

for

Protective Order Regarding Third Party Subpoenas

Regarding Third Party Subpoenas
28.

07/ 1 1/20 1 9

Protective Order

29.

07/1 6/20 1 9

Plaintiff s Trial Brief

30.

07/16/2019

Defendant’s Trial Brief

3

1.

07/1 6/20 1 9

Request for Judicial Notice

32.

09/19/2019

Motion

for Costs

and Attomeys’ Fees

RESPONDENT’S REQUEST TO INCLUDE ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS ON APPEAL 2
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33.

09/ 19/2019

Memorandum

34.

09/09/2019

Afﬁdavit of Terri Pickens In Support of Memorandum

35.

09/24/2019

Motion

36.

09/24/2019

Memorandum

37.

09/24/2019

Afﬁdavit 0f Ryan McFarland in Support 0f Memorandum

38.

09/24/2019

Plaintiff” s

39.

09/26/2019

Afﬁdavit of Terri Pickens Manweiler re: Objection to Plaintiff s
Motion for Attomeys’ Fees and Costs

40.

09/26/2019

Reply

41.

10/02/2019

42.

10/02/2019

Reply in Support of Plaintiff” s Motion for Attorneys’ Fees
Afﬁdavit of Ryan McFarland in Further Support of Memo

43.

10/02/2019

Afﬁdavit of Lori Hickman in Support of Memo

in Support

0f Motion for Costs and Attorney Fees

and Costs

for Attorneys” Fees
in Support

of Motion for Costs and Attorney Fees

Opposition to Defendant’s Motion for Attorney’s Fees

and Costs

in Further Support

of Defendant’s Motion for Costs and

Attorneys’ Fees

Respondent requests the following documents,

2.

exhibits be copied

and sent

to the

charts, or pictures admitted as

Supreme Court:
Bates Number/

Stipulated

Deposition

Trial

Description

Gem

State-Blaine Certiﬁcate 0f Assumed Business

“Gem

Name

Rooﬁng” dated 8/12/97
Gem State-Boise Certiﬁcate 0f Assumed Business Name
“Gem State Rooﬁng” dated 7/19/99

Gem

for

Exhibit

Exhibit

Number

Number

DEF

000029

2

DEF 000030

3

DEF

4

State

for

State-Blaine Corrected Application for Registration of

Trademark-Service mark dated 4/8/02 for

“Gem

0022-

0023

State

Rooﬁng” Trademark

Gem

DEF0021

5

DEF0018

6

Flynn Dep.
Exh. 20

13

DEF

00097

20

DEF

00109

27

DEF

00010-

43

6/22/ 1 8

0001

1

Certiﬁcate of Incorporated of Flynn Inc.

DEF

0032-34

State-Blaine Certiﬁcate Registration 0f Trademark-

Service

mark dated 5/2/02

for

“Gem

State

Rooﬁng”

Trademark

Gem

State-Boise Certiﬁcate Registration of Trademark-

Service

mark dated 12/29/04

for

“Gem

State

Rooﬁng”

Trademark
Articles of Incorporation of United

Components,

J.

Incorporated dated 10/25/11

UCI

Transactions Detail Report for Pioneer

Management

UCI

West Property

(Blaine County customer)

Transaction Details Report for Kerry Armstrong (Blaine

County customer)
Cease and Desist Letter from McFarland

Ritter to

UCI

dates

RESPONDENT’S REQUEST TO INCLUDE ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS ON APPEAL
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Articles 0f Amendment changing Flynn Inc. t0

Gem State

DEF

0036

49

Rooﬁng and Asphalt Maintenance
Articles of Incorporation of

Gem State Rooﬁng Inc.
Mark
Mark

Application for Registration of Trademark Service
Certiﬁcate Registration of Trademark service

Application for Renewal Registration 0f Trademark Service

DEF00040

50

DEF
DEF
DEF

00026-27

51

00025
00081

52
53

Mark
Certiﬁcate Renewal Registration 0f Trademark Service

Mark

Estimate — Kerry Armstrong

DEF 00080
DEF 001071

3.

Respondent requests

that all other

Respondent further requests

55

08

documents, charts or pictures that were admitted as

exhibits during trial not yet listed be copied

4.

54

and sent

to the

that additional transcripts

Supreme Court.

be produced with the Clerk’s

Record 0n appeal as follows:
03/ 19/2019

06/09/2019
07/09/2019

5.

Motion t0 Compel Hearing
Transcripts from the Motion for Sanctions Hearing
Transcripts for Motion for Reconsideration Hearing
Transcripts from the

Respondent obj ects

t0 Appellant’s requests that the “Plaintiff s

Numbers 104-1 1 1” be

sent t0 the

Supreme Court

to

Proposed Exhibit

be included in the appeal record, as

they were not admitted into evidence and thus are inappropriate t0 include.

Those documents 104-1 11 obj ected

t0 are entitled as follows:

104: Afﬁdavit of Rick Silvia in Support of Plaintiff’s

Motion

for Sanctions

Under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37(b) ﬁled 5/30/19
105: Afﬁdavit 0f Rick Silvia in Support 0f Plaintiff” s

Motion

for Partial

Motion

for Partial

Summary Judgment ﬁled 2/6/ 19
106: Afﬁdavit 0f Rick Silvia in Support 0f Plaintiff” s

Summary Judgment ﬁled 2/6/2019
107: Specimens of

Gem State- Blaine “Gem State Rooﬁng” Trademark

108 Specimens 0f Gem State-Blain

“Gem

State

Rooﬁng”

general use 0f mark

RESPONDENT’S REQUEST TO INCLUDE ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS ON APPEAL 4
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-

109:

Google search

results for

“United Components

Inc.

Idaho” performed

7/ 12/ 19

6.

upon

I

all

December 12/19/2018

-

Transcript of Deposition of Jeffery Flynn taken

-

Transcript 0f Deposition 0f Jeffery Flynn taken 12/20/2018

copy of this request was served upon the Clerk 0f the

certify that a

parties required to

DATED:

October

District

Court and

be served.
15,

20 1 9.

PICKENS LAW, P.A.

By

/s/ Terri

Pickens Manweiler

Terri Pickens Manweiler,

Of the Firm

Attorneysfor Defendant—Respondent.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I

HEREBY CERTIFY

document was served

that

on October

P.O.

2019, a true and correct copy 0f the foregoing

as follows:

Ryan T. McFarland
McFarland

15,

Ritter

PLLC

Box 1335

Meridian, Idaho 83680

D
D
D

M

First Class

Mail

Facsimile 208.895. 1270

Hand delivery
Email/iCourts

— ryan@mcfarlandritter.com

Attorneysfor PlaintszAppellant

/s/ Terri

Terri Pickens

Pickens Manweiler

Manweiler

RESPONDENT’S REQUEST TO INCLUDE ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS ON APPEAL
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Filed: 12/13/2019 12:53:26
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Hoskins, Janet

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,
Case No. CV01-18-13437

Plaintiff,

VS.

ORDER RE: ATTORNEY FEES AND
UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE

COSTS

ROOFING,
Defendant.

THIS

MATTER comes before the Court 0n the Defendant’s Motion for Costs and Attorney Fees,

ﬁled through counsel 0n September 19, 2019, and the Plaintiffs Motion for Attorney Fees and
Costs, ﬁled through counsel

0n September 24, 2019.

A hearing was held 0n November

and the matter was taken under advisement. For the reasons

set forth herein,

12,

2019,

both Motions are

DENIED.

BACKGROUND

Plaintiff

ﬁled

this

action against Defendant t0 enforce a

Trademark Settlement Agreement

(“TSA”). One of the most vigorously disputed issues was Whether the Defendant was bound by
the

TSA as

Both

a successor to the

parties

entered a

company that

ﬁled cross Motions for

Memorandum

prevail in part.

entered into the

TSA.

Summary Judgment, and 0n

April 26, 2019, the Court

Decision and Order, in which both parties prevailed in part and did not

The Court held

Order Re: Attorney Fees and Costs

that

United Components Incorporated (“UCI” 0r “Defendant”)

- 1
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was a successor corporation to Gem State Roofing & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc. (“Gem State
Boise”) and was liable under the terms of the TSA. The Court further held that UCI breached
the TSA by performing work in Blaine County for clients that were not specifically excluded in
the TSA. However, the Court held that there were genuine issues of material fact as to whether
Gem State Roofing, Incorporated (“Gem State Blaine” or “Plaintiff”) had incurred damages and
as to Gem State Blaine’s claims regarding trademark infringement and injunctive relief.

Following a court trial, this Court held that Gem State Blaine proved that UCI breached the TSA,
but failed to prove its damages. See Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law (filed Sept. 17,
2019). On September 17, 2019, the Court entered a Judgment, which also provided that neither
party is entitled to attorney fees.

Both parties timely filed Motions for Costs and Attorney Fees. UCI contends it is the prevailing
party because it avoided liability, Gem State Blaine claimed over $200,000 in damages and was
awarded nothing, and finally, it made an offer of judgment to Gem State Blaine that was
rejected.

Gem State Blaine concedes that there was no prevailing party in this case; however, it asserts it is
entitled to costs and attorney fees under Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 37(a)(5), 37(b)(2)(C),
and 37(c)(2), for having to file a Motion to Compel discovery, UCI’s failure to comply with the
Order to Compel, and UCI’s failure to admit certain requests for admissions that were later
stipulated to and found as facts in this Court’s Findings and Conclusions of Law.

Order Re: Attorney Fees and Costs - 2
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ANALYSIS

1. Prevailing Parties

Costs and attorney fees are only awardable to the prevailing party or parties in an action. Idaho
Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d)(1)(A) provides that “costs are allowed as a matter of right to the
prevailing party or parties, unless otherwise ordered by the court.” “In any civil action the court
may award reasonable attorney fees, including paralegal fees, to the prevailing party or parties as
defined in Rule 54(d)(1)(B), when provided for by any statute or contract.” I.R.C.P. 54(e)(1).
In determining which party to an action is a prevailing party and entitled to costs,
the trial court must, in its sound discretion, consider the final judgment or result of
the action in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties. The trial court
may determine that a party to an action prevailed in part and did not prevail in
part, and on so finding may apportion the costs between and among the parties in
a fair and equitable manner after considering all of the issues and claims involved
in the action and the resulting judgment or judgments obtained.
I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(B).

It is within the trial court’s discretion to determine which party to the

action is the prevailing party. See id.; Jorgensen v. Coppedge, 148 Idaho 536, 538, 224 P.3d
1125, 1127 (2010). In making the determination, the Court considers, “(a) the final judgment or
result obtained in the action in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties; (b) whether
there were multiple claims or issues between the parties; and (c) the extent to which each of the
parties prevailed on each of the issues or claims.” Chadderdon v. King, 104 Idaho 406, 411, 659
P.2d 160, 165 (Ct. App. 1983). “[O]ffers of settlement, including offers of judgment, should be
considered in determining the final judgment or result of the action in relation to the relief
sought.” Zenner v. Holcomb, 147 Idaho 444, 449, 210 P.3d 552, 557 (2009). However, the

Order Re: Attorney Fees and Costs - 3
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Supreme Court has “cautioned that they should not be the only, or even most significant, factor
in the trial court’s prevailing party analysis.” Id.

“[T]he prevailing party question is examined and determined from an overall view, not a claimby-claim analysis.” Credit Suisse AG v. Teufel Nursery, Inc., 156 Idaho 189, 203, 321 P.3d 739,
753 (2014) (citation omitted). The party moving for attorney fees bears the burden of showing
that the standards for such an award have been met. Cunningham v. Waford, 131 Idaho 841,
844, 965 P.2d 201, 204 (Ct. App. 1998).

A defendant’s dismissal with prejudice from an action is “the most favorable outcome that could
possibly be achieved.” Daisy Mfg. Co. v. Paintball Sports, Inc., 134 Idaho 259, 262, 999 P.2d
914, 917 (Ct. App. 2000) abrogated on other grounds by BECO Const. Co. v. J-U-B Engineers
Inc., 149 Idaho 294, 233 P.3d 1216 (2010). In Daisy Manufacturing Company, the Court
specifically noted the plaintiff did not obtain any benefit from the litigation in finding that the
defendant was the prevailing party. Id.

Here, UCI was not dismissed from the action. Rather, the Court found that Gem State Blaine
proved that UCI was liable under the TSA and breached the TSA, but that it failed to prove its
damages. UCI vigorously contested both whether it was bound by the TSA and whether it
breached the TSA. UCI continued to contest adverse findings against it at the court trial even
after the Court held that it was liable and breached the TSA on summary judgment. See
Memorandum Decision and Order (filed April 26, 2019). UCI ultimately avoided a monetary

Order Re: Attorney Fees and Costs - 4
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judgment only because Gem State Blaine could not show its damages to a degree of reasonable
certainty.

As set forth in this Court’s Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, the facts in this case were
akin to Trilogy Network Systems v. Johnson, 144 Idaho 844, 172 P.3d 1119 (2007). In that case,
following a court trial, the trial court determined that the plaintiff proved that the defendant
breached the non-compete agreement, but had failed to prove its damages. The trial court held
that there was no prevailing party, and the Supreme Court affirmed,
Here, the district court correctly perceived the issue as one of discretion (it cited
to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(B)). It also acted consistently with the legal standards. Rule
54 directs courts to consider who the prevailing party is in relation to the relief
sought by each party. Here, Trilogy sought as damages the profits Johnson
obtained, and Johnson sought to have his breach excused because of a unilateral
mistake. The court noted this and considered the relief sought when determining
whether to award attorney fees. Finally, it reached its decision through the
exercise of reason. Therefore, we affirm the decision to have each party bear its
own costs and fees.
Id. at 847–48, 172 P.3d at 1122–23. Similarly, here, UCI consistently maintained and argued
that it did not breach the TSA. UCI failed at that argument. Gem State Blaine prevailed in
proving that UCI breached the TSA, but UCI prevailed in avoiding a monetary judgment.
Accordingly, both parties prevailed and did not prevail in certain respects.

In Mountain Rest. Corp. v. ParkCenter Mall Assocs., 122 Idaho 261, 269, 833 P.2d 119, 127 (Ct.
App. 1992), the Court of Appeals upheld a trial court’s determination that no party prevailed
where the plaintiff succeeded in establishing a breach of contract, but did not prove that the
breach was material and thus was not granted rescission. In addition, the defendant sought
damages for breach of a lease agreement, and the district court granted the defendant partial

Order Re: Attorney Fees and Costs - 5
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relief as to rental payments for when the plaintiff occupied the space. The trial court denied
prospective relief, because it found the defendant failed to mitigate damages. In addition, the
Court of Appeals upheld the trial court’s refusal to award the defendant costs under Idaho Rule
of Civil Procedure 68, pertaining to offers of judgment. Prior to trial, the defendant offered to
allow judgment to be taken against it in the amount of $10,000. “The district court ruled that
because of the difficulty in comparing the offer of judgment with the judgment finally rendered
in the case that Rule 68 did not mandate an award of costs.” Id.
The issue presented is whether the district court correctly concluded that because
of the structure of the offer it was not possible to ascertain whether the offer is
more favorable than the judgment. We believe that the district court’s order
denying costs was correct. There was extensive testimony and exhibits at trial
concerning the value of various trade fixtures owned by Mountain Restaurant, and
their value was at least $20,000, with evidence in the record of values in excess of
that amount. The offer of judgment might have actually resulted in a net loss to
Mountain of over $10,000. The judgment required Mountain Restaurant to pay
$12,023.00 in back rent, but given the difficulty of evaluating the trade fixtures,
we cannot determine whether the award of back rent actually exceeds the net
monetary loss from the offer of judgment. Accordingly, the district court’s order
denying ParkCenter its claimed Rule 68 costs is affirmed.
Id.

Similarly, here, UCI urges the Court to consider the $5,000 offer of judgment pursuant to Rule
68 that it made to Gem State Blaine prior to trial. Rule 68 provides in relevant part as follows:
(1) Claims for Monetary Damages. In cases involving claims for monetary
damages, any costs under Rule 54(d)(1) awarded against the offeree must be
based upon a comparison of the offer and the “adjusted award.”
(A) Adjusted Award Definition. The adjusted award is defined as:
(i) the verdict in addition to,
(ii) the offeree’s costs under Rule 54(d)(1) incurred before service
of the offer of judgment and,
(iii) any attorney fees under Rule 54(e)(1) incurred before service
of the offer of judgment. Provided, in contingent fee cases where
attorney fees are awardable under Rule 54(e)(1), the court will pro

Order Re: Attorney Fees and Costs - 6
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rate the offeree’s attorney fees to

determine the amount incurred

before the offer ofjudgment in reaching the adjusted award.
(B) Adjusted
offeree

is

Award Less

than Offer. If the adjusted award obtained by the

less than the offer, then:

must pay those costs of the offeror as allowed under
Rule 54(d)(1), incurred after the making of the offer;
(ii) the offeror must pay those costs of the offeree, as allowed
under Rule 54(d)(1), incurred before the making of the offer; and
(iii) the offeror is not be liable for costs and attorney fees 0f the
offereee awardable under Rules 54(d)(1) and 54(e)(1) incurred
after the making of the offer.
Award More than Offer. If the adjusted award obtained by
Adjusted
(C)
the offeree is more than the offer, the offeror must pay those costs, as
allowed under Rule 54(d)(1), incurred by the offeree both before and after
the making 0f the offer.
(D) Judgment to be Entered. After a comparison of the offer and the
adjusted award, in appropriate cases, the district court must order an
amount Which either the offeror 0r the offeree must ultimately pay
separate and apart from the amount owed under the verdict. A total
judgment must be entered taking into account both the verdict and the
(i)

the offeree

involved costs.

Rule 54(d)(1) speciﬁes
parties.

that costs are

allowed as a matter 0f right t0 the prevailing party 0r

Here, the Court concludes that neither party prevailed, 0r

prevailed and did not prevail in part.

Because

Gem

at least, that

State Blaine did not prevail

damages, Rule 68 does not apply. However, Zenner

v.

Holcomb

does not apply, the Court must consider an offer of judgment in

instructs that

its

on

each party

its

even

claim for

if

Rule 68

prevailing party analysis.1

An offer ofjudgment is deﬁned generally as “[a] settlement offer by one party to allow a speciﬁed
judgment to be taken against the party.” Black’s Law Dictionary 1114 (8th ed.2004). In Delta Air
Lines, Inc. v. August, 450 U.S. 346, 351 (1981), the United States Supreme Court held “the plain
language 0f Rule 68 conﬁnes its effect [to cases] in Which the plaintiff has obtained a judgment for
an amount less favorable than the defendant’s settlement offer.” This Court has also held that
“[Rule 68] applies only to offers made by the defendant and only to judgments obtained by the
plaintiff.” Jones v. Berezay, 120 Idaho 332, 334, 815 P.2d 1072, 1074 (1991). Thus, Rule 68 is a
rule of procedure that places a special burden 0n prevailing plaintiffs t0 whom a settlement offer is
made t0 show that they are entitled t0 costs. Ireland, 123 Idaho at 961, 855 P.2d at 46. Rule 68
does not govern an offer ofjudgment if it is not made by a defendant and if the offer is not more
favorable than the judgment obtained by the plaintiff. Even though Milton made an offer of
judgment in Ireland, Rule 68 was inapplicable since Marlene did not prevail. Accordingly, the
trial court was not prohibited from considering Milton’s offer of judgment as a factor in its
prevailing party analysis for an award 0f attorney fees. In fact, the trial court was required to
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Even considering

UCI

the offer

in the prevailing party analysis, the

the Court

still

ﬁnds

that

ﬁnds

Accordingly, even though the

UCI made

an offer of judgment prior to

that neither party prevailed.

Discovery Sanctions

2.

Gem State Blaine

seeks an award of attorney fees and costs under Idaho Rules 0f Civil Procedure

37(a)(5), 37(b)(2)(C),

and

37(c)(2).

discovery requests regarding

its

Early in the

appeared deﬁcient 0n

its

face, given the dearth

party subpoenas 0n various clients with

responded,

Gem

litigation,

Gem

State Blaine served

State Blaine received

Gem

of emails produced. Accordingly,

whom UCI

documents

Compel.

that

A

suit).

had done business.

many documents

that

State Blaine then

it

served third

Although only a few

Gem

work

Who made

that

and

it

produced a

lot

was

reference t0

State Blaine ﬁled a

Motion

few days before the hearing, UCI produced over one thousand documents.
it

UCI

were not previously produced by

deposed Jeffrey Flynn

were not previously produced. Thereafter,

maintained that although
instant suit

Gem

With

State Blaine believed that the response

(apparently a good portion of the documents were also from Valley County

not relevant t0 this

UCI

business dealings in Blaine County for nine years.

produced about a hundred pages 0f discovery.

UCI

Court

not the prevailing party. In Viewing the case as a Whole, both parties prevailed in part and

is

did not prevail in part.

trial,

ofjudgment

to

UCI

of documents, the vast majority was not relevant t0 the

had n0 other responsive documents. UCI also maintained

that various items

of

consider the offer ofjudgment under Rule 54(d)(1)(B) since Rule 68 was inapplicable. Therefore,
overrule the Court’s holding in Ireland in so far as it holds that an offer ofjudgment may not

we

be used t0 support a trial court’s determination of prevailing party
awarding attorney fees.

Zenner

,

147 Idaho

at

status for the

purpose 0f

450, 210 P.3d at 558.
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discovery were not relevant because it was not bound by the TSA. At the hearing on the Motion
to Compel, the Court granted the Motion and advised that UCI was ordered to respond to the
extent it had not already done so. The Court advised that if UCI maintained the position that
there was nothing relevant left to produce and Gem State Blaine ultimately was able to prove
otherwise, then the Court would be more inclined to award fees and sanctions to Gem State
Blaine.

About two months later, Gem State Blaine filed a Motion for Sanctions pursuant to Idaho Rule
of Civil Procedure 37(b). It asserted that UCI failed to comply with the Court’s previous order
granting the motion to compel. Gem State Blaine conceded that it appeared UCI produced all of
the invoices and estimates that were produced by third parties in response to subpoenas;
however, it argued that UCI produced no email communications, except as concerning the
Animal Shelter Project. UCI argued that it produced everything it had to Gem State Blaine. It
maintained that its business practice was to delete emails after a job was complete and that the
Animal Shelter Project was the only ongoing project. The Court initially granted the motion for
sanctions, but then it later granted UCI’s motion for reconsideration on the issue. Ultimately, the
Court ordered that Gem State Blaine could submit third party subpoenas to relevant email service
providers (Google and AOL) to attempt to uncover any relevant emails that UCI may have in
connection to the instant litigation. No such documents were uncovered, because Google and
AOL refused to comply with the subpoenas.

At trial, Kerrie Kuhn, who testified on behalf of UCI, stated under oath that nothing was deleted
after the instant litigation commenced and that the only reason that the emails relating to the
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Animal Shelter were produced is because it is an ongoing project. She testified that UCI’s
practice is to delete emails once a job is complete.

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37(a)(5) provides that attorney fees and reasonable expenses must
be paid by the party whose conduct necessitated the motion to compel, under the following
circumstances:
(A) If the Motion Is Granted (or Discovery Is Provided After Filing). If the
motion [to compel discovery] is granted, or if the requested discovery is provided
after the motion was filed, the court must, after giving an opportunity to be heard,
require the party or deponent whose conduct necessitated the motion, the party or
attorney advising that conduct, or both to pay the movant’s reasonable expenses
incurred in making the motion, including attorney’s fees. But the court must not
order this payment if:
(i) the movant filed the motion before attempting in good faith to obtain the
disclosure or discovery without court action;
(ii) the opposing party’s nondisclosure, response, or objection was substantially
justified; or
(iii) other circumstances make an award of expenses unjust.
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure Rule 37(b)(2)(C) provides for the payment of expenses when a
party fails to comply with a court order:
Instead of or in addition to the orders above, the court must order the disobedient
party, the attorney advising that party, or both to pay the reasonable expenses,
including attorney’s fees, caused by the failure, unless the failure was
substantially justified or other circumstances make an award of expenses unjust.
Here, the Court concludes that UCI’s objections and failure to produce documents were
substantially justified and other circumstances make an award of expenses unjust. In viewing the
litigation as a whole, UCI consistently maintained it had nothing more to produce. Gem State
Blaine was not able to uncover any additional documents pertinent to its claims. There is no
evidence that UCI deleted emails or hid any relevant documents or other evidence of foul play.
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Instead, Kuhn’s unrebutted testimony was that it was UCI’s business practice to delete emails
once a job is complete. In addition, to the extent that UCI initially withheld documents in
relation to its argument that it was not bound by the TSA, UCI was substantially justified in that
regard. UCI vigorously (and in good faith) disputed its liability under the TSA. It was not until
the Court issued its Memorandum Decision and Order on April 26, 2019 finding that UCI was
bound by the TSA that such fact became the law of the case. Likewise, UCI did not admit to
various Rule 36 requests for admission based on its contention that it was not bound by the TSA.
The Court finds that UCI had a good reason for its failure to admit based on its defense strategy.
Accordingly, the Court will not award sanctions.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons contained herein, both parties’ Motions for attorney fees and costs are DENIED.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Signed: 12/13/2019 11:23 AM
_______________________________________________________________________________
SAMUEL A. HOAGLAND
Date
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I

HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

\

1m

day of December 2019,

l

caused to be sewed a

foregoing AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL by the method indicated below,

copy of the
and addressed to each of the following:

true

PICKENS COZAKOS,
Terri Pickens

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
U Hand DCIivered
D overnight Mail
D E-mail:
D T lecopy:

P.A.

Manweiler

Shannon Pearson
398

S. 9th Street, Suite

240

.

ﬁom

Eggs, ID 83701

tem@pickenslawboise.com
shannon@pickenslawboise.com

RTa/r. McFarland

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL

-
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Filed:

09/17/2019 16:50:50

Fourth Judicial

District,

Ada County

McGrane, Clerk ofthe Court
By: Deputy Clerk — Hoskins, Janet
Phil

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,

IN

AND FOR ADA COUNTY

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,
Case No. CV01-18-13437

Plaintiff,

vs.

JUDGMENT
UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

___-,.

WW?#1UDGmN:r_1s ENTERED As FOLLOWS:

Defendant United Components,
Settlement Agreement.

damages and

is

However,

Inc.,

dba

Plaintiff

Gem
Gem

State

State

Rooﬁng, breached

Rooﬁng,

thus not entitled to collect any damages.

Inc.

the

Trademark

has failed to prove

Neither party

is

its

entitled to attorney

fees.

IT IS

SO ORDERED.

Signed: 9/1 7/201 9 04:29

SAMUEL A. HOA
District

Judge

Judgment

*ND

PM

Date

- 1

000838

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

Signed: 9/1 7/2019 04:50

I

hereby

certify that

instrument

on

PM
,

I

served a true and correct copy of the Within

t0:

Mr. Ryan McFarland, Esq.
gan@mcfarlandritter.com

Ms. Terri Pickens Manweiler, Esq.
Ms. Shannon Pearson, Esq.
terri @pickenslawboise.com
ickenslawboisesom
shannon@g'

Phil

McGrane

Clerk of the District CouIt

331% '__
De put” C °“rtCl erk

fﬂmgs
m
x

eon

=...2

mnlcm

Rotsmé

r?

g;
'3
I-r’rj

---------

qt:
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Filed:

09/17/2019 16:50:27

Fourth Judicial

District.

Ada County

McGrane. Clerk ofthe Court
By: Deputy Clerk Hoskins, Janet
Phil

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
I

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,
Case No. CVOI—l 8-13437

Plaintiff,

vs.

FINDINGS OF FACT

& CONCLUSIONS OF

LAW

UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE
ROOFING,
Defendant.

THIS

MATTER came before the Court on a court trial held on August 5, 2019.

For the reasons

the
contained herein, the Court ﬁnds that although Defendant United Components, Inc. breached

TradeiﬁQk SeﬁlemenijA—‘greeméﬁf:iPlaintiff
damages, and

is

Gem

State

Rooﬁng,

Inc.

has failed to prove

thus not entitled to damages or attorney fees.

FINDINGS OF FACT

1.

Jeffrey Flynn (“Flynn”) started a

he called
to his

2.

Gem

State

rooﬁng company

Rooﬁng. Flynn moved

to

in the early 19803 in

Nampa,

Idaho,

Which

Boise in 1987 and added asphalt maintenance

rooﬁng business.

created
In 1995, Flynn and his then-wife Michelle Flynn (“Michelle”), acting as directors,

Flynn, Inc. and ﬁled a Certiﬁcate of Incorporation with the Idaho Secretary of State.

3.

In 1997, Rick Silvia (“Silvia”) ﬁled a Certiﬁcate 0f Assumed Business

Name

With the Idaho

Secretary of State for his rooﬁng construction business, which declared that His

operating under the

Findings of Fact

name “Gem

& Conclusions of Law

-

State

company was

Rooﬁng.”

1

000840

A

In 1998, Flynn ﬁled an Articles of

.

Amendment

to

change Flynn,

Inc. to

Gem

State

Rooﬁng

& Asphalt Maintenance, Inc.
In 1999, Michelle ﬁled a Certiﬁcate of

Rooﬁng

&

Asphalt Maintenance,

Inc.

Gem

State

would do business under the name “Gem

State

Assumed Business Name

stating that

Rooﬁng.”
In 2000, Silvia ﬁled Articles of Incorporation for

Since 2000,

Gem

On May 2,
Mark

to

Rooﬁng,

name “Gem

Idaho under the

.°°

State

State

Gem

Inc. has primarily

State

Rooﬁng,

Inc.

conducted business

in Blaine

County,

Rooﬁng.”

2002, the State of Idaho issued a Certiﬁcate of Registration 0f Trademark Service

Gem

State Blaine stating the ﬁrst use

May 2,

trademark was

2012. There

is

was November 1997 and

no evidence,

that the

the expiration of the

trademark has been renewed since

2012.

The Certiﬁcate of Registration shows

the trademark assigned to

Gem

State Blaine

is

as

follows:

av“

3f

‘4

mmsfs’
10.

11.

On December

29, 2004, the State of Idaho issued a Certiﬁcate of Registration of Trademark

Gem

State Boise stating that the ﬁrst use 0f the trademark

Service

Mark

that the

trademark would expire on December 29, 2014.

The

to

Certificate

of Registration showed that the ‘l‘rademark assigned to

Gem

was

in

1985 and

State Boise

is

as

follows:

Mm
GEM

ROOFING

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions of Law

-
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12.

On December

UCI and renewed

until

the
that either party has ever obtained a registered trademark for

name

2014, the above trademark was assigned to

1,

December 29, 2024.
13.

There

is

no evidence

“Gem State Rooﬁng.”
14.

There are 387 businesses in Idaho using or

15.

The “Gem

16. In

State”

is

were operating under the same
2005, following the realization that their rooﬁng companies

Gem

Asphalt Maintenance,

Rooﬁng,

State

(“Gem

Inc.

Inc.

for

__

business.

The

(“Gem

Recitals of the

Agreement

State Blaine”)

State Boise”) entered into a

Agreement (“TSA”) delineating boundaries

17.

“Gem State.”

a well-known nickname for the State of Idaho.1

name, the owners of

&

have used the name

that

and

Gem

State

Rooﬁng

Trademark Settlement

where each company could

solicit

and do

_

state that the “parties’

names

are confusingly similar to each

likelihood of confusion as to
other and the parties provide similar services, leading to a

source, origin,

and sponsorship of the services” and

that the parties

“wish

to resolve this

the other’s primary
matter without litigation by agreeing not to do business or advertise in

market.”

18.

Under
a.

the

TSA the parties

Gem

State Boise

agreed (in part)

would not

that:

“advertise or solicit business in Blaine County, including

but not limited to by, as a non-exhaustive

list

0f examples, telephone directory

or
advertising, radio or television advertising, billboards, ﬂyers, signs,
indication, express or implied, that

l

The Court takesjudicial

Findings of Fact

it is

& Conclusions of Law

-

performs services in Blaine County;”

201(b)(1) (“The court mayjudicialiy notice a fact that
generally known within the trial court’s territorial jurisdiction.").

notice of this fact. See

subject to reasonable dispute because

it

by making any

IRE.

is

not

3
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b.

Gem

would not “perform any

State Boise

services in Blaine

County except

(i)

warranty and maintenance work and repeat customer business for the former
customers listed in paragraph
put out for bid

c.

and

3(a),2

among qualiﬁed

Agreement,

it

work

for a public entity in Idaho that is

contractors;”

“If either party receives a request for

this

(ii)

work that

it is

prohibited from performing under

will direct the person or entity requesting the

work

to the other

plarty.”

19.

Gem

State Blaine

made

the

same agreements above, except

that they

were with respect

Ada County, Boise County, Canyon County, Elmore County, Gem County, Gooding
Jerome County, Twin

Falls County,

had incurred signiﬁcant tax
21. In order to resolve

State Boise

22. In 2012,

and

Gem

Gem

start

a

County,

and Valley County.

Michellg’s marriage dissolved, and at the same time,

,7Ag__2ﬂ.km_2ﬂlﬂ,ﬂym_ind

to

Gem

State Boise

liability.

State Boise’s tax liability, the

new company With

a

IRS directed Flynn

Gem

new name.

was thus dissolved and Flynn

State Boise

to dissolve

created United

Components

Incorporated (“UCI”), which continued to operate under the same business name,

“Gem

State

Rooﬁng.”
23. Michelle has

24. Since the

no ownership

TSA was

signed,

projects in Blaine County,

a.

Brashears

&

for Brashears

2

The customers

Findings of Fact

interest in

UCI

UCI.

(operating as

which are

Gem

State

Rooﬁng) has done four rooﬁng

as follows:

Sons/Shay Construction — UCI submitted multiple bids on a project

&

Sons and Shay Construction

listed in Scction 3(a) include:

& Conclusions of Law

-

to

perform rooﬁng services for Terry

Kelly Herara, Mrs. Lipton, and Advanced Maintenance Services.

4
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0n October
and Mike Higgs. UCI performed rooﬁng services on the project and,
201

1,

was paid $17,424

The

i.

client

on

for

its

work.

job speciﬁcally reached out t0 UCI, because they had a

this

positive experience working with

b.

13,

UCI 0n

a project located in

Twin

Falls, Idaho.

— UCI was paid $1,950 on July 29, 2016 for
Pioneer West Property Management
work done

in

Ketchum, Idaho.

Pioneer West Property Management

i.

Services, to

rooﬁng

which (under the TSA)

Gem

State Blaine

AdVance Maintenance

was allowed

t0 provide

services.

Silvia testiﬁed that

ii.

the successor to

is

Gem

State Blaine also did

work

for Pioneer

West Property

Managementﬁ,,He_testiﬁ,ed,,based on a hearsay statement that UCI had

performed “shoddy work” on

this project.

c.

Kerry Armstrong — UCI was paid $750

d.

—
Animal Shelter 0f the Wood River Valley UCI
with McAlvain Construction,

work on
i.

ii.

the

Inc.

Wood River Animal

for

work done

in

Ketchum, Idaho

bid on and

in

2017.

was awarded a

(“McAlvain”) to perform over $200,000

in

contract

rooﬁng

Shelter.

As of October 2018, McAlvain

has paid

UCI

a total of $279,540.

UCI has
Flynn and Kerrie Kuhn (UCI’s Corporate Secretary) testiﬁed that
sustained at least $12,000 in losses on this project.

iii.

Tracey Felix,

project

a

manager

speciﬁcally solicited and wanted

because

it

for

UCI

to

McAlvain, testiﬁed

that

do the rooﬁng work on

McAlvain

this project,

had a positive experience working with UCI 0n Shore Lodge

in

McCall, Idaho.

Findings ofFact

& Conclusions of Law

-
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25. Since the

TSA was

UCI

signed,

(operating as

Gem

State

Rooﬁng) bid on

Blaine County for working totaling over $100,000. However,

it

at least four

win those

did not

jobs in

bids and

consequently did not receive any income or proﬁt as a result of those bids.
26.

UCI

did not believe

was bound by

it

the

TSA

because

Gem

was

State Boise

shut

down

as

part of the deal with the IRS.

27. Silvia testiﬁed that for all

any of the work

of the projects described

and

to him,

29. Silvia experienced a drop in business in

was

likely

business under the same

30.

due

name

to the

as his

However, the exhibit prepared by
margin shows that

On

July 20, 2018,

Gem

2008 and for a few years

economic crash and to the

company

enrichmentf

for clients that

that there

faith

and

(5) preliminary injunction,

UCI

to

injunctive relief. See

Gem

is

and

State Blaine’s

-

UCI

and proﬁt

In fact, in 2018, he

alleging (1) breach

trademark infringement,

permanent injunction.

a successor corporation to

fact as

doing

56%.

TSA

in the

whether

Gem

State Boise,

by performing work

TSA. However,

Gem

is

in Blaine

the Court held

State Blaine has incurred

claims regarding trademark inﬁ'ingement and
(ﬁled April 26, 201 9).

Memorandum Decision and Order pp. 20—21

& Conclusions of Law

UCI was

County.

(6)

Memorandum Decision and Order

This claim has been dismissed. See

Findings of Fact

fact that

fair dealing, (3)

were not speciﬁcally excluded

were genuine issues of material

damages and as

Silvia testiﬁed

thereafter.

State Blaine ﬁled the instant action against

under the terms 0f the TSA, and breached the

County

3

in Blaine

for his business at over

32. This Court previously determined that

liable

did not refer

Silvia setting forth his gross revenue, proﬁt,

of contract, (2) breach of covenant 0f good
(4) unjust

UCI

ﬁom the years 2000 to 2018.

proﬁt margin has increased overall in 18 years.

his

had the highest proﬁt margin ever
31.

22 and 23,

Gem State Blaine was qualiﬁed to do the work.

28. Silvia testiﬁed as to his gross revenue and proﬁt

that this drop

in Sections

(ﬁled April 26, 2019).

6
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STANDARD OF REVIEW

It is

the province of the district judge acting as trier 0f fact to

testimony and to judge the credibility of the witnesses.
489, 129 P.3d 1235, 1238 (2006); I.R.C.P. 52(a).
evidence, even if the evidence

is

If the

weigh conﬂicting evidence and

Benninger

Deriﬁeld, 142 Idaho 486,

v.

ﬁndings of fact are based on Substantial

conﬂicting, they will not be overturned on appeal.

law are freely reviewed

Id.

determine whether the

to

However, the

trial

court’s conclusions of

applicable law

was

correctly stated and whether the legal conclusions are sustained

by

the facts

found. Id.

ANALYSIS & CONCLUSIONSQF LAW

The primary

issues before the Court are Whether

evidence regarding injunctive relief and

Gem

State Blaine has presented sufﬁcient

money damages, and whether it

is

entitled t0 relief 0n

its

claim for trademark infringement.

Damages

a.

Gem

State Blaine asserts that

damages
is

for

it is

entitled to injunctive relief as well as

UCI’s breach of the TSA.

Gem

State Blaine asserts that

its

based on the law regarding non-competition agreements as the

agreement not to compete in the

Findings of Fact

$220,000 in money

calculation of

TSA

is

damages

essentially an

parties’ respective geographical territories.

& Conclusions of Law

-
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i.

Injunction

The decision of whether
Harris

v.

impose injunctive

to

is

the

district court.

irreparable injury

is

of discretion.”

Id.

actually threatened.”

“It is true that injunctions

O’Boskey

is

moot and

a heavy one.”

7

suit,

and there

is

However, as the

v.

no

is

W.T. Grant Co., 345

on the defendant

to

make

this

duty of the courts t0 beware of efforts to defeat

injunctive relief by protestations of repentence and reform, especially

timed to anticipate

0f

the conduct causing injury has

United States

Further, the burden

“It is the

Id.

& Loan Ass’n

court must be convinced that “there

trial

reasonable expectation that the wrong Will be repeated.”

“is

First Fed. Sav.

should issue only

the injunction should be denied. Id.

United States Supreme Court observed, the

U.S. 629, 633 (1953) (citation omitted).

v.

Where

Boise, 112 Idaho 1002, 1007, 739 P.2d 301, 306 (1987).

been discontinued, the dispute

is t0

court and not the appellate court, and an appellate court will not

trial

interfere absent a manifest abuse

showing

of the

Cassia County, 106 Idaho 513, 517, 681 P.2d 988, 992 (1984). “The court which

exercise the discretion

Where

relief is within the discretion

probability of resumption.”

when abandonment seems

United States

v.

Oregon State

Medical Society, 343 U.S. 326, 333 (1952).

Here,

Gem

conduct.

State Blaine has not demonstrated that

Instead, the evidence demonstrates that

it

Gem

been increasing for the past l8 years, with a dip
recession.”

Gem

State Blaine failed to present

has suffered irreparable injury by UCI’s
State Blaine’s proﬁt

that coincided

margin has overall

with the so—called “great

any evidence regarding UCI’s proﬁts and

its

corresponding losses (other than a speculative statement by Silvia that his company likely
experienced a dip due to the economy as well as UCI’s presence in Blaine County).

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions of Law

-
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Gem

State Blaine experienced

UCI

true that

breached the

highest proﬁt margin just last year at over

its

TSA

by doing work

for three clients that

excluded in the TSA,4 and by bidding on certain other projects, there
State Blaine

would have gotten

awarded

that work.

on these

projects.

However, there

Gem

these projects

There

is

There

that

is

it

Gem

no evidence

also

as to

UCI performed shoddy work
on hearsay)

speciﬁcally allowed to provide services under the

Finally, there

that

was no evidence

the animal shelter,

Blaine County

is

harmed

that

upon which

it

of the TSA,

Accordingly, the Court does not

UCI

has done

all

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions of Law

-

on

State Blaine’s proﬁt

that has

that

harmed

Gem

State Blaine’s

UCI performed “shoddy work”
to

a client to

for

whom UCI was
that

UCI was

loss).

(ﬁom 2005

(other than

0n

The evidence of work performed

in

in Blaine

to 2019),

County recently

UCI has worked on three jobs

of which stemmed from UCI’s existing client relations.
that

Gem

State Blaine

is

actually threatened

under
The Court ﬁnds that the work for Pioneer West Property Management was permissible
Services.
Maintenance
was a successor to Advanced
4

clients

had UCI referred these

TSA. The Court cannot ﬁnd

work

has sustained a

ﬁnd

Gem

what

been

Gem State Blaine based on this hearsay statement.

minimal. In over 14 years

that are in Violation

it

Gem

perform the same services

State Blaine

West Property Management, which was a successor

”

that

done the work.

Instead, Silvia testiﬁed (based

performing “shoddy wor

no evidence

proﬁts would have been had
to

is

it

were not speciﬁcally

no evidence or testimony from any of these

is

would have hired

would have been had

no evidence

reputation.

Prior

State Blaine.

its

company was equipped

Silvia testiﬁed that his

(potential or otherwise) that they

clients to

same work or what

the

is

56%. While

the

by

irreparable

TSA, because

it

9
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injury.

Therefore, a permanent injunction will not be issued as

Gem

State Blaine has failed to

prove any actual damages ﬁ‘om UCI’s conduct.

ii.

Gem

Money Damages

State Blaine asserts that

entitled to

is

it

damages under

violation of a non-competition agreement, and that

has had corresponding gains.

Gem

State Blaine has not

UCI

shown

disputes that

that

it

it

it

damages

the

need only show

it

calculation for a

has lost proﬁts and

TSA

actually breached the

has suffered any damages as a result of

and argues
its

UCI
that

breach 0f the

TSA.

“A

trial

error.”

court’s

Moeller

ﬁndings 0f the
substantial

award of general damages
v.

reviewed under the deferential standard of clear

Harshbarger, 118 Idaho 92, 93, 794 P.2d 1148, 1149

trial

court on the question of

damages

(Ct.

Coun ﬁnds

the successor to

that the

Gem

TSA

is

essentially an anti—competition

TSA

Blaine County that were not exceptions set forth in the

Findings of Fact

damages

& Conclusions of Law

-

when based 0n
v.

General Mills

665 P.2d 1056, 1059 (1983).

State Boise) breached the

will apply the law regarding

App. 1990). The

will not be set aside

and competent evidence. Idaho Falls Bonded Produce Supply Co.

Rest. Group, Inc., 105 Idaho 46, 49,

Here, the

is

agreement and that

by performing services

TSA

(see

TSA

1]

3).

UCI

(as

for customers in

Therefore, the Court

for anti-competition agreements in this case.

10
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for the breach of an anti-competition clause

The measure of damages
plaintiff lost

by reason of the

breach, not the

Ward, 105 Idaho 354, 356, 670 P.2d 59, 61
proﬁts

is

mathematical certainty

existence of

.”
.

.

.

fact that

damages

ﬁx

it is

Vancil

Ryska

the trier-of—fact, if

v.

v.

the defendant.

that the

Dunn
loss

v.

of

Anderson, 70 Idaho 207, 213, 214

Anderson, 71 Idaho 95, 105, 227 P.2d 74, 80 (1951).

a “reasonable certainty[,]” and this

mean

Bumgamer

shown

speculation.”

175, 182—83, 595 P.2d 709,

v.

that

means

Anderson

716—17 (1979)

“that [the]

& Nafziger

v.

(citations omitted).

amount 0f damages, where

it is

shown

damages may not beawardeciLitiswfox 1h: Irier-Qf-fact

Bumgarner, 124 Idaho 629, 640, 862 P.2d 321, 332

The proﬁts

(Ct.App.1993) (citation omitted).

The

.

difﬁcult to arrive at [an] exact

resulted, does not

the amount.”

670 P.2d

.

damages must be taken out of the realm of

GT. Newcomb, Ina, 100 Idaho
“The mere

amount

App. 1983). The measure of damages for
.”

.

the

degree of
Therefore, the law does not require “accurate proof with any

Damages need be proved only with

to

(Ct.

“rarely susceptible of accurate proof

P.2d 874, 876 (1950).

that

amount of proﬁts made by

is

realized

to correspond with the loss

by

the defendant

of the

plaintiff.

may be

considered by

Dunn, 105 Idaho

at 356,

at 61.

facts in this case are akin to Trilogy

Network Systems

v.

Johnson, 144 Idaho 844, 172 P.3d

1119 (2007). In that case, Johnson was employed by Trilogy Network Systems,

Johnson terminated his employment with Trilogy.
agreement that

(in part)

The

Inc. (“Trilogy”).

parties subsequently entered into

an

forbade Johnson for one year from doing business with Seastrom

‘Johnson and Trilogy subsequently both submitted bids t0
Manufacturing, Inc. (“Seastrom”).
contract
Seastrom during that one year period. Seastrom awarded the

sued Johnson for breach of the non-competition agreement.

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions of Law

-

to Johnson.

A court trial was held,

Trilogy then

and the

trial

11
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failed to prove
court determined that although Johnson had breached the agreement, Trilogy had

its

damages with reasonable

did not award

On appeal,

it

certainty.

damages or attorney

The

fees,

Supreme Court afﬁrmed

the

had

it

comparison between

its

court entered a judgment in favor of Trilogy, but

and Trilogy appealed.

the trial court’s decision.

was supported by the record

the trial court’s determination

damages because

trial

failed t0 offer into evidence

costs

and the costs

to Johnson.

its

The Supreme Court found

that Trilogy

had

made

enough

to take the issue

any

the president 0f

He

also stated that

a comparable proﬁt to Johnson’s proﬁt on the Seastrom project.

Trilogy argued that stating a conclusion regarding

is

its

trial,

Trilogy testiﬁed that Trilogy and Johnson’s proﬁt margins were similar.
Trilogy would have

failed to prove

original bid t0 Seastrom or

During the court

that

its

proﬁt margin, without any factual support,

0f damages out of the realm of speculation.

The Supreme Court

disagreed and noted that the law requires more:

Trilogy failed to offer into evidence any proof 0f what its costs and proﬁts would
have been had Seastrom awarded it the contract. Its only proof was conclusory
statements that Johnson and Trilogy would have made similar proﬁts. Trilogy
failed to offer into evidence its bid to Seastrom for the software portion of the

and the proﬁt margin it expected for
that portion of the bid. Although Trilogy had a list 0f the software Johnson
supplied Seastrom, there was no showing as to what the costs to Trilogy would
have been for the software ultimately used by Johnson to complete the proj ect. As
such, Trilogy failed to persuade the district court of any correspondence between

project,

which would have shown

its

costs

proﬁt would have been and Johnson’s actual proﬁt, and thus failed to
take the measure of its damages out 0f the realm of speculation. Therefore, the
district court did not err When it declined to award damages.

what

Id. at 847,

its

172 P.3d

Similarly, here,

at 1122.

Gem

State Blaine failed to offer into evidence

proﬁts would have been had

Findings of Fact

to

what

its

costs

and

been awarded the contracts for the work for Brashears

it

& Conclusions of Law

any proof as

-

&
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Sons/Shay Construction, Kerry Armstrong, or the Animal

Shelter.

In addition, there

evidence before the Court as to what UCI’s proﬁts were on these proj ects, other than
a $12,000 loss.

There

Shelter contract that

proof that

Gem

is

no evidence

would have not

it

had

Gem

sustained the

Gem

same

loss.

State Blaine’s business did take a

has since recovered and has had

its

show any correspondence between what

its

Accordingly, the Court ﬁnds that

Gem

no

sustained

awarded the Animal
is

insufﬁcient

UCI performed

services in

Moéeover, there

downturn during the recession,

highest proﬁt margin to date in 2018.

proﬁt, and thus has failed to take the measure 0f its

id.

State Blaine been

State Blaine has lost proﬁts during the years that

Blaine County. While

failed to

that

it

is

Gem

it

State Blaine has

proﬁts would have been and UCI’s actual

damages out of the realm of speculation. See

State Blaine has failed to prove

its

damages With

reasonable certainty.

b.

Gem

State Blaine claims that

issue;5

its

however,

Gem

State Blaine has

logo, but rather

on

Gem

also claimed that a

deﬁned

its

much brieﬁng and argument

Rooﬁng.” and whether

UCI

has violated

spent

determine whether

5

UCI

UCI

Rooﬁng.”

on

Trademark Infringement

as

it

its

made

use of the name,

claiming that the logo

clear that

“Gem

it is

State

is

“Gem

State

the trademark at

not alleging trademark infringement

Rooﬁng.” Accordingly, the Court

State Blaine has a protectable trademark in the

name “Gem

will

State

has sustained damages from any alleged trademark infringement.

name cannot be trademarked; however,

“any word, name, symbol, or device.”

Findings of Fact

trademark rights to the name

& Conclusions of Law

-

I.C.

§ 48—501(1

that

argument

fails as

trademarks are speciﬁcally

1).

13
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i.

Protectable

Trademark

Trademarks are “any word, name, symbol, or device
distinguish the goods of such person

501(1
state

1);

.

.

see also 15 U.S.C. § 1127.

governmenté The

Trademarks

provides a simpler but similar statutory scheme

is

.

.

used by a person

from those manufactured 0r sold by

.

federal trademark system

Registration of a trademark

.

at

may be
is

Lanham Act

USA,

Idaho Code § 48—501,

et.

Inc.

PWD

v.

Sys.,

must be ﬁrst used

order to gain legal protection.

to identify

others.”

LC.

§

and
48-

seq.7

not required in order to have a valid and enforceable trademark,
state

common

law, or if

Mata]

Tam, 137

v.

LLC, 889 F.3d 441, 449

protects both registered and unregistered trademarks.”).

federal law, a trademark

.

registered both federally and with a

registered in a State, under that State’s registration system.

ZW

.

governed by the Lanham Act, while Idaho

and an unregistered trademark can be enforced under

1752—53 (2017);

.

See

e.g.

274, 398 P.2d 942, 945 (1965); Miller

in connection with the sale

King’s ofBoise, Inc.

v.

v.

Glenn Miller Prods.,

has been

S. Ct.

1744,

(8th Cir. 2018) (“The

Under both

state

and

of goods or services in

M. H. King

Inc.,

it

C0., 88 Idaho 267,

454 F.3d 975, 979

(9th Cir.

can
2006) (“Registration does not create a mark or confer ownership; only use in the marketplace
establish a

mark”); See Cal. Cooler,

Cir.1985) (“[A] trademark

is

a

Inc.

v.

Loretta Winery, Ltd., 774 F.2d 1451, 1454 (9th

common law property

right that exists independently

of statutory

provisions for registration”).

6

The evidence shows

that

both parties have registered only their logos. There is no evidence before the Court that
name “Gem State Rooﬁng.” However, the Court notes that registration is not required

either party has registered the
to

have a protectable trademark.

“The intent of this act is to provide a system of state trademark registration and protection substantially consistent
To
with the federal system of trademark registration and protection under the trademark act of 1946, as amended.
for interpreting and
that end, the construction given the federal act should be examined as persuasive authority
7

construing this act.” I.C. § 48-518.

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions of Law

-
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must certify that his mark
Thus, in order to obtain a registered trademark, an applicant
use.” I.C. § 48-503(4). “Use”

is

deﬁned

is

“in

as

of trade, and not made merely
this
act, a mark shall be deemed
of
purposes
the
For
to reserve a right in a mark.
on the goods or other
manner
to be in use: (a) on goods when it is placed in any
afﬁxed
containers or the displays associated therewith 0r 0n the tags or labels
on
then
impracticable,
placement
such
makes
goods
thereto, or if the nature of the
the

bona ﬂde use of a mark

in the ordinary course

documents associated with the goods or their sale, and the goods are sold or
or
transported in commerce in this state; and (b) on services when it is used
in
rendered
are
services
the
and
services
of
adveItising
displayed in the sale or
this state.

Here, the unrebutted evidence

There

1980s.

is

is

that

Flynn used the name

“Gem

State

Rooﬁng”

as early as the

insufﬁcient evidence regarding the exact areas he did business in at that time.

Silvia did not start using the

There

is

name “Gem

State

Rooﬁng”

in Blaine

insufﬁcient evidence regarding the ﬁrst use of the

County

name “Gem

until the late 19903.

State

Rooﬁng”

in the

the name, the Court
Blaine County area. However, even if Gem State Blaine was the ﬁrst to use

ﬁnds

name “Gem

that the

Rooﬁng”

State

is

not a protectable trademark as

it

is

primarily

geographically dqscriptive.

Idaho Code

§

48—502(2)(e) provides:

A marks

by which

the goods or services 0f any applicant for registration may be
the goods or services of others shall not be registered if it:

distinguished

ﬁom

Consists of a

mark which:

(i)

when used on

or in connection with the goods or

merely descriptive or deceptively misdescriptive of
them; or (ii) when used on or in connection with the goods or services of the
applicant is primarily geographically descriptive or deceptively misdescriptive
0f them; or (iii) is primarily merely a surname, provided however, that nothing in
the applicant
this subsection shall prevent the registration 0f a mark used by
services of the applicant,

which has become
of
8

state

may

is

distinctive

of the applicant’s goods or

accept as evidence that the

mark has become

as “any trademark, service mark, collective
under this act whether registered or not.” I.C. § 48—501(7).

“Mark”

is

deﬁned

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions of Law

-

mark

services.

The

secretary

distinctive, as

or certiﬁcation

mark

used on

entitled to registration

15
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or in connection with the applicant’s goods or services, proof 0f continuous use
thereof as a mark by the applicant in this state for the ﬁve (5) years before the
date

on which the claim of distinctiveness

(Emphasis added).

made[.]

Neither generic nor descriptive terms are protectable without establishing

secondary meaning.
Cir.l984).

is

“A mark

20th Century Wear, Inc.

is

descriptive if

it

v.

Sanmark—Stardust

Inc.,

747 F.2d 81, 87 (2nd

describes: the intended purpose, function or use of the

characteristic of the
goods; the size of the goods; the class of users of the goods; a desirable

goods; or the end effect upon the user.”
1988).

If the

Wynn

mark “imparts information

Oil Co.

directly,

v.

it is

Thomas, 839 F.2d 1183, 1190 (6th
descriptive.”

Anheuser—Busch,

Cir.

Inc.

v.

Cir.1984).
Stroh Brewery C0,, 587 F.Supp. 330, 335 (E.D.Mo.1984); afﬁrmed 750 F.2d 631 (8th

The Lanham Act does not protect primarily geographically

descriptive marks.

congressionally established prohibition against registration of
geographical names or terms basically stems from the realization that most terms
has
in the vocabulary of this science are generic or descriptive. Thus, Congress

“It is plain that the

expressly leﬁ accessible to

all

names of subdivisions of the

potential users those

and other natural and
earth—regions, nations, counties, town, rivers,
artiﬁcial geographical units—which could be employed to draw public attention
lakes,

of a business. It would obviously promote
unfair competition to proscribe for all save a single producer the name of a region
and thereby preclude other producers of the same product in the same region from
to the origin

of a product or the

situs

indicating their product’s origin.”

Burke—Parsons—Bowlby Corp.

v.

Appalachian Log Homes,

1989) (citing World Carpets, Inc.

v.

Dick Littrell ’s

Inc.,

New World

871 F.2d 590, 594 (6th Cir.

Carpets, 438 F.2d 482, 485 (5th

Cir.1971)).

Where

it

is

determined that the mark as perceived by potential purchasers describes the

geographic origin 0f the goods the mark
omitted).

is

primarily geographically descriptive.

If there is a possibility that the geographic

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions of Law

-

term

is

Id. (citation

“minor, obscure, remote or
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unconnected with the goods,” then the mark
primarily geographically descriptive category.

Cir.

origin,

Dick

v.

word “world”

See Nat’l Lead Co.

v.

Wolfe, 223 F.2d 195 (9th

Littrell’s

New

to describe carpets

World Carpets, 438 F.2d 482, 486 (5th

was too broad

to suggest

Cir. 1971) (use

of

any identiﬁable unit or place of

and was thus not geographically descriptive).

Lanham Act

Legislative History of the

made between
“To

protectable and not precluded under the

geographical or descriptive); World
1955) (use of word “Dutch” to describe paint was not

Carpets, Inc.

The

may be

illustrate,

points out that where a logical connection can be

the product and the geographical term, the term

the

word

‘Alaska’

would probably have no

is

geographically descriptive.

descriptive or geographical

meaning

have a descriptive
applied to bananas, but applied to canned salmon would unquestionably

as,

well as geographical meaning.” In re Nantucket, Ina, 677 F.2d 95, 107 (C.C.P.A. 1982).

Though more than a geographic name

is

required in order to meet the “primarily

geographically descriptive” category, there is no requirement that the challenger
in question. The
t0 a trademark demonstrate that the area is noted for the goods
the public with
to
term
the
convey
proper inquiry is “What meaning, if any, does
respect to the goods on

which the name

is

used?”

When

a geographic

name

is

used on goods, it does not represent a single source but refers to the area in which
“goods/place association” by the public is therefore
the goods originated.

A

presumed.

Burke-Parsons-Bowlby Coal, 871 F.2d

at

595

(citations omitted).

A trademark that is primarily geographically descriptive must have acquired secondary meaning
t0 invoke the protection

secondary meaning
to associate the

Findings of Fact

is

of the Lanham Act.

Id.

The purpose of requiring the establishment of

to give effect to those geographic

goods with a particular place but

& Conclusions of Law

-

marks which no longer cause the public

to associate the

goods with a particular source.
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American Footwear Corp.

v.

General Footwear C0.

Ltd.,

The

609 F.2d 655 (2nd Cir.1979).

geographical term no longer primarily denotes the geographic area, but with secondary meaning

it

primarily denotes a single source for the product. Id.

Secondary meaning

is

proved when by a preponderance of the evidence

consuming public toward the mark denotes “a

the attitude of the

Aloe Cream Laboratories

single source.”

v.

single thing

coming from

a

is

difﬁcult to obtain.

Id.

Absent

direct

must draw reasonable inferences from evidence of long-term usage, from

proof, the Court

considerable effort and expenditure of

money toward developing

the trademark.,#WLI/Kg Centegilgc.

v.

Sales volume, though relevant,

1983).

can be determined that

Milsan, Inc., 423 F.2d 845, 849 (5th Cir. 1970)

Direct proof of secondary meaning

(citation omitted).

it

mark by purchasers

is

Winners Corp., 563

a reputation and good will for

F. Supp. 717,

723 (M.D. Tenn.

not necessarily sufﬁcient t0 indicate recognition of the

as an indication of the source.

Seabrook Foods,

Inc.

v.

Bar—Well Foods

Ltd.,

Advertising expense also

is

relevant but will not,

standing alone, establish secondary meaning.

Scientific Applications

v.

Energy Conservation

Corp, 436 F.Supp. 354, 361 (N.D.Ga.1977).

Where advenising

568 F.2d 1342, 1345 (U.S.C.C.P.A.1977).

expenditures are required t0

“merely survive” in the competitive market, advertising expenditures cannot be used
secondary meaning.

which

results in

Scott Paper C0.

WLWC

Centers, 563 F.Supp. at 724.

consumer association with a

v.

Scott’s Liquid

that the

In

WLWC Centers,

single source can establish secondary meaning.

Gold Inc., 589 F.2d 1225, 1228 (3rd Cir.1978). The duration of

the Court determined that three years

mark had acquired secondary meaning.

Findings 0f Fact

& Conclusions of Law

prove

However, extensive advertising

use of the mark can establish secondary meaning where the duration
short period.

to

-

WL WC Centers,

is

more than a

relatively

was insufﬁcient

563 F.Supp.

at

to

prove

723.
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In Burke—Parsons-Bowlby

v.

Appalachian Log Homes, 871 F.2d 590 (6th

of the registered trademark, “Appalachian Log Structures,” sought

Cir. 1989), the holder

to enjoin a competitor’s use

of the mark, “Appalachian Log Homes.” The Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals held that the mark

was not a protectable trademark, because
noted that the Appalachian region
descriptive

the regionally

Appalachian region.
“Appalachian”

was primarily geographically

descriptive.

The court

publicly acknowledged as a distinct, identiﬁable region, and

term “Appalachian”

Id. at 594.

states.

is

it

is

used

in

132 businesses located in the

Appalachian Log Structures was located in Virginia, one of the

The court

Id. at 595.

also held that there

was insufﬁcient evidence

that

“Appalachian Log Structures” had acquired secondary meaning even though the company had
achieved $2 million in gross sales in about three years and had expended approximately

$100,000 in advertising the mark over the course of one

ygagirrijhc gourt

noted that prorqpnrsumer

evidence was submitted and that the evidentiary burden necessary to establish secondary

meaning

is

substantial.

relevant, there

beyond

Although the advertising expenditures for the mark were

Id. at 596.

to establish the

was no evidence

as extensive or to distinguish

it

as

that necessary to survive in the market. Id.

provided evidence that there are 387 currently active businesses using the words

Here,

UCI

“Gem

State” in their business names.

for the State of Idaho.

It is

State of Idaho, or rather, the

the

amount

name “Gem

concludes that

State

Gem

It is

commonly known

undisputed that

“Gem

State.”

Gem

There

that

“Gem

State Blaine provides

is

no evidence

that

Rooﬁng” has acquired secondary meaning.

State

Rooﬁng is

State”

is

rooﬁng

Gem

the

nickname

services in the

State Blaine’s use of

Accordingly, the Court

geographically descriptive, and as such,

is

not a protectable

trademark.

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions of Law

—
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Damages

ii.

Even

if

Gem

interest in

it,

State

Rooﬁng was

a protectable trademark, and

Gem

State Blaine

Gem State Blaine has failed to show it is entitled to damages under trademark law.

amount of damage.

and the
In a trademark infringement case, a plaintiff must prove both the fact
2

J.T.

McCarthy, Trademarks and Unfair Competition

are typically

which the
actual

had a protectable

measured by any

plaintiff

damage

often difﬁcult, a court

is

750 F.2d 903, 918 (Fed.

make

Id. at

Sun Earth Solar Power

establish

839 F.3d 1179 (9th

C0.,

§ 30:27, at

tort

ed. 1984). (“Plaintist

509 (2d

.

.

.”).

As a

With reasonable certainty.

any

lost

proﬁts

Because proof of

defendant’s proﬁts on the

Al Bolgqr’sﬁ IirgStores,
lost

”

Inc.,

proﬁts method, a

Lindy Pen C0.

on other gounds by SunEarth,

v.

Bic

Inc.

v.

Cir. 2016).

law principles. 2

standard under which the infringer—tortfeasor

.

v.

509.

damages under the

(9th Cir. 1993), abrogated

Trademark remedies are guided by

wrongful act

Id. at

may award damages based 0n

“To

as well as

a “prima facie showing 0f reasonably forecast proﬁts.

Pen Corp, 982 F.2d 1400, 1407

Competition

for the infringement.

511; see also Bandag, Inc.

Cir. 1984).

511 (2d ed. 1984). Damages

which a plaintiff can prove,

would have earned but

theory of unjust enrichment.

plaintiff must

direct injury

§ 30:27, at

J.T.

McCarthy, Trademarks and Unfair

damages should be measured by the

is liable for all injuries

tort

caused to plaintiff by the

general rule, damages which result from a tort must be established

Dan

B. Dobbs, Remedies § 3.3, at 151 (1973).

The Supreme Court

with
has held that “[d]amages are not rendered uncertain because they cannot be calculated
absolute exactness,” yet, a reasonable basis for computation must exist. Eastman

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions of Law

-

Kodak

Co.

v.
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Southern Photo Materials C0., 273 U.S. 359, 379, 47 (1927).
in infringement cases

monetary award
Foxtrap, Inc.

damages

v.

when damages

Many

courts have denied a

are remote and speculative.

See generally

Foxtrap, Inc., 671 F.2d 636, 642 (D.C.Cir.1982) (“any award based on plaintiff’s

some showing of actual

requires

loss”);

Burndy Corp.

F.Supp. 656, 664 (D.C.Conn.) (“no assessment 0f damages

is

v.

Teledyne Industries,

authorized

if it is

Inc.,

584

not based 0n

actually proven damages.”), aff’d 748 F.2d 767 (2d Cir.1984); Invicta Plastics (USA) Ltd.

Mega Corp, 523

F.Supp. 619, 624 (S.D.N.Y.1981) (“damages will not be awarded in the

absence of credible evidence demonstrating injury to the plaintiff from defendant’s
S.A.

Vuitton et Fils,

discretionary

v.

Crown Handbags, 492 F.Supp.

v.

award of

either

1071,

sales.”);

1077 (S.D.N.Y.1979) (“The

damages or proﬁts assumes an evidentiary

such an award. Without such a basis there can be no recovery”), aff’d

on which

basis

mem,

to rest

622 F.2d 577 (2d

Cir.1980).

For the reasons

set forth in Section (a)(ii) above, the

failed to demonstrate injury as a result

t0 provide

any evidence as

evidence was that

UCI

to

Court concludes that

its

corresponding losses.

sustained a $12,000 loss on the

Animal

State Blaine experienced a dip in business that coincided With the

evidence as to what

UCI

completed.

Accordingly,

Findings of Fact

Gem

Gem

As

State Blaine’s proﬁts

such, the Court

State Blaine

& Conclusions of Law

ﬁnds

that

-

State Blaine has

State Blaine failed

Instead, the only

Shelter project

and

that

economic crash. There

would have been had

it

Gem
is

no

been awarded the jobs

any damages are remote and speculative.

not entitled to damages on

is

Gem

of UCI’s work in Blaine County.

UCI’s proﬁts and

Gem

its

trademark inﬁ'ingement claim.
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CONCLUSION

For the reasons

set forth herein, the

State Blaine has failed to

claims.

fees.

The Court ﬁnds

UCI breached

Court concludes that although

show damages

for

its

State Blaine

IT IS

SO ORDERED.

is

that neither party prevailed,

and thus, neither party

is

District

entitled to attorney

UCI breached

the

TSA, but

not entitled t0 collect damages or attorney fees.

Signed: 9/1 7/2019 04:29

SAMUEL A. HOA

TSA, Gem

breach 0f contract and trademark infringement

Accordingly, the Court will enter a declaratory judgment that

Gem

the

AND

PM

Date

Judge

Findings of Fact

& Conclusions 0f Law

-
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

Signed' 9/17/201904250

I

hereby certify that on

instrument

PM
,

I

served a true and correct copy of the within

to:

Mr. Ryan McFarland, Esq.
mn@mcfarlandritter.com

Ms. Terri Pickens Manweiler, Esq.
Ms. Shannon Pearson, Esq.
terri@pickenslawboise.com

shannon@gickenslawboise.com

Phil

McGrane

Clerk 0f the District Court
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Findings of Fact

& Conclusions of Law
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Filed: 12/13/2019 12:53:26
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Hoskins, Janet

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY

GEM STATE ROOFING, INCORPORATED,
CV01-18-13437
8-13437
Case No.
N0. CVOl-l

Plaintiff,

VS.

ORDER RE: ATTORNEY FEES AND
UNITED COMPONENTS,
INCORPORATED, dba GEM STATE

COSTS

ROOFING,
Defendant.

THIS

MATTER comes before the Court 0n the Defendant’s Motion for Costs and Attorney Fees,

Plaintiffs Motion for Attorney Fees and
ﬁled through counsel 0n
on September 19, 2019, and the Plaintiff’s

Costs, ﬁled through counsel

0n September 24, 2019.
on

A hearing was held on
0n November 12, 2019,

and the matter was taken under advisement. For the reasons

set forth herein,

both Motions are

DENIED.

BACKGROUND

Plaintiff

ﬁled

this action against

Defendant t0
to enforce a Trademark Settlement Agreement

(“TSA”). One of the most vigorously disputed issues was Whether the Defendant was bound by
the

TSA as a successor to the company that entered into the TSA.

Both

parties

entered a

ﬁled cross Motions for

Memorandum

prevail in part.

0n
Summary Judgment, and on

April 26, 2019, the Court

which both parties prevailed in part and did not
Decision and Order, in Which

The Court held
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was a successor corporation to Gem State Roofing & Asphalt Maintenance, Inc. (“Gem State
Boise”) and was liable under the terms of the TSA. The Court further held that UCI breached
the TSA by performing work in Blaine County for clients that were not specifically excluded in
the TSA. However, the Court held that there were genuine issues of material fact as to whether
Gem State Roofing, Incorporated (“Gem State Blaine” or “Plaintiff”) had incurred damages and
as to Gem State Blaine’s claims regarding trademark infringement and injunctive relief.

Following a court trial, this Court held that Gem State Blaine proved that UCI breached the TSA,
but failed to prove its damages. See Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law (filed Sept. 17,
2019). On September 17, 2019, the Court entered a Judgment, which also provided that neither
party is entitled to attorney fees.

Both parties timely filed Motions for Costs and Attorney Fees. UCI contends it is the prevailing
party because it avoided liability, Gem State Blaine claimed over $200,000 in damages and was
awarded nothing, and finally, it made an offer of judgment to Gem State Blaine that was
rejected.

Gem State Blaine concedes that there was no prevailing party in this case; however, it asserts it is
entitled to costs and attorney fees under Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 37(a)(5), 37(b)(2)(C),
and 37(c)(2), for having to file a Motion to Compel discovery, UCI’s failure to comply with the
Order to Compel, and UCI’s failure to admit certain requests for admissions that were later
stipulated to and found as facts in this Court’s Findings and Conclusions of Law.
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ANALYSIS

1. Prevailing Parties

Costs and attorney fees are only awardable to the prevailing party or parties in an action. Idaho
Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d)(1)(A) provides that “costs are allowed as a matter of right to the
prevailing party or parties, unless otherwise ordered by the court.” “In any civil action the court
may award reasonable attorney fees, including paralegal fees, to the prevailing party or parties as
defined in Rule 54(d)(1)(B), when provided for by any statute or contract.” I.R.C.P. 54(e)(1).
In determining which party to an action is a prevailing party and entitled to costs,
the trial court must, in its sound discretion, consider the final judgment or result of
the action in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties. The trial court
may determine that a party to an action prevailed in part and did not prevail in
part, and on so finding may apportion the costs between and among the parties in
a fair and equitable manner after considering all of the issues and claims involved
in the action and the resulting judgment or judgments obtained.
I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(B).

It is within the trial court’s discretion to determine which party to the

action is the prevailing party. See id.; Jorgensen v. Coppedge, 148 Idaho 536, 538, 224 P.3d
1125, 1127 (2010). In making the determination, the Court considers, “(a) the final judgment or
result obtained in the action in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties; (b) whether
there were multiple claims or issues between the parties; and (c) the extent to which each of the
parties prevailed on each of the issues or claims.” Chadderdon v. King, 104 Idaho 406, 411, 659
P.2d 160, 165 (Ct. App. 1983). “[O]ffers of settlement, including offers of judgment, should be
considered in determining the final judgment or result of the action in relation to the relief
sought.” Zenner v. Holcomb, 147 Idaho 444, 449, 210 P.3d 552, 557 (2009). However, the
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Supreme Court has “cautioned that they should not be the only, or even most significant, factor
in the trial court’s prevailing party analysis.” Id.

“[T]he prevailing party question is examined and determined from an overall view, not a claimby-claim analysis.” Credit Suisse AG v. Teufel Nursery, Inc., 156 Idaho 189, 203, 321 P.3d 739,
753 (2014) (citation omitted). The party moving for attorney fees bears the burden of showing
that the standards for such an award have been met. Cunningham v. Waford, 131 Idaho 841,
844, 965 P.2d 201, 204 (Ct. App. 1998).

A defendant’s dismissal with prejudice from an action is “the most favorable outcome that could
possibly be achieved.” Daisy Mfg. Co. v. Paintball Sports, Inc., 134 Idaho 259, 262, 999 P.2d
914, 917 (Ct. App. 2000) abrogated on other grounds by BECO Const. Co. v. J-U-B Engineers
Inc., 149 Idaho 294, 233 P.3d 1216 (2010). In Daisy Manufacturing Company, the Court
specifically noted the plaintiff did not obtain any benefit from the litigation in finding that the
defendant was the prevailing party. Id.

Here, UCI was not dismissed from the action. Rather, the Court found that Gem State Blaine
proved that UCI was liable under the TSA and breached the TSA, but that it failed to prove its
damages. UCI vigorously contested both whether it was bound by the TSA and whether it
breached the TSA. UCI continued to contest adverse findings against it at the court trial even
after the Court held that it was liable and breached the TSA on summary judgment. See
Memorandum Decision and Order (filed April 26, 2019). UCI ultimately avoided a monetary
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judgment only because Gem State Blaine could not show its damages to a degree of reasonable
certainty.

As set forth in this Court’s Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, the facts in this case were
akin to Trilogy Network Systems v. Johnson, 144 Idaho 844, 172 P.3d 1119 (2007). In that case,
following a court trial, the trial court determined that the plaintiff proved that the defendant
breached the non-compete agreement, but had failed to prove its damages. The trial court held
that there was no prevailing party, and the Supreme Court affirmed,
Here, the district court correctly perceived the issue as one of discretion (it cited
to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(B)). It also acted consistently with the legal standards. Rule
54 directs courts to consider who the prevailing party is in relation to the relief
sought by each party. Here, Trilogy sought as damages the profits Johnson
obtained, and Johnson sought to have his breach excused because of a unilateral
mistake. The court noted this and considered the relief sought when determining
whether to award attorney fees. Finally, it reached its decision through the
exercise of reason. Therefore, we affirm the decision to have each party bear its
own costs and fees.
Id. at 847–48, 172 P.3d at 1122–23. Similarly, here, UCI consistently maintained and argued
that it did not breach the TSA. UCI failed at that argument. Gem State Blaine prevailed in
proving that UCI breached the TSA, but UCI prevailed in avoiding a monetary judgment.
Accordingly, both parties prevailed and did not prevail in certain respects.

In Mountain Rest. Corp. v. ParkCenter Mall Assocs., 122 Idaho 261, 269, 833 P.2d 119, 127 (Ct.
App. 1992), the Court of Appeals upheld a trial court’s determination that no party prevailed
where the plaintiff succeeded in establishing a breach of contract, but did not prove that the
breach was material and thus was not granted rescission. In addition, the defendant sought
damages for breach of a lease agreement, and the district court granted the defendant partial
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relief as to rental payments for when the plaintiff occupied the space. The trial court denied
prospective relief, because it found the defendant failed to mitigate damages. In addition, the
Court of Appeals upheld the trial court’s refusal to award the defendant costs under Idaho Rule
of Civil Procedure 68, pertaining to offers of judgment. Prior to trial, the defendant offered to
allow judgment to be taken against it in the amount of $10,000. “The district court ruled that
because of the difficulty in comparing the offer of judgment with the judgment finally rendered
in the case that Rule 68 did not mandate an award of costs.” Id.
The issue presented is whether the district court correctly concluded that because
of the structure of the offer it was not possible to ascertain whether the offer is
more favorable than the judgment. We believe that the district court’s order
denying costs was correct. There was extensive testimony and exhibits at trial
concerning the value of various trade fixtures owned by Mountain Restaurant, and
their value was at least $20,000, with evidence in the record of values in excess of
that amount. The offer of judgment might have actually resulted in a net loss to
Mountain of over $10,000. The judgment required Mountain Restaurant to pay
$12,023.00 in back rent, but given the difficulty of evaluating the trade fixtures,
we cannot determine whether the award of back rent actually exceeds the net
monetary loss from the offer of judgment. Accordingly, the district court’s order
denying ParkCenter its claimed Rule 68 costs is affirmed.
Id.

Similarly, here, UCI urges the Court to consider the $5,000 offer of judgment pursuant to Rule
68 that it made to Gem State Blaine prior to trial. Rule 68 provides in relevant part as follows:
(1) Claims for Monetary Damages. In cases involving claims for monetary
damages, any costs under Rule 54(d)(1) awarded against the offeree must be
based upon a comparison of the offer and the “adjusted award.”
(A) Adjusted Award Definition. The adjusted award is defined as:
(i) the verdict in addition to,
(ii) the offeree’s costs under Rule 54(d)(1) incurred before service
of the offer of judgment and,
(iii) any attorney fees under Rule 54(e)(1) incurred before service
of the offer of judgment. Provided, in contingent fee cases where
attorney fees are awardable under Rule 54(e)(1), the court will pro
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rate the offeree’s attorney fees to

determine the amount incurred

before the offer ofjudgment in reaching the adjusted award.
(B) Adjusted
offeree

is

Award Less

than Offer. If the adjusted award obtained by the

less than the offer, then:

must pay those costs of the offeror as allowed under
Rule 54(d)(1), incurred after the making of the offer;
(ii) the offeror must pay those costs of the offeree, as allowed
under Rule 54(d)(1), incurred before the making of the offer; and
(iii) the offeror is not be liable for costs and attorney fees 0f the
offereee awardable under Rules 54(d)(1) and 54(e)(1) incurred
after the making of the offer.
Award More than Offer. If the adjusted award obtained by
Adjusted
(C)
the offeree is more than the offer, the offeror must pay those costs, as
allowed under Rule 54(d)(1), incurred by the offeree both before and after
the making 0f the offer.
(D) Judgment to be Entered. After a comparison of the offer and the
adjusted award, in appropriate cases, the district court must order an
amount Which either the offeror 0r the offeree must ultimately pay
separate and apart from the amount owed under the verdict. A total
judgment must be entered taking into account both the verdict and the
(i)

the offeree

involved costs.

Rule 54(d)(1) speciﬁes
parties.

that costs are

allowed as a matter 0f right t0 the prevailing party 0r

Here, the Court concludes that neither party prevailed, 0r

prevailed and did not prevail in part.

Because

Gem

at least, that

State Blaine did not prevail

damages, Rule 68 does not apply. However, Zenner

v.

Holcomb

does not apply, the Court must consider an offer of judgment in

instructs that

its

on

each party

its

even

claim for

if

Rule 68

prevailing party analysis.1

An offer ofjudgment is deﬁned generally as “[a] settlement offer by one party to allow a speciﬁed
judgment to be taken against the party.” Black’s Law Dictionary 1114 (8th ed.2004). In Delta Air
Lines, Inc. v. August, 450 U.S. 346, 351 (1981), the United States Supreme Court held “the plain
language 0f Rule 68 conﬁnes its effect [to cases] in Which the plaintiff has obtained a judgment for
an amount less favorable than the defendant’s settlement offer.” This Court has also held that
“[Rule 68] applies only to offers made by the defendant and only to judgments obtained by the
plaintiff.” Jones v. Berezay, 120 Idaho 332, 334, 815 P.2d 1072, 1074 (1991). Thus, Rule 68 is a
rule of procedure that places a special burden 0n prevailing plaintiffs t0 whom a settlement offer is
made t0 show that they are entitled t0 costs. Ireland, 123 Idaho at 961, 855 P.2d at 46. Rule 68
does not govern an offer ofjudgment if it is not made by a defendant and if the offer is not more
favorable than the judgment obtained by the plaintiff. Even though Milton made an offer of
judgment in Ireland, Rule 68 was inapplicable since Marlene did not prevail. Accordingly, the
trial court was not prohibited from considering Milton’s offer of judgment as a factor in its
prevailing party analysis for an award 0f attorney fees. In fact, the trial court was required to
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Even considering

UCI

the offer

in the prevailing party analysis, the

the Court

still

ﬁnds

that

ﬁnds

Accordingly, even though the

UCI made

an offer of judgment prior to

that neither party prevailed.

Discovery Sanctions

2.

Gem State Blaine

seeks an award of attorney fees and costs under Idaho Rules 0f Civil Procedure

37(a)(5), 37(b)(2)(C),

and

37(c)(2).

discovery requests regarding

its

Early in the

appeared deﬁcient 0n

its

face, given the dearth

party subpoenas 0n various clients with

responded,

Gem

litigation,

Gem

State Blaine served

State Blaine received

Gem

of emails produced. Accordingly,

whom UCI

documents

Compel.

that

A

suit).

had done business.

many documents

that

State Blaine then

it

served third

Although only a few

Gem

work

Who made

that

and

it

produced a

lot

was

reference t0

State Blaine ﬁled a

Motion

few days before the hearing, UCI produced over one thousand documents.
it

UCI

were not previously produced by

deposed Jeffrey Flynn

were not previously produced. Thereafter,

maintained that although
instant suit

Gem

With

State Blaine believed that the response

(apparently a good portion of the documents were also from Valley County

not relevant t0 this

UCI

business dealings in Blaine County for nine years.

produced about a hundred pages 0f discovery.

UCI

Court

not the prevailing party. In Viewing the case as a Whole, both parties prevailed in part and

is

did not prevail in part.

trial,

ofjudgment

to

UCI

of documents, the vast majority was not relevant t0 the

had n0 other responsive documents. UCI also maintained

that various items

of

consider the offer ofjudgment under Rule 54(d)(1)(B) since Rule 68 was inapplicable. Therefore,
overrule the Court’s holding in Ireland in so far as it holds that an offer ofjudgment may not

we

be used t0 support a trial court’s determination of prevailing party
awarding attorney fees.

Zenner

,

147 Idaho

at

status for the

purpose 0f

450, 210 P.3d at 558.
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discovery were not relevant because it was not bound by the TSA. At the hearing on the Motion
to Compel, the Court granted the Motion and advised that UCI was ordered to respond to the
extent it had not already done so. The Court advised that if UCI maintained the position that
there was nothing relevant left to produce and Gem State Blaine ultimately was able to prove
otherwise, then the Court would be more inclined to award fees and sanctions to Gem State
Blaine.

About two months later, Gem State Blaine filed a Motion for Sanctions pursuant to Idaho Rule
of Civil Procedure 37(b). It asserted that UCI failed to comply with the Court’s previous order
granting the motion to compel. Gem State Blaine conceded that it appeared UCI produced all of
the invoices and estimates that were produced by third parties in response to subpoenas;
however, it argued that UCI produced no email communications, except as concerning the
Animal Shelter Project. UCI argued that it produced everything it had to Gem State Blaine. It
maintained that its business practice was to delete emails after a job was complete and that the
Animal Shelter Project was the only ongoing project. The Court initially granted the motion for
sanctions, but then it later granted UCI’s motion for reconsideration on the issue. Ultimately, the
Court ordered that Gem State Blaine could submit third party subpoenas to relevant email service
providers (Google and AOL) to attempt to uncover any relevant emails that UCI may have in
connection to the instant litigation. No such documents were uncovered, because Google and
AOL refused to comply with the subpoenas.

At trial, Kerrie Kuhn, who testified on behalf of UCI, stated under oath that nothing was deleted
after the instant litigation commenced and that the only reason that the emails relating to the
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Animal Shelter were produced is because it is an ongoing project. She testified that UCI’s
practice is to delete emails once a job is complete.

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37(a)(5) provides that attorney fees and reasonable expenses must
be paid by the party whose conduct necessitated the motion to compel, under the following
circumstances:
(A) If the Motion Is Granted (or Discovery Is Provided After Filing). If the
motion [to compel discovery] is granted, or if the requested discovery is provided
after the motion was filed, the court must, after giving an opportunity to be heard,
require the party or deponent whose conduct necessitated the motion, the party or
attorney advising that conduct, or both to pay the movant’s reasonable expenses
incurred in making the motion, including attorney’s fees. But the court must not
order this payment if:
(i) the movant filed the motion before attempting in good faith to obtain the
disclosure or discovery without court action;
(ii) the opposing party’s nondisclosure, response, or objection was substantially
justified; or
(iii) other circumstances make an award of expenses unjust.
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure Rule 37(b)(2)(C) provides for the payment of expenses when a
party fails to comply with a court order:
Instead of or in addition to the orders above, the court must order the disobedient
party, the attorney advising that party, or both to pay the reasonable expenses,
including attorney’s fees, caused by the failure, unless the failure was
substantially justified or other circumstances make an award of expenses unjust.
Here, the Court concludes that UCI’s objections and failure to produce documents were
substantially justified and other circumstances make an award of expenses unjust. In viewing the
litigation as a whole, UCI consistently maintained it had nothing more to produce. Gem State
Blaine was not able to uncover any additional documents pertinent to its claims. There is no
evidence that UCI deleted emails or hid any relevant documents or other evidence of foul play.
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Instead, Kuhn’s unrebutted testimony was that it was UCI’s business practice to delete emails
once a job is complete. In addition, to the extent that UCI initially withheld documents in
relation to its argument that it was not bound by the TSA, UCI was substantially justified in that
regard. UCI vigorously (and in good faith) disputed its liability under the TSA. It was not until
the Court issued its Memorandum Decision and Order on April 26, 2019 finding that UCI was
bound by the TSA that such fact became the law of the case. Likewise, UCI did not admit to
various Rule 36 requests for admission based on its contention that it was not bound by the TSA.
The Court finds that UCI had a good reason for its failure to admit based on its defense strategy.
Accordingly, the Court will not award sanctions.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons contained herein, both parties’ Motions for attorney fees and costs are DENIED.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

cw

Signed: 12/13/2019 11:23 AM
_______________________________________________________________________________
SAMUEL A. HOAGLAND
Date
District Judge
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2.

Cross-Appellant has the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court on the grounds

that the Order described in paragraph 1 is an appealable judgment under and pursuant to Idaho
Appellate Rules 11(a)(1), 11(f), and 17(e).
3.

The following is a preliminary statement of the issues on appeal that Cross-

Appellants intend to assert. This list of issues shall not prevent Cross-Appellants from asserting
other issues on appeal:
a. Did the District Court err in denying Cross-Appellant’s Motion for Costs and Attorney
Fees?
4. An order has not been entered to seal a portion of the record.
5.

A reporter’s transcript of the oral argument on Cross-Appellant’s motion for costs

and attorney’s fees held November 12, 2019 is requested at this time.
6.

Cross-Appellant request the following documents be included in the clerk’s record:

all those documents requested in Cross-Appellant’s Request for Additional Documents on Appeal
filed October 15, 2019.
7.

Cross-Appellant request the following documents, charts, or pictures offered or

admitted as trial exhibits be copied and sent to the Supreme Court, and includes a notation of those
exhibits that have been marked as confidential:

All those documents requested in Cross-

Appellant’s Request for Additional Documents on Appeal.
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prepared a transcript as named below at the address set out below:
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Ada County Courthouse
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Boise,

b.

ID 83702
That the reporter has been paid the estimated fee for preparation of the reporter’s
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That the estimated fee for preparation 0f the clerk’s record has been paid:

d.

That the appellate ﬁling fee has been paid; and
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all

parties required t0

be served pursuant t0 Idaho

Appellate Rule 20.
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